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Summary '' of 
TWENTIETH CENTURY GAELIC LITERATURE: 
A; DESCRIPTIONf COMPRISINGýCRITICAL STUDY AND A 
4t`"5e. 
COMPREHENSIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY' 
by, 
`Donald John MacLeod. 
Y 
e. 
[A Dissertation presented to the Faculty of 
Arts of the University of Glasgow in fulfilment 
of the requirements for the Degree of Ph. D. ] 
Part 1 öf'the"thesis comprises critical 
study. of Scottish Gaelic literature.. in the 
twentieth century. 
The first ' chapter' 'outlines f the 
sociological, educational, institutional and 
biographical background, and the history of Gaelic 
publishing and of periodical literature (including 
important Gaelic columns lin newspapers and Gaelic 
broadcasting by the B. B. C. ). '' `10 '. 
,. 
In the second' chapter, prose--informative 
and creative--is divided, into 3 sections: 1825- 
a45[resume], 1880-19259-1950--- Theý-influence on 
-the, early stories and novels' of the t-native 
sgeulachd and historical and exiles'"tales is 
documented, as is exotic influence. The short 
stories of the most recent period are discussed 
in more detail-than the rest. ' Writing styles and 
the teaching of Gaelic prose in'schools are 
discussed. 
The third chapter concerns drama. The 
late appearance of the genre in Gaelic is discussed: 
early embryonic dramatic forms are examined and 
there is a section devoted to the cömhradh, an 
essay-device which came tobe dramatically 
performed. The discussion of play scripts is 
1 
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divided into 2 sections: "1900-i5, "l945--" In the 
first section, the development'tofippopular comedy 
from Lowland community drama, ' revivalist 
dramatisations of customs and the cömhradh is 
traced; plot types are delineated; also, serious 
drama is evaluated. In the latter-period, 
experimental drama is discussed in detail. 
There follows a section on performances which 
gives details of the types of drama performed and 
discussion of drama teams', festivals, ' societies and 
audiences. The final section describes 
the 
development of critical-taste. I `'" 
The fourth chapter- devoted to poetry, is 
considerably the longest. It isFdivided into sections 
on a stylistic basis. Traditional bardic 
poetry--i. e., that with'an'Expressionistic tendency-- 
is dealt with first: the: -role and repertoire 
of the bard (and the conflation of the former 
with the comedian's role) and the achievement 
of individual bards is discussed. This is 
followed by a section on "the bard in exile", 
which is specifically concerned with the 
rise of Romanticism. The next section describes 
the survival of the bardic tradition and evaluates 
it. Traditional lyric poetry--that with an 
Impressionistic tendency--is then discussed. 
The next section deals with religious poetry, 
which is mainly bardic. The largest section 
describes, in close detail, experiments in poetry: 
both the larger and more important body of poetry 
rooted in the native lyric tradition and also 
experimental bardic poetry. 
The final chapter is a summary of the 
conclusions of the previous four. General trends 
and the development of surrealism, symbolism and of 
a general sophistication and cosmopolitanism are 
coded. 
Briefly, the pattern of development 
outlined in this thesis is as follows. New 
requirements and contacts were created by the 
synthetic recreation of ceilidh-culture in 
Lowland cities. Popular drama and short stories 
were a consequence, these fashions spreading to 
the Gaidhealtachd through the branches of An 
Comunn Gaidhealach. A nationalistically-motivated 
-,,, '. high-brow' extension of this new literature 
produced more ambitious short stories and plays as 
well as three novels. Conscious experiments i 
3 
in poetry were also conducted at the beginning 
of the century, but are of much significance only 
from the 1930's on, this development being a 
facet of the Scottish Literary Renaissance. In 
the 1950's and thereafter, a considerable sophistication 
has been achieved in all genres. 
Part 2 of the thesis is a descriptive 
bibliography of Gaelic publications in this century, 
including monographs and serials with ca. 3% or 
over of Gaelic material but excepting sheet music. 
The bibliography, being conceived as an extension 
of Donald MacLean's 'Typographia Scoto-Gadelica'(1915), 
gives Full Standard Description, deviations from 
this style being in accordance with Library of 
Congress procedure. Arrangement of entries is 
alphabetical, according to author's surname. 
Locations, crossreferences and informative 
footnotes are given. An introduction gives details 
of the style adopted. 
TWENTIETH CENTURY GAELIC LITERATURE: 
A CESCRIQTICN, COMPRISING CRITICAL STUDY AND A 
COMPREHENSIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
by 
Donald John MacLbad 
A dissertation presented to the Faculty of Arts 
of tho Univorsity of Glasgou in fulfilmont, 
of tha rßquirenents for the d3grce of Ph. D. 
Summer:, 1969. 
FOREWORD 
The first part of this thesis is a historical 
critical survey of Gaelic literaturo in this century. 
Ths second part comprises a full doscriptive bibliography 
of printed books in Scottish Gaelic since 1900. 
Bibliographical annotations in the first part"arot as 
a consequsnce, less comprehensive than could normally be 
appropriate. 
Sincere thanks are due to Professor Derick 
Thomson, my supervisor, for suggesting this project 
and for his encouragement and fruitful advice throughout. 
I also thank dir Fred MacAulay, head of the Gaelic 
Department of the B. B. C., for vllowing me access to the 
Department's files; Mr Finlay MacLeod for scripts of his 
plays; Mr Hugh MacPhee for invaluable reniniscences of 
Gaelic cultural organisations in the Lowlands; and Mr 
John Alick rl cPherson, who lot me see the typescript 
of his edition of Donald'Ruadh' MacDonald's poetry. I am 
indebted to a number of people in cunnactien with the 
bibliography. In particular, I received valuable information 
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on their private collections from John L. Campbell of 
Canna, tha Rev. T. M. Murchison of Glasgow, the Rev. 
Donald M. Sinclair of Antigonish, and Prof. Derick 
S. Thomson of Glasgow; access to the private library of the 
Marquis of Bute (incorporating the late Donald MacLean's 
books) was granted by Miss Catherine Armett, his librarian; 
Prof. Calum lain N. MacLeod gave information ön the Gaelic 
holdings of St Francis Xavier University, Antigonish, and 
Sister Margaret MacDonell and Liam Kelly did likewise 
in the case of the Harvard University collection; Mr 
Jack MacLaren gave me access to his private collection 
and to the publishing records of Alexander MacLaron and 
Son. The following persons gave information. on the 
publishing of the organisations with which they are 
connected-. James M. Alexander (the National Bible Society 
of Scotland), Prof. G. N. M. Collins (the Knox Press, Free 
Church of Scotland), Lachlan Dick (Inverness Royal Academy), 
D. MacKenzie (Lionel-J. S. School), Ian MacLeod (Lochaber 
High School), Malcolm MacLeod (An Comunn Gaidhealach), 
L. W. Ridgewell (Doosey & Hawkes of London), William Ross 
(Dingwall Academy), John Steele (Portres High School), and 
Donald Thomson (Oben High School). The staff of the 
following public-libraries were very helpful: Aberdeen 
University, the Church of Scotland Now College, Edinburgh 
University, Edinburgh Public, the Free Church College 
(Edinburgh), Glasgow University, Mitchell (Glasgow), the 
National Library (Edinburgh), and the School of Scottish 
Studies. Finally, I have to thank Miss Kathryn S. Campbell 
for typing the text from a sometimes not, too legible manuscript. 
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PREFACE 
This first chapter will itemise the various, 
political, sociological, organisational, and personal 
stimuli that have contributed to the main developements 
in Gaelic literature during this century and will 
also briefly describe the history of Gaelic publishing 
and the mast important periodicals (including B. B. C. 
radio) in the century. 
The second chapter of the thesis will concentrate 
on prosewr; tang and, because forms such as the short 
story originated in the 19th century, it will not be 
strictly bound by the chronological remit of the thesis. 
This , latter point-also applies to the discussion of 
drama in the third-, chapter. In the case of both (creative) 
prosewriting and drama, -the pattern delineated is one of 
a; great efflorescence, distinguished by enthusiasm rather 
than sheer quality, in the first three decades, a subsequent 
lapse 
, and, 
in-the last. two decadesj, a revival in which 
both have achieved a vary high standard. 
The pattern in the case Of Gaelic poetry has been 
quite different. Traditional well-established types of 
poetry have survived-into this century and these will 
be analysed. Romantic, poetry has its origins in the late 
7 
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19th century, so that, in connection with it also, it 
is not possible to retain the year 1900 as a stringent 
line of demarcation. Significant experiments in poetry, 
unlike drama and the short story and novel, began 
only in the nineteen-twenties and, particularly, in the 
'thirties, but there has not been a lapse in the developement 
of poetry, as with these other forms. The total 
output of Gaelic poetry far surpasses, in'bulk-- and 
to some extent in quality--that in the other genres: 
for that reason the chapter on Gaelic poetry will be by 
for the longest. 
The fifth and last chapter will attempt, very 
briefly, to set the findings of the preceding chapters 
in perspective. 
The critical standpoint in this study iss of 
" necessity, a historicist one. That is, the social, 
intellectual, and literary environment of each work 
will be taken into account and the main evaluative 
criterion will be how well each work reviewed serves 
its intended function--that is, how well bardic poems 
. 
and sketches entertain, lyric poems express the poet's 
psyche, and modern poems elucidate intellectual truths. 
But the principal yard-stick will be a non-historicist 
one: that gis, the degree to which a work sheds light 
on the basic realities of human existenca, in particular, 
the workings of the mind. This criterion overrules the 
other and will be used to evaluate art-forms against each 
other. For example, modern poetry and drama will, obviously, 
rate much higher than village-bardic verse and slight 
9 
sketches, though the latter may serve their basic 
functions very effectually. Other departures from the 
historicist technique are the degree, with poetry in 
particular, to which the evidence of the work itself 
is used to corroborate observations, the emphasis put on 
the "total meaning" of the work rather than on a 
logical argument abstracted from it, and the consequently 
interlocked evaluations of technique and ideas. Its form 
is regarded--in modern writing at any rate: much 
bardic poetry is "poetry of the will"-- as a part of the 
"meaning"'of a work,, not as a method of decorating tho 
expression of an idea: ideally it is an extension of 
the writer's language--"the medium is the message". 
Deliberate and subconsciously-oiiginatod ambiguities 
are also taken into account, where relevant. 
BACKGROUND 
The cultural estrangement of the nativo aristocracy 
and their people, a consequence largely of the 
stipulation in the 1609 Statutes of Iona that chiofo' 
heirs be educated in tho South, resultod in the demise 
in the 17th and 18th centuries of the old bardic1 education 
and the bardic orders, which had been patronised by the 
chiofs. The proletarian culture--the "village bardic"ona-- 
wasp of cours©y not greatly affected, but when the 
cultural estrangement was translated into economic 
terms, particularly in the 19th-century, that is# when 
the former patriarchs became profit-seeking landlords' 
the peasantry were obliged to emigrate either to rural 
areas in Canada (where the native culture was able to 
develops organically) or 'to the Lowland Scottish 
cities (in which the popular culture was synthetically 
'! recreatod2 and in which also it came into contact with 
English literature of varying dagrees of sophistication 
and was amended accordingly). 
The native popular culture contred around the 
ceilidh, or informal hate gathering, and its main 
sit forms were sgeulachdan, true anocdotes, personal 
songs, and, in particular, village bardic poetry-- 
humorous songs and occasional versa. The msdium of 
transmission was oral and a high premium was placed or: 
10 
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empathy between the poet (or story-composer) and his 
audience: in an oral tradition a poem must be popular 
(and singable) to live, while a poet in a culture that 
is based an the printing press can afford a greater 
degree of alienation between himself and his people. 
When Or Norman MacLeod began publishing his series 
of Gaelic magazinas in the third decade of the 19th 
century, he said that he had been given the oncouragerent 
to do so by the existence of the Ossianic Society of 
Glasgow University (founded 1041)--mainly divinity students 
at the University who debated all kinds of. topics in 
Gaelic--but, when his son wrote a , biographical 
introduction to the collection 'Caraid nan Gaidhealr in 
1867, he referred to the popularity of his father's. 
dialogues at Highland "fireside gatherings", 
3 
which 
suggests that, as a consaquonce of the literacy, produced 
by the 19th century Gaelic Schools' Societies, the 
native ceilidh-culture had been able to assimilate 
this new element. But it was not radically changed 
by it:. it remained a basically oral r, udium. 
The great efflorescence in Gaelic poetry in 
the 18th century was stimulated by poets' making 
contact--through the S. P. C. K. schools--with contemporary 
English literature. The movement of Gaels into the 
Southern cities in the 19th and. 2Qth centuries 
re-established ccntact. The main emigration from the 
Highlands was to the Clyde basin and Edinburgh: at 
the 1881 census there were 17,844 "habitual" Gaelic 
speakers in Lanarkshire, Ranrrewshire, and Edinburgh, 
4 
compared to"198,640 in the five Highland counties of 
12 
Argyll, Inverness, Perth, Ross, and Sutherland; 
by 1921, the respective figures5 were 25,4476 and 
120,556; after another forty years (1961), they 
" were 16,363 and 55,309. A large majority of 
th3 
Gaelic-speakers in the Lowlands are settled in Glasgow 
or its immediate environs. 
The first Highland societies set up in the cities 
aimed at finding employment and accomodation for 
the immigrants and providing education for their 
children. The earliest of these was the Highland 
Society (founded 1724), which supported, from around 
1770, a school and a Gaelic chapel, that wasi in 
'.. 1836, rehoused and renamed as the St Columba Gaelic 
Church. The Highland Society of Glasgow, founded by 
St Columba Church in 1074 because the Highland 
Society had lost sight of its original aims, drafted 
a register of jobs and lodgings, ran a small open 
library for Gaels and, on Saturdays, organised 
-Gaelic lectures and song-recitals. Penny Readings 
(mainly song-recitals) wore organised in this period 
by elders of the Gaelic Church (Duncan Sharpe, James 
Grant, etc. ) in order to keep Highland youths off 
the streets and out of the pubs. From the mid-19th 
century, various Area Societies were established to 
serve as both welfare and recreational organisations. 
Out of the Penny Readings and Highland Society of 
Glasgow Saturday night ceilidhs, there developed the 
St Columba Gaelic Choir (around 1866) and, consequently, 
Gaelic choral musict7 formal Gaelic concerts'8 and 
13 
ultimately, the Mod of An Comunn Gaidhealach. They 
also inspired the institution in 1893 of the Glasgow 
Gaelic Musical Association, which made an important 
contribution to the developement of Gaelic drama in 
the early 20th century. 
Or Norman MacLeod of St Columba Church founded the 
Ossianic Society in 1831 as a debating club run mostly 
for the benefit of Gaelic divinity students. Debates 
and talks wore the main items on its programmes, but 
readings of his own dialogues and stories were given 
also. In the early 1890's, as outlined recently in 
a talk9 and in an article in 'Gairm'(Spring 1968) by 
Mr Kenneth 61acDonald, the Society began to hold some 
of its meetings in English, to concentrate on purely 
Highland affairs, and, gradually, to move away from 
being a serious debating society to a position closer 
to that-of the entertainment-oriented Area Societies. 
Largely as a consequence of this developoment, two 
new Gaelic debating societies wore set up. The 
first was the High School Ceilidh, which developed out 
of the Gaelic evening classes run by Duncan Reid 
from around 1886. This organisation began in 1895, butt 
at its first Annual General (fleeting in 1896, a group, 
whose motion to make the Ceilidh an all-Gaelic society 
had been defeated, broke away and instituted a rival 
society, Ceilidh nan Gaidhsal. Ceilidh fan Gaidheal, 
like the early Ossianic Society, was all-Gaelic and 
concentrated on talks and debates (usually of an 
antiquarian nature), each talk being followed by an 
I 
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adjudication; but occasionally stories, dialogues, 
articlest and even plays were presented--come of these 
ware from printed collections, 
10 
others"uero fron 
manuscripts and were printed (or performed) later. 
Ceilidh nan Gaidheal eventually ceased to meat in the 
'fifties, but the High School Ceilidh (which was 
similar 
. to it except for its English content) has lasted 
to the present day. By the 1940'sß and especially after 
the Second World War, however, their intellectual 
content had-been considerably diluted with lighter 
forms of entertainment. The contribution of these two 
societies in their heyday to the developement of Gaelic 
iliterature was very significant: both, indirectly, in 
their contribution to the general Gaelic intellectual 
climate and, directly, in their sponsorship of the 
short story and drama. 
The Penny Readings did not survive into this, 
century, but the concerts and ceilidhs of the Area 
and Clan Societies carried on this tradition. amplifying 
it manyfold. At these ceilidhs, readings of dialogues and 
stories, occasional talk 5 and light sketches varied the 
programme until as late as the Second World War. Since 
than, they have become virtually entirely song-recitals. 
Also performed at the Penny Readings was another 
distinctly "city" form: the humorous songs of exiled 
village bards, such as Donald (Ruadh) McKinnon, John 
1acFadyen,. and lain Cameron (Bard Phaisley). 
An Comunn Gaidhealach was founded in Oban in 
1891 and, though it confined itself in the first few 
15 
years to organising an annual mod (a competitive 
musical and literary festival, based on the Welsh 
Eisteddfod),. it became, with its executive decision, 
in 1900, to found branches throughout Scotland, an 
important medium for the introduction to the Highlands 
of the forms of art and entertainment which had been 
developed by the Gelltachd emigre community. The 
first branches were at Oban (1902), Dingwall (1904), 
Stornoway (1905), Inverness (1906), Ardrishaig (1906), 
and Kilmodan (1906). By 1910, there were branches in 
the following places: 
ll Tarbert, Tobermory, Lochaber, 
Appin, Balquhidder, Fort William, Kinlochluichart, 
Stirling, Benderloch, Bute, Dunoon, Clackmannan, and 
Stonhousemuir. Intensive propaganda tours by T. D. 
MacDonald (Comunn Secretary.,. 1906-1911), Rev. Neil 
Ross (in Skye), and Neil Shaw (Secretary from 1913 
onward) from 1910 to 1913 resulted in the foundation of 
a large number of new branches, particularly in the 
Argyllshire islands (four in Mull, one each in Tirea, 
. 
Islay and Gigha), in Skye (six branches), the Great 
Glen, and in the West Coast villages from Strontian 
to Aultbea. Tours were made to the Outer Isles also 
and small branches set up there. By 1913, An Comunn 
Gaidhealach had about a hundred branches throughout 
Scotland. Many branches fell into abeyance after the 
First World War, but intensive propaganda tours in the 
'twenties brought the numbers back up again: in 1927, 
the branches in Oban, Lochgilphead, Islay, Mull, 
Lewis, Lochaber, Cowell Skye, Sutherland, Ardnamurchan, 
16 
Perth, and Tires and Coll werd organising local mods. 
Although the Secretary (Shaw) made a tour of the Outer 
Isles in 1926 and succeeded in forming some branches 
he complained in 'An Gaidheal' that the numbers who 
attended his meetings were very few. 
The ceilidhs hold by these branches were 
normally hold in halls and ware, therefore, considerably 
more formal, more like concerts than the traditional 
Highland ceilidhs. Branch reports (and those of 
affiliated societies) up to the Second World War 
shoo that--while they heavily relied on song-recitals-- 
cömhraidhean, plays, sketches. and comic "turns"9 and 
even talks and debates were often a part of these 
ceilidhs. "Readings" were often given from collections 
such as the 'Celtic Garland', 'Leabhar na Cöilidh' and 
'An t-Eileanach', c development of significance in 
the history of the short story. Of particular importance 
was the performance of plays at-these hall-ceilidhs, a 
fashion that was most prevalent in the second and 
third decades of the century. An Comunn's Northern 
Organiser, Donald ftlacPhail, encouraged the developement 
of the important North Uist Drama Festival in the 
" 1930'sß a venture which was adopted by An Comunn. 
Generally, An Comunn was responsible for the fact that, 
in the 'twenties, 'thirties, and 'forties, sketches 
came to be regarded as an integral part of Gaelic 
concerts. This encouraged the writers of drama, but also 
encouraged the belief that only comedies were suitable 
for performance and that more serious plays were better 
suited for silent reading in periodicals. A concomittant 
17' 
developomant was the introduction into the Highland 
Gaelic concerts of a perfornior chose style was 
obviously an imitation of the Lowland music hall 
comedians, performing satiric and often topical skits. 
This role and that of the village bard were close from 
the beginning and gradually coalesced, so that we 
read reports of bards, such as Bard Bharabhais (Donald 
flacDonald) and Bard Chillo-Chorrain (Charles ftiacNiven) 
performing on stage from the 1920's onwards. Despite 
the assimilation of the native and exotic entertainment 
media, however, the general tendency has been towards 
the ousting of the traditional ceilidh and of-the 
village bards by the formal ceilidhs which, in tha 
post-war years, have boon eschewing the dramatic and 
story. content which was their distinctivo positive 
contribution to tha Gaelic culture of the Gaeltachd in 
the early years. These song-recitals, as they now are, 
whether run by the branches of An Comunn or by local 
"impr©ssarios", along with, lately, television have 
all but extinguished the village bardic tradition. 
'Plays 
(comedies) have been only rarely performed in 
'the Gaeltachd in the past twenty-five years, but the 
satirical comedians are still active in areas (for 
example, Lewis, where "Cailleach an Deucoin" still 
performo at concerts). In summary, the introduction of 
light drama and, indirectly, of the short story have 
been the main positive, if temporary, literary 
contributions of An Comunn's branches to the Highlands 
and their main negative influence has. been the 
is 
swamping of the village-bardic tradition. 
The parent association, An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
has, until very recently when it began to take an 
intorest. in commerce and politics, tended to confine 
its attention to its Annual Mod and to the teaching of 
Gaelic in schools. Kenneth MacLeod, Marjorie 
Kennedy-Fraser's collaborator on 'Songs of the 
Hebrides', commented in 1912: "Tha an Comunn an daidh 
bliadhna air fhichead do cheol a thoirt dhuinn--nach 
toir e dhuinn a nis bliadhna air fhichead de Ghaidhlig". 
Although there have been literary competitions at the 
National Mod from earliest times, it is quite indisputable 
that they have been very. far from being the. focus of 
attention. In the adults' section of the 1921 Mod, 
for example, the, number of entries for the literary, 
oral, and singing competitions were, respectively, 
, 
49,42, and 396 (31 choral) and for the 1966 Mod in 
Inverness 35,120, and 556 (103 choral). In 1921, 
Duncan MacLeod of Skeabost gave An Comunn ¬500 for a 
competition to encourage the writing of Gaelic drama: 
substantial money prizes were awarded and the remainder 
of the donation was used to publish the plays which were 
placed first and second and to present the winner 
(Archibald MacCulloch's 'Mairead') at the Athenaeum 
Theatre in Glasgow. Apart from this and the general 
encouragement of the cämhradh and of Gaelic comedy in the 
early years, the contribution of the Mod competitions to 
the developement of Gaelic literature has not been 
very significant, mainly because the evaluative criteria 
I 
19 
have usually been uncompromisingly traditional 
and the prizes too small. An Comunn announced, in 
connection with the 1963 National G1od, the award of 
a £75 prize for a Gaelic novel, £20 for a play, and 
prizes of £30 and £25 for a Gaelic poem on any 
subject. Malcolm MacLeod, Secretary of An Comunn, 
comments that these prizes have elicited few significant 
entries in those sections for this year's P11od, but it 
is reasonable to assume that they will produce important 
results in the next few years. 
Comunn na h-Oigridh, formed in 1932 as an off-shoot 
of the all-Gaelic section of An Comunn, Clann an, 
Fhraoich (founded 1927), tried to interest Gaelic 
children in drama during the 'thirties with, unfortunately, 
not much success. Its only other significant literary 
contribution has been the production of several 
numbers of an influential all-Gaelic magazine by the 
Portree High School Feachd. 
The formation of mutual-improvement societies such 
as the Glasgow Skye Association, the Glasgow Mull and 
Iona Association, etc. was a natural consequence of 
thä migration into a large Lowland city of scattered 
Gaelic-speaking Highlanders, but the foundation in the 
late 19th century of An Comunn Gaidhealach was a 
manifestation, particularly, of the growing Gaelic 
nationalism of that period. This was a late flowering 
of the nationalism which dominated European politics 
throughout the 19th century, having bean triggered 
off, in this instance, probably by the publication, 
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from 1971, of decennial totals of Gaelic-speakers. 
This nationalism was given a boost, and also a Pan- 
Celtic orientation, by the. publication of Zeuss's 
'Grammatica Celtica' in 1853, which was the first 
scholarly demonstration of the linguistic kinship 
of the Irish and Scottish Gaols, and the Uelsh and 
Bretons. The study of the Gaelic language12 by 
Continental scholars such as Zeuss9 Zimmer, and 
(later) Kuno Meyer' and the institution of a Chair of 
Celtic in Oxford in 1870, in Edirnburgh13 in 1882, and of 
a lectureship in Glasgow in 188114 added considerably 
to the prestige of the language. The substantial 
embodiment of this prestige and interest were learned 
societies such as the Gaelic Societies of Inverness 
(founded 1871) and Glasgow (1887)15 and journals 
such as Alexander Cameron's 'Scottish Celtic Review'(1881- 
1805) and 'The Celtic Review'. 
16 The founders of An 
Comunn Gaidhealach aimed deliberately to provide 
a less academic outlet for the patriotism of the tim3.17 
But they--and the popular culture of the emigre societies 
with which they associated themselves--were in their turn 
reacted against, the moving spirit being a nationalist icl8 
Scottish aristocrat, the Hon. Roderick Erskine of Mare 
19 
liar, who ran competitions for stories and plays, 
was one of the founders in 1913 of Comu, n Litreachais 
na h-Albann (a society for the publication and 
encouragement of "Gaelic letters")and, publicly and 
privately, 
20 
encouraged young Gaelic writers to aim at the 
standards of the most sophisticated European literature, but his 
21 
most important contribution tet his' running, in tho 
first'three decades of the 20th century, of a group 
of ragazines, 
21 in which hp. -promolgat©d his ambitiou7 
views of Gaelic literature and published -ha most 
oxperimantal Gaelic-writing of that period of patriotic 
and cultural ferment. filar made, through these 
periodicals-vnd by guidance and encouragament9 an 
extremely crucial contribution to the developoment 
in Gaelic of the sophisticated short story, the novor22 
and serious drama. 
23 
His rain 'collaborator3 u aru thu journalist 
Angua Handavson, 
24 Donald Sinclair, 
25 John racCorc 
26 
acDonald. 
23 filar and f4ü1coln fhacFarlanu, 27 and T. D. MacDonald. 
23 
Henderson, in particular, ; ware virulently opposed to 
An Comunn Galdheainch, mainly because of its refusal to 
become involved in politics, and of the protagonists or 
the popular coilidh-cu? ture 'iii genoral. 'fixe held 
that Gaelic writers, instead öf continuing to produc3 
a basically peasant literature or mimicking third-rata 
Scottish and English exemplars, ought to aim at the 
same standards as'the best European writars oP their 
time. 
The literary revival based an f(lar'o ebullient 
advocacy'dissipated in the raid-'twenties and he himself 
eventually settled in France. In the 1930's, however, 
a nationalist-motivated literary renaissance again 
re-invigorated Gaelic writing. This we the Scottish 
Literary Rannissance', which, inspired by the personality, 
poetry, and critical writings of Hugh TacOiarmid, had 
22 
begun in the 1920's and featured the work of 1acDiarmid, 
Lewis Spensa, flail Gunn, and Lewis Grassic Gibbon in 
that decade and the early 'thirties and'the poetry of 
Sydney Smith, Douglas Young, and others in the late 
1930's and the 'forties. The movement mainly involved 
writings in Lallans, but Gaelic writers such as 
Sorloy MacLean and George Hey (both centred in Edinburgh, 
whore several members of the movement, Auch as fi1acDiarmid 
and Smith, often met) and Derick Thomson (in contact in 
Aberdeen University with Douglas Young) became involved 
in the late 'thirties and early 'forties. The fruits of 
their involvement in the movement were several volumes of 
experimental and extremely sophisticated poetry, which 
show a cosmopolitan literacy and a contemporary intelligence. 
Thomson is the only one of the three who has continued 
to write beyond the late 1940's. 
In the 'fifties and 'sixties, several young poets, 
prosewriters, and dramatists have begun to write 
independently of nationalist stimulus: this is a 
very healthy developoment. Although most of the latter 
lack staying power29--ua have short stories, but no 
\, novels, only 30-45 minute long plays, and short lyric 
poems--their work is, at its best, at least comparable 
with the best in any language. 
The broadly and solidly based revival in Gaelic 
writing in the-'fifties is partly a natural developenent 
out of the patriotically inspired poetic experiments of 
the 'thirties and 'forties, but there are other causes. 
First, the more enlightened attitude to Gaelic teaching 
on the part of the Education Authorities has been bearing 
23 
fruit since the early 'fifties in ä gradually improving 
Gaelic literacy rate and in this period the amount 
of State aid to students. in High School and University 
has, for the first time, allowed a large number of the 
children of Highland crofters to, reap the benefits of 
a higher education. In particular, it is of significance 
that virtually all the now Gaelic writers, from MacLean 
and Thomson to Donald MacAulay and Ian Murray, have done 
a University Honours degreo, eithar"in English 
" literature ors as in the case of Thomson and MacAulay, 
in a Celtic-English combination (available only at " 
Aberdeen University). In addition, Derick Thomson's 
teaching of Gaelic literature (from 1948) to University 
students at, Edinburghp Aberdeen, and Glasgow has been 
very stipulating and influential. The periodical 
'Gairm', originally edited by Derick Thomson and 
Finley 3. MacDonald, and the Gaelic Department of, the 
B. B. C. have also greatly encouraged and accelerated 
the revival. 
The official recognition by the Scots Literary 
Establishment of the Gaelic literary renaissance and of 
the integral contribution of Gaelic writers to the, 
total Scottish literary scene gave a boost to the Gaelic 
revival. This recognition has included discussion 
of Gaelic literature in books such as Maurice 
Lindsay's 'The Scottish Renaissance'(19499 28pp. ), 
James Kinsloy'h 'Scottish Poetry. A Critical Survey'(1955), 
30 
and Kurt Wittig's 'The Scottish Tradition in Literature'' 
(1958); and the publication of Gaelic poens"in journals 
and periodical anthologies like MacDiar m id's 'Voice of 
24 
Scotland', Lindsay's 'Poetry Scotland' to tho"presont- 
day 'Lines Review' (edited by Robin Fulton); and in 
anthologies such as Maurice Lindsay's 'Modern Scottish 
Poetry: An Anthology of the Scottish Renaissance' 
(1946 and 196.6), 
31 Norman A1acCaig's ' Honour' d Shade' 
(1954)`i2'Scottish Postry'(Nunbars 1 and 3; n. do and 
1968)33 and Georgs Bruce's 'The Scottish Literary 
Revival'(1968). 
34 
Many recent commentators and even the writers 
themselves35 have, unlike filar and Henderson, shown 
themselves to be very much concerned that modern Gnolic 
poets and playwrights are losing meaningful contact with 
the great nass of the Gaelic-speaking public, that 
is, the crafting population of the Highlands and Islands 
Serious writers in all languages have become increasingly 
aware during the century of a process of alienation from 
their community: this is largely a consequence of 
the writers' intellectual vigilance and. training, but 
is partly adduceable to the developement of literary 
techniquoc, to what Allen Tate describes as a "radical 
discontinuity in the tradition". 36 In the Gaelic 
context, the relative degrees of bilingualism in the 
community are a complicating factor. 
37 
In the 
absence of relevant sociological research, it is 
difficult to assess whothor the modern Gaelic writers' 
communication problem is very much greater than that of, 
for example, his English counterpart, or whether it 
is the-'ease that the commentators and the writers are 
over-sensitive on this point because the endemic 
cultural system, being oral in transmissive orientation, 
25 
set such a high value on ease of communication. 
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It follows, of course, that, oven if the Gaelic 
writer can meaningfully communicate with the same 
proportion of his potential audience/roader3hip as 
an English writer can, the total number involved in 
the case or the former can still be low enough to 
give rise to concern. 
It is indisputable, in any case, that virtually 
every developemert of significance in Gaelic literature 
during this century has emanated from the Lowland-based 
Gaelic intelligentsia. 
I 
THE PRINTING PRESS' 
The schools set up in the Highlands by the 
S. P. C. K. (from 1709 onwards) brought Gaelic writers 
into contact with, the rich field of contemporary 
English letters, with, in the poetry of Rob Donn 
MacKay and Alexander MacDonald, very fruitful results. 
In the early 19th century, the S. P. C. K. itself, having 
revoked its original anti-Gaelic policy, the Societies39 
for Gaelic Schools, and the Church of Scotland's 
General Assembly40 wore establishing schools in which 
young and adult Gaels were taught to read and writs 
Gaelic. On the basis of this new literacy and inspired 
by the example of English literature, to which' 
Gals now had ready access, periodicals came into 
existence, printing Gaelic stories and conducting 
serious discussions in the language, and books 
began-to he published frequently. Of the, books printed, 
a majority were versions of the Bible and Catechism, 
translations of Puritan sermons and theology, and books 
of hymns and secular poems. But there were also 
published histories, both sacred and seculart41 
polemical and informative pamphlets (including an 
26 
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important group advising Gaels on how to emigrate), 
school bookst2 and collections of traditional tales. 
The average number of publications per year increased 
from five inythe first few years of the century 
to seventeen around 1870. The Education Act. of 1872 
removed education from the hands of the Church and 
other charitable bodies and made the State responsible: 
in the State schools, not only was instruction in the 
reading and writing of Gaelic prohibited, but in 
many schools, as late as the first few decades of the 
twentieth century, the speaking of Gaelic was forbidden 
even in the school playgrounds. As a consequence of 
this policy, Gaelic illiteracy again became prevalent 
and the number of publications went into decline 
from the late 1870's: in the last few years of the 
century, the annual average had dropped to eleven. 
This decline has continued during the 20th century, the 
yearly average of thirteen at'the beginning of the 
century dropping gradually to about five in the 1950's. 
The majority of publications in this century have 
been books of poems, a tendency that was obvious in the 
19th century. The publication of a large number of 
song-books by An Comunn Gaidhealach, in particular,. 
has added a new dimension to this output, while another 
now factor has bosn the publication. of Gaelic plays 
and original stort stories43 during this century. 
But, in the early'years of the century, the publishing 
pattern was basically similar to that of the last 
century: it was clearly the tail-and of the great 
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upsurge of Gaelic printing founded on the widespread 
literacy of the early period. There ware: an emigration 
booklet, '6laehraiehean Mora Chanada'(1907); informative 
pamphlets, such as An Comunn Gaidhealach's two 
first-aid booklets in 1939; and a very few polemics, 
e. g. 'An Eaglais Shaor agus an Eaglais Ur'(1929). 
There were still a few reissues of 19th century 
theological translations, forýexamplo, Bunyan's 
" 'Pilgrim's Prngress'(of which a now translation was 
issued in 1929) and Richard Dexter's 'Saints' 
Everlasting Rost'(1908); some new translations were 
Scupoli's 'Spiritual Battle'(1908) and J. H. Oldham's 
'On the Possibilities of Prayer'(1913). There were also 
some theological books that were originally written 
in Gaelic, such as Alexander hlacDiarmuid's 'Urnuigh 
an Tighearna'(1921). During the First World War, 
several books of this type were issued under the 
general heading 'Cogadh 11är na h-Eorpa'. The only 
recent examples of this kind of publication are 
the 1941 edition of John. Glatheson's 'Flosrachadh mu 'n 
Bhlobull'(first ed. 1880), the 1942 edition of John 
Smith's 'Urnaighean airson Theaghlaichean'(1808), 
the reprints (under the heading 'Cogadh na Saorsa') 
during the Second World War of several of the series 
'Cogadh M Or na h-Eörpa', and the booklet 'Creideamh 
na Ba'ahai'(1961). Devotional works, Protestant 
end Roman Catholic, continue to be printed in Gaelic. 
Few collections of translated sermons have 
appeared in this century: some few books of 
29 
original sermons, however, have appeared, including 
'Dioghluim o Theagasg nan Aithrichean'(1900), Archibald 
Cook's. sermons (1907,1916), 'Dorlach 611'(1931), and 
the Rev. Malcolm MacLeod's 'An Tuchair Oir'(1951). 
Histories of divines are rare: examples are John 
1acCallum's biography of John Wesley (1911), the 
compendium, 'Cliü agus Cuimhneachan air na Criosduidhean 
a Chaidh Dhachaidh'(1931), and Nicol Nicolson's 
'An t-Urramsch Iain 1acRath', which was first issued 
in 1895 and reprinted in 1910 and 1939. Publication 
of secular history has comprised the 1906 reprint of 
fýlacKenzie's history of the '45, Lachlan MacLean's 
'Eachdraidh-beatha nan Albannach Iomraiteach ud-- 
Uilleam Uallas, Iain Nocs agus Rob Ruadh'(1912), 
Hector MacDougall's 'Cath-chuairt Eideard Cruis an 
Eirinnt(n. d. ), and 'Sir Seoras Uilloam Roe agus 
mar a Thuinich na Gaidhoil an Canada'(1915) by 
Alexander Fraser. 
In recent years, very few books have been 
published except school books and collections of 
poems and hymns, along with various reprints of the 
Bible and Catechism and very occasional publications 
of sermons or "Lä Cheist" aphorisms. Nonimaginative 
secular books in prose have not appeared for several 
decades. 
In the past few decades, the relatively enlightened 
attitudes of educational authorities, beginning with 
the promotion of Gaelic to Leaving Certificate 
status in 3.915 and its further recognition in 1918, 
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has resulted in an increase in Gaelic literacy, 
especially among Highlanders who are around fifty 
years old and younger at the present day. And yet 
the number of publications, in particular of noncreative 
literature, has continued to decline, largely because 
there are too few, Gaelic speakers to support the 
publication of Gaelic books. For that reason, 
most publications in the past two decades have 
requirod a grant, usually from the Catherine IfacCaig 
Trust. In June 1968, the Secretary of State announced 
that an annual grant of i5g000 would be made to 
Glasgow University to help with the publication of 
new books in Gaelic. 
In the early years of the 20th century, some 
of the great publishing houses of the 19th century, 
Eneas 1acKay of Stirling, Archibald Sinclair of 
Glasgow, and Norman MacLeod of Edinburgh, ware still 
active, but by far the most prolific publishers 
of Gaelic books in this period have been Alexandar 
VacLaren and Son of Glasgow. Although they have 
published a large variety of Gaelic books, their chief 
contribution to Gaelic literary devolopoment wac in 
their publishingt in the first few decades of the 
century, of the new forms, the short story and play, 
in which function they succeeded the pioneer, Alexander 
Gardner of Paisley, who had published, for example, 
the first of fiacCormick's books. 
44 MacLaren's have 
been doing progressively less publishing in the 
'fifties and 'sixties, but, even in the 1940'sß they 
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were no longer very adventurous. William MacLellan, 
whose enlightsnad if risky publishing policy contributed 
so nuch to the Scottish Literary Renaissance, 
published the experimental poetry of Sorley MacLean 
and George Hay in that period. 
The Gaelic publishing of M. C. MacLeod of 
Dundee was largely confined to some songbooks in 
. 
the second decade of the century. An Comunn Gaidhealach 
has tended to concentrate on the publication of 
songbooks and song sheets (mostly designed for their 
own Mod competitions) and school textbooks, but, 
in 1966, it published two new Gaelic plays by 
lain Crichton Smith. 45 
In the 'fifties and 'sixties, the revival in 
Gaelic poetry and the short story has bsen represented 
in print almost entiroly by the publications of 
Aberdeen University Gaelic Publications; its successor, 
Glasgow University Gaelic Publications; and Gairm 
Publications: all run by Dorick Thomson. These 
bodies, besides publishing schoolbooks of avant-garde 
material, have produced collections of the short stories 
of Iain Smith and Colin r cKenzie; 
46 the poems of 
Iain Smith, Donald MacAulay, and Derick Thomson; and 
a translation of an English novel. 
47 
The Scottish Gaelic Texts Society, founded 
in 1934, has produced a series of scholarly editions 
of the work of Gaelic writers past and present, aimed 
mainly at school requirements. The authors represented 
. 
have included Iain Lom MacDonald (17th century), 
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Duncan Ban FflacIntyr© and John 1acCodrom (18th century), 
Donald Ruadh L1aclntyre (20th century bard), and 
proseuriters, Donald flacKinnon and Donald Lamont. 
In recent years, the 'Stornoway Gazette' has. 
sorialised, in strip-cartoon form, Gaelic versions 
of'such stories as 'Treasure Island' and 'The 
Incredible Adventures of Baron fyunchausen' and 
, 
have later issued them as separate books. 
In 1957, the inauguration of the Highland Book 
Club at Inverness was announced: it is proposed 
to reissue novels such a3 those of Nail Munro and 
Neil Gunn and to publish the most up-to-dato Gaelic 
Writing. The Club is reported to have the manuscript 
of a collection of long stories and of a novel 
(both by Iain Smith) ready for printing. No clear 
progress report has, how©verg bean issued by the 
Club itself. 
In the past two or three decades there has been 
no Gaelic popular pross--with the exception of the 
Comunn songbooks, some books of hymns and of traditional 
poetry and the very occasional book of sermons. In 
\particular, literary ophomera--romances, comics, 
48 
1 'erotica, murder stories49--have been missing. In 
most languages, serious literature--of the standard 
of Smith's stories and facAulay's poems--is composed 
mainly because of personal intellectual pressures and 
is published often for altruistic rather than commercial 
reasons: often, as with the Art Council's grants 
in Britain, it is subsidised. With ephemeral literature, 
33 
however, the individual writer's motivations and those 
of his publisher are almost purely-mercenary: thero is 
a large public demand which can be translated into 
money. In the Gaelic context, it is clear that the 
literate public is not large enough ever to make 
publishing popular literature a viable project for 
any writer or businessman. If, therefore, a Gaelic 
popular press is to become a reality, it must be 
initiated and carried out as a conscious patriotically- 
inspired policy which will require subsidising. 
9 
PERIODICALS 
Several Scottish English-language newspapers 
have regularly featured a Gaelic column over long 
periods. Of these, the most important have been 
the 'Northern Chronicle', in which the Gaelic 
translations of the Arabian Nights and Munro's 
'L, oat Pibroch' and several essays by MacKinnon 
and others first appeared; the 'People's Journal', 
which ran a Gaelic column up to the Second World 
War, serialising 'Dun Aluinn', for example; and 
the 'Stornoway Gazette', which has had a regular 
diary column in Gaelic since the early 'twenties 
and has recently serialised Gaelic versions of 
novels. Also of interest have been the 'Glasgow 
. 
Highlander' newspaper (1933), the 'Scottish Australian' 
(1936-51)g and the Canadian newspapers--'The Casket' 
(featuring a regular Gaelic column from 1920) and 'Mosgladh ' 
(1922-24). 50 
Of the magazines that are mainly in English 
but have a regular content of Gaelic, the most 
significant are-the 'Celtic t, 1onthly'(1843-1917, 
34 
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edited by John MacKay and, latterly, by A. M. 
macKay), 51 the 'Celtic. Reviow'(1904-1906; a quarterly, 
edited by E. C. Carmichael), 'and the. monthly 
magazines of the Church of Scotland, United Free, 
Free, and Free Presbyterian Churches. The 'Celtic 
1P. onthly'(mainly. a "society" magazine), published 
Gaelic essays on Highland history and literature 
by Donald MacKinnon, Kenneth MacLeod, and Neil Ross; 
humorous tales by Henry Whyte; poems, often 
translations, by Whyte, Dugald racDougall, and others; 
and serialised MacCormick's 'Dun Aluinn'(1913-14) 
and Malcolm MacFarlane's children's play, 'Am 
Glosgladh Mo r'(1914-15). The 'Celtic Review' was 
chiefly a scholarly journal, an imitation of the 
Continental 'Revue Celtique' and 'Zeitschrift für 
Celtischa Philologie', but occasionally published 
texts of traditional Gaelic stories and poems. 
The Gaelic pages in the Free Church's monthly 
'Record's about two per issue during this century, 
have generally combined translations of Puritan 
theology (e. g. Bunyan's 'Holy War', John Owen, 
and Archibald Hodge) and of sermons (e. g. by R. M. 
iacCheyne) with Church news and obituaries of divines, 
but original sermons and elegies have been published 
from time to time. The pattern in the Free Presbyterian 
Church 'Record' has been very similar, with long 
serialised translations of works by Owen, Rev. 
John Brown, Rev. John 1acConochie, and John Flavel 
being popular: again the average Gaelic content per 
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issue has been approximately two pages. 'An Fhianuis 
Chaidhealach', the magazine of the United Free 
Church of Scotland was considerably lighter in tone. 
It was edited between 1908 and 1921 by the Rev. 
Malcolm MacLennan (Edinburgh), who, as a result of 
the union with the Church of Scotland, became joint-editor 
of the Gaelic Supplement of the Church of Scotland's 
'Life and Work' in 1929. His co-editor was Donald 
Lamont, who had taken-on the post in 1907 and 
held it until 1950; MacLennan died in 1931 and 
Lamont again became sole editor. From 1950 to the present 
day, the editor has been T. M. Murchison. The 
Supplemant is now eight pages in length, having 
begun at four pages. 
Under Lamont, the Gaelic Supplement ('Na 
Duilleagan Gäidhlig') became one of the most 
imaginatively edited, best written, and most influential 
periodicals that has ever appeared in Gaelic. It 
contained sermons, elegies, and Church news, but also 
assays--often light and-humorous though trenchant in 
their observations--on current world and Highland 
politics, 52 on philosophical and theological matters 
53 
and 
on Gaelic literature (including regular book 
54 
reviews), history, and folklore. Lamont's 
own essays were often free-ranging as to subject 
and usually very entertaining, the "Cille-Sgunain" 
stories being particularly good examples of his 
combination of moralising and humour. Though 
Lamont obviously did the bulk of the writing, 
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ha had very able collaborators in the Rev. Coll 
IY1acDonald, Hector facCougalls, Angus Henderson, 
J. PJ. MacLeod (into the 1950's)ß and, latterly, 
T. M. Murchison. The Gaelic Supplement is of extremely 
great importance in the developement of Gaelic prose 
in general and of essay-writing in particular. 
A number of the periodicals sponsored by 
leading lichts of the Scottish Literary Renaissance 
published, in the 1940'sß poems-by contemporary. 
Gaelic writers. Although the number of poems involved 
was small, this recognition by the Scots literati of 
the Revival and, consequently, of the high standard 
of Gaelic poetry gave a new respectability to Gaelic 
literature and strong encouragement to the young 
experimental poets (George Hay, Derick Thomson) 
and it obliged Gaelic writers to set themselves 
a higher standard than they would have required in 
order to win purely Gaelic acclaim. These periodicals 
were: 'Scottish Art and Letters' (ed. R. Crombie 
Saunders and, latterly, Hugh faacDiarnid), 'Poetry 
Scotlandt(ed. Maurice Lindsay), 'The Voice of 
Scotland'(ed. MacDiarmid)g 'Chapbook', 55 and 
'The Lion Rampant'(od. Amhlaibh G1acAindreis). 
'Lines Review' and 'Saltire Review' (now defunct), 
have published new Gaelic poetry in more recent 
years. 
Also of interest have been the various 
attempts to establish Pan-Celtic magazines. The 
most successful of those have been Canadian: 
. 
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'Celtic Forum'(1934-35) and 'Irioleabhar Ceilteach' 
(1952-54). 
The earliest all-Gaelic periodical in the 
twentieth century was the newspaper 'f, lac-Talla' 
(Nova. Scotia), Edited by Jonathan G. MacKinnon, 
it started in May 1892 and continued as a weekly 
until 1902, when it became a biweekly; in June 
1904, MacKinnon had eventually to cease publication 
" because of lack of support. This paper occasionally 
contained comment on currant affairs, at a local 
and international level, but devoted most space to 
traditional stories, the occasional original adventure 
tale, comhraidhean, ''S essays on Gaelic affairs, and 
poetry (usually contemporary bardic poetry). It 
was similar in style to the magazines of Caraid nan 
Gaidheal in the early 19th century and to 'An Gaidheal' 
(an imitation of these in the 1870's, which originated 
in Canada). 
The most important group of Gaelic periodicals 
in the early years of this century is the four 
associated with--i. e. either financed, edited, or 
managed by--Roderick Erskine of Mar. The first of these 
was 'Am Bard', a sixteen-page monthly which 
ran between May 1901 and September 19025? and which 
featured, mostly, Gaelic stories, poems and articles 
of a scholarly or historical bent; its most significant 
contribution was the publication in it of the 
operetta, 'Iseabail'. 
'Guth na Bliadhna', founded in 1904 and 
continuing until 1925, aimed in particular at a 
39 
Gaelic intellectual readership. 
58 Its pledged 
editorial policy was: the promotion of the Roman 
Catholic religion, the "devalopament of the old 
Gaelic tradition by becoming a link between past 
and present", and a campaign for Scottish independence 
and the "establishment of a Gaelic State". At 
the outset, it contained more English than Gaelic 
but the proportion of Gaelic increased until, by 
"1907 (Vol. IV), the balance was reversed; in 1917, 
the magazine became all-Gaelic. The first two 
volumes (1904,1905) had no political articles in 
Gaelic, but this was amended in Vol. III and, from 
this point on, the English and Gaelic sections were 
practically indistinguishable as to content. 
One of the main contributions of 'Guth na 
Bliadhna' to the developement of Gaelic literature 
was its demonstration of the fact that all kinds 
of modern subjects could b3 discussed in Gaelic, or, 
if in English, from a recognisably Gaelic (or Celtic) 
viewpoint. It contained a large number of radical 
and well-informed discussions of subjects such as 
cormunism (1907), Belgian neutrality (1914), 
Bohemian nationalism (1915), the League of Nations 
(1919), and, on the home front, land reform and 
various aspects of the nationalist struggle. Its 
radical approach to all such subjects won for it 
a good deal of hostile notice in the English-language 
press during the First World War. Most of its 
articles--in Gaelic or English--were written by 
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Mar himself, Angus Henderson, or J. R. Duncan. It 
also published articles, again in English and Gaelic, 
on Scottish, Irish, and French history and on a 
wide variety of other subjects ranging from anthropology 
and science to critiques of Thomas Aquinas, submarine 
warfare, the Celtic and Greek feeling for beauty 
and Rousseau's 'Social Contract'. 
Between 1913 and 1925, there were several 
very interesting poems by Donald Sinclair published 
in 'Guth na Bliadhna', while some of the poems of 
Donald MacCallum, T. D. MacDonald, and James Thomson 
were also published'in it. Stories by Hector. 
MacDougall and John tacCormick were published, 
as were, more importantly, a total of five plays 
by Sinclair (from 1912 onwards) and two by Erskine 
of Mar. Translations published included some from 
early Irish, Spanish, Latin, and--in English, from 
Byron, Wordsworth, and Neil 1unro. 
Probably the most important contribution of 
', 'Guth na Bliadhna' to Gaelic writing was its publication 
of"a large volume of constructive criticism, in 
, 
English and Gaelic, of past and contemporary Gaelic 
literature. This was the first significant body 
of Gaelic literary criticism: in the absence of 
such criticism, it is very difficult for a language's 
writers to achieve the degree of artistic self-consciousness 
that is required for the creation of a sophisticated, 
experimental literature. 'Guth na 81iadhna' contained 
critiques of individual authors--from Iain Lam 
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MacDonald in the 17th century to Donald nacKachnie, 
Angus Robertson, and Henry Whyte in the20th; general 
articles such as Donald Sinclair's 'Inbhe er . 
Eärdachd', [Par's on Natural and Symbolic Drama, 
Donald 1flacCallum on French poetry, and the important 
series of articles by Calum MacFarlane-- 'Bardachd r1am 
Dan', 'B? rdachd an Lä an duigh', 'Ceöl-sainn na 
Tuatha'; and regular book reviews. 
. For twenty years the editor of 
'Guth na 
Bliadhna' offered the Gaelic reading public a 
political and literary review of an uncompromisingly 
avant-garde and cosmopolitan nature, edited from 
a Gaelic-nationalist or otherwise radical point of view 
and written, eventually, entirely in Gaelic. That 
so much of the material in it was written by himself 
and a email circle of friends59 was a bad omen. 
In 1924, mar angrily denied an assertion in the 
'Northern Chronicle' that "there is little interest 
in 'Guth na aliadhna' for a majority of Gaelic 
readers", but only a few months later, he had to 
admit the regrettable truth of this assessment by 
suspending publication. 
In February 1908, Mar established a weakly 
Gaelic newspaper, 'Alba', of which Angus Henderson 
was editor. It contained comment on local, national, 
and international affairs, but also a substantial 
number of stories (by, in particular, John macCormick) 
and articles on Highland history (Henderson), and 
Poetry (J. N. MacLeod). 'Alba' Went out of circulation 
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early in 1909 as a result of lack of support. 
Angus Henderson, in an article in the 'Celtic 
Annual'60 of 1918, wrote that Mar's goal in establishing61 
'An Sgeulaiche' was to provide a lighter, more 
popular companion to 'Guth na Bliadhna'. 
62 'An 
Sgeulaiche' started in September 1909 and lasted 
until summer 1911, being issued monthly until 
January 1910 and every quarter from then on. As 
its name indicates, 'An Sgeulaiche' was devoted to 
the publication of stories, 
63 both traditional tales 
and the neu genre, while the three. plays published in 
it-- K. W. Grant's 'An Sgoil Sheag', John 1acCormick's 
'An t-Agh Odhar', and J. N. MacLeod's 'Reiteach 
Möraig'--are almost the first examples of Gaelic 
plays in print. In the encouragement it gave to 
these new forms and also to the developement of a 
Gaelic novel#64 the importance of 'An Sgeulaiche' 
can scarcely be overstated. 
Mar also issued 'An Rösarnacht, an anthology 
of Gaelic essays and some stories, in 191?, 1918, 
1921, and 1930. Besides his Gaelic publications, 
he ran, in English, the 'Scottish Review' and 
(briefly) a newspaper, 'The Pictish Review'. 
'An Deo-Greine/An Gaidheal'65--running as a 
half-Gaelic, half-English monthly from 1905 to 1957-- 
was the official magazine of An Comunn Gaidhealach 
and consequantly about one half of the space in 
each issue was devoted to reports of meetings, 
branch activities, and th3 policies of that association. 
Of the remaining Gaelic content, the most common 
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features were essays on Gaelic language, literature, 
and history, and prize-winning stories, poems, end, 
occasionally, plays from the Comunn's, ri1od competitions: 
these are mainly in. traditional styles. The main 
importance of this magazine has been, first, the 
literary criticism, usually in English, it published; 
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and, second, the fact that in the 1940's it was the 
only magazine that published much of the work of the 
important young pants of that period (Hay, Thomson, 
oven MacLean). 'An Gaidheal' was losing an average 
of £400 per annum by the time it was withdrawn from 
circulation in 1967. It was replaced by 'Sruth', 
a fortnightly bilingual newspaper. 
Other all-Gaelic magazines--of little relevance 
to a otudy of Gaelic literary developements-- 
have been the Gaelic League's 'Crois Tara'(1938-39) 
and 'An Coum'(1946-49) as well as 'Am Bhr. at. ach'(1941-42). 
These were half newspaper, half story magazine: 
little of literary value appeared in them. 
'An Cabairneach', the all-Gaelic magazine of 
the Portree Feachd of Comunn na h-Oigridh, appeared 
first in 1944 and intermittently thereafter: the 
first number was edited by Finlay 3., macDonald. 
It was the first publication in which fully 
colloquial, even dialect Gaelic was consistently 
and consciously used. 
In 1952, MacDonald and Dorick Thomson started 
a quarterly magazine, 'Gairm', whose form was obviously 
inspired by 'Guth na Bliadhna', 'An Sgeulaiche', 
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and 'An Cabairnoach'. Although the main aim of the 
joint-editors was to provide a medium for experimental 
Gaölic writing, much more of a compromise was made to 
the traditionalists than, for example, Mar had been 
prepared to make. So while 'cairn' has played a crucial 
part in the process which has brought Gaelic writing 
to its present level of-sophistication, it has also 
frequently published: the work of traditional bards 
such as that of"Calum Ruadh Nicolson and 
Donald 1? lacIntyre, 'Bärdachd Leödhuis', 'Baird a' 
Bhail' Againno'; popular songs, with music; sgoulachdan 
such as those of Bean Nill(preparod by John L. Campbell); 
and true anecdotes(e. g. D. J. MacDonald's 'Mara theich 
sinn as a' champ'). Again, though studies such as that 
of 'A Drunk «an Looks at the Thistle' by Sorley MacLean, 
of Pasternak's poetry by Finlay J. MacDonald, and of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Yeats and Tod Hughes by Lain Smith 
have been an exciting and influential dcvolopenent, 
there have been just as many articles on traditional 
Gaelic literature (for example' on Kenneth MacLeod, 
'Aos Dana' and a series on 'The Makers of Gaelic 
Literature'). The feature-writers have been equally 
free-ranging67--from crafting laws to Vietnam, 
from'St Kilda to Bermuda, from 'An Airigh' to the 
theme of nationalism in European music, and from the 
description of the making of z 'black houso'to the 
topical group of interviews, on the rocket-base dispute 
in Uist. 'Gairn' has readily publishad the most' 
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avant-garde literature that it has been offered 
and this open-minded approach, along with the 
editorship's deliberate policy of rocognising and 
fostering embryonic, talent, has been of immense 
value. 
Equally seminal has been the policy of the 
B. B. C. Gaelic Department. 63 The B. B. C. have issuod 
Gaelic broadcasts since the 1920'sß but is is only 
in the 1930's that the contribution made by this 
modiwm aas of much significance. From then on, 
currant affairs talks, literary criticism, stories, 
plays, and poems--both traditional and experimental-- 
have been broadcast, the average time (over the 
whole period) given per week to nonmusical material 
being around half an hour, excluding news bulletins. 
In the early years, plays, in particular, were often 
translated and others repeated, due to the lack of 
suitable material; in the past two or three years, 
original short stories and plays have been broadcast 
only very infrequently, for the same reason. The 
B. B. C. have sensitively broadcast some very adventurous 
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plays and stories, including plays by Finlay MacLeod, 
Paul IacInnes, and Iain Smith, and stories by Smith, 
Derick Thomson, and Kenneth Finlayson. Their willingness 
to experiment has been very fortunate for the 
progress of Gaelic literature in that the B. B. C., 
being able to pay writers for material used, are 
in a much stronger position as a "ginger group" than 
the usually impecunious magazines, such as 'An 
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Sgeulaiche' and 'Cairn', have been. 
Hugh macPhae was B. B. C. -Scotland's sole 
Gaelic producer between 1935 and 1945, when Finlay 
3. MacDonald became his assistant; MacDonald was 
replaced in 1954 by Fred MacAulay, who succeeded 
1nacPhee as Head of the Department in 1964. John"A. 
MacPherson joined the Department as assistant producer 
in 1964. At the present time, MacAulay has three 
young and lively assistants. 
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PREFACE 
In drama, language is organised on the lines of 
colloquial speech and, in poetry, it is organised 
by extrinsic devices such as versification, rhythm, 
and rhyme: I use the term "prosewriting" to cover 
all other uses of language in creative literature, 
though in Gaelic this classification requires that 
the cömhradh, initially an essay form, bo grouped 
with plays, and the orally performed sgeulachd with 
the novel, rather than with drama. 
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ORAL TALES: THEIR INFLUENCE 
Heroic tales (sgeulachdan) in the Celtic 
languages--dating from the 6th century--are still extant 
in manuscripts and forms of these, along with 
relatively more modern stories of a broadly similar 
kind, have been handed down in the oral tradition 
and performed widely until quite recently. These 
early stories are accounts of the feats ofgods and 
heroes: when originally composed they no doubt 
represented attempts to interpret contemporary life, 
but in the Middle Ages and later they became Romances, 
enjoyed by a credulous peasantry for their pagan 
frankness, their richness of fantasy, and "old- 
world" flavour. The early transcription of the 
sgeulachdan into manuscripts was a purely archival 
process to which they were subjected long after 
composition: in essence, they are oral tales, 
composed by illiterate authors for an illiterate 
audience. In the second half of the 19th century 
and in the 20th, modern versions and equivalents of 
these tales were collected, transcribed, and enjoyed 
a wide vogue in print. No attempt was made to impose 
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on the tales the characteristics which the written 
prose art forms in other languages (novel and short 
story) had developed by the mid-nineteenth century-- 
for example, a sense of artistic unity. 
In the context of the late 19th century and 
the 20th century, the sgeulachd can only be regarded 
as creative literature to the limited extent that 
the sgeulaiche varies his narration in detail from 
one performance to the next. Their importance in 
this period lies in the fact that their collection 
and publication, especially from 18601 onwards, 
developed the nascent taste for printed fictipn, 
whether legendary, historical, or original, and therefore 
contributed to the appearance of the short story 
and novel-form in Gaelic in the second and third 
decades of the 20th century. 
The sgeulachd as told in the 19th and 20th 
century is usually in a quite direct prose style, 
except for the heavily stylised passagss or "runs"t 
usually conventional descriptions of weapons or heroes, 
which are. in an archaic and euphuistic diction. 
These runs undoubtedly influenced the style of the 
novelist, Angus Robertson ('An t-Ogha mör', 1913) 
and of Donald Sinclair. 
In the typical sgsulachd, the plot is usually 
weakly-organised. -with a strong tendency to a 
2 
picaresque or otherwise episodic structure. 
Superficial unifying devices are employed--for 
example, repeated descriptions and runs, repetition of 
51 
a number or a colour. 
3 
A comparison with the heroic 
poetry (the "ceangal" metrical devices, for example) 
is valid and of interest. Chiefly, the sgeulachd's 
weakness of plot is due to its being a purely 
oral form, which Weakness was inherited by some of the 
writers of Gaelic "written" short stories in the early 
20th century and by the novelists of the 
time, especially by Angus Robertson, whose'An t-Ogha 
Mr' is based on oral sgeulachd material. 
Another type of popular traditional tale in 
the 19th and 20th century was the account of historical 
or legendary clan adventures. Legendary history of 
this kind was the only early written prose form 
in Gaelic, 
4 but the historical tales popular in 
the 19th century and later were, like the Romances, - 
composed for oral performance and transmission. 
In the late 19th century, many of them were transcribed 
and printed in prose anthologies and in periodicals; 
also popular in print at this time were transcriptions 
of oral tales about the adventures abroad of 
Highland sailors or exiles--this was a natural 
developement because of the Clearances and the 
subsequent voluntary emigration from the Highlands. The 
two types of tale were often combined; to supplement 
the supply of stories that were true or loosely based 
on the truth, there began to appear stories that 
were similar in style but were original and even, 
as in the case of John 1acCormick, highly imaginative 
as to plot. On the inspiration of the popular 
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Highland historical novels of Nail runro, their 
developemsnt culminated in the publication of 
three Gaelic novels in the first few decades of the 
20th century. 
1825-1845: THE FIRST PHASE 
The history of creative prosewriting in Gaelic 
falls into three sections. Since it is of little 
practical value to discuss these sections independently 
of each other, this, chapter will deal in some detail 
with the early period, even though it falls outwith the 
chronological remit of this thesis. This first phase 
began in the middle-1820'sß that iss in the period 
when the literacy drive of the Gaelic Schools' 
Society and the Church of Scotland was bearing 
fruit, and cane to an end about 1845. 
The three great periods of Gaelic prosewriting 
are remarkably similar in several respects: at the 
contra of each was cno man or a very small nucleus 
of enthusiasts, usually motivated by nationalistic 
fervour. These men ran periodicals in which Gaelic 
was used for discussing the latest intellectual 
problems and in which the work of experimental 
writers of fiction was welcomed. 
In countries in which the novel had developed 
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by the mid-19th century (Germany, England, the United 
States, etc, ), the growth of a periodical literature, 
based on the newly spreading popular literacy, was 
a crucial stage in the developement of the now 
genre, the short story, in that it created a demand 
for short fiction. Periodicals were crucial to the 
developament of the short story, and even the novel, 
in Gaelic-two of the three novels were serialised 
before their publication as novels--as they were to 
the dovelopement of Gaelic procewriting in general. 
5 
The Rev. Dr Norman MacLeod (Caraid nan Caidheal) 
in June 1829 issued the first number of an 
all-Gaelic magazine, 'An Teachdaira Gaelach', which 
ran until 1831. It-was replaced in 1835 by 'An Teachdaire 
Ur Gaidhealach', edited by MacLeod's son-in-law, 
M. C. Claik: this ceased publication after nine 
numbers, but 'Cuairtear nan Gleann', edited by 
MacLeod, ran for three years between march 1840 and 
June 1843. The stated motive for the 
publication of those papers was, "net so much to 
" satisfy as to stimulate the Highland mind, through 
the Gaelic language, to seek in literature what 
could be afforded through the English language". 
These magazines made an extremely important 
contribution to the developement of instructive 
prosewriting in Gaelic; features were published on 
national affairs and world news, markets, scientific 
topics--including the telescope, steam engine, and 
meteorology--and on recent murders and executions; 
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book reviews and sermons appeared regularly. 
MacLeod also published--being at that time 
a lone pioneer in the field--traditional sgeulachdan 
and adventure tales, a series of fables and parables 
and deathbed stories, 
6 
some personal anecdotes, and at 
least one original story of merit, 'Crotachan na 
Beinne'. 
'Crotachan na Beinne' is the story of a 
mysterious, deformed youth who is tormented by his 
fellows and eventually moves to the seclusion of the 
woods, where he meets a girl from a neighbouring 
mansion with whom he falls in love. She reciprocates 
only with friendship, but her fiance accosts 
Crotachan and insults him; Crotachan stabs the youth. 
The story is tedious in parts but shows an unusual 
interest in the psychology of the central character 
and, by demonstrating how his alienation from society 
during his youth resulted in the central action of the 
story (the stabbing), is very effective artistically. 
Edgar Allan Poe in 18427 defined the short 
story as a tale in which the narrative and character 
dlevelopement are subordinated to the total effect: 
this is the type of story that Poe himself, one of the 
first writers of "short stories", published in his 
'Tales of Imagination and Mystery'; the "twist-ending" 
stories written by 0. Henry in the early 20th 
century are another example of the sane tendency. 
Another distinct type of the short story is that 
in which the narrative is organised so as to throw 
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as much light as possible on the personality of one 
or more of the protagonists. This latter style, in 
which plot is relatively unimportant, charactarises 
the output of Anton Chekhov in the late 19th century and 
James Joyce in the early 20th. Norman MacLeod's 
'Crotachan' is a primitive version of the latter 
typo and MacLeod, therefore, in this one instance 
at least, on*the literary wavelength of his time. 
A rather important contribution by Norman 
MacLeod to subsequent Gaelic prosewriting was his 
creation--ih his informative dialogues, in spoof 
'Letters to the Editor', in"his'Litrichaan 
Fhionnlaigh Piobaire', and stories--äf a group of 
recurrent humorous characters. This has always been 
a favourite device with journalists and essayists 
(Cf. Addison and Steele's 'Sir Roger de Coverly' 
and, more recently, Dom Marquis' 'Archy and Mohitabel') 
and is the ancestor of the modern newspaper cartoon 
strip. 
a In Gaelic, the characters invented by 
Norman MacLeod were adopted or, more usually, 
radically developed and added to by several 20th 
century columnists and essayists* 
MacLeod's style is ponderous and aureate, in 
much the same neo-Gothic style as his English 
contemporaries (e. g. Dickens9): generally it shows 
the influence of pulpit oratory and of the Gaelic 
translation of the Bible. His stated motives were 
to emulate English literature, to educate Gaels, and 
to "record the customs and manners of a time 
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almost gons", 
10 but, as in the introduction to his 
prose anthology, 'Leabhar non Cnoc'(1834), he was 
prepared to defend publication of stories that 
were purely entertaining and of little educative 
value. His main writings were collected and 
published posthumously in 1867. 
This first crucial period in the history of 
creative Gaelic prose was the result of the convergence 
of two strands in the educational provision for the 
Gaeltachd. The S. P. C. K. and Church schools provided 
access to English literature--a fruitful example to 
learned and nationalistic Gaels. The Gaelic schools 
provided a literate public of sufficient strength 
to support the publication of periodicals. And the 
times found, in Caraid han Gaidheal, a man willing 
and able to use the opportunities it provided. 
But this developement depended too much on the 
personality of this one man and, with his death, 
a break ensued which lasted until the. 1880's, apart 
from the Canadian periodical, 'An Gaidheal' (1872-1877), 
which was inspired by MacLeod's publications and 
whose most important-publication was a series of 
important philosophical and literary-critical 
essays in Gaelic by Donald MacKinnon. 
1880-1925: 'THE SECOND PHASE 
The Short Story 
During the period of forty years between the 
demise of 'Cuairtear nan Gleann'(1843) and the beginning 
of the second important period in prosewriting, 
several factors came into play which were to determino 
the fact and nature of this revival. 
The first of these was the publication of a 
collection of sgeulachdan, the very popular 'West 
Highland Tales', edited by John F. Campbell in 
1860-62 (4 vols. ). This did for Gaelic what the 
publications in 1812 and 1815 of th3 Grimm Brothers' 
"Mdrehen'"did for the short story in European 
literature more generally. Based on the spread 
. of 
literacy, it both satisfied and developed the 
taste for short fiction--whether historical, ' 
legendary, or original--and served as an example to 
writers and publishers. 
Another important new factor in the Gaelic 
cultural climate was an economic motivation. 
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Throughout the 19th century, emigration from tha 
. 
Ga©ltachd--much of it to Gläsgou and Edinburgh-- 
was very heavy. From the mid-19th century on these 
exiles began to organise themselves into societies, 
particularly in Glasgow, initially for their 
mutual welfare end also for the provision of entertainmont 
and social intercourse. The dialogues of 'Caraid 
nan Gaidheal', on his son's testimony, enjoyed a 
considerable vogue at "fireside ceilidhs": with 
the growth of the Lowland societies, the demand for 
such reading material increased many-fold. A 
study of the reports from Comunn Gaidhealach branches 
and affiliated societies which appear in 'An Gaidhoal' 
from 1905 until the 1930's shows that dialogues and 
humorous readings were a popular featuro of all 
Gaelic concert programmes: meetings of Ceilidh nan 
Gaidheal and the High School Ceilidh were of 
particular import in this connoction. 
The first publication aimed directly at this 
demand was Henry Whyte's 'Celtic Garland' in 1881 
(reprinted until 1920). This was a book of "popular 
readings" which included some speeches on Gaelic and 
comic stories--for example, an account of a ludicrous 
court case 
11 
and a description of a ceilidh, including 
full texts of the songs sung. Duncan MacCallum, 
giving a reminiscence on B. B. C. radio in 1950, said 
of Whyte, "Anns gach cöilidh b'e an Garland an 
cuspair. Cha robh leithid ann bho linn an Teachdaire 
Ghaidhealaich". Whyte's 'Leabhar na Ceilidh'(mainly 
6Q 
prose readings and translations of poems) appeared in 
1898. In 1905, he published a collection of true 
adventure stories translated from English, including, 
for example, that of Grace Darling; a second 
volume was published in 1906. 
The style of the stories in John MacFadyen's 
'An t-Eileanach'(1890, reprinted 1921) illustrates 
very effectively the motivation and function of 
this kind of composition. In 'Mac Fhir a'Chöir', 
he recounts the pranks played by a young University 
student on his neighbours with a galvanic battery 
and balloons: the story is'lightly and wittily told 
in colloquial Gaelic, interspersed with comic songs 
about the various incidents. One can imagine 
MacFadyen performing these readings at a concert in 
much the same style as the contemporary Scots 
comedians of the Variety theatre. 
fflacFadyen published another collection, 
"Sgeulaiche nan Caol' in 1902, Which contains 
nostalgic reminiscences, disputative essays and' 
dialogues, and one or two ostensibly true adventure 
stories--mostly sat in the Clan Period and involving 
the supernatural and/or elopement12--as well as the 
more characteristic loosely organised humorous tales, 
interlarded with songs. 
Later publications of this type of story 
include K. W. Grant's 'Aig Tigh na Beinne'(1911), 
John Whyte's 'Para Piobaire/Humorous Readings'(1937), 
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and John MacLennan's 'Duanagan is Sgeulachdan Bcaga' 
(1937). 13 In addition, the collected work of somo 
bards contains stories of this kind--some on clan 
adventures but mostly humorous--examples being Neil 
MacLeod's 'Clarsach an Doire'(1883, "reprinted until 
1924) and 'Bard Bharabhais. 
14 
Dain, Crain is 
Sgeulachdan'(1920). The production of traditional 
sgeulachdan and adventure stories, as well as of 
imitations a° them, has been encouraged by the 
competitions of An Comunn Gaidhealach up until the 
present day. 
In the early years of the 20th centuryl. a 
very important new factor was the appearance of the 
"ginger-group" of widely literate and nationalistic 
literary theorists, which included Roderick Erskine 
of Mar and such associates of his as Angus Henderson, 
Malcolm MacFarlene, and Donald- Sinclair. 
The main contribution of Erskine of filar to 
the developement of Gaelic prosewriting was through 
his publication of a series of periodicals, including 
principally 'Guth na Bliadhna'(1904-1925), 'An 
"Sgeulaiche'(1909-1911), and 'An Rösarnach'(1917, 
1918,1921,1930). Articles, stories, and plays 
from these magazines were published as separate 
booklets under the general heading, 'Leabhraichan 
na Ceilidh': at least forty-six numbers of this 
series appeared. 
The articles in 'Guth na Bliadhna' on current 
4 
I 
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events and ideas are more original and penetrating 
than those in the periodicals edited by Caraid nan 
Gaidheal. This was an inevitable devalopement, 
since the majority of MacLeod's readership would have 
read very little in Gaelic or in English, whereas 
Erskine of mar could assume that his roaders. know 
the bare facts about the political situation, for 
example, and so could publish analytical features 
rather than informative essays. The articles on 
current economic and political affairs which appeared. 
in 'Guth na Bliadhna' are particularly distinguished. 
The publication of articles in Gaelic on subject's 
such as this contributed indirectly to the developement 
of creative prosewriting. A more direct contribution 
is represented by the publication of literary critical 
articles, the first serious criticisms of Gaelic 
literature to bo published. 
'Guth na Pliadhna' containod stories--usually 
Clan Romances--by Neil Munro and R. B. Cunninghame- 
Grahamp both in the original and in Gaelic translation. 
These, along with the 'Arabian Nights' 
15(1699-1901) 
and Munro's 'Lost Pibroch and Other Stories'(1913), 
were the main prose translations in Gaelic during 
this period. 
16 
The best creative contributions to 'Guth na 
Bliadhna' were the short stories 'Peiteag Ruadh' 
(1914) and 'Am Bruadar'(1921). The former traces the 
mental deterioration of a man who, rejected by a 
girl, eventually marries another but goes mad and 
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commits suicide. The girl who rejected him was 
lost in a storm, presumably killed in a fall, but 
her body was later discovered and the gruesome 
truth is revealed, but only by a very tactful 
implication. 'Am Bruadar', by 'Q.. E. D. ', is a 
very avant-garde, almost absurdist account of a 
wealthy man who, having left a deliberately ambiguous 
will in order to foment trouble among his relatives, 
returns to see the fun. He has great difficulty in 
getting re-accepted--to. the extent of having to 
invoke a court order against the people who persist 
in referring to him as a ghost. This story appeared 
in 1921, at the end of this very fruitful period of 
short story-writing: not many had achieved sophistication, 
but dramatic progress had, nevertheless, been made, 
mainly in 'An Sgeulaiche'. 
'An Sgeulaiche' started publication in 1909 
as a monthly magazine-devoted to, the publication 
of Gaelic short stories. Towards the end of its 
existence, it published, a long analytical and 
prescriptive article on the Gaelic short story by 
Calum 1acFarlane. The short story is, one of the 
most selfconscious--because one of the newest--of 
art forms, so that its formal recognition as a 
distinctive genre is usually regarded as a.: crucial 
stage in the developement in any language: for 
example, 1842 is regarded as the critical date in the 
case of the English short story because it is the year 
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of Poets famous definition. I'acFarlane's review 
is informative but not singularly penetrating: its 
importance is its awareness of the birth of a new 
genre in Gaelic literature. 
The main contributors of stories to 'An 
Sgeulaichet (and 'An Rosarnach') were tacFadyen, 
Donald Sinclair, Hector MacDougall, J. N.. E1acLuod, 
Roderick Erskine of fear, Angus Henderson, and John 
macCormick. 
Donald Sinclair's long story, 'Lughain Lir', 
which appeared in 'An Rösarnach'(III, 1921), describes 
the determination of the old skipper of a fishing 
boat to be home before the confirmation of a young 
protegO'. There is an excellent denouement when the 
old man wakes up to discover--angrily--that the 
crews instead of heading for home, have cast the 
nets to take the only successful catch of their 
season. The story is told at a deftly controlled 
pace, with fine character portrayal and little of the 
'turgidity of style that mars Sinclair's essays. 
Hector MacDougall contributed several lightly 
told adventure stories sot in the frozen North of 
Norway and in China; J. N. MacLeod has sevaral' 
traditional stories of various types. From the 
beginning there was a series of the cases of a 
private detective, 'Gniömharran Iain Mhic Raonail' 
by Erskine of rar, obviously inspired by the Sherlock 
Holmes stories of Arthur, Conan Dcyle, and two excellent 
stories about a Highland Don Quixote, also by Mar. 
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Angus Henderson's stories are, in the main, 
too obviously propagandist (on behalf of the Land 
Movement) to be of much zrtistic worth. 'Lämh 
Läidir'(1910), however, though it is underlaid by a 
strong Scottish nationalism, is a story which has 
obviously interested, Henderson for its own sake and 
the message is happily forgotten for most of the time. 
This is a science-fiction story--set in the dim and 
distant future of 1925! --involving the use of a mysterious 
atomic-type weapon. The influence of Jules 
Verne is obvious. An anonymous story, 'An Car', 
printed in 1910, has the same surreal humour as 
'Am Bruadar'; this story is a kind of dream-sequence 
in which the narrator is chased down. roads by cars 
and surrounded by a careering ring of them in a 
field. 
There were several stories and articles in 
these three periodicals, f rom the pen of John B1acCormick. 
Some of these later reappeared in 11acCormick's 
published collections of stories, '0iteagan o'n 
Iar'(1908), 'Seanchaidh na h-Airigh'(1911), and 
'Ssanchaidh na Träghad'. PilacCormick also published 
a long (117'pp. ) historical story, 'Gu'n Tug i Speis 
do 'n Armunn'(1908) and a novel. Several of these 
stories are slight and humorous anecdotes--e. g., 
'Driodfhortain Eachann Sobldair' and a group of 
stories of illicit distilling that includes 'Am 
Bäillidh 's am 11uilleir' and 'Am Bruitheas Beag'. 
Several others are adventure tales: some of those are 
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set in the Highland past--for example, 'Am nan 
Creach', 'Eileau Didoil' (a hidden treasure story), 
and 'Eäthadh nan Iasgairean'; others are set abroad-- 
for example, 'Spüinneadairean Shina'(the true story. 
of a man captured by Chinese pirates) and 'Flonnag an 
Fhäsaidh'(a Highland exile's wanderings in the 
Australian bush). facCormick's most common and 
distinctive plot-type combines these two types of 
adventure tale: the story is set chiefly in the 
Highlands, but one of the. characters (normally a 
man) is forced (by a landlord or the aristocratic 
father of his betrothed) to emigrate: he leads an 
adventurous life abroad, then returns home. Examples 
among his shorter stories are: 'Gills Gibeach 
as Ghlinno blhoir'(the widow and her son are saved by 
the knight's son from eviction; later the saviour is 
in his turn saved from the pirates' plank by the 
widow's son, now an officer in the U. S. Navy); 
I'S learn fhin an Gleann'(Iain'is exiled by his 
sweetheart's chieftain father, but finds a diamond 
and is able to buy his home glen and to marry the 
girl); 'Gun d' Tug i Speis do 'n Armunn'(the young 
man fights at Waterloo, is presumed dead, but returns 
long afterwards to marry his girl, who has 
since been married and widowed); and '0ighre 'n 
Dün Bhain'(the young hero, jealous of a rival in 
love, stabs a piper and floes the country; after 
adventures in Africa and Australia, he accidentally 
meets the piper, whom he had supposed dead and he iss 
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therefore, able to return home). 
Some of those stories are true: all of them 
attempt to create the impression that they are. 
True adventure-in-exile stories would certainly 
have been common at this time and fitted in well 
with the conventional estranged-lovers motif of the 
Clan Romances. 
17 The influence of R. L. Stevenson18 
is at least arguable. This plot-pattern is the one 
that underlies r1acCormick's novel, 'Dun Aluinn' and 
also James F1acLeod's 'Cailinn Sglathanach' and the 
third section of Angus Robertson's 'An t-Ogha 
Mor'. 
filany'of the stories of RiacCormick, like those 
of Whyte and MacFadyen, bear unmistakable signs of 
their origins in the Gaelic ceilidh tradition-- 
whether the indigenous tradition of the Highlands or 
the more artificial one of the . organised 
Gaelic 
communities in the Lowlands. Several of them arc 
represented as being told by an old man at a 
ceilidh and the others present interjected comments, 
öften jocular in nature. Some few of C1acCormick's 
stories are told in a more sophisticated way, most 
of the extraneous material being excised, and the 
story told objectively. There is even, as in the 
description of the insular island community to which 
the strange Frenchman comes in 'Eilean Dideil', some 
selrconscious artistic'shaping' of the story; but 
even in these stories the writer's control of the 
medium is often erratic and he frequently allows his 
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own personality and views to intrude too much. The 
stories scarcely ever, for example, approach to the 
great artistry in plot organisation of 0. Henry or 
Edgar Allan Poe19 or even that of Neil Munro and 
Cunninghame-Graham. 
rnacCo: mick stands in an intermediate position 
between the two inimical groups of-Gaelic literateurs, 
all Lowland-based, who were prominent between 1880 
and 1925, that iss the insular, entertainment-oriented 
group which included Whyte and fe1acFadyen and the more 
serious cosmopolitan and politically-motivated group 
who centred around the dynamism of Roderick Erskine 
of mar. rlacCormick, in his early stories, was 
obviously writing for ceilidh and public readings. 
Presumably on the instigation of, in particular, Malcolm 
MacFarlane, who edited most of lilacCormick's publications 
end who defended «acCormick against the traditionalists20 
in 1909, his style, however, became more sophisticated, 
a developement which culminated in the publication 
of the novel 'Dun Aluinn' in 1912. 
The Novel 
'Dun Aluinn'(1912) was the first novel in 
Gaelic. It was previously serialised in ! The People's 
Journal' and, in 1913-14, in 'The Celtic Monthly'. 
It first describes, with a rather bathetic attempt 
at poignancy, the death of the wife of the laird, 
Dun Aluinn, who is the father of the hero, Colin. 
The next chapter describes entertainment in the 
ceilidh-house provided by the enmity between 
Eachann a'Phaca and his rival, Am Iflarsanta Gallda, 
the latter being scarred by an ember from Eachann's 
pipe. Two chapters of intrigue follow--'Mort Is 
a'Bheinn Sheilg' and 'C& I1harbh Seumas Waldon? ': 
the marsante Gallda is missing, presumed drowned, and 
suspician falls on Eachan. Dun Alainn marries 
Weldon's widow, who stirs up trouble between him and 
his tenant-supporting son. Colin is exiled, leaving 
behind his rustic sweetheart, Mary. In the meantime, 
the G1inistear hör opposes the Clearances in two 
rabble-rousing speeches of almost chapter length. 
Colin, in Australia, is mistskenly reported to be 
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dead; he rescues a man, Perkins, from lynching and 
befriends another, L"arnock. Colin, returning 
home with Warnock, finds <<ia; y departed to London, 
the ministear"ri16r living in the same cave as Eachann 
a'Phaca, and brutal evictions taking place under a 
new factor who is revealed to be the maýsanta 
Gallda, Perkins and the murderer of James Weldon. 
Dun Aluinn thereupon dies, his widow claims the 
estate, but Warnock removes his false beard, revealing 
himself to be her legal, husband: by yet another 
astounding coincidence Colin finds Lary in London. 
and all live happily. 
The prose style is more direct and untrammeled 
than that of Caraid non Gaidhoal and of, for example, 
Angus Robertson, but it is not distinguished by 
much precision. For example, short, crisp sentences-- 
a technique more appropriate for the build-up of tension-- 
are used incongruously to describe Dun Aluinn's 
grief on his wife's death: "Räinig e ceann an 
tighe. Sheas a. Dh'©isd e. Smaoinnich e. " 
Often the effect which he attributes to remarks and 
incidents bears little. relevance to the conversation 
or incident he has been able to create. For example, 
the statement, "Cha robh duine. fo chromadh an tighe 
nach gabhadh ceangal is snathlain", describes the 
purported reaction to Eachann's saying "trupes" for 
"threepence". Deep emotion is beyond the author's 
scope, for the most part, as in his description of 
the reunion of Colin and his mother on his return from 
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Australia: "Lion süilean Chailean; mar leisgeul 
sheid a a'shrön. " The imagery is often quite 
incongruous visually: "Bha na facail mar gum 
biodh i a' bualadh tarraing an sud Is an so air a 
cheann"; though it can sometimes be very effective: 
"mar a dhiricheas an t-iubhar nuair a thig an 
t-sreang dhoth, dhirich Din Aluinn nuair shruth an 
trioblaid bharr at ghuaillein". 
This novel is obviously an extension of the type 
of short story that (1acCormick himself wrote--in 
particular, of the story '0ighre In Düin Shain'-- 
but shows considerable and imaginative plot elaboration. 
The influence of the often melodramatic and sentimental 
Highland novels of Nail frlunro, 
21 his humorous stories 
about Para Handy, and, especially, the short stories 
in 'The Lost Pibroch'22 is obvious. 
The humorous interludes--usually set at a 
ceilidh--are obviously an extension of the type of 
humorous tale which was popular in public in Glasgow 
at this time, and are indroduced into tharnovel 
probably on the example of the "comic relief" 
scones (involving also the "low", non-noble characters) 
of Shakespeare's plays; 
23 the influence of Shakespeare 
(especially in 'Julius Caesar') is-also evident in 
the rabble-rousirg speeches ('Am ministear Mir ag 
Cur Dheth'). 
The second Gaelic novel was Angus Robertson's 
'An t-Ogha ra6r'(1913): three chapters of this 
v 
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novel appeared in 'An Sgoulaiche' as short stories 
in 1909 and 1910. The novel begins briskly enough 
with a description of the Broadford Fair: the 
situation is a recurrent one in historical romances. 
The girl, Una, prefers the young Earl of Seaforth, 
but her guardian, An Ridire Tolmach, favours Goraidh 
f1acFhraing. ' A skirmish between the two rivals is 
broken up by the Ogha Mors who then completely 
disappears from the action--being occasionally mentioned 
as a source for the story--except for two floating 
and unimportant reappearances. 
The next chapter, 'racFhraing mu Dheireadh', 
describes the birth of a son tc Goraidh and Una 
(now married) and the nurse's exchange of it with the 
daughter of MacKenzie. -The girl is reared by the 
nurse herself, is adopted by the nurse's brother, an 
Edinburgh doctor, *and eventually "arrives" in London 
high society. This chapter was published in 'An , 
Sgeulaicho' and, as it has only a tenuous connection24 
with the rest of the novel, it is almost certainly 
the case that it was originally=conceived as a 
short story and later worked into the plan of the 
novel. 
The next few chapters deal with intrigues at 
Court, involving several noblemen and even the 
Prince of Uales; also in London are the Ogha Mor 
and Iain Ruairidh, a nephew of the Ridire Tolmach, 
who become involved in Jacobite intrigue (the 
novel is set between 1915 and 1945). The scene 
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then arbitrarily changes to Skye, where Margaret 
Cunningham is'acting as a Government spy and 
r1acFhraing (using the alias of Ailpein in the 
'Sgeulaiche' version, but filungan Tuathal in the 
novel) as a double agent and gun-runner. The 
chapter 'Ceöl nan Claidheamh Dearga'--doscribing 
Mungan's incitement of MacLeod of Dunvegan against 
Iain Ruairidh--and the subsequent one--depicting 
Iain Ruairidh's farewell to his mother as he goes 
to battle'-appeared earlier in 'An Sgeulaiche', 
but are meaningful only in the context of thq 
novel, a fact which implies that the plan of this 
section of the novel was nearly complete by the 
time of their first appearance. Iain Ruairidh is 
killed in a 'skirmish with the iacLeods. 
The plot of 'An t-Ogha 1 r' is extremely 
weak: the story falls into three distinct parts-- 
the Iarlom'flacXenzie/Goraidh Mac Fhraing episode; 
second, the political intrigue in London and the 
Highlands involving Margaret Cunningham, an aristocratic 
lady from London; and third, the raid conducted 
by Iain Ruairidh on Ounvegan, in which he is killed. 
The only real unifying device is the personality 
of the Ogha mör, who is involved in the action at 
the begining' 
_ and 
is referred to in the other 
two sections: he is älso quoted as 'a source for 
parts of the story and the script is given of 
a play by him which describes part of the action 
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of the novel. 
Robertson's style is very undisciplined in 
several other important respects. On occasion, 
he makes the "suspension of disbelief" quite impossible 
by discussing the relative worth. of several forms 
of the story and describes the personality and 
repertoire of. the sgeulaiche from whom he got some 
of his material., *An t-0gha frör' is an interesting 
example of the attempt to make a sophisticated 
novel out of ceilidh-culture material: the 
techniquo is strongly coloured by the oral character 
of that culture. 
The two sections of the plot set in the Highlands 
are skeletal forms of common Gaelic story motifs-- 
the lovers' triangle and the lovers' parting in 
war. The episodes involving intrigue at Court are 
largely irrelevant to the first and last sections 
of tho novel and were probably introduced--on the 
model of novels such as Scott's 'The Haart of Midlothian'-- 
on the instigation of Erskine of Mar25 or heil 
munro, 2E in order to give added "seriousness" 
and a comsopolitan tone to the novel. Robertson 
is known to hsve been especially interested in the 
18th century political machinations that characterisod 
Lord Bute's premiership. 
The prose style is heavily aureate and overloaded 
with proverbs and archaic words and expressions: 
this is accompanied by a mystical and romantic 
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tendency. An example of Robertson's style at its 
most turgid is: "Darcha mar chiar nan cärn bha 
blar-am-muigh; fear fuar, faobhar-shitheadh na 
gaillinn, agus duabharra frög-bhathais nan aonaichean 
balla-bhreac. Gu h-ard 's mu'n cuairt chluinntoadh 
uirghioll a'bhith-anraidh a stodhadh nan düilean 
is sgread nimheil a chorruich ag osnaich mu luib 
nan gleann fäs. " His stylistic models were probably 
James ('Ossian') PacPherson, William Sharp ('Fiona 
MacLeod'), and the 'runs' of the traditional 
sgeulachd. 
In 1933, Robertson published a collection of 
English literary-critical essays, the subjects 
including Celtic mysticism, Douglas Hyde, Neil 
ffunro, Kenneth MacLeod and Marjory Kennedy-Fraser, 
and bilingualism. 
The only other Gaelic novel published during 
this period was James MacLeod's 'An Cailinn Sgiathanach, 
no Faodalachd na h-Abaid'(1923). This is a bettor 
novel than the other two only because it avoids their 
main faults. It is not a very considerable positive 
achievement. The plot is far better organised than 
Robertson's and not so coincidental as G1acCormick's, 
but its ending is too "tidy". The prose style is 
less strained than that of 'Ah t-0gha MOO, and more 
effectively used for creation of desired effects than 
1lacCormick's, but, though it avoids these faults, 
if only succeeds in being stolidly pedestrian. 
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In 'An Cailinn Sgiathanach', the central 
figure (though again not developed as a character) 
is fflörag, a foundling from Fort Augustus Abbey, 
who is a foster-daughter of Donald Ross, a Skye 
chief. Her lover, a peasant, is banished'to 
Canada and her father and MacLeod of Raasay encourage 
her to parry MacLean, a friend of Raasay, because 
both MacLeod and Ross are heavily in debt. MacLean 
is eventually convicted on charges of fraud, Ross 
dies, and Raasay is discredited. Morag's real 
father--in an episode which is irrelevant to the 
plot, but necessary to "tidy" the story--is reveled 'to 
her. Her love, Alasdair, returns and they all live 
happily. .. 
It is possible to see this novel as a developement, 
in more than style, on the other two, for, like 
Munro's 'The New Ro3d'(191.4), 271t-deflates tho aura 
of splendid romance that surrounded the Highland 
chiefs in fiction before this time. In 'An Cailinn 
Sgiathanach', the two chiefs are bankrupt men, 
willing to traduce a young girl in order to win 
aver a financial entrepreneur. 
The more demanding of the two possible 
definitions of a novel is that it is a long story, 
oriented in such a way'as to illustrate the 
psychology or attitudes of one or more of the 
characters or to analyse a particular society, 
especially tha author's own. Only 'An Cailinn 
Sgiathanach', of the three Gaelic novels meets this 
?7 
d©finition, and that only marginally. A loss 
stringent definition covers stories consciously and 
consistently shaped in order to produce a definite, 
predetermined effect, such as surprise, joy, 
e r. o ticism, or terror. 'An t-Ogha Mör' and' D in 
Aluinn', as adventure stories or 'Thrillers', 
fit this definition but do not fulfil its requirements 
to any remarkable degree, including, as they do, 
so much material that is irrelevant to the effect 
desired. 
The author of 'An Cailinn Sgiathanach' is, along 
with Iain Smith, the only Gaelic writer to have 
published an English novel. His 'A Highland Waif' 
(1928) is set both in the Highlands and in Glasgow. 
It concerns a young girl, the daughtor of a "fallen 
woman", whose aunt, a Lady MacKenzie, has adopted 
her and pretends that she is her real mother. The 
aunt is blackmailed by the supposed father of the 
child, but he is found to be, in collaboration with 
the surgeon the girl is to marry, an owner of 
brothels and he is jailed. The young girl is saved 
from marriage-by the mysterious and precocious youth, 
Duncan flacOonald, who disappears-when her trouble is 
solved (we learn that he was a fairy child). The 
novel is described on the title page as 'A Study in 
Ethics' and certainly it contains much discussion 
of the morals and political questions of that time 
(1928). It shows a considerable contemporary awareness 
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and, in that, is a great advance on 'An Cailinn 
Sgiathanach', but this virtue is vitiated both 
by the erratic style of writing and by the intrusion 
of the fairy figure. 
I 
Essays 
In this period, too, a group of very entertaining 
and often very intelligent essayists carne to the 
fore, again published first in periodicals. In 
'An Gaidheal'(1671-1377) and 'macTalla'(1894-l904), 
Donald MacKinnon published a series of erudite 
essays on aspects of Gaelic literature and on the 
light that Gaelic proverbs throw on folk philosophy. 
These were collected and edited for the Scottish 
Gaelic Texts Society in 1956 by Lachlan MacKinnon. 
Donald MacKechnia's delightfully whimsical essays 
on animals and people appeared mainly in the '0ban 
Times', 'Deo-Ghreine', and 'Celtic Review'(1897- 
1904). The essays Were collected in 'An Fear 
Ciüil', a collection of prose and versa which 
appeared in 1904. From 1907 to 1950 Donald Lamont 
edited and contributed to the Gaelic Supplement of 
'Life and Work'. 
28 
Lemont's essays are in light, colloquial Gaelic 
which deals gracefully and humorously with a wide 
range of. subjacts, from description of animals and 
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countryside and our attitudes to them to reflections 
on the "failings and foibles, nobilities and heroisms, 
the joys and sorrows, fears and achievements, gallantry 
and perversity, of ordinary folk everywhere. " 
29 
His faculty for entertaining his reader often masks 
a very intelligent interest in both his subject and 
writing style as well as a deep seriousness in his 
motives (in this, he is to be contrasted with Caraid 
nan Gaidheal, in whose essays the seriousness of 
aim is reflected in a dignified prose style). 
There are three main prose styles represented 
in Gaelic essay writing: first, the sedate, ' dignified 
style of MacKinnon and Caraid nan Gaidheal, based 
on the style of the Gaelic Bible; second, the 
lighter, more colloquial style of MacKechnie and 
Lamont; and third, the prosy, rhythmic, and artificial 
style that is used by Donald Sinclair in his philosophical 
and mystical essays in 'Guth na Bliadhna': 'Gaol-mulad', 
'Gaol-aobhneis', and 'Litir Dhachaidh'(1917-. 
1925). 
A refreshing aspect of Sinclair's style is the 
II 
consideration that he gives to his selection of wordst 
but many of his words and phrases are archaic and 
artificial (Ann Johnston records that he spent much 
time in Barra collecting archaic expressions), so that 
it is difficult to understand. His style is very 
much like Angus Robertson's, 
30 
and, like it, is 
reminiscent of the runs of the traditional sgeulachd 
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and the English varsa style or James ('Ossian') 
MacPherson. Sinclair's thought--though, as in 
'Litir DhachaidH', he shows awareness of tha most 
Modern scientific thought--has a strong colouring of 
Roman Catholic and even pre-Christian mysticism, to 
the expression of which this style is quite appropriate. 
Occasionally, his statements are penetrating, 
relevant, and effectively expressed: "tha t-fuighar. 
na fuar-chaithris, a Ghaoil, a'feitheamh ri aitaamh 
mo bhailbh©" ('Litir Dhachaidh', 1924). 
In 1918, An Comunn Gaidhealach published 
'An Solaraicha', a book of four prize-winning 
essays: 'Jeanne d'Arc'(Angus Henderson), 'Cusirt 
anns a'Fhrith'(Neil Shaw), 'Dan-Cluiche Cinneamhail 
Gaelig'(fJell Ross), and 'Bärdachd Dhonnchaidh 
Dhain'(Donald James filacLeod). All had appeared 
previously, either in 'An Rösarnach' or 'An Dsö- 
Grein3'. 
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The most prominent essayists'in 'An 
De? -Greine/An Gaidheal' were Neil Ross, the Rev. 
Malcolm 1acLeod, Hector IacDougall, J. N. MacLeod, 
D. MacPhee, and Kenneth MacLeod (whose ornateness and 
mysticism, as in the well-known 'Duatharrachd na 
1iara', is very similar to that of Sinclair and 
Robertson). 
THE SECOND PHASE 
Summary 
The main developemsnt in this period was the 
transplanting of Gaelic village culture--oral 
sgeulachdan, historical tales, and anecdotes-- 
into the artificial setting of the organised. Gaelic 
emigre communities in Lowland cities, which required 
that these oral stories be printed, if only as a 
temporary expedient. During this process of 
transplantation, the native tradition came into 
contact with, and cross-bred with a more refined 
literary tradition which laid more selfconscious 
emphasis on style, structure, effect, psychology, and 
philoscphical insight. This influence came into 
play on the motivation of an upsurge in Gaelic 
nationalism during the early years of the century 
and through the persons of Roderick Erskine of I1ar, 
Angus Henderson, and Calum ritacFarlane. 
The nost influential writer in the English 
language was Neil Munro, but the work of R. L. Stevenson 
and Scott is not to be discounted, while the 
influence of Arthur Conan Doyle and Jules Verne 
is indisputable in the case of Erskine of Mar and 
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Angus Henderson. 
_Tha 
main achievements in prosewriting during 
the period were the three historical novels, 
31 
one or two surrealist humorous pieces, and the 
rather pretentious detective and science fiction 
stories of Erskine of nlar and Handerson respectively. 
This achievement was obviously a fairly limited 
one. The story 'Crotachan' by Caraid nan Gaidheal 
(1836)--admittedly ahead of its time, even in 
European terms--is much closer than any Gaelic story 
written in the,, early. 20th century-to the open-ended, 
psychology-oriented short stories that were pioneered 
by Anton Chekhov and Turgenev-in the ?. ate 19th 
century and brought to fiction in English by 
James Joyce ('Dubliners', 1914) and Katherine 
Mansfield. 
The second phase is very similar, in many 
respects to the first, largely because of the 
critical-importance of the contribution to the 
short story and to prosewriting in general of one 
man and his Gaelic periodicals (Dr Norman MacLeod in 
the first, Erskine of Gear in the second phase). 
In addition, the most productive period in each 
phase spanned only about fifteen years and was followed 
by several decades of little progress. 
I 
1925-1950 
, The first part of 
this period marked the 
beginning of`the Scottish National Literary Renaissance, 
featuring Hugh ItlacDi armid, Lewis Spence, Lewis 
Grassic Gibbon, and others. This movement, however, 
was confined to-Lowland Scotland and to Lallans, 
in the early stages, but there was a dramatic 
revival in Gaelic poetry in the 1930's and 1940's 
as a result of the promptings of the nationalistic 
circle. - Thare was, however, no corresponding revival 
in the pros. The patric isn: m engendered by the 
formation of the Scottish National Party in 1928 - 
did not, as it had done earlier, prove to be an 
effective stimulus for creative prosewriting in Gaelic. 
Generally, the intellectual level of the 
entertainment provided at ceilidhs fell fast-- 
especially during and after the Second World War. 
F©wer and fewer ceilidh programmes included tales, 
debates, dialogues, or readings--whether humorous or 
otherwise: after the war,, most organisations 
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concentrated on song recitals. 
32 There was, therefore, 
coming to be less and less demand during this pefiod 
for books of prose readings. 
The bulk of Gaelic prosewriting in this 
period took the form of journalistic essays. Donald 
Lamont was writing regularly until 1950 in 'Life and 
Work': his series of essays on the imaginary 
parish of Cillo Sgumain were especially seminal. 
These pieces use a recurrent group of Highland 
character-typoss3 like those of Caraid nan Gaidhea7, and, 
again like MacLeod, his narrator is often the 
quaint old-fbshionod peasant, bewildered by new 
concepts and inventions, who appears so often in 
the cömhradh. The characters he creates are 
well-rounded and show close observation of Highland 
life, but the character of the narrator is not 
developed very far. 
The main contribution made by tho 'Cabairneach'35 
writers to this style was the use of an individualistic 
character, again called Seönaid, as narrator: "a 
. series of stories dealt with her escapades at film 
shows, mods, bazaars, etc. Always she is trying 
hard, with much success, to hide'her manifold 
ignorance. Seonaid is always just on the right 
side, of the reader's sympathy, but the line is a 
thin one. -She can be malicious and interfering, 
obtuse, salacious and domineering on different 
occasions, but the story is told very much as she 
sees it, so 'that' it is_ only with a conscious and 
I 
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" strong effort of the will that we can detect these 
unfortunate tendencies in her nature. 
The "Seonaid" stories in 'An Cabairneach' 
are important in two respects. In the first 
place, psychological verity in the creation-of 
Seönaid was maintained and this achievement on the 
part of sixth-formers shows considerable insight 
on their part and a tremendous amount of skill 
in character-creation: the fact that Seönaid is 
the--narrator makes the need for awareness of the 
complexities of the mind all the more essential. 
This ability to crest credible characters and the 
investigation, of their often self-contradictory 
psychology is an essential ingredient of the modern, 
sophisticated short story and novel and was significantly 
missing from most Gaelic stories before 'An Cabairneach'. 
The second way in which the Sabnaid stories 
are important is connected with the type of Gaelic 
used in them. In small Highland villages, there are 
-many strong-willed, self-opinionated middle-aged 
women of whom Sobnaid is a close and deliberate 
replica. Because of the desire, to make her an 
authentic, "real" character, it was inevitable that 
a very colloquial Gaelic style be employed. The 
'Cabairneach' writers ware the first-, to use colloquial 
Gaelic for serious writing: Donald Lamont's style 
is close to'it, 
6 
but is still "literary Gaelic", 
while the use of it in*MacFadye is books is of 
little relevance, as his stories were oral in origin 
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and intended for oral performance. The use in 
'An Cabairneach' of colloquial Gaelic gave a new 
respectability to it as an artistic medium. 
37 
Although the character of Seönaid was the initial 
justification for it, several writers who served their 
literary apprenticeship in 'An. Cabairnoach' (Paul 
MacInnes, Finlay J. MacDonald), along with several whom 
they inspired (Norman MacLeod--'Am Bard Dochd'; Derick 
Thomson), continue to use highly colloquial Gaelic, both 
for humour (MacDonald, MacLeod) and for more serious 
stories (MacInnes, Thomson). At its best theirs is a 
pithy, virile style, but has remarkable flexibility. 
The use of this type of Gaelic in the 'Cabairneach' 
stories is probably partly a result of the 
influence of the contemporary sketch, in which such 
characters as Soonaid were common and in which naturalism 
was the goal in dialogue as in staging. The use of 
expletives ("a ghoraisg", etc. ) for humour in both 
forms is an interesting parallel. Some of the other 
articles in 'An Cabairneach'--e. g. 'Litir Thorcuill'(from 
an old-fashioned crofter) and 'Litir Eilidh'(from his 
female equivalent)--are more closely akin to the style 
of Caraid nan Gaidheal and Donald Lamont, but the 
writing style is again closer to dialect usage. 
An essay-motif similar to that of Lamont and 'An 
Cabairneach' was employed by J. N. MacLeod in his weekly 
diary column in Gaelic in the'Stornoway Gazette'_; 
this column started in 1917 and, was written mainly38 
to inform Lewismen abroad of events-- 
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local news and ceilidh preoccupations--at home. The 
articles were supposedly narrated by Alasdair Mori 
an old. croftor, and involved a small group'of characters- 
who continued to reappear and were consistently 
maintained over the years (many of these were 
undoubtedly based on real-life characters in 
Bernera, Lewis, whare MacLeod was a schoolmaster). 
T. M. Murchison took over MacLeod's 'Gazette' 
column in 1950, but has retained only its skeleton. 
The history in Gaelic of this humorous 
devieo, a recognisable and recurrent group of character 
stereotypes and the use of an old crofter or his wife 
as narrator, is very interesting. It has been 
used previously, as in Or Norman f^acLeod's work, to 
make palatable essays that were not in themselves 
intended as entertainment--some were archival in 
purpose, some preciptory or evangelical, some 
journalistic. In 'An Cabairneach' and in later 
imitations of the 'Cabairneachi style in 'Gairm', 
however, the technique has come to be Used as a 
humorous story in its own right. 
Thera was little else of value among the Gaelic 
prosewriting of this period. There were 
several newspapers and periodicals which had regulär 
features in Gaelic, including 'The Pictish Review' 
(Erskine of Mar, 1927), "The Glasgow Highlander' 
(1933), and three short-lived Gaelic periodicals: 
'Crois Tara'*(1938-39), 'Am Ghratach'(1941-42)9 and 
'An Ceum'(1943-49), of which 'Greis Tara' and 'An C eum' 
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were issued by the Gaelic League of Scotland. 
In 1924, Iain M. Moffat-Pander published 
Imo Nighean Donn Bhoidheach', which contains some 
stories, but is primarily a journal of a tramping 
tour in the West Highlands by the author and the 
Rev. Calum FacLean. The Collected Works of Bärd 
Thürnaig (1926) contain a lengthy prose autobiography 
and letters sent by Bard Thürnaig to the editor 
(Moffat-Pender). 'Am f(loasg nam Bodach'(1938) is 
a collection of reminiscences by old Highlanders 
that had been broadcast on the B. B. C. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach published two booklets 
of essays and stories for soldiers in the Second 
World War. Most of the, essays and stories had 
previously appeared in 'An Gaidheal'. These two 
booklets were reissued with aiditions as a book, 
'Am Feachd Gaidhealach', in 1944. 
Dr Alasdair 11acIntyro's 'Balaich an t-Sratha' 
(1946), written for Comunn na h-Oigridh, is a simple 
but skilfully told story of young village boys' 
first odyssean foray outside the immediate neighbourhood 
I, 
of their village. It brilliantly evokes their 
world-view: everything, even the most mundane 
sight (such as a tinker) is novel, exciting and even 
dangerous to them. Yet the picture is sympathetically 
drawn: at the end of the book, the r eadar still 
feels that he has been told about dramatic events 
even though the boys' own bravado has been deflated 
somewhat by the fact that people in the "foreign" 
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village know their parents very well. 
This book is written in a very entertaining, ' 
free-wheeling style. It is an accurate portrayal 
of children--their feelings, their conversation-- 
but its most interesting feature in a study 
of Gaelic literature is the skill P: IacIntyre shows in 
constructing conversation. Few Gaelic writers 
before him--playwrights, novelists, or short-story 
writers--had this skill and not many, even after 
him, have been able offectively to recreate the' 
conversation of children (witness the lack of success 
of Iain Smith, for example, when he attempts it). 
This example of nlacIntyr©'s style reports an argument 
o(or the terminus of the road and reliability on 
that score of their respective fathers: 
'Iilurchadh: Agus t-athair fhein, da a tha ann ach 
iasgair? Is ann air truisg is bodaich- 
ruadha is eölaiche esan. 
Seumas: Chunnaic a clachan-mile co dhiubh. 
M.: Clachan-mile! Is an dha a thigeadh. Co 
" the a dh'innis e sein? 
S.: Dh'innis do dh'Alasdair AIör--gu fac e cus 
dhiubh. 
M. Tha mi creidsinn-- IS iad ris an trod. 
Oh'fhaodadh usireannan gum biodh e 
a'faicinn a dha dhiubh comhla. 
S.: Is e bhithoas d'athair faicinn sreath 
dhiubh, 
M.: Ach bithidh d'athar-sa uaireannan nach 
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urrainn dha aonan idir fhaicinn. 
S.: Cum do theanga. A bhriagadair! 
Ailidh luath: An cuala tu siud? 
Coinneach Carach: Thoir to dhä. 
M.: Cha toirinn-sa sion dha. 
S.: Cha ghabhadh e air. 
hl.: Nach gabhadh? 
'Alba', edited by T. 1. Murchison and Malcolm 
(MacLean (1948) contained essays on Highland political, 
oconomic, and cultural matters, in both Gaelic, and 
English. 
Tharp were two important translations inth 
Gaelic during this poriod: 'Sgeul an Oraoidh Eile, 
le Eanruig Van Dyke' 36 and 'An Triüir Choigreach' 
by Thomas Hardy. 37 The latter is set in the English 
West Country, in a remote shepherd's house: three 
strangers in turn intrude on a christening celebration. 
One is revealed to be the now hangman, the other is 
a stately older man. News of the escape from prison 
of the man who is to be hanged the noxt day arrives 
as a third stranger enters. This third man runs away 
and is pursued by the men at the celebration, who 
think he is the doomed man. Tt-v-. y capture him, 
but he tells them that he is a brother of the doomed 
man, the dignified old stranger, who was-sitting beside 
the hangman in. the house. The doomed man has escaped 
in the confusion and is not recaptured. The translation 
is sometimes stilted, but it makes fairly easy 
0 
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reading: it is purely an adventure story, fraught 
with coincidence, but is nevertholess very dramatic 
and well-organised. 
ISgeul an Draoidh Eile' is a mystical story 
of the adventures of the fourth Wise Man from the 
East, who did not arrive at Christ's birthplace in time 
because he stopped to help a sick. man. He had three 
jewels that he wished to give to God, but spent 
them all, first. = the sick man, second to save a 
child from the soldiers, and third to rescue a slave 
girl. He thinks he has thus lost his opportunity 
to serve God, but finally he sees Christ on the 
Cross. 
1950-1968 
THE THIRD PHASE 
The 1950's and especially the 1950's have 
seen a revival in Gaelic prosewriting, as in 
drama: it is only in. this period that either 
form has achieved a contemporary sophistication in 
Gaelic. 
As in the other important periods delineated 
in this chapter, this one is characterised by 
the activity of a small group of enthusiasts and 
by the emergence of important periodical media.. 
In this instance, the periodical media have been 
" 'Gairm'(from 1952, ed. by D. Thomson and F. J. 
MacDonald) and the 8. B. C. Gaelic Department38 
(under Hugh McPhee and Fred MacAulay and strengthened 
in theearly 1950's by the fervour and talent of 
Finlay 3. MacDonald). 
The revival in Gaelic prosewriting, and 
especially in the short story, has been based on the 
increased literacy brought about by a more enlightened 
attitude towards Gaelic in schools since the Second 
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World Uar as well as the fact that, with increased 
state help, a far higher proportion of Highland 
children (especially of the crofter class) have been 
able to reap the advantages of higher education since 
the War93änd have, therefore, a wider and more 
critical experience of literature in other languages 
then previously. 
During this period, important translations have 
been: one of 'Treasure Island'; 'The Adventures of 
Baron Munchausen'; 40 tTeine Ceann Föid', 41 a children's 
novel by Allan Campbell MacLean; and of stories 
from Russian, Italian (Guareschits 'Don Camillo' 
stories), Welsh (Kate Roberts), and Irish (Concobhair 
O'Ruairc and others), 
42 
'Gairm', like 'Guth an Bliadhnat, provides 
informed comment on a wide range of current affairs 
at home and abroad--politics, economics, culture, 
and literature. 
43 The B. ©. C. 'broadcast regular 
news bulletins in Gaelic and also discussion of 
current affairs, in particular of crofting, and 
of literature. 
44 
The fact that literary criticism has been 
fostered by both these agencies has encouraged a 
greater consciousness of literary techniques, more' 
awareness of standards other than the traditional 
Gaelic ones, and a consequently more professional 
attitude on the part of Gaelic writers. Too little 
constructive criticism of Gaelic literature appears 
even yet, however. 
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The B. B. C. 9 as a semi-governmental agency, 
is obliged to cater for all distinguishable tastes; 
the Gaelic Oepartmenthas conscientiously kept 
this fact in mind, so that the stories broadcast 
range from sgeulachdan, historical stories, -personal 
anecdotes to both humorous and serious short stories 
of a more sophisticated type. The Gaelic Department 
has, fron the beginning, showed a willingness to 
broadcast the most avant-garde material, a, most 
fortunate attitude since they can afford--as Caraid 
nan Gaidheal, Erskine of Malar and 'Gairm' could not-- 
to pay for material. 
A large number of humorous stories have been 
broadcast. These have included witty accounts of 
humorous incidents by Kate MacDonald, Roderick 
I1acKinnon, and Finlay J. IflacDonald, e. number of light 
but very clever character, sketches by Edward Pursell, 
several very interesting stories by Donald Grant 
in a distinctive drily humorous style, and one exceptional 
story--'An Leine Gheal', by Alister, 1acflillan. 
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'An Leine Gheal' is an absurdist romp distinguished 
'I by the author's deliberately and effectively maintained 
low-key narrative tone, 
Among the best writers of stories for radio 
are Colin MacKenzie, Paul G1aclnnes, 
46 Helen Watt, 
and Mary MacLean. Helen Wattts early stories were 
based mainly on traditional motifs and plot-types, 
but the plots in her later stories have been more 
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imaginative though they we usually marred by a 
tendency towards coincidence and neat predictability. 
Her prose style is vigorous and pithy, but often 
verges on over-writing. Mary MacLean's stories 
are sentimental romances on the model of 'The People's 
Friend' stories (which are usually set in Scotland). 
Almost certainly the best stories that have 
been broadcast by the B. B. C. are those of Kenneth 
Finlayson. The simple, lyrical style of 'An Sgian' 
(broadcast 1956)--an account of a boy's wide-eyed 
walk through a wood and a subsequent fishing incident-- 
is reminiscent of the best of Liam O'Flaherty and, 
in particular, of H. E. Bates, whose long story 
'Alexander' is very similar in subject and style 
to 'An Sgian'. 'An Sgian' differs from the Gaelic 
stories of the 1920's in its interest, not'in external 
events, in the incident itself, but in the way the 
main character sees these events. This psychological 
interest is further developed in Finlayson's earlier 
story, 'An Roghainn'(broadcast 14/8; 56). 
One of the two men involved in'the latter 
story is Niall, now a drunken layabout: he is 
married to the other man's former fiancee (this is the 
first 'raghainn') The beginning of the story describes 
how the wife meats Angus, her former fiance, and 
asks him to take her husband out fishing with him, 
to which Angus reluctantly agrees. A beaufiful 
description of the sea through his eyes is given 
as he waits for the husband: "Nach b'iongantach 
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mar a bha ciisean ag obrachadh. Lion beag is beag 
thainig a' muir seachad air na creagan. An sud 's 
a' so thainig partan a mach fo chloich, agus thöisich 
iad ri spägail a measg na feamann. Oha na faochagan 
's na gilleachan fionn toilicht© gun do thill ä' 
muir. Dheanadh iad seörsa de ghluesad an uair a 
bha uisge saillte na mara a dol thairis orra. 
Thigeadh cudaige beag cho dana air a' chreig o 
a dh' fhaodadh, 's nuair shaoileadh neach gu robh 
e dol a bhualadh chuiroadh o tionndadh beag 'na earball 
to rachadh e as an t-sealledh. " 
The lyricism Of this and the description of the 
boat leaving shore on a calm sea contrast 
effectively with the morose bitter silence of the 
two men aboard. The same brilliant mood-depiction 
is evident when the fog descends and the boat is 
helpless as a larger ship's foghorn sounds out 
near at hand. Angus has been tempted to rock the 
boat and drown the drunken man, hoping to convince 
even his conscience that it was an accident. 
-The small boat is capsized, however, by the ship 
and Angus rescues the other man. Aboard the ship, 
Angus recovers consciousness, only to hear Niall 
still cursing and taunting him. The rescue by the 
younger man is a melodramatic touch, but the 
ending compensates. 
Scarcely any Gaelic story-writer before this 
had created as explosive a situation or shown such - 
keen interest in the mental state of the characters 
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in his story: his demonstration that a man can 
contemplate murder and still be a sympathetic 
hsro is very daring. 
47 
The short story has to creat characters, 
moods, and situations in very short compass and is, 
for that reason, often regarded as a poet's medium: 
Finlayson certainly had a flair for this. At his 
most characteristic, he describes largely by = 
implication, as at the very end of the story, when 
we are told that Angus returned to his thoughts 
but are not told what these are. This precision, 
in particular, distinguishes Finlayson from, -for 
example, [lacCormick, whose touch in mood-creation 
is singularly erratic. Finlayson's stories are 
of the open-ended, psychologically-oriented type 
which was uncommon in Gaelic before the broadcast 
of this story. His third story, 'A' Chraobh' (broadcast 
195 8), is also of interest, -but is moro melodramatic 
than the other two. He does not seem to have 
published any more Gaelic stories since then. 
The editors of 'Gairm' have made a conscious 
effort to encourage the developement of the modern 
short story in Gaelic. In 1956, a prize of ten 
guineas was offered for the best short story 
"anns an no's ür", which was-won by Colin macKenzie's 
highly imaginative mystery story, 'An Sgäthan'. 
In 1961, a prize of £20 was offered for a similar 
typo, of story and was won by Iain Smith with 'An 
Solus Url, a futuristic story. 
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Among the humorous stories in 'Gairm', there 
was a distinctive and very popular series in the 
1950's stemming from the Seönaid-stories in 'An 
Cabairnoach'. These again were intended solely for 
entertainment--the group of humorous characters and 
the old wonan-narrator are used as ends in themselves, 
not as an essayist's device. The Seönaid-character 
finds herself at the Edinburgh Festival Tatoo, 
at a bazaar, Burns' Supper, etc.; the writers, 
though using outrageous pseudonyms, are recognisable 
as the same few who wrote the original 'Cabairneach' 
stories. 
In a similar vein, and oqually-popular, 
were a series of humorous anecdotes, such as 'Rinn 
Sinn Latha ri1ör Dheth' (' Gairrn' , 1954)t an account 
of a prewar bus excursion from Ness to Callanish 
(with illustrations). The writings of Am Bard 
Bochd (Norman MacLeod) are an excellent example 
of this type of story: his ' 6ha e dona leis' (1963) 
is a hilarious, though sensitive account of a beautiful 
. 
young nurse through the eyes of a smitten old 
bachelor (this-u3s of the main humorous character 
is reminiscent of the Seönaid group). In the 
Bard Bochd's story, the use of his drawings is 
fully integrated with thetriting. The illustrations 
are a part of the language: this marks a considerable 
break with the oral origins of the short story 
tradition in Gaelic. In the early 1950's, 'Gairm' 
published a series of sophisticated humorous essays 
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by Finlay 3. MacDonald, such as 'Gliocas nan Gall', 
'An Car', and 'Na Stocainnean'. 
Although Am Bard Bechd has continued to write-- 
often brilliantly and topically--the output of Gaelic 
humorous writing has declined in quality and 
quantity in the past few years. Exceptions to 
this statement are: 'An Düdach'('Gairm', 1962), by Ann Fraser, 
a very imaginative account of-the return of the 
Fingalians as a band of gawkish but amiable giants; 
'Foghar 1976'('Gairm', 1956) by Derick Thomson, 
a* satiric, reversal of the Gaelic-English culture 
conflict--one of the few examples of the use. of the 
short story form for satire in Gaelic; and 'Victoria 
agus Albart'('Gairm', 1965) by Finlay 1". 1acLeod, a 
delightful fable in pseudo-Biblical style about 
an acquisitive rat. 
Colin MacKenzie, from the mid-1950's, has 
contributed a wide range of stories to 'Gairm' and 
the B. B. C. His early stories were occasionaly 
clumsy, but his technique has improved and he is 
now a prolific and skilful writer, showing considerable 
imagination and narrativa skill. His work mainly 
consists of science fiction, detective, and mystery 
stories. These are often extremely well-organised 
as to plot and very efficiently if Jarccnomically 
told. A collection of his short stories is due 
to appear very shortly. 
The other main type of the non-comic short 
story, that in which psychological insight is more 
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important than plot davolopencnt, began to appear 
in tGairmt from around 1953. Hector MacIver's 
'Loth-cheud Punnd Sasunnach'('Gairm', 1953) is an 
interesting early example: this is a study of 
a young boy's reaction to the traumatic discovery 
of an unpleasant incident in his father's past. 
Paul MacInnes contributed an interesting 
story to 'An Cabairneach' in 1951. His first 
stories in 'Gairm' were humorous--in a witty, 
highly colloquial style--but he has more recently 
published several interesting serious stories. 
His 'Toiseach a' Cheamhraidh'('Gairm', 1967), for 
example, has very little action but is full of 
excellent character developement. It records an 
evening in tha friendship of a visiting works' 
supervisor, who is soon to leave, and an aging 
woman who has, rather unwillingly, to stay looking 
after her old father. The few things that happen 
reveal by implication the hidden feelings of each 
of the characters and the fore-doomed nature-of their 
. relationship. 
Derick Thomson has written several interesting 
short stories. Two of the most effective are 'Bean 
at rhinistsir'(B. B. C. radio, 1953; 'Gairm', 1957)-- 
the story of a happy but nentally. retarded young 
wcman, the attitude towards her of tho community, 
through whose eyes the story is told, and the husband's 
own eventual mental breakdown--and 'An Staran', 
I 
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a long, sensitivoly told psychological study. 
Thomson's prose style is colloquial but richly 
sensuous; his approach is relaxed but, as in his 
poetry, subtly trenchant. 
" Finlay J. MacDonald's 'Putan Daarg'('Gairmt, 
1961)--like, for example, Orwoll''s '1984' and 
Huxley's 'Grave Now World'--attacks present 
sociological tendencies by describing them in a fully 
developed form set in the future. The three 
anti-heroes are American, Chinese, and British 
rocket-surveillance officers who have not been 
successfully turnod into automatons and who, between 
them, precipitate nuclear haulocast. *The message is 
clear, but has been well synthesised. MacDonald's 
'Air Eeulaibh an t-Sluaigh'('Gairm', 1958) is 
another excellent short story. A minister's daughter, 
aware that she is pregnant, is shattered by her 
fiance's announcement that thay cannot marry 
immediately because ha is to take a three-year 
divinity course as a consequence of her father's new 
Billy Graham-style of evangelism. Tempted to 
commit suicide in despair, she eventually decides 
to brave the vicious small-community gossip, to 
take her place'"air beulaibh an t-sluaigh". This 
is as powerful a story as any that has appeared in 
Gaelic. 
Two highly imaginative short stories by Rob 
Shirley appeared in 'Gairm'. The first is 'An 
Duine Ur'(1961), an account of a transplant 
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surgeon's attsmpt to construct a perfect man. 
The other, 'f, lr Universe'(1963), like 'Am Puten Daarg', 
is set in the future; in this world, Hollywood 
culture abounds: the hero is, as in Huxley's 
'Bravo New World', a Savage (here a Highlander), 
who is entered for the Mr Universo contest--a 
trial of strength, beauty, and sexual prowess-- 
but is disgusted by the whole affair and returns 
home. 
Loss stridently modernistic but subtly 
introspective are Rarlon Seixias' IA' Phrösbaig' 
OGairm', 1964) and Martin MacDonald's 'Falach 
Fead'('Gairm', 1961). 'In 'A' Phrösbaig', the 
narrative viewpoint-is' not that of an objective 
eye-witness nor of a character in the story, but a 
combination of both. The subject is a very lonely 
man who, with the aid of a telescope, has come to 
share in the joys, sorrows and love-making of a 
family who live within sight of his window. The 
author clearly, if unobtrusively, sympathises with 
him rather than with the police who take him away 
and the family he has been watching, who express 
uncomprehending disgust. `tacDonald's story 'Falsch 
Feed' is an interesting study of a sensitive boy 
whose friends misunderstand and frustrate him and 
who, it is implied, will and up like the drunken 
old man with whom (though he is not involved in the 
action) the story begins and ends. 
An interesting group of simple but realistic 
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and well-told stories about a young Highland girl 
(Raonaid) by Chrissie Dick are an interesting 
developement in recent years. These stories show 
an acute awareness of the interests, anxieties, and 
pastimes of young Highland girls and Ere entertainingly 
told. Obviously based on girls'- magazine stories, 
they nevertheless have more realistic depth and 
less romanticising of the girls' lives than the 
former. 
Iain 6lurray's 'Fool a' Gheamhraidh'('Gairm', 
1966) is a sensitive and complex analysis of a 
boy's changing feelings as he watches his father 
catch and kill a sheep. His 'An Doalachadh'('Gairm', 
1966) is in a less naturalistic sty?. e, analysing 
how the creative and practical sýdos of a boy's 
personality inter-relate. Murray's 'Fracas'('Gairm', 
1956) is a "stream of consciousness" story, in which 
items are described in a dream-like sequence and 
are unified on an emotional rather than a logical 
plane in a style very similar to that of William 
Saroyan's anti-stories in the 1930's. 
Surrealism emerged as a philosophy of pictorial 
art after the First World War: gradually this attitude, 
with its disillusionment with ratiocinative 
processes of theme-exposition, spread to the 
other arts, giving the "anti=novel"(Robbe-Grillet, 
Beckett, Grass), the "theatre of the absurd" (Ionasco 
Simpson), and the anti-short story that is most 
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frequently printed in the more serious literary 
magazines in the main European literatures at the 
present day. Murray's story is the first, and to date, 
only example of the style in Gaelic. 
But if Murray is the most avant-garde of Gaelic 
story writers, Iain Smith is the only writer of 
noo-"thriller" stories Who has produced a ler e 
corpus of interesting cork. His stories have boon 
broadcast by the B. B. C. from'1955 ('An Ugh G16innsO), 
and by 'Gairm' since 1953 ('Am Qalach'). To date, 
he has had two collections of short stories published- 
'Burn is Aran'(1960) and 'An Dubh is an Gorm'(1963). 
In all his stories, the pre-eminent characteristic 
of Smith's style is a--desire to throw as much, light 
as possible on the feelings and thoughts of an 
individual in a particular situation, and he 
always manipulates his plot to that end. 
49 But, whereas 
James Joyce, for example, composed his short stories 
by taking "real" characters, either known Dubliners 
cr' Dublin middle-class types, setting them in particular 
situations and then allowing them to work out the 
story almost for themselves, 
50 Smith, on the other 
hand, often seems to begin with a theme or-idea which 
he' illustrates with a narrative. This is not 
to say that his stories are unartistic, that they 
are parables: parables are "art of the will" 
51 
while Smith's stories show much artistic synthesis. 
It is difficult to distinguish in objective, logical, 
s 
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terms between the parable and the art-story, but 
it is clear that the latter has an inspirational 
probity, that theory and expression coalesced in 
the subconscious mind before the artistic consciousness 
began shaping it. Sartre is the best known exemplar 
of this style of Smith: his trilogy (1945-49)9 
'The Age of Reason' artistically illustrates his 
own Existentialist philosophy (significantly, 
many of Smith's stories do have Existentialist 
themes underlying them). 
The main proof of the supposition that Smith 
begins with "themes" rather than situations is 
the. ease with which his stories can be typed. 
In 'Burn is Aran'(1960), for example, excluding the 
Return of the Exile stories, all the stories concern 
two individuals who have been thrown together by 
events: the degree of communication possible 
between them is his preoccupation. In several 
instances, the two characters do not have a common 
lexical language: this is both a symbol of a deeper 
lack of communication and a device to show how 
much communication is possible, if language is 
removed. The most important of these stories are 
the following: 'Am Bard'(an interview betwoen a 
young and an old and now unproductive poet, the 
latter not now able to see the value of poetry: 
very little communication is achieved); 'An Duine 
Dubh'(describing the strange impulse of nostalgia 
and pity that makes the lonely old Highland woman 
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buy silk underwear from an equally lonely Pakistani 
peddler); and 'Burn' (in which a British soldier 
misunderstands a gesture of friendship by a captured 
German and shoots him). 
In terms of subject-matter, 'An Dubh is an 
Gorm'(1968) represents a detectable change in 
orientation. The stories tend to involve one 
individual; they concentrate again on his mental 
attitude rather than his actions, but here the 
focus of interest is his, response to some new 
stimulus to emotion or action that his environment 
puts in his way. Examples are :- 'Ahns a' Bhürn' 
(the thoughts of a drowning man); 'Na, Facail air 
-a' Bhalla'(in which "Mary Campbell loves John 
Campbell" on a wall evokes reminiscences); 'A' 
Bhan-shoisgeulaiche'(the reactions of an old 
maternalistic missionary t9 the Kenyan nationalist 
agitation of the 1950's); 'A' Ghl61nn3'-(in which 
a television play reminds a man of his own unhappy 
marriage); and 'An Taghadh'(in which an old 
Highland woman is forced to decide which of her 
sons the Hanoverian officer is to, kill). 'An 
Taghadh' was probably inspired by Smith's reading 
of Existentialist philosophy, 
52 
chile in several 
other stories of 'An Dubh is an Gorm', his 
environment forces the central character to make 
a decision whose, conssquen%ý, es are largely unforeseen 
but which is of crucial importance to his future. 
many of the stories or this type are, in fact, 
I 
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well-known old stories rewritten with an emphasis not 
on action but on how the participants felt 
throughout it: these include 'Abraham is Isaac' 
and 'Is agus Esan' (Adam and Eve)--two classic 
examples of the Existentialist's ". blind choice". 
Such interpretative rewriting of, old, well-known 
stories was a developement of the historical novel 
(and play); well-known modern examples are the 
plays 'Beckett and 'Antigone' by Jean Anouilh and 
'The Last Temptation of. Christ' by Nikos Kazontzakis. 
The developemsnt is a converse of the practise of 
psychologists and philosophers of using well-known 
stories as examples of their new theories--for example, 
Kierkegaard with the story of Abraham and Isaac, 
Freud with the Oedipus legends. 
Although it is quite easy to demonstrate the 
domination of each of these books of short stories, 
with the exception of the "exile" stories, by one 
particular theme, it. is often-difficult to give a 
precise, fully-satisfying interpretation of individual 
stories. This is because, like Sartre, Smith has 
produced, not a conscious illustration of an idea, 
but has created a situation and character whose 
denouements and actions (respectively) are organised 
according to a particular theory of human behaviour. 
This organisation has not been a fully conscious 
one: the stories written at a particular time 
inevitably reflect his theoretical intellectual 
preoccupations during that period. 
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Both books contain several stories--excepted 
fron the above discussion--which deal with the exile's 
return to his island home, a theme which also appears 
in Smith's poetry. This type-of story was an 
inevitable developement in the Gaelic context*53 
Superficially, they are a developement of John 
McCormick's stories, which dealt with the exile's 
exploits abroad, rather than his feelings towards 
his home. Smith's stories are skilfully constructed 
open-ended short stories. 
It is debatable whether a writer should 
confine himself to describing situations that ho 
knows (in Smith's case, the exile stories). 
Certainly, there is great interest (if not voracity) 
in the attempts of a shy Highland intellectual 
to enter the mind of the megalomaniac French 
Emperor in Elba or of the psychotic murderer, 
Mac an t-Sronaich, but is probably of soma 
significance that Smith has less technical control 
where he has not shared the experience he depicts: 
for example, in 'A' Charbaid', where the imagery 
has got somewhat out of control: "Shaoil e gu robh a 
guth air chrith mar chumbaisd. . bhriseadh e 
an saoghal mar gum briseadh duine cupen cofaidh. 
chan fhaigheadh e air carachadh, bha da chloich 
air a chasan; bha mhac-meammna ag gul fala". 
Where he knows the subject well, Smith is a 
powerful writer, as in the brilliant 'Granny anns 
at Charnair'('Gairm', 1966), 
55a 
study through the 
I 
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eyes of four members of the one family of certain 
incidents in the past; and in 'An Cömhradh'' a 
description of the pressure put on a dying boy's 
mind by his mother and the minister, though the 
"cämhradh" is significantly one-sided (from the 
mother). His psychological insights into such 
characters are brilliant: he achieves a high 
degree of realism, though not much naturalism, 
especially in conversation. 
Stylistically, Smith's work is underlaid 
by an overt intellectuality--not only with regard 
to the degree to which his ideas "approach the surface" 
of his creative work, but also in the extreme 
precision of his descriptions and in the clarity, 
verbal and mental, of his style. His writing style 
has been ruthlessly pared down: it is neither the 
colloquial style of 'An Caba; rneach' nor the heavy 
style of Caraid nan Gaidheal or even Lamont: it is 
a lean, athletic prose style, a tool he has 
created to suit the bent of his mind. 
Generally, his narrative stance, like, for 
example, Seixias' 'A' Phrosbaig', is halfway between 
that of the objective, omniscient author and 
first-person narration by the leading character. 
The action is described with a semblance of objectivity 
but with frequent intrusions of the leading character's 
viewpoint. 
This technique dates from the early 20th 
century, finding its first coherent expression in 
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the novel-prefaces or Henry James (1907-1909). 
James held that the novelist must not intrude upon 
his narrative (as did Dickens and Dostocvsky, for 
example, and all the early Gaelic novelists), 
56 
and yet that the novelist must not attempt objective 
narration: he must create "an adequately sensitive 
recording intelligence, a sentient center", through 
whose eyes the story is to be told (not necessarily 
in first-person narration). The technique became 
associated with a style in pictorial art and, 
consequently, the novelists often are referred to 
as "impressionist novelists". 
An example of this style in Smith's short 
stories is this paragraph in which the restless 
son quarrels with his relatively unambitious 
brother: "Cha dubhairt a' bhrathair Smid, Ina 
sheasamh le dhe bhroig mhoir at fas as an talamh. " 
There are many other examples of this style in 
Smith's work, but the above example was chosen 
because it also illustrates Smith's frequent flashes 
of poetic vision, which are so essential in the short 
story for accurate and brief delineation of character, 
scene, and mood. Occasionally, 'however, as in 
$An Duine Dubh', they can gat out of hand. 
Smith's stories are usually unified by theme 
rather than by plot, in the conventional sense, but, 
on the "poetic" level, there are often unifying 
devices. For example, in 'An Solus lir', the opening 
scene describes a World-ruler in front of four 
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telephones--one white (neutral), one green (his 
personal telephone), one yellow (or amber), and the 
fourth red (this is tte cno that will ring to tell 
him he is to fire his country's atomic rockets). The 
ruler is obsessed with the colour green--he notices 
that the sky outside is green and the sun golden 
and that his servant's pen is green; as he tries 
to make contact, on the green telephone, with his 
daughter, whom he has up until now neglected, the 
red phone rings: the sky outside is now red. In 
the story 'Tilleadh Dhachaidh', the unifying symbol57 
is the colour gold and a gold ring: the exile 
sees all objects and events in terms of that 
symbolism. Sometimes, as in 'An Solus Ur', one 
feels that the unifying imagery, the poetic (as 
distinct from narrative) framework of the story is too 
much on the surface, but it usually gives an 
effective unity to the story, though not a superficially 
logical or narrative unity. This indicates that Smith 
is closer to surreal'presentation of his theme than 
to the conventional, logical, chronological, and 
narrative exposition. 
The short stories of two other Gaelic poets 
are worth comparing. Sorley MacLean's 'Bial na 
h-Oidhche'(B. B. C., 1959) describes the meeting of 
two men (one of whom narrates the tale) in the hills, 
the one politically minded, the other apolitical. 
The narrator concludes that the two men are only 
two parts of the one personality, his own: this 
I 
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this is merely a crude translation of MacLean's 
poetry: it is not a successful short story. Darick 
Thomson's 'Tea Feasgair' is linked by imagery 
(foinne=old age; am bior and its scar=dacrepituda) 
like Smith's stories, but he, unlike Smith, makes the 
imagery explicit instead of implicit; he allows 
it to intrude without apology into the narrative, 
e. g. -- "Bha sin ann cuideachd! Gillesn is dibhearsain 
is briodal is docha. Air chill an oodain bhein. 
Mus do dh'fhas an fhoinne. Fun deach am bior 
an sas. " 
The only significant exception to the remarks 
made about Smith's story-organisation is represented 
by 'Granny anns a' Chörnair' and the letter-sequence 
'Litir Ohachaidh'. In the latter, the theme is 
the same as in many of his exile-stories, the 
gradual assimilation of a Highland youth into another 
culture and his partial estrangement from his native 
culture; the form is an old one (Cf. Richardson's 
'Pamela' in the mid-18th century). 
In Spring 1958, Iain Smith published an 
English novel, 'Consider the Lilies'. I. deals with 
a week in the life of an old woman who, in common 
with the rest of the village, has been given notice 
of eviction--the novel is set in the worst period 
of the Sutherland Clearances, the early 19th century. 
The novel is a quite brilliant evocation of her 
mind--her narrow-minded intensity, her hazy comprehension 
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. of what 
is happening, her gradual disillusionment 
with the minister and his elder, who refusb to 
oppose Seller. The story is told through her ayes, 
though not explicitly so, and again there are many 
effective flashes of synthesising poetic intuition 
(for example, when the minister's fleshy lips 
remind the old lady of the sensuous red flower 
outside, the first flowers she has seen for a long 
time) and also very effective descriptions of people 
and places. Possibly the character-creation is 
too sketchy for a novel--especially that of Donald 
MacLeod, the atheistic self-educated stonemason 
-who is the only man in the village to support'the 
old woman. In a short story, the writer is only 
concerned with bringing out a moment in a life, 
one facet of a character, but a novel is more 
demanding of sustained description. 
The first chapter of the novel is based on 
Smith's Gaelic short story 'Am Q1aoi'('AnDubh is "' 
an Gorm'). Smith himself states that the*bulk of 
the novel is based on his play, 'A' Chüirt', in which 
Patrick Seller is tried for a widow's eviction and 
murder. The novel does not mention her eviction 
or murder and the emphasis has shifted from Seller 
to the woman: the flashbacks in the novel, however, 
are essentially a dramatist's device--certainly they 
are used in 'A' Chüirt'. The prose style is vary 
simple though lyrical. Smith is reported to have 
completed a Gaelic novel now in the hands of the Highland 
Book Club in Inverness. 
SCHOOL TEXTS 
Nothing enhances the capability of particular 
writers to influence the writing of future generations 
as much as the employment of their work as school 
texts. Adult readers, unless they are unusually 
receptive, are not often affected, except in a 
clearly selfconscious and forced way, by the writings 
of others. 
The first worthwhile collection of Gaelic 
prose for schools was Norman MacLeod's 'Co-chruinnaachadh 
airson na Sgoiloan'(1828). Previous school-books, 
from the Church of Scotland's General Assembly and 
the Gaelic Schools' Society, were confined to 
simple little essays on wild life, sermonettes, 
and Biblical stories. MacLeod's 'Co-chruinneachadh' 
contained a wider range of, on the main, more 
intelligently written articles on history, geography, 
inventions, and religion. It also contained a 
traditional story, a true adventure tale (the 
sinking of an Island boat) and 'Long Fhor nan 
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Eilthireach', an original story of the Clearances 
by MacLeod himself. 
MacLeod's work continued to be the basis 
of school prose collections until the beginning 
of the 20th century. Professor Donald tilacKinnon's 
Reader (Part I) for his students in 1883 contained 
six pieces by MacLeod (including two dialogues, 
'Long rahör nan Eilthireach', and 'Litir Fhionnlaigh 
Piobaire gu fhnaoi'), two other dialogues from 
'Cuairtear nan Gleann', two tales from the 'West 
Highland Tales', and three other short pieces (of. - 
which two were taken from MacLeod's periodicals). 
Alexander 1ac0ain's 'Higher Grade Readings' 
(1905)--. intended for people taking the King's 
Examinations and the Leaving Certificate Examinations-- 
was solidly based on Caraid nan Gaidheal's writings, 
as were the examinations. This emphasis on the work 
of MacLeod produced predictable effects: his style, 
ponderous and stylised, cane to be regarded as 
the standard method of writing Gaelic, in particular, of 
. writing Gaelic 
informative material. 
'MacLeod's Gaelic Reader'(1909), edited by , 
Malcolm 
f1acLennan, however, contained mainly traditional 
sgeulachdan (many from Campbell's collections) in 
a much more colloquial Gaelic. The same can- 
be said of John MacFadyen's 'Companach na Cloinne' 
(undated: [1914]), 
W. J. Watson's 'Rosg Gäidhlig'(1915) was an 
extremely important collection which was commonly 
1 
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used in schools'and universities until recently. 
Watson was the first, in a book for senior students, 
to'break with the Caraid nan Gaidheal tradition: 
while presenting Gaelic prose of all periods, ranging 
from the Gaelic version of Bishop Carswall's 
Liturgy (16th century) and Nail M01huirich (17th 
century), he also printed essays by his contemporaries, 
Donald MacKinnon (in his deliberate, scholarly 
style--on proverbs), Lamont (writing much more 
colloquially), Donald MacKechnie (again a very 
light style), Kenneth'MacLeod (a stylised, colourful 
style). This opportunity to read, in close context, 
so many styles and, generally, the granting. of 
equal prestige to ancient and modern writings 
must have been very influential and fruitful in 
the case of many pupils. Certainly, it would have 
helped to establish the light, though still somewhat 
literary style, of macKechnie and Lamont, which 
preponderates in the collection, as the standard 
style at the expense of Caraid nan Gaidheal's 
more aureate and decorative style. 
The series, 'Leabhraichean Sgoile Gäidhlig'., 
issued in the early'1920's (seven books) under the 
general editorship of W. J. Watsorbagain gave informative 
essays rather than original stories, but the best 
writers of the time--Angus Henderson (who contributed 
a series on ornithology), John G1acCormick, J. N. 11acleod, 
Hector MacDougall--ware commissioned to write them. 
Lachlan MacKinnon's 'An Seanchaidh'(1935) was a 
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collection of sgeulachdan for schools. The works 
of Lamont and MacKinnon have been used in schools and 
universities since these were collected and 
published ( 1960 and 1956, respectively). 
, 
At the present time, a considerable range of 
school-books for all ages is available--ranging from 
the highly colloquial fairy tales (from the French) 
edited by Donald Grant (1968) to the free-ranging 
'Rosg nan Eilean'(1967), a collection more, suitable 
for secondary school. J. A. MacDonald's 'Criochan 
Ural(1958) was a collection of essays and short 
stories from 'Gairm'; he published three of the 
'Cabairneach'-style stories, thus demonstrating 
their breakthrough to the use of colloquial 
Gaelic to an even larger audience. The essays 
are mainly about islands, home and foreign. 
A. I'. filacAskill's 'Rosg nan Eilean' (1967) is a 
very important and extremely interesting collection. 
It contains essays on Laplanders (James Thomson), 
on the atom and on rubber (lain A. MacLeod, a 
beautifully lucid writer), bullfights in Spain 
(Finlay J. MacDonald), waterskiing and launderettes 
(in Chrissie Dick's simple, colloquial style), on 
St Kilda, birds, trees, and on the plan of an old 
Hebridean house (this article in particular is full 
of old words and turns of speech). The stories 
in the collection cover a wide range: a traditional 
sgeulachd (a variant of the Cinderella story from 
Ann Johnston), a true Uar story ('nlar a Theich Sinn as 
a' Champa' by D. J. r1acDonald), a 'Cabairneach'-style 
s 
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story ('An Car') by Finlay J. MacDonald, space 
stories and two mystery stories by Colin filacKenzie, 
two stories by Derick. Thomson, and one each by 
Paul llaclnnes and Rarlon Seixias (both about 
children); finally there is Iain Smith's futurist 
'An Solus Ur'. All the stories are modern in content, 
as are the essays. Besides enhancing the prestige 
of Gaelic in this way, the book", in presenting so 
many styles, is a good exemplar for creative young 
Gaelic-speakers. 
t 
SUMMARY 
Caraid nan Gaidheal (1783-1862) is associated 
principally with the first three periodicals of 
importance in Gaelic. Gaelic prose became, in his 
ponderous, rhythmic style, a medium for instruction on 
a wide range of subjects, and stories--legendary and 
original--became a recognised type of reading material 
His achievement was based on the spreading popular 
literacy of his time and on his own desire to emulate 
the English language. His writings were used in 
schools from 1825 until around 1915 and imitations 
pof his writing-style are still common, especially 
in informative essays in Gaelic. 
By the late 19th century, so many Gaels had 
moved to Glasgow and Edinburgh that the Societies 
were set up, part of whose aim was to entertain the 
exiles: this was a synthetic recreation of the old 
Highland 'ceilidh' situation, so that it was inevitable 
that tales--usually adventure or humorous ones-- 
. 
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should be popular. The demand for such tales had 
been stimulated bytha popularity of Campbell's 
'West Highland Tales'(186D-62) and of other similar 
collections; books or readings (on Lowland Scots 
exemplars) 
56 
were published--including legendary, 
true, and original stories. ' 
Roderick Erskine ol' Mar--in association with Angus 
Henderson, Calum MacFarlane, and others--reacted 
against the lack of sophistication, the insularity, 
and apolitical attitudes'of most of the-so societies. 
Motivated by intense Celtic nationalism, they ttempted 
to bring Gaelic prosewriting into line with the best 
in modern Europeanlitcratur©. In this, they did not 
quite succeed, but their achievement was remarkable'. 
Most of the best creative writing of the tima is 
either imitative or betrays strong traces of the 
influence of the "ceilidh" oral tales. Like Caraid 
non Gaidhoal, this small group ran a group of Gaelic 
magazines which containedt'besides stories, comment 
columns of a high standard on politics, economics, - 
and literature. 
The late 1950's saw the number of separate 
publications of informative Gaelic prose grind almost 
to a halt, but much informed discussion of current 
affairs--ftcm the croft and Highland Qsvelopement 
Board to Mao The Tung and bullfighting--and of literature 
and the arts, as cell as of history and geography and 
customs at home and abroad is regularly available 
in Gaelic periodicals ('Gairm' and'Sruth') and on-B. B. C. 
radio. In this pariod, creative prosswriting. has been 
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attaining a sophistication comparable to the best in 
any language. The techniques, however, which modern 
Gaelic writers are pioneering were highly developed 
in Russian (Pushkin, Gogol, Chekhov, Turgenev), in 
French (Honore de Balzac, Guy de Haupassant) and 
in American English (Irving, Poe, Hawthorne, 0. Henry) 
before the beginning of this century and in Britain 
by the 1920's and early 1930's in the work of Joyce, 
Katherine 6lansfield, O. H. Lawrence, and H. E. Bates. 
The breakaway surrealist style of William Saroyan was 
pioneered in the United States in the 1930's and is 
fast becoming ah established style itself. In 
individual instances (with Iain Smith a possible 
exception) whore exotic influence is traceable in detail, 
there is usually a time-lag of about twenty years 
involved. 59 
In most languages, the short story--especially 
the conventional styles--has been becoming decreasingly 
popular in the past few decades. An important 
reason for this is that the cinema and television-- 
using the same techniques as the short story writer-- 
can do its job more effectively and require less effort 
of the audience. The serious short story is more and 
more becoming a self-parodying form, full of "in"-references 
and "in"-jokes, so it seems that, in this field, 
Gaelic is catching up too late. 
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PREFACE 
One of the most unusual features of Gaelic 
literature has been the apparently complete absence 
of drama until the 20th century. For that reason, 
this chapter will begin with a section reviewing 
the reasons for this lack and also investigating 
the possibility of there having been some embryonic 
dramatic forms which did not come to fruition. 
The next section of the chapter will discuss the 
styles and history of the cömhradh (or dialogue), 
the earliest dramatic form in Gaelic, and will be 
followed by critical discussions of plays written 
between 1900 and 1945 and of those written between 
1945 and the present day--that date (1945) being chosen 
because a detectable change in Gaelic entortainment 
patterns came to a head with the War. Because of the 
importance of audience participation to drama, the 
chapter will conclude with sections on performances 
(incorporating remarks on popular taste) and one 
on critical taste. 
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BEFORE 1900 
Drava, as an art form, is a developement 
out of religious ritual and pageant. The earliest 
Greek comedies, for example, (dating around the 
5th century B. C. ) are clearly an extension of 
ritualistic totem dances; Aristophanes' 'Birds' 
and 'Frogs' demonstrate this, as does his use of 
`the phallus as a comic device. These Croak plays 
were performed in the open air and were in verse. 
Although the early Christian Church strongly opposed 
Classical Drama--presumably because of its pagan 
origins and trappings--it had, by the 14th century, 
evolved a form of drama out of its own ritual. 
These Mystery, Gliracle, and Morality plays--all 
in verse--were performed in Italian, French, English, 
Welsh, and Cornishl between the 14th and 16th centuries: 
2 
in Wales, the short "dramatic interludes" were a 
lineal descendant of these in the 18th century, but this 
newer form was quickly suppressed by the Protestant 
Church, in-spite of its popularity. In the 16th 
century, when the Church drama was losing fast in 
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popularity, Western Europe gained access for the 
first time, as a consequence of the general Renaissance, 
to the Classical drama which the early Christian 
-Church had suppressed and, under its influence, a 
new and sophisticated drama developed in Spanish 
(Lops do Vega), English (Shakespeare), and French 
(in the 17th century--filoliere); a national drama 
evolved in Germany in the 18th (Goethe) and in 
Russia (Gogol) in the 19th centuries as a by-product 
of a nationalist movement. 
It was mainly their isolation from Europa 
that withheld the influence of the Continental 
Church-drama and, in the Renaissance, of Classical 
drama from Ireland and Gaelic Scotland. There are 
some indications, however, that the native Gaelic 
art forms had some dramatic tendencies which might 
have evolved, independently of outside influence, if 
they had been allowed to do so. For example, 
dialogue or emotionally-charged speech is, in 
the early Irish tales, often-in verse, 
4 
whereas 
the narrative portions are in prose. The 9th 
century Welsh poetry concerning Lywarch Hen has 
been plausibly reconstructed by Sir Ifor Williams 
as a dramatic dialogue between father and son: 
Williams has suggested that poetry was extracted 
from early tales,, now lost, similar in style to 
the Irish ones. It is plausible, thcugh admittedly 
completely conjectural,, to regard these verse 
Aý 
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dialogues--in Walsh and Irish--as early drama 
and to regard the prose narrative links as later 
interpolations, 5 necessitated by the Christian 
Church's prohibition of the visual representation 
of pagan gods and god-heroes. 
In addition, verse-colloquies--including 
flytings--were common from early times in Irish. 
The disputative ones range from the 10th century 
'Colloquy of the Two Sages' on the Chief Poetship 
of Ulster to the verse dialogues between Rob Donn 
G1acKay of Sutherland and his contemporary Gaelic 
poets in the 18th century. Poems constructed as 
a dialogue between the poet and some symbol of the 
past have also been a common form: examples include 
the later Ossianic ballads, dialogues between St. 
Patrick and Ossian in both Irish and Scottish 
Gaelic, and 'Oran b1ör Mhic Lecii', in 17th century 
Scottish Gaelic. A' letter from a Rev. Donald 
MacLeod of Glenelg to Or Blair, 
6 
which is quoted 
in the 1B05 report on Ossian, is of great interest, 
though of questionable reliability: 'MacLeod says, 
"The Highlanders, at their festivals and other public 
meetings,. acted the poems of Ossian. Rude and simple 
as their manner of acting was, yet any brave or 
generous action, any injury or distress, exhibited 
in the representation had a surprising effect 
towards raising in them corresponding passions and 
sentiments. " 
That the Cliar Sheanchainn (the third-rate 
t 
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bardic entertainers), the jugglers and fools7 
of the tales, or even the later story-tellers 
(sgeulaichean) did not evolve a conscious drama from 
their presumably histrionic performances of tales 
and poems poses a difficult problem, for a culture, 
like the Gaelic one, which remained fundamentally 
"oral". until very late seems a natural field for the 
developement of a native drama. The early Christian 
Church in the Celtic countries seems to have been 
less strict than most in its attitude to pagan 
literature (as witness the transcription of tales 
by monks). Neil Ross ('An Gaidheal', 1926) made the 
interesting suggestion that the bards--a highly organised, 
reactionary, and jealous cultural ascendancy-- would 
have strongly opposed the creation of a new art form, 
such as that of drama, out of the performance of heroic 
tales. In Scotland, from the 18th century, onwards, 
the dominant Reformed Church strongly opposed the 
growth of drama, but the Roman Catholic islands-- 
though the traditional sgoulachd was performed there 
till quite recently--did not produce a native drama 
in this period either. It is clear that in the 
10th and 19th centuries--as in the mediaeval pariod-- 
isolation has been the crucial factor.. 
When large numbers of Gaelic exiles moved into 
the Galltachd in the late 19th century, they came 
into contact with drama as an art form and--for 
entertainment at. their gathsrings and, in the case of 
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more serious drama, on the example of the Irish 
theatrical movement--Gaelic writers began to produce 
plays. The provision of large audiences and of halls 
in the cities was also important, but this, in itself, 
need not have prevented the growth of drama in the 
Gaeltachd, since, of course, the Greek plays were 
produced in the open air and the mediaeval Church 
plays on carts and rough platforms at fairs. 
The only pro-20th century Gaelic literary 
form which was indisputably performed dramatically was 
also an imported one: the cömhradh or dialogue. 
I 
i 
DIALOGUE--AN COn1HRADH 
The dialogue, as an essayist's technique.. has 
been used by philosophers such as Plato ('The Republic'), 
Thomas More ('The Dialogue of Comfort'), and David 
Hume, and, from the Middle Ages, by religious polemicists. 
It sets the author's view against an uninformed 
opinion or uses a process of question and answer. 
It was much employed by the writers of Scots and 
Gaelic pamphlets of ecclesiastical controversy in 
the 19th century and, again in the 19th century, it 
came to be used in Gaelic for disseminating information 
on a wide variety of topics, 
8 
In the 20th century, * 
Gaelic dialogues were frequently performed, first 
by one reader and, gradually, by actors, this 
davelopement being due to the widespread illiteracy 
in Gaelic. A consequence was that dialogues began to 
be more entertaining, dramatic, and artistic. 
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This developement makes the Gaelic dialogue unique: 
for this reason and because the performed dialogues are 
among the first examp1 in Gaelic of a form of 
drama, dialogues will be dealt with in this chapter 
at greater length than their artistic merit would 
justify. 
The earliest traceable Gaelic cömhradh is the 
'Connsachadh eadar am Papa agus an Reformation' 
published along with some proverbs and "nOran do 
chomhairlibh glice"'in 1797,1833, and again, bound 
with the Reformed Catechism, in 1844. Other pamphlet 
dialogues on the Ronan Catholic Church appeared in 
1823 and 1834. Three translated dialogues on the 
fundamental tenets of the Church's belief were issued 
in 1825 ('Tri chömhraidhean eadar Minisdir agus 
Aon de'Luchd Eisdeachd'air Filar ©hunachar a'Chreideamh 
agus Släinte Saoraidh'). But the 1843 Disruption in 
the Established Church and the consequent Church 
politics were the issues most productive of this 
kind of polemic. In 1843, a series of at least 
seven 'Co-Laibhnirtean air na Ceistean a Tha san 
Am so air an Gluasad ann-an Eaglais na h-Alba' 
appeared; and in the same year, Or Norman MacLeod, 
the most prolific writer of dialogues in his time, 
published a tusnty-four page 'Cömhradh mu Chor na 
h-Eaglais', in which he expressed his oun views 
on the ecclesiastic questions of his-time. In 
1870 and 1871, a pamphlet dialogue discussed 'Ceist 
an Aonaidh', 
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These Church pamphlets are usually between 
twelve and forty pages long and the technique employed 
is to invent a mouthpiece for the unfavourable view 
and to oppose "him" with a protagonist--much tho 
superior in wit and debating technique--of the 
pamphleteer's own viewpoint. The speeches are 
long and stilted; there is nothing approaching 
naturalistic conversation--the whole production 
is thoroughly undramatic. 
In the latter half of the 19th century, a 
few dialogues were published dealing with a wider 
range of current affairs--e. g. Mary MacPherson's 
'Comhradh nan Cnoc'(1887), John flacCorquodale's 
'Comhradh eadar Dun-Bhrusgaig agus Fear-turuis' 
(1861). These are, however, selfconsciously crusading 
in tone and are written in much the same ponderous 
style as the ecclesiastical polemics. 
The dialogues of Dr Norman 61acLeod, which 
appeared in his periodicals and in his son-in-law's 
'Fear-Tathaich nam Seenn'(1648-50), and subsequently in 
the posthumous collection of his work ['Caraid nan 
Gaidheal'(1667)], are considerably different in- 
content and style and are more obviously the ancestors 
of the more entertaining and less stridently polemical 
dialogues of the 20th century (for instance, they 
are usually short, between 500-1000 words in 
length). 
MacLeod's stated attitude to his composition of 
dialogues was uncompromisingly utilitarian. In his 
I 
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memoir of MacLeod (1867), his son writes: "He 
had an intense delight in those literary labours, 
not only as furnishing useful and stimulating knowledge 
to his countrymen, but as reproducing in a new 
form, and with, I may be permitted to say, hitherto 
unrivalled genius, the manners of a people and time 
with which he was so familiar, and with which he 
so deeply sympathised, but which have almost passed 
away 'on . their wings from f1orvent. " In practising 
these serious aims, however, MacLeod availed himself 
of some humour and, while his dialogues would be 
very difficult to produce theatrically, it is 
evidant that he attempted to make them at least 
entertaining for silent reading or for recitation by 
a narrator to an audience. 
His on refers to his father's "quiet enjoyment" 
in writing the dialogues and quotes a contemporary 
review of his work, which said, "Under the head 
Amusing, I include those inimitable dialogues on 
popular subjects, which convulsed with laughter so 
many f{rosida circles, and which are so truly 1 
.. characteristic of Highland customs and manners, and 
through which so much useful information has been 
conveyed. The manse of Campsie is endeared to 
Highlanders as the place from which emanated such 
instruction and amusement". 
In the work of Dr Norman f1acL©od--appearing from 
the fite 1820's--the Gaelic dialogue had found the 
distinctive tons it was to retain well into the 
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20th century; that is, deliberately informative 
or proselytising over a wide range of subjects, with more 
or less humorous content. An increase and more 
subtlety in the style of humour has been the only 
obvious development. 
MacLeod's dialogues give information on his 
own periodicals, the law, the penny post, history, 
the French Revolution, educational policy, political 
decisions, etc. with opinions on these and on other 
questions such as religious opposition to secular 
gatherings, new fashions, new inventions, (methods of 
travel, in particular), progress, Gaelic schools, and 
emigration to the Galltachd. Again the style of 
presentation requires a spokesman for ©ach view 
(with the author's own being much more cogent and 
long-winded) or a questioner, Stock characters are 
Lachann nan Ceist, the omniscient 1aighstir-Sgoile, and 
the old crofter who is sceptical of modernity. 
Humour in MMacLeod's dialogues is that of 
the conventional or proverial phrase: "C. Co as a thug 
thu choiseachd? F. As mo chasan, mar a thuirt. . . "; 
"Is biadh is cýö1 so dhömhsa, mar a thüirt an 
sionnach"; mispronunciation of English words is often 
used for humorous effect, too. MacLeod's most 
lively dialogue is 'Comhradh eadar An 1laighstir-sgoile 
agus Calum Pastas. In its-the addresses are given on 
the letters in burlesque translation ("Old Wife's 
Point, Mull"); the postman is highly amused at a 
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particular man's boing styled "Esquire"a another 
is "Shooter of Wild Big Beasts": the humour may 
not satisfy the modern reader, but, in the context of 
the 19th century Gaelic cömhradh, it represents a 
striking and seminal divergence between MacLeod and 
his contemporary dialogue writers. 
This one dialogue has (admittedly primitive) 
stage directions: for example, there is an introductory 
prose description of the setting and, at the end, 
the speakers terminate the dialogue by bidding each 
other farewell: these are unusual features. 
Normally what little stage direction there is is 
contained, by implication, in the first speech 
(e. g. "The sibhse, Fhir a' Ghlinne, air fur ceum a 
Of ionnsuidh na feill, Is the-n iongantach learn 
a, Is ann agaibh fhein a tha In gnothuch ann", etc. ). 
In this, 'as in all MacLeod's dialogues, however, 
the physical setting of the conversation is ill defined, 
characterisation is almost completely absent, and 
the humour purely verbal. Nevertheless, some of 
his dialogues were performed--not just at fireside 
gatherings--but at more formal concerts. The Comunn 
Gaidhealach Branch reports in 'An Deo-Greine' reveal 
that the Penny-post dialogue was performed in 
Kensalyre, Skye in 1920 (by one person) and at 
Laggan in 1928 (by two actors) and that, as late 
as 1921, "a Cömhradh fron 'Caraid nan Gaidheal l" 
was read at a Comunn ceilidh in Ardgour. 
In this century, it uas still very common to 
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print cömhraidhean in psriodicals, 
9 
sometimes (as 
with Caraid nan Gaidheal) to give information on 
the magazine itself or the editorial aims, more 
often to broadcast information or views on some topic, 
and often, latterly, merely to entertain. A few 
cömhraidhean were published separately ('Tri 
Cömhraidhean, '1930; 'Ceithir Cömhraidhean', 1931; 
acid 'Cömhraidhean Gäidhlig', undated) and some 
few appeared in the collections of songs and 
sgeulachdan published by Henry Whyte and John 
ftlacFadyen in the-early part of the century as 
"readings" for ceilidhs and other gatherings. 
There were several dialogues in the monthly 
$Am Bärd'(1901-02). In 'Eachann agus Dömhnull 
Gobha' (1901), a third character, Seumas, briefly 
, 
enters--a not infrequent feature--and "speechifies" 
on, a variety of subjects from indigestion to 
housebuilding in "Gaidhlig Bheurla" (e. g. "tha 
thunder anns an air"); when he leaves, the other 
two criticise his Gaelic and return to discussing 
a new style of boat's anchor. We have here a 
common figure of ridicule, the man with affectations 
about his English, and another common subject, the 
reaction of a crofter to new inventions. 
In the next issue of 'Am Bard', there 
appeared a dialogue on the preservation of Gaelic 
between a sceptic and an enthusiast, culminating in 
the enthusiast's giving information on how to buy 
t 
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'Am Bard'. There was another dialogue on the same 
theme in the next issue (I, 5) by Neil-Ross, and 
in the issue for may 1902-l there was a dialogue with 
which John Whyte won the 1901 Mod Prize for "a 
cömhradh illustrative of the wisdom erd power of the 
Gaelic proverbs". 
There is little or no action involved in these 
dialogues and scarcely any visual humour: what 
humour there is is rarified and incidental to the 
discussion. In the cömhradh, 'liar a Sheachain 
Dömhnull Politics', however, in 'An Deo-Greino' 
[x(1905)], there is a highly successful blend'of 
esoteric discussion with humour. Donald welcomes 
an argumentative neighbour, having earlier determined 
not to be inveigled into discussing politics. 
The visitor brings up many inflammatory points, 
but Donald succeeds in turning them all away with 
a witty, irrelevant rejoinder. Here the wit is 
integrated with the serious discussion and both 
are necessary, whereas normally in the dialogue either 
the wit or the information--or both--is felt to be 
an afterthought. This dialogue also shows some 
dramatic potential in that Donald's twisting his way 
out of difficult corners builds up some suspense and 
psychological interest. 
From this period, most of the published dialogues 
are found in 'An Deo-Greine/An Gaidheall and many of 
them are Mod prize-pieces. Throughout this century, 
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the Comunn have awarded prizes for dialogue scripts, 
as well as for performances. There has been very 
little obvious developement with respect to subject and 
treatment. 
Many are discussions of current affairs: 
e. g. one by Colin Campbell of Islay on National 
Health which won the first prize at the 1914 fi1od, and 
lain Moffat-Pender's 'Seonaid'(undated)g used by him 
as an election leaflet. Some dialogues deal with 
a compendium of topics--for example, Kenneth MacDonald's 
'Cömhradh eadar Alasdair Ruadh agus Dömhnull Bän' 
('Deo-Greine', 1916), in which the discussion ranges 
over cars--tea and football replacing porridge and 
shinty--taxes, sickness benefit, and the singing 
of Roderick I1acLeod. The latest in 'An Gaidheal' 
of this style of political dialogue were 'Or ßeeching 
at the Ferry' and 'An"Chief" Ur' in 1964. 
Another type of cömhradh is the one proferring 
the author's views on Gaelic: as with the current 
affairs typal the style is fundamentally that of 
Caraid nan Gaidheal. Examples are: 'Comhradh eadar 
Alasdair, aig a Bheil Beachdan Gallda mu Chüisean 
Gaidhealach, agus bomhnull, aig a Bheil Beachdan 
agus anns a Bheil Spiorad an Fhior Ghaidhsil' 
('Deo-Greino', 1917); the over ostentatiously 
propagandist 'Mo-Chänan Fhsin° by Hector MacDougall, 
written for performance by children at the 1925 
Mod; a drily debative 'Comhradh nan Eilean' by 
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Fear Chanaidh ('An Gaidheal', 1944); 'Air 
Sräidean an Obain'(1954); and 'Ceist is Freagairt', 
a catechism of the "right" ättitudes toward Gaelic 
which appeared in 'An Gaidheal' in 1965. 
Another common subject in dialogues from the 
time of Caraid nan Gaidheal till the present has been 
the explanation and justification by an informed 
person, often a "maighstir-sgoile", of recent 
scientific invention and technological innovations. 
The other party to the dialogue is usually a rather 
incredulous and obtuse crofter: he rephrases. the 
explanations in grotesquely mundane terms and, 
in this way and by his inevitable mispronunciation 
of English words new to him, provides the humour in 
the piece. This is a parallel to the village-poets' 
poems on motor-boats, petrol engines, the atom bomb, 
Or Barbara Moore's famous walk, etc. Examples include: 
'An Listening-int by John macCormick ('An Gaidheal, ' 
1924); 'Cömhradh eadar Seumas Mör agus Ailean 
Sgoilear mu'n cuairt air an "Electric"' by John 
Cameron; 'Mar a thainig an ceud Carbad-olaidh do 
Chataobh' by George Collins (1925); An Ealadh 
Ur', on electricity, by'Kenneth MacDonald (1930). 
Related to the above is a group of dialogues 
on new fashions in clothes, including the interesting 
'Na Fasain Ural by Christine MacDonald contained 
in ! Tri Cömhraidhean'(1920). 
Although a mcd adjudicator in 1925 na de strong 
strictures in 'An Gaidhealt on the "slur" on the 
t 
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Highland peasant of his constantly being presented 
in the dialogues as unique in his awe-inspiring 
incredulity in the face of new innovations, it 
has to be conceded that those dialogues--like those 
dealing with contemporary politics--do show a 
certain vitality in their grappling with the latest 
developemants in the intellectual and political 
worlds. The presentation usually lacks great 
artistry or depth, but the writers of the dialogue 
were allowed by the conventions of their form at 
least to mention things such as the wireless, National 
Haalth, home and international politics--which was 
a liberty not known by the majority of contemporary 
prossuritera or the generality of poets, at least 
until the late 1930's. 
'Mar a Sheachain Dömhnull Politics'(1905) 
was cited as an example of a dialogue in which the 
humour is sustained throughout and is integral to the 
plot--a feature which is usually absent from the 
other dialogues. In 'An Gaidheal'(May, 1930), there 
was another dialogue in which the fusion of 
humour and instruction is unusually full and 
which, like the 1905 example, has some dramatic 
impact: at the onset, the chief character directly 
addresses the audience ("A chlann bhaega 'sa 
dhaoine mora. . . ") and tells them that the catechist 
is trying to persuade him to attend his "Coinneamh 
Cheist". The catechist then enters and questions 
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the hero on religious topics, but is cleverly 
thwarted by witty, irrelevant quips. This dialogue, 
'Ceist nan Ceist', was by Duncan Johnston and won the 
first prize at the 1929 Mod. ' 
By the 1920's, the comic sketches, themselves 
influenced by the traditional cömhradh styles at 
an earlier stage, began to take over the dialogue 
framework, so that we find two-character sketches 
co-existing and being confused with the surviving 
comhraidhean. One of the earliest-examples is 
1Calum ag Iarraidh Binar by Duncan MacDonald 
('An Deo-Greine', 1922), which has no educative 
content whatsoever and relies for humour on the 
characteristic sketch techniques of extravagant 
language, an old bachelor's comical wooing, and a 
twist ending. The only similarities of 'Calum ag 
Ierraidh flina' to the traditional cömhradh are its 
length (about two pages; 10-15 minutes performance 
time), its involving only two characters, 
10 
and 
its sedentary, conversational setting: there is no 
action, no visual effects. 
Other works of the same type are 'Comhradh eadar 
flairi Dhonn agus Peigi'(1931) and 'Cömhradh eadar 
Ceit Bheag is r, 1äiri Shan'(1933), in which the figure 
of fun is a foul-tempered man-hunting spinster, 
another popular farce stock character. More recent 
examples are a group of 2-3 page playlets by Donald 
Grant which appeared in 'An Gaidheal' between 1962. 
and 1964. These are 'Aig at Chruinneachadh Bhliadhnail' 
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(a nervous chairman being briefed by his Secretary), 
'C? mhradh air Trean rhallaig'(closer to the cömhradh 
style in covering a wide range of current events, but 
involving the sketches' querulous spinster), 'Co-fharpais 
Cheist'(in which, as in 'Mar a Sheachainn Dömhnull 
Politics', a quiz-master is outwitted and sidetracked), 
and 'A' Feitheamh a' Bhus'. Grant is a far better 
creator of conversation than any other dialogue-writer 
before him: the speeches are short, brisk, and witty 
and the exchanges effective dramatically. 
The survival of cömhradh-writing into the 
1960's (e. g. 'Dr Beeching', etc. ) is quite anachronistic 
and due largely to the institutional support-which 
the practise has received. Cömhraidhean were 
sometines printed in the magazines sponsored by 
Roderick Erskine of Mar ('Alba', 'Am Bard') and the 
Gaelic League of Scotland ('An Ceum', 'Crois Tara'), 
but An Comunn Gaidhealach has been by far the most 
important bulwark of the form. Competitions for 
scripts and performances of dialogues, cömhraidhean 
and sketch-dialogue, have been a regular feature of 
national and local mods from around 1910 till the 
present day. The National Mod's competitions for 
dialogue scripts in the early years usually specified 
a subject, which fact makes it clear that they 
were regarded as a form of essay. A common subject 
was 'The Present-Day State of the Highlands; the 
1913 rand competition was for a "Gaelic dialogue 
between an Old Style Farmer and the neu on Agriculture 
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and Cattle Rearing". In 1914, however, and increasingly 
since then, the competition was titled "Gaelic Humorous 
Dialogue". This is not, however, to imply that. 
purely humorous dialogues were what was wanted-- 
an 1925 Mod adjudicator complains that recent 
dialogues tended to be "merely comic"--but merely 
that the pill of "adequate. discussion of recent 
inventions and discussions"11 was to be more sweetened 
than, for example, Dr 
Norman MacLeod had made it. 
In, fact, all the prizewinning dialogue, scripts until 
the late 1930's are basically in the traditional 
mould. 
The main prizewinners at the turn of the, 
century were John MacFadyen and John Uihyto. In the 
next few decades (1920's and 1930's), the most 
recurrent names in the. prize lists are those of 
Duncan Johnston, Kenneth 
, 
MacDonald of Contin, Duncan 
MacDonald of Lewis, and--conspicuously--John flacCormick. 
In later years, . Angus M. MacDonald and 
Jain B1. 
Moffatt-Ponder have been the mcst. irnportant prizewinners. 
'A 'study of. the type of dialogue that was, and still 
is regularly performed presents a quite different 
picture from that given by the above appraisal of 
dialog in print. Generally speaking, the ratio 
of dialogue-sketch to traditional. cömhradh is far 
higher in performance than in print in this century. 
That of 1919 is the. first Acted Dialogue 
competition to be recorded in the food reports of 
'An Gaidheal': it was won by Mrs Coutts and 
I 
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Mrs M. MacDonald, members of the Glasgow Gaelic 
Musical Association. Mrs. Coutts and Nail Shaw 
presented their prize-winning cömhradh 'Clamhas' 
at concerts in Killing Oban, and Toungo in 
1920, and Mrs Couttc and John Bannerman presented 
'An Gille Sin' at a Sutherland ceilidh in 1921: 
these performances were part of the concert-and. sketch 
tours undertaken in the 1920's by the Glasgow Gaelic 
Musical Association and are among the first recorded 
concert performances of dialogues. Although traditional 
comhraidheanl2--such as macCormick's 'Listening-In'-- 
continued to be presented at ceilidhs and mods, by 
the mid-1920's it appears that the ratio of the 
performances of cömhraidhean to that of the humorous 
dialogge-sketches was falling seriously. This 
is clear from the adjudicator's comment ('An Gaidheal', 
1925) on the 1925 competition: "[There was shown] 
a measure of good taste in the choice of matter preferred, 
which has not always been evident. Not infrequently 
in former years have dialogues been presented whose one 
and only recommendation was that they were simply 
comic. After all, there is a wealth of good 
dialogues in Gaelic. .. 
At the present day, it is almost exclusively. the 
dialogue-sketch which is performed at Mod competitions 
and at ceilidhs (though the incidence of dialogue 
performances at ceilidhs has fallen since since the 
last War). The traditional style of dialogue is 
still written, but is confined to print. This fact 
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is an interesting dhvelopement: the cömhradh began as 
. an essay 
technique, came to be performed because of 
Gaelic illiteracy (from the mid-19th century on)j- 
but the conic sketch (which originated in the first 
decade of this century in Gaelic and which was 
influenced in its early years by the cömhradh) 
took over the cömhradh framework and in the last 
three decades, the traditional dialogue has ceased 
to b3 performed, that iss it has become once again 
purely an essayist's device. Apart from its own 
significance as a distinctive dramatic form,, the 
importance of the cömhradh has been its influence 
on the early playwriting in Gaelic. 
PLAYS: 1900-1945 
The output of Gaelic drama up till the Second 
World War is outstanding neither as to quantity or 
quality. The number of publications, including both 
plays broadcast and printed, is around sixty, 
including several reissues: only about four or five 
are full-length plays. There were three translations 
of Shakespeare's plays: 'Julius Cassar'(W. m. 
Morrisan. trans, 1911), 'lileasure for r easure' (John 
1YacCorrnick, trans:, 1934; in MS held by f1itchell 
Library, Glasgow), and' acbett1.13 Another interesting 
\venture was the dramatisation of the traditional 
story of t Jaoise and Deirdre by Gordon Bottomley, 
working from an English translation of Alexander 
Carmichael's version of the story (1905): Bottomley's 
play was retranslated into Gaelic and published 
in 1944. Comedies, including children's plays 
and melodramatic plays with a happy ending as well as 
humorous plays, outnumber serious plays in a ratic 
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of about three to one. 
The origins of the draci'a -. of this period 
are at least threefold. First, there ware the 
dramatisations, both of old Highland customs and of 
Highland history, which were published in this period 
as a deliberately mummifying, or otherwise nationalistic 
and, educative activity. A second source was the 
dealogues which form a part of many of the comic 
plays as "padding" and which gave this early 
drama some of its characters and techniques. Third, 
there was the example of contemporary community, 
plays in English and Scots and, in the case of the, 
more serious Gaelic plays, the Romantic "historic" 
melodramas of Schiller and others and the mythical- 
nationalist plays of Yeats. 
There were in Gaelic, during the first part 
of the century, a considerable number of self-consciously 
preservative reconstructions of old and decaying 
customs: these have little plot and little character 
differentiation. They are, in fact, scarcely plays 
at all, but do represent an interesting stage 
whose intermediary nature is corroborated by the 
fact that so many contemporaneous plays haves for 
example, a ceilidh or reiteach setting. These 
dramatisations included J. U. AlacLood's 'R©iteach 
r6raig'(1911,1922), 14 'Pösadh fccraig'(n. d. ), 
'Luadh Bantrach Sheörais'(191? ), and 'Ceilidh 
Tigh Dhomhnaill'(1918); and, on B. B. C. radio' 
Mary Campbell's 'Cuirm Nollaig a'Clachain Duibh'(1936) 
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and a series by Duncan MacDonald under the general 
title 'Ceilidh an Tigh Croiteir am 9eärnaraidh 
Leodhais'. This type is well represented in the 
early years, both of the printing and the broadcasting 
of Gaelic plays. 
Plays which have a ceilidh or similar setting 
include Hector MacDougall's 'An Gaa1 a Bheir 
Buaidh'(1912), and the radio play '1'ha Iteagan 
Böidheach air na h-eöin tha fad ast by Angus 
MacDonald (1938; repeated in 1941,1948, and 1956). 
The ceilidh setting is parallel to the endemic 
conversation setting of the cömhradh, being more 
equipped than a debate to cope with a play's larger 
number of characters and its narrative content. 
A c? mhradh is a not infrequent part of the 
dramatisations of decadent customs. Similarly, 
it often forms a part of early plays--usually 
"padding" that is, irrelevant to the. central plot 
of the play. Examples of this use of the cömhradh 
are: 'Reiteach Moraig'(and others of the type); 
Donald Sinclair's-'Dömhnall nan Trioblaid'(1912; 
radio 1936), the first half of which is entirely 
taken up with a fully conventional comhradh, followed 
by the first appearance in Gaelic of pure farce; 
Archibald MacCulloch's 'An Rud a Their aI thair 
Feumaidh e Bhith Deenta'(first performance, 1910), 
which has a c? mhradh on "Fiscal Policy"; and the 
radio play 'An t-Ionnsachadh Cgs by Angus MacDonald (1939). 
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By the 1930's, however, dialogues are seldom found 
in plays: the plays tend more and more to use 
only material which is central to their plot, thus 
gaining higher artistic organisation but losing 
topicality. 
The cämhradh was to have other less obvious 
influences on Gaelic drama--including an emFh abis 
on verbal rather than visual humour, little action 
and a static ceilidh setting, some stock characters, 
and such types of wit as the mispronunciation of 
English words. The history of Gaelic comedy is 
that of the lessening of both the obvious and oblique 
influences of the "custom-reconstruction" and 
comhradh and the increasing influence of English 
and Scots farces, culminating in the extensive 
translation (sponsored by An Comunn Gaidhealach) 
and performance of the latter in the later 40's 
and early 50's. 
In a bookie t published in 1929, entitled 
'Play Choosing: Simple Hints on acting for Community 
Players and Women's Rural Institutes', Jean' 
Belfrage suggests a list of clan melodramas and 
light comedies. These are the types of drama wtich 
have been the staple of the Gaelic popular stage 
from 1906 to the present day, witness the fact 
that a large proportion of the plays listed by 
Betfrage were translated by An Comunn Gaidhealach 
in the 1950's: J. A. Ferguson's 'Scarecrows' and 
'Campbell of Kilmhor', 'The Wooing 0't' by W. D. Cocker, 
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'The Changehouse' by John Brandane, and 'The Clan 
of Lochlan' by Betty MacArthur. It is indisputable 
that Gaelic popular drama--especially in the early 
years--borrowed much, in the way of style and 
content, from the body of Scottish community-entertainment 
plays from which phis list was made up in 1929. 
The Music Hall and vaudeville-"comic turns" or 
sketches of such men as Tommy Dorsey and Harry 
Lauder also had direct Gaelic descendents in the 
person of the topical satirists such as Spaidsear 
(Kenneth Finlayson), Kenneth m. 1acAulay and Cailleach 
an Deucoin in Lewis. 
Apart from K. W. Grant's translation of Schiller's 
'William Tell' (published 1893), the earliest 
traceable Gaelic dramatic script is that of. 'Iseabail 
na h-A i. righ' by Malcolm i acInnc s, which appeared 
over five consecutive issues of the periodical 
'Alba' in 1901, although it was not published as 
a whole until 1933. It is described as. "Sgeul-? ran 
is Fuinn", being a musical comedy or operetta 
after the style of the light'. operas of Gilbert and 
Sullivan. The story is extremely flimsy, centring 
on the later omnipresent Gaelic comedy motif of 
a misunderstanding between lovers, one of whom 
(in this instance) is a soldier raturned from war; 
the scenes are self-consciously "rustic" and 
over-sentamentalised, as are the songs (with the 
exception of the soldier's song in which he rejoices 
in being away from the carnage and noise of battle). 
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The connecting dialogue is sometimes spoken (as in 
musical comedy), sometimes sung in recitative 
(which is more characteristic of serious opera). 
The idea for and the main stylistic influence on 
this play were obviously the Gilbert and Sullivan 
operettas, though it lacks their humour. 
Two short verso dramas by Father-Allan 
1flacDonald--'Parlamaid nan Cailleach' and 'An Gaisgeach 
fo Uidheam Rßiteach'--must have been composed before 
1905, the year of MacDonald's death, though they 
were not published until 1965 ('Bardachd iilhgr. 
Ailein', ed. J. L. Campbell). The first is obviously 
an extension of conventional bardic humorous 
poetry, 
15 but its story-basis--tho wooing of. a 
ludicrous old bachelor and the local gossip's 
comments--was tobe a commonplace of later Gaelic 
comedies. 'An Gaisgeach fo Uidheam Reitich' 
(performed B. B. C. radio, 1952) is an excellent 
mock-heroic poem--vary cleverly and humorously 
written, but, again, remaining a poem rather 
than a play. The late publication of these plays 
means they could have had little direct influence on 
the developement of drama. 
The second earliest Gaelic play whose script 
was published is 'Düsgadh na Feinn', a simple 
children's musical play by K. W. Grant, which was 
published in 1908. Of it, Malcolm MacFarlane wrote 
at the time of publication: 'I believe Mrs Grant's 
intention in making the play was mainly to preserve and 
Jý 
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make useful the children's games which she knew and 
played in her young days". 
In 1908, John fflacCormick included a simple 
humorous play (published separately in 1929) in his 
collection '0iteagan o to Iar'. This was 
'An Reiteachadh Rathail', a mock trial of a breach- 
of-promise case, the result of a lovers' quarrel 
over suspected unfaithfulness which is eventually 
discovered to be unjustified. It introduces two 
stock characters of Gaelic comedy--a biassed member 
of the jury who makes caustic remarks that are 
irrelevant to the tenor of the discussion at"that 
time and a reluctant witness who feigns deafness and 
gives riddle answers to avoid telling the unpalatable 
truth. The former appears again, very prominently, 
in flacCormick's 'Peigi Bheag'(19219 1925), in which 
there is an old wcman who keeps tediously interjecting 
"De an eaglais dha bheil a? " and--very much more 
subtly and seriously--in Iain Smith's 'At Chüirt'. 
The evasion of difficult questions is again employed 
in John @randane's 1Ruairidh Roimh-ainmichte'(trans. 
1937), another "trial" play, and in fLeannanachd 
Phadruig Saöladair'(1939), a radio play by Angus 
MacDonald in which the girl's father pretends to 
be deaf till the suitor fulfills certain conditions. 
This latter device is one found in several 
of the cömhraidhean--e. g. 'Gar a Sheachain Dömhnull 
Politics'(1905), 'Ceist nan Ceist'(1930) by Duncan 
Johnston, and 'Co-fharpais Cheist'(1964) by 
Donald Grant. It seems a natural humour mechanism 
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for the catechatic comhradh form to develops as 
the writers began to make them lighter and more 
entertaining, and so is probably to be regarded as 
a borrowing by. the sketch of a cömhradh motif. 
The theme of a lover's misunderstanding-- 
usually engineered by a villainous rival--which 
we find in MacCormick's 1908 play was to become the 
stock-in-trade of Gaelic comedy-writers. Examples 
arc: Hector MacDougall's 'An Gaol a Bheir Buaidh' 
(1912), in which, when Saumes is revealed to be 
poor, Sine is shown up as a gold-digger and he is 
reconciled with his former sweetheart, and his 'Coir 
: Saaihna air Leannan'(lst prize, 1912 food); Donald 
MacLaren's 'An Täillear Beag'(1939); Archibald 
f1acCulloch's tediously long prize-winning play 
'Mairead'(1924), where the factor-suitor "frames" 
the hero-suitor, only to be thwarted in the usual 
happy ending; and in MacCormick's full-length play, 
'Rath-Innis'(1924). The latter is a more serious 
Clan Period adventure story, in which Fear-n-ghlinne 
succeeds in discrediting Rath-Innis's sweetheart 
while the latter is an outlaw, but Rath-Innis and his 
girl are ultimately reconciled. 
Most Gaelic consdies of this period utilise 
either a rival lovers' theme or a misunderstanding, 
usually one brought about by a malicious character's 
deception, if not both. Examples of the former are: 
'Gaol air a Dhearbhadh' by John MacCormick (1913); 
the very popular 'An Rud a Thsir a eathair Feumaidh e 
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Bhith Dcanta' by Archibald macCulloch (first performed 
1910), in which the father plots for his daughter 
to accept, the suitor he prefers; and Donald lacLaren's 
"So Farmad a Ni Treabhadh'(B. B. C. radio, 1938), which 
involves a farce-style fight between the lovers. 
An early example of the comedy-of-error in 
Gaelic, apart from the rival-lovers' complex, is 
facCormick's 'Poigi Bhoag'(1921,1925), where a 
"cördadh" between her father and a young man over 
a cow is misreported in the neighbourhood as an 
agreement over the daughter. Other examples of 
this theme are: 'An Cördadh'(Duncan Johnston, B. B. C., 
1937), in which a husband is deceived by his 'wife 
over the existence of The Discontented Wife's 
Matrimonial Bill" with embarrassing results; and 
'The Iteagan Böidheach air na h-Eöin Tha Fad 
as'(Angus fn. MacDonald, B. B. C., 1938,1949,1948, 
and 1956), which centres on an April First trick. 
Farce is a rare ingredient in Gaelic comedies 
before the Second World War---presumably because of 
the drama's endemic weakness of visual treatment and 
11cheracter delineation. The only two plays in this 
period (that I know of) whose central humorous device 
prescribes the various antics of a comic character 
are f, 1acCornick's 'An t-Agh Odhar'(1910,1931) and 
Donald Sinclair's 'Dömhnall nan Trioblaid'. The 
former involves a trick whose repercussions help 
tie the play together, but Sinclair's play is 
unified only by the central position played in 
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its episodes by the accident-prone, outspoken hero, 
Dömhnall. 
In both of these plays, there are typical farce 
incidents, such as head collisions, involving a minister, 
and, in 'Domhnall nan Trioblaid',, the common farce 
figure of the drunk (making virtually his only appearance 
in original Gaelic comedy), ft'acCormick's 'An 
t-Agh Odhar' ends with an extravagantly farcical 
scene in which a man hides under a table, afraid 
of being found alone with the girl, and is discovered 
there by visitors to the house. Another farce stock 
character who makes a late appearance in Gaelic-- 
but was later to be frequently encountered--is the 
old bachelor who clumsily and comically woos a 
girl: the first appearance is in Donald Sinclair's 
'Suiridhe Raoghail ffhaoil'(1929; B. B. C. radio, 
1937); he appears also in several radio plays of the 
late 30's and early 40's--e. g. Angus flacDonald's 
'Leannanachd Phädruig Seoladair'(6.9. C., 1939). 
Apart from these few examples, situational 
and visual humour is scarcely employed in Gaelic 
comic plays of this period. This is a parallel to 
and almost certainly the result of the influence of 
the cömhradh, which--as a primarily written form-- 
relied almost entirely on verbal humour. 
In summary: the Gaelic comedy of this period 
(1900-1945) uses only a very few simple plots, 
being based almost exclusively on comedy-of-error 
or lovers' misunderstanding. It uses a limited 
number of stock characters such as the villainous or 
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ludicrous suitor and the evasive rogue--there are 
scarcely any characters that have much individuality 
or vitality (except in 'Dömnhall nan Eioblaid'). 
There is a heavy reliance on verbal humour-ranging 
from "proverbial jokes", witty squibs and mispronunciation 
of English to a more subtle use of anticlimax 
and disappointment of audience anticipation. The 
influence of the dramatisations and the cömhradh 
are clearly discernable--otherwise the models are 
exotic and the writing highly imitative, with speeches 
that are, in the main, unnaturalistie, long and "literary". 
Nine children's plays ware published in this 
period, beginning with 'An Sgoil Bheag'('An Sgeulaiche', 
1910; separately in 1911 and 1927), a simple. story 
of an escapade at school by K. W. Grant, and 'Comhairle 
Glag Sgäin'('An Gaidheal', 1911) by John filacCormick, 
an allegorical fairy story. 'Cuilm nan Flath'('An 
Gaidheal', 1922) by Hector MacDougall is an allegory 
on the Gaelic movement as is Malcolm facFhail's 
'Am t(osgladh mör' (1925)--with , characters such as 
Beurla Nic Theu ton, Sannta Noir, and Dicheall-- 
but they are, navertheless, very entertaining, even, 
for children. 'Am mosgladh t r' was one of three 
musical plays for children which won prizes at the 
1925 Pod and were published by An Comunn about that 
year. A children's play by f; 1acCormick printed in 
'Deo-Greine' for 1924 is richly imaginative: 
young Dugald sets out for London to find his rich 
uncle and has adventures involving tinkers; in London 
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he shouts "Srath-mor"(his uncle's Highland home) 
and is mistaken for a newsvendor by other paperboys 
who bully him; eventually he finds his uncle and 
gets money to take back to his indigent family. 
This is a pleasing children's play showing a 
lively imagination. The same judgement is even 
more true of Donald Sinclair's 'Ruaireechan'('Guth 
na Bliadhna', 1924) and 'Long nan Og'(192? ). In the 
former, Ruaireachan gets involved with a flock of 
endearing if contentious birds, some of whom talk 
in verse: "bha lad a' dali. adh air a cheile le 
bardachd" is used to describe an argument between 
two birds. There is much clever humorous 
writing in this play. In 'Long nan Og'(1927), the 
boy loses his boat in the First Act; the Second 
Act is a dream scene in which he visits his imagined 
'Tir fo Thuinn' to recover it--the scenes in this 
act could be grippingly reproduced with the devices 
available'in the modern pantomime theatre. The 
language in both plays is unfortunately stilted. 
With the serious Gaelic plays of this period, 
the influence of the dialogue is scarcely traceable, 
but there were a few dramatised histories (Cf. the 
dramatisation of dying customs discussed above) 
which are distinguishable from many of the serious 
plays of their time only by the latter's addition to or 
manipulation of the original story in order to give 
it a plot or character interest which the dramatisations 
do not have. But it is hero more of a debatable 
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point than with the comedies whether the plays 
partially derive from the features or whether they 
both, independently, derive from the wish to educate 
the public with the Fatriotic view of Highland 
history. 
Most of these dramatisations are the work 
of J. N. P, lacLeod and are to be compared with his 
Reiteach, Ceilidh and Luadh reconstructions: they 
are 'Coinneach Odhar'('An Gaidheal':, 1916), 
'Fionngal a' Phrionnsa'('An Gaidheal', 1916; published 
separately, 1932), and 'Braighdea Strath Neibhi r' 
('An Gaidheal', 1918). They are Tither stilted 
straightrorward dramatisations of important opisodas 
in Highland history--reproducing the incidents in 
faithful detail but with little emotional involvement 
and with no plot or thematic organisation and little 
vital characterisation. 
Many of the Comunn Gaidhealach cornpetitions, 
as will be detailed below, were specifically for 
comic plays: most of the rest were won by humorous 
plays. Sometimes, certainly it was directed that 
the comedies should have serious extrinsic sociological 
aims--by, for example, ridiculing Highland exiles 
who pretended to have lost their Gaelic. It cannot, 
however, be denied that the main protagonist of 
serious drama in Gaelic was the hon. Roderick Erskine 
of tsar, Who--in his periodicals--often advocated 
the institution of a National Gaelic Theatre and 
a National Gaelic Drama. He organised a competition, 
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in 1912, for a play on the 61acBeth theme based 
on the historical facts concerning the King. This 
competition seems to have elicited no entriest 
but, in 'Guth na Bliadhna' between the years 
1914 and 1924, Mar published four serious Gaelic 
plays, which--with two Clan Period tragedies, George 
flarjoribanks' troairi Ethan Ghlirn Freöin' (1937) 
and Mary Campbell's 'Una Ghil Shain'(B. B. Ce 
radio, 1938)--comprise the total output of serious 
plays in Gaelic during this period. Two of the 
four plays in Gaelic in" Guth na Bliadhna' are 
patriotically slanted historical plays; the 
other two incorporate, consciously, Mar's 
stated theories on the drama: so they can 
safely be regarded as part of Mar's campaign 
for a National Drama. 
In 'Guth na Bliadhna' in 1913, there appeared 
the play? 'Fearann a Shinnsir' by Donald Sinclair; 
again, in 1914, 'Crois Tara' by the same author 
appeared in this quarterly. 'Fearann a Shinnsir' 
is a Clearances drama in four (short) acts, portraying 
the breakup of a family by compulsory exile, a 
chance meeting many years later in North America 
and the young exile's return to save his former 
girlfriend from marriage to the brutal factor 
(the old comedy situation in a serious setting) 
whom he cows with an angry diatribe on Christian 
charity and agrarian economy. This play is the 
first example in Gaelic of a seriously committed 
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play, of a play with a worthwhile statement to make. 
The statement is made perhaps rather na! vely, but, 
in its Gaelic literary Setting, is very refreshing 
and important nevertheless. 
'Crois Tara' is a 1745 drama in which 
descriptions of the Prince and his Council of Chiefs 
and advisers alternate with scenes showing the 
anguished but proud departure of a tenantts son to 
the war, the family's anxiety for his safety after 
Cullodan, and their eventual reunion. The two 
strands are skilfully manipulated: for most of the 
play a direct connection between them is implied 
only (the noble leaders' decisions are shown being 
arrived at, and are re-shown as forces affecting 
the day-to-day lives of a peasant family) and are 
brought into casual contact momentarily near the 
end. The play is technically very assured. 
In the issues of 'Guth na Bliadhna' for 1923 
and 1924, Erskine of filar published two of his own 
plays--'Lä de na Laithean'(1923) and 'Ar-a-mach' 
(1924). The former is an allegorical essay on 
Timsp using much traditional Gaelic lore, and written 
in the terms of his own advice to writers of "symbolic 
drama" in 'Guth na Bliadhna'(X, 1914). 'Ar-a-mach' 
is a very interesting play: it shows the reactions of 
King, P, 1inisters, and Generals to a peasant revolt 
whose gunfire and mob clamour is heard as a constant, 
tension-creating background to the discussions. The 
last scene shows the Prima flinister addressing the 
unruly mob who accept hin as their new leader. 
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The play is stiffened by the importance of the theme 
and by the poetic irony involved in the ending. 
It makes a statement of committment obliquely and 
therefore more subtly and effectively than Sinclair's 
'Fýa-arann a' Shinnsir'. These four plays are all 
of four short acts. 
Apart from five translations from English--the 
three Shakespearian ones, the supernatural fantasy 
'The Clan of Lochlan'(pub. 1927; B. B. C., 1943,1947' 
and 1950), and the Clearances Period 'The Glen is 
mine' by John Brandane (1935)--this period has only 
two other serious plays, all published at the end 
of the period. The first of these is George Marjoribanks' 
'1äiri Shan Ghlinne Freöin'(1937), a dramatisation of 
the story of Alexander MacGreggor who gras treacherously 
captured by Argyll: 11arjoribanks added a. sweetheart 
for the fclacGreggor chief and a successful rescue plot 
invclving disguise, the resultant play being a 
passable "thriller". 
The second is 'Una Ghil Bhäin' by. Iaary A. 
Campbell (B. B. C. radio, 1939), which centres on the 
Classic Clan Period drama's triangle of two sweethearts 
and an obnoxious but powerful laird, -who, wants the girl, 
a factor's daughter, for his son to marry. The laird, 
is mortally wounded--accidentally--and reveals that the 
girl's chosen sweetheart is his son: a tragic and 
yet a happy conclusion. 
PLAYS: 1945-1968 
Dramatisations of historical events or. old 
customs are rarely encountered in print during this 
period, but several were commissioned by the B. B. C. 
Gaelic Department. From 1945 till 1961, tha B. B. C. 
broadcast an average of three dramatised features 
per year:. several were on Gaelic writers or poets-- 
Donnchadh Ban (1950), 
16Alasdair 
G1acMhaighstir 
Alasdair (1951), f1ghr Ailean Dömhnallach (1959), 
lain Og Ile (1960); some others on Highland 
" history--'Feachd at Phrionnsa'(1945), 'Dorsan 
na h-Oidhcho'(1948), 'Is Sleamhain an, Leac'(1954); 
there was one feature on the effects of the war, 
, 
(1946) and one, dramatised 'Callaig'(1961). 
In 'An Gaidheal'(1954-1957) and in the collection 
of five playlets, 'Lorna'(1954), lain M. Moffat-Pender 
published a series of short dramatisations. of 
episodes from Highland history, of which his. 
'Gleann Comhunn'(1954) is the only on3 which 
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, possesses even a passable degree of artistic 
organisation. - His are the-only examples 
during 
; -this period of this form of drama in print. Of 
: plays originally written in Gaelic, there are only 
three in this period which have a historic setting: 
'Thig Ceann air Cinneadh'(B. Q. C, radio, 1952) by 
John Morrison and Kenneth tnacDonald; tAonghas' 
(B. B. C., 1959) by Iain Smith; and 'A' 8hean Uaine' 
(Q. B. C., 1960) by Roderick MacKinnon. The first 
-,., and last of these plays are purely Clan Period 
adventure tales, weakened by an ornen of death early 
in the play; the other, which is set in the 
-post-Culloden Highlands, has an element of suspense, 
.: 
but-is sustaänedmainly by the author's psychological 
interest in one of the main characters. 
Of the-other twenty serious plays published 
from the Second World War till the present day, 
fourteen are the work of lain Smith, Paul MacInnes, 
and, Finlay MacLeod and are, as a group sufficiently 
differentiated both as to intellectual depth and 
technical skill to be considered quite separately 
from the rest of Gaelic drama (which might be called 
-"popular" for*ease of reference). The remaining 
six plays include three which centre on a sear' 
tragedy, üao of them--'Am Feadan'by Donald rc1acLaren 
(B. B. C., 1946) and 'Luach a h-Airgid' by Lachlan" 
Robertson (B. B. C. 9 1963)--sharing the motifs of a 
miserly parent's refusal to repair a boat and a 
suspense-dissipating omen of disaster. The rest" 
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are adventure stories. 
, 
The comedies of this period--again excluding 
translated plays--include a rather clever verse satire 
by. Lachlan Robertson (B. B. C., 1952), several 
entertaining and distinctive plays by Donald Grant 
which concern the, straits in which, a Gaelic enthusiast 
finds himself and a rather interesting. play by 
Grant, 'Eadar Cüirt is Coimisean'(B. B. C., 1960), 
which deecribes a demarcation dispute between the 
Land Court-and the recently formed Crofters' 
Commission when both are called by the respective 
parties to a crafting dispute: this play is like 
the folksongs and the dialogues in its topical 
awareness of hew bureaucracy affects ordinary 
people. Otherwise, the ploys are comedies-of-error-- 
for example, 'Lüb-deas is Leib Chlith'by Glary 
Campbell (B. B. C., 1940), 'Lä Cur a' Bhuntäta' by 
Margaret MacPherson (B. B. C., 1900), and 'Fiaradh 
na-Firinn' by Helen Watt (B. B. C., 1960); and farce-- 
'Seic Ruairidh' by Alister MacKenzie (B. B. C., 1950) 
and 'Na Rlnathan' by Margaret MacPherson. The latter ý, 
is, the only example in Gaelic of the farce technique 
of, pushing a situation to its logical extreme--a 
dissident wife forms a successful National Housewifes' 
Union. 
Excluding the work of Finlay MacLeod from consideration t. 
it, is clear that the Gaelic comedies of this 
period show very little advance on the plays of 
the earlier period or even on the work of biacCormick 
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and F<acCulloch in the first few decades of the 
century. Verbal wit is still the staple and there 
is very little invention apparent in the plots. 
The plays of Donald Grant, however, show much more 
technical skill--especially in the creation of 
lively conversation--than most of the rest of"popular 
Gaelic drama of-any period; he is also much less 
dependent on conventional plot-types. 
There are even fewer'basic plot-types underlying 
the children's plays of this period than there are in 
: the case of the adult popular drama: substantially 
they are confined to simple adventures ('Rathail'; 
B. B. C., 1958) and comedies-of-error ('Silo'; B. B. C., 
1959). The only progress evident is a closer 
approximation to colloquial speech. The one exception 
is the six-part serial 'Na Balaich air Ronaidh'(B. B. C., 
1960)9. by Finlay MacLeod, which shows two boys 
marooned for weeks, improvising and discussing' 
intelligently many subjects of topical interest. 
17 
A total of thirty-five translations of plays 
into Gaelic were published or broadcast during this 
period, a considerable increase on the first thirty 
years of the century. The increase is due partly 
to the fact that there was not a sufficient output 
of original Gaelic plays to satisfy'the programming 
demands of B. B. C. radio (the fraquent repeats are 
further evidence of this) and partly to the extensive 
translating and publishing campaign carried out by 
An Comunn Gaidhealach in 1949 and the early 1950's. 
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These translations compensated for the dearth of 
original Gaelic plays, but they seem to have encouraged 
Gaelic writers to indolence rather than to have 
served as a stimulus. 
Thera were no Shakespearian translations in 
this period, the only "classic" being Marlowets 
'Dr Faustus'(B. B. C., 1950). 18 Other translations 
of universally known plays were Chekhov', s 'The 
ßetrothed'(B. B. C., 1944), John Synge's 'Riders to 
the Sea'(B. B. C., 1940; published 1950), and Lady 
Gregory's 'Rising of the moon'(Comunn Gaidhealach, 
1950). Of the remainder, three are Clan Period 
-tragedies--3. 
A. Ferguson's 'Campbell of Kilmhor' 
(B. B. C. 9 1950), M. S. fflacPhail's 'Eagle Claw'(1950), 
and John Brandane's 'Chang3 House'(1950)--all showing 
a considerably more intelligent use of the imagination 
than the similar plays that were written originally 
in Gaelic. There were only two involving adventures 
at sea. Six of the translated plays include 
supernatural happenings--all these have a Highland 
setting, though they are not all by Highland-born 1 
writers. In the comedies, the most common plot motifs are: 
comedy of error--Angus MacVicar's 'Under Suspicion' 
(B. B. C., 1959); reluctant and inexpert wooers--, 
W. D. Cocker's 'Ths Wooing O't'(B. B. C., 1957); 
disputes over wills and crofts--'Winifred Adam's 
, 
', The Will'(B. B. C., 1955); wily "fools"--tinkers 
in 'Birds of a Feather' by J. Francis (Comunn Gaidhealach, 
1950), an idiot in Francis's 'The Poacher'(1951); 
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and, occasionally, visual humour and farce situations-- 
Robert MacLellan's 'The Changeling'(B. B. C., 1951), 
Stanley Houghton's 'The Dear Departed'(1959). 
The decline in Gaelic dramatic writing was 
checked in the 1950's and 1960's by the emergence of 
three young playwrights, two of whom had practical 
experience of working in the nodarn English theatre 
and all of whom were aware of the latest developements 
and tendencies in dramatic art in other languages: 
these are Iain Smith, Paul Fasclnnos, and Finlay 
MacLeod. Although their work is often extremely 
entertaining, it-is clear that their main aim--unlike 
that of most popular dramatists 
19--is 
to comment 
trenchantly and artistically on facets of life: 
to this end they utilise sometimes the ready-made 
techniques of modern theatre, sometimestlhat theatre's 
freedom of improvisation. 
Iain C. Smith uses both'sea-adventure themes 
(1950, ' 1953) and a post-Culloden Clan setting (1959), 
but his use of these conventional themes is radically 
different from that of earlier playwrights because sf 
his organisation of the plot to focus the attention 
on the mental state of one or more of his characters. 
'Bata Thimaid'(B. B. C., 1950) begins after the 
sea tragedy and accurately--and with an effective oblique 
approach--depicts the mental deterioration of a self-made 
boat-owner whose boat has been destroyed with loss 
of life. He is beset by accumulating paranoic 
suspicion of attempts to help him--the paranoia, we are 
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loft, to infer, is, a result of his repressing his 
. "4 
 guilt 
for the deaths under a show of heartless 
''bluster. The play ends with his suicide. 
As in Smith's short stories, the play has 
no moro superficial organisation than the fact that 
it, deals with a single phase in the-psychological 
-history of an 
individual. This central character is 
-powerfully and accurately drawn--he is not a conventional 
"villain", but a realistic personality who is to 
be pitied as well as despised, if only because his 
only conscious mistake (the repression of guilt) 
is. ono, _, of which we are all guilty. 
His death is 
jin©vitable, virtually the only logical way to end 
the, playt but it is inevitable not because it is 
Fated--as in Classical Greek Tragedy20--but because 
the individual is powerless in the grasp of the naw 
"supernatural", the subconscious mind. If it is 
"acceptable to equate the modern conception of the 
subconscious with the Greek concept of Fate, we may 
regard,. the organisation of 'Bäta Thormaid' as being 
thatof, Greek tragedy. 
. 
Certainly, the artistic 
organisation--in common with its psychological 
awareness--was new to Gaelic drama in 1950, since 
that. drama had either lacked any artistic organisation 
(the, cömhradh is the extreme form of this) or had had 
a stringent and overly predictable story-lino. 
Smith followed this promising first play with 
another radio play which also involves the repercussions 
cf an"adventure in a sea-storm. This play, 'An, Stoirm' 
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(1953), is set in a house in which a mother and 
girl-friend hold a vigil for the son/lover who is 
at sea in a boat along with the girl's brother. The 
absence of the young man and the atmosphere of anxiety 
in the house is oppressive throughout the play-- 
an intentional and highly effective method of 
concentrating attention on the old woman's policy, 
stated at the end, of staying awake in order to 
! 'will" courage into her otherwise timid son. Similarly, 
the anxiety and tension create a mysterious rapport 
between the two women which neither is able to 
violate by leaving the house. Finally, the boat's 
return is reported and the old woman--rather', 
melodramatically--dies. The play is weakened by the 
ending. It uses Smith's main short-story device--the 
placing of two individuals in circumstances which 
cause them to closely examine their relationship. In 
'An Stoirm', the sea-adventure is not in itself the 
subject of the play, but the "invisible" environment 
which creates the central situation. Again, the 
central situation is not organised on conventional 
narrative lines but, unlike the utterly amorphous 
comhradh, is unified by the developement to a climax 
of the complex psychological relationship between 
the characters, both those present and those at 
sea. 
'Aonghas'(B. B. C., 1959) is a Clan Period 
tragedy which is more intelligently written and 
subtly conceived than its predecessors. The mother is 
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left happy in the mistaken belief that her son has 
died a hero. The traitorous son is the first 
appearance in Gaelic fictional writing of the 
.Pt 
'sophisticated 
concept of the anti-hero. 
Again, in 'A' Chüirt', Smith--in common with 
many earlier play-writers in Gaelic--used a story 
from Highland history: the play concerns the trial' 
of Patrick Seller in Hell. The scer. eis an actual 
Hell, the build-up to a climax being effected by the 
gradual recognition of this fact by-Sellers: he 
wonders at the heat, the old lady's descent on a 
stair, the clock stopped at midnight. As unifying 
devices, these are flimsy, yet over-obvious and--as 
'items in themselves--ludicrous. In the course of 
'the trial, past incidents are re-enacted in the 
courtroom: the use of flashbacks is an extremely 
'effective part of many modern plays and of the modern 
sophisticated cinemas but here it is unnecessarily 
and unfortunately used, since it detracts from the 
terrors of a naturalistic 'Hell that its inhabitants 
can escape from it, if only in their imagination. 
For the flashbacks, the legal"personages act as 
, other characters and discuss their acting--this 
-. self-conscious artistry was new 
to Gaelic, previous 
plays having been thoroughly naturalistic in approach. 
As with the flashbäc , Smith, in'A' Chuirt', 
seems to have been attracted by another avant-garde 
theatrical device--Brechtian placards slung from the 
coiling--which he uses again indiscriminatingly, At the 
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beginning of the play, a placard is displayed with 
the words "Na tugaibh breith chum nach toirear breith 
oirbh": as a court-case immediately follows, this 
injunction becomes an over-explicit direction to the 
audience as to hou they are to react. Brecht, 
the pioneer of this device, uses it much more subtly. 
The placard and flashbacks seem to be results 
C 
of a conscious decision by Smith to utilise the most 
up-to-date of theatrical devices in his Gaelic . 
play: they can both be extremely effectively 
used, but here they weaken the play. Smith's 
. 
earlier plays wore unpretentious, straight character- 
analysis plays: 'A' Chüirt' was more ambitious and, 
because of this, is more regrettably and conclusively 
a failure than a play in his earlier style could 
have been. 
Smith is back on safer ground with 'An Coileach' 
(pub. 1966), a play centred ön the Gospel story of 
, 
Peter's betrayal of Christ. There are three 
climaxes--opportunities presented to Peter to 
., commit himself irrevocably as a supporter of Christ-- 
each of which is dissipated. Peter has failed to 
" grasp the opportunity to establish his identity. The 
play is an essay on the Existentialist theme 
(discussed by Smith in his essay on Kierkegaard in 
! Gairm') that men can make perfectly free choices and 
that they choose their own personality by the 
decisions they make. This is a theme of many of 
Smith's short stories--his technique in many or these 
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also being to rewrite a wall-known story, such as that 
of Abraham and Isaac. In several of Smith's most 
recent plays, one is aware of a not altogether, 
submerged philosophical basis, of a "problem" 
which the artistic creation is an attempt to illustrate 
and elucidate. To say that much is not to say, however, 
that the created situations and characters in his plays 
(and stories) are not vital in themselves: it is 
merely an attempt to establish which aspect had 
_-temporal precedence with 
the artist.. 
Smith's psychological insight and his intelligent 
awareness and use of modern dramatic methods and 
of modern thought makes his series of, short plays 
;. 
(half-hour performance time) exhilarating and important 
in the context of Gaelic drama. In contrast with 
Paul IAacInnes and Finlay MacLeod, however, Smith 
.,, "is soon 
to be a very intelligent, sophisticated, 
and versatile writer who is experimenting with 
the form, often using modern theatrical techniques 
rather too mechanically, his lackof feeling 
for the theatre being illustrated by the lack of 
_ 
discrimination in 'A' Chüirt', which could not have 
been demonstrated by a less-intelligent writer 
who had empaiy with the medium. 
A writer must be emotionally involved in his,: 
Ideas to be creative: but he must also, unlike 
Smith in the context of drama, have integrated them 
"-with his artistic medium. The plays of Samuel Beckett 
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and Eugene Ionesco are excellent examples of the near-perfect 
and unlaboured integration of technique and content: 
the most revolutionary of ideas are presented by the 
newest of techniques, not by a conscious effort of 
the will to be avant-garde, but because these 
ideas naturally express themselves in that form. 
One cannot say often whether the ideas that we can, 
in retrospect, extract. from the play have had temporal 
precedence in the creation of the play over the 
visual-varbal techniques of expression. 
The plays of Paul IllacInnes and Finlay i cLeod 
acheive this ideal, while lacking--except-perhaps 
in MacLeod's 'Ceann Cropic'--the intellectual" 
depth of Beckett and Ionesco and of Lain Smith. 
Their plays share an immaculate sense of the theatre, 
excellent technical control and virtuosity, and 
the faculty of utilising their practical knowledge 
of modern dramatic techniques in order accurately 
to illustrate their narrow but, intense experiences 
of life. Their plays--with again, 'Ceann Cropic' a 
possible exception--are. "studies from the. life". 
This is certainly true of the only play by 
Paul IilacInnos which has been published, '1ilaith Dhuinn er 
Peacäidhoan'(B. B. C., 1957), which describes the 
traumatic realisation of an extremely intelligent 
. 
student (intelligent characters are rare in earlier 
Gaelic drama) of the fact that his idolised father, 
whom he has not seen, is a worthless, rogue and that 
his own mother is not dead but is, in fact, the 
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{ 
'family's maid. The contrast between the youth's 
initial brash confidence in his values and the 
pragmatic acceptance by the grandfather, who is an 
old minister, of evil as an indomitable factor in 
our existence--to which acceptance the son reconciles 
himself at the end of the play--is subtly and 
unobtrusively brought out. The play is a complex 
-delineation of an always recurring situation: during 
its performance, we are aware only of its accuracy 
to reality and are fully engrossed in studying tha 
unpredictable clashes of character. It is in 
retrospect only that it can be seen that 'Paith Dhuinn 
ar Peacaidhean' has had a message of philosophical 
import. 
The first play by Finlay MacLeod to be given 
public performance was '0idhche na Bliadhna Uir' 
(B. B. C., 1963). The technique is similar to that 
used by John Osborne in his 'Look Back in Anger'(1955), 
with the central character (the "angry young man") 
voicing the author's own radical views on his native 
society: in '0idhche na Bliadhna Uir',. the harangue is 
., emotionally motivated by the author's deeply felt 
views on Island religion and society and is given 
a "raison d'etre" by the setting of the play in 
Now Year's Eve on Lewis with the slightly-drunk' 
young man visiting various people and fulminating 
against their variously anomalous views. The Gaelic, 
play is made less contemptuous of the society and iss 
therefore, more realistic than 'Look Back in Anger': 
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in the final denouament, -Termed becomes extremely 
solicitous about his injured-mothar, whose personal 
values he has attacked earlier in the evening. 
MacLeod's 'Shoni'(B. B. C., 1965) also has a 
central character who represents the author's own 
views. This play re-enacts the worship of two 
ancient pagan gods--Shoni(a Lewis sea-god) and the 
moon (using the authentic incantation and rituals. 
of. the latter, as conserved in Carmichael's 'Carmina 
Cadelica')--and shows the disruption caused in the 
previously happy and wall-adjusted relationship of 
two young lovers by the girl's becoming an adherent 
f of these life-denying religions, with their symbolic 
insistence on a separate sensual wedding and 
spiritual marriage. While the play is very beautiful 
yet tragic on this level, it gains considerable 
force if regarded as allegorical satire on modern 
organised religion. The vicarious schism forced between 
the spiritual and the sensual, the illogicality of 
the Christian doctrine of God as a God of Love and, 
a. Temperamental Provider, and the thesis that 
reverence is sublimated fear are the main points made 
in the allegory. These suggestions are neither, 
unusually profound nor original criticism in themselves, 
but they are here as cleverly and effectively 
expressed as they have been by anyone--and certainly 
they. are made much mbre artistically than ever before 
in any genre, -in 
Gaelic. The allegory form ensures the 
necessary obliqueness of approach: direct attack 
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always puts an audience on the defensive, but people 
feel freer to condemn their own views if these are 
shown situated in a different time, among a different 
people. Allegory is also effective here in emphasising 
that history has taught the human race very little, 
that religious attitudes have basically 'unchanged 
for milennia: "history repeats itself". 
The success of the play is a consequence largely 
of the author's creation of the young lovers as 
characters strong and realistic enough to hold the 
attention: thus, they evoke memories of modern 
, religion-crossed. lovers that the audience know 
-personally and, furthermore, the playwright manages, 
in this way, to leave the love-tragedy in the audience's 
mind has his main subject, while quite unobtrusively 
sowing the seeds of religious doubt. The ideas mooted 
are not as intellectually radical as some of Iain 
, 
Smith's, but the treatment is-far more skilful. 
'An Seachdamh Gealach'(B. ß. C., 1965) satirises 
, all 
the previous acts and personages who have held 
the Gaelic "stage": there is a burlesque traditional 
sketch (the bodach and cailleach. go out to allow 
" Fear-al-Ghovernment to oust a sailor from their 
daughter's affections); a series of imitations of 
well-known Gaelic singers; food action-song choirs and 
the slick TV-trained modern groups, such as the MacDonald 
'Sisters, with their geometrical grouping and smiling 
renderings of all songs; a University professor; 
writers in-the local press and radio announcers; and 
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the mod Crowning of the-Gard. Although he makes 
fun of his predecessors and colleagues, the author 
,. r 
-makes an innovation to the Gaelic stage with this 
plays for it is the first example in Gaelic of 
's'play whose humour shows great resources of 
imagination and intelligent obsorvation; and which, 
-while being uproariously funny, is fundamentally 
utterly serious in its comments on its chosen 
subject. Furthermore, it is the first sustained 
example in Gaelic drama of the topical satire (Lachlan 
Robertson's 'Co is Airidh air Crun' satirises 
{ historic persons), though the satiric sketches of 
} Spaidsear and Cailleach an Deucoin are clearly 
its'linaal ancestors. Strident topicality 
of this kind is probably better suited to short 
sketches than to more ambitious plays, since it is 
ephemeral and dates very quickly. 
'An Seachdamh Gealach' is new also in its 
-, artistic organisation: 
its physical setting is a 
-cronies' gathering after a wedding in"which the 
bride was obviously a former sweetheart of one of 
the boys; the wedding is soon forgotten (presumably 
this is a deliberate policy of distraction on the 
part of the woe-begone lover and his sympathetic 
mates) but the play ends with the playing, on record, 
of'the song 'I'll Never Got Over You'. Logical 
developement of a theme and a narrative framework 
_are absent 
from this play, yet there is a unity of 
tons: 'An Seachdamh Gealach' is a collage of 
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a heterogeneous series of satiric vignettes, which 
amount to a unified statement on the condition 
of Gaelic entertainment. The main superficial 
unifying device is the English pop-music which 
is played at the beginning and end and to introduce 
new scenes. 
The only stage-furnishing required for this 
play, as for 'Shona', are lengths of cloth which 
serve as many things--from an academic gown to a 
" 
kilt. This recognition that a play is not an 
attempt at "hoodwinking" an audience into thinking 
., they are seeing a real-life room instead of an 
art-creation is the main contribution to the. 
developement of Gaelic drama of MacLeod and Smith: 
in, this way, greater empathy can be achieved with 
the audience (though this must be as controlled 
as all other art must), and leads on to the 
comprehensively stylistic presentation of 'Ceann 
Cropic'. 
MacLeod's '. Parlamaid Ogam'(B. B. C., 1965) 
satirises the Gaelic-language movement, converting 
it into a movement to resuscitate Pictish by an 
extremist group in St Kilda who prohibit even glancing 
towards the east: scenes from the St Kilda Parliament, 
the ogam schools and university, and the ogam law 
court are reproduced, dominated by characters who 
are, recognisable as prominent members of the Gaelic 
Movement and others--such as the religious impostor, 
Ruairidh Mors with his Talmudic legalistic religion-- 
are drawn from the history of St Kilda, to which 
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the play is basically faithful in points of detail. 
-, --The whole project is disrupted by a young man who 
is regarded as an idiot and who represents, here 
again, tt-n author's views. 
21 The author's technique 
of-siting his play in St Kilda and in a Pictish-revival 
context ensures a more receptive attitude to the 
-play, on 
the part of the persons attacked and also 
reinforces the author's central thesis of the 
illogicality, from an historic viewpoint, of language 
revivalism. The allegorical approach also allows 
him'to satirise living persons without fears of 
libel actions. The language movement concerns the 
artificially organised sector of Gaelic society 
and while it is easy to make fun of it, it is 
correspondingly difficult to make any points of 
fundamental import in the course of such a satire. 
The play is well writtcn, extremely skilful technically 
(running for one hour, it is the nearest to a full-length 
"' play in Gaelic since the Second Uorld War), very 
entertaining, but datable and lacking in depth. 
The same may, perhaps, be said of this writer's 
-latest play, 'An Comedy' (first presented May 1967 
in'Aberdeen). Again the theatrical flare of the 
author is evident: the scene is a committee room 
plastered with commercial posters "selling" Gaelic 
(a parody on the Comunn Gaidhealach's recent 
interest in modern advertising technique and on 
eommereialism. in general); the jury are a cross-section 
`'of, 'Island social types--the Gaelic enthusiast, the 
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yarn-spinning, hail-fellow-w-3l1-mat type, the 
ninistor Chairman, and I 'Mrs Daffodil", who cannot 
spaak Gaelic and so suffers from the implementation 
by thie committee of An, Comunn's injunction to 
Highland public bodies to use only. Gaelic: 
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thcro are also references to the proposed proficiency 
badges of An Comunn. The. main theme is the trial 
of a young schoolmaster for teaching the theory of 
evolution. Again, there is up to the minute 
topicality but not much depth and, here, a homiletic 
tendency: but, as before, the heterogeneous satirical 
jibes are skilfully integrated, and the author. once 
again shows himself the best (and perhaps the only) 
castor of stagecraft in Gaelic drama. The poster-covered 
stage, the, locations of the acc, use. d, the accusing, 
and the jury, the terrifyingly human-looking ape 
masks worn by the cast throughout and the brilliant 
opening. when a duffle coat clad ape (symbol of the 
Highland drudge) lumbers across the stage with 
a barrow full of Gaelic committse-moeting minutes, 
all show a practical awareness of the most advanced 
world theatre and a facility to put its innovations 
to effective uso. 
'Ceann Cropic' is undoubtedly MacLeod's most 
cignificant achievement to date. This play was performed 
in theatres in Aberdoen, Glasgow, and on the West 
Highland tour by Na Lorganaich in 1966; in 1964 it 
was broadcast on B. B. C. radio and in 1967 became 
the first Gaelic play to be presented on television. 
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'Ceann. Cropic' is a completely stylistic play, 
which pxplain3 why, Gaelic audiances, who have been 
nurtured on naturalistic drama, 'have found it so 
bewildering. Those who have seen the-play porformed 
-will recollect that two actors alternately enjoy 
serene togetherness and struggle as one of them. 
viciously domineers, 
These actors can be (and have been) variously 
taken as representing two factions in an individual s 
mind--perhaps the Freudian destructive. and creative 
forces, or the rational, conscious mind against- 
dangorous subconscious drives, or (less plausibly) 
an emergent personality, trait struggling for 
dominence against set behaviour patterns. Again, 
thYo two actors have been interpreted as representing 
two individuals living in intimate proximity--with 
, 
the one attempting to dominate the other between 
temporary rapprochements. It is possible to regard 
all these as simultaneously and complementarily 
valid readings of the play, as a deliberate palimpsest 
(interestingly, this, is the typical artistic organisation 
of Donald MacAulay's poetry). 
During the play, communications with the outside 
world comprise a letter, which is received in 
terror, and the utterly passive, silent, and invisible 
visitor whose very 
, 
existence, is doubted . after, 
he has 
. 
gone. Finally, after the "agressive" actor has 
realised that the person he saw at a distance with, 
"a dog is himself, he is left alone onstage, presumably 
"cured" for the time being by his recognition that he 
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is in danger of suffering recurrent schizoid phases. 
but isolated and very lonely. 
Basically, the playwright's preoccupation 
here is the nature of communication--whether psychological 
or inter-personal. This inevitably entails investigation 
(though that word represents too formal a concept) 
of the origins and ansequent function of language. 
. The actors' rapport 
is achieved, for example, by 
an exchange of fishing-rock names and the names of 
, fish--these represent shared knowledge and shared 
ý, experienco (Cf. the discussion of symbolism in the 
poetry chapter).. At another time, the tan placidly 
--exchange the names of a sheep's earmarks but, after 
the dialogue has proceeded for some time, the 
aggresive partner terminates it by saying that the 
she©p discussed has no head and therefore no ears-- 
that, is, their talk had no objective referents, no 
. 'basis of fact, yet that does not matter as it has' 
'--helped them'to establish a friendly relationship 
for some time: 
Some words have had a-history that has surrounded 
-. 'them with connotations of repressions and violent 
--dominance: this has made them not so much designations 
of rational concepts asweapons of suppression. So, 
the agressive partner, in. one of his violent moods, ' 
pursues the other around a box on stage, beating 
s -him down with a barrage of words that-all-begin 
with the prefix "mi-" (English anti-, un-, mis-): * 
--"mi-chäirdeas, mi-chreideas, mi-mhodhalachd, mi-chliü. . ." 
k 
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and, most repressive of all, "ninisteir". There 
Eire other m- alliterative -"runs" of this kind-- 
for: example a list of the expletives "mort, muint 
misg, mün"--all used as tools of aggression and 
symbolising, in their alliteration, rhetoric 
(particularly pulpit rhetoric) and, generallyp, 
fascist (i. e. persuasive) oratory.. 
The timid partner keeps interjecting, "A bheil 
an uinnoag/an dorus duinto, " "a bhoil duine stigh"-- 
here window, door, fear of strangers represent 
voluntary isolation from the mass and the consciousness 
of being imprisoned (by society, moral laws,, the mind). 
The most striking and superficially the most 
difficult aspect of 'Ceann Cropic' is the fact. that 
the ratio of "content" or "meaning" words to syntactic, 
"function" cords is very high: this is symptomatic 
of the play in general. This p}ay is not an "analysis", 
in the conventional sense, of the theme of communication 
and the use of language in communication, nor is it 
and "illustration" of a theme. It is rather a 
demonstration; it is--to put it crudely--the. theme 
in action. 
Here a further comparison with the poetry of 
Donald MacAulay is apposite, for MilacAulay also 
deals with "skeletons" or "paradigms" of human 
experience rather than with superficial, naturalistic 
detail and he does so not by logical analysis but 
directly, by describing the experience in depth 
(which is not the some as analysis since "analysis" 
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implies the superimposition of preconceived notions). 
Marshall fflacLuhan, in his book 'The Gutenburg 
Galaxy', claims that the printing press tts developed 
the potential for detachment and the tendency to 
"logically" compartmentalise life and literature; 
and that the electric age--television, films, 
otc. -- is helping to restore the potential for 
direct, unschenatic experience of life and for the 
absurdist presentation of it in art. 
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If this theory 
is valid, then use can say, on the evidence of 'Ceann 
Cropic', that the electric age has hit Gaelic, 
and hit it hard. 
PERFORMANCES 
The earliest record I have traced of the 
performance of a Gaelic play is a note in the introduction 
to the Transactions of the Gaelic Society of 
Inverness [XXIV, (1899-1901) to the effect that 
"just lately an Edinburgh 'Mod' of the local 'Celtic 
Union' was held, at which a play in Gaelic was 
enacted". 
In the issue of 'Am Bard' for August 1901, a 
writer, probably either Angus Henderson or Roderick 
Erskine of fear, wrote of An Comunn Gaidhealach: 
"It strikes us as a pity that to the attractions of 
An Mod, the Committee are unable to add that of a 
Gaelic dramatic representation. Such a play, 
for instance, as that now being published in our 
columns ('Iseabail') would have formed an agreable 
addition to the day's proceedings and the usual 
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festivities. Such a play would cost little to 
stage, whilst no great difficult should be experienced 
in-securing suitable performers. If Dublin has 
its Gaelic theatre, why not Glasgow. . This is the 
only Association in Scotland at the present moment 
from which such an undertaking as the staging of 
a Gaelic play might be expected to come. Indeed. .. 
a Gaelic play would have been staged at the Exhibition 
had An Comunn Gaidhoalach felt itself strong enough 
for the task. Unfortunately, however, the Association 
is presently without that generous measure of public 
patronage which is so successful in imparting a 
rosy tinge even to the most chimeric of schemes. " 
The next traceable Gaelic dramatic performances 
are a series of three plays--'An Düsgadh', 'The 
Great Change'(both propagandist), and one other-- 
presented before the Gaelic Society of London in 
1905. The next in Scotland was not by An Ccmunn 
Gaidhealach, as the 'Bird' writer of 1901 had 
predicted, but by the Edinburgh Gaelic Musical 
'Association at the 190? Fill in the Berkeley Hall 
when it performed Alexander MacLean's historical 
romance, 'Dioghaltas Lachuinn', which involved, 
predictably, rival lovers and treachery. An 
anonymous reviewer in 'An Gaidheal'(January 1908) 
concluded, "But why criticize? It was Gaelic, and 
this should cover a multitude of sins". This 
conclusion is interesting in two connections: it 
I 
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illustrates the nationalistic origins of Gaelic 
drama and it differs from most other notices of 
dramatic performances during the next thirty years 
by its willingness to criticise constructively, and 
not just adulate, this new form. The Glasgow Gaelic 
iilusical Association became the first group to present 
a Gaelic play at the National mod in 1909--they 
presented J. N. MacLeod's 'Reiteach 1löraig' as part 
of the M8od's Thursday night concert. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach itself had instituted 
competitions for play scripts before this--in 1906 
for children's, and 1907 for an adults "Comedy 
representing Highland life": many of the prizewinning 
plays 
24 in the first twenty years of the competition 
were published--in 'An Deo-Greine/An Gaidheal' and 
separately--and performed, but though the competition 
has lasted till the present day, few of the winning 
plays in recent years have been either published or 
acted, 
25 It has become an increasingly more apposite 
criticism of An Comunn that it regards this script 
competition as an end in itself: in reality, if the 
prizewinning plays are not actable and acted, the 
competition must be regarded as quite fruitless. However 
the syllabus of the 1911 Mod stipulated that "if the 
sketch placed first by the adjudicators is of sufficient 
merit, it may be acted at one of the flied concerts"; 
the competition was won by 0. f; 1acCormick and his 
play, 'An Gaidheal a Chaill a Ghäidhlig' was performed 
at that year's mod and was later to become a popular 
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sketch at concerts all over the country. 
Meanwhile, the practise begun at the 1909 
National Mod of presenting a play--on a non-competitive 
basis--on the Thursday night of the Mod was continued 
intermittently by the Glasgow Gaelic Musical 
Association. For example, they repeated their 
performance of 'An Rud a Their a Mithair' at the 
1910 Clod in Edinburgh and they presented MacCulloch's 
'Domhnull 's an Tombaca' at a National fled as late 
as 1919. 
This Association§ drama group was the 
most important single group in the early years of 
Gaelic drama. They were the only group regularly 
performing Gaelic plays in Glasgow over a long 
period and, in their incursions into the Gaelic 
areas they presented several Gaelic comedies, again 
as parts of concerts. They were closely associated 
with the writer, Archibald MacCulloch, and performed 
several of his plays. 'An Rud a Their a Mäthair 
Feumaidh e bhi Ooantal, besides the two performances 
in 1909 detailod above, was presented at the Athenaeum 
Theatre, Glasgow in 1920; MacCulloch's 'Domhnull 
-'a an Tombaca' was performed at their own Annual 
Gathering as well as at the Edinburgh Mod in 1919, 
and at Killin (1920), Oban (1920), and at the 1923 
Mod in Inverness; MacCulloch's 'A' Chearc Ghuir' 
Was presented at the Association's Annual Gathering 
in 1920 and, as late as 1929, they presented John 
MacCormickt_s prizewinning 'Am Fear a Chail a Ghäidhlig' 
I 
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at their Annual Gathering in Glasgow. Very little 
is heard of this Association as a drama group of 
significance from this time on. 
Ceilidh nan Gaidheal also played a prominent 
part in the performance of Gaelic drama in Glasgow 
and its environs in the 'twenties. Hugh MacPhee, 
its Secretary during that period, reports that 
MacCulloch often "read" his plays from a script at 
their meetings and that these plays were later 
performed by Ceilidh members in Glasgow and Greenock. 
In the year or two immediately following the First 
World War, the Glasgow Tiree Association presented 
several comedies--e. g. 'Baitidh', 'Airgiod Siüsaidh'-- 
which had been written especially for them by Mary 
ß. McKinnon (Mrs Alexander Campbell). 
In the second decade of this century, 'sketches 
and larger-scale comedies were becoming a not 
infrequent feature of Gaelic concerts both in the 
Galltachd communities-and in the Highland areas, 
where An Comunn Gaidhealach was setting up branches 
at this time. A 1912 branch report from Tiree, 
for example, states--"A new feature of the evening's 
entertainment was a Gaelic play, 'An Gaidheal a 
Chaill a' Ghailig', given by members of the 
Association". From this date till the Second World 
War, the branch reports in 'An Deo-Greine/An Gaidheal' 
refer to the performance of sketches and comic plays-- 
but always as a part of concerts or ceilidhs, a 
fact which explains why only comic plays were 
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performed; many of the reports refer to the suitability 
of this flaw form for providing variety in concert 
programmes. The following list demonstrates how 
few of the available play-scripts were regularly 
performed and also which areas were most involved (only 
branches outside the Lowland cities are represented). 
'Reiteach möraig' was presented at Kyleakin (1912), 
fflallaig (1913), Kilmichael-Glassary (1915), Glendaruel 
(1920), Killin (1921), Knoydart (1921), Bendarloch 
(1922), Kinloch Rannoch (1924), Tobermory (1925), 
Kinlochlevon (1926), Ki]. mallie(1927), and Kingussie 
% idhlig'26 (1928). fdacCormick's 'Am Fear a Chaill a Gha 
was shown in Strath (1913), Jura (1920), Oban (1926), 
Oban (1927), Bunessan (1927), Kinlochbervie (1927), 
Glenelg (1929), FortAugustus (1929), Bunessan (1930), 
and Killin (1930). 'Posadh fiöraig' was staged in 
Tayvallich (1921), Kinloch Rannoch (1925), Port 
Ellen (1925), Kildaton (1928), Mealanais (1936). 
Hector MacDougall's 'An Gaol a Bheir Buaidh' was 
presented in Jura (1922), Killin (1922), Tiree 
(1930). Mary A. Campbell's 'Beitidh' was seen in 
Tobermory(1926), Port Ellen (1927), Salen (1928), 
Inverness S. C. O. A. Final (1936), Taynuilt (1936). 
lacCormick's 'An t-Agh Odhar' was in Glenelg (1926), 
South Uist (1936), Dingwall S. C. D. A. com: petition 
(1935), Dalbaid (1936), while his 'Peigi Bheag' 
was in Salen (1927), Glenelg (1928), Tobermory(1926) 
Kinlocheil (1930), Portree (1933), Ardvasar (1934), 
and Kinlochleven (1935). 
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Three performances of other plays by P, 1acCormick 
were given in Mull. Apart from several children's 
plays presented by Comunn an h-Oigridh from the 
mid-1930's on, there are records of the performance 
by An Comunn's branches of only three other plays 
until 1939: this gives a total of only twelve 
plays used, all comedies, although by 1939 
there were forty-three plays available and published 
(thirty comedies). Also, three of the twelve plays 
used by the branches were performed disproportionately 
often: these are--'Reiteach mcraig'(twelve times), 
'Am Fear a Chaill a Ghäidhlig'(ten times), and 
'Peigi Bheeg'(seven times). 
The Glasgow Highland societies--apart from 
the Gaelic Musical Association and, to a lesser 
extent, Ceilidh nan Gaidheal--very infrequently 
presented Gaelic plays in this period, though light, 
ephemeral sketches seem to have been popular at 
ceilidhs: An Comunn's Secretary's report in 1918 
states--"On various occasions this winter, Gaelic 
sketches have formed attractive items on tt-e programmes 
of Highland concerts in Glasgou". In reports from 
the Lewis branch for 1J26 and 1928, the character 
sketches of Kenneth MacAulay and the Ness Sketch 
Party are mentioned. Mr MacAulay was the first in 
a line of Lewis comedians who used the stage to 
present satiric or otherwise humorous interpretations 
of current affairs. In an article in the 'Stornoway 
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Gazette'(June 1967), Finlay facLeod claimed that 
several of his own plays were direct descendents, 
in point of dramatic technique, of their sketches. 
These comedians shared with the earlier dialogues 
and the village-bards (most of whom were also local 
if not concert comedians) a strident topicality. 
These topical sketches show the popular comedy at 
its most vital, if also its most ephemeral. 
Although plays other than comedies were not 
presented in Gaelic till after the Second World 
War, there were some unusual and potentially 
seminal developements. For example, the first 
performance of Malcolm MacFarlane's propagandist 
musical for children, 'Am Mosgladh rlör', by Drimmin 
school in the mid-20's is interesting, as are the 
references by Neil Ross in 'An Gaidheal'(XXIX, 1933) 
to performances of the operetta, 'Iseabail': "I 
have seen the opera rendered by native singers who 
sang the Gaelic words. The effect was exhilerating 
to a high degree. And I have seen a critical 
audience in Inverness, held for a whole evening 
by melodies from the opera but rendered to an 
English translation. " fir Hugh macPhee refers to 
a "performance" of the opera--the dialogue being read 
out and the songs sung--by Neil Orr at a Ceilidh 
nan Gaidheal meeting in the early 1920's. F1r MacPhee 
also reports on the staging of the play in Greenock 
around that time by Alexander f1. Nicholson (later of 
Inverness). 
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A 1914 report from the Glandarual branch acclaimed the 
branch's dramatisation of the Doirdre story as a 
breakthrough in Gaelic drama; a similar project 
was the drametisation of 'Little Red Riding Hood' by 
the Leacmeil Comunn na h-Oigridh in 1935. 
The history of drama associations and festivals 
in Gaelic is one of sporadic periods of enthusiastic 
and hope-inspiring activity followed in a short 
time by total collapse until the formation in 1956 of 
a Gaelic Drama Association in Glasgow which has proved 
the most stable to date, having now organised 
eleven consecutive annual festivals, The first 
Gaelic Drama Organisation originated from the donation 
by Duncan MacLeod of Skeabost in 1920 of £500 in 
prize-money for Gaelic plays: this competition 
was to be administered by An Conunn Gaidhealech in 
conjunction with the 1921 Mod, prizes of £100 and 
£50 respectively were to be given to the first and 
socond-prize plays and the remainder of money was to 
be used to publish the two plays and to adequately 
stage the first prize winner. Archibald feacCulloch won 
the £100 prize with his tedious, wordy comedy 
'tmairead'; second was John MacCormick with 'Rath-Innis', 
a much better play. The crucial scene in 'mairead' is 
the loosening of a ford-stone and a subsequent 
accident in the river at the point, which makes it 
difficult to understand the adjudicator's comment 
that "the suitability of the plays for stage presentation 
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was taken into consideration in addition to their 
literary and other merits". Both 'flairead' and 
'Rath-Innis' are full-length plays. There were 
nine entries for the competition, five of which 
were said to be "excellent". 'fi1airead' was produced 
in the Athenaeum Theatre, Glasgow on September 29,1921-- 
to the claim that this was the first Gaelic play to 
be produced in a fully-equipped theatre. The 
'Deo-Greine' report contains critiques of the acting 
and the play; the actors included Donald A. 
Robertson (son of Angus Robertson, the novelist), 
John Bannerman, and Neil Shaw. 
The 'Gaidheal' reviewer added, "The Gaelic 
drama promises to be a popular institution in Glasgow 
this winter. We trust this is the beginning of a 
national Gaelic movement. " The play was presented 
in Edinburgh in 1922 by the same group of actors and 
the following note appeared in 'An Gaidheal' in 
1923: "The original performers in 'filairead' recently 
formed a society for the closer study of Gaelic 
drama and elocution and already have a membership of 
about thirty. The new society is called 'An Comunn 
Aisneis Gaidhlig'. The President is John R. 
Bannerman, the Secretary is Donald A. Robertson. 
Three performances of 'G1airead' will be given this 
month--Greenock on the 11th, the Athenaeum Nail, 
Glasgow on the 16th and 17th [January]. " These 
performances were given, but nothing more was heard of 
the new Association. 
I 
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The first dramatic performances in Gaelic were 
given in the Galltachd settlements; popular comedies 
gradually became a feature of the concert programmes 
of the branches of 'An Comunn Gaidhealach'(a Lowland- 
based organisation) in the Highland mainland and in 
raullt Islay, Tires, and Skye. The first touring 
Gaelic dramatic company was based in Glasgow as was 
the first Drama Association. Yet the first competitive 
Gaelic Drama Festival took place in 1935 in the Uists, 
where An Comunn had only a very young and not very active 
branch (the Uists, Harris, and Lewis, except for 
Stornoway, have never been taken very seriously 
as campaign areas by An Comunn, no doubt because the 
position of Gaelic in these areas is relatively 
strong, even yet). 
In the mid-1930's, several visits were roads 
to the Uists by Donald ltlacPhail, An Ccmunn's dynamic 
Northern Organiser--mainly in-connection with the 
recently formed Comunn na h-Oigridh. During one 
of the visits, he discovered and encouraged the intention 
among a group of North Uist teachers of organising a 
competitive festival of Gaelic plays. Neil Ross, 
-editor of 'An Gaidheal' commented: "We know of no 
better method for attaining proficiency and correctness 
in Gaelic. " On July 3,1934, the Festival began with 
the presentation in Lochmaddy of 'Airgiod Siüsaidh' 
by M. A. MacKinnon; on the next night, in Sollas, 
rcacCormick's 'Am Fear a Chaill a Ghäidhlig" was 
produced by the local team; Claddach Kirk? bost 
4 
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produced 'Suiridh Raoghail 1ilhaoil'(Sincia. ir) on the 
next evening; and, on July 61 tho festival was 
terminated by the Tigharry Players in M. A. MacKinnon's 
'Beitidh' (all four plays are comedies). The 
adjudicator was John R. Bannerman, who awarded the 
cup donated by the Glasgow Uist and Barra Association 
to the Lochmaddy team. He commented that they had 
no experienced producers but that they achieved 
authenticity by type-casting the parts and that they 
had an advantage over the Gaelic players of the South 
in their uniformity of dialogue and their good 
Gaelic. The festival had been extremely successful 
and Neil Foss noted in a somewhat piqued tone--like Bannerman 
he tended to patronise the Uist producers--"If one 
were asked a year ago where should the first awakening 
of Gaelic drama take place, it is improbable that 
" he would fix on the Outer Hebrides as the likely 
district. But so it is. " This developement gave rise 
to more optimism than even the produ. tion of 'fflairead' 
in a proper theatre in 1921: An Comunn's Secretary 
wrote in 'An Gaidheal'(Nov. 1934)--"The establishment 
of Gaelic Community Drama Festivals seems to find 
much favour among the branches. Quite a number of 
them have already made arrangements to include the 
presentation of at least one Gaelic play among 
their activities this season. It is hoped to establish 
a Gaelic Drama Festival at Inv3rness next year and 
trophies for it have been promised. " 
The central Gaelic Drama Festival as envisaged 
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by the writer was not, however, forthcoming at this 
time, mainly because it was announced in November 1934 
that Gaelic plays could compete at the festivals 
of the Scottish Community Drama Association on an 
equal footing with English plays. A trophy was 
obtained by Donald macPhail for the Gaelic section 
of the S. C. D. A's regional final at Inverness in 
1935; in 1935, Ardgour made history by gaining first 
prize at the area final of the S. C. D. A. Festival in 
Dingwall and in 1937, with 'Bsitidh', the same team 
became the first to present a Gaelic play at the 
Divisional Final of the S. C. D. A. competition at 
Inverness. The opportunity to dovelope the local 
festival in Uist into a national all-Gaelic drama 
festival, separate from the Scottish Community Drama 
Association, had been lost: instead, local Gaelic 
drama groups began to compete with plays in Scots and 
English in the S. C. D. A's network of competitions. 
There is some justice in the fact that the presentday 
all-Gaelic Drama Festival--which began in 1956 as a 
local Glasgow one but is gradually becoming national-- 
was sponsored by and is under the aegis of the S. C. D. A. 
Two teams from Barra were expected to augment 
the entries for the 1935 North Uist Festival, but, 
in the event, the total entry slumped to two, of 
which one was the Claddach Kirkebost team with the same 
play as it had presented in 1934. The Uist Gaelic 
Drama Festival had been an adventurous undertaking and 
had aroused high hopes for Gaelic drama, but was now 
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dead, There is no doubt that a large share of the 
blame for this must be shouldered by the Comunn's 
organisers in Glasgow, who had adopted the Festival 
and had defined it as a movement whose aims were--not 
to entertain or edify--but to help the participants 
to learn and to speak Gaelic more fluently. 
This emphasis may have been justifiable if the Festival 
had been located on the Highland mainland or 
in the cities, where the participants and audiences 
would share the organisers' concern for the decay 
of Gaelic, but--in the Uists of the 1930's--it was 
irrelevant and potentially harmful. 
In the late 1930'sß George 1itarjoribanks and 
Donald filacPhail tried very hard to encourage the 
branches of Comunn na h-Oigridh to present Gaelic 
plays--again the stated aim being to help them to 
learn Gaelic, which, since the majority of branches 
were in strong Gaelic areas, would not have given 
rise to much urgency. flarjoribanks had great difficulty 
both in getting plays (he ran several competitions) 
" and in encouraging the acting of plays, although, at 
the Oban local mod of 1937, Tobermory Feachd presented 
a play, 'Na h-Uibhean Priosail', written by themselves and 
at the 1938 National Mod the Children's Play Competition 
was won by Oben High School (with 'An Grioglachlan'), 
with Bowmore School second; several other plays 
were produced locally by the Feachdan in the 1935-1939 
period. 'Na h-Uibhean Priosail' won the Mod Prize for 
Tobermory at the 1947 mod and this is the last record of 
e 
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an entry for this competition. Had Marjoribanks 
been more successful in this field, a dramatically 
sophisticated Gaelic audience would have been created 
for the present day. 
The next adults' play-acting competition 
after the Uist Festival was the"competition held on 
the eve of each local Mod in Badenoch from 1935 
to 1938, the first of its kind in conjunction with 
a rod; plays such as 'An Gaol a Bheir Buaidh' were 
presented by an average of two clubs annually. This 
competition did not resume after the War. 
In 1938, the play, 'An nuine's Fhaide Bo 
's Be is filotha Chi' by Nancy MacLean was shown in 
Glasgow and repeated that year on B. B. C. radio. In 
'An Gaidheal' for June 1940, there is a note--'The 
Gaelic Dramatic Club recently formed in Glasgow is 
doing excellent work. Two new plays--'Aimhealadh 
Alasdair Ruaidh' and 'Na Thug Latha mu'n Cuairt', 
written by Miss Nancy macLean, were produced in the 
Highlanders' Institute on 30th May. There is much 
need for new Gaelic plays and especially plays with 
some dramatic grip and power and Miss MacLean is to be 
congratulated on her efforts to produce such drama. 
But we also need audiences accustomed to listen 
with intelligence and to enjoy with profit Gaelic 
plays of dramatic force. " I havo not been able to 
see either of these play scripts and nothing more 
was heard of this club, presumably as a result of 
the Uar. 
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Although a welcome-home ceilidh in North Uist 
in 1946 contained performances of 'Airgicd Siüsaidh', 
'Ruairidh Roimh-ainmir_hte', 'Reiteach föraig' and 
a sketch, it is, generally, true to say that cmic plays 
ceased to be a part of Gaelic concerts after the Second 
World War--although many short, simple sketches and 
satiric skits by such men as Spaidseir and Cailleach 
an Deucoin in Lewis continued to be popular. This 
developement was to the detriment of the concerts--the 
more so because their dialogue/debate content had 
also disappeared--but good for drama in that it made 
it easier for audiences to regard plays as a form 
of literature rather than as Variety, 
27 
Up till 
the War, no serious playa in Gaelic were performed-- 
mainly because drama had come to be regarded as a 
concert "filler": serious plays were relegated to 
the periodicals and intended for silent reading. 
The first traceable performance of a "serious" 
Gaelic play is the B. B. C. radio presentation of 
'Una Ghil 8häin' (a Clan Period tragic melodrama) 
by Mary A. Campbell, in 1939, followed by the radio 
broadcast of Donald 11acLaren's 'Am Feadan' (a sea- 
tragedy) in. 1946. Since then, the B. B. C have continued 
to broadcast an approximately equal number of comic 
and serious plays, and also the experimantal plays of 
Smith, -MacInnes, and f1acLeod in the 1950's and '60's. 
This balance has been maintained in the number of 
publications also, but stage performances are still 
very unadventurous. No groups--apart from Na Lorganaich 
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and Oban Drama Group--seem prepared to tackle anything 
but comedies (often translated) and the occasional 
melodrama. 
The B. B. C. 9 besides broadcasting performances 
of all the worthwhile Gaelic plays (along with many 
simple "popular" comedies), have broadcast translations 
of plays by Marlowe, Chekhov, Robert MacLellan, and 
Neil Gunn. If there is a growing popular realisation 
that plays can be edifying literature and also 
entertaining in performance, the B. B. C. are due a 
large deal of the credit. 
The first stage performance of a Gaelic non-comedy 
that I can trace is that of Sinclair's 'Crois 
Tara', produced by Finlay 3. MacDonald in the Athenaeum 
Theatre in 1947 (said to be the only performance of a 
Gaelic play in a fully-fledged theatro since 'mairead' 
in the Athenaeum in 1921). Access was had to costumes 
and the theatre's lighting and staging facilities: 
all these were used competently. 
In the meantime, the Scottish Education 
Department had made a grant to An Comunn Gaidhealach 
to enable them to employ a full-time Organiser for 
Music and Drama in the Gaelic-speaking areas (An 
Comunn had employed an itinerent music teacher in the 
1930'a). They appointed Mr John A. MacSween. Donald 
McPhail recorded an interest in drama in Lewis'in 
1947 and the Organiser was sent to help "local Gaelic 
teams in preparing for the Lewis Provincial f; 1od", 
a special session of which was to be instituted if 
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a sufficient number of entries cane forward. But 
no plays were-presented at Lewis Provincial Mods 
either in 1947,1948, or in any year to the present. 
J. N. MacLeod in a letter to 'An Gaidheal' in April 1948 
complained, "Chan fhaicear eon sgioba fhein a' 
föillseachadh Drama Ghaidhlig. " 
In 1949, Finlay J. MacDonald and Alexander 
MacKenzie presented a pantomime-cum-satirical revue, 
'Whiskers Galore, in the Lyric Theatre--a very 
up-to-date and lively venture, which drew large 
audiences and was composed of new songs, impersonations, 
and sketches. Effie Morrison wrote the lyrics and 
Pat. Sandeman was musical director. This was 
largely in English, but it dealt with Highland 
subjacts. 
A Gaelic Dramatic Club (Comunn Drama Ghäidhlig 
Ghlascho) 
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was instituted in 1950, its aims being: 
1) the production of original Gaelic plays; 2) the 
oncouragement of the writing of Gaelic plays. It did 
not, however, set the heather on fire and the only 
\\Gaolie dramatic performances continued to be the 
occasional Gaelic entries for S. C. D. A. competitions. 
In 1955, a conference on Gaelic Drama was held 
in Inverness under the chairmanship of Dr J. A. MacLean. 
Among the resolutions which were later enacted were: 
the institution of a separate all-Gaelic Festival 
(under tha auspices of the S. C. D. A. ); the special 
training of Gaelic adjudicators and producers; and 
the organisation of a play-writing competition. 
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In April 1956, the S. C. D. A. and Glasgow 
Education Authority ran an eight-week course for 
Gaelic drama producers, which was attended by fifteen 
people. The 'Gaidheal' reported: "High hopes are 
hold in certain quarters that the now Gaelic drama 
movement will act as a vitalising force in a fading 
language. " The body directly responsible for th3 
running of the festival is the Glasgow Gaelic Drama Association, 
whoso aims are, first, to propagate the Gaelic 
language and, only second, to encourage the 
developemont of Gaelic drama. 
The first Gaelic Drama Festival of One-Act Plays 
in Glasgow was held under the auspices of the Glasgow 
Area of the S. C. D. A. in May 1957.29 The first Festival 
had five entries--four from Glasgoui and one from 
Skye; four were slight comodios (two translated) and the 
other was a translation of Eugene O'Neill's grim 
tragedy 'The Rope'. A reviewer, possibly Finlay 
3.1AacConald, in 'An Gaidheal' wrote: "some members 
of the audience suffered from the delusion that every 
play on the stage, every action, is meant to b3 
laughed at. Parts of 'An Dult, a grim and tragic 
play, were quite spoiled, for some at least of the 
audience, by the determination of others in the 
audience to guffaw at the wrong time, expecting every 
Gaelic play to be kitchen sink. " Since the majority 
of the audience had probably not seen a serious play-- 
in Gaelic or English--on stage beibra and had been 
acclimatised to see Caelic drama presented as part of 
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Variety performances, their reaction to 'An Dull is 
scarcely to be wondered at, though it is to be 
deprecated. The task which facsd the Gaelic Drama 
Association in 1957 was the creation of a sophisticated 
audience for serious 
30 
Gaelic drama. This task has, 
unfortunately, not been taken as seriously as it 
deserved: at the Association's Festival, serious 
plays--melodramas and avant-garde theatre--are often 
presented after farces and kitchen comedy, with 
rather predictable results; also the Association's annual 
winter presentation has tended towards Variety in 
recent years. 
31 Significantly, Finlay J. fflacionald 
has detached himself completely from the Association 
in recent years. 
Entries for the Annual Festival--which now 
come from Skye, Tiree, Lewis, Inverness, and Aberdeen 
as well as Glasgoiu--are usually An Ccnunn translations-- 
or original light comedies by Donald Grant and Donald 
U. Johnson; but several of the plays of lain Smith 
and Finley MacLeod have been presented at the 
Festival also. The Glasgow Gaelic Drama Association 
has now a history five tines as long at that of any 
similar venture in Gaelic and--though its financial 
solvency is assured only by its sponsoring of an 
annual dance in the Highlanders' Institute in 
Glasgow--its immediate future seems assured. Nevertheless, 
it is undeniable that the most exciting and hopeful 
dovelopement in the history of the Gaelic theatre has 
been the formation of Na Lorganaich, a drama group of 
I 
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Gaelic-speaking students at Aberdeen University. 
The group's anchor-man is playwright Finlay 11acLeod, 
who is on the staff of the University's Psychology 
Department and has used his specialist knowledge of 
group therapy to achieve excellent team-spirit, and 
an enthusiastic, crusading approach. 
In a meeting of the University Celtic Society 
during the winter of 1963-64, Na Lorganaich presented 
'Shona', 'Seachdamh Gealach', and 'Ceann Cropic' in 
Aberdeen at the Children's Theatre, a fully-equipped 
experimental theatre which they always use. -The 
performance of 'Shona' and 'Ceann Cropic' was repeated 
at the Glasgow Festival in May 1964 and 'Seachdamh 
Coalach' in 1965; the three were presented throughout 
the week of the 1964 National Mod in Aberdeen, 
becoming the first unofficial Nod Fringe. In 1965, 
those three plays and a long radio-play, 'Parlamaid 
Ogam', were recorded in a marathon session by the 
B. B. C. and were broadcast at intervals afterwards. 
In 19661 a radio children's serial, 'Na Balaich air 
R, naidh', was recorded by the group and in 1967, the 
group presented 'Ceann Cropic' on B. B. C, television, 
the first Gaelic play over on that medium. 
In all these performances, care has been taken 
not to mix the drama with songs and concert-chairman 
introductions: the aim is to help the audience to 
see that drama is capable of being a serious (if 
sometimes humorous and always entertaining) and 
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sophisticated art-form (like poetry and the short 
story)--that iss to create an audience. An indication 
that this is succeeding is given by the audience reaction 
to the opening scene of 'An Comedy', first, when' 
presented in May 1967 in a symposium run by the Celtic 
Society in Aberdeen, and, second, when shown at the 
Glasgow Drama Festival of 1967. This is the scene 
in which a man in an ape mask lumbers onstage with 
a barrow of minute-records: it is shear farce in 
its414, but got the same tense, expectant reception 
in Aberdeen as similar scones (usually "tramp" scenes) 
receive in performances of Beckett's plays--the audienca 
are afraid to laugh because they know that this can lay 
them open to the quick, radical assaults this playwright 
so often makes on their prejudices and beliefs. In 
Glasgow, however, this initial atmosphere was destroyed 
because a section of the audience laughed heartily. 
It has to be admitted, however, that audience 
sophistication is probably not directly adduceable 
from these relative reactions, since the play was, in 
Aberdeen, set in a serious teach-in and, in Glasgow, 
was preceded and followed by farces. Also, the 
audiences in Aberdeen are almost exclusively composed 
or university students, whereas those at the Glasgow 
Festival represent all classes and degrees of intellectual 
ability and training: for this latter 
reason, it is difficult to say with full assurance 
whether the Aberdeen experiment is succeeding. 
(It seems plausible to assume that a Festival in 
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Glasgow that was devoted entirely to experimental 
theatre would attract only those prepared and able 
to appreciate these plays--and that there would be 
a considerable number of these. ) 
32 
Probably the most adventurous and important 
project undertaken by Na torganaich was a tour of 
the whole Gaelic-speaking area in July 1966 with the 
plays 'Shoni', 'Seachdamh Gealach', and 'Ceann 
Cropic'. They were presented in Islay, mull, Oban, 
Lochcarron, Skye, North Uist, South Uist, Benbecula, 
Harris (two villages), and Lewis (five villages). 
Audiences were poor on the mainland (as few as 
five), fair in the Inner Isles, and excellent 
(sometimes over a hundred) in Skye and the Outer 
Islands. The most remarkable feature of the tour was 
the sensitive and appreciative receptions given to the 
plays in all the areas. The audiences were warned 
before each play that the techniques were novel and 
difficult and interpretations of each play were 
given before and after it was actod: the audiences 
seemed to thrive on this recognition that they were 
capable of breaking through to the pints being made 
in the play, while being entertained by it, These 
audiences seemed to have no rigid preconceived notion 
of what a play must be like. 
The appearance of a young experimental drama 
group in Back, Lewis--under the leadership of Donald 
1acLean, a very skilful producer--has been a very 
encouraging developement in the past year. Their 
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presentation of MBacLean's own 'Eisd'--though the play 
is derivative in several respects of both 'Ceann 
Cropic' and 'Shoni'--at the Lewis S. C. D. A. Final and 
at the 1968 Glasgow Gaelic Drama Festival was very 
striking. The facilities of the stage--curtains and, 
in particular, lighting--were used brilliantly for 
the desired effects: 'Eisd' is an example of a 
play which is meaningful only in performance. Very 
few Gaelic dramatists (with the exception of Finley 
MacLeod) have been capable of using the stage to such 
effect. 
In conclusion, it is clear that--while the 
performance of sketches and satiric skits in concerts 
and of Variety33 generally ought to be encouraged-- 
there should be, nevertheless, a conscious effort to 
differentiate, in performance, between this and serious 
drama, and every effort should be made to create 
as large as possible an audience for the latter, 
if our culture is to attain to any appreciable degree 
of sophistication in this genre. 
CRITICAL OPINION 
In a foreword to Sinclair's 'Long nan Og' in 
1927, Angus Henderson states: "Gu dearbh is ann o 
cheann fror bheagan bhliadhnachan a thainig an 
Dealbh-chluich gu bhi 'na mheadhoin eagarra air son 
oilean agus fearas-chuideachd"am measg chomunnan Gaidhealach 
. aon chuid aig an 
tigh no am bailtean-m6ra an 
Taobh-dens. Ma tha e nis air tighinn gu ire gl6 
äird is cöir an taing a thoirt an tomhas ro phailt 
do Ruaraidh Arascain is Mhairr, agus do Dhonnchadh 
Mac Leöi. d (an Glascho), tighearna Sgeaboist. Rinn 
an dara aon Aire na düthcha 'threbrachadh dh'ionnsuigh 
an dearmaid, ach beag gun choimeas, a bh'air a dheanamh 
air an Drama am measg Chlanna nan Gaidheal; agus rinn 
am fear eile duaisean eireachdail a sholar air son 
nan Dealbh-chluichean a b'fheärr a rachadh a chur 
ri cheile. " 
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Roderick Erskino of tar--with a series of 
articles in his own 'Guth na Bliadhna' in 1913 and 
1914--became the first and, to this day, one of the 
best Gaelic drama critics, even although there was, 
at this time, so little Gaelic drama that he had 
to devote most of his attention to European drama 
and dramatic criticism and to laying down guide-lines 
for writers of plays in Gaelic. 
He was an ardent believer in the social realism 
of Shaw and Ibsen: "The playwright is, as artist, 
free to carry his realism as far as he likes--even 
to the extent of causing us pain and displeasure. .. 
who can doubt but that it is by such means that crying 
abuses are frequently reformed. . . if there had been 
a vigorous Gaelic drama et the time of the infamous 
'Clearances', think you that they had taken place? 
.. drama should at the same time serve the cause 
of art, and educate the people. " But he distinguished 
another type of theatre of which he approves, that is, 
the Symbolic Drama, or Drama of allegory and ideas-. 
In'the same number of 'Guth na Dliadhna' as one of 
these articles on Natural Drama, he printed Sinclair's 
'Feararn -a Shinnsir', a Clearance-period drama of 
committment: further application of his advice to 
dramatists was Sinclair's 'Crois Tara'(1914) and 
his own topical tAramachl(1924) and his Symbolist/Expressionist 
'Lä de na Laithean'(1923), 
Besides advising dramatists on how to write drama, 
Erskine of Mar strongly exhorted them to do so---for 
I 
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patriotic reasons. "In Scotland, as in Ireland" he 
wrote, "Gaelic Drama has been somewhat slow to rise 
out of the language Movement. The artistic and 
propagandist value of the Stage has not been 
realised. . the Gaelic Association has done nothing 
to encourage a native drama, and, judging by 
appearances, does not comtemplate doing anything 
With a view to that end; ' He poured vitriolic abuse 
on those who preferred light entertainment to drama on 
the stage: "A3 a child of the modern ghetto--the 
Music Hall--his proper place is amongst the gods in 
the galleries of those stultifying establishments, 
amongst those who take their pleasures sadly by 
seeking diversion amidst the inanities and vulgarities 
of $ragtime' or the senseless 'patter' of Lou 
Comedy. " Unfortunately, it was just this type of 
entertainment that was to triumph, and the plays 
(principally Sinclair's) which, in 1913, filar mentioned 
as the "native drama now springing up which bids fair 
to lay the foundations of a respectable national 
stage" were consigned to being "only read in magazines", 
while light comedies and sketches--usually highly 
derivative of English musical and vaudeville 
sketches-became a feature of the "Gaelic Music 
Hall". 
Erskine of Mar deprecated the over-ready 
"borrowing from the English stage" on the grounds 
that most of the English plays were "unsuitable 
models" for a Gaelic uiriter. He praised Sinclair: 
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"By surrounding his work with a national atmosphere, 
he has done not a little to point out the road on 
which true Gaelic drama should proceed. " He, 
naturally, admired the work of Douglas Hyde and Fr 
O'Leary in Ireland, who used their plays to propagandise 
for Irish nationalism and the Language Movement. 
In 1912, Erskine of Pear advertised in 'Guth 
na Bliadhna' a competition for a play "on the subject 
of `ilacleth", stating--"intending competitors for the 
'macBeth' prize are earnestly counselled to make 
themselves familiar with the actual character and 
circumstances of that King, as wall as with the 
history and political and social genius of the times 
in which he lived, before addressing themselves to 
the task of seeking to eclipse the English Playwright's 
master-piece. " It appears that no entries were 
received for this competition. 
The reports in 'An Gaidhoal' of performances 
of Gaelic plays tend to be uncritically laudatory 
on virtually all occasions, though most of the plays 
labelled as "brilliant"(for example, 'An Rud a 
Their a Mathair') are slight, derivative comic 
skits (it is to be remembered that the first performance 
of a "serious" play on a Gaelic stage is that of 
1Crois Tara' in 1947). Naturalistic production and 
acting are its ideals, as the wording of some of the 
early An Ccmunn competitions shows (e. g. "Gaelic 
comedy representing present-day life in the Highlands"). 
Apparently popular opinion throughout the country 
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regarded plays as ideal concert material--e. g. Neil 
Ross in 'An Gaidheal', 1920: "Such performances [as 
that of "An Rud a Their a Ma thair'] are warmly 
appreciated by our Gaelic audiences and a much-needed 
variation from conventional concert programmes, " 
But Ross, President of An Comunn and editor of 
'An Gaidheal', demonstrated more lofty ideals than 
this in 'An Rösarnach' (1917) and in a series of 
article3 in 'An Gaidheal'in 1926, in which he 
advocated a National Gaelic Drama utilising traditional 
Gaelic literature and he himself suggested, in 
detail, an outline for a long play on the life 
of Cu-Chulainn ('An Gaidheal', XXII). 
Angus Henderson, in 'Guth na Bliadhns' in 
1920, stressed the efficacy of drama as a propaganda 
medium for the Language Movement; he postulated, 
interestingly, that the Gaelic-speakers zn the Highland 
area would probably be better audiences for a 
"serious" Gaelic drama than those in the cities 
who had been weaned on "low comedies". While he 
claims that drama must seek to "illustrate and 
explain life"s he does not advocate a thoroughly 
naturalistic style, admitting that plays can be 
effective without curtains and extensive props 
("Chan ealainn na nithean sin, chan eil annta ach 
leasachadh"). Apart from his stress on the using 
of drama as an instrument in the revival of the 
Gaelic language, Henderson is very much on the same 
wavelength as Na Lorganaich in the 1960's: in 
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1920, he was very, very much a voice in the wilderness. 
Uisdean MacPhadruig, writing in 'Pictish 
Review' in April 1928, gives constructive criticisms 
of several Gaelic plays--virtually the first of the 
kind in Gaelic--laying much stress on the question 
of the relative ease with which they could be 
staged (many commentators, particularly An Cemunn 
Gaidhealach officials, have seemed content to see 
plays in print). He concludes: "Leigearlh iad'ris 
dhuinn an cor m3-shona anns a bheil Albinn mar 
rioghachd, agus gach cunnart a tha 'bagairt beatha 
at cinnich. Deanadh iad fealla-dhä agus culaidh-mhagaidh 
da gach claon-bheachd agus barail bhaoth d'am bi 
sinn a' toirt geill, agus cuireadh iad tücheadh le 
äbhachd air gach fail-inn a tha fuaighte ruinn mar 
shluagh. " 
A writer in the Gaelic League of Scotland's 
'Crois Tara' in 1938 deprecated the presentation on 
the Gaelic stage of only ludicrous old men and giddy 
maidens, with consequent defamation of the "noble 
Gaelic race". 
In an article in the anthology, 'Alba' in 
1948, Hector IlacIver fulminated against the 
"ceilidh-yard tradition" and "the childish, innocuous 
and emasculated qualities of such poor specimens of 
plays as exist". The terms used are reminiscent of 
those of Erskine of Mar (1913) and G1acPhadraig 
(1938), a fact which is understandable since there 
had been a steady deterioration in the quality of both 
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dramatic writing and Gaelic entertainments since 
Erskine of rear's day instead of the improvement 
that one might have expected. 
34 
PtlacIver advised 
that "there is time that the Stage was made over, at 
least temporarily, to its rightful occupants--the 
actors of drama. Had the drama, serving its 
traditional purpose of 'holding the mirror up to 
nature' been encouraged to develope with the Gaelic 
Movement, the bogus orators with their catch-penny 
sentiments would long since have become one of the 
characters of comedy; they would have been guyed 
out of existence. That, of course, is only one of 
the minor blessings that a flourishing drama would 
bestow on the community. Its wider and more important 
mission would be to serve as an instrument of 
propaganda, both cultural and political. " 
Finlay MacLeod in an article in the 'Stornoway 
Gazette' in 1965, strongly defended the stylistic 
as distinct from the naturalistic presentation of 
plays; in the same newspaper, in June 1967, he pleaded-- 
in an open letter--for drama that is brittle and 
discomfitting in its topicality and its truth to 
the basic realities of life--as Mar (1913), MacPhadraig 
(1938), and MacIver (1948) had done. filacLeod's 
article was partly a reaction to remarks made by 
Donald Grant, in reviewing 'Ceann Cropic' in 'An 
Gaidheal'(1964), to the effect that Gaelic theatre 
ought to be a place where one could bring one's 
daughter without blushing. 
I 
SUMMARY 
The decennial publication figures for Gaelic 
plays s-Inca 1900 are as follows (not including 
reissues or translations, including B. B. C. radio 
and television): 3 in 1900-09; 22 in 1910-19; 
15 in 1920-29 and in 1930-39; 10 in 1940-49; 
34 in 1950-59; and 22 in the period 1960-68 
(an equivalent of a decennial total of 31). This 
shows a very rapid developement in the second decade 
of the century, and then a levelling-cff which became 
a decline after the Second Uorld 'W'ar; in the 1950's 
the increase is due largely to the demands of 
B. B. C. radio. 
The following list gives the total number of 
publications and broadcasts with, in brackets, the 
number of these that are reissues, followed by the 
number that were translated into Gaelic: 
35 
in the 
first decade, 3(1: 1); in the second, 26 (5: 1); 
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in the third, 18 (2: 1); in the fourth, 24 (5: 4); in 
the fifth, 22 (7: 7); in the sixth, 66 (8: 30); and in 
the hypothetical seventh decade, 25 (1: 3). These 
figures show that it is only from the fourth decade, 
the 1930's, that reissues and translations begin to 
appear in substantial numbers--largely because of 
the B. B. C's demand for material, a demand which was 
not being adequately met by Gaelic wuriters, 
It is only in the first few decades that 
comodios, including humorous plays of a high artistic 
standard, have significantly outnumbered "serious" 
plays; yet comedies have been far more frequently 
performed, the performance in 1947 of 'Crois Tara' 
being the first of its kind. Reasons for-this are 
the association in people's minds of drama with the 
concert stage and, also, the unsuitability for 
acting of many of the historical plays. The B. B. C. 9 
from the 'forties to the present, has broadcast 
sketches, comedies, melodramas (adventure stories), and 
serious drama in approximately equal proportions; 
, 
the Oban Conunn Gaidhealach drama group, the Aberdeen 
student group, Na Lorganaich, and Na Bacaich from 
Lewis regularly present serious Gaelic drama. 
The most important writers are: in the early 
period, John MacCormick (11 titles), Donald Sinclair (6), 
and Roderick Erskine of filar (2), with J. N. filacLeod (7), 
Hector MacDougall (3), and Archibald macCulloch (3) 
producing a number of pleasantly entertaining plays; 
. 
in the 'thirties, the main B. B. C. Writers were 
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Angus M. MacDonald (4 titles), Wary A. Campbell 
(nse macKinnon)(4), Donald (.! acLaren (3), and Duncan 
Johnston (2); in the 'fifties, a group of three 
women--Helen Batt (4), Margaret FacPherson (3), and 
Kate MacGregor (2)--became prominent among the 
radio playwrights, especially in the production of 
children's plays. From the late 'fifties to the 
present day, Donald Grant and Donald U. Johnston have 
been writing plays regularly for the annual Glasgcu 
Gaelic Drama Festival. In the 1950 's, also, a 
group of three very skilful and avant-garde dramatists 
made their appearance--their work along with Sinclair's 
'Crois Tara' and 'Long nan Og', WacCormick's 'Rath-Innis' 
(possibly), and Mar's 'Aramach' comprises the total 
or significant Gaelic drama. 
Lack of stamina is again obvious, as in the 
case of the short story. Only Erskine of Mar's 
two plays, Sinclair's 'Crois Tara', f1acCulloch's 
'mairead', filacCormick's 'Rath-Innis', and Finlay 
MacLeod's 'P rlamaid Ogam' approach to being 
full-length plays, Most of the other plays have 
a performance time of thirty minutes--a length 
dictated by the rules of the S. C. D. A. and Glasgow 
Gaelic Drama Associaticn competitions and by the 
programming requirements of the B. B. C. 
In the work of Finlay MacLeod and Iain 
Smith, in particular, Gaelic drama has clearly 
attained the same degree of sophistication as the 
short story and Gaelic poetry have: the characteristic 
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developemant, for example, is not a traditional 
narrative or thernatic one, but more an emotional 
or organic one. Again, the production and acting 
of these plays is tending away from traditional 
naturalism towards the "alienating", thoroughly 
stylistic approach of most contemporary theatre 
elsewhere. In drama, however--whatever may be the 
case with the other genres--the existence of writers 
capable of this sophistication is not sufficient: 
an appreciative audience must also exist or be 
consciously educated. 
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PREFACE 
There has always been a heavy imbalance in 
Gaelic literature towerds poetry at the expense 
of other art forms; with the developement of the 
novel and drama in this century, this emphasis has 
become less pronounced but still persists. This 
chapter will describe and evaluate two native traditions-- 
the bardic and lyric ones--and the Romantic and 
experimental lyric poetry which, respectively, 
developed out of these traditions. 
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THE 'BARD': POETRY'S EXTRINSIC FUNCTION 
Poetry has, from earliest documented times, 
served two primary functions: first, it has been 
found to be one of the most efficacious nodas of 
calf-expression, employed--if only unconsciously or 
half-consciously--for the resolution by accurate 
and analytical description of intellectual, psychological, 
or sociological problems; second, it--or, at least, 
some of its characteristic features, such as rhyme, 
rhythm, and versification--has been employed for 
the magical, liturgical, mnemonic (or otherwise 
educative), and entertainment value which it has 
been felt to have. I will term the first of these 
the "intrinsic function" of poetry and the second 
its "extrinsic function". 
All cultures in which pastry has been able 
to develope over centuries have accumulated quite 
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precise conventions as to what subjects it is fitting 
for a poet to concern himself with and also as to 
the way he is to treat certain subjects. 
1 
These 
conventions are, of course, in a constant state 
of evolutionary change and admittedly hold less 
sway in Western European literatures at present 
than they have held in the past, but they are, 
nevertheless, an inescapably important factor at 
all times. The intellectual energy of great poetry 
is usually a product of the tension between the 
limitations of conventional form and the complexity 
of the thought, attitude, or emotion which the poet 
wishes to express. Naturally, current literary 
conventions are more obvious in the case of poetry 
which serves an "extrinsic" function. 
The Gaelic poetry that survives frcm the 15th, 
16th, and 17th centuries is divisible into two main 
groups. First, there is poetry of self-expression-- 
mainly laments by woven on the violent death of a 
warrior-husband or lover, but also some religious 
poetry; second, there is a large body extant of 
`, public poetry--eulogies and elegies to clan chiefs, 
war and political poetry, satirical or otherwise 
humorous and/or "entertaining" poetry. Eighteenth 
century Gaelic poetry is usually--and correctly-- 
regarded as the beginning of modern Gaelic literature, 
in that it reflects a developing non-heroic, modern 
society and also in that the conventions it was 
developing are recognisably those underlying much of 
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the large body of non-experimental poetry written 
in Gaelic during the present century. 
The repert&e of William Ross, for exanply, 
is, basically, the same as that of the 20th century 
bard: 
2 he composed sentimental nature and homeland 
poetry (some from the Lowlands), love-idylls, humorous 
poems on trivial local incidents, and scurrilous 
satires. In common with all the other famous 
18th century poets (except Buchanan), Ross also has 
a season poem and a conventional heroic eulogy. 
Ross's best known works are, of course, poems of 
self-expression, namely the poems to f, 16r Ross. 
Duncan F1acIntyre, Rob Donn Nackay, and Alexander 
MacDonald each has a repertoire of subjects that 
is vary similar to Ross's$ except that they all 
have more political and polemical poetry than Ross. 
There are several reasons why these four 
poets are so very much better known and highly 
regarded than the plethora of 18th, 19th, and 20th 
century Gaelic bards who concern themselves with much 
. the same range of subjects as they did. 
With regard 
to these subjects and styles, the four poets 
mentioned, and in particular MacDonald, were 
innovators in Gaelic; in general, they display 
more originality, intellectual force, and vivacity 
than the other bards and they were aware, if only 
indirectly, of contemporary writings in English. 
Two of them, at least, have a raputation that is 
based almost entirely not on their "bardic" output 
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but on their relatively more personal poems--e. g. 
Ross's love poems to Mör Ross, MacKay's social 
satires and poems on poetry. In connection with 
this last point, it may be remarked that, although 
Gaelic literature in modern times has not been 
able to enjoy the luxury of professional, full-time 
writers, nevertheless, a part of this function has 
been served by the convention of the "bard". This 
has given people with an aptitude for expression and 
versification the opportunity--even the incentive-- 
to practise control over poetic form. William 
Ross used the control achieved in this way to give 
memorable expression to his passion for <<; är Ross: 
very few 20th century Gaelic bards progressed to 
this stage. 
When a group of poets can be delimited in this 
way be their sharing of a distinct set of conventions-- 
as to forms, techniques, subject-matter, and point 
of view--one is justified in speaking in terms of 
an established tradition, even though it is one that 
has spanned several centuries and whose protagonists 
co-existed with writers in the same culture who have 
employed different conventions. This particular 
convention was as stringently controlled by a sense 
of poetic decorum as even the Augustan tradition in 
English poetry. 
An excellent example from the late 19th century 
of the continuance of this tredition is John 
f1acLean, Ba% 
3 
rd Eaile-fihartuinn, a Tiree bard: he 
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composed several love idylls ('Oran Gaoil', 'Rannan 
Gaoil') and patriotic songs ('Oran Chlainn 'Illeathain'), 
a formal eulogy ('Co Shir Dömhnull 1acPhärlain'), a 
polemical song on the Clearances ('Oran nam 
Priosanach'), 
4 
and a large number of humorous songs 
on local characters and topical incidents--these include 
the still popular 'Calum Beag' songs, 'Breacan 
r iri Uisdean', and several burlesque songs on tea 
and its i. ll effects, this latter group being a 
precursor of the large body of humorous songs on 
inventions and novel commodities by traditional 
Gaelic bards in this century. MacLean's poetry is 
characterised by a striking control of the traditional 
metres and of the language, by a vigorous sense of 
humour (principally a feeling for the humorous 
phrase), and by his vital, if uncosmopoliten, 
topicality. The metres are traditional, much use 
being made of vowel assonance and rhyme (internal 
and external). 
The role played by the village bard, as 
illustrated in the person of John facLeant in the 
rural Gaelic communities was a strictly defined and 
an important one. He was, firstly, an entertainer-- 
utilising a blend of humour and sentiment in approximately 
the same proportions that present-day Hollywood 
comedies and Broadway musicals do, and exhibiting 
also a virtuosic control of language and metrical 
form, not unlike that of U. S. Gilbert; secondly, 
the "village bard" convention inherited several 
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-facets of the old official bardic tradition--the 
tradition that included the trained bards, like the 
61acflhuirichs, and, in the days of its decline, 
untrained but official clan-poets, such as (Mary 
MacLeod and Lain Lom fNlacDonald--uhich gave him a 
responsibility for celebrating local worthies, 
either ecclesiastical or secular, and for pleading 
traditional causes, such as the right of the 
peasantry to the land or, in the case of the twentieth 
century's Gaelic bards living in the Galltachd, 
the preservation of the Gaelic language. The 
satiric function of the village bard is a combination 
of the above two and is an extremely important 
one: Rob Donn MacKay expresses this aspect of his 
role very precisely--"Bu mhaith lean an ciontach a 
bhualadh, / IS cha b' ill lean duin' uasal a shealg. / 
IS ged chuireas mi gruaim air at choireach, / Cha 
ghabh an duin' oncrach fearg. " Very few village 
bards have demonstrated as much artistic self-consciousness 
as Rob Donn, a student of the satiric works of 
Alexander Pope, but virtually all of them have 
acted as moral censors within their community by 
ridiculing indecorous or antisocial behaviour. 
For example, Mrs Christina f, 1acLeod, a contemporary 
and near neighbou^ of the late Bard Chiuthair 
(Southeast Harris) tells me that the whole community 
at the Bard's time were extremely chary of behaving 
in an immoral or even an unorthodox fashion for 
fear of being immortalised in one of his scurrilous 
satires. 
I 
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John MacLean also exsmplifies the personality 
type that has always been characteristic of the 
village bards. According to Hector Cameron, he 
Was well versed in local history and traditions and 
was "an unequalled wit" .5% 
Bard Thu 
6 
rnaig(Alexander Cameron) is probably 
the best known 20th century village bard from the 
Northwest mainland of Scotland. His poetic output 
falls squarely within the bounds of the traditional 
bardic repertoire. His 'Luinneag' is a youthful 
love poem, involving conventional sentimental praiso 
of the girls beauty and character: 
"D3ud shnaichtc mar na disne, 
'Pfad bheul bho'm binn thig gaire; 
Süil mheallach is glen lionach, 
Fo 'n mhalaidh fialaidh, chairdoil. .. 
"Do chridh© socrach, ciallach, 
Gu dirceach, fialaidh, päirteach. " 
His 'iolad'n Thurnaig' is equally sentimental and 
modal--the beauty of the place is itemised at 
length, the birds since the sun always shines 
there. He also composed a eulogy to Moffat-Pender 
and a formal elegy on Alexander Carmichael of 
'Carmina Cadelica' fame, but it is for his humorous 
poetry that Bard Thu naig is best known: and some 
of this is very vinorous. Some poems celebrate 
trivial incidents in the neighbourhood, as for 
example, 'Ealaidh Fhiannlaigh', whose subject is a 
false alarm raised jhen the shepherd, Finlay-, goes 
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astray in the hills. The bard achieves his humorous 
effect, by over dramatising an already over dramatised 
event: 
"Cuiream teachdaire-dealain 
Do gach earrainn do Rost 
Is gun gl©idhear a chord cö dh, iubh dhuinn; 
Is cha bhi mi fo choire 
Is mo chogais bidh scor, 
1a oheibhear de faodail Fhionnlaigh. " 
In other poems, scathing invective is expended on 
a hapless individual, who has either transgressed 
the community's code of behaviour or has caused 
personal irritation to the bard. An example is 
his attack on 'Cailleach Bheag na Moch Eirigh', 
an immigrant from the Lowlands, who has one habit 
in particular that appears to incense Cameron: 
"Bidh i mach 'san t-Samhradh 
mu 'n gann a dh' Qireas at ghrian; 
Na tha cadal teann oirre-- 
Is gann orra bhith 'n ciall: 
Nuair is binne srann aca, 
Is geall ac' air cadal fiali 
Is ann thig i 'na caoir, 
Is bheir i 'n t-aodach dhiübh a h-uile stiall. " 
His mock elegy, 'Cunha a' Choin Düibh', is 
centrally in the tradition of which 1acIntyre's 
'Oran do Chacra' and MacDonald's 'f^arbh-rann do 
Pheata Coluim' are 18th century examples. His 
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vohemant verbal attack on influenza' 'Dlcmoladh 
Fliudhain' is a striking example of the fossilisation 
of the primitive belief in poetry as magic; there 
are many 18th and 19th century examples of, this 
sub-genro, two of the best known being William 
Ross's 'Achmhasan an Döididhl and John MacCodrom's 
$Oran do-In Tezsaich'. 
Malcolm MacAskili, 
7 
one of the bards of Bernera, 
Harris, composed on tha same subjects as Bard 
Thürnaig and in approximately the same style: 
the one exception--a valedictory poem to the young 
men of the community who are leaving for the army-- 
is an example of the principal way in which the 
20th century village bards have fulfilled their 
obligations as the poets laureate of the community. 
The chorus: 
"Oh' fhalbh na gillean grinn fo 'n cuid armaibh 
IS ann learn fhln bu daönach an cömhdhäil a 
bhith saalbhach. 
Dh# fhalbh na gillean grinn fo In cuid armaibh" 
has been used in valedictory poems to departing 
soldiers or sailors by several bards, for example, 
by John Campbell8 of South Uist. His poem, 'Oran 
Gillean na Navy', is a good example of this typo 
of song. He wishes them luck (in the chorus quoted 
above), praises their valour: 
"Gun chüram gun taise 
Gun ghaiseadh gun chearbaich"; 
t 
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he describes their reputation with the enemy: 
"Tha an Ceusar cho diombach 
0'n chuireadh a null iad, 
IS bidh a air a ghlüinean, 
IS cha n-eli sigh 'na sheanchas"g, 
and anticipates a happy outcome: 
"Gheibh gach duine saoirsne 
An fianüis an t-saoghail, 
IS thig feadhainn nach saoil sibh 
As gach taobh dha'A d' fhalbh iad. " 
In the case of John Campbell also, although 
he composed a love poem, formal elegies, roligieus 
songs, satires on toothache and influenza, and songs 
on fishing, his humorous songs are undoubtedly his 
forte. Many of these describe quite insignificant 
events9-for example, "An Turas a Thug Eachann Thormaid 
an Trosg 's an Liütha Dhomh'. The bard's practice 
in 'A' Chiad Terbh a Fhuaireadh Riamh 'san Aite' of 
subtly walking a knife's edge of propriety is one 
that has been very popular with traditional bards 
when dealing with subjects such as this 
lO__ 
though, 
\, of course, there are very many bardic satires in 
which such commendable subtlety and delicacy have 
been thrown to the winds. 
Humorous songs on new customs and inventions 
have played a significant part in the repertoire of 
several 20th century Gaelic village bards. There 
are three main reasons for this: first, the typical 
reaction of an isolated-peasantry to such innovations 
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provided a good climate and good material for such 
humour; sacond, the stock character of the reactionary, 
incredulous peasant was a predictable one for the 
initially pedagogic cömhradh form to develope and 
the village bards may in the late 19th and early 
20th century have quite consciously decided to 
model their work on this well known comic character 
typo; third, now inventions provided a challenge 
to the bard's control of language and form. In 
connection with this last point, it seems quite 
clear that a village bard's reputation has always 
depended largely on his ability to give apt and/or 
witty expression to an attitude which can be quite 
trite, or to graphically describe an object, whether 
or not the description is transmuted by the imagination 
from the level of a mere inventory. John Campbell's 
'A Chiad mhotor a Thänaig Riamh Dha In Aite' 
illustrates this, whether he is describing action, 
as hero: 
"Cho math 's g' eil Sruth at Chomhraig 's cho 
bösdail 's gum bi ej 
Nuair bhios e bras a' llonadh, 's e slor-dhol 
am ml 'd leis; 
Nuair thig i 'na chömhdhail lo moran do dhlcheall 
ma chuireas e gu strith i, cha till ise dha"9 
or describing the "motor" itself: 
"An uair sin thubhairt am Motor na biodh ortsa 
dad a chüram, 
t 
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I1a chumas tu mi olaigte 's nach caisinn 
thu mo dhiombadh. .. 
"The screuichean is cnothan agus gnothaichean 
mu chuairt dhonh, 
Tha möran ann do ghriodaiaich nach tuigeadh 
duine fuadainl". 
In 'Oran an Duine Iarainn', Campbell poses 
as being similarly awestricken by a capstan in a 
fishing boat: 
"God nach biodh a bhrögan dionach 
6 ISe nach iarr an cur g' an cäradh; 
Cha bhi e gearain an deididh, 
IS ann aige tha an deud is an cäiroin. " 
The tendency to describe an object naturalistically 
is evident in 'Eilean mo Ghaoil', one of the best 
ll 
known poems of Donald MacDonald, Bard Bharabhais. 
The poem is basically a list of the objects of his 
affection: 
"Is toigh loam gach beinn, gach gleann, gach 
tulach is *os, 
Gach sruthan is alit gu mall 'tha siubhal gu lön. 
Is toigh learn am four Is gach geug a chinneas 
air blar, 
An eilean mo ghaoil; is caomh learn eileen 
mo ghräidh. " 
The description is sentimental in that it is 
idealised, but it doe3 not meet all the requirements 
of the tern "Romantic poetry"--it has more concreteness 
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than most Romantic poetry. The poet is coding his 
everyday experience and his vision is not vitiated 
by Wordsworthian pantheism or the exile-poetry's 
nostalgia (the main characteristic of Romantic 
poetry in Gaelic). This extreme naturalism. can, 
however, be a weakness as well as a virtue in poetry: 
much of the poetry in praise of islands or villages 
by village bards comprises lists of the place's 
natural features and of names, 
12 
which, though 
perhaps evocative for the poet and his immediate 
neighbours, are meaningless to all others. MacDonald's 
poem, though, is partially redeemed by a few lines 
that indicate a vision of the subject that is 
different from the normal: 
"The uisgeachan min ri cireadh fuiltein nan gleann", 
and again: 
"Tha 'ghealach 's. a' ghrian ag iathadh eilein 
mo ghraidh, 
'Toirt thairis am miann gu sio]. a thabhairt 
gu fas. " 
The range, as to subject matter, of the poetry 
of Bard Bharabhais, is that of the traditional bard, 
except that he apparently did not compose any love 
poems. He wrote poems to Leuis and to Müirneag 
(a hill in Lewis), he composed songs about the 
shilling, a season poem ('An Samhradh Cridheach'), 
a formal elegy, an invective against toothache 
('Oran d' an Dnideadh'), and a large body of 
humorous and satiric songs. His 'Oran na PärlamaidI 
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is of much interest. It shows that he is as aware 
of current affairs throughout the nation as were 
the well known Lewis comedians, Kenneth Finlayson 
(Spaidsear) and Cailleach an Deucoin, and that, like 
them, he chose to exploit the potential for 
humour in these matters, rather than--as a pcet 
might have done, but as a comedian of course 
could not--to examine their serious consequences 
for mari<ind. This seems to confirm the supposition 
that the role played by the bard in the village 
communities was quite similar to that of the Variety 
stars, such as Tommy Dorsey and Harry Lauder, whom 
the emigre Highlanders found in the Lowland cities. 
Zany of the Lowland Scots i'usic Hall comedians 
popularisod (even, occasionally, composed) sentimental 
love and homeland songs as well as comic ditties-- 
for example, 'The Northern Lights of Old Aberdeen', 
'I Belong to Glasgow', 'I Love a Lassie', 'Roamin' in 
the Gloamin ". Gradually, the music hall influence 
percolated back--through the Gaelic Societies in 
the cities and their brandies in the Gaeltachd--to 
the rural communities of Gaels and gave rise to 
performers such as Spaidsear and Cailleach an 
Deucoin. The role of the bard and of these comedians, 
being close from the outset, gradually coalesced, so 
that we find the latter often composing their own 
songs in traditional fashion and the bards moving 
from the fire-side ceilidh to the more formal concert 
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atmosphere (in a hall) and the Mod. This is clear 
from John N. MacLeod's introductory remarks in the 
1920 collection: "Cha robh cuirm-chiüil Is a 
cheärnaidh sin de Leödhas iomlen gun bhärd 
Bharabhais a bhi 's a chuideachd. Bha '? rain 
eibhinn at call leth an tlachd 'nuair nach robh 
iad air an seinn leis fhein. Cha robh faith 
'na chorp nach robh e cur an cumadh araidh 'n uair 
a bha e' an seinn, 's gu 'n saoileadh thu mar 
sin gu'm robh aodann a' labhairt nan facal a bha 
a 'seinn. " 
The well known song, 'Dömhnull an Gille 'se 
Corr is Tri Fichead', is presented in a humorous 
prose narrative: this is a characteristic comedian's 
style of performance and also clearly illustrates 
the history of this style, it being the usual 
style of John MacFadyen, one of Glasgow's Gaelic 
entertainers in the early years of this century. 
The influence of the Glasgow Gaelic community's 
societies is seen even more clearly in the case of 
Charles macNiven, the Bard of Kilchoman in Islay* 
13 
In the foreword to the 1936 edition, Neil Shaw, 
Secretary of An Comunn Gaidhealach, noted: "Thug 
Teärlach toileachas is aighear do gach neach a 
fhritheii aig co-fharpaisean is cuirmaan-ciüil 
mödan Ile le a bhardachd gheur, äbhachdach an 
cuspairean air an robh a luchd eisdeachd gle 
, ealach. " 
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Charles macNiven's repertoire is squarely in 
the tradition. He composed a formal eulogy ('Do 'n 
Uasal, lain (dacGhille-mhoire, Ile'), a poem on 
the Boer War ('Oran do Ghi11e Og aig Cogadh Africa'), 
another occasional poem (on the 'Otranto' disaster), 
14 
o conventional island-praise poem ('moladh Ile'), a 
conventional love idyll ('Oran Gaoil', with lines 
such as "Pala chaol mar it' an eöin/Dä shüil 
bhoidheach9 mhoallach, bhlath, /Cömhradh milisp 
bilean caoin/Air a bheil daonnan fiamh a' ghair"), 
and a large body of humorous versa. The humorous 
songs include two on wedding celebrations, a favourite 
subject for humorous poetry with traditional village 
bards at all times: John MacCodrom's 'Banais IYlhic 
Asgaill' and Rob Donn MacKay's 'Briogais rnhic 
Ruaraidh' ere well known early examples. Most of 
macIJiven's subject matter is of topical and local 
interest only: often he works by exalting a very 
trivial subject, as here in 'Ganradh Peigi': 
"Sud an gänradh a bha mör, 
An gänradh sönraichte fhuair Peigi. 
Cha robh a loithid 'san Roinn Eorp. 
Oha a cörr is cöig troighean. " 
Thera is scarcely a single Highland village 
that has not boasted a bard of its own: I have 
selected for discussion bards whose Work is squarely 
in the tradition, whose poems have been publishod, 
and who give as wide a geographical distribution 
as possible; in the interest of accuracy, I will 
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conclude this section with a brief discussion of 
one man whose poetic output is in the bardic tradition 
but who differs from the characteristic bardic 
style in a few small but significant respects. 
This is Angus Campbell of Ness in Lewis, whose 
poems were published in 1943 with a foreword by the 
bard himself in which he expresses the hope that 
they will amuse his audience and remind them of 
bygone days. The collection contains several 
excellent naturalistic praise-poems to places in 
Lewis, love poems, humorous songs ('Buntata agus " 
Sgadan', 'An Guga Niseach', ''Ja 'm bäisicheadh na 
8oireannaich') and philosophical poems composed 
obviously in late middle-age. many bards have 
composed reflective poems in their later years: 
what makes Campbell's exceptional is their proportion 
of his total output (about one quarter of the 1943 
collection) and the fact that at least one of them 
is not merely a versification of commonplace aphorisms 
but a serious, intelligent psychological study: this 
poem is 'Amadan a' Chridhe', which ends with this 
very honest, realistic assessment: 
"0 Amadain, tha nis do chömhradh 
'G ürachadh mo threoir ga d' gisdeachd 
Cluas mo chridhe ruit a lasadh 
Go dall aineolach air fheum thu. 
Tigh nan iomadh seOnar falaich 
C6 da 'r, aithne caart gu lair iad! 
IS tusa togail suas nan caistoal 
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IS chaoidh cha charraich ach an t-eug thus" 
'Cüirtean na Cuirnhne' is more systematic311y 
philosophical, owing more to Christian theology 
than to self-analysis for its themes. In it, Campbell 
makes much use of personified abstractions--"talla 
nam ßöid-bhriste", "talla lam na f; lörchuise", "talla 
fuar nan Amhghairean"--so that the poem is more 
conceptual and further removed from first-hand 
experience than 'Amadan a' Chridhe': 'Cüirtean 
na Cuimhne' is more similar than 'Amadan a' Chridhe' 
to the reflective poetry of the other bards. 
Campbell's best known love song, 'fear at, 
ghrädhaich mi thu', also shows a concise and intelligent 
use of language that is more typical of poetry that 
has been týritten by a literate poet--Campbell 
could read and write Gaelic--for silent reading 
by his audience than it is of the cork of the 
village bards, who were in the main illiterate in 
Gaelic and composed songs for oral performance 
to a largely illiterate audience. This is the 
first verse of this excellent song: 
"rar a ghrädhaich mi thu 
IN tomhais gliocas a ghrunnd, na äird? 
IN tomhais ämhghair is türs 
IN tonhais trioblad, na lüig, na bas? 
Am bath teanga na treubh, 
Am manch miodal, na breug, na crädh, 
Mar a ghradhaich mi thu? 
'Beul mo chridhe! is tu gu bräth. " 
THE 'BARD' IN EXILE: THE ROMANTIC IflOVEMENT 
John flacFadyen, a railwayman in Glasgow for most 
of his adult life, was one of the mainstays of Gaelic 
cultural life there in the early years of this 
century. The article, 'A Bhi 'gan Cuimhneachadh 
's 'gan Ionndrainn', in his second book, 'Sgeulaiche 
nan Caol'(1902), illustrates the functions he served 
in the Gaelic emigre community: it comprises 
reminiscences of ceilidhs in Mull in the past, 
giving texts of about thirty songs. These songs 
include waulking and spinning songs, lullabies, a 
nature-poem ('Taobh-Loch-Gormt), love poems, a 
drinking and a sailing song, and several humorous 
songs (e. g. 'An Coileach a bha 'n Cearara'), including 
one an a new fashion ('Na Brogan Biorach'): some of 
these are traditional, some by G1acFadyen himself and 
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these ex3mplify the repertoire of a traditional 
village bard and their presentation hale in an 
essay on the traditional Mull ceilidh and elsewhere 
in f. acFadyen's humorous prose readings illustrates 
the fact that they are part of the attempt to 
recreate the ceilidh-culture (of which the village 
bard was an indispensible part) in the Gaelic 
communities of the Galltachd. 
1s 
Only thirty of 
the sixty-one songs in 'Sgeul. aithe nan Caol' are 
printed separately from prose readings: these 
include a war poem ('Saorsa Ladysmith'), poems in 
praise of Mull (e. g. 'Chi mi Ltuile nam Beann Fuar'), 
a season poem ('maduinn Earraich'), and several 
humorous songs ('Oran at 11honkey' and 'Na Corns'). 
As to these, it is accurate to describe ff1acFadyen as 
a traditional bard, but there are facets of his 
work (adduceeble to his residence in Glasgow) 
y which differentiate him fron the typical village 
bard. The first of these is his attempts to write 
semi-epic verse (on Bannockburn, the Battle of 
Stirling Bridge, and 'f; 1i5rachd Bhreatainn') for the 
competitions of An Comunn Gaidhealach; the second 
is his extension of the village bard's function as 
poet-laureate by his composition of poems on the 
Gaelic movement (e. g. 'Do 'n Chomunn Le6ghasach' and 
'Soraidh leibh is Oidhche Mhath leibh', which is 
customarily sung at the close of Gaelic societies' 
meetings at the present); the third way in which 
his song output differs from that of the village 
bard is in his greater nostalgia and general 
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sentimentality at the expense of the village bard's 
naturalism. In Qo Chürnnuidh Taobh an t-Säi1'y 
for oxample, the bard sees Mull darkly through tha 
rose-tinted glass of his memory: 
"Ach Is tric gheibh m' inntinn tläths, 
IS ma chridh o fhuarachd blaths, 
Ann an cuimhn© caidir m' öige, 
IS mo chömhnuidh taobh an t-sail. .. 
"B'e 'n s? ias cönhradh cagailt, 
IS a chömhlan gheanail, ghrinn; 
Bu taitneech sgeul o'n aithris, 
No duan le caithreem binn. 
Toirt aite; a1 do na bh' ann 
0 chian an tir nam beann. .. 
"'Nuair thilgeadh beinn a dubhar 
Air coill fo 'duilleach gorm, 
Do dh' fhägadh m' intinn dubhach, 
De chuireach mulad crm? 
IS mo leannan caomh ri ml thaobh, 
Leinn fhein fo sgäil nan craobh: 
Cur a cuimhne caidir dhömhsa 
fo chönhnuidh taobh an t-sail'. " 
This is Romantic poetry, in its idealisation of 
that is distant in time and location, and in its 
adherenca to the pastoral conventions, to the 
extent of introducing a guileless nymph-lover. 
Duncan Ban f;? acIntyre has sometimes been referred 
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to as a Romantic poet: this ascription is not 
quite accurate. The English (and German) Romantic 
school of poets were characterised by their idealisation 
of the rural peasantry's way of life (particularly 
as it was imagined to be in the past) and by a 
supposed empathy between themselves and the natural, 
as distinct from the synthetic, world: f1acIntyre's 
style, in his best nature poetry, is characterised 
by an extreme naturalism. 
16 
Certainly Maclntyre's 
arbitrary selection from life for his subject 
matter is indisputable--he spoke far more often of 
deer and hills than of men--but one has to remember 
that filacIntyre was a bard and therefore obliged to 
play a particular role (which prescribed in detail) 
in which self-expression played a not vary important 
part. macIntyro, however, in his later years in 
Edinburgh, composed nostalgic songs to his homeland; 
similarly, William Ross) on his journeys to the 
Lowlands, composed nostalgic songs in some of 
which a bucolic sweetheart is introduced, as in the 
poem of MacFadyen's which has been discussed above. 
Generally speaking, when Gaelic bards--from the 
18th century to the present day--found themselves 
in Lowland cities, their nature songs began to 
take on an uncharacteristic mistiness and Romanticise. 
The doctrinaire Marxist-historicist interpretation 
of the Romantic movement in literature is that it 
was a reaction against the squalor of the newly 
I 
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industrialised cities--a reaction which sent the 
poets looking for a lass "corrupt" sway of lifer 
either in the past (hence the popularity of MacPherson's 
'Ossian') or among the rural peasantry, Gaelic 
poets from the 18th century--but particularly during 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries-. -began to 
come into contact with the squalor and with the, to 
a rural population, equally inimical highly organised 
life of the large conurbations: their instinctive 
reaction was to take flight in the imagination from 
the "gleadhrach eitigh chabhsairoan" to an idealised 
homeland and an imagined idyllic past. This reaction 
was strengthened by the fact that many of these poets 
had come to the Lowland cities in order to make 
economic advancement and therefore quickly assumed 
the tendency, so prevalent among the middle classy 
to patronise the working classes and the peasantry 
in particular. 
macFadyen's first book, 'An t-Eileanach'(1640; 
2nd ed., 1921), contains more Romantic poetry than th3 
second. 'Sgrlob do mhuile' is a characteristic exile's 
song, imagining the details of the return home to 
his golden-haired ("A lluthad camag 's ör gach 
dual"), rosy-checked ("Gruaidh is böidhch' na In 
rus air mheangan") sweetheart. The present beauty 
of 'Loch Leamhain' is itemised, but the bard is 
quite atypical of the village bards in his lament for 
the past: "Mo choimpircan-sa dhiobair sog cha tig Is 
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cha till na dh' fhalbh. " A sailor's love song 
uas an ideal form for a Romantic poet--giving 
scope for expression of nostalgia and sentimentalised 
love; lacFadyen composed one, 'Duanag an t-Seöladair', 
as did (geil GlacL. 2od17 and others. In 'Duanag an 
t-Seöladair', the girl's physical beauty is described 
in the conventional nature imagery of the love 
idyll--"sneachda fior ghlan", "sobhrach ghreannar", 
"subh-craobh nan alldan", "rösan"-- and the whole 
is depicted in an unreal dreamy light-. -0'Gur trio 
ni bruadar ort air mo chluasaig", "Thar leam, 
mar bhruadar, gu'm faic mi bhuam e: /An tir nam 
fuar-bheznn gu'm gabh sinn cömhnuidh. " 
Apart from his Romanticism, MacFadyen is, 
in the poetry in 'An t-Eileanach', firmly in the 
bardic tradition. There is a eulogy to General 
Gordon and to Neil MacLean, a poem to the Gordon 
Highlanders and another to the Highland soldiers 
in Afghanistan, a song to Drink, a season song 
('AI Llhaduinn Cheitein Chiüin'), some love idylls, 
poems to full, and a large number of humorous 
songs. with fflacFadyen, fights in the Glasgow pubs 
have replaced wedding celebrations as a subject 
for humorous songs--in 'Oran f1argaidh-an-t-Salainn',. 
it is the Glasgow Irish who perpetrate the brawl 
which filacFadyen extravagantly describ©c: 
"Nuair thbi. sich an tuasaid bu chruaidh a 
bha'n sadadh; 
Bha slaodadh air cluasan is strua3. ceadh air 
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claiginn; 
Gach fear air a bhualadh is spuaic air a 
mhalaidh, 
IS a glaodhaich air caraid gu streue. " 
For the village bard's ignorant peasant who 
is bewildered by new inventions, the exiled bards 
usually have a gawkish peasant paying his first 
visit to Glasgow. In macFadyen's 'Turus Eoghäin 
do Ghlascho', the unfortunate hero is persuaded 
to take electric shock-treatment for rheumatism 
at a fair: 
"Cha chreidsinn-sa bu; leach o dhuine go brath 
Nach robh niltean da shnathadan 'säs ann 
am fheö 
ftlacFadyents 'Oran muht Ehuntata-röisdel describes 
his estrangement from his girlfriend in Glasgow 
because of an incident involving a "chips and 
haggis supper"; 'Oran na Valentine', 'Oran do 'n 
'Clutha'', 'Oran mu "Grandfather's Clock"', and 
'Oran do In Hokey Pokeyt again show the bard 
adapting the role played by the reactionary peasant 
in the dialogues--making fun at the expense of 
these fads and novelties. Like the village bards, 
L1acFadyenfs subjects are the trivia of everyday 
life--but, in his case, of the everyday life of a 
large urban population, which shares most of its 
fashions with Britain as a whole, rather than those 
of a village: this means that his humorous poetry-- 
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though no more topical than that of the village 
bards--is more cosmopolitan than theirs. But it is 
a deceptively superficial cosmopolitanism: the 
basic attitude underlying his poems in quite 
uncosmopolitan. l1acFadyen chose to play the part 
of a reactionary who frowns on all novelties, 
especially if they are not utilitarian. U! hether 
ho was guided in this by his own bent, by the bardic 
tradition, or by the nature of his audience cannot 
be determined. It is plausible to assume that 
211 these factors were complementarily operative. 
The poetry in 'An t-Eileanach' is divided in 
the List of Contents into 'Drain'(57 items) and 
'0äin'(7 items): the latter are clearly more 
ambitious. In 'Cömhradh eadar an t-Ughdar agus 
Cailleach-oidhche', the author, returning home 
from a drunken spree is treated to a homily of 
aphorisms on the hypocriaies of late-night revelers 
who becone Sunday-serious and on the misdeeds of 
others by a typically wise owl: apart from the 
delineation of individual cases of misconduct, 
the basic style is an epigrammatic, proverbial 
one, with examples from the natural world: 
"Cha tig maorach as a mhonadh, 
IS cha tig sonas as an fhoill; 
Air do shlighs imich romhadt 
IS cuimhnich comhairl' caillich-oidhch', 
Is beannachd lest. " 
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The poem, 'A' f; 1haighdeann-nhara', is narrative 
in character, being an account of a dream. The author's 
boat was wrecked on a reef, but the mermaid 
rescued him in return for a verse with seven sevens 
in it--a request which allows G1acFadyen to demonstrate 
his control. of versification: 
"Seachd amhsain, seachd leerg, 
Seachd sgairbh, seachd böin; 
Seachd stearnail, seachd faoilinn, 
Seachd adheircean, seachd cairn; 
Seachd bradain, seachd sgadain, 
Seachd canna, seachd rein; 
Agus seachd maighdeann mhara; 
Abair ma tha sin gu le0ir. "18 
IComhradh eadar an t-Ughdar agus Calman-coille' 
begins when the bird interrupts his reeding by 
tapping on his study window: 
"Ohealaich gean rium 1s thainig fadal 
10' mhaoidh an cadal clö orm; 
Nuair a thug an gloine fuaim äs, 
Mar fu'n buailt' air p? nair; 
Thionndaidh mi le seorsa geillt 
A ch' fhaicinn ciod bha cömh rium; 
IS bha calman-coille 'n sud gun cheid, 
Is rinn e beic cho böidheach 
Air an taobh mach. " 
19 
This is strikingly reminiscent of the beginning of 
Edgar Allan Poe's 'The Raven'--"of the saintly days 
of yore". Poe's poem begins: 
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"Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, 
weak and weary, 
Over many a quaint and curious volume of 
forgotten lore-- 
While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly 
there came a tapping, 
As of some one gently rapping, rapping at 
my chamber door. 
"Tis some visitor, ' I muttered, 'tapping 
at my chamber door-- 
Only this and nothing more. "" 
The similarity is strong enough to argue that 
fr1acFadyen is mimicking the beginning of Posts ' 
poem, but, after the beginning, filacFadyen's model 
is 'Comhachag na Ströine' or 'Oran flier flhic Leöid' 
rather than 'The Raven'. MacFadyen's pigeon is 
a warm-hearted socially concerned bird who tells 
the poet about the forced depopulation of a glen 
despite the services of the men of that glen in 
the Army: Posts raven is a sinister and secret 
bird whoss only words are, "Nevermore". 111acFadyen's 
bird describes the coming of an unprincipled 
landlord, the war-exploits of the Highlanders in 
detail, the cruelty of the Clearances and the 
'landlord's eventual downfall. The narrative is 
carefully sustained in the main,. but occasionally 
the author's anger breaks through as open polemic 
against the "sannt is braid" (acquisitiveness and 
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robbery) of the "snake in the guise of a nobleman". 
Polemic is, generally, not characteristic of 
L1acFadyen--though there iss of course, ample precedent 
for it in the bardic tradition. 
(OacFadyen's one other more ambitious poem is 
also in dialogue form. This is 'Dealbh na CeöJ. -mhaighdinn'; 
the poem begins lightly: 
"Chunna mi do dhealbh-sa: 
IS aobhar farmaid thu air at bhalla; 
An robh e umad eölach 
An t-öganach rinn do tharruing? 
An robh a ann ad choibhneas 
'S thu foillseachadh dha do charan? " 
but developes into a list of the anoralies in the 
world around him which this surprisingly socially- 
concerned Muse forces him to see. In the picture's 
reply to the poet's cavils, R1acFedyen reveals a 
somewhat loftier conception of the function of 
poetry than one would adduce from the bulk of his 
printed work: 
"C'uim nach tog thu d' bhöilich, 
IS gu leöir dhith air feadh a' bhaile? 
Do chainnt gun rian, gun ördugh, 
Ach röpa de rannaibh prabach. .. 
"Chunna tusa cuilean coins 
'Ga phroiteadh aig mneoi-uasail, 
A dhiült an t-aran do'n a' leanabh 
IS a thug a dhachaidh bhuaithe; 
I 
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IS ged thäinig seörsa taisealachd, 
Chaidh seachad aig an uair orte 
Is ionadh rud a chunnaic thusa, 
IS nur do chunnaic, chuala, 
S cha dt thuirt thu dad. " 
Such highly principled statements as this of 
the function of poetry are very charactsristic of 
Rob Donn f3acKay, the 18th century satirist, but they 
are seldom found in the compositions of Gaelic 
village bards since MacKay's time. Those Gaelic 
bards, however, who took up residence in the 
Lowland cities, though they remained basically in 
the tradition, frequantly show a relatively more 
developed artistic self-consciousness and ambitiousness, 
probably because of their acquaintance with English 
(or Scots) literature: flacFadyon, as well as 
Henry Whyte and Donald MacIntyre, Whose work is to 
be discussed below, translated English or Scots 
poems, usually those of Burns, into Gaelic. 
20 
This is also true of Neil MacLeod#21 a Skyeman 
resident in Edinburgh, whose admiration of Burnsts 
work is implied in his frequent use of the Burnsaic 
stanza. MacLeod's 'Rainn do Nooinean' and 'An t-Uan' 
were probably inspired, though not influenced in 
-detail, by Burns's philosophical poems on animals and 
flowers (e. g. 'To a Daisy', 'To a rouse'). His 
'An Seillean agus a' Chuileag' is in dialogue 
form and inspired no doubt by the advice to 
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sluggards to "consider the ant " in the Book of 
Proverbs; 'Tigh a'rlhisgeir' is a description of 
the destitution caused by the drunkenness of a 
family man; 'rlaise nach Searg', a plea for Christian 
charity. 
The philosophical poems of 11acLeod which have 
a more clearly religious colouring--e. g. 'Döchas', 
'An Uaigh'--are in the bardic tradition: many 
bards, from rilacIntyre ong composed reflective poems 
on death and the grave in their later years. In the 
main, flacLeod's philosophy is trite and commonplace. 
Generally it is too distilled, too conceptualised and 
divorced from its real referents. When particular 
cases are described, as in 'Tigh a' filhisgeir', 
we feel quite strongly that they have been conjured 
up wilfulIX as illustrations or parables, rather 
than that the poet adduced his philosophy from them. 
This is "poetry of the will", the imagery giving 
the characteristic lack of denotative cohesion: 
these lines from the last verse of 'Maise nach 
Searg' are illustrative: 
"filar löchran leiste suas le gradh 
Biodh t'ineachd glen gun chealg. 
Sin agad ionmhasan nach traigh, 
IS maiss gu bräth nach searg. " 
MacLeod took the requirements of his unofficial. 
poet laureateship much more seriously than most 
village bards. In common with most of the other 
exiled bards, he composed poems to the Gaelic 
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movement (e. g. 'An Faigh a' Ghl. idhlig C 'A's?, 'F4i11 
a' Chomuinn Ghaidhaaleich', 'Comunn Gäidhlig 
Inbhirnis'). MacLeod also directed some vigorous 
polemic against the Clearances--a fact which seems 
to have been ignored by the many who denounce him as 
merely a Romantic poet. He shows awareness of the 
sufferings of the Highland tenantry: 
"Co chaidh fhuýdach thar 31 chuain, 
Le uachdarain gun iochd, gun truas, 
filar thraillean diblidh, air an ruaig? Na Gaidheil. 
('Na Gaidheil'), 
inflicts vigorous invective on the culprits: - 
'9io chairdeen 'gan sgiürsadh 
Aig umaidhean Ghal]. " ('Na Croitearan Sgitheanach'), 
and expresses strong hopes of eventual victory for 
the causa he is championing: 
"Togaidh sinn ar cinn gu däna 
Dh' aindheoin builiidh tha air thalarh" 
('Oran nan Croitearanl). 
MacLeod composed several formal elegies (e. g. 
'Do 'n L4igh fac-'Ille-f, lhoire, nach maireann', 'John 
Stuart Blackie') and a considerable amount of light 
humorous verse. 'An Seann Fhleasgach' and 'An 
Gflle Cam, Crübach' have as their subject the unfortunate 
scapegoat of many Gaelic humorous poets (including 
Rob Donn MacKay) and sketch writers--a person whose 
amorous exploits are made ludicrous either by his 
age or by a physical infirmity: this is also the 
case in MacLeod's better known, 'Oighall na Sröina'. 
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Ono gets the impression, however, that Macleod is 
here deliberately writing to the requirements of a 
well established genre and that his subjects are 
imaginary--in MacKay's case, the subjects were mostly 
real personages and the poet's practice consequently 
more cruel. 'Dömhnull Cruaidh ages an Ce? rd' is 
an account of a drunken adventure and 'A' Bhean 
again fhin' undoubtedly inspired by the example of 
the Scots popular comedians. His 'Turus Dhömhnuill 
do Gh]ascho', like MacFadyen's 'Turus Eoghain', has 
the gauche Highlander being tricked by a "city slicker": 
on this occasion a girl seduces him into a drinking-den 
where his money is stolen, whereupon a graphically' 
described fight ensues: 
"Chaidh an talla gu tuasaid, 
Is gu gruagan a tharruing; 
Cha robh claiginn gun spuaic air, 
IS cha robh gruaidh gun a prannadh; 
ris' a' slachladh mu'n cuairt dhomh 
Le mo chuaile maith daraich, 
'G an cruaiuh-iomain 's na cüiltean, 
Is an driüchd air'am malaidh, 
IS cha robh i glan. " 
Th9 description of a fight in FiacFadysn's 
'Oran 1argaidh-an-t-Salainn'(see above, pp. 247-249) 
is very similar and the verse Arm is, of course, 
one frequently employed by 1lacFadyen. 
Although, in the interests of complete accuracy, 
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ono must draw attention to Neil MacLeod's polemical 
verse and to his adherence in some respects to the 
village bard conventions, it is, nevertheless, 
undeniable that his most striking characteristic 
is his tendency--in his natura and love poetry-- 
towards Romanticism and away from the concreteness22 
of the village bards. It is Neil MacLeod's Romantic 
poetry that has enjoyed the widest and most sustained 
popularity and that has had most seminal influence 
in Gaelic. 
The hypothesis that Romantic poetry is a corollary 
" 
of industrialisation and of its concommitant commercialism 
is substantiated by this verse from MacLeod's 
'Ri Taobh na Traigh'--written, let us remember, by 
an Edinburgh businessman: 
"Tha cuid an tüir air stör 's air maoin, 
G an ruith bho 'n breith gu 'n bas; 
Cha 'n fhaigh iad foie Is cha bhi lad saor, 
f(ia chl iad sin aig cach; 
Thoir dhomhsa sith, is grädh, is gaol, 
Aig taobh nan sruthan tläth, 
Mo bhothan beag fo sgail nan craobh, 
IS mo lios ri taobh na träigh. " 
The life of the Skye crofter is patronisingly idealised: 
"Tha '. n cömhdach glan, 's an län gun dith 
No ni bho thrath gu trath, 
Iad be? gun lochd, 's an 'Oran binn 
An so ri taobh na traigh. " 
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The scenic beauty of the placo is also idealised, 
but this is a feature of the village bards' poetry 
also and iss of course, a requirement of the eulogy 
convention. It is his conception of the peasantry's 
life--as a middle class city-dweller--and his 
laments for the past that distinguish MacLeod from 
them. This nostalgia for the past is seen in 
'Cumha Eilean at Cheö', in 'Cunha an t-Seann Ghaidheal', 
in 'Polte do'n Eilean Sgithoanacht("Ach tha 'm 
färdaichean sguabta, /'S an se3mraichean uain; / 
Iad fhein is an gaisge/'N an cadal fo'n fhnd. "), 
and in that most seminal of itlacLeod's songs, 'An 
Gleann san Robh mi Og'. This song begins with 
a description of the glen: 
""Nuair philleas ruinn an samhradn, 
ßidh gach doire Is crann fo chröic; 
Na h-eöin air bharr nam meanglan 
Deanamh caithreim bhinn le to ceö1"; 
the past is recalled, peopled by milkmaids and 
genial guileless storytellers: 
"'Pam an cruinneachadh do'n bhuailidh 
Ste mo luaidh a bhi In a cöir; 
Bhiodh a duanag aig gash guanaig, 
Agus cuach aice 'na darn. .. 
"Bhiodh gach seanair aosmhor, liath, 
'G innseadh sgialachdan gun ghog 
Air gach gaisgeach fearail, greannmhor, 
Oha 'sa' ghleann 'n uair bha iad ög"; 
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the passing of that idyllic past is lamanted: 
"Chaochail maduinn ait ar n-bigs 
Mar an ceö air bhärr nan beans"; 
and finally, the post nostalgically bids farewell 
to the glen itself, expressing the wish that his 
body be laid there in death. 
Many of MacLeod's love songs are similarly 
Romantic. Some of his love songs are in the same 
tradition as the love idylls of the village bards, 
highly convontional, but describing real and not 
imagined experience: 
"Mala chaol is beul tans, 
Slios mar fhaoiloag na mara, 
Cuailoan cuachach nan dual 
Sios mu ghuaillean mo leannain". 
Generally, howevar, his subject matter i3 not so 
concrote: 
23 in 'Mäiri Bhaile-. chrb'--a song that 
has been re-popularised in the past few years by 
Donald MacRae, a Glasgow-based singer--the girl is 
a milkmaid met on a remote shieling when the poet 
lost his way in a mist, an encounter reminiscent of 
Wordsworth's with the Highland Reaper and, in 
general spirit, of Wordsworth's poems to Lucy, that 
other "violet by a mossy stone/Half-hidden from the 
eye". 1airi Bhaile-chrb is a typically beautiful, 
innocent, and humble nymph: 
"Tha macs' is näire snNnh Ina gruaidh; 
Gun fhoill, gun uaill Ina daigh, 
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filar lilidh mhin at fas ie buaidh 
Aig fuaran 5haile-chrö". 
MacLeod, like MacFadyen, composed a sailor's 
love Fong, 'Duarag an t-Seöladair'(botter known 
as 'Cu ma Slan do'n fllighinn 091); his 'An Toid 
Thu Leam, a Nlghinn Og' also combines nostalgia 
for the homeland with sentimentalised love: 
"An teid thu lean, a nighinn %6g, 
A nunn gu Tir nam Saanntan? 
". . Ghsibh thu cýirdeas, bläths, is müirn, 
Is chi thu coibhneas anns gach süill 
Tha iochd is btigh as snamh an gnüis 
Gach duil than Tir nam beanntan. " 
Although most of the publications of Henry 
Uhyte (Fionn) first appeared considerably before 
the beginning of this century, most of them were 
reprinted up to the 1920's and continue up to the 
present to have a very considerable influence on 
taste and, therefore, on original composition. 
Uhyte's 'Celtic Lyre', of which the first part was 
published in 1883, contains sixty-seven songs, old 
and neu, which are virtually all songs of homeland 
or of love. The former range from a very naturalistic 
style (usually these are early, e. g. MacDonald's 
Allt an t-Siücair') to Romantic island songs, such as 
Ougald G1acPhail's ' An t- 
. 
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macLeod's 'Eilean an Fhraoich' and ffary flacPherson's 
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'Eilean a' Cheö' (these are, in the main, more 
modern, are considerably in the majority and have 
sustained their popularity more than the 'Alit an 
t-Siücair' type of song); generally, these 
nature poems exude Romanticism and nostalgia, whether 
in polemical dress, as in Uhyte's 'F'uadach nan 
Gaidheal', art in more usual guise, in Janes 
runro's 'A' Chuairt Shamhraidh' or Malcolm MacFarlane's 
'G1o Dhachaidh', with its closing verse which is 
so interestingly similar to the verse quoted from 
Neil G1acLeod's 'Taobh na Träigh': 
"Air falbh uam at mhor-chuis, an t-ör agus cliü; 
Chan eil annta ach faoineas 'us saobh-ghlbir 
nach fhiü; 
Chan fhägainn no dhachaidh 's bean-ch2. gsir 
mo ruin 
Gu bhi 'sealbhachadh lüchairt le ban-righ 
(Chorus] "Soall thall thar an aiseag fo fhasgadh 
nan craobh. . ." 
The love poetry in 'Celtic Lyre' also ranges 
from the greater realism of (usually) earlier 
songs like 'Fear at Bhäta' and 'Cuir a' Chinn 
D31is' to romantic idylls such as Uhyte's 'A' 
ihaighdean Aluinn', Evan macColl's '0, Till, a 
Leannain' and 'Gaol än t-Eeöladair'. 
Whyte's 'The Celtic Garland'(first pub. 1881) 
is a collection of prose readings, translations of 
poetry from and into Gaelic and soma few original 
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poems. The poems translated from Gaelic comprise 
a representative selection from the 'Celtic Lyre'; 
the translations from English were obviously 
selected because of their similarity in subject 
matter and tons to the Gaelic poems--they were 
drawn mainly from the work of Burns and Scott, but 
also from Longfellow, Thomas Moore, and others. 
The original poetry consists of Romantic love songs, 
songs of sentiment ('An Gäidheal air Leaba-bäis')t 
and 'Fuadach nan Gaidheal'. 
Whyte's 'Leabhar na Ceilidh'(1898) comprises 
prose readings and poems: the latter include 
translations from English, nostalgic songs of 
homeland ('Boannachd Dheireannach an Eilthirich', 
'Na L3ithean a dh' Aom'), a sailor's love song 
('Am Marsich 's a Leannan'), and macFadyen's poem 
on Bannockburn, but makes more concessions than 
Whyte's other books to the bardic tradition by 
including a season poem ('An t-Earracii' by R. Whyte), 
a poet laureate piece ('Clann nan Gaidheal'), and 
two humorous songs (Donald mackechnie's 'Seacharan 
Seilg' and MacFadyen's 'Turus Dhömhnuill do Chaisteal 
na Ban-righ'). 
John ffacFadyen's output is almost entirely in 
the village bardic tradition--with a strong emphasis 
on humour--but he also composed a few Romantic 
songs on the homeland. Nail MacLeod also is in 
the bardic tradition, but he composed substantially 
more Romantic homeland and love poetry than rnacFadyen, 
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Whyte's anthologies, however, scarcely represent 
the villaga bard tradition at all (even in its 
urban form)--his preference is overuihe]. mingly for 
Romantic poetry. And in fact, although the transplantation 
of the village bard tradition into the organised 
Gaelic communities of the Scottish Lowland cities 
was a real and an important phenomenon (not least 
because of its influence on the home-based culture)v 
24 
it was not this but the Romanticism consequent on 
the migration that persisted as a literary tradition. 
It was Whyte and the MacLeod of 'An Gleann san robh 
mi ög' who became the model for later exiled bards. 
The poetry of 61urdo Morrison ('Fear Siubhal 
nan Gleann', 1923), a native of Lewis who became 
an exile first in Glasgow (where all his poetry 
was composed) and latterly in the United States, is 
a good example. Like Whyte and fnacFadyen, he translated 
from English--in his case from the work of Burns 
and Lady Nairne--and has, presumably as a consequence, 
poems to a flowar and to a mouse; he composed a 
poem on summer, a eulogy to a fellow poet (Dbnhnull 
f1ac-an-l0igh), and two war songs. Otherwise his 
poetry consists of nostalgic songs in praise of 
Lewis in general and Gleann E3sclaid in particular, 
including the well knotun 'Leödhas mo ghräidh`3 
songs about visits to Lewis, 
25 
and one song with 
a conventional "thugainn, a ruin. . ." beginning. 
Morrison-had nothing to say in his verse about his 
Glasgow or American homes: this John P, lacFadyen and 
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(when he is acting the "bard") Neil flacLeod have. 
This lack of topicality indicates a very serious 
breach with the bardic tradition and yet I feel that 
the breach is not a fundamental one. Bardic poetry 
in the main is not produced by powerful emotional or 
intellectual tension which the individual finds it 
is very difficult for him not to articulate. It 
is, rather, produced because tha community have 
acknowledged that the individual has a talent for 
graphic expression, pleasing imagery and versification 
and has, therefore, unofficially granted him the 
honour and responsibility of being its public 
apologist and entertainer. Thus, Glurdo florrison, 
though--in his Glasgow exile--fulfilling few of the 
traditional requirements of a bard, composed 
poems that express not so much a personal, idiosyncratic 
homesickness but the nostalgia shared by the emigre 
community in general. 
There is precedent from earliest times for the 
composition by village bards of nostalgic praise 
poetry for their home while they were resident in 
the South of Scotland--this includes Duncan MacIntyre 
and William Ross--but these poets spent the greater 
part of their lives--including their formative 
years--in the Gaeltachd and consequently the majority 
of their songs are in the old tradition. Again, 
John lacFadyen, for example, spent his early years 
in Glasgow in a society uhich was an (admittedly 
somewhat synthetic) imitation of Gaelic village 
i 
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society and so the bulk of his output is in the old 
tradition. P, lurdo f1orrison lived in the same 
environment as G1acFadyen--he lived in Glasgow 
from 1906, his twenty-third year, until 1911, when 
he went to the United States, and was a frequent 
performer at ceilidhs--but had a quite different 
temperament: 26 he composed relatively fewer poems 
and songs that are in the old tradition. Other 
poets, either because they emigrated'to the Lowland 
cities only after the first two or three decades 
of this century or because they emigrated to a 
country like Australia which had no appreciable 
Gaelic settlement, had no opportunity to spend a 
considerable period of time, even in their youth, 
in contact with the ceilidh-culture at home or 
abroad--and so the exile poetry's share of their 
total bardic output is disproportionately large* 
lain Archie 61acAskill (1893-1933) 27 is interesting in 
this latter connection. 
flacAskill's songs, composed between his return to 
Bernara (from Glasgow) in March 1923 and his exile 
to Australia in the winter of 1924, exemplify the 
main bardic styles--there are a song of naturalistic 
description of Bernera, a song describing a boat's 
sail, other poems of praise to local fishing boats, 
and several humorous songs ('Oran Cuilean Chaluim 
Ehäin, 'Oran dha'n to Scalpach', 'Oran Tarbh 
Ruisgearraidh', etc). Apart from a denigratory 
poem about the Australian aborigines and some poems, 
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of which the immediate occasions are storms or 
adventures in the desert in Australia but in which 
he finishes by longing for a return to Bernera, all 
the rest of the poetry he composed between 1924 and 
his death in 1933 are nostalgic paeans or Romantic 
love idylls. These include three entitled 'Oran 
a' Chianalais', one 'Oran an Ionndrainn', and an 
'Oran Ionndrainn', poems about letters from 
Barnora and several poems not only to Bernera 
but also to Harris, North Uist, and even Scotland 
(implying that his exile has given him a perspective 
wider than he would have had on his homeland if he 
had remainsa in Bernara). His 'Oran do 1haighdinn 
Oig, 19291 combines homesickness and love as the 
sailor's lovo songs do: 
"Fhir a sheölas thar nan cuantan 
Null gu fearann ärd nam bruachan, 
Thoir gach soraidh chon na gruagaich 
15 mile boannachd bhuam is failt. " 
Donald 1acLean, a Skyeman resident in Isleworth 
is another example of a Gaol who might have been a 
village bard had he spent much time in the appropriate 
social setting, but who instead emigrated to 
England with the result that his total bardic 
output 
28 is Romantic: this includes songs like 
"il 'Cliü na Cailein Sgitheanaich', 'Cuachag nan Su 
Bläth', 'Caisteal nam Fuar Bheann'(Dunvegan), and 
'An t-Eilean Lurach', which ends: 
fk 
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"Slän leis an tir uasail far an d'fhuair mi 126n, 
IS tric mi ort a' bruadar, 's iomadh uair fo 
bhron; 
IS ann learn bu mhiann bith cluainoas measg 
do bhruachan reidh, 
IS gur muladach mi 'n drasd 'g«m fagait 'na 
no dheidh. " 
The poems of Neil MacLean' "The Govan Bard"q 
and Somerled macTi1lan, Bard to the Clan Rac11ilian-- 
both published around 1950--also comprise sentimental 
love and homeland songs. An interesting point as 
regards MacLean is that he composed poems to 
at least four islands (Coll, Uists Skye, and Mull), 
illustrating again the degree of perspective on 
the homeland that exile gave to the bards: village 
bards such as Bard Bharabhais composed only to their 
own island or neighbourhood. The type of Romantic 
poetry composed by Donald and Neil MacLean and 
Somerled (^acriillan has been growing increasingly 
popular during this century. 
In 'Ceol nam Eb3nn'The Ceilidh Song Book/Revised 
Edition', the popular song book issued by the Gaelic 
League of Scotland, there are twenty-one songs to 
islands or places--mostly Romantic--out of a total 
of sixty: and this even although the collection 
obviously attempts to be representative rather than 
to slavishly represent popular taste. It also 
contains love songs, several of which are Romantic, 
and songs in which homeland and love themes are 
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combinod, such as 'Tä Bhän', by Murdo Smith of Lewis: 
"Gach creag is alit is cnoc is gleann 
Air feadh nam beann 's na ghluais sinn, 
'Toirt flanuis air na thuirt sinn ann 
ma bhios am bann air fhuasgladh. " 
A study of 'Baird at Chomuinn '(od. Lachlan 
G1acKinnän, 1953), an anthology of the poems which 
have won the Crown of the flod of An Com unn Gaidhealach 
from 1923 to 1951, shows that fourteen out of the 
total of twenty-three poems are to islands or places; 
three are on the Highland people and verge on the 
polemical; three are on a lark, seal, and the moon 
respectively; there is one love song, one humorous 
song and one epic (by John filacCormick on the Battle 
of Inverkeithing). In the interests of accuracy 
it must be conceded that only about half of the 
poems on islands or places are Romantic exile 
poems--some are by village bards who stayed at 
home: but the very fact that the rest of the village 
bardic repertoire is so little represented in this 
"Bardic" competition is not without significance. 
It is not necessary to document this developement 
in taste in detail. At the present time, the 
programmes of most concerts in the Gaidhealtachd 
and beyond it are usually saturated with this 
type of Romantic song. Some singers, however-- 
principally Flora MacNeill, Joan flacKenzie, Kitty 
MacLeod, and (in the case of loran mhora') Carol 
Galbraith--bypass the Romantic period in our song and 
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popular poetic tradition by singing older Gaelic 
folksongs, mainly from the Heroic period. Very few 
new non-Romantic songs win popularity, with the 
exception of the village bardic songs sung by John 
(Hoddan) MacDonald--these will be discussed in the 
next section--and with the marginal exception of the 
translations of English popular songs which are sung 
by Alasdair Gillies. In considering the popularity of 
different types of song, however, one must take regional 
variations into considerations Mr Martin MacDonald 
of the B. B. C. Gaelic Department tells me that audience 
research he has carried out informally over the past 
few years seems to confirm that the Glasgow-based 
or originated societies, such as An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
have had far greater influence in Argyllshire than 
elsewhere, in that the songs of the 'Celtic Lyre' 
and of macFadyen and Neil MacLeod 
29--the 
doyens of 
the Glasgow societies in the early years--are far 
more popular there than older Gaelic folksongs, for 
which there is considerable though not universal 
appreciation in the Outer Isles and Skye. 
This section--on the exile of the bards--will 
be concluded with a brief discussion of three bards 
who do not fit comfortably into any of the categories 
established so far. 
The first of these is Dugald Gordon MacDougal 
('Braiste Lathurna', ed. Somerled MacMillan, 1959), 
who was born in Kilbride, Argyll, in 1845 and spent 
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most of his working life first in ü travelling 
appointmant in Scotland and England and latterly 
(1897 to 1907) in a government office in Yorkshire: 
in 1904 he was appointed official bard to the Clan 
LilacDougal. Quite inexplicably, he composed scarcely 
any Romantic poetry: he did compose songs in praise of 
places, but, as in 'Oran Düthchal, these are 
naturalistic though composed in exile, his sole 
conventional homeland song, 'An t-Eilean Luinneach', 
being far more wholehearted in its polemic than 
in its nostalgia: 
"Ach thain' an Gall ann le chuid bhurach, 
Gura diombach nil dh' an ealdhain; 
Cha mhor an diugh tha da Chioinn Düghaill anri, 
Chaidh na fiürain fad o'n dachaidh. " 
He compo3ed a consid, 3rahle number of love 
lyrics, such as 'Thug ri gecl do Bhanaraich' and 
'Cigh nam miog-shüilt, but these are wall represented 
in the village bard tradition from Alexander 
G1acDonald, Duncan Maclntyra, and William Ross. He 
also composed a verse on old age and several humorous 
songs, thereby fulfilling the bardic role. What is 
most intriguing about r1acDougall, however, is that 
formal elegies and eulogies--mostly featuring 
prominent LlacDougalls--comprise the vastly greater 
part of his output. His appointment as Clan Bard 
in 1904 explains a lot of this, but he had, in fact, 
composed many poems honouring the leading members 
of the Clan before this and it was in recognition 
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of this fact that the appointment was made. Somerled 
MacMillan writes in his introduction to 'Braiste 
Lathurna': "During his early impressionable years 
he made good use of his time in acquiring local 
traditions and historical facts regarding his clan. " 
It was probably the inherent disposition revealed by 
this early interest in traditions and the grounding 
consequently received in the native Gaelic culture 
that made MacDougall adhare so closely, even in his 
exile, not only to the village bardic tradition of 
his contemporary Gaeltachd, but also to the 
clan-bard tradition that is, with the notable 
exception of macCodron, represented in a decadent 
stage in the 18th century poets. MacDougall died 
in 1914. 
The second bard to be dealt with was not, in 
any real sense, an exile at all, He is Calum 
Gilliesq who was born in Southwest Margery in 
Inverness County, Nova Scotia in 1856 and died there 
" in 1929. The community he lived 
in was similar in 
economic and social structure to the native Gaelic 
communities of the Old Uorld. Furthermore, the 
immigrant Highlanders had brought with them the 
customs and culture of the Scottish Gaeltachd to 
their new homeland in the New World and, because 
the socio-economic setting was a similar one, 
the Gaelic customs and culture were able to take 
root and develops organically, 
30 
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Gillies ('Smeörach nan Cnoc 's na Gleann', ed. 
Hector flacDougall, 1939) was a living corroboration 
of the success of this cultural transplantation: 
he composed a formal elegy ('Cumha do Niall lilac 
Ghill-Eathain'); a poem in praise of Cape E3r2ton; 
a poem to the Gaelic Society of Inverness, Cape 
Breton--a poet-laureate piece; a poem to the local 
soldiers who went away to the First World Jar 
('Saighdearan Cheap Breatuinn); a philosophical 
poem on old age, reminiscent of Duncan MacIntyre's 
('FQin-labhairt an t-Seann Duine'); and several 
humorous songs. These humorous songs are on 
characteristic bardic subjects--a ludicrous lover 
('An to Rundh 's am Bodach'), the funny sid3 of an 
important political event ('Oran an Taghaidh'), a 
wedding ('A' Bhanais Chridheil'), and a trivial 
incident (a fiddler's ill-fated trip to the city, 
in 'Oran Ailein'). The repertoire and style are 
those of a village bard. And that iss in fact, what 
Gillies was: he was born in a Gaelic village 
setting and never became an exile from it. I 
', include hin in this section because the existence 
of his native community is an important facet of the 
total exile phenomenon: Gaels emigrated to Glasgow 
in large numbers, but the sociological environment 
was not conducive to the survival of their village 
culture in its original form ors ultimately, in its 
adapted form, Gaels emigrated to towns and rural 
areas in Lowland Scotland, En; land, Australia and the 
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United States, but not in sufficient numbers to 
establish viable distinct communities. The Gaels 
who emigrated to the Eastern Provinces in Canada 
did so in very large numbers and, because of this 
and the fact that they moved to areas ecologically 
and, therefore, sociologically similar to the 
Highlands, they were able--as the other Gaelic 
emigrants were not--to recreate the old culture in 
a new land. So a poet, like Gillies, whose ancestors 
had emigrated, was, though a Gael in language arid 
culture, Canadian by birth and consequently knew 
no nostalgia for the Scottish Highlands, as did 
Iain Archie G1acAskill in Australia and Neil MacLeod 
in Edinburgh. 
What has been said of Calum Gillies could 
equally validly be said of the other bards represented 
in 'Smeärach non Cnoc 's nan Gleann'--including, 
principally, Donald MacFarlane. 
The third bard who is difficult to satisfactorily 
categorise is Donald MacIntyre, 'The Paisley Bard', 
whose works were edited by his friend Somarled 
. rnacrilillan and published by the Scottish Gaelic 
Texts Society in June 1968. rracIntyre was born'in 
1889 in South Uist and worked as a stonemason in 
the Outer Isles until the beginning of the 1914-18 
War, when he served as a piper in the Army. After 
the War, he worked as a fisherman in Uist for 
several years (probably till around 1922), until 
he moved to Lochaher and thence to Perthshire; around 
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1930 (he was then about forty years of age) he 
left the Highlands for tha South, settling eventually 
in Paisley, where he continued to reside until his 
death in 1964. What makes facIntyre so unusual 
as a bard is that, despite his long exile in Paisley, 
he composed very little Romantic poetry and that 
generally his poems are so firmly in the bardic 
tradition though many of them were composed in the 
Galltachd at a time when the artificial cei. lidh-culture 
there had lost most of its vitality. But MacTntyre 
had, of course, spent more than half his life 
(including his formative years) in the Gaeltachd 
(though not in Uist), and it has been demonstrated 
by Somerled Macfillan that he had begun composing 
as early as 1911 ('Sporan Dhömhnaill', po xviii), 
so that it is safe to assume that his style of 
composition and his attitudes to the function of 
poetry had been fully and trenchantly formulated 
by the time he went to the South. As he himself says 
in one poem: 
"Ged tha mi treis air m'aineol 
Anns at bhaile so an cömhnuidh 
IS mi leigeadh seachad fasain 
Agus cleachdannan na h-öige, 
Plan toirinn fhathast earraig air 
Gun deanaind ceathramh brain 
0 bha mi romhad eölach 
Air cömhradh nam bird", 
as introduction to a conventional humorous poem on 
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an adventure involving 'Giomadairean Aird-mhaoile', 
his former neighbours in Uist. 
maclntyre iss in fact, one of the very best 
of the Gaelic bards and his work repays close 
attention. I will study it in more detail than has 
been afforded the work of other bards who have been 
discussed so far. First, one notices that the 
traditional bardic repertoire is fully exemplified: 
he composed songs of euhemerised magic ('Aoir na 
Rodain', 'Oran a' Chnatain Mhoir'); drinking 
songs ('aho'n Fhuair mi Shiasad'); songs to Uist; 
love idylls; war songs (a poem of congratulation to 
the Scots soldiers in 'El Alamein', and 'Aoir 
filhussolinidh'); eulogies ('Do 'n Diuc Hamilton', 
'Catriona f'Jic rnhathain'); polemical songs (the 
early 'Oran nan Con', 'Aoir an Luchd--Riaghlaidh', 
'Oran na Cloiche'); poet laureate verse ('Gairm', 
'Oran air Cör na Gäidhlig', 'f. 1arbh-rann do 'n Righ', 
! Oran do in Shan-righ Ealasaid'); humorous songs 
('Giomadairean Aird-mhaoile', 'Sporan Dh)mhnuill', 
'Büth Dhomhnuill 'Ic Leoid', etc. ); and satires 
('Oran do dh' A*-* **-x-* r*ch', ' MacPhail is 
MacThömais'). 
MacIntyre's humorous and light poetry is 
very similar, in the main, to that of the village 
bards: in 'An Turus Cuain', he naturalistically 
describes a trivial adventure in a style that 
reminds one very much of John Campbell, another 
Uist bard: 
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"A' fiaradh ris na fai. rgeachan 
Bha diosgan aig a ceanna-chnagan, 
IS a dh' aindheoin s{an na gailbhinne 
Cha tug i 'm balgam beöil as. 
"Gun cocadh i ri cuantannan, 
IS gum plocadh i fo guaillean iad 
Le böc-thonnan cho cruaidh-bhuileach 
Ri buaileadair an eörna. " 
These verses illustrate F1acIntyre's often brilliant 
control of words and of assonance and metre. In 
the first of the two verses, he gives prominence to 
sounds that mimic the harsh creaking and violent 
thudding of the timbers against the waves, while the 
repetition of "fairgeachan. . . ceanna-chnagan. 
gailbhine" is extremely effective in evoking the 
turbulent bucking of the boat. The "cocadh" and 
"plocadh" of the second verse excellently back 
up his description of how the boat rides the waves 
and the third line also is effectively onomatopoetic. 
This is a very good example of versification and 
assonance being used to corroborate the statement 
being made. In the case of much Romantic poetry, 
such as that of Neil MacLeod, broad vowel sounds 
predominate in the rhyme schemes and are used quite 
uncritically in the main (as witness 'An Gleann 
'san Robh mi Og', quoted above): often it can 
be said that the metres and ornaments dominate 
the sense, This does not happen so frequently in 
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the case of the village bards, but they, most 
usually, are content with achieving a colloquial 
tone rather than positively using metro and rhyme 
to produce a more complex mode of expression. When 
he is at his best, as here, MacIntyro's control of 
language and metre'is comparable to that of Duncan 
filacIntyre ins for example, 'Moladh Beinn Dobhrainn'; 
"'S i 'n eilid bheag bhinneach 
8u ghuiniche sraonadh, 
Le cuinnean geur biorach 
A' sireadh na gaoithc. " 
Control of versification and language has 
always been regarded as the highest of virtues in 
a village bard: we have the testimony of Somerled 
MacMillan ('Sporen Dhomhnaill', p. xxvi) that 
Donald fflacIntyre so regarded then. Certainly on 
this criterion, he must be given a considerably 
higher ranking than other 20th century Gaelic bards. 
In 'Dtth nan Cungaidhean', a humorous song on 
the scarcity of cosmetics and finery during the 
Second llorld War--in the tradition of the bardic 
humorous songs on new commodities or fashions-- 
MacIntyr© shows a subtlety and concision of phrase 
which reminds one of Rob Donn MacKay's satires 
(though MacKay's thought is often far more subtle 
than D1acIntyre's is here or elsewhere) and a mastery 
of scurrilous invective that approximates that of 
the usually less subtle John filacCodrom: 
(a)"Chan eil annas no riomhadh, 
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Chan oil anart no sloda, 
Chan eil ad air an cirean, 
Le ite fror--sun no racain; 
Chan eil nithe their gu döigh iad, 
Ach an inntinn 'ga ieönadh, 
At cagný, cii ionga na msöiraadh 
A the gun döchas ri fäinne"; 
(b) "Oha gasan liatha 'na cirean, 
Bha fichead cnaimhseag 'na cibhlean, 
'S bha guirean dearg is cSig fridean 
Os cionn a cuinnleanan dearrsach"(describing a 
girl who has no cosmetics). 
In 'Büth Dhömhnaill 'Ic Leöid', flaclntyre follows 
the same practice as John Campbell, giving a 
straightforward description of details in the operation 
of a new device: 
"Ghoibh the searbhadair shios, gheibh thu 
siebann is bürn, 
IS los gum falbhaich thu mhias, tog a' chiochag 
'na grunnd, 
Chi thu sgathan is c1r 's rud a shliabas a nunn, 
IS a-bheir loinn air do cheann god bhiodh 
sgall air gu chi]. 
Ann an, Büth Dhömhnaill 'Ic Leöid. " 
MacIntyre did not compose poems on fights in 
the city or on the adventures of yokol Highland visitors.. 
The composition of light and humorous verse is 
to a large extent pointless if there is not an 
audience for it: f, 1r MacMillan states in his 
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introduction to 'Sporan Dhcmhnaill' that 11aclntyre's 
"main ambition was. to compose something comical or 
amusing for the sake of giving his friends a good 
laugh". Some of his songs, however, passed into 
a country-wide currency--e. g. 'Sporan Dhömhnaill', 
'Büth Dhinhnaill 'Ic Leöid' and 'Na Rocaidean'-- 
and, in more recent years especially, some of his 
songs were popularised by Donald Joseph MacKinnon's 
performance of them at ceilidhs and on radio (for 
example, 'Oran na Cloiche'). MacIntyre himself 
apparently was always delighted to see his poems 
printed in 'Gairm'--this happened quite frequently* 
raacIntyre shared with many of the other Gaelic 
bards who moved to the cities (e. g. fflacFadyen and 
r, lurda fio. r. riscn) an awareness of the writings of 
Scots and English poets and, like them, he translated 
the work of Burns ('Tam o' Shanter' and 'The Twa 
Dugs', the latter of which was the model for his 
own 'Oran nan Con') and also Byron's 'Lochnagar'. 
Again, like those others--as a consequence probably 
both of his reading and of the greater self-consciousness 
of the decay of Gaelic culture that has always 
characterised the Galltachd community--r'acIntyre 
took his self-imposed "duties" as poet laureate to 
his people more seriously than most village bards. 
As he says in his poem to 'Cairn' magazine: 
"Gur mithich dhuinn mar bhCird 
Bruidheann ann an aird, 
IS nios thoirt air na h-armuinn a thöisich. . ." 
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Besides his poams to Gaelic and Gaelic institutions 
and his poems on Scottish Pdationaiist themes, G1aclntyre 
occasionally concerned himself ;. uith a broader spectrum 
of current affairs: '0, faighibh suas an Cogadh', 'Na 
Rocaidean' and 'Aoir an Luchd-11iaghlaidh' are the best 
examples of this concern. In the first of these, he 
directs sardonic invective against those who are pursuing 
the Cold War against the Communist bloc at a time when 
the world has not yet recovered from Uorld War II: 
"'S beag an t-ioghnadh god bhiodh sölas 
Air gach aon ann an Roinn-Eorpa; 
Ghoibh iad gunnachan 'nan dörn 
An äite flür is feöil is im"; 
he underlines the dangers of a World War in the nuclear 
age: 
"Dhoasaicheadh acfruinn Is at Ghearmailt, 
Chuireas Glaschu Ina sgealban 
Fuil is gaor is daoine marbh ann, 
Cuirp is anmennan a dhlth"; 
ho shows a keen and sophisticated auareness of the crucial 
part played in the precipitation of wars by vested economic 
interests rather than by idealism: 
"Didh Ameiriga fo ghruainean 
four a re; c i moran cruadhach"; 
the new enemies are named dispassionately, quite without 
conviction, in fact, the naming is phrased in the manner 
of a govarnnental directive: 
"'So na Ruiseanaich or nämhaid, 
IS feumaidh sinn dhol g'an smäladh", and 
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"God the Sina fed air falbh bhuainn, 
Miltean mile bho chriochan Albann; 
Feumaidh sinne dhol -j'am 
marbhadh"; 
the neu allies are Germany: 
"An namhaid a dh' fheuch ri 'r marbhadh 
Anns an iarmailt Is air an fhairge" 
and the United States: 
"Saoil nach sölasach an ceart uair 
Shith fa Ordain aig (flacArtuir, 
Rusgadh phaisdean feadh an t-sneachda, 
IS bhith 'gan sgailceadh mu na cinn". 
'0j Faighibh suss an Cogadh' shows a sophisticated 
awareness of the futility of war that is comparable 
to Yeats's: 
"Those that I fight I do not hate 
Those that I guard I do not love 
My country is Kiltartan Cross 
My countrymen Kiltartan's poor"; 
it also shows commendable restraint, in the main, 
from direct polemic, its oblique sarcasm being 
considerably more effective than rhetoric. In this 
poem, not only is the subject matter modern, but-- 
unlike the vast majority of bardic poems on modern 
themes--the viewpoint is also a mid-twentieth century 
one. 
In 'Na Rocaidean', 61acIntyre paints a graphic 
picture of nuclear holocaust, localised in the 
places they know well in order to impress its horror 
the more on his audience: 
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"Uibhist agus Barraidh, 
Cha bhi leanabh no fear liath ann, 
Leodhasaich is h-Earraich 
Dol 'nan sradagan dha 'n iarmailt; 
Sgitheandch is f: luilich 
Air am buileachadh dha'n t-siorr 'achd, 
IS na h-eileanan an iar 
Air an lionadh le pläigh. " 
The Government's disregard of the Uist opposition to 
the rocket range completely disillusioned this bard, who, 
an two World Wars, had celebrated British victories 
and had sung the glories of the Highland Regiments: 
as a result he gained a radical insight into the 
situation which is angrily expressed in this verse: 
"Tha a' bhuil air tigh'nn gun teagamh oirnn 
IS gur beag a bha do dhiü dhinn, 
Ach bhith 'nar fodar ghunnaichean 
Aig Lunnainnich Is aig ludhaich; 
Gach ginealach 'ga leagail dhinn 
Lo peilearan Is le füdar 
'Gar cumail ris gach füirneis 
IS to ür ac' an drasd. " 
The ending of this is particularly horrifying in its 
implicatiorns. Here also, the viewpoint, as well as 
the subject matter is a modern (and an un-bardic) 
one, reflecting the collapse of idealism that is so 
characteristic of the Post-war period. 'Na Rocaidean' 
is also a polemic--less obliquely so, in fact, than 
10, Faighibh Suas an Cogadh'--that is, it is "committed" 
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to a particular theory of politics and gives vigorous 
expression to that theory. Although Sorley 1acLean, 
whose work is to be discussed below, is also firmly 
committed to a particular political theory (Communism), 
his poetry is best described as lyric rather than 
polemic in that, instead of expounding the theory, he 
examines its inplications for his everyday. behaviour 
and its effects on his intimate personal relationships. 
P1acIntyre, therefore, is clearly still rooted in the 
bardic tradition--of giving witty, graphic, or persuasive 
expression to astory, object, or attitude--but he 
extends that tradition in these two poems. 
'Aoir an Luchd-Riaghlaidh'--which also attacks 
abortionists, hoteliers who "baptise" their beer, and 
polygamous film stars--is more of a versified soap-box 
oration, of great eloquence and wit, than a poem. 
Basically, its tenor is that the Government are 
economically preying on the lower classes, but it also 
attacks Chamberlain for his political naivete in his 
dealings with Hitler and Mussolini. 
'Oran nan Beairtean Adhair' is the one example 
(with the possible exception of 'Dith nan Cungaidhean') 
in faacintyre's work where he treats an event of vital 
importance to the human condition (here the blitz 
of the Clyde basin during World Czar II) as merely 
a subject for humorous verse. 
flacIntyro's poems to Uist have the same naturalism 
as that of the bards who never experienced exile, e. g.: 
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"Tir nam mullaichean ard; 
Chi thu muran at fas; 
Chi thu bruthaichean 1än gainmhich ann. 
Chi thu muing nan each ban; 
Cluinn thu guth at rnhuir-lain 
A' toirt luinneag air"träigh airgiodach' 
('fcloladh Uibhist' ). 
'Dol do Of Uibhist' is an exile poem, but contains 
no nostalgia, rather it comprises a list of the places 
to be passed on his trip home, two verses describing 
the Uist scenery, and a final verse depicting his 
arrival: 
"Nuair ruigoas mi 'n cidhe cha bhi mi fo ghruairiaan, 
Coinnichidh a fichead a thig o'n taobh tuath ni; 
'The thu air tilleadh a rilhic Aongh3is Ruaidh; 
Nach tiugainn sin suas gum faigheamaid stöp""' 
Like the village bards, MacIntyre describes the 
island itself much more than the people or the way 
of life: village bards can take the way of life for 
granted--bards like Nail MacLeod could not and so 
described and sentimentalised it. It is only in 
one poem, 'Dömhnall Ruadh/(Süil air Ais), that 
1acIntyre. a, ments the change that has come over his 
birthplace; the style of the final verse is reminiscent 
of that of Neil Macleod (and of that archetypal Romantic 
poem, Goldsmith's 'The Deserted Village'): 
"Far faca mi na h-ärmuinn, 
IS na fir a bha gun fhaillinn 
A ruitheadh that na träghad 
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Gus äirde nam beann; 
Bhith ag coimhead air an drasda, 
Gun choimhearsnach, glen nabaidh, 
Cha toilich e mo nadur 
Ged tharlainn bhith ann. " 
But regret for the past comprises only the last 
three stanzas of this tan-stanza poem. The remainder is 
clear, unsentimental, and eloquent--a reminiscence 
of the bard's youth: 
"Bhiodh busan Chun nan ciabhagan 
Dubh le breacadh-sianain, 
Bhiodh luirgnean 's iad riabhach, 
Breac, liath-ghorm dearg. 
Air dathadh leis a' ghriosaich 
Bho nhadainn nuair a liath i, 
IS na faigheamaid gus bialaig 
flach iarramaid falbh, 
Nuair bhiodh an crannadh geur ann, 
IS gum feannadh a na feithean, 
A' ghaoth an Ear ag eirigh, 
IS a seideadh gu garbh. 
A dh' aindheäin sin 's 'na dheidh sin, 
Chan fhanamaid bho'n cheilidh, 
Far 'n cluinneamaid an sgeul 
Ris an eisdeamaid balbh. " 
One is reassured to gather from facIntyre's 
lists of boyhood pranks further on in the poem that 
he and his pals were not so "gun fhoill, gun ghö" as 
Neil MacLeod's milkmaids reputedly were. 
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One important reason for MacIntyre's adhering so 
closely to the old bardic tradition was that he made 
a close study of the poetry of the 18th century 
bards, particularly racCodrom and Alexander G1acDonald, 
and modelled his own poetry on theirs ('Sporan 
Ohörnhnaill', p. xxiii). Consequently, his poetry 
is in some respects, despite his exile, closer to that 
of these early bards than that of the village bards 
is--filaclntyre went directly to the source of the 
tradition for inspiration. 
His most obvious debt to Alexander MacDonald is 
the idea for 'Aeolus agus am Dalg'. This poem 
describes the oncoming storm in detail and, chiefly, 
in terms of Greek mythology. Like 'Birlinn Ciann 
Raghnaill', its obvious inspiration, tha poem is in 
sections and in varying metres and, like the 'Birlinn' 
also, the ferocity of the gale is used as a foil for 
the courage and strength of the crew. Like f(lacDonald's 
poem, 'Aeolus agus am 3alg' is almost purely a metrical 
and lexical set-piece. G1acIntyre's Classical allusions 
in other nature poems are no doubt another example of 
direct influence by MacDonald's nature poetry, e. g.: 
"Nuair thig a' ghrian o Chapricorn 
Le samhradh böidheach blath thugainn. " 
But it is not so much in subjects and ideas that 
the influence of 18th century poetry is most felt 
as in the variety of versification and the richness 
of vocabulary of NacIntyre's songs. I have dealt 
above with his descriptive skill and his effective 
subordination of metrical devices to description. 
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The following are examples of a selection oP the metres 
used by füacIntyre, suggesting u-hat his sources for 
them may have been: 
(a) "A Chatriona the 1 hathain, 
IS ann lean bu mhiannach gach math 
A bhith 'n dän dhut": the strophe 
metre, of which variants were used by most clan 
eulogists, including f, lacCodrom in 'Glarbhrarn 
do Shir Seumas 1; lacDh6mhnuill'; 
(b) "Gun chuir mi ceathramh brain 
air döigh do na balaich so, 
A dh' fhalbh a dh' ionnsaigh Bhöirnis 
Cho deönach 's cho eanger. ra": the metre of 
'Cabarföidh'; 
(c) "Lo dlth an stuth t lo phrls an diugh, 
Le dhübladh cis is barrachd air, 
Tha 'n t-am again an t-seann phoit dhubh 
Thoirt chun an t-struth 'ga sgüradh": the metre 
and rhyme scheme of 'An t-Alltan Dubh'; 
(d) "Cluinnear anns gach ceärn 
mu Mhac Thomais, 
1a chuireas mi 's a' phaipeir 
An t-bran so 
A tha mi deanamh dhä. 
Direach mar a bha 
Moladh Dhonnachaidh Bhain 
Do Eheinn Dobhrainn. 
The last two examples chew the old metres being 
parodied for humorous effect: 1: 1aclntyre also humorously 
I 
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parodied the tone and vocabulary as well as the metre 
of certain old poetic styles, as here with the old 
folksongs of love: 
"Thug mi 'n oidhche raoir gle shänhach, 
Thug mi 'n oidhche raoir gun diog 
'S mi 'g eisdeachd ri Mir bhig 's a nithair, 
Thug mi 'n oidhche raoir g1© shämhach", 
or as hero with the clan eulogy style: 
'flo chreach mh6r, no sgeul cianail, 
Mar a dh' eirich am bliadhna 
0 
Do dhröbhair m Or nan dash fiadhaich, 
A chaidh air chall is nach robh sgial air, 
A ghabh air muin an eich-ioruinn, 
IS a shluig an ceö as ar fianuis, 
Nuair a dh' fhalbh e Bhöirnis a dh' iarraidh 
An räcain". 
But he could also compose serious poetry in these 
styles, as he illustrated by (a) his elegy to King 
George VI(uhich was commissioned from him by the 
B. B. C") and (b) his poem in praise of Queen Elizabeth: 
(a) "moch Is at mhadainn Di-ciadain 
Thainig naidheachd a' chianalais oirnn, 
Buille-mhuinsal a chiürr sinn, 
'S a thug silteach bho 'r süiiean na deöir. 
IS beag an t-ioghnadh an düthaich 
A bhi gu tuireanach, türsach ri bran; 
Chaill sinn caraid ar daoine 
Tha In diugh go crniteach a' caoineadh' Righ Deörst"; 
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(b) "t5 bän-righ dhe 'r cuideachda Min il 
Dhe 'r fuil rioghail bho Nah. 
"Barr mullai. ch na craoibh' as arsaidh 
Chinn ann an äl na Roinn Eärpa. " 
The Uist bard, GiacCodrom, whose output comprises 
an almost equal number of clan eulogies and of the 
type of humorous songs which are the hallmark of the 
modern village bards, was obviously PacIntyre's 
inspiration and guide here. These poems to the King 
and Queen are extremely similar to P1acCodrom's poetry 
as to the ideas expressed, the tone that prevails, and the 
metre and language. 
macIntyre's eloquence and wit have been alluded 
to and illustrated on several occasions already: it 
may be appropriate to finish the discussion of this, 
the closest to the roots of the tradition and almost 
certainly the best of the village bards, by quoting 
a verse in which he mimics Alexander MacDonald, in 
particular, by composing a virtuosic list of adjectives 
" in praise of Uist: 
"An tir tha taitneach, gleannach, glacach, 
Beanntach, bacach, baghannach; 
Gur 1übach, leacach,. stüc=ch, stacach, 
Cüilteach, cnapach, carnach i. " 
i 
THE 'BARD': THE SURVIVAL OF THE TRADITION 
"Theagamh da r. ribh gura h-e am fear mu dhaireadh 
dha na flor-bhaird a tha ann; oir is gle-ghann a. chltear 
a leithid a's a' Ghaidhealtachd an diu. Theirig na 
bbird bho'n a chaidh foghlum Gallda a sparradh air na 
Gaidhail; 's fhearr Is m6ran dha'n bigridh a bhi. th 
leubhadh nam pbipeirean-naidheachd Sauna na bhith 'g 
6isdeachd ri bardachd no ri sgialachdan, agus is dbcha 
nach fhaic sinn loithid Sheonaidh a rithist. " Thus John 
Lorna Campbell introduced his edition of the poems of 
John Campbell of South Uist in 1936. Even at that time 
it was beginning to be a fair statement of the situation 
in several areas of the Highlands--though not, in 
particular, in the Northern Isles--for in corroboration 
of the education policy's effects, the concerts and 
formal village-hall ceilidhs were spreading from the 
South and these, though they accomodated such bards as 
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Bard. Sharabhais and Charles filacfliven up to the late 
1920's and 30's, gradually--and precipitately after 
the Second World War-became concerts of Ronantic 
songs, the programmes being varied only infrequently 
and in a feu areas, by sketches, comic turns, or the 
witty songs of local bards. At the present time, 
even these concerts themselves are threatened by the 
advent of television, whic; i has already had a very 
serious effect cn the old-style Variety shows in 
the Southern Scottish cities. Roderick filacLean, 
one of those who still compose much bardic poetry, 
deprecates this tendency in a poem that appeared in 
'Gai rm' in 1961-. 
"fduair a thig thu steach a chflilidh, 
Faumaidh tu bhith umhal samhach, 
'Na do chorra-biod air 'saure, 
Gu'n tig deurach 'na do chnämhan 
°jS aa chördadh ri mo Linn-sap 
Seinn na rainn an cainnt am mathar, 
" Cruinn timichEall mu 'n at ghealbhan, 
IS tha mac-meanmainn falbh dht an cheärn leam. " 
Angus Campbell of Ness (Am Puil3an), ono of the 
old-style bards and wits, in a poem printed in 'Gairm' 
in Sumner 1966, similarly regrets the neu order: 
"Far am bithte roinn nan sgeul 
Aig luchd ceilidh mu'n toinep 
'Sann tha 'n aire to diugh gu 1eir 
Air at chei3 leis a' ghloinne. 
q 
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"Far an deanainn briodal bläth, 
Fea11a-dhä is dibhersion, 
Tha mo bhilean gu dol bas 
IS fear nas fhearr na ni labhairt. 
"Cha toir aire ga mo nos, 
Tha mo spars 'na cuis fhanoid, 
Balaich an cur air an döigh 
Hud is Logan is Harry"; 
but he finishes with a stroke of wit which indicates 
that there is more real humour and vitality in the 
old tradition yet, where it survives, than there is 
in most of what'is ousting it: 
"Chan eil math ach a bhith balbh 
IS cluiche dhealbh"air a' ghloinne, 
Furachail mun caill mi dürd 
filar fhear geoil gur air leannan. " 
Despite Am Puilian's pessimism, it seems that 
Ness in Lewis is one of the few areas in which the 
ceilidh- or bothan-going habit is still strong enough 
to support bards. 'Gairm' for Summer 1968 contained 
a very entertaining selection of information and 
anecdotes which had been collected for the 'Historical 
Dictionary of Scottish Gaelic', by Norman MacLeod 
('Am Bard Bochd') at house-ceilidhs in Ness: other 
contributors comprised most of the local repositories 
of the old tradition, including several bards (e. g. 
fIacLeod himself and Am Puilean). Much of An. Bard 
Bochd'd own work has appeared in 'Gairm': interestingly, 
I 
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it is divided between memories of Lewis in days past 
(e. g. 'Tigh na h-Ighneig, 1916-1959' and 'Geärraidh 
Shat-an-Dib', both of which appeared in 'Gairm', 
1960) and humorous songs, much as the article in 
'Gairm'(Sunmer 1968). This reminds us that Angus 
Campbell of (Jess, in introducing his own work in 
1942 (for their publication in 1943), chose to 
spotlight his reminiscent and humorous songs rather 
than his love or philosophical poetry, which are 
undoubtedly his highest achievement. 'Am Ord Bochd' 
is a versatile and intelligent composer of humorous 
verse: his 'Pima Chi. onnghail A' Nurse' (' Gairm, 1961) 
is in the convention of poems to strange new commodities 
(one of the people standing by in awe as the piano 
arrives is struck by the resemblance of its keys to 
teeth and, when the piano is found not to be working 
properly, he sung sts that 'Oil of Cloves' be tried). 
'An 'Sus' a Shära? ch mit makes fun at the expense 
of another new device: 
"Oha mis' is f. 1 triall le sunnd 
IS at conaltradh gu cairdeil, 
Nuair bhuail i lämh air clär a cuim 
Is thug i sgal at bhäis aist; 
'Cu dä, no chreach, ' thuirt mi, 'tha cearr, 
'UJ e cradh tha 'nad Appendix? ' 
Sin fhreagair i 's i tionndadh ban, 
I'S ann dh' fhosgail no Suspender. "' 
'Sgoil Shabaid nan Ceärd'(1961) is a clever 
retelling of Biblical stories, selected for their 
combative or immoral content, in colloquial and 
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often indecorous Gaelic. f:; acleod's 'Valentine CeäjLrd' 
is very effective visu=, lly--the nan's proposal and 
the girl's acceptance being placed in facing pages, 
the whole being covered by the embossed title. 
The existence of an appreciative audience is 
essential to bardic composition: the change in the 
community life that has brought about the near demise, 
except in a few areas such as Ness, of the traditional 
ceilidh has also largely removed the figure of the 
bard from the Gaelic cultural scene, Donald MacIntyro 
and Donald MacDonald (Domhnall Ruadh Chorüna)--whose 
work will bo studied below--were composing as bards 
until the last decade or two, but these were men who 
had begun composing in the period 1910-20, when the 
bardic tradition was still vigorous and popular 
and who happened to retain their faculties to a very 
old ago. But in recent years, bardic composition has 
been regaining touch with a substantial audience 
through three neu channels--the . 3.8. C., Gaelfonn 
records, and 'Gairm'. An interesting case is that of 
' the song 'An Uinneag a Rinn D mhnull is Seann Chrogain 
Jam', which commemorates an utterly trivial incident 
and was little known even in the area in Harris 
(Southern lays) where it was composed until Ned 
Medallist John El. Morrison began to popularise it 
at concorts and on radio. The song is now quite 
well known and its success must serve as a spur to 
any who have the ability and inclination to compose 
village bardic songs. A similar popularisation of 
the songs of contemporary village bards has been effected 
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by Donald Joseph MacKinnon of South Uist and John 
(Hoddan) i1acDonald of Point in Lewis. MacDonald 
has been particularly successful and is now in great 
demand even at fornal Gaelic concerts and at non-Gaelic 
folksong festivals--singing Point songs such as 
'Oran a' Bhaitsealair' and 'Oran an A. I. '. The latter 
song is a conventional humorous song on a neu invention: 
an old-fashioned "bodach" and "cailleach" are bemused 
by a nowt technique, which is described--in detail, 
but with a self-parodying prudishness (in this it is 
very similar to John Campbell of South Uist's 'A' 
Chiad Tarbh'). 
'Gairm' magazine in recent years has published a 
considerable number of village bardic songs, including 
those of Donald G1aclntyre, Am Bhrd Bochd, and Calum 
Ruadh Nicolson (e. g. 'Cul- QJair', 'Gairm', 1960) 
of, Braes in Skye. Several poems by Roderick flacLoan 
have also been published recently which have the 
topicality and lively wit that characterises the 
village bards at their best. These include 'Bothan 
Eibhinn Ceann a' Bh'bigh'(1960)--on the proposed 
Louis 11useum--'An N. A. T. O. Base'(1960), and 'An 
Tolobhisean'(1961). 'Am"3cokie"' by Duncan MacLeod 
on the establishment of a betting-shop in Stornouay-- 
is in the same style. 
These new media seem to be encouraging the most 
vital facet of the old tradition--the humorous poems 
on now invanticns or current affairs--at the expense of 
the bardic functions which have Bast relevance to 
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the present time (namely eulogies, poems to places 
or to illnesses, or poet laureate verse). The new 
media also discourage parochialism--any song broadcast 
on radio or published in a magazine must have some 
rel-vance for as large a section of the total potential 
audience as possible. And yet, when one compares 
the total bardic out-iut now to the total bardic 
output31 of 1900-1910, it cannot be denied that there 
has been and continues to be a steady decline in 
quantity which more than outweighs what improvements 
there have been in the quality of the poems. 
Finally, one is left to assess what the value 
of the bardic tradition has been. In the first place, 
one has to make an inportant distinction between 
the 20th century bards and the well kncun 10th century 
bards, Alexander MacDonald was a literate and substantially 
educated man who knew a great deal about Classical 
and English literature; Rob Donn MacKay, though 
illiterate, was conversant with the work of his great 
English contemporary, Alexander Pope; Uilliam Ross 
similarly had received a good formal education; and 
Duncan Maclntyre, though himself virtually unschooled, 
knew the works of Alexander MzcDonald and mimicked 
MacDonald's innovations to great effect. The 20th 
century village bards, on the other hand, scarcely 
over show an awareness of literary styles and experiments 
in Scots or English. The literary milieu and inspiration 
of each generation of bards consists entirely of the 
work of the previous generation of village bards-- 
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a progression that arrives bade eventually at the 
work of the 2roat°l8th century innovators. (though 
these were by no means the pioneers of all the village 
bardic stylest The 20th century village bards have 
usually very restricted horizons as to subject matter 
also. They, of course, do occasionFlly write on events 
of nation-wide significance--and on new fashions 
and commodities--but their viewpoint on these things 
is usually an unsophisticated and parochial one. 
Bards who settled in the Lowland cities often show 
more awareness of literary fashions outside Gaelic-- 
particularly a knowledge of the work of Burns--than 
do the village bards. Donald b1acIntyre and Neil 
MacLeod are examples of this: their work is often 
more ambitious--it stretches the linits of the 
bardic conventions more--but their intellectual stance 
continues to be a parochial, reactionary one, with 
the exception of a few poems by Donald f. lacIntyro. 
The strength of the bardic tradition lies in its 
being both a truly proletarian culture and a communal 
activity: and yet it shares more with the modern 
institution of the professional, full-time writer 
32 
(a middle class phenomenon), than with other 
proletarian cultures such as the American cowboy 
literature and Negro jazz. Negro ballad singers, such 
as the convict "Leadbelly", composed songs to express 
and thereby to alleviate personal emotional tensions, 
whereas Gaelic bards compose because their community 
needs their compositions--even though it was not able 
or prepared to reward them financially--and what they 
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composed was usually strictly defined by the 
particular social function they had to fulfill. It 
is the uniqueness or this function and the vitality-- 
as to humour, expression, and topicality--wh! ch was 
often evinced in fulfilling it that makes this 
tradition so interesting and worthy of close study. 
As the whole of Britain rapidly approaches the stage, 
under the goad of technological progress, of being 
a sociological unit, this valuable and unique tradition 
will inevitably disappear. It is being replaced by 
a system of popular culture in which the proletariat 
and a large majority of the other classes passively 
enjoy or endura the entertainment that is provided 
for them--usually from America, London, Liverpool, 
or Glasgow (in the case of Gaelic popular culture) 
33-- 
by a small group of usually middle class performers. 
The best printed sources for bardic poetry, 
besides the editions of the individual authors mentioned 
above are 'Bardachd Leodhuis'(1916) and 'Na Baird 
Thirisdeach'(1932). 
I 
ANOTHER TRADITION: THE LYRIC. 
POETRY'S INTRINSIC FUNCTION 
In terms of the Freudian analysis of the human 
mind, poetic imagery is one of the most effective 
avenues for the relnose of the emotions which the 
conscious mind has dangerously suppressed: in 
poetic creation, where the conscious mind is concerned 
with versification and diction, the subconscious often 
finds release, to the extent that a poet may say 
things in his work which he himself may not be 
consciously aware of havirg said. 
34 
Writers'in all 
ages have exploited this therapeutic effect of 
poetry: some have been at least partially aware at 
the time that they were doing this, for example 
William Ross in his 'Oran Cunhaidh'; but most poets 
are not and it seems reasonable to assume that, like 
psychoanalysis and the religious confessional, the 
exorcise is most effective when one is as little 
conscious of its real function as is possible. 
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C. M. Bowra, in his book 'Prinitive Song', suggests, 
on the evidence of the poetry of presentday peoples 
who still have a Stone Age economy, that this type 
of poetry--lyrics written in the cake usually of a 
personal catastrophe--actually cane before narrative 
and eulogistic poetry, which are the poems first 
recorded in extant manuscripts. Uhether or not this 
is soy it is indisputable that lyric poetry, motivatod 
by psychological discomfort, has had a long history. 
In Gaelic, examples are extant from as early as the 
16th century (e. g. the well known Clan Gregor songs) 
and many of the styles exemplified in these early 
poems are found in the traditional (i. e. non-experimental) 
lyric poetry of this century, though some new styles 
have also evolved in the intervening centuries. 
There are many songs dating from the mid-19th 
century to the present day that belong to this category. 
One of these is the modern Harris version of 'Tha 
mi fo Churani air Cülthaobh Eirinn', in which a young 
sailor in 'atorld Uar II expresses the quite helpless 
anxiety of his friends and himself as they lie in 
their bunks while their convoy moves through the 
U-boat-ridden Atlantic. The song merely describes 
their aituation, an exercise which by itself can 
often alleviate severe anxiety of this kind. 
'Sud mar Chuir mi 'n Geamhradh Tharam', a Lewis 
song, is another : Ihosa motivation is clear: the girl, 
whose favours had been granted to an unfaithful lover, 
had no motive for expressing this in a song (considering 
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that she shows no desiro to defame him, not even 
making his identity at all explicit), except that the 
articulation of intense emotion can often be therapeutic-- 
especially through a poem. The description of the 
situation is straightforuard: 
"'S iomadh oidhche air bhoagan aodoich 
Chan na boinge rinn mi eiridh 
Chi: ý robh fhios a' am anns an re ud 
Gur e leannan t-di1e bh' agars. " 
'Gad chuimhneachodh' is another song from this 
modern period that is interesting for its obvious 
(though probably unconscious) attempt to resolve a 
complex emotional problem by giving articulate 
expression to it: 
"Gad 's dealaicht' sinn an drasda 
Cha b'© d' fhägail bha 'nam mhiann 
Ach thug fear eile lamh dhut 
Mus do räinig mis' thu riamh 
15 an cridh' tha cruaidh mar iarrunn 
Ged by mhiann leis bhi ort dlüth 
Cha bhris e chaoidh son böidhchead, 
Nighnean ög na süilean ciU n. " 
Basically, there are two stylistic tendencies 
in the traditional Gaelic lyric. The first is 
exemplified by a Harris exile song of around 1900 
which, as it is not very well known, I shall quote 
in some detail. The authoress was a woman who decided 
to emigrate to Canada because of a particularly 
vicious slander which had been circulated about her 
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by a local gossip. The song is mostly made up of 
verses describing the various places she will pass 
through on her journey from Harris: 
"Nuair thdid a steamer tro' na caoil 
Leis na daoine Di-mäirt 
Si mi faicinn mo thigh fhain 
6o gi fuar, falamh fas 
"Pduair a ruigeas sinn Port-Righ 
Cha bhi m' intinn aig tamh 
Faicinn Beinn at Chaolais uam 
Teanntainn uam-sa gach la, 
"1Juair ruigeas mi Glaschu nam Büth 
Bi mo shüil anns Bach Bit', 
Chan fhaic mi ann ach ? lac at Ghoill 
IS cha bhi cainnt agam dhä. 
"Nuair ruigeas mi a null 
Domhnall Buidseir Is 'An Ban, 
Sgrlobhaidh miss nail gu luatha 
A bheil fuachd ann nc bläths. " 
These lists are reminiscent of similar lists in 
the poems of exile's return, but in the latter, the 
places on the way home are listed because they evoke 
the journey for a poet who has travelled that way 
in the past. The woman who composed this song is 
translating her forthcoming venture into objective 
detail--defining the sadness she feels while contemplating 
the venture in terms of its objective correlatives. 
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A Romantic poet would have expressed this sadness 
as a vague, amorphous emotion, expressed through the 
first person. The ending of the poem where she imagines 
her future life in Canada and states her reason for 
going there: 
"Tha mi In düil mach cluinn mi breug 
0 na bheul air nach teid tamh" 
is also mundane, but the mundaneness of these 
visualised objective details is a symptom of the 
particular function that the composition of the song 
is serving rather than of a lack of imagination on 
the part of the poetess. 
35 The tendency to define 
the emotion purely in terms of its objective referents-- 
even if those lie in the future, as here--is the chief 
characteristic of the traditional Gaelic lyric 
(See 'The mi fo Chüram', etc., above). 
ICuibhlI an Fhortain', a Lewis song popularised 
by Hoddan MacDonald, is a good example of the second 
type of lyric. The song laments a broken love affair, 
but there is very little straightforward description 
of the situation: 
"An to a b' fheärr loam bha riamh 'san site 
An diugh gur grain leath' thigh'nn 'nam mo chomhradh"; 
this songs serves its cathartic function mainly by 
setting the individuals plight in the perspective 
of a fatalistic philosophy: 
"Tha cuibhl' an fhortain ag cur nan car dhith 
Gur mise dh' fhairich sud gad is ög mi. . ." 
and: 
"Gur ioradh caochladh tha In gaol Ina h-öig©. " 
I 
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It makes it much easier to bear a personal sorrow if 
a person can not only see it as part of a predetermined 
scheme of things, but can also tell the wtiorld through 
a song that it is Fate and not a personal failing 
that has brought the catastrophe on him. This 
tochnique is found in many love songs. 
Most of the lyric poems discussed above are 
anonymous or would at any rate by very difficult to 
ascribe. This has been a feature of this kind of 
poetry from earliest times in Gaelic--most of the 
authors and authoresses composed a poem in the 
throes of some emotional upheaval in their lives, and 
usually composed no more poetry after that. There 
are two striking exceptions to this rule among 
20th century traditional poets. The first of these 
was William (MacKenzie of Lewis ('Cnoc Chüsbaig', 
ed. Peggy MacKenzie, 1936). fdacKenzie was born 
in 1857, was married with a family of eleven and 
seems to have lived a very contented life (this 
assessment is based on his oun statem3nts in his 
poems) until he was about forty-nine years old, when 
his wife died. Up till this time he does not seem to 
have conposed any poetry. His uife! s death and his 
family's consequent emigration to Canada were a very 
traumatic experience for the aging i'acKenzie. 
Obliged to follow his children into exile, h: composed, 
within a year, a total of seven poems in which he 
bitterly--and often almost morbidly--describes 
his new situation. He laments his deceased wife: 
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"Thug sinn fichead bliadhna pösd' 
Is bha sinn ög ri leannanachd, 
Is 'nuair a b' fhearr a bha ar döigh, 
Nach brönach rinn sinn dealachadh" 
('Gaol na h-Oige'); 
his enforced exile in his old age: 
"Cha bhi düil 'am tilleadh tuills, 
lila thäid mi idir thar sä1; 
Tha fait mo chinn dhonh ag innseadh, 
Gu bhoil no thide gu bhi In gird" 
('A' Bard a' Fägail a Ohuthcha'); 
and, as if he had not trouble enough without that, 
his doubts about his soul's salvation: 
"Ach na'm bithinn da an t-sluagh 
A theid suas 's nach täid a dhith 
Gu'n 1üiginn iomadh uair, 
A bhi anns an uaigh ri 'n taobh" 
('Na'n Ceadaicheadh an Tida Dhonh'). 
His basic style is to describe his situation 
naturalistically. Like the Harris exile song discussed 
above, he details the journey he is to make: 
"Fagail Shiadair air mo chasan, 
Thaid mi fnhallaig air a' bhat, 
IS bheir an "treine" sinn a Ghlaschu, 
'S duil tighinn air ais gu brath" 
('Am Ord a' Figail a Dlhüthcha'O; 
he visualises the concrete changes that his exile 
will bring about in his day to day life: 
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"Chan fhaic mi na daoine chleachd mi, 
Chan fhaic mi sgadan no bata, 
Chan fhaic mi ann slige maoraich, 
IS chan fhaic mi faochag ann air traigh" 
(Ibid. ); 
on one or two occasions, he takes the exploration of 
the physical implications of his impending departure 
to extreme and bathetic lengths, as here: 
"Dh' fhäg mi aon ann de m' fhiaclan, 
Thug mi as mo bhoul lo crädh, 
'So coltach gu 'n bi iomadh mile, 
Eadar i 's far 'n cuirear cach. " (Ibid. ) 
The poems MacKenzie composed after his exile are in 
the same style, as is shown by this pathetic verse 
in which he imagines a former neighbour, Calum Lain 
Ruaidh, looking at the ruins of the bard's house: 
"Ged a thainig e gu aois, 
Is god tha mhaol gun fhalt oirre, 
Bidh e muigh aig ceann na cruaich', 
Ged biodh i fuar, 's e 'g amharc air. " 
('Gaol na h-Oige'); 
and by this other in which he sadly thinks that the 
marks of his own work are still to be seen in Cnoc 
Chusbaig: 
"Tha fhathast na lusan fo dhuilleig 's fo bhläth 
Chuir mi is 'm laimh an Cnoc Chüsbaig, " 
MacKenzie seldom uses imagery and, generally, 
his work does not show the effects of much conscious 
artistry. 
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He was--quite unlike the bards--a man 
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who had a problem that he needed urgently to express 
but who lacked much facility of poetic expression: 
"The mi dol a dh' ran 
PJa'm b' eö1 dhomh dhol 'na cheann, 
Na'n tugte dhömhsa treörachadh, 
Do 'n cömhradh chuirinn ann. " 
MacKenzie died shortly after settling'in Canada. 
The other interesting exception is Donald GlacDonald 
(Dbmhnali Ruadh Chorüna) of Uist. His work is at 
present being prepared for the press by John Alick 
MacPherson and rr 1acPherson has kindly allowed no 
to see his typescript. The poems have been arranged 
as closely as possible to chronological order of 
composition, an excellent editorial practice: this 
shows that Domhnall Ruadh's first compositions were 
a group of about a dozen poems written during the First 
World War and giving expression to the poet's own 
experiences in the trenches. Some of this poetry 
is squarely in the convention of war poetry in 
Gaelic--calumniating the enemy and their leaders, 
eulogising the British Army and in particular the 
Scottish Regiments--but there are poems and sections 
of poems in which Domhnall 
poet laureate to the Army, 
undoubtedly under a strong 
his own feelings and those 
heat of battle. Sometimes 
situation: 
Ruadh is not acting as 
but is instead articulating-- 
psychological motivation-- 
of his comrades. in the 
he describes their physical 
"Fhearaibh a bheil cuinhn' agaibh 
An lä thäinig am puinnsean oirnn, 
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'Nar seasanh anns na truinnseachan 
IS gun ni ann gus ar cörnhdach. .. 
"Cha robh ni gu teFýnacsadh dhuinn 
Ach V%lmh thoirt air an-t-searbhadair 
'3 a cheangal gus noch fhalbhadh e 
Gu dearbhte mu ar sronan" 
('Oran a' Phuinnsain'); 
often he describes their emotions at particular 
stages of the battle, being particularly successful at 
conveying the brooding atmosphere prevailing as they 
await the signal to attack: 
"An oidhche mus deach sinn a null 
Bha i drüidhteach at sileadh, 
Bha mi fhin 'nam laigh an cüii 
IS thug mi süil feadh nan gillean 
Ochan i, ochan it 
Tha sinn sgith anns an ignad" 
('Air an Somme'); 
sometimes the emotion described is a very complex one: 
IS gu robh fir no ruin-sa 
Tuiteam aig gach taobh dhiom 
IS bha mo chridhc caoineadh 
Ged bha 'n caoch 'nan eanchainn" 
('Dh' fhalbh na Gillean Grinn')., 
The poems that concern Uist and his life there, 
which he composed at this time, are full of longing 
to get out of the squalid trenches and away from the 
slaughter: this is their obvious motivation rather 
than a desire to consciously compose conventional 
I 
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nature poems. Donhnall Ruadh's well known 'An Eala 
Bhän' was also composed at this time and is again 
given its individual tone by the author's knowledge 
that he may well not see his beloved again: 
"Tha miss 'n seo 's no shüil an iar 
On chrom a' ghrien 's an t-sal; 
fdo dhurachd feig mi as a deidh 
God threig i mi cho trath, 
Gun fhios am faic mi maireach i 
'Nuair dhireas i gu h-ärd, 
Is iomairt lann gu bhith ri chäil' 
'Nuair 's lair dhuinn beul an lä. " 
Domhnall Ruadh's poems give us an interesting picture 
of what it felt like to be a soldier, Gael, and lover 
during the fiercest fighting of 'UJorid ; 'Jar I. 
After the Uar and his return to Uist, Domhnall 
Ruadh ceased writing poems of selfexpression and 
instead began acting out the role of village bard, 
composing virtually all the conventional bardic 
poem-types. He composed poems to Uist, a eulogy 
('Calum rloireastan, an Arlington Court'), elegies 
(e. g. 'Clarbhrann Dhömhnaill Eairstidh Howie'), poet 
laureate pieces ('Do 'n Ghaidhlig' and poems on 
World ''Jar II), and a large number of humorous poems. 
These humorous poems deal with topical incidents of 
purely local interest (e. g. 'Do Sheumas Chia-Cray 
air dha nluinntir Chorüna a Chur gu focheiright) and 
with modern inventions and current affairs, exploiting 
their potential for humour and ignoring their serious 
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inplications (unlike Donald (, laclntyre). Examples of 
the latter type of poem are 'Oran at Home Guard', 
'Oran na h-Aeroplane', 'Rocaid an Ameireigeanaich', 
and. 'kiotor-boat Heillogeir', which is very reminiscent 
of John Campbell of South Uist's 'A' Chiad Motor 
a Thainig Ziamh dh' an Aite'(quoted above), having, 
like it, a straightforward description of the workings 
of the naw device: 
"Ccpar ages cruaidhe fuaigheilte gu r(idh 
Crib itean air an uachdar gus nach gluais Is 
0 nach geilt.. .. 
Bataraidh 'ga shuathadh 's sradag uaine leum. " 
His poem on the H-bomb is a serious poem on a 
modern phenomenon that has frightening implications, 
but his viewpoint on it is not so radical as Donald 
rlaclntyro's--Domhnall Fundh, as an old soldier, 
laments more that it has spoiled combat, much as 
poets like hohn Roy Stuart resented the use of guns 
in preference to swordplay at'Culloden. 
Donhnall Ruadh seems to have been coerced into 
composing poetry--lyric poetry--by the traumatic 
experience of the First Uorld 'Jar and, hiving thereby 
discovered his ability to control poetic form and-- 
what is probably oven more important--having acquired 
a reputation in his locality as a poet, he bacane his 
village*s bard. Towards the end of his life, he 
composed a series of seven reflective poems. There 
is precedent enough for this in the case of earlier 
bards, but Domhnall Ruadh is somewhat exceptional in 
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that he conposed so many and that the philosophy 
in then is so personalised. He vividly conveys the 
sad hopelessness or being old: 
"Chuala mi 'n giadh as tighinn o'n Or 
IS amach dha'n ant-sliohh sheöl el 
Chaidh siodach mar sgian 'nam chricihe gu fior 
Is dh' fhag e mo chiall bronach. 
Tha miss nis dall, cha ghluais mi ach mall 
Tha mi 'na mo cheann neönach. .. 
('Oran a' Gheöidh'). 
In his poems on death, he philosophises on the 
subject but also--in a manner reminiscent of William 
MacKenzie--he imagines, in concrete details the 
physical consequences of the event to himself: 
"Chan fhaic mi rionnag +s an uaigh 
. Chan eil tuar gun 
eirich grian. . ." 
('Bha Diil agam mus Faighinn Bas'); 
it is this strongly empirical basis to his reflections 
on old age and death that makes these poems so valid. 
They are by no means merely vorsifications of commonplace 
philoso73hy; they code what it is like to be old and 
decrepit and were--like his world Jar I poems--composed 
not because his community required them of him, but 
because his mind was obsessed with the subject: 
"Tha bas is uaigh is siorruidheachd 
Ag iadhadh orm gun tamh" 
('Snuaintean 'nam Shean Anis'). 
4 
RELIGIOUS POETRY 
With the exception of some of Rob Donn f! acKay's 
satiric poems, the only considerably body of poetry 
in Gaelic prior to the 20th century that had much 
philosophical content was religious poetry--mainly 
written, it appears, by members of the Presbyterian 
Churches. Instead of being analyses of the poet's 
experience of life, however, most of these religious 
poems are m-arely versification--for mnemonic and 
popularising purposes--of traditional Christian 
dogma and Biblical history: singular exceptions to 
this assessment are the personal involvemant and 
detailed vision of Dugald Buchanan, the introspective 
John Morrison (lain Gobha), and Peter Grant's ©xhuberant 
"rejoicing in the Lord", In the 20th century, the 
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majority of religious poetry published continues to 
be compendia of conventional truths. The aim is 
usually to instruct and evengelise, as this introductory 
verse to the poem 'Tröcair Dhe' by Donald MacKinnon 
('Durachd no Chridhe/Däin Spioradail', 1938) makes 
clear: 
"Nach truagh nach robh mi 'na mo bhärd 
IS air mo chuideachadh le Gras; 
Lüiginn a bhi 'g inns' do chäch, 
mu 'n t-slainte sin tha nasgaidh dhuinn. " 
With these religious poets, as with the bards, the 
ability to give eloquent and persuasive expression to 
conventional observations was more highly regarded than 
psychological insight or intellectual originality. 
Significantly, several of the best known Gaclic 
religious poets were bards37 also (usually in their 
youth) and, in addition, elegies38 to divines in this 
century, as in the 19th, are very similar in style to 
the bardic eulogistic elegies to chiefs and magnates. 
Generally, Gaelic religious poetry--like bardic 
verse--is "poetry of the will": that is, the subject is 
consciously chosen, and logically and discursively 
developed and ornamanted with versification, rhyme, and 
imagery. This fact is superficially demonstrated by the 
denotative incongruity of the imagery. Jessie Matheson's 
III' Fhear-tigho 's mt Fhear-cömhnaidh' is an example: 
"Theid na h-ainglean mach a thional 
A chuid chaorach stigh do 'n chrö, 
IS theid gach aon dhiubh 'n sin a sheuladh 
Is an eudachadh chum glöir. 
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Saoilidh mr. gu 'n cluinn mi 'n t gran, 
Ohios aig a' chömhln ud, 's an ce01, 
At seinn 's a' mo3. adh Righ Iehöbhadh 
Airson Chriosd' thoirt dhaibh 'san fheöil. " 
Among the Gaelic religious pcetry of this century, 
however, there are several--obviously inspired by 
Peter Grant's popular hymns--in which the poet 
expresses not a theological maxim bum his own joy 
in the faith; an example is 'Tai teen dh' by Roderick 
MacKinnon ('Ar Slänuighear/Däin Spioradail. 1932), 
which iss significantly, set to the tune of Peter 
Grant's ebullient 'Tha Slon a' Seinn". It begins: 
"0 seinnibh mi den 's cha nor learn aithris, 
An gradh the lasadh am' chridh; 
Do 'n fhear a the ghnath gu h-ard 's na flaitheis, 
Mar fhaidh, 's mar shagart, is righ. " 
A very few poets/poetesses have recorded their 
feelings of despair and concern over their eventual 
salvation--a much more common experience39 among 
members of the Calvinistic Churches than its incidence 
in religious poetry reflects. 'Gur Tric a Bhios 
Mi Cuinhneachadh' by Catherine Campbell ('Laoidhean 
Ghäidhlig le Catriona Caimbeul'. Ca. 1960), an 
interesting poem in which the sea-image is consistently 
mairtained almost throughout, is an example of this: 
"Bidh sinn del domhainn sios mar sin 
IS ag 'irigh quas gu neamh; 
'S eon stoirm ma ghabhes seachad 
Sidh t' eile faisg 'na daidh. . ." 
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James Thomson and Duncan Livingstone are almost 
certainly the best religious poets of this century: 
their work is discussed in the 'Experiments' section 
below. Of the rest, Christine MacLeod ('An Sireadh', 
1952) is the most interesting of the Presbyterian 
poets. Again, she describes her occasional bouts of 
despair, being less detached in her observations on 
it than Catherine Campbell. 'An Dubhsgaile' is a 
fine example: 
"Gur doirbh at chis an dubhsgaile 
IS ro chudthromach thar chach. 
Os cionn gash dith is uireasbhuidh 
Orr' uile thug i barr. 
Ged 's fhlosroch mi gur neo-ni i 
Seach cruas is sgrios nam blar, 
Tha biorau innt' tha coimheach learn 
Aig moch-thrath Is deireadh lä. " 
Much of her emotional unaasiness is a consequence 
of her intellectual curiosity: 
"Ach thus' tha tric is mulad ort 
" gun fhios dhuit ciod a ghne; 
Stri intinn tric cur iomairt ort 
gu tuigsinn obair Dhsp 
Guth seimh a ghnäth a' bruidheann raut 
mu ghlöir a' chruinne-csu 
IS mu ghlöir air cül a' chruinne sin 
tha doirbh a chur an ceill. 
Tuigidh tu gad sireadh tu 
gach uair an diugh 's an de 
I 
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Nach ruig thu ceann an t-siridh sin 
gu raub na neöil bho cheil'" ('An Sireadh'); 
she is not, like the traditional Gaelic poets, content 
with uncritical acceptance and expression of dogma. 
She seeks more deeply after truth and this can result 
in doubts about the basic tenets o° Christianity: 
"Dia a' cheartais; Dia a' ghraidh 
'S aithne Dha mo chäs gach äßi; 
Chan eil eagal orm roimh Dhia 
1' Eagalsa, --'Bhoi1 Dia ann? "' 
('Dia'), 
but she resolves these doubts, if only on a paradoxical, 
non-logical, even an "absurdist" level: 
"Cha tuig mi o; 
Cha chreid mi e. 
Carson bhiodh Dia os cionn gach de 
Gu dioghaltach is suarach 
filar bha an t-Iüdhach 
Diblidh crion 
Ag iarraidh dortadh fala? 
Is punnd de dh' fheöil 
An deöraidh truaigh 
Gu riarachadh a cheartais? 
"Cha tuig mi ef 
Cha chreid mi el 
A Dhe a' graidh 's at cheartais! " 
What Christina MacLeod intelligently describes 
in these poems is not the Christian belief but the 
Christian experience. Mrs MacLeod also composed 
traditional bardic poetry--on herring, Lewis, and 
I 
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love themes, with a large number on the First Uorld 
War and, in particular, the Island men jho gave their 
lives in it. 
Very little Roman Catholic religious poetry has 
been published in this century in Gaelic. The most 
significant poet is certainly Father Allan flacDonald, 
40 
of Eris! <ay. He wrote several poems on the physical 
events on which the Christian religion is based 
(for example, the three 'Laoidh Nollaig' and 'Slighe 
na Croise'): these represent the main difference 
between his output and that of the Presbyterian 
poets. Generally, his reflections are as little 
personalised (witness his verse prayers) and as 
rigidly controlled by Church dogma ('Treibadhireachd') 
as theirs, though he is often, as in 'Adhram Thu, 
Adhbhar mo flhith', distinguished for his craftsmanship. 
Two peligious poems by Father Allan, however, are 
exceptional. 
In 'An t-Eöintean', the bird and the star 
(introduced as an image for the bird--"Thus' ad 
runnaig/Urlar glinne") are used as symbols in a 
sophisticated and imaginative way, for example: 
"Fhuair an runnag 
Shuas a gruinnead 
Bith 'ga h-ionnlad anns a' chaoir; 
Teas 'na mhire 
Shith 'ga nighe 
Cleas "or buidhe faighinn caoin; 
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Anam duine 
Dol gu fhulag 
Nuair is gile an teas 'ga chlaoidh; 
Reul na glainne 
IS ainglidh lainnir 
Thu 'nar sealladh air"druim an t-seogh'1"; 
and: 
"Caoincog chuinir 
Böidhchead glinne 
Fosglaidh cridh, tionndaidh' ceann 
Ris na saighdaibh 
Gaoil 's na gathaibh, 
Grian 'gan caitheamh nuas 'nan deann. " 
The psychological insights in this poem are 
original and acutely sensitive, the coherent persistence 
of the central image-complex very remarkable. 
The second of Father Allan's poems which is of 
unusual poetic north is the striking short piece, 
'Bha Ceothragach f,; in am nuigh" with its Symbolist and 
mystical overtones: 
"Bha coothragach min am muigh, 
IS cha chluinnteadh osna na gacith, 
Bha Bolus an latha müchte, 
IS cha mhuthachainn guth nan daoine; 
Thäinig cianalas air ml anam 
Thog mi mo cheann bharr na cluasaig; 
Cha do shiubhail an anail ach ainneamh, 
IS bu laidir no chridhe at bualadh; 
Tha fuaim 'nam chluais 's nam cheann 
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A tha fägail geilt air no chridhe, 
fear cheum nam mlltean ag imeachd 'san ür-shneachd 
Dol gu gleac as nach till iad. "" 
These two poems of Father Allan's are exceptional 
for their time in Gaelic and--under any circumstances-- 
excellent poems. 
Father Allan was also a fine traditional bard. 
His 'Eilean na h-Oiga' is still very widely known and 
his verse dramas on local trivial incidents ('Pärlamaid 
nan Cailleach' and 'An Gaisgeach fo Uidheam Reitich) vital 
and are an interesting developement on the traditional 
bardic poetry. 
I 
EXPEZIt, 1ENTS: "POETRY AS KNGULEDGE"42 
I have discussed above two of the motivating 
forces behind the composition of poetry, namely the 
existence in a community of a particular social 
function--here of entertainer and spokesman--which the 
poet has to fulfil and, secondly, the subconsciously 
induced psychotherapeutic effects of the exercise. 
A further motivation--a more modern one--gis the 
awareness by an individual--and ideally of his 
community also--of the valid and special knowledge 
of human life which poetry can discover and communicate. 
The difference between the poetry produced by this 
motivation and the more formal methods for the study 
of the human condition--such as philosophy, sociology, 
and psychology--lies in the following facts: 
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(a) poetry can use the connotative as well as the 
denotative extension of the lexicon; (b) proceeding 
as it does by intuitional insights, it is not restricted 
by the rigidity of sequential logic; and (c) unlike 
traditional noral philosophy in particular, poetry 
is firmly rooted in the actual and particular rather 
than in the conceptual and general, in the individual's 
experience rather than his cerebrations. It is the 
duty of "pure" (as distinct from historicist) literary 
criticism to extract from this poetry its content 
of knowledge and to present this in the more universally 
comprehensible terms of conceptual logic. 
Compared to the other two categories, this latter 
type of poetry is almost always a more selfconscious 
practice and thrives in a cultural climate in which 
literary criticise is highly developed: because of 
this, virtually all technical experimentation and 
innovation in poetry is confined to this category. In - 
Gaelic before the 20th century, it has only been anong 
the trained clan bards of the 12th to 17th centuries 
that literary criticism was practised to any appreciable 
extent and their criticism, in fact, confined itself 
to prosodic standards, stopping short of assessment 
of a poem's perceptual excellence (or lack of it). 
Of the 18th century posts, Rob Donn G1acKay was the 
only one, with the possible exception of MacDonald, 
to express an apparently strongly-held and consciously 
formulated theory of poetry 
43(that it must disinterestedly 
seek to portray truth) and his poetry is, significantly, 
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the only substantial body of pre-20th century poetry 
to attempt to critically analyse and evaluate (against 
the yard-stick not of Pope's Reason but of Christian 
charity) the lives of the people he knew; substantially 
all the other Gaelic poems of this period are philosophical 
poems only in a limited sense (assessed as poetry, 
not as philosophy): they give often eloquent expression 
to religio-philosophical generalisations, not to the 
poet's experience. 
There were several reviews of contemporary 
publications in the periodicals of Dr Norman MacLeod in 
the first half of the 19th century, but the first 
considerable body of criticism of contemporary Gaelic 
literature did not appear until the era of 'Guth na 
Bliadhna'(the early decades of the 20th century). 
As regards poetry, the two most important contributions 
of this kind were undoubtedly the series of articles 
on 'Bard3chd an Lä an Diugh' by Calum flacFarlane, 
which appeared between 1906 and 1910 ('Guth na Bliadhna't 
V-VII), and an article, 'Inbhe ar Bärdachd' by Donald 
Sinclair which was published in 1916 (XIII). 
MacFarlane discussed the work of contemporaries of 
his own--rost of then were active in the late 19th 
century ro. ther titan the 20th--such as Evan G1acColl, 
Donald f: lacke`hnie, Neil r: 1acLeod, John LlacFadyen, 
Henry thyte (and other translators), and several 
unpublished bards. He stated in his introduction that 
he would not condenn a poem merely because its style 
was novel to Gaelic nor condemn nets influences merely 
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because they were fron English literature and he 
adhered to these commendablo--and, at this time, 
very rare--principles. But he seams rather too 
uncritical of the new Ron'ntic and humorous poetry 
of the city-Gaels--this uas, of course, the type of 
poetry fy; acFarlane himself composed. 
The standards set out by Sinclair in his essay, 
'Inbhe ar 8ärdachd', are considerably more exacting 
than those of MacFarlane. He insisted that the Gaels 
must try to evaluate the status of their poetry-- 
not, as Was the practice of the time, against the 
" other branches of Gaelic literature, but against 
the standard of English literature. On that crite"ion, 
Sinclair contended, Gaelic poetry wa3 sadly lagging: 
"Anns a cheud site, cha'n eil uidhir de cheol Ina 
chuid bärdachd-san 's a tha againn-ne, air neo 
dh' fhaodamaid a rädh nach eil uidhir de dhragh 
aige-san air reim 's a tha againn-ne. filar sin, 
cha'n eil e cho tram air na h-brain, na luinneagan, 
agus na duanagan 's a tha sinn-ne. Ach, mur a bheil 
e sin, tha o an geall air a dhol no's äirde agus 
na's doimhno na tha sinn-ne ann an seadh agus brigh 
bhardail. " 
He attacked the unmitigated naturalism that is 
typified by 'Moladh ? einn Dobhrainn' ("Tha '3einn 
DObhrainn' as eugnhais na leirsinn annanta sin a thogas 
nithean talnhaidh os cionn 'mcnadh fada reidh "'); 
the great enphasis laid on expressive polish at the 
expense of sense (of the bardic war and humorous songs 
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he says disparagingly--"Cha'n eil an sin ach tbruidheann 'll); 
the consequent tendency to accumulation of adjectives; 
and tha attitude that singing is the most proper 
medium for the communication of Gaelic poetry--rather 
than print. He mentioned, as a partial explanetion of 
the gap between English and Gaelic poetry, the fact 
that the Gaelic poets have generally had little 
formal education, making the very sane observation that 
learning, while it cannot by itself make a poet, 
can help a poet develope his native talent. 
He gave his own definition of the ideal function 
of the poet--". . gur e bard neach air an do bhuilich 
an Cruthadair buadhan äraidh inntinn, meammna agus 
anma a tha a' toirt comais dhi an Fhir? yin 1ihor a 
1Firsinn agus fhaireachduinn, agus E leirsinn agus 
a' fhaireachduinn aiseag chugainn-ne cho fior-dhileas 
is a dh' fhaodas e am briathran beöil. " 
Sinclair also expresses here the importance of 
the Gaelic poets' looking for inspiration not in 
exotic literatures (such as Greek), but in the 
early Celtic literature and culture. The conjunction 
of this emphasis on the importance of achieving a 
"blas Ceilteach" with Sinclair's mysticism 
44 
reminds 
us at once of the writings of Yeats's early Celtic 
Twilight period, which Sinclair almost certainly 
would have read. 
Sinclair was not able to put his sophisticated 
and demanding critical dicta into effective practice, but 
his poetry does sho, -i the results of some experimentation 
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and, generally, an intelligent care in the choice 
and application of words which is exceptional. His 
poems were published mostly in 'Guth na Bliadhna'y 
the first ('Faoileag an Droch Chladaich') appearing 
in 1913 (X). A poem of his, 'Slighe nan Seann 
Seun'--a lament for the old and disappearing culture 
of the Highlands--was published in G1aurico Lindsay's 
'fflodern Scottish Poetry/An Anthology of the Scottish 
Ronaissance'(1946; 2nd ed. 1966), with a Scots 
translation by Hugh fflacDiarmid: it was probably 
through the mediation of Sorley fflacLean, who very much 
admired Sinclair's poatry, that it was brought to 
faacDiarmid's--and thereby to Lindsay's--notice. 
Sinclair was an electrical engineer and spent 
most of his working life in England and the Lowlands of 
Scotland. His poems to his native Barra, however, 
are only marginally in the Gaelic Romantic tradition-- 
he had little of that traditions glorification of the 
past and its weakly diffused nostalgia. Sinclair's 
poems express the feelings of a genuine nature lover 
who had to live in the city, the feelings of a man 
who, like Wordsworth, felt he was capable of meaningful 
'communion with nature. His robust love of nature is 
illustrated by this verse from 'Fäilte a' Chuain' 
(XV, 191.8): 
110, Shaoghaill an t-saorsa, an t-anam 
'Tha düsgadh, a' lasadh am chom 
Ri beö-ghuth, ri luasgadh na marag 
Ri äilleadh, ri anail nan tonn", 
t 
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and by this other From, a poen to Berra in which, in 
Romantic fashion, a love theme is also involved: 
"Tiugainn, tiugsinn, tiugainn co' rium 
Gu ruig ceöl-thir cheal no ghaoil, 
'S caitheam soil is sgoil is storas 
Gu toil ströghalach nan gaoth" 
('An t-Siorruig', XVI, 1919). 
In many of his other ncture poems, Sinclair uses 
words with econory and intelliýenceý as in the last 
example. The following verse demonstrates this 
quality and also exemplifies the uncommon degree 
of imagination shown by him in his treatment of nature 
themes: 
"Is üror blath o mhaduinn chiüin 
A' fosqladh sül a clö; 
Is üror ribhinn gheal no ruin 
An dreach fo chrün a h-öig'; 
Is üror dorsan chit' an la 
'1Jan lasair-smä1 le böidhch'; 
Ach ürcireachd is sin the 'bhärr 
Air äilleachd Loch na h-Ob" 
('Loch no h-OU, 1915) 
Sinclair's Romanticism has more in common with that 
of Wordsworth than that of the other city-ridden Gaelic 
poets: a nascent pantheism is apparent behind lines 
like "An sign tha 'g iathadh bhagh"('Innse ýIla-Soluis'), 
"Ohörrhse tha soedh Ina er luath-ghair" (of the waves in 
'Fäilte air at Chuan') endýparticu)arly, the poem 
'An Guradan Duslaich'(XIV, 1917), in tThich he affirms 
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a special kinship with Mother Earth that culminates in 
this address to the speck of dust--"A' Ghaineamh, 
is braithrean sinn. " 
The line from this poem, "Le doille-dheil ag iarraidh 
cridh' a g'nath"--on his own poetic vision--gives 
an example again of Singlair's linguistic exper.;. nentation 
and consequent conciseness and also of the fire 
poetic insights which are found intermittently in 
his work. 
Sinclair's longest poem is 'Lä na Seachd Sion' 
[XXII-XXIII(1915-1916)], a description of a storm and of 
the plight of the crew of the fishing boat 'Ealasaid'. 
This poem is almost a thousand lines long and divided 
into seven sections and a conclusion, an appropriate 
metro being used for each section. The obvious inspiration 
for it was Alexander MacDonald's epic, 'Birlinn Clainn 
Raghnail'. Like the older poet, Sinclair personifies 
the elements and, in that and in his descriptions 
generally, reveals a degree of imagination45 as well 
as naturalistic descriptive skill that is hard to 
parallel in Gaelic outside the work of MacDonald 
himself. There is a graphic description of the boat's 
weathering of the storm, in which the versification 
is skilfully used to abet the description: 
"A fiacail ghlan bu chäileachdach 
A' treabhadh leugan gäbhalta9 
8' e sin gu tric a shäbhail i 
Is muir is bas 'g a' ruaig. 
I 
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Fo späirn net döruinn' Marraichte 
Gun chreanaich seöl 's cha b'annasach, 
Aig fzithean leöid bha 'n canabhas 
A' brath air tighinn o' cheil, "; 
and passages of extravagant description in which, as 
with G1acDonald's image of the white wave-tops being 
the shattered brains of sea monsters, the imagination 
runs riot. Two examples of this, the first somewhat 
more restrained than the second are: 
(a) "Chrith talamh is adhar le maoim 
filar dhuilloach air craoibh roimh 'n deö, 
Stad anail na gaillin 'na cliabh 
IN uair chu: al i mer-bhriathar ethic neöil. 
Oir b' osan erd-labhraich nan sion 
IN uair rachadn an ciall 'o dhöigh; 
Ro-sheise do phoitear an t-sluaigh 
A' glaodhaich thar dhuan luchd-? il"; 
(b) "Dhüisg muir amh air leaba fiabhruis 
Air na laidh i riamh o thös, 
Ghluais a nadur madaidh iargalt', 
Threig a ciall i 's chaill i doigh. " 
The use of language in this poem is often terse and 
effective: "Air teine bha connadn donn-ruadh/A' cath 
eadar funchd is blaths"I "B' ür-sgainte aghaidh nan 
creag", "Bu chianail smacin-mhos lach an sealladh", etc. 
This creative usage of words is evident also in 
'Innse Ra-Soluis', one of the best of Sinclair's nature 
poems. His starting point is the physical uhiteness of 
the moonlight on the Isles and on the sea (as he imagines 
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it from the South), but he developer this into a 
conception of a somewhat magical atmosphere surrounding 
the Isles ("an sian tha 'g iadhadh bägh"), basing 
this thematic developenent on the fact that the uord 
"goal" means both "white" and "lucky": 
"Goal an Tabh gu fois air sioladh-- 
Sgathan fior Bach iomhaigh äi11'; 
Geal do mhac an rin a bhriag-riochd, 
Geal d' a chuilein gnioinh air shamh". 
It is his feeling for words and the vital flashes 
of his imagination that distinguish Sinclair from the 
other Garlic poets of his time, since his subject 
matter- is usually very traditional, comprising mostly 
descriptions of natural phenomena or praise poems to 
his homeland and race (e. g. 'Gairm Düsgaidh', 1917). 
He did, however, compose at least three philosophical 
poems; two are in conventional dialogue form-- 
'Faoileag an Droch Chladaich' and 'Creag nan Sgarbh' 
(XX: l, Spring 1915), Which merely verbalise trite 
reflections on aspects of the Islanders' life. They 
are both, however, more artistically disciplined 
(o. g. they do not contain a humorous pr; lude) than the 
corresponding poems by John [, lac Fadyen and 'Creag 
nan Sgarbh', in particular, ends we).!: 
"Dh' fhalbh an bard is e air ghleus 
Is thog e 'n t-seisd air reir a smaoin. " 
The other philosophical poem published in 'Guth 
na Bliadhna' was 'Long nan Daoine (XIX, 1924). The 
I 
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central image is a traditional one: 
"Chunna raise Long nan Daoine 
'Ruith non tonn air cuan an t-saoghail", 
and the philosophy iss in the main, traditional also: 
"Fear at direadh ri crann sölais, 
Fear at teärnadh gu clar bhörda", 
but the assimilation of native folklore material--e. g. 
this verse from an actual folk love song--is neatly 
done: 
"Fear 'na toiseach 's e sior-chaoineadh, 
Fear 'na deireadh 's e sior-ghlaodhaich", 
and, in a verse or two, the predictable generalisations 
are replaced by a concrete image of startling precision 
and applicability: 
"Beinn' o rosg air broilleach mäthar, 
Air bhärr urle [irla? ] cuirnein gäbhaidh". 
Sinclair shows more metrical versatility than was 
prevalent among his contemporaries among Gaelic poets 
ors in fact, among traditional bards (with the exception 
of Donald G1acIntyre) until the present. In one poem 
at least ('Tir mo Dhüthcha', XIX, 1924), he uses a 
very much freer metrical and rhyme schema than traditional 
prosody would tolerate: 
"'S e tht air ml aire-sa 'san uair, 
Guth is duan ud as chuain Bharraich, 
Cu ireadh innisean mo luaidh; 
Buan-mhaisa mo dhüthcha. " 
In 1917, an attempt was made to set up a properly 
constituted 'Comunn nam 3rd Albannacht, of which 
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Sinclair uas to be the Secretary. The aims of the 
society as set out in its constitution were as follows: 
"1) a bhi a' brosnuchadh anus at cur an ceill 
Ealainean B rdachd agus D in-cheöl na Gaidhlige; 
112) 
a bhi a' troÖrachadh adhartais anus 
griathachadh na Gaidhlige, a litreachas agus 
a min-oilean. " 
Sinclair himself, in an article in 'Guth na 
Bliadhna', explained that the reason for the institution 
of this society was--"air chair agus gut m buannaich 
ar bärdachd agus ar dan-cheöl ann an toradh agus an 
aghartas an aonta ri ar n-inbh© mar chinneadh oileanta, 
agus mar shluagh a chumas ar ceum fein ri caismeachd 
nan am. " But this society received little support 
and produced no tangible results. 
Iy seems that the admittedly restricted experimental 
achievement of Sinclair's poetry was widely ignored-- 
perhaps because not recognised--at his time. H. F. 
Campbell's article on contemporary Gaelic literature 
in 'An Deo-Greinet in 1916 lamented the death or 
unproductive old age of all the "great" poets of the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries such as geil L1acLeod, 
MacFadyen, and Uhyte, commenting anxiously on the 
apparently complete absence of worthy successors; and, 
in 'An Deo-Greine' for June 1919 (XIV: 9, p. 142), 
an anonymous letter led with the question, "A bheil 
na Baird Ghaidhealach 'nan cadal? " 
If the situation had been as bad in 1919--just after 
the 'Jar--as this letter implied, then Gaelic poetry 
would indeed have been in a sorry state. The First 
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World ! 'Jar produced--in virtually all the literatures 
of Europe--a neu radical attitude to the form, subject 
matter, and function of poetry. Previous wars had in 
the main involved professional armies fighting battles 
far from home according to a chivalric code of conduct: 
the European Uar of 1914-18 involved large sections of 
the civilian population and witnessed unparalleled 
brutality (including the use of poison gas) end dishonour 
on both sides. Its literary consequence, wa s' chierly, 
a growing scepticism--corroborated by the Freudian 
demonstration of the largo part played in the formulation 
of decisions by. the subconscious--about the value of 
the rational processes of deduction, a scepticism 
which became a subject for literature in itself but, 
more fundamentally, also produced a new approach to 
the plastic and literary arts. This new approach is 
usually referred to as Surrealism and involves the use 
in art of the emanations of the subconscious, subjected 
to as little control as possible from the conscious 
mind: Surrealism was not an active factor in Gaelic 
literature until the 1950's and following. The more 
" 
immediate of the effects Which the First War had on 
the European literatures was, however, operative on the 
Gaelic literature of the time--this was the more 
perdl; siva attitude towards new forms and subject matter 
and a more radical thought content. 
John Munro and Clurdo Murray-both natives of Lewis-- 
were University men who fought on the battlefront for 
most of the war (Munro was killed in April 1918). 
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Munro's poetry--his total surviving output, published 
in James Thomson's 'An Dileab', 1932, comprises 
three poems, totalling less than 100 linos, all 
composed during the war--is, as to content, more akin 
to the work of the English patriotic poet of the First 
War, Rupert Brooke, than to that of the poets like 
Wilfred Owen and Sigfried Sassoon, whose attitudes to 
war in general, the conduct and motives for this war 
in particular, and to the civilian life they left 
behind was given a radical bent by their experiences 
in the trenches. But Munro interestingly broke away 
more radically even than Owen and Sassoon from the 
traditional prosodic modes. For example, in 'Ar Tlr', 
a poem describing his return to the Highlands on leave-- 
a poem fully traditional as to subject and bttitude-- 
ha varies the length and metrical pattern of his lines 
in order to corroborate his verbal description rhythmically: 
"Brat shneachda air mullach nam beann, 
Currachd caötha mar liath-fhalt m' an ceann, 
Feadainn is Bruthain mbintich 
A' leum 's at dbrtadh, 
IS be torman at sporghail measg garbhloch nan gleann. " 
'Ths last line is extremely effective in conveying the 
, turbulent haste of the river: it is all the more effective 
coming after the tidier, more ponderous rhythms of the 
first four lines. 
The poems 'Ar Gaisgich a Thuit's na Bl6ir' and 
'Air Sgbth nan Sonn', though not in fully-fledged 
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vers libre., also show a commendable degree of freedom 
from the straight-jacket of the Gaelic prosodic 
conventions. In the first part of 'Air Sgath nan Sonn', 
for example, though the rhyme scheme is based on the 
u and ö sounds so popular with Gaelic bards, the 
incidence of either sound is varied to produce a sound 
pattern that is not at all tedious: 
"Air sgäth nan sonn nach fhaic mo shüil 
Tuilleadh ri m' bheö, 
IS nach cuir bleth-phlac gu ml chridh' ni Is in, 
Le grain an lamh le tläths an gnüis, 
Le fäilt is furan am beöil". 
murdo Murray's importance as a poet is based 
almost entirely on one ', "46 y poems 'Luach na Saorsa 
it is in conventional versification (the Burnsaic 
stanza), but within these bounds achieves a near 
colloquial rhythm. What is most significant about the 
poem, however, is not its metrics, but the radical 
attitude to the war which underlies part of it. The 
poem focuses our attention on one incident, a few 
crucial seconds in the course of the war--that iss 
ýths few seconds after a bullet is fired into the 
enemy trenches from the poet's gun: 
"Stad tanull beag, a pheileir chaoimh, 
Tha Idol gu d' uidhe; ged is faoin 
61o cheist--am bheil 'nad shraon 
Ro-ghuileag bäis? -- 
IM bheil bith tha beö lo anam caoin 
Ro-sgart' o thärh? " 
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In the second verse, the poet--movinj cornplstoly 
away from the traditional bardic approach to war 
poetry--shows that he feels c: 7nuine sympathy for the 
widow and orphans which the bull-at he has fired may 
have created. The poem's dramatic immediacy and the 
emotional--as distinct from purely intellectual-- 
importance to the poet of resolving the central 
philosophical issue of his poem--that iss the justification 
for the killing--make 'Coach na Seorsa' a most interesting 
poem. Out to the central question: 
"An urras nai"th do chlann nan daoin' 
Thu guin a' bhäis, le d' ruinn bhig chaoil, 
A chur am broilleach fallain laoich 
San ar--fhaich fhuair? " 
Murray lamely gives the conventional patriotic answer: 
". . 's uil' iad iobairt-saors' o' n Gird, 
Tro In Dhzs thick 3Uf IDH". 
One felt in the preceding three verses that the poet 
was feeling his way towards expressing a supra-national 
kinship with the enemy whom he had killed, a kinship 
which would make war and its values quite meaningless. 
This was the attitude that Owen had arrived at when he 
wrote 'Str3nge C'eeting', in which the dead soldier tells 
the poet in a dream: "I an the enemy you killed, 
my friend. " It seems to ne that the ending of Murray's 
poem--though no doubt psychologically comforting the 
poet--conflicts in tone uith the rest of the poem. 
The poetic output of Purray and Munro is severely 
limited as to bulk and even as to literary nerit 
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(whether that is judged purely on the degree of innovatory 
success or is judged absolutely). Their importance 
lay in their influence on later poetry. Though some 
of their poems were published in the 'Stornoway Gazette' 
towards the end of the war and f. lurray's 'Luach na Saorsa' 
in the 1920 edition of Macßaints 'Gaelic Reader', the 
first significant publications of lurray's and Munro's 
poetry was in 'An Dlleab' (ed. James Thomson, 1932, 
2nd ed. 1936); this was used widely in schools as a 
supplementary textbook and must be reckoned to have 
played an important part in later more substantial 
poetic experiments in Gaelic. 
T. D. rilacDonaldts47 'Dain agus Dealbhan-Fha cail an Am 
at Chogaidh'(ca. 1919) is an example of a considerably 
larger body of poetry which was coloured by the experience 
of the war, even though MacDonald himself did not serve 
in this war. Some of the poetry is in the traditional 
hortatory style of the bardic uar poetry (for example, 
'A' Shratach tha Dearg, Geal is Gorm', 'Creideamh', 
'Trusadh nan Gaidheal a Tiroan Cein', etc. ), but in 
many other poems, though they are written in this 
same discursive style, he expresses a viewpoint on the 
war that is quite different from the conventional bardic 
" one. In the pgen 'G1Gighdeanan a' Chogaidh', for exanpie, 
he deprecates the way in which the "pride of race" 
(so fondly praised by the bards) is helping to make 
men and uonen into brutish beasts: 
"Fuil air at chlaidheamh! fuil-ruadh an t-süil! 
Gun mhothachadh a mhcr-chuffs tha 
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A gineadh miarn a' bhrüid 's n h-uil' 
A h-aon bu chn'r 'ohi caoibhneil blath: 
Gamhlas, uaiL, is sannt at chridhe 
A' fas is uaibhreachas na stri"; 
he shores himsolf on several occasions to be intimately 
conscious of the suffering and destruction caused by the 
war and, though in the main he rounds off those poems-- 
as Murdo f: lurray did 'Lunch na Saorsa'--by stating that 
the slaughter and destruction is justified, for the 
British soldiers, by the consummate righteousness of 
the cause they are fighting for, there are a few 
verses in uhich this reasoning is viewed with some 
scepticism: 
"Innleachdan dhaoine a' cur as da dhaoin', 
Oiorasachd nanhaidean ri cheile-- 
A' stri air son ceann, 's gach aon anns at gheall 
Gu bheil iad na is ceart na In taobh eile" 
('Imcheist a' Chogaidh'). 
Again, MacDonald, while, like the bards, praising 
the Highland Reginents, differs radically from then 
' by questioning thu cause that they in particular--the 
Gaels--are fighting for: 
"An fhuil a dhöirteadh air son saors' 
'S na düthch'n nan fads thall, 
An ceannaich e iad fein a daors' 
Nuair thilleas ied a nail? " 
('Ara a' Chogaidh is na Dheidh'). 
Chile dealing with this same subject in-another 
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poem, 'Leasain at Chogaidh', MacDonald shows a concern 
for the slum-dwellers of Britain's great industrial 
centres that was only rarely expressed in poetry in 
any language until the writings of Hugh Glacüiermid, 
Stephen Spender, Auden and others in the late 1920's and, 
in particular, in the 1930's. The environment which 
MacDonald describes is the one 'hick coerced the 
exiled bards into Romanticism but which they ignored 
in their poetry: 
"An clobhsaichean dubh, salach, fuar' 
Bha iomadh aon diubh tämh, 
Pa dh' fhaoidte, shu--3s air staidhrichean, 
Le mosaiche at cnämh. 
"Am beile mor--an saoghal mor-- 
Eha iad am fangan oilit, 
Gun fharsuinneachd, gun tioraileachd, 
Gun äite cluich aig cloinn. " 
In most of these poems, (. lecDoneld ends by expressing 
conventional patriotic s22ntimý2nts which often contradict, 
in spirit, if not in letter, the radic_j1 comments made 
earlier. Often these endings give the impression of 
being penitent retractions, possibly appended to the 
poem just before publication. 
Some of f1acDon-, ld's poems are of considerable 
interest from the point of v_eu of form as well as of 
content. The verse from 'M ighdeenan a' Chogaidh' 
quoted above (p. 333f. ), for example, though leid out 
on the page in conventional format, actually reads as 
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vers iibra. Ths beautifully simple 'k Lan-dubh 'san 
Fhraing' is in a pleasingly unorthodox metre and can 
also be read üs free verse (especially the third stanza): 
"Ann an so, ri tuaisead 
A msasg muinntir cQin, 
Chuala mi 's an astar 
Eun beag at seinn. 
"Eun beag a' seinn, 
IS dh' aithnich mi a ghuth: 
B' 4nnsa leansa rianh o-- 
An 1 n-dubh. 
"An 1 n-dubh, 
Binn near a b' abhtst: 
Chu; nhnich e no dhachaidh 
Dhömhs' an dräsd'. " 
Considerable technical ingenuity is also demonstrated 
by the poem 'Aig an Tighe is an D'ithchannan Eile', 
in which the idyllic tranquillity of the Highlands is 
juxtaposed interlineally with the filth and brutality 
of the trenches: 
"An so--the sealladh caoibhneil ages bläths an teine, 
An sud--tha spreadhadh millteech a sior ghlaodhaich 
ruinne. 
"An so--ctbhraidheachd nan bläth Is an Earraich 
at tighinn, 
An sud--truaillidheachd a' bhäis le guth ärd 
as bruidhinn", 
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and also by the poem, '. fin Ait-eiginn 's an Fhraing', in 
which, verse by verse, the theme is developed from 
"An äit-eiyinn 's an Fhrmir. g/The mären suinn 'n an 
laidhe'(the beginning of verse 1) through "An ait-ei. ginn 
fo 'n Quir. . ." 
(verse 2) and "An sit-eigin n cridhe 
/Gach nooch do 'n ell an aithris" (verse 3) to "An 
äit-eiginn bi' sgrlobht'/An ezchdraidh na cruinne, / 
IN leabher-cuimhn an Ti is Sird'. . . "(verse 4). 
MacDonald, though some of his poems tend towards the 
discursive style of the bards, was clearly conscious 
that the true function of the poet (as distinct from 
the versifying sociologist/historian) is to accurately 
define his own oxpcrience and that of his contenporaries 
and he was fully aware of how elusive that subject 
can be. He expresses this idea very subtly in 'An 
Guth a tha mu 'n Cuairt', probably his best, certainly 
his least polemical poem. These are the first four 
verses: 
"Tha cc? 3. Minn anns an astar 
Tha eadar mi Is an cu3n; 
Ag eirigh measg nam beanntan, 
Is anns na ccilitean uain'. 
"seis-- 
Chan urrainn dho, -1h a chantainn, 
Ach cluinnidh mi am fcnn; 
Chan aithne dhomh n2-1 facail, 
Ach tuigidh mi an bonn. 
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"Air feasgar ciuin an t-s3nhr_+idh, 
IS an citeig ghrinn the siübh'1, 
Tha cagar bins at sanais 
Nan tachsirtean 'nan chluais, 
Chan urrain' etc. 
"An gaillionn fuar a' ghearihraidh 
The eigheach agus rNn, 
filar ghuth a' feuchainn aithris 
Air nla dheanadh din. 
Chan urrainn, etc. " 
In 1921, MacDonald published a sequel to 'Däin is 
Dealbhan-Fhacail', titled 'An D i. dh a' Chogaidh'. In 
the introduction to this collection, he ansuezed the 
cavils of reviewers who had attacked the innovations he 
had introduced--in versification, subjects, and even 
in spelling--in the first collection. He seems to take 
these criticisms very seriously, claiming--"tha'n 
cumhainneachd inntinn so a cumail moran air ais bho 
oidhirpean a dh' fhaodedh a bhi air an deanamh air 
sgäth na Gäidhlig. " In terms reminiscent of Sinclair's, 
he claimed that the majority of the readers of Gaelic 
poetry paid attention only to versification and the 
poem's ability to be sung rather than to its subject 
matter ("br*. gh nam facal"). Probably as a reaction to 
these criticisms, the poetry in 'An Deich a' Chogaidh' 
is almost militantly topical and socially concerned, 
though the versification is more conventional than that 
of the first book: the return of the soldiers is welcomed 
and the political situation at home and abroad reviewed 
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in detail, but the result is sociology (albeit in 
verse) rather than poetry, 
The same is largely true of the pclitical poetry 
of Angus Morrison ('Däin agus Grain Ghlidhlig', 
[1929]). Morrison's aims were clearly much lö'tier 
than those of the villmge bards. He composed conventional 
eulogies not to the worthies of the neighbourhood but 
to nationally known personages such as Earl Haig and 
David Lloyd George, and an elegy on UJilliK Gladstone. 
His poems on the political events of his day include 
a number of Scottish National poems, 'Sith ari Eirinn', 
'Smuaintean air F rachd Impireachd Shr:: atuinn', and 
'Air Taghadh Fear Parlamai. d an Siorramachd ; ois--1910'. 
These, like his elegies and eulogies to politicians 
reflect Jittle application of the imagination or emotional 
involvement in the ideas discussed. The following 
lines from the last-mentioned poem are characteristic: 
"'Illeathanaich bho Chluaidh, 
Fine ussal bha tartarach, 
Carson a chuir thu cülaibh 
Ri c'^tthan do shinnsire, 
6a thcgh an t-slighe chuagaich, 
Is oillteil na 'Unionists', 
Is miann loam at cheist fhaighneechd, 
'Tarriff Reform' gur sin do bhosd, 
Gur gr*aineil lean an ealaidh ud. . ." 
fi, lorrison also composed on philosophical thenes-- few of 
which are more successfully synthesised c! ith his experience 
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than his political subjects; they include An post', 
'Bas an "OileanEaich"', etc. Even his humorous poems and 
nature poems are sententious: some of the former, in 
fact, such as 'Ubrnhnall Ruadh 's na h- Uibhean'(e 
parody of'Tam o' chanter') seen to be fictional narrative 
poems rather than humorous descriptions of actual incidents. 
Morrison's 'Ceilidh Samhna' is a long (ca. 500 cords) 
narrative poem in which an old man tells a story of 
his youth. It uses rhymed couplets and was obviously 
intended as a short epic, but neither the story nor 
central character are of epic proportions. 
Angus Robertson's 'Cnoc an Fhredheisc', published 
in 1940, was anoi. he, undertaking al' epic scope. The 
poem is over 100c lins long and was an attempt to describe 
"the ethos of his race". It begins with scenic description 
that is pervaded with neo-Platonic mysticism, then 
proceeds to tell, as a dream, of the life of the 
Highlanders in the past--their social customs, literature, 
and history--finishing the poem with a quick summary 
of Celtic history (legendary and authenticated), 
including the Dagda, Finn, the Druids, Tir nan Og 
legends, and Columba and tha Christian era. He 
frequsntly interrupts his narrative to reflect philosophically 
on the incidents he has just described: this philosophy 
has a distinctly proverbial flavour, e. g. -- 
"Nach ann mar sin the cuid de 'n t-saoghal-- 
Pl1a bheir a thaobh, Is an car asad-- 
Nuair theicheas uipinn leis a' ghaoith, 
Cha chuirear suim In ad chomhairle? " 
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and again-- 
"Is taitneach leis an läimh an äbh'st; 
Bidh fear na dalach, carraideach-- 
Cha mhair at mhaduinn re an lä; 
No dreach air ceaird nach amais air. " 
The poet's philoscphic-,, l observations are not 
particularly original in most cases. As a writer, 
RobeLtson resembles Donald Sinclair, a personal friend of 
hisr'. in several ways: both made a deliberate attempt 
to glean old and disappearing words and expressions and 
to use them in their work. A result of this interest 
" 
in language was the fact that the prose style of both of 
them became very aureateand rhythmic and, in many 
passages, turgid and obscure. Sinclair's poetry is 
distinguished by a creative use of language rather 
than by its thought content. Similarly Robertson, 
though he often verges on obscurity in this poem, 
shows much more ccnscious craftsmanship in his use 
of words than was customary with the bardh (or even 
with the other epic writers), whose salient characteristic 
is a glib facility of expression. Robertson's style 
is more effective when he is using figurative language, 
as here: 
"each linne, loch is ionad 1-- 
3ha In äill3 sid' so-fhaicsinnaach-- 
Mar &tudsn bean-na-ba-nns' air Lir, 
Is tulgadh tuinn 'g am paidireachd"; 
again: 
"The tin, le cuigeal is crois-iarn' 
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At tomhas rian a' bhcnrtachaidh, 
A thig bho'n chridhe diheilbheas gni. onh 
Doln chuid bheir fianuis altnhorach. . . "; 
and, finally: 
"Bu taisgeal cridhe, äbhadh-ciüil 
A' tighinn bho shuil nan rionnagan 
Nuair sgaoileadh oidhche brat air sthc; 
IS a chaoineadh driuchd air bileagan". 
Besides the title-poen, the book 'Gnat an Fhradhairc' 
contained several shorter poems by Robertson--these 
comprise Romantic nature and love songs and a few 
humorous poems. 
As with the poetry of Angus Morrison, a coincidence 
of lofty literary ambition and paucity of talent characterises 
the two main attempts during this century to produce 
traditional epic poetry in Gaelic. These uere the Rev. 
Donald MacCallum's 'Dbmhnullan/D n an ceithir earrannan' 
(1925) and the Rev, Neil Ross's 'Armageddon'(1950). 
PlacCallum, taking his cue, no doubt, from the old 
Irish heroic tales, used heroic coup1e1, s for narration 
and more lively and singable metres, with shorter lines, 
for emotive speech. The first part ('Duan 1') describes 
the call to battle, the hero's parting from his beloved, 
his friend's death, the hero's receiving an award for 
gallantry, and his return to his sweetheart who, 
thinking hin dead, has married another. The second part 
explains how the girl made this mistake, following the 
conventional epic pattern of describing first the climax of 
the action and filling in the background in a subsequent 
section of the poem. Parts 3 and 4 div3rge from the 
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naturalistic style of the first half of the poem and 
describe allegorically the Domhnullan's enslavement to 
money, his worldly success, and his complementary 
emotional bankruptcy. His doctors give medicines and 
suggest travel and recreation, but he becomes happy 
only when the ghost of his dead soldier comrade tells 
him to renounce fiammon. Cunning and greed ('Solt' 
and 'Sannd') are personified and struggle with him-- 
these are the equivalent of the mythical "machinery" 
of the traditional Vergilian/fiiltonic epic--and finally 
he dies, this incident also being described symbolically: 
"Ach thäinig Ia. 
IS a' mhire bu chruaidh, 's am fac an sar 
An sealladh so: Qoelsebub, le straon 
Bu chunnartach, a' teachd air Fear a Ghaoil 
Emanuel, Is dha fein a' sireadh r'Od 
Gu dol g'a chomhnadh, bhris e chlaidheamh-mär, 
Iss feuch, 'n a eud, gun aige ni na b' fheärr, 
A chridh a thaobh do thilg o 'n süil an nämh, 
Mar sin g'a dhalladh enns an uair. . ." 
'Oömhnullan' is almost 2000 lines long, but contains 
very few poetic insights or even memorably effective 
phrases. The story falls too rigidly into two distinct 
halves and the narration is, in the main, very prosaic, 
seldom ccnveying any feeling of excitement, tension, 
or grandeur. 
Ross's 'Armagoddon'(over 1000 lines) is a versified 
history of the Second World War up to the end of the 
Battle of Britain: 
48 it is in no sense poetry. It 
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is certainly topical and full of information, but this 
information has been adduced, ordered, and expressed 
using the techniques of one of the scientific, logical 
methods for the study of human affairs--namely, the 
historian's. As defined at the beginning of this 
section, poetry's distinctive function is to give not 
information but knowledge of life--and it does so in 
a way that is distinguishable at several points from the 
scientific method. Nail Ross in this poem has merely 
used the external trappings of poetry to gild his 
historical account of the War. The following verse, 
for example, describes part of the Battle of Britain: 
"LLnasdal ochd Is son daug thug Hainkel, Dornier, 
Junkers, 
Ionnsaigh air luingois fo dhIon than cörsachan 
Thames agus Harwich; 
Thaom iad spreadhaidhean aoig air Bournemouth, 
Uioymouth is Portland; 
Tuilleadh cha till do In cairtealan seachd fichead inneal 
a thainig. " 
'An 0©idh a' Chogaidh'(1921), 'Dämhnullan'(1925), 
Morrison's 'Dain is Orain'(1929), 'Cnoc an Fhradhairc' 
(1940), and 'Armageddon'(1950) represent a distinct and 
continuing avenue of developenent in Gaelic poetry. 
These are all poems of epic grandeur and size, distinguished 
by strident topicality or merely by the ambitiousness 
of their scheme rather than by poetic insight, and 
inspired in the main by chauvinism rather than by the 
need of a poetic sensibility to express itself. This 
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avonu© was, however, fortunatoly, not the only, or even 
the most important one along which Gaelic poetry has 
developed in the period since the First World War. 
Other poets attempted to give expression--not to world 
affairs of their time as in 'Armageddon'--but to their 
own experience of their time, to the way in which 
these affairs were moulding their personality: this is 
the distinctive knowledge that poetry can adduce and 
express. The roots of this developement were in the 
1920's-- in particular, in the Scottish Literary 
Renaissance. 
Christopher Murray Grieve (better known now under 
his pseudonym of Hugh <<1acDiarmid) made his first 
significant contribution to Scottish letters with the 
publication of 'Northern Numbers', a series of three 
annual anthologies of new and mostly experimental 
Scottish poetry which he edited between 1920 and 1922. 
During the subsequent twenty-year period, at least, 
MacDiarmid was the main driving force behind all new 
literary developements in Scotland--both by the example 
of his own poetry and by his vigorous advocacy of a 
Scottish Literary Renaissance. 
macDiarmid's poetry comprises lyrics in Scots-- 
e. g. 'Sangschaw'(1925), 'A Drunk Man Looks at the 
Thistle(1926)--and, from the early 1930's on, verse-- 
mainly in English and on political or scientific themes-- 
which was becoming increasingly discursive and polemical 
(e. g. 'The First Hymn to Lenin'). His most widely 
acclaimed work--and the one most significant to a study 
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of Gaelic poetry--has almost certainly boon 'A Drunk 
Man Looks at the Thistle'. Long poems attempting to 
delineate the sensibility of a people or of the time 
are a feature of the first tuo decades of this century 
in English literature, Eliot's 'Uastoland' being the most 
successful and best known example. Unlike the 'Wasteland', 
which has a rigid, if heavily overlaid, philosophical 
framework, MacDiarmid's poem is a series of short 
lyrics, unified by discursive connecting links and' 
more importantly, by the persistence of the poem's 
central image--the thistle as a symbol of the various 
aspects of the Scottish sensibility. 1acDiarmid's 
poem is in Lallans, in traditional Scots verse forms 
and is reminiscent in many aspects of the best in early 
Scots literature, but he also shows himself aware and 
ready to avail himself of the successful experiments 
made by his contemporary posts in other languages. 
As a consequence of the introversion of most Scots 
poetry at his time, facOiarmid is often, in fact, too 
self-consciously cosmopolitan, quoting whole poems from 
Russian, French, and German (in Scots translation) 
and literally using words from foreign languages-- 
these tendencies are also found, and for a similar 
reason, a decade or so earlier in the English poetry of 
Eliot and Pound, Many of the remarks made hure on 
macDiarmid's poem are also, significantly, apposite 
to much of the poetry of the Gaelic poet, Sorley 
MacLean. 
flacDiarmid's campaign for a renaissance in Scottish 
letters was motivated largely by his political convictions 
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and was conducted through his own periodicals--e. g. 
'Scottish Chapbook'(1922), which had a Gaelic page 
edited by Alexander Nicolson, 'The Scottish Nation' 
(1923--), and 'The Voice of Scotland'(1938--)--through 
the press generally, and in published collections of 
his own literary criticism. His main emphasis was on 
the return to Lallans and Gaelic as literary media, 
on a return generally to the mainsprings of the Scots 
tradition by ignoring the romantics, and, complenentarily9 
to the return to "grass roots"9 on an awareness and 
application of the best in world literature. MacDiermid's 
example and enthusiasm soon attracted many followers: 
orong the poets who were inspired by fllacDiarmid to 
compooo in Lallans some of the most important are 
Robert Garrioch, Sydney Goodsir Smith, Alexander Scott, 
Tom Scott, Albert 1ackie, and Douglas Young. MacDiarmid's 
most fruitful influence is probably exemplified in 
Lewis Grassic Gibbon's trilogy 'A Scots Quair'. George 
Campbell Hay wrote both in Lallans and in Gaelic, though 
the latter was not his native tongue, and both Hay 
c 
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Sorley MacLean clearly benefitted from the friendship 
and inspiration of MacDiarmid. 
Sorley MacLean was born in 1911 in Raasay off 
Skyo, went to Portroo High School and Edinburgh University 
where he took an Honours degree in English literature. 
Graduating from teachers' training college around 
1935, he spent a short time teaching in Portres, 
but was teaching in an Edinburgh school during the 
year or two before the Second World War. MacLean's 
first publication, '17 Poems for 6d'(1940) was in 
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collaboration with the Lallans poet, Robert Garrioch. 
MacLean contributed eight poems to the collection, 
all but one of them (see below) reappearing later in 
'Dain do Eimhir is Din Eile'(1943). Significantly, 
this latter collection was edited, by a group of four 
which comprised two Gaelic experts and Douglas Young 
and Robert Garrioch, two leading figures in the Lallans 
movement, and was published by William MacLellan, on 
whose enlightened patronage in the 1940's the success of 
the Scottish Renaissance was, to a considerable extent, 
laid. 
The 'Dain do Eimhir' section of the book comprises 
a total of forty-eight numbered poems. 
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All were 
inspired by the poet's love for 'Eimhir'--a name which 
probably stands for more than one actual woman--and 
represent a conscious and systematic attempt to 
analytically doseribs the various facets and consequences 
of that love. The first ten poems, for example, 
represent almost as many aspects of the subject: the 
first deals with the girl's 13ck of sympathy with his 
intellectual preoccupations; the second with the 
relationship between love and reason; poems III, IU, 
and VIII lament the lack of concern over poverty and 
the Republican cause in Spain that is caused by his 
love for her; poem IX stresses her spiritual beauty 
(nilleachd t' enema); XI is a simple lyrical verse; 
X and XIII outline his poetic credo; and XIV is an 
example of Metaphysical52 style and dialectical 
acrobatics. Those themes and approaches are returned to 
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again and again in the ssrios. Sometimes they are 
qualifiedl'sometimes refuted, sometimes extended or 
merely corroborated. Though the order of the poems 
is clearly not a haphazard one, it-is equally clear 
that it was not imposed on the poems at some time 
after their completion--it is broadly the chronological 
order of composition. This is clear from Poem XX, 
for example: 
"Nan robh an comas mar a b' äi11 leam, 
le ealain fuaighte ri no shäth-ghaol, 
Cha n-e naoi deug an äireamh 
no a leithid so da dhaintoan. . ." 
It is further demonstrated by the way in which, occasionally, 
a poem can be clearly seen to have inspired tha following 
one, as with 'Na Sämhlaidhoan'(XXVIII), in which his 
poems are ghosts, and 'Coin is Madaidhean-allaidh' 
(XXIX), in which his unwritten poems are hounds of 
hell. Finally--and most interestingly of all--that 
their ordering is chronological is demonstrated by the 
subtlo thematic change of emphasis towards the end. 
From LI' onwards, the girl's face (symbol of physical 
beauty) figures with increasing prominence (the long 
'Tha sodann 'ga mo thathaich', LVII, being a climax) 
at the expense of the post's praise of her character, 
his regret at her inability to understand his poetry, 
and his analysis of his own feelings. It is as though 
the love affair has physically terminated and he is 
writing from memory (LVII seems to confirm this), 
this supposition being further confirmed by the last 
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poem: 
"chunna mi On cül ruadh an raoir 
Is a bhathais shaoibhir bhöidheach. 
"Chunna mi 'n cül ruadh is dhüisg 
coann roinneadh ür 'nam fhe©i1-sa. " 
0 
It seems that the majority of the poems in 'Dain 
do Eimhir' were composed between 1937 and the early 
years of the war (in Poem LX MacLean refers to himself 
as a soldier). The length of the period involved is 
documented in the retrospective poem, 'Däin Eile', 
XXIII: 
"Thug Yeats da fhichead bliadhna 
gu tric Is cruaidh a' fiachainn 
ri annas eon aodainn 
chur an caoine bhriathran. 
"Thug miss cörr Is dä bhliadhna 
am faoine a' cheart fhiachainn. . ." 
and the dating is corroborated by the second verse of 
'Däin Eile: XVIII'('An Dun-Fideann/1939'), which has 
already boon quoted in a footnote above: 
"Am bliadhna roghainn na h-Albann, 
An nighean ruadh, clär na greine; 
85 a bhan-uiridh an nighaan bhän, 
Roghainn älainn na h-Eireann. " 
It also seems, however, that at the point when MacLean 
decided to construct a unified poem sequence (sometime 
prior to the composition of XX), he used some poems 
that complemented the tone of the sequence, but had, in fact, 
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been composed considerably earlier--Poem XI, which is 
ascribed to 1932, is an example. It may also be that 
MacLean at this point spread out the poems, according 
to theme, in the systematic fashion that characterises 
the first third of 'Dain do Eimhir'. Broadly speaking, 
however, chronological order is represonted, especially 
after XX. 
'Däin do Eimhir'--like 'A Drunk Man Looks at the 
Thistle'--is unified as one poem by its being a systematic 
examination of a single subject. In the case of 'Dain 
do Eimhir' the subject, the poet's love of a ioman, 
is considered from several viewpoints as in the'Drunk 
man', but in the case of 'Dain do Eimhir', it is reconsidered 
from these same angles at a later period of time, which-- 
in conjunction with its lack of a formal unifying device 
such as macDiarmid's thistle image--gives the superficial 
impression of a lack of unity. It has, in fact, a very 
real organic unity. 
MacLean had an undeniably high regard for macDiarmid, 
as is indicated, for example, in his poem 'Tr3 Slighean' 
('Oäin Eile: XVI'): 
"Cha bt urrainn dönh-se cunail fäire 
air slighe chumhang nan ard-bhaann 
a nochdadh thar cridha do bhärdachd. . . "; 
also we know of his involvement in the Scottish Renaissanca 
and, in any case, tie'Drunk Man' was, of course, an 
extremely seminal poem generally in Scotland. For 
these reasons, it would be foolish to suggest otherwise 
than that the inspiration for the ambitious scheme of 
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'Däin do Eimhir' (not, naturally, for its themes) 
was MacDiarmid's poem. In the interests of accuracy, 
however, it ought to be pointed out that theme-grouping 
of poems was also a characteristic of the style of 
W. B. Yeats, who influenced MacLean's poetry in many 
fruitful ways: two of the best known examples of 
Yeats's theme groups are 'Meditations in the Time of 
Civil War' (in 'Tho Tower', 1928) and the Crazy Jane 
poems in the collection 'Words for Music Perhaps'(1931). 
Some of the individual poems in the 'Däin do 
Eimhir' sequence are simple lyrical expressions of 
the poet's emotion at a particular point in time-- 
for exampl©, Poem XLIX: 
"Bile 'ri bät' agam fo sheol 's a Chlärach 
ag gaireachdai_ch fo sröin, 
mo lamh ceärr air falmadair 
Is an t-eile 'n suaineadh sgöid. 
"Air dara tobhta In fhuaraidh 
shuidh thu, luaidh, 'nam chair 
agus do röp laist cuailean 
mu ml chridh Ina shuainaadh öir. 
"A Dhia nan robh 'n cürsa ud 
gu ceann uidh mo dhaöin 
cha bhiodh am Büta Leödhasach 
air föghnadh do mo sheöl. " 
The first verse brilliantly evokes a carefree, 
holiday atmosphere; in the second, the traditional 
Celtic image of womanly beauty--golden hair--is further 
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developed as an image to echo the "suaineadh sgöid" of 
the first verse; and the last verse culminates this 
synthesis of the first two by expressing the aspiration 
of his love in terms of a boat's voyage. Poem LIV is 
also an exceptionally successful love lyric. In the 
first verse, the imagery is fre3h and vital, achieving 
an interesting complexity in the last line, in which 
"res goal" becomes an image of the girl's beauty 
both directly and indirectly: 
"Bu tu camhanaich air at Chuilthionn 
Is latha suilbhir air a' Chlaraich, 
grian air a h-uiiinn anns an ör-shruth 
agus räs goal bristeadh fäire. " 
Both Angus Robertson and Donald Sinclair show an 
intelligent and imaginative use of imagery which 
distinguishes them from most of their poetic contemporaries 
in Gaelic, but their achievement was a very limited one 
compared to that of MacLean. Nor had these or any 
other 20th century Gaelic poets before MacLean approximated 
his craftsmanship in those two poems, which, though they 
read as simple artless expressions of love, are shown 
by close reading to have been very artfully constructed 
to give that effect. MacLean--as his critical articles 
in 'The Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness' 
reveal--had an intense admiration for William Ross and 
the early Gaelic folksongs of love: his own poetry, 
as theso two poe:, s demonstrate, is rooted in that 
tradition, but his powerful poetic intelligence has 
extended the tradition not just formally, but also 
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thematically. The last two lines of Poem LIV, for 
example, which was basically traditional as to content 
up to that point, ends with this sophisticated reservation: 
". . tha bior glas an dölais 
troimh chliabh m' ög-mhaidne sathte. " 
Again, this ending is highly ingenious technically, 
referring one back to the first line of tim poem and 
maintaining the poem's unity both on a denotative 
and connotative level. Poem XXII, in which a simple 
lyrical expression that is very reminiscent of the 
folk-poets and in particular of William Ross follows a 
very sophisticated intellectual concept, is an example 
of a rather violent thematic expansion of the tradition: 
"Choisich mi cuide ri mo thuigse 
a iuigh ri taobh at chuain: 
bha sinn comhla ach bha ise 
a' fuireach tiotan bhuam. 
"An sin thionndaidh i ag radh: 
Am bhoil e fior gun cual 
thu gum bheil do ghaol goal alainn 
a' pösadh träth Di-luain. " 
The tradition is further extended by Poem XVII, 
which is also an attempt to express (rather than, for 
example, to analyse) the strength of his love for 
Eimhir: he compares it to the beauty and order of the 
universe, which he describes in the two memorable 
opening verses: 
"Lionmhoireachd anns na speuran, 
ör"chriathar muillionan do reultan, 
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fuar, fad as, 1öghmhor, älainn, 
tosdadh, neo-fhairoachdail, neo-fhailteach. 
"Lanachd an eölais ml an cursa, 
failmhe an aineolais gun lUl-chairt, 
cruinne-c6 ag gluasad samhach, 
eigne ]eis fhein anns an aruinn. " 
In the third verse, he repudiates the cold splendid 
beauty of the stars with its mainly intellectual appeal 
in favour of the warmers a-rational beauty of human 
love. f(lany previous love poets in Gaelic had compared 
the beloved to the stars. Here, however, MacLean 
examines the aptness for his subject of this conventional 
image--with a keen and honest mind--and finds it lacking. 
This poem has grown out of the Gaelic tradition. The 
radical attitude to literary convention and the 
generally analytical mind that underlies it characterise 
MacLean as a Gaelic poet. 
Gaelic love poets of the past, in giving expression 
to their emotions, have often--and inevitably--analysed 
their lovo, as the examples of traditional lyric given 
in the preceding section of this chapter illustrate. 
This analysis has often been an unconscious consequence 
of their attempt to describe it. Many of PacLean's 
poems represent a fully conscious philosophical and 
psychological examination of the subject. The facet 
of his love that he most frequently investigates is the 
part played in it by the intellect. Poem II, 'A 
Chiall 'a a ghräidh' is a good example: he starts with 
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a discussion of the apparently anomalous yoking of 
intellect and emotion--popularly regarded as antithetical-- 
in the proverbial phrase which he uses as his title. His 
own love started as emotion but this was later corroborated 
by his mind; the two concepts, therefore, are fused 
in love: 
"Is thubhairt mo thuigse ri mo ghaol, 
'Cha dhuinn an dübailteachd; 
Tha an coimeasgadh Is a' ghaoll. " 
This poem is ascribed to May 1932, which, very 
interestingly, is also the year of the publication of 
T. S. Eliot's 'Selected Essays' in which, in the essay 
'The Motaphysical Poets', he first defined the "dissociation 
of the sensibility"--between emotion and intellect. 
Eliot felt that this dissociation had set in with the 
poetry of Milton and Dryden, and had characterised 
literature from then till the 20th century, but that 
the modern school of English poets were redressing this 
by going back to the pro-G1iltonic era, that of Donne 
and the other metaphysicals, for their inspiration. 
Interestingly, Poem XLV, in which again MacLean pursues 
this theme, is very reminiscent of the work of John 
Donne. He uses startlingly concrete imagery for intangible 
phenomena (his love is a stone, his intellect a knife, 
a microscope, a fire, etc. which tests the strength 
of the stone). Every single thought or implication 
is tortuously pursued to its logical conclusion. 
This characteristic and his effective synthesis of 
thought and feeling are illustrated by these lines: 
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''S e In gaol ginto leis a' chridhe 
an gaol tha 'n geimhlich shaoir 
an uair a ghabhas e 'na spiorad 
gaol eanchainn air a ghaol. " 
I an not suggesting that MacLean is, in these 
poems, mimicking Eliot's poetry or consciously 
practicing what Eliot has preached, or even that he 
sought stylistic inspiration in the English retaphysicala: 
all I wish to illustrate is that MacLean was, as a post, 
on the wavelength of his time, a wavelength which 
Eliot diagnosed in his famous essay. 
In LVII, in which MacLean ponders the ways in 
which the girl's beauty may be mummified, the undeniably 
real emotion has again been thoroughly intellectualised. 
All the philosophical implications have been investigated 
with a painstaking comprehensiveness. 
The best known of the ways in which MacLean has 
extended the native tradition, with regard to subject 
matter, is in his preoccupation with the Spanish 
Civil War and with the plight of the proletariat which 
is expressed in some of his love poems: less than a 
third or the poems in 'Min do Eimhir' refer to Spain 
or Communism, but these poems are a very significant 
minority. Almost all the English poets of the 1930's 
are characterisad by a rather sentimental brand of 
Communism, a consequent social concern and, in particular, 
a strong emotional involvement in the cause of the 
Republicans in Spain. Their poetry on these subjects 
falls into two categories: the poets who served in the 
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International Brigade in Spain, like John Cornford, 
talk more-of their own loneliness and fear than of 
Communism as an abstract concept ("Though Communism 
was my waking time, /Always before the lights of home/ 
Shone clear and steady and full in view--/Here, if 
you fall, there's help for you--/Now, with my party, 
I stand quite alone"); and the poets, like W. H. Auden 
and Stephen Spender, who stayed at home--except for a 
brief visit by each as observers--tended to wax 
abstract, conceptual, and often garullous both about 
the Republican cause and about Communism in general. 
MacLean differs from both groups, principally in that, 
in 'Däin do Eimhir', he did not write poems about either 
Communism or the mar but, on occasion, discussed the 
relationship of both of these to his central subject, 
his love for Eimhir. 
He investigates this relationship in Poem IV, 
referring to Communism, concern for Scotland (reminiscent 
of filacDiarmid's), and the Spanish War in turn: 
"An tugadh d' fhonn no t-äilleachd ghlörmhor 
bhuam-sa grainealachd mharbh nan döigh so, 
at bhrtid Is am meirleach air ceann na h-Eorpa 
's do bheul-sa, uaill-dhoarg, Is an t-lean bran? 
"An tugadh corp geal is clar greina 
bhuan-sa cealgaireachd dhubh na braine, 
ninh bhüirdeasach is puinnsean creide 
is dlblidheachd or n-Albann eitigh? 
"An cuireadh böidhichead is ceöl suaifihneach 
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bhuar-sa breöiteachd an aobhair bhuain so 
am meinnear Späinnteach a' leum ri cruadal 
is 'anam morail idol sios gun bhruaillean? " 
'Urnuigh'(XVIII), though stylistically atypical 
of MacLean, throws some interesting light on his 
literary aspirations. In the first place, it is of 
significance that the poem, though by a Humanist 
("cha n-ell enn ach: Deanam läidir/m' eigne thin an 
aghaidh amhghair"), is fashioned as a prayer: Marxism 
was the religion of the 30's poets and it iss in fact, 
Marxism that MacLean desires to cleanse him, not from 
sin, but from the sway of emotion, a fatal weakness in 
a revolutionary Marxist. The following verse is a 
striking simulation of the tone of a conventional 
Christian prayer: 
"Esan d' am bheil an cridhe air icnnlaid 
theid e troimh theina gun tionndadh; 
di. ridh e 'bheinn mhor gun ionndrainn: 
cha. d'fhuair miss leithid de anam 
's [gun] mo chridhe ach air loth-fhaladh. " 
As a Christian poet might admire a saint, so MacLean 
seeks to emulate active revolutionaries such as Dimitrov 
and Connolly and John Cornford "'n uair a bhe an Späinn 
'na latha-traisg dha". 
It was this same complete devotion to a political 
idea which Yeats marvelled at in 'Easter 1916': 
"Hearts with one purpose alone 
Through summer and winter seem 
Enchanted to a stone 
To trouble the living stream"p 
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and which Yeats also, in poetic practice, was fortunately 
unable to achieve: 
"How can Is that girl standing there, 
My attention fix 
On Roman or on Russian 
Or on Spanish politics" 
('Last poems': 1936-1939). 
Neither MacLean nor Yeats was temperamentally 
equipped to purge his poetry of puroly personal and 
idiosyncratic preoccupations even though, in the 1930's, 
that practise was da rigeur among writers, particularly 
among poets. This was much more of a blessing that 
fflacLean, in particular, would have recognised at the 
time, in that it saved them from the discursiveness, 
vapidity, and tactile weakness that we find in much of 
the English poetry of the 30's. Yet, paradoxically, it 
is his remorse for this that gives their fire to many 
of the poems in 'Däin do Eimhir'. This remorse and 
feeling of impotence are, interestingly, shared by 
lathiou, the central character in Jean-Paul Sartre's 
-'The Age of Reason'(1945): Mathieu is a Marxist 
lecturer in philosophy (no doubt the character was 
modelled on Sartre himself) who was too embroiled in 
a love-affair to go to fight in Spain. 
This brings one to a final assessment of the poem 
sequence 'Dain do Eimhir', judged--as Donald Sinclair 
recommended--against the best of its kind in European 
literature. The th6ne of its probable model, 'A Drunk 
If2n Looks at the Thistlo' is the Scottish sensibility; 
Eliots theme in 'The Wasteland' is the socio-intellectual 
t 
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condition of Western Europe in the early 20th century; 
G1acLean, on the other hand, in 'Däin do Eimhir', confines 
himself to an expression of his own sensibility. 
Although, superficially, this is limiting, it need be 
so in a fundamental sense only if that sensibility is 
a narrow one: MacLean's included in its scope concern 
over the social and cultural state of Europe, the world 
politics of his time, poetry and music in a European 
context, 
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and the condition of Scotland. To that 
extent, his poem sequence is as ccsmic in the knowledge 
of life it adduced and expressed as these other poems, 
especially if we allow its relatively deeper probing 
of experience to compensate for its lack of perspective 
and systematic ideology. But it is clear--in retrospect 
at least--that MacLean would have preferred to have 
composed a philosophical/sociological poem like 'The 
Wasteland' or 'A Drunk Man' rather than a poem sequence 
of the type of 'Däin do Eimhir'. This is expressed 
bluntly in XIX of 'Dein Eile': 
"Cha d' rinn mi lest mar bu chaomh learn 
an tuigsinn no atharrachadh an t-saoghail; 
Cha d' lean mi son riabh gu crdch leat: 
dh' fhagadh staoin is cam gach stri leat 
ague mi fhIn le rann nee-brighmhor. " 
The poetry in the 'Däin Eile' section of the 1943 
collection is also rooted in the native Gaelic tradition, 
but the techniques of that tradition have again been 
amended and added 
to in the ways and to the extent 
made necessary by MacLean's contemporary sensibility, 
his considerable creative intelligence and intellectual 
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training, and his knowledge of developement in other 
literatures. In this latter connaction, it seems here 
also that flacDiarmid was more of an inspiration than 
a stylistic influence, that his role was catalytic: 
the main influences on MacLean's style in 'Dain 
Eilee were the 30's poets and the Symbolists, generally, 
but W. B. Yeats in particular. 
The metres used in this section also are--like 
those of Yeats and 11acDiarmid--basically the traditional 
ones, distinguished by a less insistent rhythmic and 
rhyme pattern. Occasionally, as in 'Däin Eile: XX', 
MacLean uses a somewhat freer verse pattern for effect: 
"Mo bheatha ruith Chun nan cuantan 
troimh fhraoch is raineach is droch fhiarach 
air a cürsa fangte, tiamhaidh, 
mar an sruthan staoin suarach, 
bha gabhail slighe chrion troimh chluaineag 
gu cuan anns a' chaol. " 
Generally, however, (MacLean is much more conservative 
in his use of metre than was John Munro and very little 
more adventurous than T. D. MacDonald. 
MacLean's use of vowel sounds to establish a 
particular tone in a poem has had, of course, an 
honourable pedigree in Gaelic--due to the importance 
of oral performance. Few poets, howarer, have shown 
such technical mastery as that which produced this 
verse from 'Craobh nan Teud', Poem VII in 'pain Eile': 
"Tha ghlas-mheur düint' 
mu dhun a' mhullaich; 
tha 'n cumha ür 
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to dhriuchd na dunsidh: 
tha chraobh mhör sgaoilt 
air aonach tuiridh; 
tha Craobh nan Teud 
Ina laus luath duillich. " 
i 
The rich, deep ü-sounds of the first four lines suggest 
the sonorous dignity of laments'; the ao-sounds which 
follow express a higher pitched, more frantic lamentation; 
the last line, with its three linguals, brilliantly 
evokes speed, surface brilliance, and rostlessness. 
IBacLean's ability to give economical and effective 
expression to subtle concepts was foreshadowed in the 
poetry of Donald Sinclair, whom MacLean is known to 
have greatly admired, but 6lacLean's concepts are, in the 
main, more complex, modern, and therefore difficult 
to articulate than those of Sinclair and he has little 
of the latter's tendency to list little known words 
for their own sake, though this tendency is not 
altogether lacking as these lines from 'Däin Eile: IX' 
show: 
"Onfhadh-chrios mhullaicheani 
confhadh-shlios thulaichean, 
monbhar luim thurraidean närsail, 
gorm shliosan mhosgaraidh, 
stoirm-shliosan mosganach, 
borb bhiodan mhonaidin ärdP. " 
Memorably effective phrases such as the "diathan/ 
nach oil ach 'nam falas iarraidh" of 'Urnuigh' abound 
in both sections. The following lines from 'Din 
Eile: VI'('An Soitheach')are a brilliant description of 
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a Celtic Twilightist: 
"chunnacas, cha b' ann am bruadar, 
duina 'na sheasamn air gird, 
'nan räth goal soluis nu 'n cuairt air 
faclan gun sgoinn gun stath. 
"Cö soo ea dh' fhiar an seöladh, 
am fear ud a ciarachd ärd? " 
This semantic density is a result and symptom of the 
poem's having been "written" and designed for silent 
reading, rather than composed by an illiterate bard 
and designed for oral performance, as most earlier 
poetry in Gaelic had been. 
The images in 'Däin eile', as in 'Dain do Eimhir', 
are drawn from the traditional repertoire (mainly images 
from nature), but their application hors also is often 
vivacious and original. The final, synthesising 
image in I ('Ban-Ghaidheal') is startling and powerful: 
"Is thriall a tim mar shnighe dubh 
a' drüdhadh tughaidh färdaich bochd; 
mheal iss an dubh chosnadh cruaidh; 
is glas a cadal suain an nochd. " 
A true poet's eye is indicated by this beautiful image 
from XV ('Coilitean Ratharsair'): 
"'n unir dhöirt a' ghealach na crüin shoilleir 
air clar dughorm na linne doilleir. " 
The combination of imagination and precision in these 
lines has seldom boon paralleled in Gaelic nature 
poetry. Alexander MacDonald and, to a lesser degree, 
Donald Sinclair come closest of all the poets before 
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MacLean, but, in their imaginative passages, they usually 
lack this essential faithfulness to the observed facts. 
MacLoan's intense artistic solfconsciousness 
distinguishes him from most preceding Gaelic poets. 
A majority or the 'Däin Eile'--including virtually 
all the long poems--concern poetry and its creation. 
Of the short poems, XIX and XVI ('TA' Slighean. / 
Do Uisdean Macfhiarmid') are of particular interest. 
XIX laments his lack of application to the techniques 
of poetry: 
"Gabh a mach as mo bhärdachd, 
's tu mo chuthach, aodainn älainn, 
trid nach tug mi In t-suim bu chair dhomh 
do churachd is do Was nan döchas 
no do ghniomhadh nan rann seölta. " 
This is very like Yeats's "All things can tempt me 
from this craft of verse" ('The Green Helmet and 
Other Poems', 1910), as the basic attitude to the 
beloved that underlies it ("a nighean at chüil ruaidh 
öir/gur gld fhada bhuat mo bhrbn") is very similar to 
that which Yeats expressed in 'Words': 
"'My darling cannot understand 
What I have done, or what would do 
In this blind bitter land. "" 
In 'Tri Slighean', (MacLean gives a precise and 
useful statement of his poetic aims. The poem is also 
noted for its list of contemporary English poets: 
It .. Eliot, Pound agus Auden 
MacNeice, is Herbert Read Is an cömhlan"; 
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the temptation to list one's exotic reading has, of 
course, always been very strongly felt--and usually 
yielded to--by experimenting posts in a culture whose 
writers have, before his time, been too inward looking 
and out of touch with devolopements outside. Also, 
personality-bandying of this kind has been frequently 
remarked on as unusually prevalent among the English 
poets of th3 30's, the following example from Julian 
Symon's 'letter to the Intelligentsia' being well 
known: 
"But there waited for me in the summer morning 
Auden, fiercely. I read, shuddered and knew. " 
There is considerably more of the didactic poetry 
that is so characteristic of the 30's in 'Däin Eile' 
than in 'Dain do Eimhir'. 'Ban-Ghaidheal' is too 
obviously didactic, but is redeemed somewhat by the 
powerful "snighe dubh" image of the last verse. 
II, 'Calbharaigh', discusses the slum problem; III, 
'An Crann Dubh', is, like 'Bin-Ghaidheal', an attack on 
Christianity; and 'Gealach Ur', a naNa expression of 
belief in Communism. Poem V is dominated by the repetition 
of another rollcall of names--"Cörnford agus Julian 
Bell/agus Garcia Lorca"--and too little distinguished 
by artistic synthesis as well as being clamantly 
propagandist, e. g.: 
"De dhuinne Impireachd na Gearmailt 
no Impireachd Ehreatainn, 
no Impireachd na Frainge, 
's a h-uile to dhiubh sgreetaidh? " 
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in MacDiarmid's 'A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle'; 
though these were indubitably the important influences 
on MacLean as far as Symbolism is concerned, it is 
not altogether insignificant that some preparation of 
the ground had been made by Donald Sinclair's 
noo-tlordsworthianism. 
Baudelaire's most important single poem was 
'Correspondances'. The first two quatrains (here given 
in English translation) outline his general theory: 
"Nature is a temple where living columns/Sometimes 
murmur indistinct words; /There man passes through 
forests of symbols/That watch him with familiar glances. // 
Like prolonged echoes that mingle in the distance/ 
In a shadowy and profound unity, /Vast as night and as 
the light of day, /Perfumes, colours and sounds respond 
to one another*" 
54 flacLean's 'Däin Eile: XXII' 
echoes this: 
"Ach tric an smuaintean na h-oidhch', 
an uair bhios m' aigna 'na coille chiar, 
thig osag cuimhns ag gluasad dui]. lich 
ag cur a furtachd gu luasgan"; 
'Coilltean Ratharsair'(XV)--a poem of over 200 lines-- 
does so even more obviously. The poet, apparently in a 
boat on the Sound of Raasay, describes the wood in 
terms of its connotative, or symbolic values. First, 
the actual view is described: 
"Gallain a' ghiuthais 
air lughadh an fhirich"-- 
then its representational significance: 
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"gore chlogadan suaithneis, 
muir uaine gun dinns. . 11 
The second verse, instead of looking at the wood 
from a distance, takes us inside it, describing the 
visible scene first and then the invisible world of 
its tnnnotations: 
"Ur1ar frainich is beithe 
air an t-sebmar and uaine; 
am mullach Is an t-ürlar 
trom dhathte le suaimhneas: 
mith chuachan na söbhraig, 
bileag bhuidhe air uaine; 
is cuilbh dh3reach an t-seömair, 
giuthas öirdhearc an luasgain e": 
this is Baudelaire's pillared temple/forest of symbols. 
The subsequent three verses express, in terms of the 
symbolism developed in the first two, what 'Coilltean 
Ratharsair' have given the poet: 
"Thug thu dhomh clogadan, 
clogadan buadhmhor, 
clogadan mireanach, 
buidhe is uaine,. .. 
"Ghabh mi an t-slighe 
troimh fhilleadh an luasgain: 
thug mi an cürsa 
that ür-fonn a$ bhruadair. " 
The remaining verses of this section describe 
the wood--its bird-song and coolness during the day 
and at night its shadowy forms (reminiscent again of 
Baudelaire's symbolism): 
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"Ri d' thosd anns an oidhche 
bhiodh loinn-chruthan öm air 
thar ciaradh nan coilltean 
's fann shoillse na glömainn, 
ag eäladh gu cuireideach, 
ioma-chruthach, seölta, 
a' falbh 's a' sior-thighinn 
's gam filleadh 'nad chrönan. " 
The last verse of this section echoes versa three, 
but an ominous note is struck now: 
"Thug thu dhomh clogadan, 
clogadan uain©, 
clogad a' bhioraidh 
is clogad an t-suaimhnsis. . ." 
The next section sets the actual scene--ho is in 
a boat and looks around him ate on one side, Sgürr nan 
Gillean, on another, the wood and the graveyards where 
his ancestors lie. The third section--again in a 
different metre--returns us to the wood, picking up 
the note of griof and danger on which the first section 
had finished. In the restless ("luaineach"), delicate 
("duilleagan maotha"), fertile ("coille chaochan") 
forest, a serpent appears:. 
"Dhiiisg an nathair 'na luisreadh 
Ina duilleach ioma-luath, Gaol, ttrar, 
'na geugan duilleagach gu ciürradh, 
gath a' thrädh-ghal anns an t-sügradh. " 
The serpent is a symbol of the disadvantages, in terms 
of psychological discomfort, of love and of poetry. It 
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is obviously drawn from tha Biblical story of the 
Devil's assuming the form of a serpent in order to 
persuade mankind to eat of the Tree of Goodness and 
Knowledge in the Garden of Eden. The serpent is here 
connected with "Cuilthionn", which symbolises lofty 
aspirations: 
"Thäinig an sitheadh bho 'n Chuilthionn, 
bho na beanntan bu duilgha 
d3readh gu nullach suilbhir. " 
The poet then equates himself with Actaeon who, 
in Greek legend, discovered Diana and her maidens 
bathing in the woods and was, as a punishment, turned 
into a stag and pursuad and killed by his own dogs. 
The poet sees the three muses naked among the trees and 
simultaneously pursues and is pursued and scourged 
by them. In three paragraphs of much freer versification 
MacLean directly expounds his lack of confidence in 
the value of his aspirations, substantiating his direct 
statcments in the third paragraph with a symbolic 
expression of the same themo: 
"Do Path bhith toirt do dhochac 
gaol stsud-crodhanta, crö-dhearg, 
bhith liubhairt do äird a' Chuilthinn 
gaol a ni stri thar gash duilghinn? " 
The futility of these aspirations lies in the fact 
that the foundation is precarious: 
"Bochd, fii-chinnteach am bone 
the steidheachadh Cuiithionn nan sonn. " 
This foundation is the heart, the poet's feelings, 
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"Coilitean Ratharsair": 
"Cha. n-oil col air an t-sligho 
th' aig fiarachd cham a' chridhe 
Is cha n-ail 001 air a' mhilleadh 
do 'n tarr gun fhios a cheann-uidhe. 
"Cha n-eil Bolas, cha n-eil ©blas 
air c rich dheireannach gach törachd 
no air seöltachd nan lüban 
leis an caill ia cürsa. " 
This "törachd" is the pursuit of the beloved through 
the wood which was described in the fifth verse of the 
poem: 
"a' siubhal 's a' tilleadh 
's a' sireadh na buaidhe= 
am mir© 's an deann-ruith 
is ml annsachd gu h-ur1l. ach"; 
and also the associated pursuit of the muses by the 
poet and their pursuit of him (i. e. the high aspiration 
symbolised by the Cuilinns, whose consequent unhappiness 
is symbolised by the serpent and by the scourging of 
Actaeon). 
The "myth" or system of symbolism underlying this 
poem is again used in 'Dain Eile: XX' ('Gleann 
Aoighre') and underlies parts of non-Symbolist poems 
like 'Tr3 Slighean': 
"Cha b' urrainn dömh-sa cumail faire 
air slighe chumhang nan ard-bheann 
a nochdadh that cridhe do bhärdachd. " 
A consistently Symbolist procedure very similar to 
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that of 'Coilltean Rathersair' is found in 'The UJasteland' 
and 'A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle'(the two probable 
models for 'Däin do Eimhirt) and, of course, in many 
poems of Yeats. The beginning of 'Coilltean Ratharsair' 
suggests that MacLean went to the roots of the movement 
for his inspiration. His application of this continental 
literary theory to Gaelic composition has been of vital 
importance, for Symbolism, while, in a diluted form, 
characterising modern poetry in all languages, has been 
developed in a distinctive and particularly intense 
was by two modern Gaelic poets after MacLean. 
In 'Craobh nan Teud'(VII)--a study of poetry-- 
and 'An Soitheach'(XI)--a poem on Gaelic culture-- 
the symbolism is more traditionally employed, but the 
persistence of the central image distinguishes these 
poems also from previous poetry in Gaelic, in which 
imagery was usually "imagery of the will", that iss 
sensuous pictures consciously utilised to ornament the 
statement being made. In 'Craobh nan Teud's one feels 
that the post started off, as in "poetry of the will", 
with his idea, but that the image he chose to express 
it developed organically with the developement of the 
idea. In 'Coilitean Ratharsair', the wood, rather than 
a theory, was the inspiration for the poem: again, 
however, the two became fused and are developed in the 
poem as a unity. 
'Imagism' as a consciously applied literary theory55 
was a significant though short-lived off-shoot of 
Symbolism in which the emphasis was shifted from the 
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"reality" behind the "appearance" to giving concise, 
vivid pictures of the sensuous surface of things, 
of visual reality. In English, it was a reaction 
against the opaqueness and concentration on sound 
of much late 19th century verse (e. g. Tennyson and 
the Pre-Raphaelites). Donald Sinclair's poetry shows a 
similar tendency towards conciseness and visual 
clarity of images. Examples of it in MacLean's work 
are manifold, as many of the quotations given above 
illustrate, although there is nothing that one could 
describe as the product of doctrinaire Imagism 
(this was outdated in English long before the 1930's). 
Tho poem 'A' Chorra-ghritheach' is an interesting 
case. It begins with a description of the scene, followed 
by an account of the poet's state of mind expressed 
in the terms of that description; then the heron is 
described: 
"Thäinig chorra-ghritheach ghiüig©ach, 
sheas i air uachdar titurra, 
phaisg ia sgiathan dlüth rithr, 
I at baachdachadh air gach taobh dhi"; 
the poet thereafter discusses the degree of fulness of 
the heron's life as compared to man's, interrupting 
these reflections twice to describe the scene: 
"'s i air clachan loma traghad 
ag amharc sleamhnachd cuain neo-bharcaich, 
ag sisdeachd ris an t-slugadh-nhara 
is sal a'suathadh air na clachan. . . ", 
and: 
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"raise mar raut Is mi am bnar 
ag amharc fuachd na linne cömhnaird". 
The poem onds with a resumption of the philosophical 
discussion: 
"A h-aisling mire le son shitheadh 
tighinn 'na h-aimsir gun chrionnachd, 
gun bhrön, gun teagamh, ach aon mhireadh, 
lagh direach, neo-cham carra-ghrithich. 
"fill aisling-sa air iomairt truaigho! 
briste, cam, le lainnir buairidh, 
ciürrt©, eon-"drithleannach, neo-shuairc©, 
eanchainn, cridhe Is gaol neo-shuaimhneach. " 
As with Symbolism, the Gaelic poets who came after 
MacLean (in this case, Donald MacAulay) took mainstream 
Imagism (that of the 1913 Manifesto) considerably further 
than Maclean, its pioneer in Gaelic, had done. 
MacLean seems to have composed little poetry after 
the publication of 'Däin do Eimhir is Din Eile' in 
1943. Between December 1945 and January 1946, four 
short poems of his appeared in 'An Gaidheal'. The 
themes are those of 'Dain do Eimhir', e. g. --"Flhag 
no reusan/air mo chridhe"(flay 1946); as are the 
styles, e. g. 
"Dhirich mi beinn an uamhais. . 
"Ach cha bu shuarach a' chreachainn. 
Ged a bha i mar am bäs, _ 
B' uasal a' chreag am mullach 
Ge b' e an-iochd a cärn" ('A' Bheinn', Zan. 1946). 
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A poem on Gaelic poetic taste: 
"Chailleadh a' ghaisge anns a' cha? 1 
Chailleadh speis is fearg is brön" 
('Chunnaic mi Long 'sa Chaol Chahach') 
appeared in 'Gairm'(Airoamh 6) in the Spring of 
1954; and a Symbolist poem, 'Hallaig', was published 
in 'Gairm' (Aireamh a) in the Summer of 1954 and reappeared 
in the anthology 'Honour'd Shade' (ed. Norman macCaig, 
1959). In it, the poet sees the trees in Hallaig as 
the dead in Hallaig graveyard: 
"Ann an Screapadal inc chinnidh, 
Far robh Tarnrad 's Eachunn Mor, 
Tha 'n nigheanan Is am mit 'nan coillo"; 
the girls are birches, and still live: 
"An gaireachdaich 'nam cluais 'na cot, 
"'S am boidhchead tna sgleo air mo chridhe", 
because time--symbolised as a"deer in the caption to 
the poem--has been destroyed by "peileir than a gunny 
Ghaoil". Conventional notions of time are laid aside and 
the poet sees the unchangeability of love over the 
centuries in the similarity in love between those 
Skye girls of the past and his own present sweetheart 
of whom he said at the very outset of the poem: 
tha mo ghaol aig Allt Hallaig 
'Na craoibh bhoithe. . ." 
Several of MacLean's poems were republished in 
'Poetry Scotland' 56 (an annual edited by Maurice Lindsay 
and issued between 1944 and 1947) and in No. 1 (1944, cd. 
R. Crombis Saunders) and No. 5 (1950, ed. Hugh MacDiarmid) 
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of 'Scottish Art and Letters'. MacLean and Donald 
Sinclair were the two Gaelic poets represented in 
Maurice Lindsay's 'Iflodern Scottish Poetry, an Anthology 
of the Scottish Renaissance'(1946). 
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Besides his published work, MacLean wrote a long 
poem (ca. 1500 lines), 'An Cuilthionn', dedicated to 
Hugh f1acDiarmid and of which only small fragments have 
been published (e. g. in '17 Poems for 6d'): the manuscript 
of it is deposited in Aberdeen University Library. This 
poem is very similar to the work of the "Thirties" poets 
in English, such as Audon, Spender, and Louis tflacneico. 
It contains a large body of social and political 
criticism, whose binding philosophy is Marxism, and in 
the main the style is discursive and naively polemical. 
In 'An Cuilthionn', the poet discusses the economic 
history of Skye, directing vigorous invective against 
those who have exploited the crofters and praises those 
who have fought against this oppression (e. g. the poetess 
Mary MacPherson and Rev Donald macCalun). Ho equates 
the crofters' plight with that of the proletariat in 
other countries and sees Communism as the only salvation 
for them all (name-dropping profusely in this section). 
The Cuilinn is tha main unifying device in ttopoem. 
Generally, its connection with the thoughts expressed 
is purely casual (the poet is represented as reminiscing 
as he surveys Skye from the Cuilinn), but sometimes 
the mountain range or the view from it becomes a 
symbol for the expression of the poet's polemic: 
"Och a mhöinteach mararobhlainn 
's tusa fhein a' bhoglach shaannsail 
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Is tu a shluigeas sluagh na h-E? rpa 
America Is an Asia cömhla. " 
The conventional symbol of the colour red for 
Communism (used at the beginning of Part V)p is 
effectively combined with the Cuilinn as synbol of 
political aspiration (of. 'Coilltean Ratharsair') 
in these very beautiful lines: 
"Ros dubh a' Chuilthionn ghuinich 
doarg le full cridhe In duine; 
ros ciar na h-oanchainno glaise 
dearg le tuar na fala braise; 
rös goal58 tuigss nan saoi 
daarg leis an fhuil gun chlaoidh; 
ros doarg misneachd nan lmoch 
thar mullach shloibhtoan Ina chaoir. " 
In general, however, the Symbolistic system is too 
often displaced by discursive polemic and the subject 
matter of the poem not deeply enough felt for it to 
convey that special knowledge of life for which we look 
in poetry (rather than in political science or political 
pamphlets). As a consequence, the poem is also not 
satisfactorily unified--either formally or organically. 
It is distinguished, however, by a remarkable control 
of language (especially invective) and by its display 
of MacLean's typical intellectual ebulliance. 
It would be difficult to overstate the value of 
Sorley MacLean's total contribution to Gaelic litsrature. 
His poetry's intellectual depth and psychological 
penetretion, its cosmopolitan nature--in style, theory, 
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and subject matter--coupled with a true poetic temperament 
and his infectious ebullience inspired and influenced 
the younger Gaelic poets of his own time and the 
younger poets (like lain Smith and Donald MacAulay) 
who came after him. 
The year or two before the publication of 'Min 
do Eimhir is Dein Eile', several poems by one of these 
young Gaelic poets had begun to be printed in 'An 
Gaidheal': this was George Campbell Hay, a son of the 
novelist J. MacDougall Hay. Born in 1915 in Kintyre, 
Hay was educated at Fettas College, Edinburgh, and 
Oxford, where Douglas Young was a follow student, 
returning to Edinburgh a year or two before the Second 
World War. There he came into contact with 1ocLean, 
1acDiarmid, and Goodsir Smith and became an ardent 
adherent of the Scottish Literary Renaissanc©: he 
intensified his learning of Gaelic, which he had 
begun in his late teens and was soon fluent enough 
in it to begin composing Gaelic poetry; he also 
composed poems in Lallans (the earliest dated being 
from 1938) which, along with . ome in English, a few in 
French (mainly translations from Gaelic), and one in 
horwegian, were printed in 'Wind on loch Fyne' in 1948. 
Two collections of Hay's Gaelic poatry have appeared-- 
'Fuaran Sleibh'(194? ) and '0 na Ceithir Airdean'(1952), 
In December 1938, a Gaelic poem by Hay was published 
in 'An Gaidheal': this is merely a humorous demonstration 
of the chaos that would ensue if the suggested elimination 
of all accent-marks in Gaelic became effective--1181 
fhearr lsam gad no gad, is clach r' a disgadh, / Cuir 
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sit an äite hit, 's is tearc a gheibh tür, ann. " This 
poem is no more than an exercise in words. The humour 
is that of a highly literate man (in fact, of a 
University student) rather than of a bard. 
The next poem of Hay's to be published in 'An 
Gaidheal' was 'Tri Rainn is Amhran', an imitation of 
Irish courtly love poetry. 'Cinntire', a nature poem, 
appeared in October 1943, but apart from these I have 
been unable to trace in print any more of Hay's Gaelic 
poems until late 1945, since Hay was abroad in the 
fighting forces. Between September 1945 and the appearance 
of 'Fuaran Sl©ibh' in mid-1947, eight Gaelic poems 
by Hay appeared in 'An Gaidheal'. Apart from the first 
one ('An t-Oigfhear a' Bruidheann o'n Uit'), all of 
these appeared in '0 na Ceithir Airdean' in 1952. 
'An t-Oigfhear a' Bruidheann o'n Uir'('An Gaidheal, 
Sept. 1945), along with all the poems printed in 'An 
Gaidheal' up to then, appeared in 'Fuaran Slsibh': this 
implies that 'Fuaran Sleibh' was in preparation for the 
press by the autumn of 1945. Although '0 na Ceithir 
Airdean' contains some poems definitely composed before 
1945--e. g. 'Bisearta', which is dated 1944--it is clear 
from Hay's own ascriptions to some poems and also from 
the difference in tone between the two books that the 
poems in 'Fuaran S10ibh' are in the main earlier than 
those in '0 na Ceithir Airdean'. 
The poems in 'An Gaidheal', while they include 
scarcely any of Hay's best known poems, represent a fair 
cross-section of his poetic output--nature poems, a 
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love poem, Symbolist poems, a poem on fishermen, and 
an olegy,, f! ono of his religio-philosophical poems 
were published in 'An Gaidh©al', 
'Fuaran Sleibh' was published by William MacLellan 
in 1947. In a profatorial note, Hay thanked Sorley 
MacLean "on account of What he did for it [i. e. the 
book" and Douglas Young for a Lallans version of one 
of the Gaelic poems: the dust-jacket blurb referred 
to Hay himself as "ens of tho outstanding figures in 
the Scottish Literary Renaissance movement of today". 
'Fuaran Sleibh' is distinguished from 'Däin do 
Eimhir is Däin Eile' by its content of light verse-- 
mainly amatory and humorous--and nature-descriptive 
poetry. His humorous verse has a distinctly "literary" 
flavour, as in his poem to his cat: 
"'S a Spögan Sröil a b' athair dhuit, fear 
caithreamach na h-oidhch©, 
a fhuair ri Coiseachd Chlüimh thug bean chiüin a 
b' fhaide Ighnean" 
(a eulogistic parody from 'Casan Sloda'); 
and: 
"Fuighleach do bhüird mar thuarasdal--nach duairc do 
shüil an däidh sin, 
s gach cuirm a th+ aig na luchainn s iad 
cruinn san tsoömar-leughaidh? 
Chreim iad laabhar Shomhairle, s tha 'n comharra 'nan 
deidh air; 
Chaidh am fiaclan ninarach anns na Din s an Craobh 
Nan Toud ort. 
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"Cuiridh mi geall nach tomhais thu an cron is mö a 
dhrüigh orm-- 
fhuair mi an raoir gu driopail iad ag ithe t'örain 
üir-sa. " 
('Casan Sloda a' Froagairt'). 
(huch of the humorous effect also depends on the 
appreciation of rather esotoric allusions, e. g.: 
"Sealgair nan trannsa is fear-rannsachaidh nan cüilt©an, 
Ord nan Luch59 'gan töireachd. . ." 
('Cas n S3_oda'); 
and: 
"Oisein. 
.. . Toll 1än snagardaich fhiaclan, 
Cha n-fhaic ml Fhiann-sa no Fionn e, 
is e 1än casadaich s loinidh 
is Ale srön ann 'gan srLbadh. 
"Pädraig. 
Flach do leugh thu Chriosostom? 
Bi 'd thosd, a anaChriosd dhearbhta, 
air tha 'n t-ait 'na loch lasrach. " 
('Urnuigh Oisein as Ur'). 
"'Urnuigh Oissin as Ur' manages to combine some keen 
social criticism with (admittedly intermittent) 
flashes of humour. 
Hay's love poetry gives the impression of being 
more of a conscious exercise in writing in a particular 
genre than being selfoxpression. His 'TrI Rainn is 
Amhran' poems are obviously imitative of the medieval 
Irish courtly love poetry (Sea 'Oänta Grädha', ed. in 1916 by 
f 
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T. F. O'Rahilly), several of which he translated into 
English verse in "Jind on Loch Fyno'. The Gaelic 
poems use the same imagery and standard of beauty and' 
the. same versification as many of the Irish poems and 
two of them use the courtly love convention of the 
poet's avowedly dying for love. . 
Hay's 'Oran'(XII) 
is a demonstration of the conventional techniques of 
Scottish Gaelic love poetry: it begins with a statement 
of his grief since the girl left; the second verse 
uses the folksong motif of the lover's climbing a hill 
to see his beloved's house (found also in Wordsworth's 
'Lucy' poems); the third verse describes her physical 
beauty in terms of conventional imagery; and the last 
verse imagines the lover's thoughts and feelings being 
conveyed by the wind--again a very common motif in 
Gaelic love songs. The eight-line poem, 'An Gaol a 
bh' ann'(XIV) is an interesting philosophical reflection 
an the estrangement of former lovers: 
"Is e 'n dlochuirnhne as suaineadh dhaibh, 
is e 'n suarachas as fasgadh dhaibh, 
s a' ghriosach fhuar gun chridhealas 
sal chridh' astaigh 'ga saltairt leo. " 
The lullaby, 'Bilodal fslathar', exhibits a delight 
in the play of words and images which is remarkable 
in one who learned Gaelic as an adult: 
I'M' Osgar rn6r thu, 
m' usgar %ir thu, 
mo mhogal chnö. a chromas geug; 
13onadh cupain, 
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riarach' guidhe, 
crioch mo shiubhail, freagairt ml fheum. " 
Hay's nature descriptive poetry is almost certainly 
the best of its kind to have been written in Gaelic 
during this century. His 'Luinneag', a compact sixteen 
lines of homeland poetry, is quite free of the discursive 
tendency that marks most poetry of its typo in Gaelic. 
In it, the poet describes a daydream of his as a student 
in England and confines himself to that one experience: 
"Lagan Röaig s träigh na Liib3 
eadar ma shüilean s mo leabhar, 
"Agus Rudha Clach an Traghaidh 
a' cnämh air a' bhalla. " 
The image in the latter two lines has great visual 
clarity and also effectively designates the poet's 
state or mind. 
In. 'Cinntire', the poet's deep and very real admiration 
for the scenic beauty of his birthplace is again much 
in evidance: 
"Is daar a cheannaich mi mo bho shläint' 
ma Is e mo storas fanachd uait, 
crom gach lä os cionn mo leabhair 
gun amharc ort, mo ghoirtein uain'. " 
Some of the description of Kintyre is very graphic and, 
by relying on a selection of impressionistic detail 
rather than comprehensive naturalistic description, 
it achieves a commendable--and, in the Gaelic context, 
unusual--succinctness: 
t 
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"ßinn guth gaoithe air do chruachan 
ag äighoach air an guailloan ard; 
gur riomhach do ghealchrios umad, 
a' mhuir a' teannadh gu träigh. " 
A parallel economy in the use of words produced such 
lines as--"reidh a träigh, tonnbhän a taobh", "long is 
a lorg 'na gaoir fo druim", and contributed much to 
the impact of imagery like, 
"Tally rioghail cruadhlach t'aonach, 
cluasag shioda fraoch do chos, 
is mils' an deoch e, deur o d'shruthain 
na fion tir eile an cupan öir". 
Another very effective image is used in 'fla 
Baidoalan'(VIll), here to convey the visual effect of 
rain-clouds sweeping in from the sea: 
"slaodar 1eö an t-uisge glas 
'na chuirtein dallaidh trasd' an speur". 
Hay's 'Do 0heithe Bhöidheach' is probably the most 
beautiful of his nature poems. Again the description 
is very economical, as when the poet describes his 
situation at the beginning of the poem: 
"Nau1 as snämh air an speur 
duilleach eadar es mo shüil; 
br bärr-uaine gruag a' bheithe, 
laug nan leitir cas mu'n Luib". 
This semantic density is exemplified even better by 
the play on 'dos' in the following lines: 
"Oiteag tighinn bharr an tuim, 
a' toirt fuinn as do dhos"; 
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The irnagory in this posh also is beautiful and expressive, 
for example: "cuisleannan nan geug ri port", 
"siodhbhrugh do na h-oöin do dhlüths", "na h-eöin 
Samhraidh. .s mil nan gob". The superficial crgmisation 
of the poem is also very effective. The first verse 
comprises description of the tree, the next three 
the music of the wind and the birds in its branches, 
and the last returns to the tree itself, describing 
first its overall impression on the eye and finishing 
with a striking detail: "dealt 'na chüirnsin air 
gach slait". What Hay has conveyed to the reader 
is not so much a detailed picture of the tree but 
rather the total sensation in engendered in him: the 
poem describes his 'impression' of the tree. 
In Hay's nature poetry there is no patronising 
of the peasantry (who are scarcely mentioned at all 
in fact) and no nostalgia for a Highland 'Golden 
Age' that has passed; the only contribution of his 
exile to his nature-descriptive poetry was that it 
intensified his appreciation of the scenic beauty of 
'his native Kintyre, but that appreciation is coloured by 
a realism that goes beyond even that of the village-bards. 
The sun does not always shine in Hay's Kintyre: 
"Ohlfarrainn gaoth is sgairt nice 
ag cur sgapadh fo na n©bil, 
a' teachd a tuath bharr Chruachain 
s an fhuachd an teum a be4l 
marcan-sins a' marsaladh 
air clär a' chuain le pröis" 
(Hay's ideal life-after-death as 
I 
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expressed in 'Tiomnadh'). 
The most distinctive facets of Hay's nature poetry 
are his lack--as a middle-class exile--of Romanticism 
and his substitution of the impressionistic for 
the naturalistic method of description, the developoment 
that Sinclair advocated in his 'Inbhe er Bärdachd' 
in 'Guth na Gliadhna'(1916j. 
'Funran Sleibh' contains five poems in which 
Hay's Scottish Nationalism--the driving force behind 
the Scottish Literary Renaissance--finds expression 
in, basically, two different ways. 'Fhearaibh sa Mhnai 
na h-Albann' and 'Alba Ghaoil 01 are polemical statements 
of the case for nationalism. In 'Sguabag 1942', 
'Uleasnas n. n Airdean' and 'Ceithir Gaothan na h_Albann', 
Hay uses a Symbolist technique. In 'Sguabag 1942', 
the theme is expressed straightforwardly in the 
first verso: 
"Cha n-än caoinidh so na osnaich, 
äm gu brasnachadh s gu surd, 
äm gu deachdadh, cainnt is örainp 
äm gu döchas is gu düil", 
and in the subsequent two (eight-line) verses 
this theme is expounded vary skilfully in terms of 
a meteorological symbolism: 
"Cha n-o so ach stoirm an Earraich, 
a sguabas sneachd a' Gheamhraidh uainn, 
bean-ghlüin neo-thruasail a' Cheitein, 
Sguabag gheur le meuraibh cruaidh". 
In '01oasnas nan Airdean', persona apiration is 
symbolised as a mountain--as in MacLean's myth. 
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Again, the detailed developcment of the symbol is 
very offective: 
"As bhoinn dhorcha fo in dilinn9 
ria na siontan Ina h-innooin, 
tha scor sheideadh ml a chroachann, 
tha sior cheathach m' a sliosaibh, 
is doirbh fo na casan 
a h-aisridhean snidheach: 
is seasgar n' a bonnaibh 
tighean, gortan is liosan. " 
In the second verse, the moaning of the symbolism 
is made explicit. The combination in these two poems of 
the discursive and the Symbolist approaches is probably 
because Nay is here a conscious propagandist, setting, 
therefore, a higher premium on communicating with his 
potential audience than on achieving stylistic unity 
within the poem. 
In 'Ceithir Gaothan na h-Alba', the symbolism 
is of a traditional variety. The four winds represent 
the total range of possible weather conditions--that iss 
the whole range of the contributions that Scotland has 
made to the poet's personality. 
Another traditional symbol--the ship of life-- 
is used in 'Clann Adhamh'(X); this is one of four 
religio-philosophical poans contained in 'Fuaran 
Sleibh'. 'Is e Chrioch Araidh'(dated 1945) is a 
compendium of traditional Christian dogma, precisely 
expressed, often with extremely apposite imagery, 
as in this example: 
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"lean cumadh siorruidh at Phuirt f"h6ir 
a rinn e dhuirnn mar cheöl ar gnä. " 
'Priosan da Fhoin an Duine' is again discursive,. 
but the thyme--that man ought to live "the full life"-- 
is here also often picturesquely and succinctly 
expressed, e. g.: 
"Ach n1 a trio do 'bhuadhanna 
brag chuagach fo shäil" 
and: 
"Is seall an troichshluagh däicheil rianail, 
nach robh riamh ach lethbheö, 
is beachdan chaich 'nan gäradh-criche dhaibh 
'gen crlonadh ann an crö. " 
In 'Aonarain na Cille', the poet's message is 
implied rather than bluntly stated and the poem's 
concrete particularity also is more effective than the 
rarified conceptualism of the other two philosophical 
poems. This poem is only eight lines in length: 
"Ochan, aonarain na cilia, 
Bach eon 'na ionad fhein fa lath, 
'na thighearna air tigh gun tathaich 
far nach deanar farraid air. 
Cha n-eirich grian ann no reul, 
cha tig noul no fras no gaoth, 
gormadh an lä no to düthrath, 
sith no üspairt, grain no gaol. " 
During the War, Hay sau military service in Algeria, 
Italy, and Greece and the brutality and consegicnt 
suffering he witnessed in these arenas gave rise to 
i 
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profound psychological disturbance which, finally, 
upset the balance of his mind. Since the War, Hay 
has been intermittently hospitalised, corking as a 
journalist when fit. 'Fuaran Sleibh' contains three 
poems which record facets of his experience of the 
War. 'Grunnd na Mara' begins as a widow's lament for 
her drowned son, then records his return as a ghost-- 
a motif vary often found in the Scots ballads--in order 
to explain his death: 
"Lunnainn a mharbh mi, 
a mhill an tsüil nach fhaca i". 
The poem ends with two lines of direct polemical 
commentary on the story by the poet: 
"fAJ losgadh, mhuinntir nan Eilean, 
is daor a phaigh sibh morachd Ehreatainn! ' 
'An t-oigfhear at Bruidhinn a 'n Uir', which is 
also propagandist though the central image is more 
consistently sustained throughout the poem, is less 
fragmented by forthright polemic than is Hay's Scottish 
Nationalist poetry. The columns of dust that rise 
from the body-strewn battlefields and the destroyed 
town represent the destructiveness of the Uar: 
"Seall smür nan taighean marbha, 
stur armailtean air uaigh nan dachaidh"; 
Hay wants the whole of the people of Europe to become 
more aware than they are of the suffering eaused. by 
, 
the war so that an end can be put to it: 
"Cu choir gu 'n cruinnicheadh gaoth mhor e 
air feadh na h-Eörpa fad' is farsuing. 
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"As an Earpa is a 8reatainn 
'ga sguabadh leatha 'na Heul gathach. 
"S gun seideadh i sna süilean cruaidhe 
leis nach truagh ar loten sracte. " 
'An Logan' is a most illuminating poem: the 
first part is a self-contained poem describing the 
idyllic beauty of the hollow, alluding to the Fingalian 
romances and laying much stress on its being a haven 
of purity and innoc©nca: 
"Cha n-fhaicear tnü no grain san lagan, 
cha n-fhaicoar ciürradh ann no bran". 
The second part of 'An Lagan' was written during the War 
and is a commentary on the "moladh bras a' bhalaich" of 
the first poem. The poet is now far away in a foroign 
land. The natural environment is still beautiful 
but now it is a setting for slaughter: 
"Tha mi an diugh taobh mars ceino 
fo speur nach fhaic a ghrian sgöth, 
ag eisteachd drumaireachd ar lamhaich, 
lä fo gheasaibh, bläth, gun deb". 
The poet reflects on the bloodshed that this sea 
(the Mediterranean) has soon in the past--in the days 
of Carthage and Rome--and the symbolic corruption of 
its apparently pure water ("Cä bheil Quinn vain' as 
glaine cobhar? ") by these and the present war. An 
obsessional tendency--no doubt reflecting Hay's 
incipient mental breakdown-"bocomes evident in the 
last faul verses: 
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"Tha fuil 'sa ghainmhich air am bris iad, 
tha fui1 s gach a11d a Whig 'nan ceann' 
tha gris san oidhche dhiubh ri lasair 
bhailtaan air chrith fo chlaidheamh dall. 
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"Sud at mhuir a tha cho farsuing, 
is strioch fala cü1 gack stuaidh. " 
Hay, in a fine concluding verse, wonders if he will 
ever again be able to write a poem like the first 
part of 'An lagan', i. o. ever be able to observe the 
sea without seeing the blood: 
"Tha toirm nan stuadh s nar bliadhna cadar 
mi fhein is fear a' mholaidh thall. 
'Nan daidh am faighear loam san lagan 
na dh' fhag mi uair da m' anam ann? " 
In this final verse, Hay is a spokesman for tha 
whole generation of Gaelic poets who came after 
him. For them the "moladh bras at bhalaich" of 
the first poem to the hollow is no longer possible, 
as lain Crichton Smith powerfully states in this verse: 
"Dh' fhalbh na feidh, a Dhonnchaidh 8hain. 
Tha ma campaichean air feadh do ghleann. 
The na Nazis ann an Coire Cheathaich. 
Oh' fhalbh dealt na maidns bho do cheann. ." 
Hay's '0 na Ceithir Airdean'(1952), significantly, 
contains only two nature poems (or eight per cent. 
of the total number of original poems in the book) 
compared to nine (or twenty-five per cent. ) in 'Fuaran 
Sleibh'. Again, '0 na Ceithir Airdean' contains only 
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two (8 love poems and no humorous or otherwise 
light verse, whereas 'Fuaran Sleibh' contains eleven 
poems (330/o) that fall into one or the other of these 
categories. Assuming, despite a small degree of 
chronological overlap, 
61 that the second book contains 
later compositions than the first, it is clear that 
his war experiences made hay increasingly more preoccupied 
with serious philosophical topics: there are eighteen 
poems on such themes (including Scottish Nationalism) 
in '0 na Ceithir Airdean' (representing eighty per 
cent. of the original poetry in this collection, 
compared to forty-five per cent. of the first book). 
In connection, however, with the light verse(including 
the love poemaý it is probably the case that Hay 
composed most of these poems chiefly in order to 
practise his control of Gaelic and that, therefore, 
his second collection would have contained fewer of 
them in any case. The fact that his nature poetry 
was not composed merely for purposes of practice is 
clear from the relative depth of feeling in it end, 
more conclusively, from the fact that nature is his 
theme in a large number of the English and Lallans 
poems in 'Wind on Loch Fyne', which contains no love 
or humorous poems. 
Although the political poetry in '0 na Ceithir 
Airdean'(dedicated to Sorley MacLean) is more formally 
propagandist--same like 'Na trig do Thalamh 
Düthchail' being uncompromisingly hortatory--and therefore 
loss effective as poetry than that in 'Fuaran Sleibh', the 
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high quality of the philosophical poetry in the second 
book more than compensates for this. The theme, for 
example, of 'Atmen' is vary nearly the same as that 
of 'Priosan da fhein an Duine', but, whereas in the 
latter Hay discusses the theme in conceptual terms, in 
'Atmen', he describes an actual individual who since 
his birth has "lived" the message of 'Priosan da 
fhein an Duinc': "Si. iomlan is bi beo". 'Priosan 
da fhein an Duine' is versified philosophy--albeit 
eloquently and picturesquely expressed--but in 'Atman' 
Hay has used the special techniques of poatry, giving 
an analytical description of an actual situation 
(the trial for robbery of the Arab thief Atman, a friend 
of Hay, whose wit, vitality, and aesthetic sense he 
found more appealing than the sterile legalistic 
respectability of the rich judge). 
In 'An t-Eö1as nach Cruthaich' and 'Faire', the 
thought content is more original than in the corresponding 
poems in 'Fuaran Sleibh' and the reflections are 
substantiated by nicely observed details from the 
life. This verse from 'An t-Eö1as nach Cruthaich', 
for example, keenly and adequately describes many 
actual persons: 
"Cluasan äisdaachd gach aon bhinnis, 
s nach gluais an spiorad as a thosd; 
süi1oan sgrüdaidh gach aon sgeimha, 
an ceann ceill© marbh nach mol. " 
In 'Fäire', Hay is not repeating conventional sphorisms 
as ins for example, ''S a Chrioch Araidh', but is 
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analysing his own personality. His wanderlust is 
impressionistically Ascribed in typically original 
and expressive imagery: 
"Uair is uair= cörsaichoan ura, 
is c'uinneadh ür 'ga chur a cheannach 
blais üir a dh' fhion; is sriut da chömhradh, 
nach tuigoar deö 
He describes his great 
and his bslie° that the 
satisfy his needs, but 
key: 
dheth, taobh at chalaidh". 
happiness in returning to Kintyre 
are is enough in Kintyre to 
he finishes on a more realistic 
"Ach tha fins aoam' ged chi mi 
Cluaidh is Loch Fine mu dheireadh, 
tha faire in sin deas air Arainn 
a bhios 'gam tharruing uair eile. " 
In the Symbolist poems in '0 na Ceithir Airdean', 
the central image is usually well sustained until the 
last verse, which gives the key to the symbolism. 
In 'Stoc is Failleanan', Gaelic culture is seen as a 
tree that has been cut down, but on whose stump there 
are encouraging signs of growth: 
"Tna ceathach uains uimpe ag cleith oirrn 
lot na tuaighe a leag a mullach". 
The posts are the birds in the branchas and Scotland 
the ground in which it is rooted, The last verse is 
over explicit: 
"Ar cainnt s ar cultur, car sealain 
gad rachadh an leagadh buileach, 
cuiridh an freumhan 5 an scann stoc dhiubh 
failleanan snodhaich is duilleach". 
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'Beinn is 1i1achair' is the most complex Symbolist 
poem in this collection. As in 'ßleasnas nan Airdean' 
('Fuaran Sleibh: XXI') and Sorley MacLean's Symbolism, 
the hills represent high aspirations and adherence to 
principle. Here, however, they are also the actual 
mountains of the Gaeltachd while. the plains--representing 
conventionalise and commercialism--are also the actual 
plains of the industrialised Lowlands, in particular 
of the Clyde basis. The mountain stream and the broad 
sluggish polluted river, symbols of personality types, 
are also an Argyllshire burn and the Clyd©, respectively. 
The danotative and connotative extensions of Hay's 
imagery are fully exploited and firmly controlled: 
the hills are "fuar, frasach"(undar" psychological 
strain), "fosgailte"(always open to attacks on their 
principles) and attacked by "sgeanan nan sopag" 
(taunted and despised); but each one is "fo choron 
goal chuithe Ina öigh"(their talents unprostituted-- 
this reading being substantiated by the rest of the 
verse) and have "soasmhachd"(a stable personality 
base), "ärdan nan stucan"(self-respect), and "faire 
neo-chumhang"(a sense of perspective on events); their 
streams are "labhar brasbhinn" and full of "ceilearan 
saora". 
The plains, on the other hand, house the ant-nests 
with their retrace and lack of a sense of purpose 
("Troimh at chile ag utadh, /ag cur reis gun cheann-uidhem/ 
driop gun chill ac' a thrusadh an cörr"). They 
slow the melodious mountain streams down to a "leisgean 
donne sämhach, /dall domhainn a' snagail" and their 
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cities pollute them with their refuse (both real and symbolic): 
"is a chuartagan creise 
air an truailleadh lo breinead, 
ag öl druaip agus deistinn an tslbigh". 
The last verse, separated from the rest by asterisks, 
points the message of the poem in a straightforward 
injunction: 
"A dhFagh mhuinntir an tsaoghail, 
mur b'e tartar nan daoine 
'sa' bheil gnb nam beann gaothach s nan sgbrr; 
mur b'e an gour stbilinn faobhair 
a bhith 'nur mbinn, bha bhur daorsa 
mar chuing na treud a ghreas P9aois as a' chrb. " 
'Bisearta', a war poem, is probably the most highly 
regarded generally of all Hay's poems. It is constructed 
on the same pattern as 'A' Bheithe'--beginning and ending with 
impressionistic description of the burning city and 
discussing the implications of the bombing in the 
intervening two verse-paragraphs. 'Bisearta' has been 
subjected to saturation bombing and is now a mass 
of flames: 
"Chi mi rEf geärd na h-oidhcha 
dreos air chrith Ina fhroidhneas thall air fbirs"; 
no cries of pain or fear or anger are heard from it, and 
the poet is distressed by the ghostly silence--"tosdachd 
olc is aognuidh"--in which the destruction that he 
visualises in detail from the distance is taking place. 
This detailed visualisation of the suffering 
is very skilfully synthesised with his general 
I 
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description of the distant firn in the imagery of the 
last paragraph: 
"Uair dearg mar lad na h-äraich, 
uair ban mar ghile thraighte an eagail flitigh. " 
In the city itself there is blood and terror. From a 
distance, Hay sees the fire as pulsating like the 
heartbeat of Evil (this a very powerful passage), 
but also as disturbingly beautiful: 
"Tha In dregs Ina oillt air fäire' 
Ina fhainne röis is öir am bun nan speuran. " 
This poem, like most of Hay's, is in a basically 
traditional verse form (except that paragraphs of 
varying lengths have replaced quatrains or octets) with 
a much freer rhythmic and rhyme pattern than the normal. 
The language is very rich and copious, and precisely 
used, while onomatopoetic effects are, in the main, 
well executed and effective: 
"corhart chon cuthaich uaidh no ulfhairt fhaolchon", 
and: 
"Ach sud at dol an leud e 
ri oir an speur an tosdachd olc is aonnuidh. 10 
'Bisoarta' is not, in a formal sense, a philosophical 
poem and that is a large measure öf its success as 
a poem. It is neither an attempt to define, explain, or 
refute war, but a description of the psychological 
effect of one incident in the war on one man. Since 
the brutality and destructiveness of this war has 
created the social and intellectual environment of our 
day, it is very useful for us to know--in depth and in detail-- 
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how someone "cn the spot" felt. 
'Truaighe na h-Eorpa' is a more generalised and 
detached statement of the pointless and irreparable 
destruction caused by war. It also is effective: 
"Chaidh geurghuth an truaighe 
thar cruaidhghair a gaothan. 
"Dh' fhalbh bliarr na h-E? rpa 
trian de 'böidhchead seimh aosda. 
"Sean tearmunn na h-ealain, 
cridhe meachair na daondachd. 
"Och, Rudha na h-Asia' 
Bälcan an t-saoghail. " 
These two are the only war poems in this collection. 
'Turus Fäsaich'--an account of desert-sky--and 
'Däin is Rainn An Gäidhlig Tairbeart Loci Fine'-- 
short nature poems and one about Tarbert fishermen-- 
appeared in 'Gairm' in 1954 (No. 10) and 1960(No. 34) 
respectively: these seem to be the total of Hay's 
poetic output in Gaelic since the publication of '0 
na Ceithir Airdean'. 
Before finally evaluating Hay's poetry, it is 
illuminating to study his own statements on the function 
of poetry and his own aspirations as a poet. In 
'Cleftah 6abkum es-Sabar? ', he is quite explicit as 
to what he does and does not want: 
"Na iarraibh oirnn, matä, cur sios diubh 
draoidheachd cheölmhor fhacal liomhta, 
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nithean elo' mhteach, sgeöil an tsidhein, 
ceo no ? rain eir son nionag. . 
"iarraibh faileas fior ar n-intinn. " 
We got something approaching this ideal in '8isearta', 
but Hay himself was painfully aware of too often falling 
short of it--not from lack of ability but through 
fearing the psychological dangers of the exercise. 
This is clearly expressed in 'Is Duilich an t-Sligho': 
"0ch o'n dhüilt mi an gabhadh, 
Is a rinn mi stad aig beul athaq 
tha mo chridho 'ga chnamh gu ro-gheur. 
"Ach a chuideachd na seasinhachd, 
moladh b©ö cha do mheath sibh, 
ged a choisinn mi masladh dhomh fhein. 
"Nuair a ghlaodhas mi 'n ath-uair 
le möralachd fhacal, 
bidh mo ghnionhan, mo ghoalladh, d' an reir. " 
Hay's initial lack of fluency in Gaelic, along 
with the fact that he was literate in the language and 
composing for a literate audience, help achieve an 
economy and precision in his use of words that has not 
been orten surpaased. On the other hand, on an 
appreciable number of occasions the meaning of a 
line is occluded by an excess of conciseness or by 
a clumsy expression, e. g. --"a' ruith na dh' fhalaich 
cromadh gach fairs fad air fuaradh", "speur cinnidh 
üir fo smüid an äirigh", and "fuil an ran nam blär 
I 
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asainno". The thought content of some of his philosophical 
poems is neither original nor deeply felt. Some of 
those in 10 na Ceithir Airdaan', however, are more 
original and his few self-analytical studies and his 
war poems, in particular, are distinguished by a more 
radical approach and an impression of deep emotional 
involvement in the subject. Hay's imagery is ofton 
very original, vivid, and effectively employed, but 
his Symbolist poems are almost all marred by an 
explanatory peroration, its na2ve propaganda clashing 
with the oblique tone of the Symbolism. His nature and 
war poems represent Hay's finest achievement: significant 
as this achievement ist one cannot help agreeing with 
the poet's own assessment that his very real talent 
was never properly disciplined (witness his Symbolist 
verse) or fully exploited. 
Hay, besides his original compositions, translated 
poetry from many languages into Gaelic, almost half of 
10 na Ceithir Airdean' comprising translations. Those 
are mainly from Italian (including a group of Petrarch's 
sonnets), Arabic, Serbo-Croatian, and modern Greek and 
are mostly on love or on philosophical themes: there 
is also a very interesting group of Arabic and Greek 
epigrammatic poems. The motivation for this translating 
work was probably twofold: first, translating is 
an excellent method of improving one's control of a 
language, in that the thoughts to be expressed are 
ready-made and the necessity of keeping close to the 
original a very demanding test; second, the Scottish 
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Literary Renaissance, of which Hay is an emanation, was 
generally stridently cosmopolitan and polyglot (compare 
MacDiarmid's use of translation from Russian, German, etc. 
in 'A Drunk an Looks at the Thistle'). I am not 
competent to judge the accuracy of Hay's renderings: 
judged as Gaelic poetry, however, they often read 
somewhat lamely and clumsily, e. g.: 
"A Bhana-f, 1harc, ma nochdas m' sodann 
saul na h-aoise na ni no dhä, 
cuimhnich, nuair ruigeas tu mo shineadh 
is gann gu 'm prisear thu na Is airdI" 
(from French); 
"Cia truagh an cobhartach nach eölach miss 
a ni am Bas dinn, nach seall iochd ri aonantD 
(from Italian); 
and: 
"'S ann gu aineol an ceum so a bhos 
s© gun srsin ri ro-luaths; 
god choir cluiche s ar cuid bhith 'gar n äill 
as ar cuimhno e ri uair. " 
(from Arabic). 
Nay's 'Wind on Loch Fyno'(1948) contains Scottish 
Nationalist poetry, short reflective poems, one anti-war 
poem (literally laced with foreign phrases), and a 
large number of nature poems and poems to fishermen, 
Several of the poems are English or Lallans versions of 
poems that appeared also in Gaelic--e. g. 'The Fisherman', 
'Pleasure and Courage', and 'Old Stump and Young 
Shoots'. The poems in 'Wind on Loch Fyne' seldom 
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approach the standard of the bast of Hay's Gaelic 
poems. It is undoubtedly easier to make a break with 
the interests and attitudes of one's youth through 
the medium of a language other than that which was 
spoken during the early formative years. Samuel 
Beckett, the playwright and novelist, is a fine example 
of this in that his most recent publications ('Uaiting 
for Godot', 'Endgame', '(1olloy')--written first in 
French and translated by himself into English--lack 
the "Irishness" of his earlier works ('All that Falls, 
'Watt') which were originally written in English. 
The period of ten years between 1935 and 1945 
is an extremely inportant one in the history of the 
developement of Gaelic poetry. It covers the most 
creative years of both Sorley racLean and George Campbell 
Hay and also the early but quite mature compositions 
of Derick Thomson, the youngest 
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member of this 
generation of innovating Gaelic poets, Of the three, 
MacLean was obviously the pioneer: most of his best 
poetry was completed by around 1939 and was in print, 
or at any rate in circulation before the earliest 
serious attempts at poetry by either Hay or Thomson. 
Thcrosonts first published poem was 'Eainn a' Shunall which 
appeared in 'An Gaidheal' in February 1943, the year 
of publication of Hay's first mature composition. 
Unlike MacLean and Hay, Thomson has continued to compose 
poetry up to the present day. He also forms a physical 
link with the next generation of Gaelic poets in that 
the two best known of that generation--lain Smith and 
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Donald MacAulay--aro, respactively, a co-villager 
(and f©llou student) and a friend of long standing. 
Thomson was educated at the Nicolson Instituts in 
Stornoway and at Aberdeen, where he took an Honours 
degree in English and Celtic, and Cambridge Universities, 
his University career being interrupted by a spell of 
War Service. In a B. S. C. "radio talk in Winter 1966, 
Thomson recalled that, as a young (20-year old) 
studont in Aberdeen, he was shown the poems of Sorley 
1acLcan by Douglas Young, then a lecturer in Classics 
in Aberdeen, and that he found the experience a very 
stimulating one. In the preface to his own first 
collection, 'An Doalbh Briste'(1951), he acknowledged 
"the encouragement. . received fairly early from the 
writings of Sorley Maclean, the most notable poet 
©riting in Gaelic today. "63 Despite the undoubted 
inspiration and even stylistic influence of MacLean's 
poetry, hoirever, Thomson's poetry is exceptionally 
personal as to content--to the extent that lack of 
biographical information is much more of a handicap 
in reading some poems than it is even with MacLean-- 
and his original stylistic contribution has been very 
significant and influential. 
'Beinn a' Bhuna' is a Romantic nature poorn, 
introducing a mi. Akmaid sweetheart and lamenting the 
passing of the old idyllic order--"Ach thriall gach 
sean-shölas bho mhonadh mo ghraidh"; it is obviously 
a youthful poem--very little more than an exercise in 
this convention. The next pooh to appear in 'An 
Gaidheal' was 'Faoisgneadh'("A bheanntan Chill-Fhinn. . . ") 
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in September 1943, an expression in vers libre of the 
poet's Scottish Nationalist political views. In October 
1944, 'An Gaidheal' published ''N e so 'n Dan Doireannach 
Ohut-sa', one of the very sophisticated love poems 
that distinguish Thomson's first collection, and, 
in January 1945, 'flarbhrann, do Shomhairle P1acNaacail', 
which is probably the first elegy of poetic worth to 
have been written in Gaelic since those of Rob Donn. 
Poems of his continued to be published in 'An Gaidheal' 
up till the publication of 'An Doalbh Bristol in 
1951.64 
The poet himself testifies that the poems in 'An 
Dealbh Briste' are arranged in a basically chronological 
order and that the earliest ('Seann Oran', 'Duslach 
'san Anam') date from around 1940. 'Roghadal, 1943' 
to 'Anail a' Ghaidheil am Muilach'(six poems) were 
composed during the poet's period of R. A. F. service 
between 1943 and 1945--this was spent in Bradford and 
Cranwell in England and in Rodel in Harris. Later on_ 
in the book, the poems between 'Asaid'(p. 37) and 
'Tilleadh'(p. 49)--twelve poems--comprise an interesting 
group that were written in Bangor, North Wales, in 
Spring 1950, while Thomson was doing postgraduate 
research there. The last poems in the collection 
were composed between then and the publication of 
'An Dealbh Briste' in Summer 1951. 
'Seann Oran' describes how he was reminded of a 
girl by the singing or a song (not, one notes, by the 
song itself or the singer--"Chuala mi raoir seann bran 
bhith Ina sheinn"). The singing has reminded him of her 
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because it has the sane satisfying wholeheartedness as 
she had--". . bha taisealachd. do bhilean anus a' 
cheöl". This basic similarity having unconsciously 
suggested itself to him, he proceeds consciously to 
seek further comparison. The singer's warm breath is 
like her beauty and personality, a striking and very 
beautiful and eloquont comparison: 
"Mar snailthlith an t-seinneadair do sgianh, 
Tiugh chübhraidheachd do spioraid, 's t'aoibhneas. 
ign. . . 11 
The last verse weakens the poem in turning our attention 
to the song itself rather than the singing, discussing 
the philosophical questions of whether the poet's 
soul was aware of the pain the song has caused to 
another lover. This very early poem already exhibits 
some distinctive facets of Thomson's style--in particular, 
its rich assonental texture and its expressive and, in 
part, subconsciously chosen imagery. 
'Duslach 's an Anam', the second poem in the 
collection, pursues the implications of the traditional 
image of passion as a fire in a manner reminiscent 
of John Donne: his love and the girl's has been 
burnt to dust, each by the other's, but, if she will 
say the word, God can blow life into the dust and 
create new life. A slight note of denotative incoherence 
is introduced by his further symbolising love as a 
thorn--"Tl. th rös no dhroighinn-ghaoil" and "fuar-dhust 
no droighinn-s'll. Otherwise the main symbol is 
consistently sustained throughout. The poem is distinguished 
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by the vital interest shown in the manipulation of 
words, e. g. -. -"Duslach at fiar-ghnoil, chiar-ohaoil9 
s. or-ghaoil, /Geur ghaoil. . ." and ". . iargain gräidh, 
/ 
fad-iargain, slor iar-iargain, fiaraidh, fas". The 
metro is a variety of blank verse. 
'Chreid mi In Uiridh' discusses a past love affair-- 
as do the first two--this time using the image of vegetation 
decaying and returning to life in the course of the 
natural cycle. Though the theme here also is partly 
expounded in straightforward fashion, the imagery used 
to assist the exposition is Wall sustained. For instance, 
wondering if their love can be renewed, the poet says: 
"A ghaoil, a bhoil triad bhroilloach chaomh 
Fionn shnodhach", 
echoing Yeats's--". . up from my heart's root/So 
great a sweetness flows"; and the poem's conclusion 
is expressed in terms of this symbolism: 
". 'Thig bläths an t-samhraidh', fhreagair mi, 
'Is taiseachadh na froise ciüin' 
Ag ürachadh gach lus 'na thrath, 
Ach cha tig blath cir res do ruin"'. 
The same passionate fooling for cords is evident in 
this poem also in, for sxample# this word play: 
"Chunncas dreach an earraich uanaich 
IG uaineadh mheanganan is chraobh". 
'Nam ble Rio's do Choimeas' shows, in a different 
way, Thosson's cars in the use of imagery. He examines 
the relevanca to his subject of the traditional image 
of the rose. The rose does not show the girl's 
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sadness and anxieties (the foreboding of uintor), but 
it does symbolise the unforgettableness of her happy 
moments (; n that its fragrance lasts into winter). 
This intellectual evaluation of the rosa image is 
pointed, in the last verse, by the expression, in 
terms of the poem's basic imagery, of the poet's emotional 
reaction to the situation which has prompted these thoughts: 
110 chridhe, mo rüin-ghil, is ml eiteag, 
Na biodh faileas na gaillinn 'nad shüilean, 
Dir togaidh sinn dion roimh 'n ghaillionn, 
A gräidh: eadhon t' üidh-s agus m' üidh-sa. " 
Th3 poem is all the more effective for the oblique 
way in which its theme has been developed up till the 
last verso. 
'Roghadal 1943' is notable for its splendid image 
of love as a breaker swelling over the reafs and 
returning, humiliating, draining through the sand of 
hopo; "IN e so an Dan Daireannach Dhut-sa" for its 
subtle conception of his love for the girl as one 
endless poem--'Ilan molaidh is mil-bhriathran"--and 
also for its technical self-consciousness: 
"Cha dean mi mo dhän daireannach dhut fhathast 
Agus gun ml ealain coimhlionta 
IS gun mo chuspair leth-dheilbhte, " 
The poem 'Anail a' Ghaidheil am Mullach', written 
in the same year as the last mentioned--while the 
poet's skill has still not been perfected nor his 
symbolism fully developed--does show the results of 
a conscious davelopement of his technique in a particular 
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expressed using the logic-based techniques of philosophy 
than through poetry. In 'Anail a' Ghaidheil an Mullach', 
Part II9 the imagary is not used as an extension of 
a fundamentally expository style. The poet descxibas 
streams that, when tasted of, will attract the drinker 
to their source in the hills--very few clues are given 
as to what interpretation of the symbolism the poet 
prescribes. The first part of the poem, however, is 
more explicit; the hill-tops represent, as in the 
proverbial saying which is used as a title, determined 
aspirations to greatness, the developement of the theme 
being half Symbolist, half ratiocinative: this is 
closer to Sorley MacLean's symbolist technique. Of 
the very interesting group of twelve poems composed in 
Bangor in the Spring of 1950, seven are of the same 
atyle as Part II of 'Anail a' Ghaidheil am Mullach', 
that is, a coherent picture of a physical reality-- 
usually a process in nature--is presented, with very 
little indication in some cases that the picture has 
a connotational 1Qva1 at all and usually with no indication 
" as to how it is to be interpretod. 
'Asaid' (p. 37) is the first in 'An DBalbh Briste' 
of the Bangor group; it describes how, though the 
crops are ripe and the implements honed, no one makes 
a move to start harvesting. In past autumns there used 
to be laughter and noise in the fields; on this day 
all that is heard is the cry of a child--"Nach bris 
air sämhchair balbh a' chridha bhriste". This dänouoment 
at the end of a poem implies a more elusive meaning 
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for the poem than the superficial one. The poem's 
title means delivery, i. e. childbirth; the word is 
first used figuratively of the harvest--". . . na 
raointean torrach at feitheamh an aseid, /'S cha ghluais 
duina". The poet cannot assist in this delivery-- 
"Chan fhaod mi me shüil a leagail air rann an arbhair", 
but in the last half of the poem, the poet refers to 
an actual childbirth and seasonal imagery also iss 
I think, to be read literally here--"Thug bliadhna mun 
cuairt/Geamhradh is earrach is samhradh, /'s the 'm 
foghar air tighinn". This "asaid" is performed, 
producing "gal'. cräidhteach naoidhean" and a bro; <en 
heart. The central symbol of the harvest remains 
enigmatic: I presume it represents the fruits of education 
or of poetic apprenticeship, which the poet fools he 
has been prevented from reaping by a catastrophe in 
his personal life. 
In 'Chunnaic mi Rös at Fes', the central image is 
again capable of several interpretations. The rose 
grows an "stalls na h-eachdraidh", sucking nutrition 
from the rock, remaining fragrant in the memory of men, 
surviving the salt spray and the sword. The poet plucked 
the rose and planted it in his garden, but it has 
died. Obviously, Yeats's symbolic roses "the rose upon 
the rood of time", the "far-off, most secret, and inviolate 
Rose", all symbols of eternal beauty, contributed to 
the evolution of this poem. Yeats, however, like 
MacLean, prescribes more clearly than Thomson how we 
are to interpret the symbol. The rose-symbol in the Gaelic 
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poem probably represents wither love or Yeats's 
"eternal beauty"--or both. 
'Ged bha 'Geoth an Raoir at Seideadh' ostensibly 
describes the felling of corn-stooks by the wind, 
the speaker's discovery that the ears and seed were 
not damaged, and his reflections on the sorry state of 
an adjoining field, which has not been harvested and 
in which the corn has been flattened and is rotting 
into the ground. In 'Asaid', the poet had not harvested 
the grain crop, but in this poem it is someone else 
who has not done so. The symbol has undoubtedly 
been suggested by the Biblical image of the mission 
field as a harvest for which "the reapers are few". 
The poet has taken difficult character-making decisions-- 
in love, in cultural affairs, or with regard to poetry 
and mental discipline; that iss he has cut the corn 
while others have not and, as a consequence, has gleaned 
seed for future growth which the occasional emotional 
setback (the wind) cannot destroy. The same symbol 
is used in 'Taobh thall na Beinne', in which the 
seed planted by the poet in the spring is said to be 
now ripe, while he waits, on the other side of the hill, 
for the apples, to which he aspires, to fall. The 
corn crop is probably--as in 'Asaid'--poetry or 
. philosophy; the apple, love. In 'Achadh Buane', 
the poet is imagined as in the process of reaping the 
harvest when he is interrupted by a girl. In order not 
to hurt her, he hides the sharp tools of the harvester 
(the intellect, words); idyllic hsppinass is achieved 
in this way--". . . dh' 
©irich at ghealach a meadhon 
i 
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suaimhneis". --but others have not been as careful for 
her happine as he: 
"Thuit thu air speal bha fear eile air fhagail, 
Is ghearradh do chneas, is dhiüiit e slänadh. " 
'An Tobar' is the most complex of this group of 
poems. An old woman tells the poet about a grass-hidden 
well of pure water which was popular in her youth: the 
symbolism is again Biblical in inspiration--the weil 
contains a spiritual salve--" n3 slän gack cibrradh/ 
Gu ruig ciürradh cridhe". The symbolic well is itself 
symbolised by the old woman's eyes: 
"nuair sheall mi troimh 'n raineach 'na süilean 
Chunnaic mi lainnir a' bhüirn ud. . . "; - 
but, though he brings the water from it to her, when 
he returns Lo look for the wall again, he cannot now 
find it and the old woman herself is dead: 
"Cha d' fhuair mi ach raineach is luachair, 
IS tha süilean na caillich düinte 
IS tha 11 air tighinn air an luathghair. " 
The symbolism here also denotes a finely observed 
physical reality. 
In reading this poem in particular, it is quite 
clear that the synthesis of image and designation is 
an organic and not a forced one: the observable 
objects--here a well and an old woman's eyes--were not 
chosen consciously as symbols of a particular concept. 
They probably did stimulate the experience, but the 
experience has been organised largely subconsciously. 
What wo are dealing with is not a literary fashion, 
but a habit of mind--that of seeing intangible truths 
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in terms of physical (usually natural) objects and 
processes. We notice its growth in the early lyrics, 
in which the logical exposition of concepts are substantiated 
by this more oblique vision; in the Bangor poems, the 
ratiocination has bean eliminated. 
There area no doubt' several reasons why Thomson 
developed this distinct strain of Symbolism. It 
seems in retrospsct a natural developement of his early 
lyric style, but that style has been the characteristic one 
of mostpoets--in all European languages--in this century 
and has not usually dsveloped in this way. In the 
Surrealist period of European Symbolism, it became a 
theoretical ideal to make a poem maan c3 much as possible 
to the reader and to that end grammatical connecting 
links were often dropped and the key Symbol of poems 
left unspecified--the meaning cf a poem came to be 
defined as the "total of all its ambiguities"[Uilliam 
Empson, 'Seven Types of Ambituity'(1930)]. Poems written 
in the light of this theory tended to be superficially 
unconnected strings of images (an emanation of the 
"stream of consciousness" procedure used most distinctivoly 
in the novel, e. g. Joyce's 'Ulysses') rather than anything 
approaching the denotative compactness of Thomson's 
poems, but he may have been influenced, if only unconsciously, 
by his knowledge of the underlying theory. A more 
mundane explanation for the developement of this very 
oblique style is that the relative privacy it gives 
is attractive in such a tightly knit community as the 
Gaelic one and, especially, to as reserved a parson 
as Thomson shows himself to be in 'C1ur b' e 'n saoghal 
/ 
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is r eagal': 
"Shiübhlainn leat-sa gu fads 
Is chaidlinid müirnaach 
Ann an gärradh na h-üidhe 
Fo chraobhan an äigh, 
mur b' e aagal an t-saoghail 
Ohith daonnan 'gam leonadh, 
A' cur glas-ghuib air ceöl 
Ague sgleö air a' ghradh. " 
In addition, this style forms a superficial link with 
the long tradition or naturalistic nature descriptive 
poetry in Gaelic and its oblique approach to the expression 
of thought compensates for the lack of a highly 
developed conceptual vocabulary in Gaelic. In this 
latter connection, it is probably true that the lack 
of such a vocabulary has boon a good thing for Gaelic 
poetry in that it has consequently remainod in closer 
touch with the observable and tactile reality than 
much of modern English poetry, for example. 
Donald MacAulay has been the only Gaelic post to 
practise and develops this distinctive Symbolist style: 
his application of it has been distinguished and 
important. 
This developement in Thomson's poetry--though important 
because of its distinctive quality and its influence-- 
involves only a very small number of his poems in 'An 
Dealbh Briste', in fact, only the seven composed in 
Bangor and the second section of 'Anail at Chaidheil am 
Mullach'. In the rest, his style is basically that of 
the early poems--they aro lyric or discursive poems which 
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us0 symbols coherently and graphically. 
'Faoisgneadh'(composad in 1943) is a Nationalist 
poem. Beginning with the Killin Hills as a symbol 
of Scotland--in particular, its gloomy history and its 
unchanging character--the poet reviews the history of 
Scotland and symbolises, in the music of pipe and 
fiddle, the distinctive character which that history 
has given to it: 
I'D tüchanach, tornanach, 
Luaisgeanach, iolagach, 
Gluaistinneach, caithrearrach 
Bagair do phloba; 
Sireachdach, manrar1ach, 
S3dhicheil, bläth-shuileach 
Cagair na fidhlo-- 
Spiorad na h-, Albann 
An fhiodhull 's a' ph_ob. " 
The poem lapses into vehement exhortation in a 
pipe-ra3rch rhythm: 
"Sgal. na piob-moirs, 0 tuchanach tormanach, 
Eireamaid aighearach, cuireamaid oirnn 
Trountas ar sinnsirean, trusgan ath-leasaichte, 
Claicheamh an spioraid, n' as priseil na In t-? r"q 
finishing with a rather abrupt forced return to the 
mountain symbolism of the beginning. 
'ffarbhrann', composed for a friend of the poet 
killed during the war, is like the best elegies of Rob 
Donn in deducing thoughts of universal significance 
from the death of an individual. The two had been 
students together: 
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"A' sniomh scann saoghal snn an saoghal br 
Le iomadh bristeadh snätha. . ." 
0 
and often discussed together "na ceistean sin/Tha dol 
'nan Sibhlean trine /'N eanchainn tag". So it seems 
quite natural, and not at all sententious (Cf. Angus 
Morrison), for the poet to make this death an occasion for 
philosophising on the topic, "Troimh 'n bhbs thig buaidh". 
The basic attitude to war contained in the poem is a 
highly radical ono: the friend has been killed by a 
Gorman but his only real enemy was a more elusive one-- 
"T'ionnsaigh-sa 
Bha 'n aghaidh ntlmh na's slsamhna. .. 
Bha t'ionnsaigh-sa 
an aghaidh cogaidh, mioruin, braid, 
murt, feinealachd, an-shuairceas de gach gr . 
The poem's thought-content is original and subtle and 
the expression of it and of his feelings of grief very 
succinct, accurate, and often picturesque. The poem is 
in vers libre, but very rich in assonance, though the 
incidence of the latter is far from regular: 
"Samhradh 'san Eilean Sgitheanach, is cebl, 
Is diadhaireachd at BhrAighe, is Port-Righ, 
Is gann dä bhliadhna anns at bhbile mhdr 
A' sniomh seann saoghal ann an saoghal ür 
Le iomadh bristeadh snatha, mar bu dual 
IS mar b' eiginn do luchd t'eilein 's luchd do 
dhüthch. " 
Thomson's verse style is often, as here, very reminiscent 
of that of John Munro, although vowel rhyming is 
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somewhat more dominant in Munro's poems. In 'Faoisgneadh', 
Thomson varies line length more noticeably than here, 
while in ether paragraphs of 'fflarbhrann' and in many other 
of Thomson's poems, the verse reads much more like 
colloquial speech than does the example quoted above. 
The assonantal textura of the poems when read is 
often very richly sensuous: a good example is the 
beginning of 'Laraichean'. After the introductory 
first line, four lines in a slow monotonous rhythm-- 
dominated by long and sensuous vowols--d3scribe the 
decay, the sixth and seventh lines being arrestingly 
long and colloquial in rhythm, with very flat vowels, 
symbolising the break with the past that they describe: 
. "Tha läraicheantighean shios air an sgaoiltich, 
IS na feannagan bäna 'nan cadal 
An achlais na träghad, 
IS na h-eathraichean möra ri grodadh 
Ri greidhgadh na grQine. 
Air 2mmhraidh, o chionn leth-chaud bliadhna 
Tug am baffle ceum air ais, Is a nis. . ." 
The dull uneventfulness and the yet inexorable progress 
of decay are represented in the slow repetitive 
developement of the theme in the second paragraph: 
"Tha an t-seann bhean a dh' innis an uiridh dhomh 
Eachdraidh nan tighean-saillidh, 
Is eachdraidh a h-äige fhein, 
Is eachdraidh a' bhön-de Is at bhaile, 
'Na suidhe ri taobh na cagailt, 
Is an feasgar am fagus, 
t 
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Is an samhradh gu bhith againn, 
Is an goamhradh gu bhith againn. " 
The third and last paragraph starts with the 
beginning of the one before--"Tha an t-ssann bhean 
a dh' innis an uiridh dhemh"--describes her reminiscences 
of the past, and finishes with the two lines that 
bring the last two lines of paragraph 2, with a laboured 
but steady slowness, to a conclusion: 
"1-'5 a cuimhneachadh obair a' chorrainn 
66 
Anne an fhoghar a bh' againn, 
IS tha in gaamhradh gu bhith againn. " 
The rhythmic monotony, the somniferous quality of the 
vowel sounds, and the syntactical and thematic repetitions 
express the nature of the progress of decay even more 
effectively than does the rather oblique verbal description. 
The rhythm approximates that of colloquial speech, but 
examination reveals that it has been artfully created 
to achieve an effect that the rhythm of normal speech 
could not. Vers libre, ideally, does not aim at 
reproduction of colloquial speech rhythms: if it did, 
there would be no point in not writing it as prose. 
Instead, it aims--both through aural and visual means-- 
at conveying the rhythm of thought at come particular 
time. 67 This, in fact, is what 'Laraichean' aims and 
succeeds at doing. Thcmson was the first and remains 
one of the best practitioners of vers libre in Gaelic: 
again his most successful follavar has been MacAulay. 
"Nam leigh air a'Chnoc so 'san Fhraoch' is a 
philosophical poem based on the poet's analysis of 
his own feelings of futility. The sky, seas, hills-- 
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and nature's work in ganeral--are permanent but, 
surrounded by than, he muses on: 
Its . giorrad mo linn agus an-tro? ir mo lainh, 
Air ncoinithaachd ghniomh' 
IS an snath caol the na cailleachan a' sniomh", 
but he recognises the reason for this pessimism: 
"Is tric dith misneachd bhith 'n cuideachd cus 
smaoinn", 
and becomes once more optimistic. Looking around 
him at the villages and hills he sees many signs of 
the important contribution to the progress of the 
human race that even insignificant lives can make. 
First, the sight of a small boy and his grandfather 
tying a cow ("Giollan ri fearalas") remind him or how 
important is the handing down by one generation to 
another of the techniques and attitudes of civilised 
life; again, the peat bog has developed into its 
present useful form only over long centuries and great 
trees have sacrificed their grandeur to that end: 
"Dubh. bhäite fo Id chois 
Tha coilltean 'nan laighe aig fois". 
This is an excellent and beautifully expressed philosophical 
poen. 
'Pabail' is a delightful vignette, describing an 
impression of the poet's native village. The theme 
is developed with skilful but unobtrusive craftsmanship. 
The poem begins with an imprassionistic detail--a 
lapwing's white breast is intermittently seen and lost 
by the poets eye; from that ho moves to an even more 
I 
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elusive reality, the sre11 of summer which he detects 
and loses, and finally to the most elusive sensation 
of all: 
"Is fras-mhullach tonn an t-sonais 
'Ga loig Is tga chall aig ma chuimhns. " 
The second paragraph moves from the immediate 
tangible reality--the seats constant movement--to 
consideration of the constant ebb and flow of life in 
the village ("am bis 's an ürtan, /An ürnuigh 's an 
t-suirgho, is mile c -idhe/Ag at 's at seecadh" ), 
returning to the lapwing which is still "a' ruith 's 
at stad, 's a' ruith is a' stad. " The only exile 
poem in this collection= 'Fagail Loodhais, 1949' 
is similarly free of conventional attitudes to the 
subject and similarly original as to style. He is 
more true to the real experience of most Gaels, especially 
young Gaels, than the nostalgic Romantic poets are 
when he states: 
". . char iarrainn-se falbh as na fuireach, 
Chan iarrainn-sa fuiroach na falbh asp 
Ach ghiüilain an träigh dhoth mi 'n uiridh. " 
The plane taking him away from Lewis becomes a 
symbol of his education--which iss in another sense, 
what is taking him away. He would gladly be lifted 
up beyond the clouds by it if he thought that would 
bring happiness, but, in a striking and effective 
extension of his basic symbol, he doubts that he will 
achieve happiness in this way: 
". . cha ghluais n' inntinn gu baachdaidh 
Air cagal sluic-adhar as bhröin". 
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The conclusion is a satisfying one. The island must 
itself move with the times as hs is doing; it must 
act courageously: 
"Ach cuireas i stun ris a' gharbhlaich, 
IS ri cridh na droch-aimsir, 
Ag eiridh air sCiäthan neo-chearbach. " 
Written in 1949, this is the first exile poem in 
Gaelic to appraise realistically and intelligently the 
exilets complex feelings towards the homeland. In its 
awareness of the degree of alienation from the native 
Gaelic community that is an inevitable consoquanc© of 
education and of assimilation into the modern technological 
world, it foreshadows th3 equally realistic and 
penstrative exile poetry of Donald MacAulay and Iain 
Smith. 
The bulk of Thomson's poetry is on love themes. 
The early lyrics and the later comprehensively Symbolist 
love poems were discussed above. The remainder are 
basically in the same style as the early poems--illumined 
by expressive symbolism--but are, in the main, longer 
and--probably as a direct consequence--have more obvious 
formal unifying devices than the earlier poems and also 
involve often a more profound and thorough psychological self- 
analysis. One of the very best of these poems is 
'Ghluais an raoir an trom-laighe mo chuimhne'. In its 
the poet ostensibly describes a nightmare of a very 
conventional nature--his standing on the edge of 
a gull-girt precipice over the sea, but the description 
has distinct sexual connotations: 
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". . . bha mil mar chleachd mi, fo uamhunn 
Air chrith air stalla an uamhais, 's an bas stobach 
Ag at Is a' glaodhaich. " 
These connotations are fully pertinent in a description 
of a dream; here, they designate the real theme of the 
poem, which is the poet's memory, while in a state 
of emotional limbo, of a previous period of intense 
passion. He implies that this strength of passion had 
an opiphanous quality: 
"Is dh' aithnich mi 'n bidean bho 'n aigeann, 
Is chunnaic ni 'chlach a' tuiteari, 
Is thomhais mi luaths a siübhail. " 
He teflects that he does not nou know either "bidean" or 
"aigeann", "ciiineas" or "fearg", Math" or love; 
in the remainder of the poem, he discusses this and his 
longing for his old red-blooded sensations, mainly 
in terms of Yeats's symbolism in the poem 'The Uihito 
Birds'('The Rose', 1893): 
would that wa were, my beloved, white birds on the 
foam of tho sea, 
We tire of the flame of the meteor, before it can 
fado and flsc; 
And the flame of the blue star of twilight, hung low 
on the rim of the sky, 
Has waked in our hearts, my beloveds a sadness 
that may not die. " 
Thomson feels himself to be: 
no . 'n diugh mar arc air marbh-shruth dicnhain", 
and is not content: 
"Bidh cuid ag iarraidh fois nan bliadhntan, 
I 
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Ach foghneidh sud dhorhh an d, idh dhonh liathadh". 
Assimilating Yeats's symbolism neatly with traditional 
Gaelic imagery, he concludes with the Wise: 
"Chan o riochd nan eun fionn tha mi nochd 
ag iarraidh, 
Ach foath nan eun fionn is mire iarmailt. " 
This poem, in its acuteness of self-analysis, its 
allusive cosmopolitanism, and unobtrusive artistry, 
surpasses most other poems of love in Gaelic, including 
most of ClacLean's, which--while gaining in sheer lyric 
ebullience--lack this poem's quiet subtlety. 
0 
Examples of the use of more formal unifying devices 
are l'Nam Dhachaidh ©adar dhä Dhbthaich' and 'r? ur a 
biodh ann ach Sireadh'. The first verse of tha 
latter begins--"Llur a biodh ann ach sireadh/ eu tü 
an rös Frangach 'sat ghärradh" and goes on to list 
conventional imagec of beauty; the second begins-- 
"mur a biodh ann ach sireadh/Dh' fhanadh an latha 
samhraidh/'S cha tigeadh am bruadar gu c©ann dhuinn"; 
and the third developes the theme a little further by 
wishing not that something would happen, but that he 
was able not to see what is happening--"<<1ur a biodh ann 
ach sireadh/'S gun aithno air an la-mäireach, /Chan 
fhaic; nn do bh! *3idhchead a' cnämhachd"; the next verse 
repeats the theme of the other thrae, through a sea 
symbol; the last verse is the first to drop the "Blur 
a biodh ann ach sireadh" beginning and expresses the 
logical conclusion of the preceding verse forthrightly, 
in terms of the rose and sea symbols, "Nam Ohachaidh eadar 
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dhN Dhithaich' is constructed on a similar pattern. 
The first verse begins, "'Plam dhachaidh eadar dha 
dhüthaich/Chi thu air büird cairicht'/Sligean iomallach 
na traghad/Is air a' bhalla, dealbh siürsaich"; the 
second begins, "'Nam agr1orhadh eadar dhA ch'anain"; 
and the third, "'S 'nam chridhe cad-ar dhb chuireadh/ 
Leughaidh tu 'm mulad as lair dhut, /[Aulad a chionn 
's gun do ghaill mi, /'S gun d'rinn mi dodhiültadh 
buileach". The last verse begins with a different 
phrase and, in its the theme, which has been developed 
unobtrusively throughout the ostensibly episodic 
first three-quarters of the poem, is summed up and the 
subject of each of the three versos synthesised in the 
very condensed last five lines: 
''Bidh oagal orm roimh do mhänran 
IS gute fag a mhilseachd mi lebinte 
Taobh-muigh do sho? nair 'san fhuar-ghaoth 
Tha reodhadh mo chainnte fuadain 
IS tha sgailceadh mo chridhe luainich. " 
A poet's remarks on poetry, its functions and techniques! 
. 
in his poems is always of significance. It is obvious 
that Thomson sets a high value on originality and 
appositeness of imagery (symbols). In 'Feitheamh', 
he rejects most conventional Gaelic love imagery as 
irrelevent to the feeling he seeks to express: 
"'S a chionn Is nach diü leam do chömhradh 
A choimeas ri guth na smeöraich, 
No ceö1 do bhilean 
Ri binneas fiodhuill, 
IS a chionn Is gu bheil an teud a bhriseadh 
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Gun charadh misnich, 
Eisdidh mi thar gack samhlaidh 
Ri duan-döchais do shamhraidh. " 
In 'Dä LA', he claims that the images chosen by 
Wordsworth to symbolise sorrow and joy--a witherod 
bush and the moon rising--aro irrelevent for describing 
the experience of mid-. twentieth century man. He sees 
a kiosk as symbolising his own sadness and the cinema 
nson lights on Princes' Street his joy. Cut in 
practise, his imagery is almost exclusively taken from 
nature--albeit imaginatively chosen and vivaciously 
used. Finally, in 'An Loch a Tuath', he makes it 
clear that his primary aim in composing poetry is not 
to perfect his wit or versification (cf. the bards) 
or even to discuss philosophical or political topics, 
but to describe in full detail his elusive experience 
of life: 
"'S cha ghlac no bhreithneachadh a chaoidh 
Ged shiudzladh i air itoig luath, 
"Cion-lath an aoibhneis a tha falbh 
mar airgead-bcö air leac mo smusin. " 
Thomson's second collection, 'Eadar Samhradh is 
Foghar', was published in 1967. The poems are divided 
into five groups according to subject: the first 
section is 'Eileen an Fhraoich', poems about Lewis; 
the second, 'Gaidhealtachd na h-Albann', dealing with 
cultural affairs and history, for the most part; the 
third is titled 'Air Faire' and deals with more general 
topics; the last two sections are 'Lus a' Chorracha-mills', 
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love poems, and o61ar Chuimhneachan', elegies and 
reminiscences of the old and disappearing Gaelic 
way of life. - 
Only three of the fifteen poems in the 'Eileen 
an Fhraoich' section deal with present-day life in 
the island. Each of these concentrates the attention 
on one facet of the way of life and incisively describes 
it. 'Clann-nighean an Sgadain' is a particularly 
successful poem. The degree to which their working 
conditions ("Mean träillean aig ciürairean cutach/ 
thall Is a-bhos air Galldachd Is an Sasuinn") shaped 
the personality of the fishorgirls is the poem's main 
theme. It is developed--with superlative craftsmanship-- 
by describing their character in terms of the tools 
and associated images of their Work, using simile 
("An gäire mar chraitoachan salainn", "na suilean cho 
domhainn ri feäth"), metaphor ("ireadh cutag an teanga/ 
slicinn ä fanaid nan Gall"t "bha craiteachan uaill 
air an chridhe"), and word-play ("ciürairean cutach", 
"Bu shaillte an duais a tharr iad"). The poem ends 
effectively with the girls' ironic final triumph: 
"air oidhche robach gheamhraidh, 
ma bha sud an dan dhaibh, 
dheanadh iad daoine. " 
'Na Cailleachan' concentrates on another distinctive 
sector of the island community and is also very polished 
technically. The old ladies sit "ri cänhradh/air 
crodh 'c air daoina, /'s ri cur fad air an teins" 
chile the ominous soot creeps closer: 
i 
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"'s an sileadh ' na gKiodh dubh a' dAuthadh". Tho 
second paragraph gives further snitches of conversation-- 
e. g. "cha dainig iasg an diugh, n! ach sgadan, /sgadan 
saill. te 's buntätM , buntät' is sgadan"-. -finishing with 
an echo of tho first paragraph--"chan ail ni ri 
dheanamh ach fad a chur mun an teine/5. s bruidhinn air 
crodh 's air daoino". The third paragraph begins-- 
"'S tha 'n sileadh 'na ghlaodh dubh a' dlüthadh/a 
nuas bho na sparrarn, /a-nuas bho 'n an tughadh", 
further developss the conversation (discussing the soot 
and the necessity of rethatching the house), and ends-- 
"'s cha dainig iasg an. diugh, nl ach buntat' is sgadan. " 
The last paragraph makes the significance of the 
previous description perhaps over explicit. The 
post is here using the same technique as was used in 
'Läraiche3n' to convey a similar atmosphere of inertia 
underlaid by a slow, inexorable current of decay. 
'Na Fir Bhreigo' is a Symbolist poem, discussing 
the Calvinistic religion of the islands in terms of 
the standing stones at Callanish. The religion seems 
a harsh one, ostensibly without charity: 
"tha a' Chrois the so gun truss innt, 
an Slenaighear gun deöir, an Dia gun tröcair", 
but is, in actuality, not so life-denying as it seems: 
"ilura b' a am four a tha fas gorm ann 
thuigeadh tu In diadhachd soy 
gad nach eil gras ga riaghladh loath'; 
leughadh tu na stoban 
a sgriobh an seann fhaois so air at chnocan 
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in solus oa dhia fhein, an ciaradh 
a sheann shaoghail, 
ach on a tha am four gorm a' fas ann 
cha laugh thu gu brath iad. " 
Most of the poems to Lewis are retrospective--as 
were, it is of interest to note, a majority of the poems 
in 'An Dealbh Briste'. 'Eileen Chaluim Chills, an 
Loch Eireasort, Lc dhus' contemplated changes in that 
island--from being virtually uninhabited, through the 
settlement by the Christian missionaries and others 
to its present state of desolation: 
"'S torrach an deanntag mu do chlachan lom, 
i fra: adh 3iol as t-fhoghar thar nan leac. " 
"IN fhaoileag. . . crochts air a sgeith" is a keenly 
observed and succinctly expressed detail. 
'Nuair a Thill mi gu t' Usigh' describes the past 
way-of-life in tha Islands (apostrophised at the end-- 
"0 shaoghail a bh' ann"). The poem is distinguished 
by virtuosic craftsmanship. The various facets of the 
old way-of-life are expressed in terms of the days 
of the weeks using the traditional associations of 
particular days with certain activities or objects, e. g.: 
"Troimh fhilleadh na Säbaid 
chuimhnich mi air do chräbhadh; 
troimh fhilleadh Luain 
dh' fhairich mi tarraing at chuain. " 
In many of the poems in 'Eilean an Fhraoich', the 
poet reminisces on incidents and personages in the 
island's past with which he has been personally and 
i 
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closely connected. In 'An Rathad', the sight of the 
old road reminds hin, by association, of incidents 
in his own youth; in 'Raointpan Eilo', the streut 
(which also symbolises an avenue of thought) and smooth 
handrail remind him, by contrast, of his boyhood in 
Lewis: 
An uair nach fhaiceadh süil os cionn nan Bias, 
is röidean glaiste uaine ruith gun chrioch 
a mhaadhon gorm na tire. 8ha fasgadh ann a' sin 
bho ghaoith fhuair an anmaich, no bho theas 
na gr©in am bruthainneachd an lä. " 
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"Bu ghreannach suathadh na barr-dhäis ri m' laimh.. ." 
The connotations of this description make this a 
more complex poem than it superficially appears to 
be, In '11u Chriochan Hbil', a long but well constructed 
poem, details the environment, social and physical, 
of his youth. In 'Troimh Uinneig as Chithe', the 
poet's son''s delight at the snowfall reminds him of 
his own father's and grandfather's attitude to snow 
and he reflects on the difference between himself and 
the past generations of his people: 
"Iadsan a' fagail staid at bhala5. ch, 
's a stri ri fearann, Is a' treabhadh na mara 
le neart an guäillibh, 
's aq adhradh, air uairibh; 
is raise caitheamh an spiornaidh, ach ainneamh, 
aý treabhadh ann an gainneamh". 
In 'Fualm an t-Samhraidh', he recalls and-longs 
for the rural sensations of a summerIs evening 
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in Lewis as he recombers them. 
The explanation for the fact that so much of his 
poetry to Lewis is retrospective, is, of course, 
that from his late youth Thomson has been exiled from 
it. But, like 'Fagail Leödhuis, 1949' in 'An Dealbh 
Briste', these poems differ radically from the 
traditional exile poetry in their attitude to the 
homeland. Thomson's attitude is clearly not a ample 
one of love and nostalgia; in 'Sgöthan' he says of various 
sights in Lewis: 
"ach chaidh miss bhuap air taod 
cho fada 's a theid gaol b; io fhuath"; 
and in 'An Cianalas', he echoes, in sentiment, the 
statement, "chan iarrainn-sa fuireach no falbh as", 
in 'Fägail Leodhuis': 
"Clachan at mhuil f-liuch fo imlich na mara-- 
nan biodh deöir agam, shilinn no dheöir tharaibh. 
"Seana bhätaichean iasgaich 'na laigh air träigh ghil-- 
nam b' e 's gun sgaineadh no chridhe cha deanainn 
äicheadh. " 
What we have in the 'Eileen an Fhraoich' section 
are attempts by the poet to indirectly analyse his 
personality by coding the early experience which laid 
the foundation for it. Conscious that his education 
has partially alienated him from the island way-of-life 
and his own youthful experience, he tries, in terms of 
his own symbolism in 'Glu Chriochan Hail' to release 
the boy from the walls of the schoolrooms: 
t 
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"'s Bann gu lorgadh sgeilb 
na clachan eadar-dhealaichte fa 'n aol, 
no-obair mhoanbh a' chlachair air a' chridh, 
'so togail bhallachan--tha 'm belach stigh 'nam broinn 
Is a ghrian neo-thruasail, gheal at drudhadh orr'011 
The perspective in the next section of the book 
is a wider one. Only one poem describes 'Gaidhealtachd 
na h-Albann' in terms or its scenic beauty: this is 
'huair a thig an As-eirigh', written with eloquent 
verve in a traditional verse form around a highly 
imaginative central idea--the poet's wishes as to where 
he is to spend eternity. 
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A number deal, in"a 
basically symbolist style, with aspects of Highland 
(i. e. Gaelic) culture and life. In 'A' Ghaidhealtach. d', 
the poet sees the Highlands as a house ("tigh Gall- 
Gaidhealtach ") whose decay shows that its inhabitants 
are dying even though the neighbouring house's children 
disport themselves around it; in 'Frasadh nan Duilleagan', 
Gaelic culture is a tree which used to shed beautiful 
poetry like leaves and is now sadly bare, but the 
post hopes that this is just winter, not death, and 
that it will merely sweep away decaying leaves and 
wasted branches to make way for new growth--the symbolism 
here is consciously manipulated--as in the last verse, 
which begins, "Ma thagh mi an samhl-s'/tha fios gu 
robh dnehas 'nam ehri. dh. . . ". The last poem in this 
section, 'Anna at bhalbh Pflhadainn' uses the falling 
of snow--described naturalistically in the first verse-- 
as a symbol of the process of decay which is killing the 
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Gaelic way of life, this image being skilfully 
exploited: 
"dheanadh mo chridhe iollach 
nam faicinn air a' chlar bhan sin ball buidhe 
's gun tuiginn gu robh anail a' Ghaidheil a' 
tighinn am mullach". 
'Geodha air Chül na Greine' is the most complex 
poem of this type in the 'Gaidhealtachd na h-Albann' 
section; the "geodha" is an actual cove but is also a 
symbol of the emotional backwater into which the 
fishermen's widows retreat from their grief and a 
symbol also of the Gaoltachd as sheltered from tha 
sociological currents and tides of the outside world; 
the water is full of salmon, symbol in Celtic lore 
of wisdom ("Beithir airgeadach beo a' ghliocais 1s an eölais"), 
which are caught only at great expense (the widow's 
grief) but which, nevertheless, are ultimately 
irresistible: 
"Ach gad bheir©adh miann an duilisg duine a thaobh 
car üine, 
tha'm bradan lainnireach s3nt' fo shämhchair dorch, 
is ma bheir mi an sgobadh sin air an it san bi e 
bidh maistreadh fairg ann, is cearcaill sith 
Ina lorg". 
This is one of the few poems in the collection 
whore the poet's preferred interpretation of the 
symbolism is not indicated: the placing of the poem in 
this section is illuminating, but it can as easily be read 
as a love-poem. 
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The remainder of the poems in this section are 
polemical but use irony rather than invective; they are 
'Ceinnt nan Oghaichaan', 'Strath ^! abhair' and 'Cruaidh', 
with its effectively understated anger: 
"nuair a ruigeas tu Tir a' Gheallaidh, 
mura bi thu air t'aire, 
coinnichidh Sasunnach riut is plion air, 
a dh'innse dhut gun tug Dia, brathair athar, cöir 
dha anns an fhearann". 
'Air Faire' broadens the perspective even 
further. Its range includes the sensitive 'Do Dheörsa 
Caimbeul Hay', 'Drin nan Gall'("far a bheil grian na 
h-Eireann a' dot sios, /is grian Amaireagaidh ag eirigh 
le äigheachd is caithream"), 'Budapest', and 'Uiseag', 
a record of a moment of grief over a wounded bird. 
The most striking difference between 'Eadar 
Samhradh is Foghar' and 'An Daalbh Briste' is the 
relatively low proportion of love poems in the former-- 
only about one-fifth of the total, whereas nearly 
two-third of the poems in 'An Dealbh Briste' are on 
love themes. A higher ratio of the love poems in the 
socond book are distinguished by a profound and 
original philosophical argument or an acute psychological 
insight, there are fewer simple lyrics. This searching 
intellectual concern is illustrated, for example, 
by 'Aig Tursachan Chalanaist, a panetrative and illuminating 
examination of the relationship of the lovers' 
thought and their love for each other to the geometrical 
figure of the circle (as represented by the standing 
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stones);. again an apparently insignificant incident 
such as his son's crying in the night inspires the 
poet to articulate the philosophy underlying his 
actions--'tirsamaid gliocas meanbh nan träth 's nam 
mionaid"('Coma learn Faighneachd'). 'Lus at Chorracha-mills' 
lacks the philosopher's perspective that the other 
two examples have, but gains in analytical depth-- 
"Is thionail miss uair oils lus at chorracha-mills, / 
sgrlob is ghlan mi na cnothan, is choir mi air falbh 
iad, /an äste diomhair durch, an cüil na cuimhne, 
/air chill a' mheadhail, an tigh an aoibhnois". The 
ending of this poem illustrates Thomson's feeling 
for words--"Lus a' chorracha-mille a Mill mo shuaimhneas, 
/ 
bu chorrach do chioch, 's a mhil as sruthadh uaipe". 
'leine' uses the same basic image as 'Duslach 
'can anam' in the first collection, but the love 
described is reciprocated and mature: this factor 
differentiates most of the poetry in 'Lus at Chorracha-mille' 
from that cf the first book. Describing his love, 
in 'An deidh grian gheal an Earraich' in terms of 
his most recurrent symbol system, he says of the sun 
of autumn: 
"I cionacraich nan sträbhan 
's a' deanamh buidhe an uaine, 
's a sgaoileadh braid an abachaidh 
air leadanan an cuailein"-- 
tying this image in at the end of the poem: 
"Is cuiridh mi am braid art 
mas e Is gun gabh thu bhuam ev 
gus cömhdach do chuil chamalaich 
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or-bhuidhe, fhainn! ch, chuachaich. " 
He expresses, very beautifully, in 'Cnö', how 
serenity has, paradoxically, been the result of his 
earlier emotional turmoil, his step-by-step developement 
of the symbol paralleling the episodic nature of the 
emotional process described: 
"Ann am meadhon na stoirm ud, 
nuair bha 'chraobh ga riasladh, 
's a geugan gan spionadh, 
ann am meadhon na craoibh sin 
bha geug gun mhabadh, 
is air a' gheig sin bha cnö ga taladh. " 
'Mar Chuimhneachan' contains elegies and reminiscences. 
'Cisteachan-laigha', ominously the last in the book, 
is a quite interesting poem that is, I feel, not 
fully a success. The immediate occasion for the poem 
is a reminiscence of the poet's grandfather, a joiner 
who made coffins, and of his funeral; in the second 
half of the poem, the making of the coffins becomes 
a symbol for the replacing of the native Gaelic 
attitudes of mind by the Lowland ones in school-- 
"cha do dh' aithnich mi 'm braid Beurla, /an liomh 
Gallda bha del air an fh iodh"; the two sections of 
the poem era linked only vary tenuously and superficially. 
In '0rduighean an FhoghaLr', Thomson's always considerable 
technical inventiveness is at a peak. The communion, 
the visitors. and their conversations, the feeling 
of sanctity, and the communion-goers' subsequent death 
is described; but, interlineally and parenthetically, 
I 
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a girl is asked to hide her seductive lips and eyes, 
which tempt and yet finally elude the poet. Superficially, 
the implication is that the poet's thoughts have been 
on a girl during communion time, but, on a more 
significant level, the poem is an attempt to evaluate 
the two types of experience--that of the worshippers 
(those stolid, unexcited, practical men--"strainnsearan 
calma. . . a' bruidheann air creideamh is btaichean-iasgaich") 
whose aspiration has been fulfilled or that of the 
pout whose goal is still out of reach, but which 
fires his soul: 
"Tha na fir sin air buannachd taobh thall an 
Rubha-- 
mo rnhulad, no mhulad-- 
's tha in cuimhne cho cübhraidh ri fäileadh 
ubhall-- 
aha d' fhuair mi fath ort-- 
tha am marcan-sine air laighe sios 1eo-- 
is tha ml iargain, ml iargain 
aI dol am meud69 mar as lugha m' fhiughar-- 
am buaidh am bas ud. " 
In the first two verses, as in this final one, the last 
line can be read as following on from either the 
fifth or seventh line of the verse. 
'Ai: Leabaidh Bhochdt is one of the best poems 
in the collection. The versification creates rhythms 
that are close to those of speech, but is more versatile 
in its effects. The impression on the eye, for example, 
of the following few lines is important in juxtaposing 
the mobility of the old woman's eyes with the immobility 
t 
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of her feelings: 
"chi thu an sud 
a dealbh is a dath 
a süilean ag amharc 's a chridhe gun mhüthadh". 
The imagery is extremely effectively used: 
". .a suilean at faicinn-- 
mar gum faiceadh camera-- 
nithean bra is annasach 
nach gluais a fuil is nach much a cuimhne", 
and, in the second paragraph: 
"Air a leabaidh-äird far am faic ia beatha 
dol suas 'na ceö bho chaorenan dubha. "- 
In the second paragraph, the poet again, while approximating 
speech rhythms, rchieves instead a subtle, unobtrusive 
rhetoric of his own with the repetition of "lathaichean/ 
läithean" in each of the first five phrases that 
describe the woman's memories and the interruption 
of this pattern before describing the radically 
different world of her old age: 
"lathaichean oga san sgoil, is laithean an iasgaich, 
is läithean na suirghe, 
läithean na falamhacht cuideachd, 
laithean na h-iargain, 
gun chuideachd ri gualainn no glüin; 
is laithean as chonais, nuair choisinn an aois 
saorsa bho chiürradh. " 
All around her is new and inimical to her--oven the 
medicine bottle has its "fios at bhäis" written in 
English, but she remembers happy times and old accustomed 
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things. The poem is a well synthasised one and brilliant 
in detail. 
The poetry in 'Eadar Samhradh is Foghar' is more 
detached and contemplative, in the main$ than that of 
'An Oealbh Briste'; complementarily, the range is 
less restricted. It also shows a more consistently 
high standard of craftsmanship. Thomson's poetry as 
a whole is distinguished by an oblique approach to 
events that tends to superficially obscure the profundity 
and originality of the poetry's thought content and 
its technical inventiveness: though his love poems 
lack the ebullience of G1acLean's, they compensatorily 
gain in subtlety. He shows great interest and skill 
in the manipulation of words and of their sounds. His 
use of imagery is distinctive, but the most distinctive 
and influential contributions--at least superficially-- 
made by Thomson to the technical advance of Gaelic 
poetry are his interesting developement of Symbolism 
and his use of vers libre. 
Sorley MacLean (born 1911), George Hay (b. 1915), 
and Derick Thomson (b. 1921) are distinguished from 
the subsequent generation of Gaelic poets by the 
fact that they served in the Second World War, whereas 
Iain Smith (b. 1925) and Donald MacAulay (b. 1930) 
were too young to take part. The situation iss of 
course, complicated by the fact that Thomson has 
remained a prolific and inventive poet up till the 
present day so that he iss in fact, a member of the 
new generation of literateurs also. 
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Besides the appearance of a new generation of 
experimental Gaelic poets, an interesting developement 
has been the emergence from around 1950 of a group 
of poets who have continued deliberately to compose 
in a basically traditional style, but whose work has, 
nevertheless, been significantly influenced by the 
experiments of 61acLean, Hay ('Fuaran Sleibh'-- 
Thomson) and, marginally, by those of Smith and 
Mac Aulay: sometimes this influence has operated 
indirectly, that iss by inducing a reaction. This 
group comprises, chiefly, James Thomson, Duncan 
Livingstone, Donald R. morrison, Eoghan Gilios, 
Colin MacKenzie, Ratlon Seixias, James I1acKenzie, 
and John Alick MacPherson. 
James Thomson Was, in 1923, the first crouned 
Bard of An Comunn Gaic; healach, winning the competition 
with the poem, 'Buaidh an Laoich'; 
70 
most of the 
poems in his collection *Fasgnadh'(1953), however, 
were composed considerably later 
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than this and show 
the influence of the innovations of MacLean, Hay, 
and Derick Thomson, the poet's son. 
Thomson composed mainly nature poems and philosophical 
poems with a strongly religious colouring. Though 
some of the nature poems are in the traditional 
naturalistic style--for example 'No Ghrian-Eirigh', 
a variant of the season poem style--soma others 
employ an impressionistic mode of description. 
Exam les of the latter are 'Gäi: nan Tonn', 'Fuaran 
as Lodain', and the very beautiful 'Rann n' Digs': 
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"An fhaoileann air sgeith 
An guirme nan speur, 
'5 an linna gu reidh födha; 
Traigh dhrilssanach bhän 
An achlais a' bhaigh, 
le culaidh nan rämh äirdhe. rc. 
"Sealladh nach crion 
Trath mhaireas mo ghrian, 
IS a thaisich gach miann dhbmhsas 
Tadhal mo ghaoil, 
Dachaidh mo smaoin, 
" 
Comar, is raon ml öige. " 
Statements such as "Tha mile guth 's a' chruinno-che 
nach sol dhomh fein am brigh", "The ceöl an cagair 
fann na geoith'/Nach tog mi chaoidh air chair" (both 
from 'Earbsa') imply a belief in the Uordsworthien 
empathy with nature, but, in fact, Thomson is in this 
respect closer to the Symbolist extension of Romanticism 
(for example, to Baudelaire) than he is to Wordsworth. 
Objects and events in external nature remind him of 
divine truths and thereby become symbols of these 
concepts. 
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This process produced, for example, the 
poem, 'Anfhois'. Tho first verse describes the sea, 
which is still restless after a storm; the second 
verse continues the description, but does so in terms 
of a human image: 
"Muir träghaidh is lionaidh a riamh 
Air cladach an äbt 
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sioladh mar uchd Al direadh 's a2 
Fo iargain brain. . . "; 
and the third and final verse completes this process, 
presumably at least a partially subconscious one, by 
making the state of nature a symbol of the human 
emotions: 
"Thatn chridhe gun urras, gun iii1, 
Luasganachy fann; 
Bidh dublier air tön is gealach 
Fo sgcth gach än. " 
In some poems the theme is developed exclusively 
in terms of a symbol. In 'Chaochail Duilleach m' 
Earraicht, the inaga used is one that is popular with 
Dorick Thomson: 
"Chaochail duilleach n' Earraich 
Gu abachas Samhna. 
Caomh fhrasan mo Cheitein 
IS gathan greine no ßhealltainn, 
Altrum citheil mo ghealaich 
IS gaothan tlätha mo Shamhraidh 
Thaom a cuilidh gun aigeann, 
A tobar gun cheann air. 
Ach dearbhar slol-chur an Earraich 
Le agartas Geamhraidh. " 
In others, the theme is expounded dialectically 
but with the aid of some imagery. This imagery is 
sometimes denotatively incongrous (i. e., the poetry 
is "of the will"), as in 'Chan Iarrainn Clach-chuimhnb', 
in which tha first three verses begin respectively as 
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follows--"Chan iarrainn cl3ch-chuimhne/Air tooraidhaan 
baotha chrion"; "Chan ä). ainn le m' dheö? n/A tobar a 
threigeadh le saoi"; and "Cha stadainn gu tamh/An 
dachaidh gun a5gh3ar gun cheöl". Sometimes, however? 
the imagery is, on a denotative level, largely congruent: 
.. . cuir an 
Ur air iomadh ceum, 
Fag am brat air run gun tuar, 
Paisg Is an uaigh gach ni breun. " 
In connection with the use of symbolisms in religious 
poetry, homiletic practice is of significance. Many 
Presbyterian ministers--wary always of the censure that 
their sermon has been only "sop as gach seid"--attempt 
to bind their sermon together with the traditional 
Christian symbolism (e. g. the blood of Christ, the 
Cross, water, etc. ) 
Natural objects also frequently remind thy: poet 
of friends and acquaintances and, in genoral, of Island 
people who have either died of emigrated. A majority 
of Thomson's nature poems--including 'An t-Seann 
Lärach', 'Ce641 Mara', 'Acain nan Stuadh', 'An Clachan'-- 
lament the absence from the scene of old acquaintances 
and the great mass of the tenantry. In this Thomson 
3 
-follows in the footsteps of Donald maclvsr, a 
predecessor of his as headmaster of Sayble Schcol in 
Lewis. L1acIver's poems include 'Fasalachd na Gaidhealtachd' 
and the wall-known 'An Aitearachd Ard', of which 'Acai. n 
nan Stuadh' is reminiscent in several respects, 
including versification and tone. 
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Thomson's religious poetry is sometimes symbolist 
in style, as detailed above, but is also more 
straightforwardly discursive in many cases: examples 
of this approach are 'Trasg', 'Dean Gairdeachas' 
(which is self-evidently hortatory), and 'Thoir 
dhomh do Lämh'. Some of his philosophical poetry 
is very original and skilfully exprassed, the best 
examples being 'An Smusinn' and 'Seömraichean na 
h-Inntinno'. 
Gaelic religious poetry--with the honourable 
exception of Dugald Buchanan and the marginal exceptions " 
of lain Gobha (Morrison), Donald MacRae of Petty, and 
Peter Grant--has tend3d to be merely mnemonic 
versification of religious dogma or reflections 
(usually of a traditional nature) intended for the 
edification of a peasantry illiterate in Gaelic. 
Thomson's distinctive contribution is a subjective and 
even introspective tendency. 'An Rös', for example, 
describes a dramatic confrontation with a particular 
truth. The post looks at and admires a rose, and in 
answer to his own queries on the source of this beauty 
gives the reply: 
"Esan thug m' ISilleachd-gu Ire 
Is leis-san an innleachd nach gann "'. 
'Chan Fhaodar am Falach' has something of the exhuberance 
of many of Peter Grant's poems, 'Choinnich mi 
Mi-Fhdin', 'Tilleadh Dhachaidh', 'Tlladhll and 10'a 
Lä' are, again, records of facets of the experience 
of a particular Christian rather than expressions of 
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generaiisad truths: they are hymns, rather than 
religious poems. Thomson himself, in 'Sireadh', 
refers to "Sireadh na h-inntinn/An töir air foirfeachd 
mo ghne" and states, in an excellent line in the 
last poem in the book, "Chladhaich mi domhainn an 
broilleach gach gniomh. " 
-James Thomson's poetry exhibits a rich and 
carefully used vocabulary. Many of his poems, also, 
have a rich musicality that is very striking, as, 
or examplo, in 'Taiimrich na h-Uine': 
"Tha tailmrich na h-üine dol seachad le luath 's 
At düsgadh mac-talla 'nam chliabh; 
Le tartar an iomairt, mar shlacraich nan stuadh, 
A' luasgadh an aigne 's a' caisleadh an smuain 
IS a' creachadh ür-agradh ma mhiann. " 
His versification is basically traditional, but 
he uses a considerable variety of metres and h_, s one 
poem, 'Tir nan Og', in vors libre. The following 
sentences from his own preface to 'Fe3gnedht are, I 
think, a fair final comment on Thomson's works-- 
'The central theme is Life in its varied moods and 
patterned by the mind. The form and verse technique, 
are largely traditional, but influenced in some degree 
by modern tendencies. " 
The second part of the last sentence is even more 
true of the poetry of Duncan Livingstone. Livingstone 
contributed some conventional eulogies and war poems 
to 'An Gaidheal' in the 1940's but, as with Thomson, it 
has only been in more recent years--and, in particular, 
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in the years between the founding of 'Gairm' in 1952' 
and Livingstone's death in 1964--that he has developed 
a distinctive style. 
Livingstone's 'C1eömhrachadh't'Gairm', No. 22 
(1957)), an elegy to his late wife$ is distinguished from 
the early Gaelic love elegies 
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and from William 
MacKenzie's elegies mainly by the solfconsciousness 
of its psychological self-analysis, by the acuity of 
that analysis and by his "modern" concern over his 
purposeless-ness; the preception, in the second 
verse of his emotional state is considerably more 
complex and subtle than 1acKenzie's: 
"Dh' fhalbh a' bhäidhchead leat, ög-bhoan; 
Oh' fhalbh an spörs is an uaill; 
Dh' fhalbh Luan is dh' fhalbh Dömhnach; 
Ohl fhalbh m' eölas air uair; 
Neons sinte fa m' chomhair 
Cu a coimh-chrich, gun 11; 
1i ri caithris an dölais, 
Gun dochas an ni. " 
The poem differs from the bardic tradition, 
in particular from bardic elegies, in its introspection 
and virtual lack of naturalism--the subject being 
praised in terms of the poet's sense of deprivation-- 
and by its degree of formal, as of organic, unity. 
The formal unification of the poem consists 
chiefly of the repetition of the "caithris" motif: 
the first verse begins "leise caithris na h-cidhche, / 
Air nach tig collies gu brath"; the second contains 
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the line "fi1i ri caithris an dölais"; the third 
begins "Ff1 ri caithris am sonar"; and the last 
verse ochoas the first--"F1ise *caithris mo loinn-bheann, / 
Tobar aoibhneis is graidh; /F1ise 'caithris mo choibhneig/ 
Fad na h-oidhcho--gu brath. " Formal unity alone is 
not, of course, of great significance, but, in association 
with a degree of organic developement and unity, 
it is corroboratory evidence for supposing that, in 
a poem, the post is describing a single experience 
of his own rather than, as in many bardic elegies, 
discussing external events with which he has achieved 
little empathy. 
Livingstone's 'Cradh'['Gairm', No, 25 (1958) is 
on the same topic and is also an excellent poem. 
In the first few verses he speaks of "11o ch'o'ir a bhith 
eibhinn an düthaich na graine"? 
5 
but also of his desire, 
so irrational in the light of South Africa's beauty and 
prosperity, to return to full, ". . . san d' fhuair mi 
no luaidh-sa, /Ros uasal a' ghärraidh". It is only 
in the fourth verse that he explains why he abjures 
'1o chair a bhith eibhinn", describing his wife's 
death in terms of the rose image of the previous 
verse--"Anus an üir so tha naisgte mo ür-ros 'n 
tasgac'h"--elaborating this in the next verse--"Fo 
sgäil nan crann dathail, 's na bläthan fas tharrad, / 
Is t' uaigh mar an garradh". Her burial in South 
African soil has given its natural beauty a new 
dimension which lull, for nim, lacks--". . . rinn 
thu 'n düthaich so n3omhadhg/Is naomhaich thu 
h-äilleachd"; he will therefore not return to mull, 
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as he suggested at the outsot, but will stay in this 
beautiful land to be eventually laid beside her under 
its soil* The way in which the poet hedges and 
eventually changes his oun attitude in the course of 
the poem gives it a dramatic quality that does not 
seem in the least contrived. These two elegies by 
Livingstone are very touching in their manifestation 
of a very deep and mature love and also demonstrate 
a very considerable poetic intelligence. "Anns a' 
Chill Di-Dömhnaich'['Gairm', No. 47 (1964) is another 
fine poem on the same topic. 
Livingstone's 'Feadaireachd an Ein Bhig '['Gairm', 
No. 28 (1959)] is a poem that makes nonsense of the 
conventional categories of "philosophical poetry" 
and "nature poetry". His description of the bird's 
singing implies a complex intellectual conception of 
the universe: 
"A' cumail do ghleis fo smachd 
Air eagal luachmhoireachd öigheil clar glen an laths 
A chur ä gleus", 
but he envies the bird its freedom from the uneasiness 
of the intellect: 
"Bheil do bhith cho coimhlionta sons 
Is nach eil ceist no amharus agad 
A bharr air dith an lathe? " 
His 'An Leannan-Reul'['Gairm', No. 23 (1958)] 
and 'Ar Feasd'['Gairm, No. 37 (1961)) both deal 
with the phenomena of the space age. 
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The former 
comprises the poet's reflections while watching the 
Ruesisn satellite, ' Mutnik', orbit the earth: in the 
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last verse, the poet brings together the various 
threads of the poem to a questioning conclusion: 
"A leannain-reut, ciod e do sgeul? 
Ciod a do gheall. tana3? 
Ciod e an targradh? 
'Se so an tüs? 
Ach tüs ciod s? 
Tis na criche? 
Ach cha chaoidh mi an saoghal a dhol as 
On tha an Ghaidhlig a' dol as. " 
The last two lines--though laughably parochial and 
selfish if judged aesthetically--are effective 
poetically. It is trite and commonplace nowadays 
to express concern over the imminent nuclear destruction 
of the world: what Livingstone is doing, rather 
refreshingly, in the last two lines, is estimating 
the reality of this concern against the yardstick of 
something he does feel very strongly about. 
"Ar Feasd' has as a theme the intellectual 
freedom, from superstition and fundamentalist religion, 
that man has achieved: 
"Le cumhachd an dealanaich fo a smachd, 
Is cumhachd an daduim fo a reim; 
Tha fanas uile fo a reachd 
IS e tilgeil saoghail nuadh can speur. 
"Na Pharasaich a nis 'nan tosd, 
Na taibhsearan air call an sgeul, 
Na sagairtean go balbh fo sprochd, 
Chan fhosgail ministeir a bheul. 
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Is ! ac an d ina ni an nao:, s' 
Gu saoghal nan sac-)h-ill g-J bith-bhuan, 
Gun s; ath, gun ao,: al, cuing no dac; rs 
Feadh tin gun chrich. Cha tig La Luain. " 
In this now intellectual freedom, Livingstone concludes, 
man is able the more freely and validly to worship 
God. This is probably the first and almost the only 
space age religious poem in Gaelic: of its type, 
it is a very fine effort. 
Several poems in a more conventional style-- 
for example, exile poems like 'Cianelas'['Gairm, No. 
26 (195E3)J and 'Pm Fir. ach' ['Gairn', No. 46 (1964)]-- 
appoared in 'Gairm' and 'An Gaidheal'. Livingstone's 
versification is usually basically traditional but 
occasionally is freer though there is almost always 
a recurrent underlying pattern to the stanzas. Livingstone 
was a very fine poet whose werk is distinguished not 
only by modern ideas and subjects but also by a 
significant degree of stylistic modernisa'ion. 
Donald R. Morrison has written a large amount 
of traditional nature, exile, and love poetry, published 
mainly in 'The Stornoway Gazette', 'Gairm', and 'An 
Gaidheal'. Some of his poems, however, show a limited 
experimental tendency: though this often amounts 
only to the accumulation of colourful dialect words 
(See 'Fuaim air Traigh' in 'Gairm' 1955), it often 
results in images of a startling originality, based 
on cbservation rather than on convention, as in 
'Latha Earraich'['Gairm', No. 24(1958)]: 
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"leac reothaidh mar gloinno 
air bathais an fhuarain, 
an saoghal mar canach 
'na laighe le snuaidh ghil; 
thuit bleideagan tana 
as na flaitheas anuas air, 
'ga chömhdach gu dreachmhor 
mar a' chaiic gum b' e tuar dhaq 
air latha Earraich bha faicheil 
's a bha cho go al ris an uachdar. " 
'An Saor aig Fois'['Cairm, No. 55(1966)] illustrates 
Morrison's rather erratic touch and his undistinguished 
use of vers libro: 
"Shiolaidh fiaclan an t-saibh anns a fiodh, 
sguir e dha tarraing, tha e 'na thämh; 
thuit e marbh--'s chan eil an ceann-uidhe deanta; 
n3 fear eilt i. " 
This, instead of simulating the rhythms of speech or 
of thought, achieves only a flat monotony. Morrison 
is clearly copying the mare trappings of the modern 
method. Again, the short crisp sentences used in 
this poem contribute only a sense of breathlessness, 
because they lack the underlying economy in the thought 
process which their use reflects in the case of modern 
poets like Thomson and MacAulay. 
'Eöghain Gilios, though his poetry is "modern" in 
several respects, has resisted the developement towards 
succinctness in expression that has characterised new 
t 
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poetry in almost all languages in rocent years. 
In 'Sliabh na h-Airde'['Gairmt, No. 47 (1964)], for 
example, though the ideas discussed are of topical 
relevance and though the metre is not a traditional 
one, Gilics is closer to the discursive eloquence of 
the bards rather than to the compactness of Hay or 
MacLean: 
""S truagh nach robh 'n gaol a tha eadrainn 
At 13onadh anneal an leirsgrios 
IS a air a sproadhadh 
Gun fhoighneachd; 
Cha bhiodh an saoghal 
Mar thä e 
Lan diol-dairc agus eucoir, 
Cha bhiodh daoino tfalach an cinn 
Bhp chuid mhistath 
S bho ' cheusadh , 
Cha bhiodh eagal no iomagain 
Air a' chinns daonna roi h In sibhil. " 
One of the main reasons for the movement in the 
direction of a cryptic verbal economy in Gaelic 
poetry was the understandable reaction to the despotism 
of musicality in much earlier bardic and Romantic 
poetry, for this had produced a great number of poems 
distinguished by a vapid semantic sterility, a 
multiplicity of words and a dearth of ideas. For 
that reason, the developement represented by Gilios's 
poetry--towards the expression of sound philosophical 
ideas in the traditional bardic styles--is obviously of 
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significanco, especially with regard to communication 
with as large a section as possible of the poet's 
potential audience. But, if the attitudes expressed 
have been no better assimilated into the poet's 
sensibility than in the example quoted above; ifs 
that isp the poet expresses a point of view rather 
than an experience, then the exercise will have been 
futile: our final assessment must be akin to that 
of Donald Sinclair on the bards--"Chan eil an sin ach 
bruidheann", 
One also--though this is a somewhat different 
consideration--has to beware of calling a poem 
"modern" just because the subject happens to be 
modern politics or inventions, the A-bomb, or modern 
values. This is often the case with the bards, whose 
attitude in their poems to these subjects is usually 
a reactionary and provincial, in fact, a non-20th 
century one. Again, this is true of Gilios's 'An 
Duine math'['Gairm', No. 51(1965)], but not of 
'Sliabh na h-Airde', in which what is preferred to the 
" modern values are not the values of the era before 
but the timeless values of human love. 
Despite his discursive tendency, many of Gilios's 
poems are, in fact, analyses of his own experience. 
'Cuantan an-o lais'['Gairm', No. 37(1961)], which 
describes a chance meeting of strangers' eyes, has great 
immediacy and perception: 
"Ghlac ar siilean a cheile 
Agus phös iad san anharc 
I 
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Ann an doimhneachd cbmhraidh 
Rüir1tean ar cridhe mar sgriob beithreach 
At losgadh larach air clär na cuimhne. " 
Both 'An Duine M ath' and 'An Dell' ('Criosda 'nam 
Sgireachd')' ['Gairm', No. 51 (1965). rather than 
discussing the Christian precepts for behaviour in 
conceptual terms, describe the poet's fruitful 
friendship with a man whose life has been based on 
them. Even 'Sliabh na h-Airde', from which a very 
discursive verse paragraph was quoted above, was 
inspired by a very personal matter--a love affair 
of the poet, described in the first part of the poem, 
whose synthesising power is compared, in the second 
part, to the divisiveness of the atom: 
"Calg d1reach an aghaidh an atom 
Craoslach sgriosail 
Dearg-theinnteach 
A' claonadh 's at sgaradh 
Anam dhaoine as a chaile 
Can tionndadh gu duslach". 
'Baum 'na mo Chridhe'['Gairm', No. 38(1961) is a 
courageous and intelligent examination of an incident 
in the poet's youth, synthesised into a true poetic 
experience by his emotion of remorse: this is a fine 
poem. Although Gilios's poetry has been little 
influenced by the developement of Symbolism, he has 
published at least one Symbolist poem: 'An Iobairt', 
a rather successful exercise in the style. 
In one respect, at least, Gilios is the converse 
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of O. R. Morrison. If Gilios can consistently imitate 
the trappings of the bardic style without copying also 
their process of thought--that is, their discursiveness, 
their over extended "aesthetic distance"--his achievement 
will have been a considerable one. He has made much 
progress in this direction already but is, as illustrated 
by 'Sliabh na h-Airde', prone to regrettable lapses. 
Colin flacKenzie's poetry is distinguished by 
accurate observation of the external world, a rich 
and intelligently used vocabulary and--in poems like 
'A' Che=st'['Gairm', No. 28(1959)]--an original 
philosophical strain for which the occasion is the poet's 
contemplation of nature. In 'A' Cheist', the scene 
is described imaginatively: 
"Na fogharadh cur dreach na meirg 
Air pör, is rudhadh ann an gruaidh 
Gach meas air geig. . . "9 
and stimulates the poet's reflections on "aobhar me 
bhith". Rarlon Seixies has published little original 
Gaelic poetry, but his allegorical 'Adis is Ailleachd' 
and 'Fagail Uibhist', which appeared in 'Gairm' in 
1959, are of considerable interest. 
James filacKenzie, composer of the popular love song, 
'Eilidh'a and of several humorous bardic songs, has 
had at least one attempt at a more serious type of 
poem: this is '8eachd, Smuainn is Teaganh'['An 
Gaidheal'(Dec. 1963)], for which MacKenzie was 
awarded the 8ardic Crown of An Comunn Gaidhealach in 
1962. The poem deals with world hunger, the colour 
problem in the U. S., the Clearances, and the Bomb, 
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concluding: 
"$No crioch nan uile galair bais, 
No 'n cuirear as-a-chei1I 
An saoghal so le teine paight'; 
No 'n searg sinn mar am four 
Le lasair aillteill dol 'nor smelt 
IN a luatha, ra or crs; 
MBar long mi nis at fägail träigh, 
Gun stiüir lb a h-a rrlainn braun. " 
Despite the rather violent drafting of the statement 
on the poet's emotions to round off the poem, rflacKenzie's 
style is here almost exclusively discursive: the 
subject of the poem is modern, stridently so, but 
the underlying sensibility is not. 
This last pronouncement is less true of John 
Alick fflacpherson, the youngest of the group, than it 
is of any of the other poets who, like him, have tried 
to combine the best of the bardic style with the best 
of the new. In 'An Dä is an Diugh'['Gairm', No. 50 
(1965)), for example, the poet's attitude to this 
traditional subject ("Scotland") is a radical and 
complex one, an even more realistic attitude, in fact, 
than even Hay's: 
"Chunnaic mi In de thu Is leugan Qir 
An crochadh ris Bach ball dhiot. .. 
"Chunnaic mi 'n diugh thu air an t-sraid, 
Nad thräill an fasgadh clobhsa. .. 
I 
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"Albaa 'n do reic thu meud do chli'u, 
An 10ir dhomh siursachd d' anana 
Sgaoileadh do masladh ris a' ghaoth 
Thig bho gach taobh gus falbh leis? " 
r1acPherson's 'An t-Slabhraidh'(pub. in 'An Gaidheal'), 
for which ha uas crowned Bard of An Comunn Gaidhealach 
in 1964, uses a consistently Symbolist technique. 
Its inspiration was the discovery by the poet, while 
digging his garden, of an old chain, which becomes 
a complex symbol of the ethnic identity of his people. 
The chain was once strong and polished; it is now 
so decayed that he has to handle it delicately, 
but he is not over pessimistic: 
"Fo smal na meirg' bha dul is dul gun ghaoid, 
Drithieannach uair, an tuar a nis air falbh, 
Ach iarmad ann de 'n neart 's do 'n treis' a dh' aom 
Fuidheal air nach do bhuadhaich lcbhadh marbh. " 
In the introductory first part of this poem, MacPherson, 
interestingly, reflects on the distinctive quality 
of the traditional bardic poetry: 
"Nam bithinn fileanta mar bhärd nan rann] 
Na briathran faisg dhomh, 's brigh mo smuain d' a r©ir, 
Luiginn a chur an ceill an cainnt neo-gharn 
A liuthad bann nach fhuasglar dhomh fo 'n ghrein. " 
The majority of this group of poets have deliberately 
rooted themselves in the bardic tradition, thus making 
themselves hairs, in many instances, to its discursive 
tendency and even its garrulity. Sorley MacLean# 
writing on the social and intellectual issues of his 
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day in the 1930's wqs deeply rooted--especially in 
'Däin do Elmhir'--in a literary tradition that is 
just as native to the Gaeltachd, the lyric one. This 
"middle group" of poets--some at least of whom are 
reacting consciously against the way in which the 
new style pioneered by racLean has been developed-- 
would be more consistently effective if they also were 
to look to the Gaelic lyric tradition for inspiration. 
The most distinctive difference between the bardic 
poetry and the traditional lyric poetry iss of course, 
the relative degree to which the latter is based on 
personal experience. 
Concurrent with this developement, two young Gaelic 
poets arrived on the scene who were fully committed to 
experiment: Iain Crichton Smith and Donald MacAulay. 
Smith's Gaelic poems began to appear in 'An Gaidheal' 
from the later 'forties and later in 'Gairm'; 'Burn 
is Aran'(1960) contained poems as well as short 
stories, but 'Biobuill is Sanasan-Reice'(1965) was 
the first significant collection of Smith's Gaelic 
poetry. 
77 
Smith has established a firm reputation as 
an English poet of great promise: his collections of 
English poetry have been--'Long River'(1955), 'Thistles 
and Ro5es'(1961), and 'The Law and the Crace'(1965). 
As the title implies, 'Biobuill is Sanasan-Reice' 
is very much concerned with the inter-relations between 
the poet's two "worlds"--his native Gaelic culture 
(symbolised by the Bible) and the cosmopolitan 
culture he has access to through English ("Advertisements"). 
t 
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Many of the poems consciously analyse the nature of 
this ethnic duality; almost all the rest reflect 
its existence. 'An t-Amadan' is a very fine expression 
of the situation. The fool's motley has two colours-- 
118eurl' is Gäidhlig, dubh is dearg"--which are being 
synthesised by his sensibility, the fine rain from his 
mind which runs the two colours together producing 
"aon dath a tha cho neonach/'s nach tuig an Righ 
fhein wo chomhradh". In 'Do mo Mhathair', Smith 
consciously attempts a synthesis of the "fishergirl" 
facet of the Island tradition with his own academic 
career by expressing the latter in terms of the former: 
1'. . . gach non sgadan thug an län dhomh 
at plosgartaich gu In dean mi den, 
Is an äite cubair the mo chänan 
cruaidh is teann arm a ghnäth. " 
The poem achieves a large degree of artistic synthesis, 
though., on a psychological level, it is doubtful 
If this has lessened the sense of guilt which motivated 
the poem: 
"Tha cionta 'ga mo leireadh 
mar a dh' cirich 's mar a thä. 
Cha bu chaomh lean a bhith 'g eirigh 
ann an doilleireachd an läß 
bhith a' sgoltadh is a bhith reubadh 
iasg na maidne air an traigh". 
In the case of one other important poem, 'Do 
Sheana-Bhoireannach', Smith has been confronted with 
this cultural fragmentation in the person of an old 
I 
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woman Who has not heard of Darwin, Freud, Marx, 
Einstein--symbols that evoke Smith's new world just 
as "syadan", "salainn", "gaoth ghsur" evoke hers-- 
but her life, lived strictly within the bounds of 
the native culture, has nevertheless provided her with: 
". . spiorad cördail 
nach do chuir saoghal riamh an ördugh 
ach a chumas tug tha mi 'n döchas, 
slan 'nad neochiontas mar chöta". 
It iss however' in connection with literary ethics 
that Smith most often reminds usedirectly and 
indirec'. ly, of the disparity between those two worlds. 
In '0chd Drain airson Ceilidh Uir', for example, he 
states his own literary credo thus: 
ann a Hiroshima 
chaidh an coire thairis air ar ceo 
Is am Belsen chunnacas eisimpleir 
eas-onoir 'g ithe gaol is feöil 
"Is air an aobhar sin Is air sgäth na firinn' 
Is na chaidh de dh' Old a dheanamh öirnn 
'', 's na rinn sinn fhin (an measg ar gearain) 
cha chuir mi peann a chaoidh 'nam dhörn 
"airson böidhchid no 'son sanchainn". 
What Smith says here of love poetry he repeats 
in other poems ('Tilleadh Dhachaidh', 'Oran') in 
connection with nature poetry, another staple of the 
Gaelic tradition. A characteristic method of Smith 
for highlighting the irrelevance to the modern situation 
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of many of the traditional Gaelic literary styles and 
attitudes is by incongruously juxtaposing statements 
on the A-bomb or the world of "advertisements" with 
lines either from Gaelic Romantic poetry or lines 
of his own that mimic a Romantic tone. For instance, 
'0ehd Orain airson Ceilidh Ur (8)' begins: 
"Aug falbh thu Team, a ribhinn ög, 
a null gu Japan far bheil ar ciall 
at caitheamh anns as bhoma mhor 
a thuit air bailo is air sliabh". 
Again, in 'Amhran', 'Oran Gaoil', and 'rJochdadh ri 
Beanntan na Hearadh', the conjugation has not been 
so violently enforced but is still startling enough 
to make Smith's point: 
"Nochdadh ri beanntan na Hearradh 
chunna mi nion air gach sräid, 
Eventide air cü1 at gharraidh 
Is na seöladairean öir at snamh 
air cuan buidhe nan cafes. 
Sanasan-reice air gack laimh. 
'So beanntan n3 Hearradh, 
so deireadh no ghräidh. '" 
Clearly this latter group of poems, unlike 'Do mo 
mhathair', do not try to synthesise--artistically 
and/or personally--disparate facets of the poet's 
total intellectual background. They are intended to 
illustrate the inimical nature of these polarities. 
To some extenty all these poems try to evaluate the 
two worlds. In 'Do Sheane-Bhoirennnachi it is the old 
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Gaelic world that receives the palm; in '0chd Orain 
airson Ceilidh Uir' it is tha new world-view: in 
'Do mo Glhathair', Smith "tries to get the best of 
both worlds", 
The other distinctive preoccupation of Smith in 
'Biobull is 5anasan-Reice' is a self-analysis that is 
oriented strongly towards examination of the subconscious, 
conducted often a little selfconsciously in terms of 
theoretical Freudianism, and featuring the use of a 
symbol-complex which includes, in particular instances, 
the colour green, rain falling, the depth of the sea 
or permutations of these. The connotational provenance 
of this symbolism is clearest in the poem 'Freud'. 
Smith says Freud was; 
"Deine m or ä Vienna 
a dh' fhaosgail an inntinn 
le sgian geur le solus 
goirt eifeachdach sunndäch 
's a chunnaic na cuantan 
a'braonadh le taibhsean 
gorse-uaine a' ghalair 
is beartas gun chunntais. 
". " "ts0 thusa thug dhuinn 
na suailichean ür ud-- 
tha do charn air a' ghrunn 
'so na cuantan do chübainn. " 
It is equally clear in 'Tha thu air Aigeann 
m'Inntinn', a retrospective poem on a love affair-- 
t 
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"Gun fhios dhomh tha thu air aigeann n'üintinn. .. 
an daidh coig bliadhna shisntan/time d'O'rtadh eadar 
mise Is tu'. . . Chaidh thu air chall/am measg lusan 
dicmhair a' ghrunna/anns an leth-sholus uaine gun 
ghradh. . Is miss slaodadh Is at slaodadh air 
uachdar cuaip. " 
Clearly, the sea represents the subconscious--this 
is a traditional symbol--and the falling water the 
poet's restless synthesising experience, the "stream 
of consciousness", which covers incidents and objects 
and produces the living sea. The falling-rain symbol 
is used in 'Uisgo'--"An t-uisge dörtadh air an 
t-sräid. /An t-uisge dortadh air mo chridhe"-- in 'An 
t-Amadan' and in 'Tilleadh Dhachaidh'--". . bürn 
at ruith/troimh shaoghal shamhlaidhean no thüir. " 
The colour green is used enigmatically in 'Nochdadh 
ri Beanntan na Hearadh'--"is uaina nach e uain' na 
mars/air sodann seoladair as snämh'; its designation 
is clearer in 'An Solus'--"Ann an uinneag tigh a' 
ghlinne/chunna mi solus diönhair uaine. /Chuir e 
gaoir arm is mi ränail/leis an t-solus ud 'nam 
chnamhan. . . lean mi arm an lasair aodainn/mar fhear 
a thadhlas eigeann chuantan. . . is cha b' e buaidh a 
bh' aig an deireadh/cha b' e ach saothair ür a' 
breith orn/cha b' a ach ospadal na duilghe, /cha 
b' o ach mi fhin 'nam laighe/air bird dörainneach 
er latha/'s an Dotair Adhamh 'ga mo ghearradh/sios gu 
onoir lam ar n-earraich. " In 'Dan', which uses none 
of this symbolism, the self-analysis is again conducted-- 
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here perhaps too rigidly--in terms of certain philosophical 
theories (Calvin's doctrine of Original Sin and 
Freud's theories on familial relationships). 
Apart from these two groups, the collection 
contains some other very interesting poems. 'A' 
Chailleach' is one of the most succsssful. On a 
purely formal level, it is well unified, beginning, 
"Tha i nochd 'na suidhe ri uinneig 
is a t-sraid 'na Bhiobull fo a suilean", 
and concluding the developement of the theme effectively 
with an echo of this beginning, 
0 
"Tha a süil a' sguabadh nan sraidean, 
tha tim Ina chrüban anns an uinneig". 
The old woman's orderly room becomes, for the watching 
poet, a symbol (as well as a symptom) of the mental 
compartmentalisation which has reduced to a sterile 
system a World that was at one time: 
H. . . gun chruth, 
fir is mnathan mar fhiabhras dearq 
at falbh air feadh feela is inntinn, 
cuinnlean a' blasadh gaol is fearg. " 
The use of symbolism in 'An Eala Bhan' is equally 
distinguished: 
"Le a h-anhaich fhada fhuair, 
is a h-iognadh ag iasgaireachd 
am msadhon nan canaistearan 
airson burn glen 
"anns am bi tigh at fas 
Is a' chlann bheag a' ruith 
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Is an uisaag ghlas ag eivigh 
os cionn simileirean fad as". 
This poem, detached and clinical in its observation, 
is characteristic of Smith's style. Few of the many 
poems on the subject in Gaelic have its sensitivity 
and realism, though very many of them, of course, 
have much more emotional intensity. 
Smith's 'At Chlach' is a very interesting poem. 
The stone lacks hindsight, foresight, and perspective 
and is thoroughly introverted. It is illumined by 
the lightning flashes of poetry but will, in time, 
have a real splendour of its own. One cannot help 
remembering 'The Rock' by IUallace Stevens (1879-1955): 
"The rock is the gray particular of man's life, /The 
stone from which he rises up"--and his poem may well 
have, in fact, inspired Smith's 'At Chlech'. 
Similarly, Smith's 'An t-Oban'--"Dh' fhalbh an 
sarcas düachaidh. . . Dh' fhalbh deabhan nam biasdan"-- 
may have been inspired by Yeats's 'The Circus Animals' 
Desertion'--"Players and painted stage took all my 
" love". We could take this literary witch-hunt 
even further and find Smith's sea image in Stevens's 
'Tea at the Plaza of Hoon'-- 
"What was the sea whose tide swept through me there? 
"Out of my mind the golden ointment rained, 
And my ears made the blowing hymns they heard. 
I was myself the compass of that sea". 
I think, however, that this exercise is, in most 
q 
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cases, a misguided and useless one. Certainly if a 
poet takes over a motif or image or expression from 
another and uses it in an unassimilated uay, he is 
liable to (aesthetic not moral) censure, but it is 
perfectly feasible that two writers of similar 
temperament with broadly similar social and cultural 
backgrounds, 78 will choose, independently of each 
other, the same symbol for the expression of their 
experience--certainly,, the actuality of stylistic 
polygenesis on a broader basis is widely accepted. 
Again, a writer can be so impressed emotionally by a 
particular symbol in his reading that it can come, 
quite unconsciously, to pattern his observations of 
life. Symbols and other literary motifs must be 
judged on the effectiveness with which they are applied, 
not on their literary history. 
Gaelic poems by Smith have continued to appepr 
regularly in 'Gairm' (some few appearing in 'An 
Gaidheal' and 'Sruth' also). These include 'Eadar 
at Ghaidhealtachd 's a' Ghalltachd'['Gairm', No. 48 
(1964), which has a characteristic emphasis--"dh' 
iarrainn. . . na feidh at falbh air 'Euchiehall/Is 
sreathan thramaichean 'nam dhain"; 'Seachd Orain 
airson nam Fögarrach', a modern and radical consideration 
of facets of an old theme; and the nightmarish 
'Na Cait', with its horrifically detailed vision-- 
"Air oidhche fhuair chuala mi na cait a' mialaich/ 
Cöisir chat a' mialaich anns an reothadh. . Bha am 
fiaclan fosgailt is an cinn rag/leis an reothadh 
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a bha gam bualadh mar ? rd. . bha na luchain air chrith/ 
am preasan an broinn bhallachan, no an casan/a' sas 
anns an talanh chruaidh--"'s iad ag oiodeachd. " 
All Smith's poetry is characterised by the 
symbolistic or free-associational tendency which marks 
most serious poetry composed in the past half-century 
and which can make for much complexity and even for 
obscurity if the symbolism is too private. It is marked 
also by a very clear vision and a hard, keen intelligence 
which is reflected in a lithe athletic language 
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" shorn of extrinsic ornament. Many of his poems, 
howevsr, have considerable musicality and his metres- 
are basically traditional. He is differentiated from 
the earlier Gaelic "n3u" poets by his relative lack 
of lyricism. In the'main, he is clinically reflective 
rather than subjectively introspective but his emotional 
dötachment from the object or incident discussed 
and his philosophic perspective on it often 
superficially concaal a very real emotional involvement 
in the discussion itself, in the mental process 
involved. He is, on occasion, however, too strictly 
guided by particular philosophical theories. 
It is helpful to compare Smith's Gaelic with his 
English poetry. In his English poetry--though he 
writes on the Highlands past and present, on Highland 
religion and Highland old women--he is markedly less 
preoccupied with themes of exclusively Highland 
provenance. He has several poems on incidents in 
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his everyday life (many set in the school environment), 
philosophical studies of a wide range of themes 
(including, particularly, death), and studies of, 
among others, John Knox, Soren Kierkegaard, the singer 
Ray Charles, Lenin, the Covenanters, Elizabethans, 
Puritans, and First World liar generals. In his 
English poetry, he is in general much less selfconscious 
in his application of his philosophical and psychological 
reading. After all, his English readership take for 
granted a knowledge of the work of Freud, Einstein, etc* 
as the majority of his Gaelic readership do not. 
f1ore importantly, he is able in English to make use 
of the terminology of phildsophy, psychology, and 
science; some of his best English lines are impossible 
to repeat in Gaelic because, on a practical level, 
Gaelic lacks an adequately developed vocabulary. 
Examples of such lines are--"the true dialectic is 
to turn/in the infinitely complex"('Lenin'), "a 
classical sanity considers Skye"('Johnson in the 
Highlands'), "their mineral laughter" (of waves in 
'At Tiumpan Heed, Lewis'), "its paradigm of straining 
forces harmonised sincerely"(of poetry in 'Studies in 
Power'). Again, the free-associational tendency 
that is prevalent in both has arrived at a greater 
complexity in his English poetry. "Rösan as fosgladh 
samhraidh/mar ür-8hiobull 'na do chuimhne"('Do 
Sheane-Bhoireannach') is very beautiful, but does not 
express so many complementary layers of meaning as 
"The world was new/and sparked with a gay Renaissance 
t 
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wit, //But now the Reformation has set in. /A narrow 
Luther hedges the red blood/and bellows from his 
pulpit like a pain"('Preparation for a Death'). 
On the other hand, the conciseness of "The fool 
sparkled his wit that she might hear/new diamonds 
turning on her naked finger"('By Ferry to the Island') 
is matched by "a' brathair Is e ri briseadh/talamh 
trioblaideach at ghrain"('Am flacSträdhail'). The 
degree of complexity, limited as it is, which Smith 
has achieved by his negation of the will in the use 
of symbolism and his consequently complex fusion of 
image and idea has been an important and influential 
contribution to the developement of Gaelic poetry. 
A concluding quotation of the first half of 'Luse 
Village' ('Thistles and Roses', 19131) and of the Gaelic 
poem 'Luss'('Biobuill is Snasan-Reice', 1965)--while 
the latter is admittedly not an exceptionally good 
Gaelic poem--does demonstrate the relatively more 
complex symbolism and thought of his English poetry 
but also its tendency towards glibness and cleverness. 
The English poem begins: 
"Such walls, like honey, and the old are happy 
in morphean air like gold-fish in a bowl. 
Ripe roses trail their margins down a sleepy 
mediaeval treatise on the slumbering soul. 
"And even the water, fabulously silent, 
has no salt tales to tell us, nor make jokes 
about the yokel nountains, huge and patient, 
that will not court her but read shadowy books"; 
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and the Gaelic one: 
"Rör, an a' slugadh na cloich', 
iomhaigh baffle an site baize fior. 
Ri taobh at chlaidh chrbbte, tha aon Dach 
of togail a chinn aosd' a mach ä tim, 
mar ghrabhaladh de stäilinn stölda ghlais. " 
Statements mada privately by Smith and his recently 
begun series in 'Gairm' of Gaelic translations of 
poetry from many foreign languages indicate that he 
is eager to develope his technique in Gaelic poetry 
and to, at least, attain the standard he has achieved 
in English. He seems quite likely to do this, although 
the lack of a developed conceptual vocabulary in 
Gaelic will, continue, despite practice, to be a large 
stumbling-block. 
Donald MacAulay has attempted to overcome this 
stumbling-block in two distinct ways. First, he has 
attempted to avoid the ratiocinative use of the language 
altogether on occasion by developing the distinctive 
brand of smybolism worked out by Derick Thomson in the 
'Bangor' group of poems in 'An Dealbh Briste'. Only 
a small minority of MacAulay's poen^ are in this style 
and they seem to belong almost exclusively to an early 
phase 
so in his poetic developement, but they are an 
important group. 'Briseedh' is a typical example: 
the poet ostensibly describes the laying of peats on a 
dying fire in order to keep it alight till morning, 
the rain's dousing it, and the poet's consequent dependence 
on a flint. Only the title indicates that the picture 
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has a symbolic extension and no clue is given as to 
its interpretation except its being placed among a 
group of poems about poetry in MacAulay's collection, 
'Seobhrach as at Chlaich'(1967). The treatment of the 
three poems, 'Tha thu a' fasgnadh an ajha; dh na gaoithe', 
'A beart seargaidh', and 'Thainig am foý-)har le miaran 
caola', indicates that MacAulay does not intend that the 
symbolism of these poems and poems like them be interpreted 
in only one way. The first of the three describes a 
man winnowing against a strong wind and storing the 
" seed; the other two depict a mild invigilant autumn 
that is followed by an unexpected winter: they were 
published in 'Gairm' in Spring 1959 as the first three 
parts of a five-poem group that also included an elegy 
('Do J. S. ') and a comment on religions. When they 
appeared in 1959, the three obviously referred to the 
state of Gaelic culture and the poet's responsibility 
and, in fact, the first poem (now captioned, 'Do 
Phasternak, mar eisat plair') appeared in the 196? 
collection in a group of poems on that theme. The other 
two poems, however, appeared in 'Seobhrach as at Chlaich' 
as parts of the elegy, 'Do J. S. 1, the autumn-winter 
imago now symbolising the illness and death of his 
friend rather than the dacay of Gaelic culture. These 
poems--includinn, besides tha four mentioned, 'Reiteach 
a' Chömhraidh', 'Do Fear-sgriobhaidh Ainmeil', 'Feitheamh 
Fas', 'A' Ghiblein troimh thri süilean', and 
others--are clearly an attempt to code sub-structures or 
paradigms of experience, to express, using multi-referential 
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symbolism, archetypes that underlie as many superficially 
different patterns of experience and behaviour as possible. 
Each individual reader will interpret a particular poem 
in a unique way and will judge the poem's success on its 
accuracy to his experience, a final evaluation of it 
being adduceable only from a concensus of such judgements. 
In his attempt to express several layers of experience 
concurrently, MacAulay is, in these poems, akin to James 
Joyce, whose monumental works, 'Ulysses' and 'Finnegan's 
Wake', do this more effectively than any other literary 
work of this century. 
MacAulay's second method of countering the lack of 
a philosophical and scientific terminology in Gaelic is to 
extend the designation of what conceptual vocabulary 
there is. This is quite successful in some cases--for 
example, "tha 'n tuigse air claonadh/nach aithnich an 
t-aonfhillteach/bran an fhear ionraic"('Eadar an Caol 
is Inbhir-Nis'), "feall-chruth"(superficiality, and 
"nach eil fiar-ghradh is fior-gradh/mar thionndadh an 
t-sioda"('Penny for the guy, mister. . . ')--but occasionally 
the Gaelic words are stretched beyond the bounds of 
comprehension, as in the following lines from 'N. A. T. O. 
1960', which are given below along with the poet's own 
translation: 
". .a spreadhadh altachadh, modha, 
comharra. .. 
"(le a riadh) 
'An e sud an comharra 
P 
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ris a bheil am modh. . . t"; 
"exploding articulation, convention, 
symbol. .. 
"(carrying its interest) 
'is this the symbol 
that commands respect. . . "'. 
In general, however, MacAulay's control of the language 
is such that he can give clear expression to very 
complex and sophisticated concepts; in this respect he is 
considerably in advance of Iain Smith. 
. 
MacAulay's poems first appeared in 'Gairm' in the 
Spring of 1956. During the first few years, his published 
poems dual almost exclusively with literary and cultural 
themes or with love. In the 1960's, he began to publish 
more poems that deal with philosophical or psychological 
themes; in 'Gairm' for Winter 1963 he published a 
simple poem describing an apparently insignificant incident 
on a bus ('Bha tuataidh a' raoir air a' bhus')-_ 'Seobhrach 
as at Chlaich' contains several poems in this distinctive 
style. Almost all the poems that were published in 
'Gairm' appear in the first half of 'Seobhrach as at 
Chlaich', which argues at least some degree of chronological 
arrangement; the most obvious order in this collection, 
however, is a thematic one. The book begins with a 
large group of poems on poetry, follows with poems on 
religion, elegies, poems on exile, about Turkey, love, 
people, war, seasons, and, finally, poems of remembrance 
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(the sections are by no means as neatly defined, however, 
as this resume might imply). 
Most of the poems republished in 'Seobhrach as a' 
Chlaich' show the results of careful and sometimes 
trenchant revision. Sometimes only the spelling or 
format has been changed; in other cases, (deliberately) 
ambiguous poems have been given a different thematic 
context (e. g. 'A beart seargaidh'); words are changed as in, 
for example, the poem 'Spreadhadh', "bra mi bacte 
(g2arrte)81 bho tuigsinn/a roinnean. . . do chruth/a 
tha deibht (dearbhte) ann am meadhon mo rian". More 
significantly, whole statements have been changed in 
some poems giving a quite different tone to the whole: 
two examples of this are 'A' Cheiste'('Gairm', 1956) and 
'Ceumannan'('Gairm9 1961). The most significantly 
changed part of the former is the last half, which has 
been changed from: 
"ghion mi fai clean 
Agus chuir mi romham 
Gu fasadh e direach, 
A chum cisg a chur air fiaradh" 
to the more impersonal: 
"Chineadh dhomh faillean 
a' späirn dhiomhair; 
dh' fhäs a tromham craobhach; 
chuir mi romham gu fäsadh e direach 
"gus buil thoirt air slatan fiara". 
The change in 'Ceumannan' has been a some.! h3t similar 
one. The ending of the pcem in 'Gairm': 
t 
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11 . ach Is ann a chaidh an cadal cesrr 
orm, (a leannan), 
's o an fhirinn as fheärr" 
has become: 
". . ach 's ann a chaidh an cadal 
cear orm 
(a leannan) 
--ma's a an fh"irinn as fcärr". 
The direct emotional statements of the first version 
(not without their irony) have been rationalised and 
now have a more noncommittal quality, the change from 
a simple to a compound sentence structure reflecting the 
mental process inv: lved. 
This passion for accuracy is the salient characteristic 
of MacAulay's poetry. His aim is precise definition of 
situations and emotions: 
"mur bi ar cüis againn 
coimhlionta 'nar facail; 
mur bi facail againn 
a ghabhas brigh ar cüise, 
cha tuig sinn i. . ." 
('Penny for the guy, mister. . . ') 
and trenchant selfanalysis: 
". . gu sir fheannGdh 
sgrath air muin sgratha 
de 'n t-sult meallaidh a chuir mi orm 
gus a' bheatha a dheanamh miath". 
To achieve these aims, he carefully assesses the 
value of the conventional tools: 
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"Tha d' fhalt dubh camlutach, 
tha do shüil mar an guirmean, 
co chneas mar an t-aol, 
do bheul dearg, do chalpanan 
is do chiochan a' gealltainn toraidh: 
"tha thu gu dsarbha 
'nad fhior leannan nam fear Ani 
tha gach aobhar-seirca a dh' iarras iad 
ort. 
"Ach da am math a tha an sin? " 
(ISeasgachdt). 
Where the conventions, as hero, are a hindrance, he 
wilfully dispens3s with them: 
"Le cleachdadh a bhith a' coimhead 
an deilbh buailt ann an ceis clepchdaidh 
bha mi bachte bho thuigsinn 
a roinnean 
agus ml ionad shuidhichte 
dhealaicht: 
Spreadh mi as a. . ." 
MacAulay's originality is seen nowhere more clearly 
than in his treatment of the traditional subjects of love 
and the homeland. In love poetry, his range covers the 
sensitivity and realism of 'Ceumannan', a record of a 
fading love affair; the intellectual keenness of 'Geal 
agus Glast; the ccm7lexly symbolic expression of 
'Iargan'; and the delicate lyric beauty of 'Ceithir 
Däin': " 
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"Oha ne 1ýithean ud luaineach 
an tüs ar caidreamh: 
maduinnean rösach 
le tuar dä-brlgheach 
is feasgair dhall, gun fhois; 
mas do bhuannaich 
thu as a' chath mi 
le do lann-bhilean seobhraich 
's a still at ghrian, Ina coron 
air do chaoine 
--Ina bogh' air mo fhrois. " 
His homeland poetry is radical and realistic in its 
attitudes. 'Comharra Stiüridh' is a complex statement 
of his relationship to the island that he is leaving: 
". . chan e siud m' eilean-s'; 
chaidh esan fodha o chionn fhada, 
a' chuid mhor dheth, 
fo dheireas is ainneart; . 
's na chaidh fodha annam fhin dheth, 
Ina ghrianan Is cnoc eighre 
tha e seöladh na mara anns am bi mi 
'na phriomh chomarr stiüiridh 
cunnartach, do-seachaint, gun fhaochadh. " 
Of the poems in a more conventional symbolist style, 
'Tuar na Nollaige' is an excellent example. The main 
symbolism is based on colours--"Tha 'm baffle nochd fo 
thuar na Nollaig. . . The 'm baffle gleusd 'na chota 
Nollaig: /tha 111th dears is fionnadh bän air--/'s cha 
dean an dubh a th' air mo dhaoine/riutha aonadh, 'nan 
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tri dathan ä'_uinn"; but this is interlocked with another 
layer of seasonal imagery--". . . dealbh na cruir, ne/ 
cruinn ann an Asa1 agus Slainte, . Is sinne/anns an 
triamh barail--chan uilear dhan an Asal ciuesan arda" 
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and "sinne fo chuithe dual-chainnt. . . Tha iadsan 
glaist ann am meadhan sanais/a reothadh thairis/orra an 
gaimhilean at chrAbhaidh. " 
'Susicheantas' is distinguished by an even liner 
formal craftsmanship. MacAulay carefully sustains his 
symbols for the companions' education ('titeach"), 
enjoyment ("dhl öl sinn bloigh an aon drama") and 
interests ("böidhcheadh bläth nan cailrag"), the most 
important image ("äiteach" and flowers ) being also a 
significant referent as the subject of the poem is now 
dead, "Oh'äitich sinn uair an eon feanneg. . Mas 
d'ainig 
Ire air an fhochann. . . ag 
"iteechadh goirtean cool. .. 
0 b*bidhchead bläthan na claise, /'s am fls tha troimh 
a chearcaill dho ireach; /a shuaicheantas glei. dht' ann am 
masse/eaia-bhith is neöinean". 
'Seobhrach as a' Chlaicht contains a group of poems 
that describe incidents or. people in a simple and very 
sensitive way--this very distinctive style may have been 
influenced by the theories of the early Imagists. 
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tCeangal', for example, describes an incident on a bus 
in which a tramp, "fear sgaeilte gun chuims' gun shnas", 
tries to dran the attention of his neighbour, "athsir-- 
gu ciallach a' laughadh paipeir". It sensitively and 
concisely descricss the reaction--". . . nuair thug am 
fear silo bloigh-shüil air, /le barrantas cruaidhe, is 
coangal gun sgaoileadh, /choir alt a bhraighdeanais 
I 
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praoisg air". 'Crionadh' and 'An t-Sean-bhean' (the 
latter containing no comment on the situation described) 
are also very fine examples of this style. Probably 
the best, however, is 'Frionas', a description of a 
cruelly misunderstood villager--"Dh' fhuiling thu fanaid/ 
agus tamailt. . . ©ha thu 'na do chulaidh lob3irt/air na 
rinn do luchd-baile/(saoilidh/mi) an luchd peacaidh 
fhagetl. . . bha ml eölas-s' ort eadar-dhealaicht/dh' 
fhiosraich mi taobh chaoin do nýduir: /b' e sin bbigh is/ 
teang' oalant"--who, however, finally triumphs, though 
this triumph'is an ironic one: 
". . A-bhbjn-ds fhuo-ir thu bbs; 
Teig iad s-mach thu air an uinnaig; 
ceannruisgte 
thog iad thu an äirde-- 
modh is it agad mu dheireadh. " 
Though MacAulay writes mostly in vers libre, his 
poetry is often richly, almost sensuously assonantal, 
and he makes effective, if unobtrusive use of rhyme. 
In 'Latha Feille', one of his Turkish-period poems, 
not only the sounds of the words but also their visual 
impression on the page contributes to the desired effect. 
The first three verse paragraphs are very similar in 
form. In the first, the short a-vowels and weak sibilants 
of the rhymes on either side of it, along with its own 
position, dramatically highlights the crucial adjective, 
"crüibte": 
". . . tuathanach air asal 
Is triüir nighean 
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crüibbto 
fo chliabh is yasmak". 
In the second, the main end-rhymes are again on short 
a-vowels and the important adjective (symbolising their 
poverty), is again, visually, well placed, being all the more 
effective for echoing the "c üibte" of the first verse: 
"Bidh luchd a' bhaile 
ris an cum iad connadh is measan 
at sir fhanaid air a fasan 
Is iad air an casan 
rüisgte". 
In the third verse, its loneliness draws attention to 
"slaodach", the emphasis being corroborated by its 
echoing the one broad end-vowel of the verse: 
"'S thig feadhainn a-nuas a Ankara 
a chaitheamh läithean saora 
a chuireas air luchd at. bheile 
gt oil iad salach, scan-fhasant, 
slaodach. " 
The rest of the poem, discussing, in perspective, the 
repetitive gradations of social prejudice, uses a 
freer versification, more akin to speech rhythms. MacAulay's 
'An t-Sean-bhean' also makes very effective use of sounds, 
visual effects, and changing rhythms. The poem describes 
a short walk taken by an old woman. In the following 
quotation, the long third line mimics, visually and even 
aurally, the particular type of movement described: 
"Is thionndaitih thu an uair sin 
do chasan 
gun ghaoth at dol eadar Ad 's an talarnh". 
I 
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The next few lines--vary brief and jagged and packed with 
shott-vowel rhymes and dentals (in rhyming words) 
that fragment tha rhythmic flow--mimic the short, 
halting steps: 
"is thill thu rag iad 
a-stench 
le do bhata 
's do lamh anus at bhalla 
do 'n aitreabh. . ." 
The penultimate ling of this verse paragraph again 
recalls the inability to lift the feat, leading an to 
the cacophonous and obtrusively placed "arrasbacan" 
(obstacle): 
"far an robh am maide-buinn air fas 'na 
arrasbacan". 
MacAulay is a structural linguist by training and 
this has helped him not only to devalope his very impressive 
control of Gaelic but also to become one of the ablest 
practitioners of vors libre in any language. Though 
his achievement is based on the existence of a sizable 
literate public in Gaelic, he has also been influenced 
by the oral nature of the earlier Gaelic tradition, 
using assonantal rhyme to back up his rhythmic and 
visual effects. 
The often non-logical connection between idea and 
image and between image and image, the denotative 
congruity and, in particular, the multi-layered complexity 
of his poems indicate thatt despite his being a skilled 
and careful craftsman, much of the creative process that 
produced MacAulay's poem is operative in the subconscious, 
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it has a somewhat imspirational quality. Bardic (including 
Romantic) poetry has been 'Largely "poetry of the will", 
evolving the theme step by step according to the principles 
of sequential logic, denotatively incoherent and, usually, 
concentrating on one idea extracted from the poet's 
amorphous sensation-environmerr, on one level of experience, 
rather than attempting to describe all the levels as they 
inter-relate at some one point of time. Marshall 
MacLuhan's dictum that this rationalising, compartmentalising 
detachment developed with the spread of literacy, guides 
us to a pre-lettered Gaelic community, the heroic society' 
of the 16th and 17th century, to look for parallels 
to MacAulay's style. 
In fact, in the lyrics that can be dated safely to 
that period, the role of the subconscious is clearly an 
important one. In the Skye song, "The na feidh am 
Eraigh Uige', 
S4 for example, the deer and their young, the 
cattle and their calves described in the first verses 
are not symbols of familial happiness and stability 
that contrasts with the poetess' widowed unhappiness-- 
she is not selfconscious enough an artist for that to 
be the case. What she does is to describe her environment, 
but the unconscious selection of items for description 
reveals more about her state of mind than conscious 
selfanalysis would have done. In the song I'S toigh learn 
Aileen Dubh a Lochaidh', the poetess again, instead of 
consciously analysing her apparently very complex feelings, 
describes its external' referents, so revealing 
a very tortured mental state: 
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"Mharbh thu m° athair is m' fhear pösda 
Is toigh learn Aileen Dubh a Löchaidh, 
Mharbh thu mo thriüir bhraithean oga 
Is toigh learn Ailean Duhh a Löchaidh. " 
In William Ross's 'Oran Eile', one of the best known 
love lyrics of the 18th centuryt" the verse in which Ross 
answers the aspersions cast on his father's status with 
a gibe against the artistic talent of the accusers 
seems--but only superficially--to have little connection 
with the rest of the poem. 'Oran Eile' is unified, 
not on the level of sequential logic, but on the level 
of experience; it does not expound on an idea but describes 
the poet's multi-faceted emotion at a particular time, 
his feelings about the aspersions cast on his poetry and 
status being as relevant to that description as his 
feelings about Mor Ross's marriage. 
In the 19th century, the period of literacy and of the 
creation--by the Presbyterian sermons--of a popular 
philosophy of lif©t poets began to consciously examine 
their experience and to set it--again for its therapeutic 
effect--in the cosmic perspective of a fatalistic 
philosophy. This philosophy--e. g. "the cuibhl' an fhortain 
ag cur nan car dhith", ". . mar a tha gaol nan gruagaichean-- 
Mar shruthan bras. . . ", "ach the h-vile nl cho caochlaideach 
Is an t-saoghal bhochd a th' ann", etc. --is seldom very 
original or penetrative. The important thing is that 
it iss in each case, based on a personal experience of 
its truth, that the poet has earned the right to express 
it. Again, in this period, the Romantic literary tendency 
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began to take over the lyric tradition, placing--in 
love poetry--the emphasis on a first-person expression 
("Tha mi sgith, tinn, fo bhrön, fo 1e'On'; etc. ) rather 
than, as earlier, on description of the objective 
referents of the emotion--first-person expression implies 
an appreciable degree of conscious analysis. Though the 
old lyric tradition lingered on in this century in an 
attenuated form, generally speaking, it is true to say 
that conscious, logical, "philosophical" exposition of 
one theme has been the characteristic approach of Gaelic 
poetry in the 19th and 20th centuries until the beginning 
of the New Poetry tradition, starting with Sorley MacLean 
in the 1930's and approaching a culmination in the 
poetry of MacAulay, The Surrealistic tendency that 
characterises this new literary movement was given a 
theoretical foundation by French pictorial artists 
(in particular, Duchamp) in the 1920's and is Indubitably 
the approach that is most relevant to the t1! ontieth 
century experience: in f1acLuhan's terms, "Ours is a 
brand-new world of allatonceness. 'Time' has ceased, 
'space' has vanished. We now live in a global village. .. 
a simultaneous happening". Science and philosophy 
depend on linear or sequential thought: so poetry can, 
in seeking knowledge of human life, operate in a unique 
and valuable u. y ( the way has been seen to be more 
valuable since the demonstrations by Freud and his 
followers of the important part which the subconscious 
plays in all everyday decisions and reactions--in a way 
Surrealism is a developement out of Freudianism). 
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But the majority of peoj3le "confront this new situation 
with an enormous backlog of outdated mental and psychological 
responses"; they still expect a poem to proceed logically 
by, induction from stated premises and are often, though 
possessed of considerable mental acumen, bewildered by 
poems which proceed by emotional, free-associational 
progression. Many modern poems must be allowed to make 
an'unhindered general impression on the reader, who will 
then "closs read" the poem, correlating its detail with 
this impression. ßecsuse of this difficulty and because 
also of their very considerable intellectual ability and 
training and of the ignorance of the majority of their 
potential audience of the English literary tradition in 
which also they have a footing--the Gaelic modern poets 
have been met with a serious communication problem. 
This has provoked a reaction--from, for the most part, 
persons. who are highly literate and intellectually trained 
themselves but who do not have the modern "global-village" 
mentality. One group--Eoghan Gilios, James f"lacKenzie, 
etc. --have looked for inspiration to the bardic tradition, 
claiming this as a move back to "grass roots"--a strange 
claim considering that the poetry they are reacting against, 
in particular that of MacAulay, is rooted firmly in an 
even older tradition (that of 'Tha na feidh am braigh 
Uige'). A second group--consisting of two young Edinburgh 
writers, John Murray85 and Norman Campbell 
86 
--began 
by parodying the now styles but, in later practise, they 
(Murray in particular) have, of late, been developing 
even further several tendencies that ware latent in the 
New Movement. 
I 
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Campbell's parodies of a poem by MacAulay and one 
by Smith, which appeared in 'Gairm' in Spring 1966, are 
revealing. The poem of P1acAulay's chosen was 'Iain 
a-measg nan roultan. . . 'i a statement on the 'Absurd' and 
the triumph of the surreal approach over the logical and 
scientific ones. The toy blocks which the poet's young 
son throws against the table logs symbolise the theories 
of Euclid, Newton, and Einstein and the poem concludes: 
"Cha mheata an rian a sheasas 
ris an fhuarhair a tha seo-- 
a' streap ri dä bhliadhna dh' aois. " 
Campbell's parody, like MacAulay's original, lacks 
a sequential thematic devalopement but it also lacks the 
organic devolopement of flacAulay's poem: the items 
described have no connection with each other on a logical 
or an emotional plane. One feels quite strongly that 
Campbell has not understood the technique MacAulay is 
using, in that he seems to imply that 'Iain a-measg 
nan Reultan' is a string of quite unconnected images, 
Some of Campbell's own poems employ a surrealistic 
technique but seem to do so almost solely for the incongruous 
effect produced; the images are, in fact, largely 
unconnected. Several of them, such as 'fli-fhin agus at 
Revolution agus mo bhata-daraich'['Gairm', no. 60(1967)] 
are dramatisations of memories of a drunken spree. 
Campbell's other parody was of Iain Smith's 'Do Seana- 
Bhoireannach' and is mainly a reaction to the too overt 
intellectuality of that and other modern poems: 
"cha chual' thusa 
mu Freud, no mu Euclid 
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no fiü 
mu Archimedes. 
Is cha chluinn 
gu brath. 
"agus Is mi-fhin 
Is tu-fhein 
a tha coma. " 
A reaction to Smith's rather selfconscious references 
to and application of modern theories of knowledge was 
inevitable as more and more of the potential readership 
in Gaelic became conversant with them: it is a reaction 
" 
that is almost certain to work to the benefit of Gaelic 
writing, for example, of Smith's own. 
Campbell and Murray have also frequently parodied 
more traditional poetry. Campbell's 'Oran Nuadh' ['Gairm', 
No. 53 (1965)] is excellent: 
"Laths dhomh 's mi siubhal nan gleann 
(San d' fhuair mi m' Irach bg) 
IS mi leem-fhin am fasgadh nam beann 
(San d' fhuair mi m' ärach bg) 
". . . gus a-nochd 
Mac Iain nan Cnoc. 
Agus rinn a dragh m 6r dhomh 
gun d' fhuair esan m' brach bg 
ann an so cuideachd. . ." 
This poem's statement on the homeland is as serious and 
personally felt as those of Thomson, Smith, and MacAulay, 
if more entertaining. 
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In general, however, Murray's poetry has more 
seriousness underlying the fun and a less extravagant,. 
more considered quality than that of Campbell. The poem 
"S Tu' ['Gairm', No. 50(1967)] by Murray is very 
eloquent, parodying both the new and the old tradition: 
"Tart dubh gam sheacadh as 
Is lasair na r 'eine 
At sthadh mar shaighead am shüil 
Fäsach buairte luaisgoanach fo 'm chas 
Le iarrtas gam thiladh, Is cha dhüisg. . . ", 
and: 
"Ged bhithinn tinn Is mi gu bhith iucheard 
Le diahites aig deocadh siücar 
Mo chaolan fada at sior bhrüchdail 
Sgäile liath-ghlas air no shüilean 
Air oidhche gailleanach ga stiüireadh. .. 
"Le tinneas an righ Is an orc gam müchadh 
--Ach feumaidh mise nis c©-dhünadh--. . ." 
When Murray is not parodying other writers, his poetry 
is often very penetrative, entertaining, and distinctive 
in tone. 'An t-Acras' ['Gairm', No. 55(1966)] makes 
brilliant use of two photographs as part of the poem. 
This is a technique which has a tremendous potential 
for developement. 'Piano, Piano' ['Gairm', No. 57(1966)] 
is far more incisively radical in its comments on Gaelic 
culture and literature than are Campbell's parodies: 
"'S nam biodh facal Ina no chualchas 
airson nithean mar 'thermonuclear fission is pre-emptive 
strike is second-strike capability' 
I 
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"neo 'can' 
Is ann 'an uair sin 
bheirinn buaidh ort 
Magus air an t-saoghal 
eadar an Caol 
is Pakistan 
le rann ro-fhuathach, ro-uamharr, 
blian. 
Anns at Ghaidhlig. 
11 
'Ar n-Airgead 's ar n-Or'[ 'Gairm', No. 54 (1965)] 
is a very clever satire on aspects of the Gaelic Language 
Movement, reminiscent in its ebullience and trenchancy 
of the plays of Finlay MacLeod. 'Seid! Seid! A Phiob' 
and 'Oran an duine, salach, simplidh, seimh, suigeartach' 
['Gairm, No, 56(1966)] are both excellent poems, extremely 
humorous but again making a very serious comment on 
aspects of life while entertaining. The latter poem 
comments on aspects of the world at present: 
"Fir na feusagan at miaranaich 
Seüladairean seölta 'nan tämh 
Curracagan a' cagair sal choille 
IS am fear maireannach, buidhe, slan. .. 
"Seilcheag a' sliobadh slighe slungaideach 
Miallan msirgeach fo cheilg sal chlöimh 
Paipeir at bhoinde fo sgiath 
Seana bhrög is gaisnean liath 
0 nach nah a bhith gun chiall. 
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Da mhi? Q millean mionach falamh 
IS na cnuimhean at brüchdadh, lan. 
"Itealan a' dol troimh mheadhon sgcith 
Nach math, nach math, gu bhoil. sinn beö 
As cumail gach uile ni air doigh. " 
'Seid! Seid! A Phiob' takes the racial intolerance 
of a type of Scottish Nationalist to a logical and 
therefore satirically humorous extreme: the English are 
to be decimated, then the Communists, than(in Ku 
Klux Klan fashion) atheists, Roman Catholics, whores, 
intellectuals, until finally nobody is left-- 
"Ach thu-fhein 
IS mi-fhin. 
agus an dara uair, nuair a sheallas mi riut fhdin a charaid 
saoilidh mi nach eil thu cho snoc no cho bäigheil 
IS a b'abhaist 
A näbaidh. " 
The Gaelic bards looked to the field of current 
affairs deliberately to find material for humour; Hurray, on 
the other hand, clearly starts --in most cases--with a 
serious concern over some social anonaly or cultural 
problem and decides to express that seriousness 
in a humorous fashion.. This was an inevitable developement 
in the modern movement: many modern writers in other 
languages, such as the playwright and novelist Samuel 
Beckett, use humour to forestall the inevitable initial 
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reaction to radical, probing, often pessimistic statements 
about life; MacLuhan, prophet of the Nodern Age, writes, 
in Me Medium is the Message', "Our learning by means 
or humor--a perceptive or incisive joke can be more 
meaningful than platitudes lying betwoon two covers. " 
The American "Beat" poets (Lawrence Ferlinghattil Allen 
Ginsberg) are the nearest phenomenon, in modern English 
poetry, to this new young generation of Gaelic poets. 
Their work.. -in particulEr that of Murray--represents 
a fruitful path for the developement. of Gaelic poetry 
in the next few decades: this is a path significantly 
similar to that , being pursued by Finlay MacLeod in 
'Seachdamh Geal2chl and 'An Comedy'. In fact, some of 
the features, 
87 
in prose and verseq in 'Crannl(1968)9 
a magazine written by Aberdeen University Highland 
students, are reminiscent in style of both MacLeod's 
plays and Murray's poems and were almost certainlyp 
in factf composed by Finlay MacLeod, though they were 
published anonymously. 
Calum Graham, Roderick MacLeod, Margaret MacAskill 
and an anonymous poetess 
as 
whose work appeared in 'Crann? 
(1968) are interesting young poets who have all as yet 
published very little, but who show a grasp of modern 
techniques and a questioning mind. The appearance of 
women among the new Gaelic poets is of particular 
interest, thare having been strOng sociological reasons 
for their silence before now. Margaret MacAckillis 
'Dubhlachd' is very sensitive and well composed: 
"Roinh aghaidh ml intinn 
thainig geamhradh fear mo bheatha 
i 
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as reothadh, Is e ri sruthadh 
air a' ghaoith. 
"An äffte mealbhaid sleamhainn do lämhan 
Of fhairich mi thairis air mo bhroilleach 
fuachd nam meanglan corrach, glas 
gun duilleach. . ." 
The poetry in 'Crann' is also very intelligent and 
beautiful, e. g.: 
"Tha mi 'gad 
ionndrainn 
An dräsd' 
liar a `.. ha mi 'gad ionndrainn 
flus do choinnich 
Mi 
Riamh 
thu"" s 
and: 
"'S tha mise döigheil 
Oir 
A dh' aindheoin 
cho fada, 
no cho goirid 
15 a tha an t-slighe 
IS an turus 
tha thusa 
mo dhuine 
tnam chorp-sa 
Is 
'Narn cheann, " 
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Finally, a brief convent will be made on recent 
translations of poetry into Gaelic. lain Smith has 
translated from the work of the most influential poets 
of this century--including French, German, Italian, and 
even Japanese poems ['Gairm' (1966 ff. )] ; these poems 
read well and, as far as one is equipped to judge, 
are passably faithful to the original experience underlying 
the poems. The translations of Hugh Laing(IGu Tir mo 
Luaidh', 1954), however, though they read very fluently, 
have in the main ironed out the idiosyncratic tendencies 
in the originals that were consequent on the poet's 
personality or his cultural background: the poems have 
often bean "Gaelicised" in spirit also. The translations 
of Shakespeare's sonnets and, in particular, of Walter 
Savage Landor's 'I Strove with None', are examples of 
this treatment. The translations of Classical literature 
by John MacLean of Oban have appeared in 'Gairm' quite 
frequently and he is at present engaged on a translation 
of Homer's 'Iliad', 
SUMMARY 
The bardic tradition was distinguished by topicality, 
vigorous humour, great eloquence, and a creative rapport 
between performer and audience; on the debit side, 
however, there was the too rigid prescription of appropriate 
subjects and a tendency to discursiveness, even to 
garrulity. Bardic poems were "poetry of the will", 
logically--but often episodically--evolving a particular 
idea or description and very slightly unified89 as poems-- 
either formally or organically. Gaelic Romantic poetry 
is, historically and stylistically, an off-shoot of the 
village bardic tradition. As the entertainment patterns 
of the cities--concerts, films, and television--began to 
spread into the Gaelic rural areas, the bardic tradition 
has decayed: there are now very few practising village 
bards left. Romantic songs are very popular, but it is 
disturbing how vary few of the popular songs of the present 
day have been composed in the past few decades. 
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The traditional lyric is often quite well unified 
organically, though showing little conscious artistic 
craftsmanship. 
The dovelopement of Gaelic poetry by conscious 
experiment begins in this century with Donald Sinclair-- 
though the fortuitous similarity, in the case chiefly 
of one poem, of Father Allan MacDonald's mysticism and 
Continental literary Symbolism is of much interest, 
especially as Sinclair would certainly have known MacDonald's 
Poem* 
90 
It has been a show but gradual process, but 
received a tremendous forward boost with the very seminal 
publication of Sorley MacLean's lyrics--distinguished 
from the traditional lyric by their greater intellectual 
dopth, stylistic craftsmanship, and cosmopolitanism. 
There have been three fairly distinct generations of 
Gaelic experimental poets, the first comprising George 
Hay, Sorley MacLean, and Derick Thomson; the second, 
Thomson again, Iain S, mithp and Donald MacAulay; and the 
third, Norman Campbell and John Murray, along with others. 
The now poets are characterised by their degree of formal 
education (virtually all have been University graduates), 
by their wide range of interests, and their knowledge 
of literary experiments in other languages. ' Their 
poems, at their best, show very considerable craftsmanship 
and also a high degree of organic unity: they are records 
of "experiences" rather than of "things". "poetry of the 
imagination" rather than "of the will". Gaelic poetry 
has, in this century, achieved a very high level of 
sophistication, Recent attempts to blend the new and the 
bardic conventions have met with some success, 
I 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
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For most of the 19th century, Gaelic literature-- 
with the particular exceptions of Norman fM1acLeod's 
periodicals and William Livingstones epic poetry--was 
largely a peasant one, comprising sgeulachdan1 and 
bardic poetry in the main. When, in the mid-19th 
century, Gaels began to move into the Southern Scottish 
cities and to form a now organised community within the 
large industrial one, recreational and cultural requirements 
began to differ substantially in nature from the old; 
the old culture was transferred into the new environment 
and necessarily adapted in the process--in addition, 
new ideas were borrowed from, in particular, the Glaswegian 
cultural scene, An Comunn Gaidhealach was founded in 
1691 as a Language Revival movement, motivated by 
Nationalism, and its branches brought to the Gaeltachd 
these new fashions from the emigre communities--formal 
concerts, dialogues, readings, comedians and comedies. 
Only the formal concerts and some few of the comedians 
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have survived: this developement extinguish2d the native 
village bardic tradition. 
Native and initially oral forms like the sg3ulachd 
and, in particular, the traditional historical tale 
were frequently published in books and magazines and 
read at public meetings in the Glasgow Gaelic community 
from the late 19th century till the late 'twontiest by 
the beginning of this century, original stories, in 
imitation of these were appearing in print. Under the 
stimulus of the Hon. Roderick Erskine of Mar (especially)p 
three novels were published, which are elaborations of 
the traditional historical taleg and more sophisticated 
forms, like the detective and science fiction story, 
were developed. 
The only native dramatic forms were same verse dialogues 
(usually between the po3t and an inanimate object) and 
the comhradh. The writers in the city communities began 
-o copy the Scots popular Community early in this century 4. 
Plays and these were frequently performed--usually at 
concerts. Mar again encouraged writers to aim higher 
than this, to be influenced by Ibsen, Shawq and Yeats 
rather than the Variety theatre: this produced serious 
plays like those of Donald Sinclair but these were not 
performed until at least the 1940ts, 
With regard to both drama and the short storyg the 
early part of this century is distinguished by the quantity 
of these produced rather than the quality: this is not 
surprising considering the newness of both forms. In the 
tfifties and tsixties both have achieved a contemporary 
a 
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sophistication, though lacking in volume, 
In poetryg there were at least two native traditions-- 
the village bardic one and the lyric one, both oral 
traditions. 
When the village bards moved into the Lowlands, 
Gaelic Romantic poetry developed. A Romanticism closer 
to that of Wordsworth is apparent in the case of Donald 
Sinclair, in the second and third decades of this century: 
Sinclair's pantheism is, interestingly, rooted in Roman 
Catholic mysticism as was Fr Allan MacDonald's nascent 
Symbolism--Wordsworthian Romanticism and French Symbolism 
are closely akin and both have strongly mystical overtones* 
2 
Sorley MacLean, -writing very experimental lyric poetry 
in the 'thirties, is deeply rooted in the native lyric 
tradition, but his cosmopclitan reading and interestst 
his profound intellectual insights, and the stimulation 
of the Scottish Literary Renaissance are obvious and 
distinguish his work ('Dain do Eimhirl, 1943) from 
the Gaelic poetry before it, George Hay and Derick 
Thonsonj from the early tforties, consolidated this 
breakthrough. Modern Gaelic poetry is extremely sophisticated 
and vital, at its best. 
Modern Gaelic drama (in particular, MacLeod's 'Ceann 
Cropicl)-t short stories (especially those of Smith), 
and poetry are distinguished by a very effective use-- 
for economy, obliqueness and, in the case of Smith's 
storiesq. for formal unity--of symbolism, This symptomises 
an underlying surrealist (or absurdist) artistic basis: 
usually a total experience is simultaneously Investigated 
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rather than a consciously abstrncted theme pursued, 
resulting in r, -iulti-faceted complexityp conciseness, and 
developeolent by intuitive or imaginative steps rather 
than by inductive logic. A consequence of this is that 
many people--though very well equipped intellectually-- 
find modern Gaelic literature very difficult to understand. 
The bardic poetry was "poetry of the will", abstracted a 
theme from the poet's amorphous experience-complex and 
developed it logically and fully consciously, with, 
alwaysp a discursive tendency. Present day writers 
who have reacted to the difficulty of, in particular, 
modern poetry, have attempted to discuss modern problems 
using the bardic techniques. Personally, I do not feel 
that these techniques--especially the discursiveness- are 
so relevant to the mid-twentieth century experience as 
are those employed by writers like Finley MacLeod and 
Donald MacAulay* Iain Murray and Norman Campbell, 
because they initially reacted to the "Establishment" 
aura surrounding the work of Smith and MacAulay by 
parodying themt have sometimes been mistakenly grouped 
with those uho ere seeking new inspiraticn in the bardic 
tradition: in fact, these two young writers, uith Finlty 
MacLeodl are taking the surrealistic tendency further 
in Gaelic then it has come so far. 
NOTES 
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CHAPTER T: INTRODUCTION 
'That 
is, pertaining to the trained or otherwise 
official clan bards: elsewhere in this thesis, "bard" 
is equivalent to the unofficial village bard. 
2Angus Robertson notes, in the booklet issued in 
1947 to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of Ceilidh 
nan Gaidheal in Glasgow, "Ach dh' fhäg a' ch^iiidh an 
clachan sin a bha ann le imrich cuain nan nisir, god 
a dh' fhuirich fuigheall am bailtean möra far an do thou 
i ceann a rithist, gu h-äraidh an Glaschu, agus air a' 
nh h so. " 
3Though 
probably only in Argyllshiro. 
42,145 in Edinburgh. 
5These figures are for people who are capable of 
speaking Gaelic though they may not habitually do so. 
6This figure is higher than that for Argyll; Sutherland, 
or Perth. 
7'A' Chöisir Chiüil, the St Columba Song Book' was 
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issued in the 1EE3G's by the chair's then conductor, 
Archibald Ferguson, and is still a standard work. 
8The first such was given in 1875 in Glasgow City 
Hall by the St Columba Choir, according to Angus NacIntyre's 
introduction to Fionn's 'Cnc1 nan Gaidheal'(1905): 
this is corroborated by Mr Hugh MacPhee. 
9 
To the Ossianic Society, i, linter, 1958. 
10Fionnts 'Celtic Garland', Caraid nan Gaidhealls 
books, John MacFadyen's 'Sgeula. tche nan Caol', etc. 
11Excluding those already mentioned. 
Gaelic music was also the subject of study by 
nch-native scholars in the 19th century (e. ge Ooseph 
Mainzer, a Gorman). Besides thiF. more academic musicologistt 
there vps a group in the early 20th century--inClUding Sir 
Harold Boulton, Sir Hugh Roberton, and Marjory Kennedy-Fraser-- 
who took greater liberties with the Gaelic tunes: these-- 
in particuler, Marjory Kennedy-Fraser and her collaborator, 
Kenneth MacLeod--were "Celtic Twilightists", a local 
emanation of tho general European fin do siecle mentalityl 
others being William Sharpe (Fioný77,9ý_Leod_)_and' Patrick 
Geddes. This phenomenon--also found at this pe-iod 
in Irelandl where the leaders were Yeats and Lady 
Gregory--is of significance to the developernent of Gaelic 
Romantic poetry in this period. 
13 
Prof. foneld MacLean, in his article in Transactions 
of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, XXII(1929) to 
E. C. Carmicheal, referred to the revival at the turn 
of the century in the following terms--"Thera was than 
a perceptable Gaelic renaissance throughout the country. 
It was chiefly the product of the enlightened study of 
Gaelic and its literature in the University of Edinburgh, 
Which was gradually expelling Gaelic illiteracy from the 
Highland pulpits. " 
14Aberdeen, 1918. 
15Inverness 
publishes Trans3cticns almost annually; 
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the Glasgow Society have published four volunes. Their 
interests are mainly antiquarian but occasional talks on 
contemporary Gaelic literature have bean"published. 
16See below, under Periodicals. 
17This 
patriotism appears in an inverted form in the 
romanticising and patronising of-the Gaelic peasantry 
and their song-culture by, in Ireland, Yeats and Lady 
Gregory, in Scotland in the early 20th century by Marjory 
Kennedy-Fraser et al. (see above, n. 12): the people 
involved in this developement were not usually Celtic 
as to their own ethnic background. The movenont did not 
attract many native Gaels, the Rev. Kenneth MacLeod 
being a notable exception. 
18Vice-President 
of the Scottish National League, 
the precursor of the Scottish Nationalist Party. 
19 
Born 1869. 
20 
See, for example, Angus Henderson's tribute in 
'Celtic Annual', 1918. 
21See 
section on periodicals below. 
22Witness Angus Robertson's references to Mar in the 
introduction to 'Cnoc an Fhradhairc'(1940). 
23 
Donald Sinclair's 'CroJ. s Tara', 'Fearann a' 
Shinnsir', 'Long nan Og', etc. --all published in liar's 
'Guth na Bliadhna'; and fear's own 'Ar-a-mach'. 
24 Born 1866. A 
mostly in Stirling. 
25An 
electriciai 
in Edinburgh and in 
South of Scotland. 
native of Ardnamurchan, he lived 
A journalist, 
i. Born in Barra in 1885, he worked 
various cities and towns of the 
A sensitive poet and playwright. 
26 
Born in Mull. 1660, Educated at Glasgow University, 
he taught for a short time in Uist, was associated for a time 
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with the Iona Press and eventually settled in Glasgo,: j* 
MacCormick was a prolific wr; ter Of plays, short stories, 
and novels. He was a shy and sensitive man, as is clear 
from his decision to burn all his menLiscripts ae a 
roaction to the preferment by ýIod adjudicators of 
traditional tales to his short stories (reported by 
Malcolm MacFarlane in 'An Sgeulaichel in 1909--fliacFarlane 
d: ýýsuidsd him from this). He was at Pirst associated 
with Henry Whyte and the ceilidh culture in Glasgow, 
but he w-is temperamantally ill suiued for success in this 
field. His friend, Coll rlacDonzld, writing MacCormick's 
Obituary in 'Life and tAork: fla Duillearjan Gaidhl. igl 
in 1947, remarkod--113ha fliteas ann am MacCormaig. Chan 
f:,,, cu agus cha chUal8 mi riamh e air clýr-uachdar 
ýrlair. ll 
27 
Born 1853. Spent most of his working life in 
Elderslie in Renfrewshire. He was a land su-ýveyor by 
trade, MacFarlane did much scholarly workl including 
an edition of the Fernaig MS, school textbooksg and a 
OaGlic dictionary--published a large number of song 
books and prepared most of John MacCormick's work for 
the press. He composed several Popular songs (e. go 
'Mo Dhachaidh') and was an especially close friend of 
MacCormick. 
2E3 Born 1864. A native of Glenelq. Lived in various 
parts or Scotland and England, A fine poet. Like 
MacFarlane, he tuas originally an enthusiastic supporter 
of An Comunn Gaidhealach but later got disaffected with 
its policies. 
29 1 am aware that length, in itself, is no valid 
criterion of worth, 
30 Containing a chapter on Gaelic writings by Douglas. 
Young. 
31 Containing Gaelic poems by Donald Sinclair, 
Sorley MacLeant Derick Thomsony and George Hay. 
32 
Gaelic poems by Thomsong MacLean, and Don;: 1d 
MacAulay. 
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33 Gaelic poems by flacLean and Thorson. 
34Gaelic 
poems by MacLean and Thomson. 
35Witness 
the attempts, in public lectures in recent 
years, by Finlay MacLeod and Donald f 11acAulay to establish 
that their own work and that of thair contemporaries is, 
contrary to superricial impressions, rooted in the 
native tradition. See also, Donald MacAulay's revieu of 
Iain Crichton Smith's poems in 'Scottish Gaelic Studies' 
XI(1960), in which he discusses this theme. 
36 
Collected Essays. 
37 
In his review in 'Scottish Gaelic Studies', XI, 
mentioned above, MacAulay talks of the disparity b? tween 
the "rural and basic" society of the Gaeltechd and the 
"urban" Gaelic community of the Lowland cities with its 
"artificial structure"--this disparity is very real, but 
I am not sure that is very much different in nature or 
degree from that between rural and ur)an communities 
elsewhere. 
38Print 
has been a great dividing factor in all 
communities. 
390f 
Edinburgh, Inverness, and Glasgow. 
40The 
contribution of the latter two associations 
was considerably more substantial. 
41For 
example, John f1acKenzie+s 'Bliadhna Theärlaich' 
(1944). 
42The 
most important being Norman NacLeod's 'Co' 
chruineachadh son na Sgoilean'(1828) and his 'Leabhar 
nan Cnoc'(! 834). 
43Thera 
were a few publications that could be described 
by this tern in the latter years of the 19th century. 
44'Gu'n Tug i Speis do to . 
Armunn'(1908), 'Dun Aluinn' 
(1912): both later reissued by NacLaren's. 
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45' A' Chüirt', 'An Coileach' . 
46 
In the press. 
47'Teine Ceann Föid', a translation by Paul MacInnes 
of a novel by Allemn C. MacLean. 
48Except for 'Sradag'(1960-1962). 
49An 
exception is the work of Colin MacKenzie, now 
in the press. 
soA 
considerable number of other papers--Canadian and 
Scots--have also run Gaelic columns, or course: this is 
a selection of the most significant. 
510n 
average, about 240 per annual volume: ca. 
20 pp. of Gaelic. A monthly. 
52For 
examples 'Keir Hardie' by Angus Henderson 
(1936) and J. J. tWatson's series Tor na üaidh3altachd' 
(1939)0 
53For 
example, Lamont's own study of Karl Barth 
(1935), 'Pacifism gun Ghaol'(1936), and of modern 
psychology(1935), etc. 
540n 
secular as well as religious publications; the 
obits also in the Supplement included scholars, writers, 
and singers (Roderick MacLeod), as wull as divines. 
55This had a requ1 r Gaelic page edited by Alexander 
Nicolson. 
56Several 
of them, as of the stories, being reprints 
of the work of Caraid nan Gaidheal. 
57 
I. e., Vol. II: 3. 
5BAngus Henderson, 'Celtic Annual'(1915), p. S. 
59Chiefly, 
a3 far as the Gaelic articles are concernad, 
Angus Henderson, J. P. MacLeod, Malcolm MacFarlane, and 
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Donald Sinclair. 
60 Ed. by M. C. P'lacLeorl of Dundee. 
61 Ih collaboration with Alex. N. Nicolson of Greenock. 
62 'An Sgeulaiche' is modale: on Sharpe's 'London 
f9agazine'and qrgosy'. 
63Poems 
and plays ap-)eared in it also fron time to time. 
64 Three chapters of Angus Robertson's novelý 'An 
t-09ha Mor'(1913) tuers published in it in 1909-1910* 
65 
The name changed in 1923 whang for a few issuesg 
the magazine was known as 'Gaillig'. 
66 
Instances are Neil Ross's article on drama in 
the 19201, s and--in the last two decades--artir. les on 
18th ýantury posts by Derick Thomson and on 20th century 
poets by Iain Smith. 
67 There has been a detectable change or orientation 
in this field over the years. In the earlier years of 
'Gairmlq conscious cosmopolitanism was mainly represented 
by a series of "travellers' accounts" from, abroad--Spainj 
Switzerland, Bavaria, Sweden, Indial etc. --but more 
recently the output of these has almost ceased ýndj 
lately, political discussions, often quite radical 
and controversial, have begun to appear, including 
-articles on youth services in the Isles, the Highland 
Developement Board, Ecumenicism, Scottish Nationalismg 
and Vietnam* In this respectj 'Gairml is becoming more 
like 'Guth na 9liadhnal. A Youth Section has also 
started in the past few years--diSCUSsing cosmsticsj 
records, motorcycles, etc. 
68 Strictly speaking, radio broadcasts are not 
"periodicals", but, in the Gaelic context, their style 
and effects are indistinguishable. 
69 
For e*XaMple, MacLeod's very experimental 'Ceann 
Cropic' was the first Gaelic play performed on television* 
I 
CHAPTER II: PROSE 
1J. 
F. Campbell's very important 'liest Highland 
Tales', vols. I and II, were first published in this year. 
2 
For example, 'Canal]. Gulbann'. 
3For 
example, 'Cath nan Eün'. 
4E, 
g, l the Irish Annals, the early history and 
saints' lives and the 16th and 17th century histories 
of the Clan Donald contained in the Books of Clanranald. 
5This later point is of particular import in the 
20th century, when a body or instructive Gaelic prose 
virtually ceased to appear. 
6The largest and best known being 'fäiri at Ghiinne', 
7Review 
of Hawthrone's stories in 'Graham's Magazine', 
May 1842: ". . . he, i. e. the author, then invents 
such incidents--he then combines such events as may 
best aid him in establishing this preconceived effect. " 
aE. 
g., 'Peanuts', 'The Gambols', etc. 
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9He 
also shares their taste for pathos: compare 
'läiri a' Ghlinne' and other deathbed stories to, for 
example, Dickens's death of Little Paul in 'Dombey and 
Son', etco 
10 
His son. 
11This is a favourite subject for Gaelic sketch-writers 
also, which illustrates the generally parallel history 
of the two in Gaelic. 
12As 
with the contemporary melodramas, q. v. 
13A 
series of true anecdotes illustrating MacLennan's 
own songs. 
14 
Donald MacDonald. 
15Trans. 
by Rev. John MacRury. 
16 Erskine of Mar reversed this process in 'The Old 
Tributel(1924), a book of translations from Gaelic 
into English, which included a chapter from MacCormick's 
novel, an adventure tale by MacCormick, and a part of 
the play 'Crois TArat and of the long story 'Lughain 
Lirl, both by Donald Sinclair, 
17 Compare the contemporary melodramast e. g. tMaireadtt 
'Rath-Innis'$ etc@ 
18 'Treasure Island'(1883) and tMaster of Ballantrael 
(188B). 
19 In the stories of Poe, for example, details of 
setting, character, or action are ruthlessly excised unless 
they contribute to the general effect aimed at. In 
many instances, M2cCormick is clearly aiming at a 
particular effect, but there is much in even the best of 
these stories that is irrelevant to this aim. 
20 MacCormick was bitterly disappointed at the 
preferment of traditional sgeulachdsn to his short 
storiestby An Comunn Gaidhealach adjudicators, and had 
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threatened to burn all his menuscripts, See Introduction. 
21 13ohn Splendidl(1898)9 'Gillian the Drasmorl(1699)p 
'The New Road'(1914). 
22 Pub. in Englishp 1695. 
23 
MacCormick translated tMecisurs for Measure' and 
'Macbethý into Gaelic: the Gaelic translation of Qulius 
Caesar' was published in 1911. 
24 This connection is through the character of the 
girl, Margarot Cunninghamp whose exaltation to high 
estate from the nurse's hovel makes great demands an 
the reader's credulity. 
25 In the preface to 'Cnoc an Fhradhaircl(1940)9 
Rob3rtson writes-11I am ... happy to acknowledge my 
indebtedness to the Hon. Ruadri Erskine of Mar for having 
first pressed me to write Gaelic fiction in a serious 
way* As a result, three sections of tAn t-Ogha Mort 
appeared about 1909 in his Sgeulaiche", He addsl 
"A quasi original of this tale in English entitled 
'Black Alpint was published as a serial in St Mungot 
an illustrated weekly I started in Glasgow in 1907,11 
26 Hugh MacPhee states that Robertson; Munro; Hugh 
Munro, the artist; William Power, the famous journalist; 
and Oemes Bridie frequently met at tho Art Club in Glasgow* 
Robertson praises Munro highly in 'Children of the 
Foro-Uorldl(1933) and Munro wrote a laudatory introduction 
to the English translation of 'An t-Ogha Mort that was 
published in 1924; significantlyg he singles out the 
episodes at Court for special praise. 
27 
MacLeod expressed great admiration for Neil Munro 
in the introduction to tA Highland Waif'(1929) and 
Munro wrote in 'The Evening News' of 'Cailinn Sgiathanach1p 
"Mr MacLeod is a distinctly competent story-toller# 
with really artistic intuitions- and a dignified conception 
of the novel as something more than a pastime for young 
people. " 
28 
W. J, Watson 'TGSI', XXXV(1939) : "In periodic 
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Gaelic writings the Rev. Donald Lamont continues to make 
the Gaelic supplement of 'Life and Work' the canon of 
contemporary Gaelic prose. " 
29T. M. Murchison's Foreword to 'The Prose Writings 
of Donald Lamont'(1960). 
30Tha first three appeared in 'An Rösarnach'. 
31 For perspective, one ought to remember that 1921 
is the publication data of James Joyce's very experimental 
'Ulysses'. 
32With the exception of Coilidh nan Gaidheal, the 
Glasgow High School Gaelic Class Ceilidh and learned 
societies, such as the Gaelic Societies of Glasgow and 
Inverness. 
33Rev. Neil MacFarlane, B. D. Bean at Bhancair, 
Seonaid Eachuinn, etc. 
34MacLPOd'a 'Litrichoan Fhionnlaigh Piobaire gu 
Mhnaoi'; Lamont usos letters from Seönaid Eachainn, 
though hs often merely mentions her as a source of the 
story. 
35Tho 
all-Gaelic magazine of the Portreo Feachd of 
Comunn na h-Oigridh. First published 1944(ed. Finlay J. 
MacDonald), it has appeared in 1945,1950, and 1962. 
36 Much closer than Caraid nan Gaidheal's, for example. 
37Compare the use of Lallans by Lewis Grassic Gibbon 
in his novels and of dialects of English by Mark Twain, 
T. F. Powys, and Thomas Hardy. 
38Soe Introduction, J. N. MacLeod, 'Litrichean Alasdair 
Mh6ir'(1932). 
39Trans. J. G. MacKinnon of Canada (1938,1939), 33 pp. 
37'The Three Strangers'. Trans. MacKinnon (1944). 
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38The B. B. C. has broadcast Gaelic since the 1930's, 
but very few short stories--except for history, legendary 
or personal adventure stories or humorous anecdotes-- 
were broadcast till the 1950's. 
39 A spokesman of the Gaelic Society of Inverness in 
1924 protested that few Gaelic speakers were able or 
willing to read and appreciate the type of erudite 
article that 'Guth na Bliadhnat printed: Erskine of 
Mar angrily refuted this claim, but the magazine had to 
clooo down soon afterwards. Thera Is a larger audience 
now equipped to appreciate this type of article. 
40 Both translated by Rod3rick Morrison and serialised 
(with illustrations) in the 'Stornouay Gazette'; pub, 
coparately ca. 1966. 
41 Serialised'in 'Gairml; pub. separately 19679 
trans# Paul MacInnese 
42These 
stories appeared mostly in 'Gairm'. 
43Including 
articles on Norwegian, English, Irish, 
and Russian writers and on thinkers such as Soren 
Kierkegaard and Mao Tse-Tung. 
44Including 'Is toigh leam', 'Or is Airgead', 'Gu 
dä tha mi leughadh/As no leabhraichean'(reviews of 
recent publications), and an important recent series of 
talks by Dorick Thomson on aspects of Gaelic literature. 
45Broadcast 
28/5/58. 
46The 
work of these two is reviewed below. 
47Compare lain Smith's fictional study of the mind of 
the psychopathic murderer, 'Mac an t-Srbnaich', discussed 
below. 
48 The most significant thing about Gaelic prosewriters 
is their lack of stamina. Talented young writers like 
Martin MacDonald, Finlayson, and Murray have produced 
only an average of two stories each. None of the writers 
in the 1950's has produced a novel (though perhaps lack 
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of hope for the future of Gaelic may discourage the 
contemplation of as heavy a task as this); when English 
novelists--Uells, Huxley, Orwell, and, earlier, Conan 
Doyle--have influenced Gaelic writers, the latter have 
produced only short stories. 
49 
One is at once reminded by this statement of 
the comments of Chekhov and Turgenev, who stressed that 
stories must not aim at having a beginning and end, 
but rather at portraying a "moment" in the life of a 
character. 
50His 
stories are the ones, along with those of 
Chekhov, that are most accurately termed "openended". 
51 S©e the discussion of "poetry of the will"q below. 
52 Smith contributed a laudatory article-on Kierkegaard 
to 'Gairmlo 
53 This type of story has been popular with Irish 
writers also: e. g, Edna O'Brien's 'I Was Happy Herelp otct 
54 Soma of Smith's story-motifs recur often: e. go 
the postman's approach with a war-death telegramme up to 
and past the last house in the villagey the emigration 
of a brother despite his relatives, and the strong-uilled 
old woman who is a preoccupation of his poems, storiesp 
English novel, and plays. This suggests that these 
details are from his own history. 
55 Although the characters dealt with here are obviously 
based on people he has known wellp the technique--of 
telling the same story through the memory of several 
people--was probably borrowed, either from Durrell's 
'Alexandria Quartet' or from William Faulkner's 'The 
Sound and the Furyst which also confines itself to 
one family. 
56 James MacLeod's diatribes against the Clearances 
and his pleas for Gaelic in 'An Cailinn Sgiathanachle 
57 Cf. the use of colours in Thomas Mann's tDaath 
in Venice', 
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58 E. g., the series of Paterson's 'Popular Roadings' 
and Robert Ford's 'Popular English Readingsl, 'Popular 
Scotch Readings'# and 'Popular Irish Readingsl(advartised 
in 3ohn MocCormick's 10iteagan a In Iarl, a collection 
of Gaelic essays and stories published in 1908), and 
'Murdoch's Humorous Scottish Readings' (advertised by Alexander 
MacLarent the Gaelic booksellers, in 'Guth na Bliadhnal 
in 1912). 
59 For example, 'Brave Now World' and 'Mr Universe'; 
H. G. Walls and Colin MacKenzie. 
CHAPTER III: DRAMA 
1This is the probable order in which the fashion 
spread. 
2Many 
of these plays are still extant. 
3Modern 
Walsh drama originated in the early 20th 
century as a conscious imitation of the Irish Theatre 
movement of the time. 
4The 
language in the prose sections is usually 
later than that of the verses but this iss of course, 
by no means conclusiva evidence. 
5The Greek and Morality/Miracle plays were almost 
always in verse--as were the plays of Shakespeare, 
Moliore, etc. 
6Sent 
on 26th March 1764. Quoted in the 'Report 
of the Highland Society as to the Poetry of Ossian', 
1805, Appendix, p. 29. 
7"Fiursiri", 
used for this in tales, glosses "histriones" 
or "comic actors" in the early St Gall manuscripts. 
8 It is also--and significantly--the basic form of Church 
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catechises: the Gaelic translation of the Presbyterian 
'Shorter Catechism' was frequently reprinted in the 
18th century and later. 
9The 
dialogues printed in periodicals usually were 
2-4pp. in length (500-1000'words):: the 19th century 
dialogue pamphlets were usually much longer. 
10The 
traditional comhradh, however, could, from 
earliest times, use more than two characters, though 
two is by far the commonest number and, even when there 
are more, there are usually two principal characters. 
11 
Quoted from a contemporary review of 'Ceithir 
Cömhraidhean'(1931). 
12 Those of Caraid nan Gaidhaal were performed at 
more informal gatherings. The performances of comhraidhaan 
by MacLeod and others at Ceilidh nan Gaidheal and tho 
High School Ceilidh in the early years of the century 
were us, li-a-Ily given by one manp who read the dialogue from 
a book [Hugh MacPhee'j 
13 Several references have been seen to a translation of 
'Macbetht by MacCormick, but I have been unable to trace 
a copy. It was not publishect. 
14 MacLeod himself states in the introduction to 
'Reiteach Moraig'(1911) that his aim was to preserve a 
memory of this and other disappearing old customs. 
is 
On the analogyt presumably, of traditional dialogue 
poemsp which are, however, usually reflective poems, 
16 
Hector MacIver, who composed this feature, was one 
of the most SUCC3SSfUl at producing theatrically vital 
dramatisations. 
17This 
gives the author the opportunity--as did the 
dialogues--to air his own views on a wide spectrum of 
current affairs. The conversation, however, is quits 
naturalistic. The central idoa was probably suggested 
by William Golding's 'Lord of the Flies'. 
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18 Abridged. The translation was nada by Lachlan 
MacKinnon and the broadcast production directed by Finlay 
3. MacDonald. 
19 
This, of course, excludes Mar and Sinclair and, in 
some raspacts, John P1acCornick. 
20Compare the use of omens of disaster in Gaelic 
adventure plays. 
21It is interesting that the hero/author part in 
this play, as in 'Oidhche na Bliadh Uir' and 'Shoni', 
have been played by the author himself in the stage and 
radio presentations. 
22She is the same character-type as the old woman in 
MacCormick's 'An Reitheachadh Rathail'(1908). 
23 Though I uould stress that 'Ceann Cropic' is 
absurdist only as to its presentation: it does have a 
"theme". 
24The 
main prizewinners were John MacCormick, Hector 
MacDougall, and Archibald MacCulloch. 
25The 
main winners have ban J. MacKenzie, Mrs K. 
Douglas, and J. A. MacLeod and, earlier, Iain M. Moffat-Pendor, 
the only one to have had most of his plays publishod. 
26This 
was a.; propagandist play and so understandably 
popular with An Comunn's branches. 
27Schools 
and universities, for example, still do not 
teach Gaelic drama as part of their Gaelic courses: 
but this stage is much nearer than it was. 
28Secretary Calum Robertson, President Farquhar 
Macrae. 
29Finlay 3. MacDonald was one of the important forces 
behind the institution of the Festival. 
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use this to define the standard of the drama, not 
to describe whether it is humorous or nonhumorous. 
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31 In 19689 for example, the presentation was a 
Variety show, incorporating burlesque sketchesp songs, 
dancing, etc.; the influence of the 'Lex MacLean' and 
other similar Glasgow vaudeville shows being obviouo. 
32 Na Lorganaich's audience in Aterdeen have often 
been less than a dozen, even though a survey in 'Crann' 
(1967) reveals that there are 010 Island students in 
Aberdeen, 
33 The Glasgow Louis and Harris Association's annual 
'Oidhche Challuinn'--a loosely knit and largely improvisational 
play framework which incorporates songs and farce--is 
an excellent example of Variety at its most creativel 
audience-involving, and vital. 
34 Two of Sinclair's plays approach the requirements 
of Mar and of MacIver; and concerts then regularly 
featured the odd dialogue or debate. By 1948, there were 
only light comedies being written and performed--with the 
exception of 'Crois Tara' in Glasgow in 1947--and the most 
popular entertainers warn "amateurs trying to win their 
spurs with the most sentimental ueepons". 
35 There is frequent overlapping--i. 9, j many of the 
reissues are also translations. 
CHAPTER IV: POETRY 
1 
These conventions are usually only implicit: at 
certain timesq howeverg such as the Augustan Period of 
English literaturep they have 
* 
been systematically codified. 
into principles of "literary decorum". 
2 Throughout this chapterp the term "bard" will be 
used for a practitioner of traditional "non-personal" 
poetry in Gaelic--his poetic output is extrinsically 
oriented. - 
3 Camarong 'Na Baird Thirisdeach'(1932), p. 142 ff. 
He Is not to be confused with John MacLean, Bard 
Thighearna Chola. 
4 
Village bards from, the 18th century onwards became 
increasingly less interested in polemic--very few of those 
20th century bardsp who ramained in the Highland communitiesp 
wrote polemical versa, 
5 
Anecdotes illustrating the impromptu wit of posts 
such as John MacCodrcmt Duncan MacIntyre--and even John 
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Morrison (lain Gobha), the 19th century religious poet-- 
are still told, 
6 His songsq writings, and letters were co llected and 
published by lain M. Moffatt-Pander in 1926. At this time, 
the poet was still living but a very old man. 
7 He was born in 1825 and died in 1903, His poems. 
have been published as 'Orain Chaluim' by Alick Morrison 
(ca. 1950). 
B 10rain GhNidhlig Is Seonaidh Caimbeullv ed. John 
L, Campbell, 1936, 
9 In an introductory memoir in John Lorne Campbell's 
editionj John MacInnas, a friend of the bard, states-- 
"Iomad rud nach saoileadh feodhainn eile cus dhath 
dheanadh Sabnaidh oran dhall. 
10 Compare the more recent Lewis song, 'Oran an A. I. 1 
11 'Bard Oharabhais, Dain, Orain is Sgsulachdantp 1920, 
12 For example, the Harris song, "Chit mi t1r Isan 
robh mi Inam bhalach', which is enjoying a vogue at 
present, lias name-lists such 4s this: "Chl mi Manais/Is 
Ceann-an-t-Slile/Caolas Shearntraidh/Is traighean Phabaidho" 
13 His work and that of his brother Duncan was issued 
in 1936, edited by Hector MacDougallq under tha title 
IB&ird Chill-Chomain'. 
14 This type of poem was very popular with the Lowland 
Scots balladaers and broadshest writers in the 18th and 
19th centuries--tha most famous of whom was, of coursep 
William MacGonagle. These versifiers served a purpose 
similar to that served by the popular press now. The 
village bard did not develops this function, though many 
of these bards wrote poems about incidents far from hom3 
which had a potential for huroUr (e, g, the song on the 
vegatetarian long distance walker, Dr Barbara Moore). 
There is at present a fashion in many of the Gaelic 
islands of composing English verse (usually mere doggerel) 
about sea-disasters in the neighbourhood--a favourits, 
and predictable, subject for melodramas also. 
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isA late example of the publication of humorous 
songs in a narrative setting is John MacLennan's 'Duanagan 
is Sgeulachdan Beaga'(1937). 
16 'Moladh Bainn D6bhrainn' is an excellent example 
of this. 
17Neither PlacFadyen nor MacLeod, of course, was 
himself a sailor. 
is We can imagine his recital being interrupted by 
loud applause at this point. 
19Of 
the four 'Däin' by MacFadyen discussed here, 
three utilise this verse form. 
20In the poem under discussion, in fact, Burns's 
'To a Mouse' is referred to. Burns's epistles and satires 
are full of compassion for the poor and of contempt 
for the pomp, pageantry, and cruelty of the rich. The 
emphasis on his love lyrics has tended to obscure this 
facet of his poetry. 
21His 'Clärsach an Doire, Oäin, Orain is Sgsulachdan' 
was first published in 1883; further editions were 
issued up to the fifth in 1974. 
22By this, I do not, of coursep mean that village 
bards did not write strictly within the terms of a 
literary convention: all I want to imply is that their 
vision of the object that was conventionally praised was 
not obscured either by distance from it or by nostalgia 
for its supposedly idyllic past, 
23This 
may not be a very chivalrous epithet to use 
in this context! 
24See 
the discussion of Donald MacDonald, Bird 
Bharabhais, and of Charles MacUJiven above. 
25There have been many Gaelic "holiday"'songs, e. g. 
'09 nach A nhor', 'Eirich is. Cuir umad', 'Tiugainn do 
Scalpaidh', etc. 
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26Because 
of his general lack of humour and of an 
instinct for what is topical (if' trivial), I do not 
think Morrison could have made a good village bard if 
he had remained at home in Lewis. It was his ability to 
articulate his exile-audience's nostalgia, rather than 
the more traditional bardic virtues, which made him 
popular and an effective poet laureate. 
27'An Ribheid Chiüil', a. Alick Morrison (1961). 
28 Pub. with music as 'Cuairtear nan Gleann'(1949). 
29Both Whyte and lacFady©n were from Argyllshire. 
30This is in obvious contrast to what happened in the 
quite different socio-economic setting of the Lowland 
cities. 
31In 
so far, of course, as either is adequately 
determinable. 
32In 
particular, writers of popular, ephemeral 
literature such as romances, detective, spy, war stories, 
pornography: I think this is what O. L. Campbell meant 
by "päipearoan-naidheachd Bourla" in the quotation with 
which this section began. 
33 The Romantic songs of city-dwellers early became 
the most popular type of entertainment even in the Highland 
area; and now more and more the Glasgow and Edinburgh-based 
entertainers--the Edin Singers, the MacDonald Sisterst 
Donald MacRae, Calum Kennedy, Alasdair Gillies, etco-- 
, lare 
featured nearly exclusively on TV and radio programmes 
andl in the Island villages, are fast acquiring the 
m. antle of popularity, even among th3 old9 that the local 
bards had at one stage in the pasto This tendency, of 
cour39t began in earnest when An Comunn Gaidhealach in 
particular began to sat up branches throughout the 
Gaeltachd itself--bringing singers like Neil MacLean and 
Roderick MacLeod to wide popularityo 
34See J. K. Wimsatt, 'The Intentional Fallacy', in 
'The Vorbal Icon'(1954). 
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35 There is ample precedent in Gaelic--in the work of 
tha village bards--for naturalistic description of a 
natural or otherwise tangible object: this poem is an 
example of the application of this approach to the 
exposition of a psychological phenomenon; it is objective 
description but the selection of the objects to be 
described is not objective, in fact, is probably not a 
fully conscious prccoss. 
36 'Nan ceadaic. headh an tide dhomh' has some exceptions 
to this general statement. - 
37 For examplat Murdo MacLeod (Murchadh at Cheisteir) 
and Christina MacLeod (see below). 
38 For example, Allan MacLeod: 'Cliu* agus Cuimhneachadh 
air Cuid do no Criosdaidhean a Chaidh Dhachaidht(1931) and 
'Marbhrann do Do. mhnull MacIomhair le a Phiuthar Mairi 
A. UcIoinhairt(1968), 6 pp. 
39 See r1artin M, Whittat, 'Highland and Island 
Psychiatric Reflexions'910ritish Journal of Medical 
Psychologytq XL(1967). 
40, Oardachd f1hgr Ailein', ed, J. L. Campbell (1965)o 
Father Allan died in 1905, 
41 The poem's theoretical basis is moro likely to be 
Catholic mysticism rather than literary Symbolism* 
Symbolism hadq of course, a strongly mystical colour in 
the case of several uritersp for example, Yeats, 
42 The title of an essay by Allen Tatep contained in 
lnoasnn in Madnessl(1941)0 reprinted in 'Collected 
Essays'. 
43 See Haw Morrison, 'Against Sycophantic Praise' 
(1899)g pe 94. 
44 Eegog he describes the poetic vision as I'mullach 
nam Geanntan Glorruidh ud air a bheil Soillse na Dearbh. 
Fh1rinn a' de'a"llradh gu brAth. 
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45 
Vindicating his own criticise of Moladh Beinn 
Dobhrainn' that MacIntyre',; subject has not been transmuted 
into poetry by the exercise of the imagination. 
46 Pub. in James Thomsont 'An Dlleab'(19321 2nd ed. 
1936). 
47 
MacDonaldts 10ain Eadar-theangaichtel(1903) 
contains mainly translations from Burns, but also poems 
by Aytoun, Hogg, Scottr Lady Nairne, and Ramsayt most 
of which share a Highland setting, 
48 
It is over naturalistic in the same sense and in 
approximately the same degree as 'Moladh Beinn D6bhrainnto 
49In 'The Company I'vo Kept'(1966), riacoiarmid cites 
Hay and MacLean, along with Sydnsy Goodsir Smith and 
Norman flacCaig, as his closest associates among Scottish 
poets. 
soThe 
numbers reach LX: the following numbers (poems? ) 
are missing: U, VI, VII, XII, XV, XVI, XXVI, XXXVI, XL, 
XLI, XLVI, XLVII. 
51 In a retrospective note in IDain Eile: XVII1(IAn 
Dun-Eideann 19391)t h3 mentions two: 
"Am bliadhna roghainn na h-Albannt 
An nighean ruadh, clar na grifine; 
IS a bho%n-uiridh an nighsan bhtno 
Roghainn ala-Inn na h-Eireann. 11 
The former was Elizabeth Milney a violinist in an orchestra; 
the latter. was Messa OtShea, who, as a postgraduate 
research studBnt in Celtict was working in the National 
Library of Scotland in Edinburgh during 1938. 
52I. 
e., like the English Metaphysical School of the 
17th century--John Donne, George Herbert, et al. 
53 See XXIII--cn the creation of beauty out of suffering 
on the part of Beethoven and Padraig 116r r'acCriomainn. 
54La 
nature est un temple ob do vivants piliers 
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles; 
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"" L'hom. me y passe 
a travers des fozx is de symboles 
Qui 1' observant avec des regards fariliers. 
"Comma de longs achos qui dc leis se confondet 
Dana un© tenebrause at profunda unite, 
Vaste comma is nuit of comma is clarte, 
Les parfums, les couleurs at les sons se r6pondat. " 
55 
Defined in the 'Inagist Manifesto'(1913)--the 
best known early adherent was Ezra Pound. 
56This 
also contained Gaelic poems by Dorick Thomson. 
57 George Campbell Hay and Derick Thomson appear in 
the second ad. (1956). 
58 The snow on the Cullinn. 
59 The allusion is presumably to 'The Hammer of the 
Scots', Edward I of England. 
60An 
excellent example of Hay's original and concise 
use of language. 
61For 
example, 'Is e Crioch Araidh' in 'Fuaran 
Sleibh' is dated 10.2.45, while 'Bisearta' in 10 na 
Ceithir Airdean' is ascribed to 1943. 
628orn 1921; MacLean was born in 1911, Hay in 1915. 
63Compare Hay's remarks in the preface to 'Fuaran 
S1eibh' and his dedication of 10 na Ceithir Airdean' to 
MacLean. 
64Sone 
were also published in 'Poetry Scotland' 
(1944-1947). 
655ee tBärdachd D1hurchaidh a' Chei3teir', ad. 
Angus Duncan (1962). 
66My brackets. 
67In 
speech, the emphasis is on immediacy, rather than 
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full accuracy, of communication, 
68 Compare George Hay's 'Tiornnadh' in, 'Fuaran Släibh'. 
69 
'Dol am meud' contrasts with the 'Laighe sios' 
of the previous line. 
70 'Baird at Chamuinn', ed. L. facKinnon (1952); 
'Fasgnadh', p. 14. 
71'Fasgnadh', Preface, pm 5: "Most of the poems 
included in this volume were composed quite recently. " 
72This, 
of course, has a religious as well as a 
literary pedigree. 
" 
730Bardachd Leadhuis', ed. J. N. MacLeod (1916), 
p. 161ff. 
74'Griogal Cridh©', 'Ailean Duinn', 'Na Feidh am 
Braigh Uigs', etc. 
75 South Africa, where the poet spent most of his 
adult lif©. Ho was a native of Mull. 
761t 
is notable that not many of the fully experimental 
Gaelic poets often do. 
?? It republished most of the poems in 'Burn is 
Aran' and several previously published in 'Gairm'. 
78 
Smith and Stevens, for example, are part of the 
British-American cultural area. 
79These 
are the characteristics also of Samuel Beckett 
and Franz Kafka and, to some extent, George Hay, who 
have all been successful as writers in a consciously 
acquired languaga. 
80The 
style is represented in the groups of poems 
published in 'Gairm' between 1955 (when MacAulay first 
published) and 1960. 
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81Tho 
word used when the*po©m appeared in 'Gairm' in 
Autumn 1956. 
82 
"rio dhaoine", 
83The 
nearest thing to it in English poetry that I 
know is the poetry of the American, William Carlos 
Williams (I am not arguing a connection). 
84Sorley 
MacLean, 'Realism in Gaelic Poetry', 'Transactions 
of the Gaelic Society of Inverness', YXXVITI, 1946. 
85A 
schoolteacher in Edinburgh, at present reading 
for an extramural Honours B. A. in English literature 
from London University. 
86A 
student at Edinburgh University. 
67For 
example, the very entertaining and skilfully 
constructed poem 'Boart' and the satirical prose feature, 
I'M czi: il anns a' Ghazette an t-seachdain-s??. 
88Probably Norma (MacIver) MacLeod, wife of Finlay 
MacLeod. 
89This 
and, in particular, their discursiveness is 
a consequence of their "oral" nature. 
90Sinclair 
was a Barra man. MacDonald was priest in 
the neighbouring Eriskay and South Uist; Sinclair was 
20 years old when Fr. Allan died. 
CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS 
'In 
most cases, the sgeulachd is not creative in the 
context of this period. 
2Sinclair 
would certainly have known most of MacDonald's 
work; MacLean knew and admired Sinclair's poetry. 
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PART 2 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY 
OF TWENTIETH CENTURY PUBLICATIONS IN SCOTTISH GAELIC 
ABBREVIATIONS 
WORKS CONSULTED 
Esdaile Arundel Esdaile. 'A Student's Manual of 
Bibliography'. London, 1954. 
LC 'Rules for Descriptive Cataloging in the 
Library of Congress'. Washington, 1949. 
MCK Ronald D, MacKerrow, fAn Introduction to 
Bibliography'. Oxford, 1927- 
**# 
BM British Museum. 'General Catalogue of 
Printed Books'. London, 1960--. 
Beaton Rev. D. Beaton. IBibliography of Gaelic 
Books, Pamphlets, and Magazine Articles 
for the Counties of Caithness and 
Sutherland'. Wickq 1923- 
Black G. F. Black, 'A List of Works relating to 
Scotland', New York, 1916, [Pp. 912- 
930 'Gaelic Language and Culture'. ] 
Clare Sister Regina Clare. 'Scottish Gaelic 
books, pamphlets and articles published 
in Canada and written by Canadians', 
(In 'Canadian Library Association, 
Occasional Paper No. 53'. Otta-vat 1967-1 
Dunn Charles W. Dunn. 'Check-list of Scottish 
Gaelic Writings in North America'. 
[In 'Irisleabhar Ceilteach't 1: 1* 
Toronto, 1952. ] 
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MacLarenl MS. bibliographical notes, chiefly by 
the lato James IMacLarenj incliiding 
a record of the publishing activities 
of Alex# M<acLaren & Sons,. GlasCoi,, -: 
being marginalia in a copy of 
ITypographia Scoto-Gadelicat. 
T S-G Donald MacLean. ITypographia Scoto- 
Gadelicat. Edinburgh, 1915. 
Aberdeen University Library, 'Scottish- 
Gaelic Holdingst, Aberdeen, 1966. 
'Dritish Union Catalogue of Periodicalsr 
(BUCOP). London, 1955--, 
PI, D. lhincock., 'A Bibliography of works 
relating to Scotland. 1916-19501. 
Part 2. Edinburgh, 1960. 
Library of Congress. 'A Catalog of Books 
represented by Library of Congress 
Printed Cards'/'The National Union 
Catalo, s, -, '. Washinoton, 1942--* 1 
National Book League. IScotland. A Select 
Bibliography'. Cambridge, 2i. d. 
Scottish Council for Research in Education. 
'List of Gaelic Text-books'. N. p. p n. d. 
Indicates British 'publications' not seen, 
not traceable by the Scottish Central 
Library, and not recorded in, Mfg 
'The English Catalogue of Books'. the 
Library of Congress catalogs, 'The 
Reference Catalogue of Current Literature' 
(Tritish-Books in Print), the 'Scottish 
Union Cataloauel[card-index of the 
holdings of most of the Scottish 
libraries], T S-G, or'Whitaker's 
Cumulative Book List'. In the case 
of all such iteris, inforimation has 
also been sought unsuccessfully throuZh 
the Highland Press. 
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TERMINOLOGY 
Ads. advertisements 
Add. advertised in 
, 
[c. copyrighted in. 
ca. approximately 
ed. edition 
edd. edited by 
ff unnumbered pages 
" 
Ill. illustration 
pp pages 
INTRODUCTION 
This bibliography aims at providing an exhaustive 
account of all Gaelic books and editions published 
from 1900 till 1968, a publication being dofined. as 
Gaelic if it contains a substantial proportion (approx. 
3 O/o or over) of Gaelic material. Serials as well 
as monographs are covered. A book, when bound with 
others, is regarded as a separate publication if it has 
a separate and full title-page and/or separate pagination. 
Offprints from journals are includcd except in cases 
where the journal is itself described in the 
bibliography. Sheet music and commercial ephomera-- 
cards, calendarsq programmes etc@-- are not included, 
', For the purposes of this work, a systematic 
investigation was undartaken of all significant public 
and private libraries in Scotland and of the holdings 
and records of publishers such as Alexander MacLaren 
and Sont An Comunn Gaidhealach, Tho National Bible 
Society and others; Canadian and American collections 
(public and private) were very kindly examined for me; 
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also publishers' and sale cataloguesq advertisements, 
book reviews and all relevant book-lists (from brief 
reference lists in scholarly works to the British 
Museum Catalogue) were sought out and scrutinised. The details 
of this work are contained in the list of libraries and 
bibliographies immediately preceding this preface and in 
the acknowledgements contained in the main Foreword(p, 2). 
The bibliography is conceived as an overlapping 
continuation of Donald MacLean's ITypographia 
Scoto-Gadelical(1915) and, therefore, adhoresq as far 
as was considered practicable, to the principles of 
description adopted by MacLean. MacLean used a restricted 
form of Full Standard Description (see Esdailo, pp263ff; 
McKj ppl46ff). He gives a transcript of the title-page 
of books and editions, detailed pagination and a note, 
in the traditional torminology(octevo, quarto atc. )l of 
the number of folds nade in the original sheet of paper 
(size unspecified). His main departures from the standard 
procedure are lack of detail in his description of serials 
and some aspects of collation--for example, he does not 
compute signatures or the height and width of the type- 
surface. The present work differs from T S-G chiefly 
in giving the measurements of the books' covers (see 
LC9 3: 14D) in place of the number of papRr folds, This 
course was chosen because the widespread modern practice 
of using off-sizes for printing makes terms such as quarto 
and octavo quite irrelevant, even if they are qualified 
by the sheet size(i. o. Crown, Demy atc. ). 
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The style of this bibliography is, brieflyg as follows. 
Each separately published monograph is described by an 
exact transcript of the title-page and colophon(if 
bibliographically-sig, -iificant), detailed pagination,, 
size(on the metric scale)ý a note of any other points of 
interest, and a reference, in the case of rare and 
out-of-print books, to the most important locations of 
copies of the item in question (Ofq holdings, because of 
the accessibility of its Catalogue, are mentioned only 
in cases where the item in question has not been located in 
any other public library). Where books have more than ona 
title-pagap thesa are recorded in order of appearance 
as separate paragraphs within the main entry; transcriptions 
of colophon are given as separate paragraphs after the main 
entry. In the case of serials--journals, newspapersq 
periodicalsp transactions and other regularily recurring 
publications--the first issue is described in detail 
and subsequent differences from it are recorded as such, 
this being a deliberate departure from the L. C procedure 
of treating the last issue as the standard. As with 
T S-G9 no attempt has been made to reproduce the variety 
of type used in the originals; capitalisation, frequently 
absent from title-page typography, has been restored in 
conformity with standard usage. 
Entries are arranged in alphabetical order, the 
following principles obtaining in that connection. Initial 
definite and indefinite articles are ignored. A hyphen 
is regarded as a space; a space takes precedence over 
a letter and over an elision mark; an elision mark is 
regarded as a space except in the latter connection. In 
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the case of more then one author of the same name, names 
without preceding titles always coma first; otherwise, 
alphabotisation is carried out purely an tha basis of 
the appended description of the author (e. g. trade, 
nickname, place of residence). Notes in round brackets 
showing the relationship of an author to the work in 
quo st --c n-eo g. 11ACDOUG, ILL . 
HECTOR (editor)--are ignored. 
Main entries always precede crossreferencese 
Each entry is headed by a caption which gives 
(a) the name of the author (surname first)9 (b) the title 
of the work (in short-entry form)p and (c) the place and 
(d) date of publication. As this heading is used for 
purposes of alphabatisation, its form is of much inportances 
(a) The original author's name takes precedence over 
that of translator and editors Books whose author is 
unknown are entered under the name of editorg translatory 
sponsoring body, or the title of the work--in that ardor 
of pref3jýance, In the case of publications of traditional 
lore, the name of the latest editor takes precedence 
over that of collector, compiler, and folk-source. In 
a case where the parts of a work were prepared by various 
ýditors. under the supervision of one general editor, all 
the parts are entered under the name of the latter. Serials 
are entered under their earliest title rather than under 
the editor's name: however, a serial which is the official 
organ of a particular organisation will be given under the 
name of that organisation. Gaelic chapters and axticles in 
otherwise non-Gaelic publications are entered under the name 
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of ths Gaelic author. A virtually comprehensive system 
of crossreferences is supplied; musical editors and 
contributors and authors of forewords and of translations 
into English are'not included, but these are referred to 
in the body of the main entries. 
As in T 5-Gt the author's name is given in English 
even if it is recorded only in Gaclic in the volume being 
described: the main reason for this is the lack of 
standardisation in the orthography of Gaelic surnames 
(eag. Morrison=Moireasdang Mac Ghille rihoirej Mac 
1111o Mhoire). In general, the author's first name and 
surname are given in full: exceptions are made, to this 
ruling where the author is popularly known by his 
initials or by his second christien name (e, g, T. D, 
MacDonaldl A. MacLean Sinclair). With female authors 
who have published books under both married and maiden 
surnames, all main entries are made under the latter; 
main entries are given under the author's real nama (if 
known) in the case of pseudonymous publications: in both 
these cases crossreferencing is. full, Titles, degrees, and 
other distinctions are given in headings only where they 
ýare desirable or necessary for purposes of recognition; 
place of residence, tradep and nicknam3s are also used to 
distinguish between more than one author of the same name* 
(b) In recording titles, the style adopted for personal 
names has been abandoned in the interests of clarity 
and utility, Titles are given in the short-entry captions 
in the language of the title-page, the Gaelic version being 
chosen where there is a clearcut choice (exception: the 
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Bible). In T S-G titles are always given in English: 
because Gaelic titles can often be translated into 
English in a variety of ways, this procedure can give 
rise to much confusion. 
(c) Tho place of publication is regarded as being 
the town in which the publishing firm or, where relevantp 
the principal publishing firm had its head office at 
the time of publication. If the name of the publisher 
is not known, the address of the sponsoring body (preferably) 
or of the printer is used. In instances involving a 
complicated transaction between sponsoring organisation 
and publishing firm (eog, that between An Comunn 
Gaidhealach and Blackie and Son over 'Leabhraichean 
Sgoile Gaidhligl)v the sponsor's address is used in the 
heading. (See LC, 3: 10B&C and 3: 11). 
(d) The date of publication is given equal validity 
with the rest of the heading only if it is reliably 
recorded on the title-page, in the colophon or in some other 
imprint* Hypothetical publication dates deduced from 
a dated foreword or introduction are noted thus in the 
caption--[Fore, 91900]1 [Intro, 1900]; dates deduced 
fiom copyright imprints are recorded thus--[c. 1900]. 
An attempt has been made to approximately date all 
publications, using tha evidence of advertisementsg 
book cataloguesp reviews, library acquistion datesp 
publishers' records and internal or biographical 
information: deductions from such evidencep however, are 
recorded only in parenthetical notes following the main 
entry, Where the run of a particular periodical is 
not determinable bevond doubt, this is stated: 
in this connection', BUCOP has been useful. 
GAELIC PUBLICATIONS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
A. [Enelish indefinite article: ignored in 
alphabetisation] 
A'* [Gaelic definite article: ignored in 
alpabetisation] 
A. M. E. See IIENDERSONO ANGUS. 
ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. SCOTTISH-GAELIC 
HOLDINGS. 
Aberdeeng 1966. 
University Library. Scottish- 
Gaelic Holdings. Classified List. 1966. 
2 ff iip 109pp. 27x22. (Intro. 
by D. J. MacLeod, the compiler. ) 
ACIID EAGLAIS NA H-ALBA. 
Edinburgh, [1921]. " 
Achd Eaglais na h-Alba, 1921. .. 8pp. 17x11. PC, 
ACTIVE GAELS THE. See THE GAELIC sociETY or. 
GLASGOW, TRANSACTIONS9 VOLUME IV. 
AIFRIONN ANN AN GAIDHLIG9 AN. See ROMAN 
CATHOLIC CHURCH, 
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AIRDs DR (GUSTAVUS]. DAORSA AGUS SAORSA. 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
Cogadh mor na h-EOrpa, Daorsa agus Saorsa, 
Aird, (Here crest of a burning bush 
circumscribed by the legend, ---An Eaglais 
Shaor Aonaichte: An Eaglais Shaor: Eaglais 
na h-Alba. ] Printed by Oliver and Boydq 
Edinburgh, for The Church of Scotland, The 
United Free Church of Scotland, and The 
Free Church of Scotland, 
xis 112pp. i4xio. NLS. 
(This is a translation of Dr Aird's 
unpublished 'An Analysis of the 
Westminster Assembly's Shorter 
Catechism'. It was one of a series 
of religious books published for 
the use of Gaelic-speaking soldiers 
in the First World liar. ] 
AIRGIOD AN RIGH* See AN COMUNN GAIDHEALACH* 
AISEIRIGH, AN. 
Edinburgh, 1915- 
An Aiseirigh. Edinburgh: John Grants 31 
Georee 1V Bridge, 1915, 
39pp 3.4xio. FC, PC. tPrinted 
by Oliver and Boyd, Ltd.. Original 
by I-Tillitim. Dow; trans. Rev, Hector Macaulay. ] 
AITHGHEARRADH TEAGASG CHRIOSTA. See ROMAN 
CATHOLIC CHURCH, 
AITHRIS IS OIDEAS. See SCOTTISH COUNCIL 
FOR RESEARCH IN EDUCATION, 
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ALBA. [Newspaper] 
Perth, 1908; 
Greenock, 1908-09. 
Alba. Alba airson nan Albannach! Saorsa 
aia an taiah, Aoi heachd do na h-uile 
noach. Aireamh 1.1 Peairt, Di-Sathuirnep 
8 detn Ghearrant 1908. [A" Phrl's sgillinn, 
* Aireamh 23] Grianaig, Di-Sathuirnej 11*dc'n 
lucharl 1908. [At phr15 5gillinns [This and subsequent numbers bear the 
information, ". , air a chur am machv 
as leith na feadhainn dIam buin e, le 
Ala5dair Mac Neacail, 7 Sraid Cathcartt 
Grianaig", ] 
, Aireamh 53] 6 de'n Dara-mios, 190 31 (A; phr3. s sgillinn. (Last number, j 
6pp per weekly issue up to Aireamh 189 
4pp thoreafter. 55/5lx39/31. Mit. 9 NLS. [A weekly newspaper. Sponsored by 
Roderick Erskine of Mar, managed by 
Alexander N. Nicolson, and edited 
by Nicolson and Angus Hendersono 
Printed by Milneq Tannahill & Methven 
of Perth up to Aireamh 22t thereafter 
by Orrq Pollock & Co., Greenock. Its 
pledged editorial aims wereq "(1) 
Priomh cho4ireacha na h-Alba a chosnadh 
air ais ...; ýfl Am Fearann fhaighinn 
air ais ...; 3 An t-Ath-bheothachadh 
Gaidhealach a sheasamh. . . 11] 
ALBA. [Miscellany] See MACLEANj MALCOLM (co- 
editor). 
ALDANNAICH, NA H-. See COINIUNN NAN ALBANNACHo 
ALMANAC. See All FEILLIRE. 
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ALSTON9 CHARLES H. THE GAELIC NAMES OF BRITISH 
ýWl', ýVLLS. 
Edinburgh, 1913- 
A list of the Gaelic naries; of British 
mammals. By Charles 11. Alston. 
Pp 145-153- 22xl4.11it, 
[Offprint from"The Scottish Naturalist4p 
No. l9f July 1913-1 
AM MEASG NAM BODACH. See COMUNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. 
MIIANIAN T-. [Gaelic definite article: 
ignored in alphabetisation] 
AN. [English indefinite article: ignored in 
alphabetisation] 
ANDERSEN9 HANS. LUDAG BHEAG. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Lcabhraichean at Chomuinn, Ludag BheaG, 
Bho Hans Anderson, Air a chur an Gaidhlio 
le Do'mbnall Grannd. [111. ] Dealbhan. le 
Francoiso J, Bertior. Clo-bhuailte le Bias am 
Paris mar a dhfiarr An Comumi Gaidhealach. 
. 24pp 19xl. 5, [Published 
1967- Illustrated in colourel 
ANDERSEN, HANS. BANRIGH AN T-SNEACHDA, 
Glasgowq n. d. 
Leabhraichean at Chomulnn* Banrlgh an t- 
Sneachda. Dho Hans Andersen. Air a chur an 
Gaidhli, g le Do'rilinall Grannd, (Ill. ] Dealbhan 
le Luce Lagarde, Clo-bhuailte le Bias am 
Paris mar a dhllarr An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
24pp[ 19X15- 
Published 1967- Illustrated in colour. ] 
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ANDERSONg HUGH. MEASAN MILIS AS AN LIOS. 
Glasgow - 1925. 
Ileasan Milis as an Lios, Orain le Caiptean 
Eoghan Anderson, nach maireann. [Here an 
illustration] Glascho: Gilleasbaig Mac-na- 
Ceardadh, 47 Sraid Waterloo, 1925, 
1 f-III. - Upp. 19. xl2. mit., PCP SS. [A fr. 
'ntispiece 
photograph of the author 
is not included in the pagination. 
Contains music, in solfa notation, ] 
ANDERSON9 JONATHAN RANKEN. At CHUIMI BHAINNSE. 
GlasGow, [1902], 
"A' Chuirm Bhainnse".. Ieis an Urramach Eoin 
MacRaing Mae Ghille-Anndrais nach maireann, 
Translation of John Knox Tracts (No, 15)q 
"The Marriage Feast". John MacNeilagev 
85 Great Western Road, Glasgow. 
12pp[ Lapost 8vo. 
Not seen. Described in MacLaren. Not in T S-G. ] 
A' CHUIRM BHAINNSE. 
Glaseow, 1944. 
John Knox Tracts, No. 15- 3d. Duilleaean 
Leughaidh lain a' Chnuic, A' Chuirm 
Bhainnse. Leis an Urramach, E'O'in DfacRaing 
Mac Ghille-Anndrais nach maireann. Air a 
thionndadh gu Gaidhlig* Mata XXII. 4 "A 
ta na h-uile nithe ullamh; thieibh chum na 
Bainnse". The Marriage Feast. Sermon by 
the late Rev. Jonathan Ranken Anderson* 
Translated into Gaelic. An dara clo- 
bhualadh. Glascho: Alasdair Maclabhruinn 
Is a Mhicq 268 Sraid Earraghaidhealt C. 2. 
1944. 
l6pp. 19xl2. PC" 
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ANDERSSON9 OTTO. GAELIC FOLK MUSIC FROM THE 
ISLE OF'LEWIS. 
ý 1; Abol 1952. 
On Gaelic Folk Music from the Isle of 
Lewis. A collection of tunes with comparative 
notes on vaulking customs and waulking 
songs, By Otto Andersson. C3 Pp 1-68.23xl6. Mit, 
(In q3udlaven, organ for brages sektion 
for folklivsforskning och'institutet 
for Nordisk etnologi vid abo Akademilp 
1952. Contains verses of Gaelic songsp 
and music, in staff notation. ] 
AP SIENCYNj IOAN (co-editor). See IRISLEABHAR 
CEILTEACRo. 
ARASCAIN IS NhAIRRqRU. 4. RAIDH, See ERSKINE9 
RUARAIDHO OF NARR, 
ATH-GHEARRADH AN TEAGSAG[sic] CIIRIOSD. See 
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
0 
BAHAII. See NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF 
DARVIS OF THE BRITISH ISLES. 
BAN-ALTRUMACHD AIG AN TIGH. See CLANN AN 
FHRAOICH,, 
BANNERMAN, JOHN R. (co-author), CEITHIR 
COMHRAIDIIEAN. 
Glaseow, . 1931- 
Ceithir Comhraidhean. Ceist nan Ceist, le 
. 
Donnchadh MacIain, Ile. An Ealdhain Urg le 
Coinneach maeDh*Omhnaill, Cunndain. Gaol 
-agus/ 
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"thchas, le lain R, MacGille na agus Du 
Drataich. Coinneach Beag agus Domllinull 
Banp le Donnchadh 1,. IacDh'Omhnuillt Leodhas. 
A' phrls, se sgillinn. An Comunn 
Gaidhealachg 212 Sraid Ifest George, 
Glascho. 1931. 
39pp. 19x13. mit. 
BAPTIE, CHARLES R. ORAIN GHAIDHLIG. 
I Paisleyp nod. 
Part 16 Orain Ghaidhlig. Gaelic songs 
with pianoforte accompaniments by Charles 
R. Baptie. J. and R, Parlanev Paisley6 
John Menzies and Co. j Edinburgh and 
Glasgow. Houlston and Sons, London, One 
shilling net. 
27pp 1f Ads* 3lx25. AUI Hit. [Add. 
19054 Music in both notations* 
No more parts appear to have been 
published. 
- 
Noticed T. G. S. I., 1902*] 
BARD f AM. 
Edinburglis 1901-02. 
Am Dard, Ar TIr a. -us ar Teanga. Leabliar 
1, - Aireamh 1o]At Bhuidh 1. Eiios 9 1901 9 [Prla, agillinn. (Editio4 de luxe, sia 
a, gillinnea. n). 
oo Leabhar II. An t-luchar 902o 
Aireamh 111, Last seen. ] 
80pp in Leabhar 1 [5 numbers]ý, 314pp in 
Leabhar II: I, 36pp each in Leabhar II: II 
and II: III, 3lx25. Mito 
[Leabhar I comprises 5 numbers, issued 
monthly between July and Novemberg 
1901; Leabliar II commenced with the 
issue for Mayt 1902. A literary 
monthly, in Gaelic-and English; 
distinguished by the publication in 
it of the cantataq Ilseabaillo Published 
by Norman MacLeod, Edinburgh, for Ruaraidh 
Erskine of Marr. ] 
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BARDACHD NA FEINNE. 
11. p. , n, d,, 
Bardachd na Feinne. 
48pp 19xl3, PC. [Reprint 
from'Mac-Tallale] 
BARTLETT9, SAMUEL. BRAID AIR AI B11RAID, 
Glasgow, [c. 19351- 
Braid air a' Bhraid. Leis an Lighiche 
Somhairle Bartlett. Eadar-theangaichte 
gu GaidhliC le Anna Nic laine Pricet 
I/- net. From the Secretary, An 
Comunn Gaidhealacht Castlebayt Isla of 
Barra. CopyriGht, 1935- 
Published tor An Comunn Gaidhealachl 
Castlobay Branch, by Alex. MacLaren & 
Sons, 268 Argyle Street, Glasgo-tir, C, 2, 
Printed in Scotland, 
16pp. 19X13- EPL# Mit. 
BASSINg ROSE E. THE TOLDIIE MANUSCRIPTS, 
Londont 1951. 
The Tolmie Manuscripts. By Rose Ethel 
Bassin. 
pp 61-68.20xl7- GU. 
[In 'Journal of the English Polk Dance 
and Song Society'. Voltune VI, No, 3t 
December 1951. Several Gaelic verses. 
Music. I 
BAXTER, RICHARD. POIS SHIORRUIDH NAN NAOMH, 
Edinburgh, 1908o 
The Saint's Everlasting Rest. A treatise 
, on the blessed state of the saints in their 
enjoyment of God in Heaven. Rev. Richard 
Baxter, Translated by the Rev, John 
Forbeso minister of Sleat. Edinburgh, 
John Grant, 1908. 
Fois/ 
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Pois Shiorruidh nan Naomh. Solus air staid 
bheannaichte nan naomh a' mealtainn Dhe air 
Neamh. Le Mr Richard Bacster, Eadar- 
theangaiclite le Iain Poirbeis, ministear 
Shleit, Edinburch: John Grant. '1908. 
xiv, 375pp. 18xl2. AU, 
[First ed, 1862, of which this is a reprint, ] 
BAYNE, RONALD (co-author), DIOGIILUIM 0 
THEAGASG NAN AITHRIECHEAN, See MACADAM, ALEXANDER* 
13, EAN TORRA DHAMH. See MACPHERSON, MARY, 
BEATON, D. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Wick, 1923. 
Biblioar'llphy of Gaelic Books, Pamphlets, and 
Maeazine Articles, for the Counties of Caithness 
and Sutherlandl with bioaraphical notes. Compiled 
by Rev. D. Beatong author of "Ecclesiastical 
History of Caithness". Etc, Ilick: Peter Reid 
6 Coy., Ltd., John 01 Groat Journal Officep 1923. 
75pp. 22x14. NLS, 
BELL, J. J. AN SNAITIINEAN SGARLAID 
Glaseow: n. d. 
An SnL"tithnean Sg 
' 
arlaid. Dealbh-chluich an aon 
sealladh. Gaelic translation of the one-act 
play, Thread ol Scarlett by J. J. Bell. Air 
cqdar-theangachadh le lain MacPhionghuin. An 
Comunn Gaidhealacli, 131 West Regent Street, Glaseow. 
15pp 22xl4. [Ca. 
1950. Printed Caledonian Pressv Glasgow. ] 
[BELL9 JOHN He] See GATHAN GREINE. 
BELLAHOUSTON ACADEMY. See SCHOOL MAGAZINES. 
BHEAN NIGIIEq At. 
lasgow, n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh. 
Aireamh 38. A' Bhean Nighel Luideag-an-Uillt. [13.1. ] 
At phr3. s s; sgillinnean. 6d. Alasdair MacLabhruinn 
agus a Mhic, 360-2 Sraid Earraghaidheall Glascho, 
Pp 19 
r!; 
222p 334-366.22xl4. PC, 
L ron, 'Guth na, Bliadlma! l LIX: 2/3,1912 ,I 
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DHRATACH, Mf. 
Glasgo-tirg n. d. 
Am Bhratach, Leabhar-meudachaidh do 
chummanacht na h-Alba. Uimhir 1. An t- 
Samhuinne PrIs 2ds 
*. Uimhir 2. An Goarran, PrIs 2d, 
a qUimhir 3. PrIs 2d, 
pp yer issue. 38x26. 
Ca, 1940. Approx. 
Published by J,, 11. 
by Unity Press, 65 
Glasgow, C. 4. I 
[Last seen. ] 
NLS. 
one-third Gaelic. 
Miller. Printed 
Burnside St., 
BIBLE. (Note. For remarks on the layout and 
a summary of the publication dates Qf the Bible 
see the 'Summary' note at the end of the entry. 
) 
DIBLE. NEW TESTAMENT. 
Leabhraichean Tiomnaidh Nuaidh ar Tighearn 
agus ar Slanuighir losa Criosd, air an 
eadar-theangachadh oln Ghrougais chum Gaidhlig 
Albannaich. Air iarrtas agus air costus na 
cuideachd urramaich a ta chum eolas Criosdaidh 
a sgaoileadh air feadh Gaidhealtachd agus 
eileana na h-Alba, Duneideann, 1902* 
2 ff 292pp. 2gx22,, GUf NLS, tThe 
Revised Edition: see Rote at end of 
Bible entry. Bound with the revised 
Old Testament (has separate title page 
and pagination), Printed by Oliver and 
Boyd, Edinburgh. ] 
0. na h-Alba. An Comunn-Bhiobull Du'thchail 
na h-Alba. Na h-ard-aitreabhan: 5 Coarnan 
Naoimh Aindreais, Dun-eideann; 224 lar-Shraid 
DhcOrsav Glaschu. 
247P 15xg. NBS, YBeound 
with the 1904 ed. of the Old 
Testament. ] 
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BIDLD. ' NEW TESTk%IENT. (conte) 
Tiomnadh Nuadh ar Tighearna agus ar 
Slanuighir Iosa Criosd, air a tharruing 
oln Ghreigis chum Gaidhlig Albannaichb. 
[Hore a crest] Comunn-Bhlobull Duthchail 
na h-Alba. Na h-ard-aitreabhan-. 5 Cearnan 
Naoimh Aindreaisq Dun-eideann; 224 lar- 
Shraid Dhe%orsa, Glaschu. 1916, Gaelic 32moo 
451P ii. 6x7-3. NBS. fPrinted 
by Turnbull & Spearsq Edinburgh*] 
11 
Ibid. Reprinted 1918,1922j) 1938, n. d. 
Ibid, 
2 ff 220pp. 18xll. NDS, tBound 
with 1908 edition of Old 
Testament, Printed by Morrison 
and Gibb, Edinburgh. ] 
Ibid. 
4 ff' 448pp. 18xll. NBS,, f1915. 
Printed by Morrison and Gibb. ] 
.. Albannaich, - agus air a dhur a mach la h-ughdarras 
Ard-sheanaidh Eaglais na h-Albas An Comunn- 
Ehlobull Dtuthchail na hý-Alba. Na h-ard- 
aitreabhan: 5 Cearnan Naoimh Aindreaisp 
Dun-Oideann; 224 Iar-Shraid Dhe'Orsav Glaschu. 
1901. Gaelic 8vo Neu Testament* 
4 ff 49-8pp. 23x15- NBS, (Printed 
by Neill &- Co., Edinburgh. ] 
I Ibid. Reprinted 1906,1922t 1952. NBS. 
#. Eaglais na h-Alba. The National Bible 
Society of Scotland. Head Offices: 5 St 
Andrew Square, Edinburgh; and 224 West 
George Street, Glasgow, 1907. Gaelic 32mo. 
315pp. 11.9x7.4. NBS, 
,, *Glaseoif. 1909. Gaelic Bourgeois ývo 
Bible. 
264p * 23xl5. NDS, fPrinted 
by Lorimar & Chalmers, Edinburgh. ] 
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BIBLE. NEW TESTAMENT. (cpnt. ) 
. Glasgo-t-r. 1910. Gaelic 32mo, 
I 6pp. 11.6x6.9. NBS* 
Tiomnadh Nuadh ar Tighoarna agus ar Slanuighir 
losa Criosd eadar-theangaichte otn Ghreuoais 
chum Gaelic Albannaich, Pomunn-Bhlobull 
N Duthchail na h-Alba; Na h-ard-aitreabhan-- 
5 Cearnan Naoimh Aindreais, Pun-eideannp 
agus 224 lar-Shraid Dheorsap Glaschu. 1900* 
Gaelic 24mo Testament. 
4 ffq 498pp. 15. %9. GU: CL, 
Ibid. Reprinted 1909,1925. PC, 
Tiomnadh Nuadh ar Tiahearna aeus ar Slanuichir 
losa Criosd air a tharruing oln Ghreiais chiun 
Gaidhlig Albannaich, Comunn-Bh1obull 
, Duthchail na h-Alba, Ila h-ard-aitreabhant Duneideann agus Glaschu. 
The Now Testament of our Lord and Saviour 
-P the original Jesus Christ translated out o. 
Greek and with the former translations 
diligently compared and revised by His 
Majesty's special command appointed to be 
read in churches. Printed by Authority. [Here crest] The Wational, Bible Society 
of Scotland, 5 St, Andrew Squarep Edinburgh. 
224 West George Street, Glasgow. Brevier 
Octavo. 
717P 19xl3o NBS, PC* rThe 
Gaelic and English texts are in 
6 
parallel columns, Referred to as 
"a now parallel Gaelic and English 
edition" in the 1938 catalogue of 
Alexander MacLaren & Sons Glasgow. ] 
Ibid. Reprinted 1965. ' 
[The metrical Psalms are bound with all 
the above editions of the New Testament. ] 
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BIBLE. OLD AND NEIT TESTAMENTS. 
Leabhraichean an t-Seann Tiomnaidh agus 
an Tiomnaidh Nuaidh; air an tarruing o na 
ceud chanainibh chum Gaidhlig Albarmaich* 
Comunn-Bhlobull Du'thchail na h-Alba; Na h- 
ard-aitreabhan: 5 Cearnan Naoimh Aindreais, 
Duneideann; 224 lar-Shraid Dhe'Orsal Glaschu, 
1911, Gaelic 24mo Bible. 
992pp, 15xll. NLS9 PCo 
Ibid, Reprinted 1914,1921t 1927# 1934t 
19-51* 
,* *Glaschu, 1939. Gaelic Bourgeois 8vo ; 
iblo. 
789,264pp. 23xl5. PCO 
[Printed Geo, C. MacKayq Edinburgh. ] 
Ibid. Reprinted 1950, 
[MacLaren refers to a 1924 edition of 
this version but I have not soon thiso) 
BIDLE. OLD TESTVIENT. 
Leabhraichean an t-Seann Tiomnaidht air an 
eadar-theangachadh oln Eabhra chum Gaidhlig 
Albannaich. Air iarrtas agus air costus 
na cuideachd urramach, a ta chum eolas 
Criosdaidh a sgaoileadh air feadh Gaidhealtachd 
agus eileana na h-Alba. Duneideann. 1902. 
2 ff ivp 904pp. 29x22. GTJj ?, Iit. p_NLS, tPrinted 
Morrison & Gibb Ltd.. Revised-Edition. ] 
Leabhraichean an t-Seann Tiommaidho air 
an tarruino ofm choud chanain chum Gaelic 
Albannaich. An Comunn-Bh'iobull Du"thchail 
na h-Alba; Ard-Aitreabh: 5 Cearnan Naoimh 
Aindreaisq Dun-Eidin; Agus 224 lar-Shraid 
Dhe'04rsat Glaschu, 1905, Gaelic 12mo Bible. 
4 ffp 68ipp. 18xll. NBS* 
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BIBLE, OLD TESTAMENT. (cont. ) 
Ibid. Reprinted 1908. 
(Both printed by Morrison & Gibb. ] 
. Albannaich; agus air an cur a mach lo ý-ughd-arras 
Ard-Sheanaidh Eaglais na h-Alba. 
An Comunn-Bhlobull Duthchail na h-Alba; 
Ard-Aitreabh: 5 Cearnan Naoimh Aindreaiss 
Dun-Eidin; Agus 224 
, 
lar-Shraid Dheo*rsag 
Glaachu. 1904. Gaelic 24mo Bible. 
4 ffo 748pp. 15X9- - NBS, 
... Eag-lais na h-Albae The National 
Bible Society of Scotland:; Head Offices: 
5 St Andrew Square, Edinburgh; and 224 
West George Streett Glasgow. 1902. ' 
Gaelic Bourgeois 8vo Bible, 
789PP- 2_3xl5. AU, EU: CL9 NBS* 
lbid, Reprinted 1909o 
(Each of the above editions of the O. T. 
was bound with an edition of the New 
Testament, but the latter had a separate 
title page and pagination in every casee] 
BIBLE. PSALMODY. 
Sailm Dhaibhidht agus laoidhean air an 
tarruing o na Sgriobtuiribh Naomha*. maille 
ri fonnaibh iomchuidh. Air an cur a mach 
le h-ughdarras Ard-Sheanaidh Eaglais na h- 
Alba. [Here crest of burning bush, bearing 
the legend, Nec Tamen Consumebatur. ], London: 
T, Nelson & Sonsj-Paternoster Row; Edinburgh 
and New York. 
No pagination. 17xl3- EU: CLj Nit. 
[Ca* 1906, Contains 16'introductory pp; 
the 218 ff of music are approx. half the 
height of the volume and are above and 
independent of the 239 ff of text, which 
are of equal height, Printed A, Sinclair, ] 
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BIBLE, PSALMODY. (cont. ) See also: 
FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. FUINN NAN SALM 
GHAIDHLIG. 
HATELYt T. L. SEANN PHUINN NAN SALM. 
MACBEANt LACHLAN. FUINN NAN SALMo 
BIBLD, PSALMS. 
The Gaelic Psalms 1694, being a reprint of 
the edition issued by the Synod of Argyll 
in that year with an historical introduction 
by Duncan CO Mactavish. Lochgilphead; 
James M. S. Annan. 1934- 
xxiv, 6 fft 282pp. l9xl2. EU: CLj GU: CLj NLS* 
Sailm Dhaibhidh ann an Dan Gaidhealach: do 
reir na h-Eabhral agus an eadar-theangach-aidh 
a's fearr an Laidin, an Gaidhlic, Is an Gall 
bhourla. Do thionnsenadh in Scanadh Earra 
Ghaidheal sal bhliadhna 1659, agus do chriochnaicheadh 
san 1694, r1an reic arm an eaglaisibh Is ann an 
teaghlaichibh Gaidhealach. Air an glanadh a nis 
o mhoc,, xrachdaibh lionmhor at chlodh-bhualaidlig 
aGus air an atbarrachadh, le ro bheag caochladh 
air na briathraibh, do reir ane sgriobhaidli 
an t-Seann Tiomnaidh agus an Tiomnaidh Nuaidh. 
Le Tomas Ros, LL. D. p Ministoar an t-Soisgeil 
arm an Lochbhraoin. The National Bible Society 
of Scotland: Head Offices-5 St. Andrew Squarej 
Edinburghp and 224 West Geoxýge, Glasgow. 
iv, 396pp. 15XIO. NBS,, 
[Has 1824 Prefacef but is clearly a much 
later reprint; bound with 1900 ed, of the 
Shorter Catechism, Printed by Dallantyne, 
Hanson & Co. 9 Edinburgh, 
] 
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BIBLE. PSALMS. (cont, ) 
Sailm Dhaibhidh ann an Dan Gaidhealach, 
Dun-Eidin: el'o'-bhuailt air son An Comunn- 
Bh3. obull Duthchail na h-Alba. 
97pp 23xl5. . NBS, [Printed 
by Neill &- Co,, Edinl-urgh. 
Bound vrith 1901 ed, of N, T, 3 
Ibid, Roprintedq bound with 1902 Dible7 
lqo6 N, T., 1909 0, T, 
Sailm Dhaibhidh maille ri Laoidbibh air an 
tarruing o na Scrioptuiribh Naomhav chum 
bhi air an scinn ann an aoradh Dhe. Comunn- 
Bh1obull Duthchail na h-Alba; Na h-ard- 
aitreabhan--5 Cearnan Naoimh Aindreaisp 
Duneideann; 221; Iar-Shraid Dhcbrsat-Glaschu, 
93pp 11-7x7.4. NBS, [Bound 
with 19_16 ad, of N. T, 3 
Ibid. Bound also with 1918 ad. of N. T. 
Ibid, 
86pp 15XIO. NBS. [Bound 
with 19219 19279 1951 eds, of 
O. &N. T., and with 1925 ad. of N. T. ] 
Ibid* 
97pp 23xl5. NBS9 PC. [Bound 
with 19229 19399 1952 eds, of 
N. T. and with 1950 ad. of O. T. &- N*T 
Ibid. 
93PP[ 11-3x7.4* NBS.. 
Bound with 1938 and n. d,, 'eds, of N. T 
00 Dhe. Air an leasachadhp agus air an 
cur a mach le h-ughdarras Ard-sheanaidh 
Eaglais na h-Alba, An Comunn-Bh%iobull 
Duthchail na h-Alba: Ard-aitreabh--5 
Coarnan Naoimh Aindreaisq Dun-Eiding agus 
224 Iar-Shraid Dhe%orsa, Glaschu, 
86pp 15x9. fB, 
ound with 1900 od. of N. T. ] 
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BIBLE. PSALMS. (cont. ) 
Ibid, Reprinted, boun. d With 1905 ed. of 
O&T*t and with 1909 ed, of N, T. 
lbid, 
92pp 18xll, NBS, [Botmd 
with 1905 ed,. of O. eJ-T. T.. p 
with 1908 of O. T,, and with n, do ed, 
of N. T. ] 
Ibid. 
95pp 11,9x7.4. NBS. [Dound 
-vith 19079 1910 eds. of N. T. ] 
Ibid, 
PCV NLS. 86pp[BO 15x119 
und vith 0.6 N. T. edse of 19119 
1914,1934.1 
Sailm Dhaibhidhp maille ri Laoidhean oln 
Scrioptur Naonihap chum bhi air an soinn 
ann an aoradh Dhia, Air an leasachadhp 
agus air an cuir a mach reir seoladhp 
iarr. tuisq agus ughdarrais Seanaidh 
Barra-ghaeil. Le 1. Smithq D. D. 
The National Bible Socioty of Scotland: 
Head Offices: 5 St, Andrew Squarep 
Edinburghl and 224 West George Streetq 
Glasgow, 1904, Gaelic Psalms, 
ivt -396pp. 15X10. EU: CL, NBS, ? 
Printed Darien Press. ] 
lbido Reprinted 19089 1921,1939- 
Sailm Dhaibhidh maille ri laoidhibh air an 
tarruing o na scrioptuiribh naomlia chum bhi 
air an seinn ann. an aoradh Dhe. Comunn- 
Bh3. obull DU'thchail na h-Alba. Na h-ard- 
aitreabhan Duneideann aous Glaschu. 
Gaelic Enalish. 
The Psalms of David in metre according to 
the version approved by The Church of 
Scot. d. and/ 
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BIBLE, PSALMS. (cont. ) 
Scotland and appointed to be used in 
worship. The National Bible Society of 
Scotland, 5 Ste Andrew Squaret Edinburgh. 
224 West George Streetv Glasgow. 
Drevier Octavo. 
240pp, 1f Passages of Scripture Paraphrased. 
l9xl2. PC, 
[Bound with n. d. ed. of the parallel 
English and Gaelic N, T, Printed by 
Turnbull & Spears, Edinburgh. ] 
Ibid. Reprinted, bound with 1965 ed. of IT. T., 
parallel English and Gaelic version. 
DIDLE. REFERENCE BIBLE* 
Leabhraichean an t-Seann Tiomnaidh agus an 
Tiom-naidh Nuaidh. Air an tarruing o na ceud 
chanainibh chum Gaelig Albannaich. Revised 
Edition. The National Dible Society of 
Scotland: Head Offices: 5 St Androw Squareq 
Edinburgh, and 224 West George Streetj Glasgow* 
Gaelic 8vo Ref. Bible. 1953. 
1155 P* 20xl5. NBS9 PC. tThe 
first edition was in 18800 of which 
this is a reprint. The imprintl 'Revised 
Edition' derives from the 1880 edition, the 
t*ext'beine a revision by Dr Thomas NacLauchlan 
and Dr Archibald Clerk of the edition 
of 1826. Informative notes, references, 
variant readings; the 1953 ed. does not have 
the maps of the earlier ed, The Old 
Testament and Psalms have separate title 
pages but the pagination is continuous 
throughout. Printed Neill & Co., Edinburgh. ] 
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DIBLE, Summarv. The parts of the Bible are 
regarded as separate publications if they have 
separate title pages and pagination. The 
various editions are arranged above in 
alphabetical order, based on the title page 
transcription. As reprints of particular 
editions are grouped togethert some confusiong 
inevitably, arisos: the following is a 
summary of the publication dates of the various 
parts. 
New Testament: 1900,1901,1902(Revised)q 1904t 
1906P 19079 19089 1909Y 1910,1915P 1916t 19189 
1922, [ca, 19381,1965, n, d, 
Old and New Testaments: 1911,1914,1921,19241 
1927t 1934f 1939,1950,1951. 
Old Testament: 1902,1902(Rovised)t 1904,1905, 
1909. 
Psalmody: [ca. 19061. 
Ps-alms: 1900,1901,1904,1905[2]9 19069 1907t 
1908DF1 1909, lgio, 1911,1914 1916t 19189 
19219 1ý22[2]t 1925,19279 1934[2]t 19389 1939[2]9 
19509 19519 1952p 1965, n. d. 
Reference Bible: 1953. 
BIBLE. [Notee That of 1902 (QT.. & NX. ) is the only 
revised edition in this century. Phe principal 
editors were Revs. Dr John Macloang Neil Dewarl 
Robert Blair and Norman Macleod. It has not proved 
popular. The most important publisher has been 
The National Bible Society of Scotland: its 
present Secretary, James Alexander, has been most 
helpful to me, Donald MacKinnon's 'The Gaelic 
Bible and Psalterl (1930) is very useful-] 
DLAIRq D(UNCAN] B. COINNEACH ODIUR. 
Sydney, C. B,, 1900, 
Coinneach Odhar, am Piosaiche. Lois an Urr. D. B. 
Blair, D. D, g nach naireann. Sydney, C. B.: "Mac-Talla" Office, 1900, 
4 fft 29pp. 16xii. AU9 Ifit, 
T S-G has 1901 for, 1900, erroneously. ] 
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BLAR NA SAORSA, 
Glasgowg n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh. 
Aireamh 32. Blar na Saorsa. Allt-al-Bhan-Chnuic, [Crest. ] Alasdair Mac Labhruinn agus a Nhicq 
360-2 Sraid Earraghaidheal, Glascho. 
Pp 1? 1-162,22xl4. NLS. 
Reprinted from"Guth na Dliadhnall Leabhar 
XII Aireamh 29 An Samhradht- 1914. ] 
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES. See BORD 
TUATHANACHAIS IS IASGAICH. 
DOLG SOLAIR# AM. See STORY$ ELMA. 
BONN-STEIDH AGUS RIAGIIAILTEAN. See AN COMUNN 
GAIDHEALACH. ' 
BORD TUATHANACI1A1: S IS IASGAICII. CLOIMH. CHAORACI-l. 
London, 1910. 
Leaflet No. 61 (Gaelic), Bord Tuathanachais 
*s Iasgaich. Cloimh Chaorach. (Sheep-Scab). 
.* 
[colophon] 49 Whitehall Placep Londong S. W. ; 
haidh so a sgriobadh[sic] anns a bhliadhna 
1899. An dara-sgriobadh 1910. 
7pp. 22xl4. PC. 
BORGSTROMt CARL 11J. THE DIALECT OF DARRA. 
Oslo, 1935. 
The Dialect of Barra in the Outer Hebrides. 
By Carl Hj. Dorgstrým. 
Norsk Tidsskrift for Spro videnskap. Dind VIII. 
1935. Saertrykk[offprintl. 
2 ff PP 71-242.25X17- mit. tThe 
complete Bind VIII ý, ras published 1937-1 
DORGSTROM9 CARL HJ. THE DIALECTS OF SKYE AND 
ROSS-SHIRE. 
Oslot 1941. 
A Linguistic'Survey of The Gaelic Dialects 
ofl 
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of Scotland. Vol. 11 
The Dialects of Skye 
1941. H. Aschehoug & 
168p [including map]. fthorsk 
Tidsskrift 
Suppl. -Dind 11t, 
0 Carl Hi. Borgstrým, 
and Ross-Shire. Oslo 
Co. (11# Nygaard). 
25xl7. AU, 
for Sprogvidenskap, 
Oslo 1941. ] 
a Ross-Shire. Norwegian Univeraities ; 
ress, . [Oslo 19111, in colophon, ] GU: CL, [Hard-cover edition, issued and 
distributed by N, TJ. P. Otherwise 
identical to the above. ] 
BORGSTROMV CARL HJ. THE DIALECTS OF THE 
OUTER HEBRIDES. 
Oslo, 1940. 
A Linguistic Survey of the Gaelic Dialects 
of Scotland. Vol, 1, Carl IIJ. Bor&strým. 
The Dialects of the Outer Hebrides. Oslo 
1940. H. Aschehoug & Co. (W. Nygaard). 
280p [including map], 25xl8. AU,, tworsk 
Tidsskrift for Sprogvidonsk-ap, 
Suppl. Bind 1'. ' 1940. ] 
* Hebrides, Norwegian Universities ýresse [Oslo 1940t in colophon. ] GU: CL, [Ilard-cover edition. During the period 
O: r tho above t1wee publications I the 
-periodical, N. T. S., was edited by 
Carl J. S. Marstrander. ] 
BOTTOMLEY9 GORDON. DEIRDIRE, 
Invernessp 1944. 
Dairdire-. Dealbh-chluich vai ceithir 
earra, nnan an Gaidhlig is am Bourla. Am 
briathran na sgeulachd agus an dain a fhuair 
Alasdair MacGhille-llhlcheil am Barraidh. Le 
Gordon Bottomley. Le earrannan leasachaidh 
air an cur am Beurla le Caitriona P. agus 
Daibhidh/ 
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Daibhidh Urchadan. Inbhir Nis: aig oifis 
"The Northern Chronicle"* 1944. C%oirichean 
gu h-iomlan air an dion. 
Deirdire. Drama In four acts in Gaelic 
and English. Adapted from Alexander 
Carmichael's Barra story and lay by 
Gordon Bottomley with the additional 
passages translated into Gaelic by 
Catherine F. and David Urquhart, Inverness: 
at "The Northern Chronicle" Office* 1944. 
All rights reserved. 
8 ff 159PP. - 19. ='13- AUt GU9 Nit, tEnglish 
and Gaelic texts on facing 
pages, Bottomley dramatised an 
English translation of the Deirdre 
story, his play being translated 
back into Gaelic. ] 
BOULTONg HAROLD (co-editor). OUR NATIONAL 
SONGS, VOLUME II, 
London, Ic, 19241. 
Our National Songs. Collected and arranged 
by Sir Harold Boulton, *Bart., C. V. O. and 
Arthur Somervoll. Volume II. Copyright 
HCM)XX1V by J. B. Cramer & Co. Ltd. for all 
countries, Price 4/- nett, J, B. Cramer 
&. Coe Ltd; 139p Neu Bond Street, London, 
W. I. Neu York: Chappell-Harms (inc), 185, 
Madison Avenue, Printed in England. 
ff 77PPt 3 ff of Ads, 3lx25- NLS, (Contains 
3 Gaelic songsg with trans- 
lations by Neil Shaw. Staff music, 
piano accompaniment. ] 
BOULTONt HAROLD (co-editor), OUR NATIONAL 
SONGS9 VOLUME III, 
Londont [c. 19251, 
Our National Songs. Collected and arranged 
by/ 
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by Sir Harold Boulton, Dart., C. V. 0., and 
Arthur Somervell. Volume 111, Copyright 
MCICXXV by J. B. Cramer & Co, Ltd, for all 
countries. Price 4/- nett. ' J. B. Cr&n. er 
& Co. Ltd* 139p Now Bond Streetv Londont 
11,1, Now York: Edward Schuberth to Co. 
i fp 75PP9 3 ff. 3lx25. NLS. 
[2 Gaelic songs, ivith English trans- 
lation. Volume I of this series 
contained no Gaelic, ] 
BOULTON$ HAROLD. SONGS OF THE NORTH# 
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY VOLTR4E. 
Londonp [Pref. 19351* 
Fiftieth anniversary volume. Songs of 
the Northt gathered together from the Highlands 
and Lowlands of Scotland. Edited by Harold 
Boulton. Music composed and arranged by 
Malcolm LQuson, Evelyn Sharpeg Robert 
Macleod, Granville Bantockt Arthur Somervellp 
J. Michael Diack. Illustration by J., H* 
Lorimer, A. R. W. S., Corr. Nem. Institute of 
France. Price 151-, London: J. Bo Cramer 
& Co* Ltd., 139, New Bohd Street, W,; 
Sitipkin, Marshall, Hamiltont Kent & 
Co, Ltd* New York: Edward Schuberth 
coo 
If Ill. f 12 ffq 230ppt 2 ff Ads. 32x25. Mit. [Some original Gaelic songsq and 
translationi of English and Scots 
songs into Gaelic, Neil Shaw and Rev. 
Alex. MacKinnon being the translators. 
Mainly English and Scots words, however, 
Preface signed, "Harold Boulton. Inch 
Kennetht May 26th, 1935-11 The songs 
In the collection were also published 
separately by Cramer, ] 
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BOULTON9 HAROLD. SONGS OF THE YORTIls VOL. III. 
London, n. d. 
Vol, III. Songs of the North, gathered 
together from the Highlands and Lowlands 
of Scotland, Edited by Harold Doultone 
Music arranged by Robert Macleod, The 
Gaelic text edited by Neil Shaw, Illustrated 
by J, H, Lorimer, A. R. W. S., Corr. Mem. 
Institute of France, Price 21/- nett. ' 
London: J. D, Cramer & Co. Ltd., 1399 
Now Bond Streett IT.; Simpkin, 1-farshallp 
Hamilton,, Kent & Co. Limited. New York. * 
Edward Schuberth & Co, ( Printed in 
England. ). 
11 ffy 157PP? If Ad, 32x25. NLS. 
[Contains 14 Gaelic songs out of a 
total of 53. Of the formerg four 
are original, nine are Gaelic 
translations of English lyrics by 
Boultong and one a trans, of a song 
by Mrs M. Lauson; the translations 
were by Duncan Johnston (1), Revo 
Alex, MacKinnon (2)v John MacMillan (2)p 
and Neil Shaw (5). Music in stafft 
with piano accompaniment. All Gaelic 
texts have versified English translations 
on the facing page. ] 
BOULTON9 HAROLD. MIORDHUIL NEO-SGRIODIITE 
LE CALUM CILLE.. 
London, [c-19301* 
An Unrecorded Miracle of St* Columba, By 
Harold Boulton. With a Gaelic translation 
by Archibald McDonald and a drawing by 
Avild Rosenkrantz, London: Philip Allan 
& Co. Ltd, t Quality Houset Great Russell 
Street, W*C*I, 
(on p 21] Hiorbhuil Noo-sgriobhte le Calum 
cillo/ 
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Cillo. Le H. Boulton. Eadar-theangaichte 
le Gilleasbuig MacDhom'anuill. 
2 ff, 1f Ill., 41pp. [Gaelic text pp 23- 
411.22xl8. AU. 
[Dears the imprint. 'All rights reserved 
19301 Printed The Camelot Press 
Limited, London and Southampton. ] 
BRANDANE, JOHN. RUAIRIDH ROI14H-AIEMICHTE. 
Glaseow, 1937. 
Ruairidli Roimh-Ainmichte. Cluich-abhachd ann 
an aon earrainn le Jobn Brandano, Air 
eadar-theangachadh gu Gaidhlig le Aonghas 
Mac 11haoilein. Glascho: Alasdair 
NacLabhruinn agus a Iflaic, 268 Sraid 
Earra Ghaidheal, C, 2,1937- 
29ppt 3 ff Ads. 19xl3- EPL9 GU: CL, Mit. 
13RANDAITE v JOBN. S LEMI PHIN AN GLEANN. 
Glasgow. 1935. 
IS Leam Fhin an Gleann, Cluich aighearach 
arm an tri carrannan le-John Brandane. Air 
cadar theangachadh gu GaidhlIg le To So 
Ilao-a-Phoarsaino Ccannloch. A' choud 
duais, Mod, 1932. An Comunn Gaidhealacht 
212 Iar ShrýLid Sheoraist Glaschug C. 2. 
1935- 
123P 19xl3. EPL9 GU: CL, rPrintod 
Alex. Learmonthp Stirling, ] 
9 
BRANDANDs JOHN. AN TIGH-OSDA. 
Glasgow, 1950- 
Dealbh-chluichean. an Gaidhlig. An Tigh- 
Osda. Dealbh-chluich an aon sealladh. 
Gaelic translation of the one-act play, 
The Change-House, by John Brandane, Air 
eadar-theangachadh le Domhnall Mae Dhomhnaill 
(Eirisgeidh)/ 
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(Eirisgeidh), An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
131 West Regent Streetv Glasgow. 1950. 
28ppý l9xl3- 
Part of a series of translated plays 
issued by An Co 
, 
munn Gaidhealach. 
Printed by Alex. Learmonth, Stirling. ] 
BRITISH DROADCASTING CORPORATIONV THE. 
LEARNING GAELIC. (First Series] 
Ifemblay, 1949. 
British Broadcasting Corporation. Learning 
Gaelic. Ton elementary broadcast lessons. 
Scottish Home Service (391-1 metres), 
Mondays: 6.45P. M. -7-OOP. m. 17 October- 
19 December 1949. 
(End page] Published by the British 
Broadcasting Corporation, The Grammar 
School, Searle Road, Wembley. Printed 
by R. &- R. Clark, Ltd., Edinburgh. 
No. 2430- 
23PP- 22xl4. EPLt Mit, 
BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATIONg THE. 
LEARNING GAELIC. (Second Series] 
I Ifembleyt 1950. 
British Broadcasting Corporation. Learning 
Gaelic. The second series of broadcast 
lessons. Scottish Home-Service (ý91.1 
vietres). Mondayst 6.45P. m. -7-05P-ni- 
16 January-10 April 1950, Repeated Fridays 
10-15p-m--10.35p. m. 
[End page] Published by the British 
Broadcasting Corporation, The Grammar 
Schoolf Scarle Road, Wembley. Printed 
by R. & R. Clarkf Ltd. t Edinburgh. No. 2472. 31pp. 2lxl4. NLSj PC* 
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BRITISH BROADCASTING COIRPORATION, THE, 
LEARNING GAELIC, [Third Series] 
London, 1950, 
British Broadcasting Corporation. Learning 
Gaelic. The third series of broadcast 
lessons. Scottish Home Service (371.1 
metres), Wednesdays: 6.50p. m. -7-IOP-m- 
Repeated Fridays 10-15-10-35P. m. 
(cover] B, B. C, Scottish Home Service, 
18 Oct, to 27 Dec, 1950, 
[End page] Published by the British 
Broadcasting Corporation, 35 Marylebone 
High Street# London, Wel. Printed by 
R. & R. Clark., Ltd., Edinburgh. Noe 2611. 
31pp. 21xI4. NLS9 PC. 
BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION# THE. 
LEARNING GAELIC. (Fourth Sories] 
Londong 1951- 
British Broadcasting Corporation. Learning 
Gaelic. The fourth series of broadcast 
lessons* Scottish Home Service (371.1 
metres). Wednesdays., Repeated Fridays* 
[cover] B*B. C. Scottish Homo Services 
3 January to 21 March 1951, 
[End page] Published by the British 
Broadcasting Corporationg 35 Narylebone 
Hisgh Streetp Londont W. 1, Printed by 
R. &- R. -Clarkt Ltd. # Edinburgh. No. 2649. 
31pp. 2lxl4. PC, 
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BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATIONy THE, 
LEARNING GAELIC. [Fifth Series] 
[Londonjq 1956. 
British Broadcasting Corporation. Learning 
Gaelic, Ten elementary broadcast lessons* 
Scottish Home Services 371mo 809KO/s; 
93-1mols VHr- Tuesdayst 10 to 10.15p. me 
9 October-11 December 1956. 
[End page] Printed by R* &- R, Clarho 
Edinburgh, 
23PP 2lxl4. PC* [The 
fifth series of lessons was a repeat 
of the first, and the 1956 booklet 
therefore a reprint of that of 1949. 
All 5 booklets are liberally illustrated 
with photos and line drawings. 
The lessons were devised by Edward 
Pursell, of Campbeltownt and Hugh 
Macphee; John Bannerman and the late 
Archie Hendry viere the narratorsq and 
the broadcasts were produced by Hugh 
Macphee. This information was obtained 
from Miss Mary MacPherson of the B. B. C .I 
BROADWOOD9 LUCY E. GAELIC FOLK SONGS, 
London, 1931-34. 
Gaelic Polk Songs, 
Pp 280-303* pp 112-519 89-969 138-146.21X17- 
(A numýered series of 52 Gaolic folk 
songs, with music and some translationsp 
contained in'Journal of the Polk-Song 
SocietV9 Volume VIII, 19319 and in 
:3 ccnsecutive numbers of 'Journal of 
the English Folk Dance and Song 
Sooiet-y'q Volume 1.1932-34, the 
latter periodical being the continuation 
of the former. The songs were recorded 
from Kate MacLean of'Arisaig and edd. 
by Lucy Broadwood from the transcripts 
of Frances Tolmie. ] 
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BROSNACIIADH. See CLANN NA H-ALBA. 
DRUCE9 GEORGE. THE SCOTTISH LITEPURY REVIVAL. 
Londong 1968. 
The Scottish Literary Revival. An 
anthology of twentieth-century poetry 
edited by George Bruce. Collier- 
Macmillan Limited, London, The 
Macmillan Company, New York. 
First printing 1968. 
xit 130PP- 22xl5. [Contains Gaelic, poems by Sorley 
Maclean and Derick Thomson. Printed 
Morrison & Gibb Ltd, Edinburah and 
London, ] 
BRUCE9 GEORGE (co-oditor). SCOTTISH POETRYO 
NUMBER ONE, 
Edinburgh, n#do 
Number Ono. Scottish Poetry. Edited by 
George Druce, Maurice Lindsay and Edwin 
Morgan for the University Pross, Edinburche 
x, 96pp. lqxll. 
[Cas 1965. Gaelic poems by Derick Thomson. ] 
BRUCE, GEORGE (co-editor). SCOTTISH POETRYv 
NUMBER THREE, 
Edinburgh, [c. 1968]. 
Number Three, Scottish Poetry. Edited by 
George Bruce, Maurice Lindsay and Edwin 
Morgan for the University Press, Edinburgh. 
125P 19xll. fCopyright 
imprint, tc, Edinburgh 
'University Press, 1968.1 Axaerican 
distributorst Aldine Publishing Co., 
Chicago. Printed T.. &- A. Constableg 
Edinburgh. Gaelic poems by Maclean 
and Thomson. Number Two had no Gaolic, ] 
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BRUCE, GIEORGD J. DO LUCIID-TkGHAIDH 
SIIIORRAIIACHD INBHIR-NIS. 
Invernessq n-. d. 
Do Luchd-taghaidh Shiorranachd Inbliir- 
nis,, s 
jText] 
[Sub-signed Deorsa Seumas Brus (Goorg6 
James Brucell Author-Journalist, 161A 
Strandp Lunnain, 
4pp[l,, 'F in Gaelic]. 35x22, NLS, 
[An election leaflet of 1918. Printed 
the tHighland Newst Printing and 
Publishing Works, Inverness. ] 
DUCHANANg DUGALD. BEATHA AGUS IONPACHADH. 
Glasgow, 1928s 
Beatha agus Iompachadh 
a dhicue ann. an Ranach 
1768 air a soriobhadh 
Alasdair Ifac Labhruinn 
Sraid Earraghaidhealp 
185pp. 17xl2. 
.. 
Dhu, ghaill Dochannain 
sat bliadlina[sic] 
leis fhein). Glascho: 
Is a Nhict 360-364 
0.2.1928. 
AU* 
LFirst ad. 1844, of which this is a 
reprint, ] 
BTJCHANANp DUGALD. BEATHA AGUS IOMPACHADH 
MAILLE RtA LAOIDHEAN. 
Edinburgho 1908. 
The Life and Conversion of Dugald Buchanan 
who died at Rannach in 1768 (, written by 
himself) to which is annexed his spiritual 
hymns. "The riGhtcous shall be in 
everlasting remembrance'. --Ps. CXII. 6. 
"He boing dead yet speaketh. 11--liebe X1.4. 
Edinburgh: John Grant, 31 George IV. Bridge. 
19080 
Beatha agus Iompachadh Dhug. Bochannain 
a dhtoug ann an Ranach dat bhliadhna 
, 1768/ 
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1768, (air a sgrj'Lobhadli leis fhein) maille 
r1a laoidhean spioradail. "Air chuimhne 
gu brath bithidh am f1rean". -Salm CXII. 6. "Air dha bhi marbh, tha e fathast a' labhairtl. - Eabh. XI. 4. Edinburgh: John Granto 31 
George IV. Bridge, 1908. 
vi, 185pp, pp 1-47[The latter section has the 
fly-titlet-ý-'Laoidhean Spioradail le Dughall 
Dochannan". ] 17xl2, PC, 
[The hymis have separate pagination, but 
are covered by the volume's main title 
page* This ed, is identical to that of 
1844p uhich also included both the 
autobiography and hymns, The editor -was 
John MacKenzie. ] 
BUCHANANp DUGALD. SPIRITUAL SONGS, 
Edinburghg 1913- 
The Spiritual Songs of Dugald Buchanan* 
Edited with introduction, notes and vocabulary 
by Rev. Donald Macleanq author of "The 
Highlands before the Reformation"q "Duthil: 
Past and Present", "The Literature of the 
Scottish Gael'19 etc. New edition, Edinburght 
John Grant, 31 George IV, Bridge, 1913, 
xii, 114pp. 2lxl5. AUO EU: CL9 Mit. 
[Printed Oliver ?,. Boyd, Edinburgh. ] 
DAIN SPIORADAIL. 
Glasgow, 1946. 
Dain Spioradail le Dughall Bochanan. The 
Spiritual Songs of Ducald Duchanan, Glasgow: 
Alex, MacLaren & Sons, 268 Argyle Street, C. 2. 
First published 1767. Second edition 1773. 
Reprinted perhaps forty times. MacLaren's 
new edition 1946. 
2 fft 59PPs 3 ff Ads. 19X13- PC. 
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[B=ANv JOIDT], AN COGADH NAOMH. 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
Cocadh mor na h-Eorpa. An CoGadh Naomh. 
Part One. [Here crest of burning bush, 
circumscribed by the legend, -Eaglais 
na h-Albap An Eaglais Shaor Aonaichtet 
An Baglais Shaer. ] Printed by Oliver 
and Boydf Edinburght for The Church of 
Scotlandp The United Free Church of 
Scotland# and The Free Church of Scotland,; 
iv, 63pp. 14xio. NLS. 
o oPart Two. [Otherifise title page as ýbove. ] 
xiit pp 64-135- 14xio. NLS, [Issued during World liar One, ] 
AN COGADH NAOMH. 
Edinburgh, n, d, 
Cogadh na Saorsa. An Cogadh Naomh. A 
Choud Earrann. [Here crest of burning 
bushp circumscribed by the legendg-Eaglais 
na h-Alba, An Eaglais Shaor. ] Printed 
by Oliver and Boydq Edinburghg-for The 
Church of Scotland, The Free Church of 
Scotland, 
ivq 63pp. 14xio. NLS, 
. Earrann Ile [Other-t-zise title page as ýboveel 
viij pp 64-135- 14xio. NLS. 
(A reprint of the above-JCogadh mor 
na h-EOrpaL-edition; it was 
distributed to soldiers during 
World 'War Two. A Gaelic translation 
of Bunyan's Holy War was first published 
in 1840.1 
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BUNYA179 JOHN, GRAS AM PAILTEAS. 
Edinburgh, 1902. 
Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners. 
By John Bunyan. "This is a faithful 
sayingg and worthy of all acceptation, 
that Jesus Christ came into the world 
to save sinners, of whom I am the chief"-- 
I Tim. 1.15. Edinburgh: John Grant, 31 
George IV. Bridge. 1902. 
Gras am Pailteas do Cheann-feadhna nam 
Peacach. Lo lain Buinian. "Is fior an 
radh so, agus is airidh o air gach aon chor 
air gabhail ris, guln tiýinig Iosa Criosd 
dotn t-saoghal a thearnadh phoacach d1am 
mise Pm ceud-fhear"--I Tim. lel5- 
Edinburgh: John Grants 31 George IV, Bridge* 
1902, 
xiit I f, pp 14-223.16xl2, AUO Nit. 
[Contains editorial notes signed- 
1J. MIK, Edinburgh, 14th Juno 1847* 
The editor was John Mackenzie. The 
1902 ed. was Printed by Oliver & Boyd, 
Edinburgh, ) 
BUNYANt JOHN. AN SAOGHAL A TA RI TEACHD. 
Edinburght 1903- 
The World to dome; Oro Visions of Heaven 
and Hell, By John Dunyan. "And Jesus 
said into himq Verily I say unto theeg 
Today shalt thou be with me in paradise"-- 
LW-. e XX111.43. "For God shall bring 
every work into judgement, with every 
secret thing, whether it be good, or 
whether it be evil"--Eccles. X11.14. 
Edinburgh: John Grant, George IV. Bridge. 
1903. 
An Saoghal a ta ri teachd; no Seallaidhean 
Neimh agus Ifrinn. Le lain Buinian,, "Agus 
thubhairt/ 
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thubhairt losa ris, Gu deimhin tha mi 
'a radh riut gulm bi thu maille riumsa 
an. diugh ann am P-Cirras'l-Luc. XXIII. 43- 
110ir bheir Dia gach obair chum breitheanaist 
maille ris gach ni diomhair nia's math, no 
ma's ole oll-Ecclezi. XII. 14. Edinburgh: 
John Grant, George IV. Dridge. 190). 
4 fft 172pp. 14xio. AU, Nit. 
First ed. 1844, of which this is a 
reprint. Translated by John Mackenzie. ) 
DUNYANq JOHN. TURAS At CHRIOSDAIDH. 
Edinburght 1912. 
The Pilgrim's Progress from this 
the world to-come under the simi, ' 
a dream, in three Partsq by John 
"I have used similitudes. "--Ilos. 
Edinburgh: John Grantt 31 George 
1912* 
world to 
Litude of 
Dunyan, 
x1l. 10. 
IV, Bridge 
Cuairt an Eilthiricho no Turas a' Chriosdaidh 
oln t-saoghal so chum an t-saoghail a ta 
ri teachd fo shamh1a bruadair, ann an tri 
earrannang le Iain BuiiAan. "GhNathaich mi 
cosamhlachdan". -Hos. XII, 10, Edinburgh: 
John Grant, 31 George IV. Bridge. 1912. 
vi, 413PP- 18xl2, AUj GU, 
[The first Gaelic ed, was in 1812; 
the present ed. was printed from 
the strootype plates made by Maclachlan 
and Stevart, Edinburgh, in 1845. The 
editor was John Mackenzieo] 
TURUS A' CHRIOSDUIDH. 
London, 1929. 
Turus at Chriosduidh oln t-saoghal so 
chum an t-saoghail ri teachd air a chur 
an riochd aisline le lain Buinian. Ghn; Lthaich 
ml cosamhlachdan--IIosea XII. 10. Air a chur an 
Gaidhli, g/ 
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Gaidhlig Albm-;; inaich le Calwn MacGhillinnein, 
D, D, q an Dun-eideann, 
(Pilgrim's Progress 
in Scottish Gaelic). Comunn nan 
Trachdannan Diadhaidh an Lunnuinn, 1929, 
221pr; 16 ff Ills. [in text], 18X13, AUt PC, 
Printed Darien Presst Edinburgh, ] 
TURUS Al CHRIOSDUIDH. 
London, 1953. 
Lunnuinn. 1953, Llp*; 16 ff Ills. [in text). 18X13- PC, FForeword 
by T. M. Murchison. Printed 
Love and Brydonel London. ] 
BURlNSj ROBERT. DAIN IS LUINNEAGAN. 
Glaseow, n. d, 
Daing is luinneagan, Robert Burnsv eadar- 
theangaichte doln Ghaidhlig Albannache 
Songs and poems of Robert Burns, Translated 
into Scottish Gaelic by Charles MacPhaterj 
Glasgow. Glasgow: Alex. M? Laren & Son, 
360-362 Argyle Street, Dumfries: R, G. 
Mannq Courier and Herald Offices* 
ivo I ft Viiii 355PP; 15 ff Ills. [in text], 
20xl4. AU9 GUI Mit,, NLS, 
[Ad, in ! An Deo-Greinel, Nay 1909, as 
"now in press"; add. for sale by MacLaren's 
in 'An Deo-Greinel, Nov. 1911. The Ills* 
comprise photos and line drawings. ) 
CABAIRNEACH, AN. See COMUNN NA H-OIGRIDH, 
PEACHD PHORTRIGHI. 
CAINNT AGUS FACAIL IOMCHUIDH AIR SON COINNIMII, 
See CLANN AN PHRAOICH, 
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CALDER, GEORGE (editor), 
LORE. 
FOLK TALES AND FAIRY 
Edinburgh, 1910., 
Polk Tales and Fairy Lore in Gaelic and 
English, Collected from oral tradition 
by Rev. James MacDougallq sometime Minister 
of Durorg author-of "Craignish Tales". and 
"Polk and Hero Tales"* Edited vith intro- 
duction and notes by Rev. George Calderl 
B. D., Minister of Strathfillan,, author of 
"The Irish Aeneid'19 Honorary Member of the 
Caledonian Medical Society, Edinburgh: 
John Grant. 9 31 Geor e IV, Bridge 1910. 
XV9 328pp; If Ill. 
ffrontispi6cei. 
23xl6. GU9 Mite, NLS, 
[Illo is, photo of MacDougall. The English 
and Gaelic are on facing pages. Printed 
Archibald Sinclair, Glasgatir, ] 
CALDERp GEORGE. GAELIC G. WMAR* 
Glasgowq [Into, 1923]* 
A Gaelic Grammar, containing the parts of 
speech and the general principles of 
phonology and etymology, with a chapter on 
proper and place names. By George Calderp 
B. D. p D. Litt., Lecturer in Celtic, University 
of Glasgow. Glasgow: Alex, MacLaren & Sons, 
360-362 Argyle Street. 
xiv, If Abbrev,, 352pp, 20xl3- 'AU9 GU: CLqMit. 
[Introduction subscribed-JGlasgow, May 
19231,1 1 
CALDER9 GEORGE (editor). See MACINTYRE, 
DUNCAN BAN. ORAIN GHAIDHEALACH* 
CALDER9 GEORGE (editor)* See ROSS9 WILLIAM. 
ORAIN GHAIDHBALACH* 
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CALVINt JOHN. AD-TIMMOHIOL AN CHREIDDIH. 
Edinburgh, 1962, 
Adtio. -nchiol an Chreidimh, The Gaelic Version 
of John Calvin's Catechismus Ecclesiae 
Genevensis. A facsimile reprintp including 
the prefixed poems and the Shorter 
Catechism of 1659, ifith Notes and Glossaryl 
and an Introduction, Edited by R. L. 
Thomson, Lecturer in the Department of 
English Language and Medieval Literaturey 
University of Leeds, Published by 
Oliver & Doyd for the Scottish Gaelic 
Texts Society, Edinburgh. 1962. 
Scottish Gaelic Texts,, Volume Seven, 
xlviiiv 264pp. 23xl6. 
[No En. -lish translationt but 
comprehensive glossary. Printed 
Robert Cunningham 4. Son Ltdq Alva. ) 
CAMERON, Mrs. MIANNSACHD. 
Edinburgh, 1916. 
Illaruisachd agus Rannan -Eile le Mrs 
Camaran a bha uair-eiginn am Monar. 
Edinburgh: John Grantt 31 Georgo IV, 
Bridge. 1916. 
37pp 18xl2, [Printed 
Oliver 
CAMERON9 ALEXANDER. 
AGUS LITRICHEANI. 
Edinburght 1926. 
Am Bard. Orain, Sgriobhaidhean agus 
Litrichean Bard Thurnaig (Alasdair 
Camshron). Air an deasachadh agus air 
an cur a mach le Iain MacAla5dair 
Iloffat-Pender, Roimh-radh le Uilleam 
IfacBhatair/ 
PC. 
Boyd, Edinburgh. ] 
ORAIN, SGRIOBHAIDREAN 
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11acBhatair, M. A., LL, D. q Ard-Ollamh na 
Gaidhlig an Oil-thieh Dhun-Eideann. 
Dun-Eideann, U, 1.1, Urcharqai. -, m agus a 
Mhac, 1926. 
232PP; 7 ff Illsjin text]. 23xl5. AU, 
EU9 GU. 
[Contains 1 photo of Bard and editor, 
I photo of Bard and friends, 5 
watercolour scenes on boards: not 
Included in pagination, Printed A* 
Sinclairg Glasgow. ] 
CAMERON9 HECTOR, NA BAIRD THIRISDEACH. 
[Glascoif], 1932o 
Na Baird Thirisdeach. Saothair ar 
co-luchd-duthcha aig an tigh Is bho"n tigh. 
Agus[sic] air a dheasachadh leis an Urr. 
Eachann Camshron. 1932, Air a chur a mach 
leis At Chomunn Thirtsdeach. 
The Tiree Bards. Being th 
compositions of natives of 
and abroad. Edited by the 
Cameron, 1932, Published 
Association, 
xxiv 438PP* 23XI5. [Printed 
Eneas Mackayp 
e original 
Tiree at home 
Rev. Hector 
by The Tiree 
AU9 EU9 GU9 Mit. 
Stirling. ) 
CAMERONO JOHN, of Sunderland* THE GAELIC 
NAMES OF PLANTS. 
Glaseow, . 1900. 
The Gaelic Names of Plants (Scottish, Irish, 
and Manx)q collected and arranged in 
scientific orderg with notes on their 
etymology, uses, plant superstitions, etc., 
among the Celtsq with copious Gaelict 
'English, and scientific indicest by John 
Cameron, Sunderland. "What's in a 
naine? That which we call a rose / By any other 
name-would smell as sweet. 11--Shakespeare. 
New/ 
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New and revised edition, Glasgow: John 
Mackay, "Celtic 'Monthly'' Office, I 
Blythswood Drive. 1900. 
xv 1 160 -1f Ill. 
[frontispiece photo of 
Cameronýp. 23XI5. AU, GU9 Mit. 
[Printed Sinclairg Glasgow, Pirst ed, 1883-1 
CAMBRON9 JOHN9 of Ullapool (translator). 
See MARSHALL9 ALEXANDER, SLAINTE ANN AN 
RATHAD DHE. 
CAMERONq NEIL. SERMONS. 
Inverness, 1932. 
Memoirg Biographical Sketchesq Letterst 
Lectures and Sermons (English and Gaelic) of 
the Rev. Neil Camerong Glasgow. Edited by the 
Rev. D. Beatong Oban. Inverness: printed by 
the Northern Counties Newspaper and'Printing 
and Publishing Company Limited. 1932. 
1f 111-9 vii, 304pp; 
[pp 
271-304 Gaelic]. 
19xl3. PC. 
CAMERON LEES9 JAMES. BEATHA AGUS CAITHEAM11- 
BEATHA, 
Edinburgh, [Intro. 19161. 
Cogadh mor na h-Ebrpa. Beatha agus Caitheamh- 
Beatha. Camaran Lees. [Crest of burning bush, - 
Eaglais na h-Alba An Eaglais Shaor Aonaichtej 
An Eaglais Shaor. 
1 
Printed by Oliv'er and Doyd, 
Edinburgh, for The Church of Scotland, The 
United Free Church of Scotlandl The Free 
Church of Scotland. 
xiq 2pp. 14xio. NLS. TIntroduction 
by N. MacLean, dated 1916.1 
CAMPDELLj Mrs. A. See MACKINNON, ?, URY A. 
CAMPBELL* ANGUS. ORAIN GHAIDHLIG. 
Glasgow, 1943. 
Orain Ghaidhlig le Aonghas Caimbeal, Nis, 
Leodhas. Gaelic Songs by Angus Campbell, Ness, 
Lewis. Glasgow: printed by John Thomlison, 
l, zcL .9 btanley Works 1943. 32pp, 19.. %13. PC, 
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CAIMPBELL, CALUM. LAOIDHEAN. 
Stornoway, n. d. 
Laoidhean le Calum Caimbeult a Bliradhagair. 
(Air an sgriobhadh leis an Urr. Murchadh Caimbeul. ) 
Printed at the Gazette Office, Stornoway, 
8pp. 22xl4. PC. 
[Fairly recent. ] 
CAMPBELL9 CATHERINE. LAOIDHEAN GHAIDHLIG. 
Stornowayt n, d, 
Laoidhean Gliaidhlig le Catriona Caimbel. PrIs 
[Back cover] Published by A. McLeodj Marybankt 
Stornowayq and printed by Stornoway Gazette Limitedq 
10 Francis Streetq Stornoway, 
36pp, 3 ff Ills, [in text]. 22xl4. PC. ýA 
few tunes in staff and solfa. Preface 
by'A. M. L. I. 3 photos. Fairly rýecent*] 
CAMPBELLp DUGALD J. A PIIIOB-MHOR, 
N, p,, n, d, 
An ceol a bu bhinne a chula[sic) sassunnach 
riabht a phiob-mhor. 
4pp. JL8xl3- PC, 
[Around the turn of the century. ] 
CAMPBELL, G. MURRAY* EDWARD Vllp KING OF SCOTS. 
' N. p, p*[19101. 
Edward VII, King of Scots. 7-5-1910. By G* 
Murray Campbell, English translation by Norman 
Grieve. 
19pp 15Jcl2, EU, [English 
and Gaelic on facing pages. 
I quatrain per page only. ] 
CAMPBELL9 HILDA M. ORAIN NA CLARSAICH. 
London, [c. 19331- 
Orain na. Clarsaich (Songs of the Harp). 
Arranged by 11ilda Me Campbell (Airds). 
English words by Harold Boulton. With 
Porevords/ 
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Forewords by Hilda Mary Campbell and Harold 
Boulton. Copyrigght. Price 3/6. Paterson's 
Publications Ltd; London: 36-40 Wigmore 
. Streetq W. I.; Edinburgh: 27 George Street. 
New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 62 Cooper 
Square. Canada: Anglo-Canadian Music Co. 9 
144 Victoria Street, Toronto, New Zealand: 
C. Begg & Cool Ltd. 9 Manners Streett 
Wellington. 
24pp 3lx25. Mit, v NLS, [The 
songs were individually copyrighted 
in 1933; the vol. was acquired in Mit. 
in 1933. Text in Gaelic and English* 
Music in both notationsg harp accomps, 
Contains 8 son s. Cover design by 
Anna MacBrido. 
j 
CA11PBELL9 JAMES (editor)* See MACKENZIE9 
LACHLAN, LECTURES2 SERMONS AND WRITINGS, 
CAMPBELLj JOHN, of Glasgow (compiler). See 
COMUNN SOISGEULACH GAIDHEALACH GHLASCIIO, 
LAOIDIIEAN SOISGEULACH, 
CJUIPBELLq JOHN9 of Sydney. MARBILRANN AGUS 
LOIDII. BANr., j,, L SPIORADAIL* 
Sydney, N. S., 1947- 
Marbhrann agus Loidhean[sic] Spioradail 
eadartheangaichte oln Bheurla le Iain 
Caimbeul. Sydney, N. S. 1947. 
16pp. 16xl2. PC, Xavier, 
CAMPBELL9 JOhN# of Sydney. MARBIHIANNe 
Nep, tn, d, 
Marbhrann le Iain Caimbeul Sidini - 
Air son a bhlean[sic] a caochail Isa 
bhliana 1939. 
[Referred to in Clare and Dunn, ] 
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CAMPDELLI JOHNj Seonaidh mac Dhorihnaill lie 
Iain Bhain. ORAIN GHAIDHLIG. 
Dunfermlino-9 1936. 
Orain Ghaidhlig le Sconaidh Caimbeul (Seonaidh 
mac Dhomhnaill tic Iain. Bh*Exin). Air an toirt 
sios le lain Mac Aonghuis. Air an deasachadh 
le lain Lathrna Caimbeul (fear-deasachaidh 
I'Duain Ghaidhealach mu Bhliadhna Thearlaich"). 
Chaidh an leabhar so chlb-bhualadh ann an 
Alba le I. B. Mac Aoidh agus a Chuideaclid, 
ann an Dun Pharlaing riiobha, gu feum an 
Ughdairg anns a' bhliadhna 1936. 
xvii 130PP. 19XI3, NLS. [Frontispiece 
photo, 'Seonaidh agus a' 
chas-chrom aigelt, included in the pagination. 
Privately published by Campbell(J. L. ). ] 
ORAIN GHAID11LIG. 
Dunfermlino, 1937. 
Ibid. [Title page as above. ] 
At Chiad Chlo-Bhualadh ... 1936, An Darna Cib-bliualadh. , , Arn Marto 1937. 
1f Ill., xviiq 130PP. 19xl3. GUj Mit., PC* 
(Reprint. Difference in pagination due 
to fly-title page in this edition*] 
CAMPBELL, JOHN F. BLAR TRAIGH TRAIGH GHRUINNEAIRD. 
Edinbur, gh, 1950, . 
Ian OC Ile Ms. VII, Ian Deoir. Earrann I* 
Blar Traigh Ghruinneairde John Grantp 
Booksellers Ltd. 9 31 George IV Dridgeq Edinburgh. 1950. 
6 ff 22pp. 22, -, 14. PC. tContaiAs 
also the storiesl Na Domhnullaich 
agus na Leatnanaicn, ana Raonail Arrunnacii 
Is Seumas MaoDhomhnaill, ] 
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CAMPBELL9 JOHNT F. THE CELTIC DRAGON MYTH. 
-Edinbur, gh, 1911. 
The Celtic Dragon Myth by J. F. Campbell 
with the Geste of Fraoch and the Dragon, 
Translated with introduction by George 
Hondersono)Ph. D. (Vionna), B. Litt. (Oxon. ), 
H. A. (Edin. I Lecturer in Celtic Languages 
and Literature, University of Glasgow. 
Illustrations in colour by Rachel Ainslie 
Grant Duff. Edinburgh: John Grantt 31 
George IV. Dridge. 1911, 
lit 172pp; 5 ff Ills. [in text]. 25xl8- 
AUv GUI I-lit, 
[Contains also--Na Tri Rathaidean 
'Mora, and An t-Iasgair. Printed Oliver 
and Boydq Edinburgh. ] 
CAMPBELL9 JOHN P. CLANN AN RIGH PO GHD'ASAIDH. 
Glasgowl n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books, Leabhraichean nan 
Ceilidh. Aireamh 21. Clann an Righ fo 
Gheasaibh. Scann sueul le I. F, Campbellq 
'lain Og Ile'. (Here crest] At phrls, 
tri soillinnean, 3d, A: lasdair Mac Labhruinn 
agus a Nhic, 360-2 Sraid Earraghaidlieall 
Glascho, 
Pp 6 -84t 2 ff Ads, 2lxl4. PC, fReprinted 
from 'An Sgeulaichdp 
Leabhar III, Aireamh 2, An Samhradhj 
193-1. ] 
CMIPBELLf JOHN F. FEAR Al BHRATAIN UAINE. 
Glasgow, 1930, 
The Ceilidh Books, Leabhraichean nan 
Ceilidh.. Aireamh 23- Fear at Bhratain 
Uaine, Seann sgeul le 1, F, Caimbeul, 
slain Og Ile', [Here crest] A' phrls, 
tri sgillinnean, 3d, Alasdair Mae 
Labhruinn/ 
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Labliruinn agus a Mhict 36o-2 Sraid 
Earraghaidhealt 1930. 
Pp 502-520» 21x14. PC, 
[]Re. printod from'Guth na Bliadhna', 
Leabhar ix. 4, Am Pogharg 1912*] 
CAMPBELLy JOHN F. MOGAN DEARG MAC IACIIAIR. 
Glasgow, n, d, 
The Ceilidh Dookse Leabhraichean nan 
Ceilidh. Aireamh 20. Mogan Dearg Mac 
Iachair. Seann saeul le 1. F, Caimbeulq 
'Iain Og Ile'. [Here crest] At phrls, 
tri sgillinnean, 3d. Alasdair Mae Labhruinn 
agus a Mhict 360-2 Sraid Earraghaidhealp 
Glascho, 
Pp 48-70.22xl4. PC, 
[Reprinted fromtGuth na Bliadhna! q 
Leabhar LX. 1v An Geamhradh 1913-1 
CAMPDELL9 JOHN P. (folklore collector). see 
CRAIG9 K, C, GILLE NAN COCHALL CHRAICEANN, 
CAMPBELL9 JOHN P (folklore coliector), Seo 
CRAIG9 K, C, LEIGHEAS CAS 0 CEIN, 
CADIPBELLp JOHN F. (folklore collector). See 
MACKAY, JOHN G. GILLE At BHUIDSEIR* 
CAMPBELI; g JOHN F 
(folklore collector), See 
MACKAY, JOILN G, NA SE BOINNAICII BHEAGA. 
CAMPBELL9 JOHN F. (folklore collector). See 
MACLEANq Rev. Prof* DONALD, MORE 
IIEST HIGHLAND TALES9 VOLUME ONE, 
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CAMPBELL, JOHN F. (folklore collector). See 
MATHESON9 ANGUS, DIORD WEST HIGHLAND 
TALESs VOLUME TWO, 
CAMPBELL, JOHN L. DUAIN GHAIDIIEALACH MU 
DHLIADHNA THEARLAICII. 
Edinburght 1933. 
Duain Ghaidhealach mu Dhliddhna Thearlaich 
a dheasaich agus dhleadar-theangaich Iain 
Latharna Caimboul, a chuir Focloir agus 
Sanasan r1a cheile. lain Granndt 31 
Drochaid at Cheathraimh RIgh DeZorsaj 
Z Dun-Eideann, 1933- 
High-land Songs of the Forty-Five. Edited 
and translated with Glossary and Noteso DY 
John Lorne Campbell. John Grantp 31 George 
IV. Dridgov Edinburgh. 1933- 
xxxvit 327PP9 if Map. 24xl6. AU, EUI GUt MIT. 
[English translation on right facing 
pageo Some tuneso in staff, Printed by 
Oliver and Boyd. ] 
CAMPBELLp JOHN L. (co-editor), EDWARD LHUYD 
IN THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS* 
Oxford, 1963, 
Edward Lhuyd in the Scottish Highlandsq 
1699-1700. By J. L. Campbellt M. A. (Oxon. )y 
LL. D. (Antigonish)q and Derick Thomsont 
N. A. (Aberdeen)t B*A*(Cantab, )t Reader in 
Celtic at Aberdeen University. Oxford, 
at the Clarendon Press, 1963. 
xxxii, 319pp, 23 ff Ills. 23. xl5- GU. [The most important Gaelic contents 
are a Scottish Gaelic Vocabulary, and 
a transcript of the Rev* John Beaton's 
pronunciation of the first two chapters 
of Genesis from Kirk's Gaelic Bible, 
Printed "at the University Press, Oxford 
1ýy Vivian Ridlerg Printer to the University. ' 
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CAMPBELL, JOHN L, FR ALLAN McDONALD OF 
ERISHAY, PRIEST9 POET, AND FOLKLORIST. 
Edinburgh, 1954. 
Fr Allan McDonald of Eriskay, 1859-1905, 
priestj poet, and folklorist, by John L. 
Campbellj based upon a broadcast talk 
recorded at Antigonish, Nova Scotiag in' 
May 1953P and printed to mark the fiftieth 
anniversary of the consecration of Briskay 
Churchq built by Pr Allan. The profits on 
the sale of this pamphlet are to be devoted 
towards the upkeep of Eriskay Church. The 
copyright is the property of the author. 
31pp It ff ills. 22xi4 ýMainly 
in English; some Gaelic quotations. ] 
CAMPBELLp JOHN L. GAELIC FOLKSONGS FRON 
THE ISLE OF BARRA. 
London, n. d. 
Gaelic Folksongs from the Isle of Barra. 
Recorded by J. L. Campballp President of 
the Folklore Institute of Scotland. Edited 
by J9 L, Campbell uith the collaboration 
of Annie Johnston and Jolin 111acLeang M. A. 
Published by The Linguaphone Institute 
for The Folklore Institute of Scotland. 
5-5pp 1 f, 2lxl5. AU9 NLS9 PC. (Ca. 1950- 5 records were issued with 
the booklet. Photo of I*Ruairi lain 
Bhain' is on p. 4. English translation 
on right facing pages. Printed "for 
International Catalogues Ltd*# 207-209 
Regent Street, London, W. I. by IT. W. 
Mackay & Co. Ltd,, Chatham. " ] 
CAMPDELLI JOHN L. SIA SGIALACHDAN. 
Edinburgh, 1939- 
Sia sgialachdan a chruinnich Is a dheasaich 
lain/ 
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lain Latharna Caimbeul ann am-Darraidh IS an 
! Jidhist a Deas. Six Gaelic stories from Barra 
and South Uist collected and edited by 
John Lorne Campbell, with Introduction, 
English Summary and Glossary. Privately 
printed by T. and A. Constableg Limitedq 
Edinburgh, 1939- 
5OPP[PP 19-50 in Gaelic], 22xl5, COS9 Mit* 
CAMPBELL9 JOHN L, (editor). TALES OF BARRA 
TOLD DY THE CODDY. 
Edinburgh, 1960. 
Tales of Barra told by the Coddy (John 
MacPhersonp Northbay, Barraq 1876-1955)- 
With Foreword by Compton MacKenzie and 
Introduction and Notes by J. L. Campbell* 
1960. Printed for the Editor by It* & A., Ke 
Johnston & G. 11. Bacon Ltd, Edinburghe 
214p * 19X13- PC. fMainly 
in English; 2 songs and I story 
in Gaelic. ] 
TALES OF BARRA 
TOLD BY THE CODDY. 
Edinburghg 1961. 
Campbell, 1961. Printed for the Litor 
by 11. & A. K. Johnston &- G, If, 
Bacon Ltd. Edinburgh. 
227P ;2f. 19XI3. PC. F2 
songs and 3 stories in Gaelic. One 
of the two unnumbered pages is a 
frontispiece photo of the Coddy, the 
other a table of sources. ] 
CAMPBELLt JOHN L. (editor). See CAMPBELL, 
JOHN9 Seonaidh mac Dhomhnaill fic lain 
Bhain, ORAIN GHAIDHLIG. 
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CAMPBELL, JOIUT L, (editor), 
AN TRIUIR CHOIGREACH. 
See HARDY, THOTMAS. 
CAMPBELLt JOffiN L'. (editor). See 1, LkCDO!; ALDp 
Fr. ALLAN. BARDACHD MHGR AILEIN. 
CAMPBELLt JOHN L, (editor), 5ee MACDONALD9 
Fr. ALLAN. GAELIC 11ORDS AND EXPRESSIONS 
FROM SOUTH UIST, 
CAMPBELLt JOHN L, (folklore-collector). See 
MATHESON, ANGUS (co-editor). FEAR NA 11ý- 
EABAID, 
CAMPDELLp JOHN L, (editor), See VAN DYKE9 
HENRY, SGEUL AN DRAOIDH EILE, 
CAMPBELL9 IIALCOLM. See CAMPBELL, CALUM, 
CAMPBELLj. MARGARET SHAW, -See SHAW, MARGARET F. 
C, U, IPBELLf Mrs. IURY A. See NACKINNON, M4-RY A* 
CAMPBELL9 MURDOCH (editor). See CAMPBELL9 
CALUM9 LAOIDHEAN, 
t 
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CAMPBELLp PBTER. BARDACIID GHAIDHLIG, 
Inverness, n. d. 
Bardachd Ghaidhlig le Paruig Caimbel, 
35pp 19xl3. PC. (Imprint-lDuncan 
Grant, Printer, 47 
High Street# Invernesd, ] 
CAMIlClIAEL9 ALEXANDER, CARMINA GADELICAp 
VOLUME I I'. 
Edinburgh, 1900. 
Carmina Gadelica, Hymns and incantations 
with illustrative notes on wordst ritest 
and customs, dying and obsolete: orally 
collected in the Highlands and Islands 
of Scotland and translated into Engýish 
by Alexander Carmichael. Volume I. 
Edinburgh: printed for the author by 
T. and A. Constablo, printers to her 
Majesty, and sold by Norman klacleodl 
25 Goorge-IV. Bridge. 1900. 
I f,, xxxii, 339pp. 26x2l. AUO GU9 Mit, 
Frontispiece photo of CarmichaelO* 
English translations on right facing 
page. T S-G has xxii for xxxii. ] 
CARMINA GADELICA, 
VOLUME I. 
Edinburght 1928, 
... Volume 1. Oliver and Boyd; Edinburgh: 
Tweeddale Court; Lond6n: 33 Paternoster 
Row,, E. C. 4.1928. 
1f [photo]q xxxvi, 335pp. 24xl7. GU9 
Hit, SSII [Special 
2nd ed, preface signed by 
IE. C W619 ioe, Ella Carmichael 
WatsoL] 
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CARMICHAEL I ALEXANDER. 
VOLUME ii. 
CAM-111TA GADELICA 9 
Edinburgh, 1900. 
Carmina Gadelica, Hymns and incantations 
with illustrative notes on words, rites, 
and customs, dying and obsolete: orally 
collected in the Highlands and Islands of 
Scotland and translated into Dnelishq by 
Alexander Carmichael. Volume II. Edinburgh: 
printed for the author by T. and A. 
Constableg printers to her Majestyq and 
sold by Norman Macleod, 25 George IV. 
Bridge, 1900, 
2 ff xi, 35OPP. 26x2l. AU9 GUI Mit, (Translation 
in English on right 
facing page, Fly-title page not included 
in the pagination. ) 
- 
CAMINA GADELICA, 
VOLWIE Ii I 
Edinburgh, 1928, 
Volume II, Oliver and Boyd; Edinburgh: ; 
we*ededale; London: 33 Paternoster Rout 
E, C. 4.1928. 
xvp 381pp, If 'Soiridhi, 24xl7. GU9 Ifit. 
: '[See. 'also MATHESON, ANGUS & IIATSONq JAMES Ce 
CAMIICHAELp ALEXANDER, DEIRDIRE. 
Edinburgh, 1905, 
Deirdiro and the Lay of the Children of 
Uisnes Orally collected in the Island of 
Barra, and literally translated by Alexander 
Carmichael. Edinburgh: Norman MacLeod, 
London: David Nutt. Dublin: Gill & Son, 
190-51 
10 ff[10 leaves], 146pp. 20xl4. GU. [1 111. Translation on right facing 
page. Contains notes. Printed T. & A, 
Constableg Edinburgh. ] 
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CARMICHAELl- ALEXANDER. DEIRDIRE. (cont. ) 
Edinburgh, 1914. 
Deirdire and the Lay of the Children of Uisnee 
Orally collected in the Island of Barral and 
literally translated by Alexander Carmichael, 
LL. D. Paisley: Alexander Gardner. London 
(Kensington): Kenneth Mackenzio. Dublin: Hodgesp 
Fiegis & Co. 1914. Second Edition. 
10 ff[leaves]l 155PP, 20xl4. GU, 
[Printed Constable, ] 
CARMICHAELf ALEXANDER (folklore-collector), 
See BOTTONLEYt GORDON, DEIRDIRE, 
CAWIICI-IAELp ALEXANDER (folklore-collector), 
Sea MATHESONq ANGUS. CARMINA GADELICAp VOLUME V, 
CARMICIIAELf ALEXANDER (follclore-collector), 
See 17ATSONq JAIMES C. CARMINA GADELICA* 
CARMICHAEL, ALEXANDER (folklore-collector). 
See [11ATSONj JAMES C, ]. CARMINA GADELICA9 
VOLMIE III I 
CARMICHAEL9 ALEXANDER (folklore-collector). see 
[WATSON, JAMES C. ]. CABOUNA, GADELICAq VOLUME IV, 
CARMICHAEL# E[LLA] C, (acting editor), See 
CELTIC REVIEW. 
CAI IMODY9 FRANCIS J. THE INTERROGATIVE SYSTEM IN 
, MODERN SCOTTISH GAELIC. 
Berkelyq 1945. 
The Interrogative System in Modern Scottish 
Gaelic. By Francis J. Carmody. University of 
California Publications in Linguistics Volu-me 1, 
No. 69 pp. 215-226. University of California Presst 
Berkely and Los Angeles. 1945. 
Pp 215-226,26X17- PC, 
6oo 
CASSIEt R, L. A COMPARATIVE GAELIC-SCOTS 
VOCADULARY* 
Stirling, 1930. 
A Comparative Gaelic-Scots Vocabulary. By 
R. L. Cassie, author of "Byth Ballads", "Doric 
Ditties"t "Heid or Hertlip "The Gangrel Musell, 
Etc. Eneas Mackayt Stirling, 
First published 1930. 
1f Ill., 95pp. 20xlg. ATJ, GUI Mit, 
CATECHISM, See 
LEABHAR AIDEACHAID11 At CHREIDIMH [for fda 
Leabhar at Cheasnachaidhi. ] 
MACDONALD9 Rev* Dr. JOIIN, of Ferinto-sh. LEABIIAR 
AITHGIIEARR NAN CEIST* 
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
CHRIOSTA. 
AITIIGHEARRADII TEAGASG 
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
CLOINNE BIGE. 
LEABH4R CHEIST NA 
WILLISON, JOIRI. LEADIIAR CHDIST NA MATIIAR* 
CATRIONA THANGAIDH. See TIL4, NGAIDII[? ], CATRIONA. 
CATTANACIIt DONALD, BARDACHD, 
EdinburGhp n. d. 
Bardachd Dhomhnaill Chatanaichp Cinn-Ghiuthsaich. 
l5pp 17xll. PC, [This 
copy bears note, in ink, that it 
is a reprint from the'Free Church Record' 
and that the editor is Rev. Donald 
MacKinnon. Printed Turnbull & Spearsq 
Edinburgh. ] 
6ol 
CATTAINACH, DONALD. EACHDRAID11 AIR BAIL'-AN-RIGH. 
Edinburght n. d, 
Eachdraidh air Bailt-an-Righ 
riaChladh nan ceard a bhi air 
Le Donihnull Catanach a bhlair 
arn Baideanach (1813-1891). 
16pp 17xll- tCentury 
uncertain. ] 
a blia fo 
a ghlanadh. 
an t-Sliabh 
NLS. 
CEATHRAMH LEABHARq ANq AIR SON NAN SGOILEAN 
GADILACH. See CHURCH OF SCOTLAND9 GENERAL 
ASSENDLY. 
CEILIDH BOOKS9 THE. See LEABHRAICHEAN NAN 
CEILIDH [for list of titles in this-scries]o 
CEILIDH NAN GAIDIIEAL. LEABIIAR NA II-ARD-PHEISE. 
Glasgow, 1947- 
Leabhar na h-Ard-Fheise, Cei3, idh nan Gaidheall 
Glaschup 1896 --- 1946. At phris - 2/6, 
Air a chur am mach fo ughdarras na Comhairleg 
le Alasdair NacLabhruinn agus a 11hict 268, 
Sraid Barra-Ghaidheal, Glaschu. 1947. 
Printed in Scotland. Air a chlobhualadh an 
Albainn, 
51pp 19Y. 13. PC, trioreword 
by Hector MacDougall, Ceann 
Suidhe. Reportsp reminiscences, poems 
about the Ceilidh; contains also the 
script of the play, I IS e rud a their 
a mathair a bhios deanta ' by Archibald 
MacCulloch. 2 group photos. ] 
CBILIDH SONG-BOOICt THE. See DIONNASG GAIDHLIG 
NA H-ALBA. CEOL NAM BEANN, 
6o2 
CEIST NAN CEIST. See HENDERSONI ANGUS. 
SPEALGADH NAN GLASA-11. 
CELTIA. 
Dublin, 1901-03. 
[issue masthead] Ceitia. A Pan-Celtic 
Monthly Magazine. 
[volume title page] Vol. 1. No, 1, January 
1901 --- Vol. 1. No. 12, December 1901. 
... Vol. VIII, May 1908, No. V, 
[Last seen]. L. 
190pp per full yearly volume. 
28x22. AU, Mit. 
[Published from 97 Stephen's Greeng 
Dublin. Edd. by S-R. 
John, Wimbleton, S. 11., England, A 
monthly of a somewhat scholar. ly (popular) 
bent, containing fairly regular features 
in Scottish Gaelic, including a 
fragment of a comparative Celtic 
dictionary. Appeared irregularily; 
both the AU and Mit, holdings have 
only9,6-, 1,8, and 5 numbers 
respectively of Volumes 1119 IV, Vy 
VI19 and VIII; neither, library has 
any numbers of Vol. VI.. bUCOP records no VI. ] 
CELTIC ANNUAL9 THE. See DUNDEE HIGHLAND SOCIETY. 
CELTIC FORUM. 
Toronto, 1934-35. 
Toronto Centennial Number. 25c- Celtic 
Forum, A Journal of Celtic Opinion. 
Vol. 1, No, I St, Andrews Day, November 
30Y 1934. 
St. Patrickfs Number. [Crest]' 25c. 
Celtic/ 
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CELTIC FORUM. (cont. ) 
Celtic Forum. A Journal of Celtic Opinion, 
Vol. 1, No. 2 March 1935 ... Published at 
71 Welland Avenue, Toronto. 
Summer Number, 25c, Celtic Forum. A 
Journal of Celtic Opinion. Vol. I. No. 3. 
June, 1935 ... Published at 71 Welland Avenue, 
Toronto. 
Science Number. 50c. Celtic 
A Journal of Celtic Opinion. 
Vol. 1, No. 4 October, 1935- 
at 71 Welland Avenue Toronto, 
128pf[32pp per issuej. 28x22. 
Edd. by 11. J. Edmondston 
Forum. 
Published 
[Last seen. ] 
NLS. 
Scott. ] 
CELTIC MONTHLY, THE. 
Glasgow, [189J-1917- 
The Celtic Monthly: A Magazine for Highlanders. 
Edited by John Mackay, Kingstong Glas. -ow. 
Vol. I. Glasgow: Archibald Sinclair, CeXtic 
Press, 10 Bothwell St., John Menzies & Co., 
and William Love. Edinburgh: Norman Macleod 
and John Grant. Inverness: William Mackay 
and John Noble. Oban: Thomas Boyd and Hugh 
MacDonald. 1893- 
The Celtic Monthly: A Magazine for Highlanders. 
Edited by John Mackay, 9 Blythsirood Drive, 
Glasgow, Vol, VIII, Glaseow: Archibald 
Sinclair, 47 Waterloo Streetj John Menzies 
& Co., William Love, and 11. & R. Holmes. 
Edinburgh: Norman Macleod and John Grant. 
Inverness: William Mackay and John Noble. 
Oban: Thomas Boyd and Hugh MacDonald, 1900, 
The Celtic Monthly: A MaGazine for Highlanders. 
Edited by John Mackayq 1 Blythswood Drive, 
Glasgow. Vol. XI. John Mackayg Celtic Monthly 
Office, I Blythswood Drivel Glaseow. 1903- 
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CELTIC MONTHLYj THE. (cont. ) 
The Celtic 'Monthly: A Magazine for Highlanders. 
Edited by John, Mackay, 10 Bute Mansionsq 
Glasgow. Vol, XIII. John Mackay, "Celtic 
Monthly" Officef 10 Bute 'Mansions, Glasgow. 
1905. 
* Edited by John Mackay, Glasgow. Vol. ýIV. 
John Mackay, 10 Dute Mansions, Hillhead, 
Glasgow. 1906. 
The Celtic Monthly. * A Magazine for Highlanders, 
Vol. XIX. A. M. Mackay, 10 Bute Mansions, 
Hillhead, Glasgow. 191.1. 
* Vol. XXV. A. M. Mackayq 10 Buto ; 
1ansionsq Hillheadt Glasgow, 1917-[Dnd] 
4 ffq 240pp per yearly volume; ca* 8- 16-ff 
of Ills. per volume. 26x2O[volume binding]q 
24xl8[individual issues]. Mit, q NLS. (A 'Society' maGazineq liberally ill* with 
photos of prominent Gaels; contained 
Gaelic material regularily, including 
a 'scrialisation of the novelq 'Dun 
Aluinntt and stories and poems. For 
further details of the Gaelic content 
of this periodicalt see Chpt. I (Periodicals 
section) of Part I of the thesis. ] 
CELTIC REVIE111 THE. 
Edinburgh, 1904-16. 
The Celtic Review. -Published quarterly. 
Consulting Editor: Professor MacKinnon, 
Acting Editor: Miss E. C. Carmichael, 
Volume 1. July 1904 to April 1905. Edinburgh: 
Norman MacLeod, 25 George IV. Bridoe. London: 
David Nutt, 57-59 Long Acre, W. C. Dublin: 
Hodgess FieGis & Co,, Ltd, 9 104 Grafton Sts 
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CELTIC REVIEW, THE. (cont, ) 
The Celtic Review. Published quarterly, 
Consulting Editor: Profeasor MacKinnon. 
Editor: ýIrs. W. J. Watson (Miss E. C. 
Carmichael). Volume VII. February 1911 
to January 1912. Edinburgh: William Hodge 
& Coy., 12 Bank Street. London: David 
Nutt, 57-59 Long Acre, 11, C. Dublin: Hodges, 
Figgis & Co., Ltd., 164 Grafton Street. 
ý. Volume VIII, May 1912 to May 1913- 
dinburgh: William Hodge & Coy, q 12 Dank 
Streeto. London: David Nuttt 17 Grape Stop 
New Oxford Sto Dublin: Hodgest Figgis 
&- Co., Ltd., 104 Grafton Street. 
The Celtic Review. Published quarterly* 
Editor: IýIrs. 11. J. Watson (Miss E. C. 
Carmichael), Volume X, December 1914 
to June 1916. Edinburgh: William Hodge 
& Co., 12 Dank Street. London: David 
Nutto 17 Grape Streetq New Oxford Street* 
Dublin: Hodges, Figgis & CoN Ltd,, 
104 Grafton Street. Last volume*] 
viiq ca. 384pp per yearly volume. 
26xl8. GU[up to Vol. VII]q Mit. [all]. 
(Very occasionally contained potraits# not 
included in the pagination. A serious 
scholarly periodical of considerable 
importance. Printed by T. and A. 
Constable, Edinburgh .I 
CELTIC VOICE. 
London, 1961. 
Celtic Voice Here crest with legend, - 
Guth Chelltc; cirý Number One. Summer, 
1961. Quarterly. Price One Shilling. 
Published by Graham Bros., 5. The St., 
Didmarton, Badminton, Glos. All 
correspondence to: A. Graham, Flat 3, 
9f Clydesdale Rd., London If, 11, 
12pp/ 
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CELTIC VOICE. (cont. ) 
l2ppý 35xl2. PC. 
Contains 2pp of Gaelicl being 'Am 
Feall-ghlacadht, a translation of 
part of Stevenson's 'Kidnapped'. 
Ills. (Photos I have seen no 
more nLunbers. 
CENTRAL GAELIC COMMI'l`TEEj E. I. S. See 
THOMSON, DONALD, GAELIC POEMS FOR 
INTERPRETATION. 
CEOL NAM BEANN. See DIONNASG GAIDIILIG 
NAý H-ALDA.. 
CEUD-FHUASGLADH DO NA DAOINE LEOINTE. See 
CLANN AN PHRAOICII, 
CEUMI AN, See DIONNASG GAIDIILIG NA II-ALBA. 
CIIAPDOOK. 
Glasgow, 1946 
Chapbook. [111, ] Number Two, Sixpence, 
[Ist March, 1946.1 
Chapbook. [111. ] Number Eight. Sixpence. 
[14th January, 1947-1 
Ca. l8pp per issue. 25xlg. Ifit, 
[12 numbors ifere issued between Jan., 1946 
and July, 1947; tljb editor -was Alec Donaldson 
and the publishers Scroop Books Ltd (latterly 
knoim as A. and J. Donaldson), 69 Ingram 
Streetq GlasGoif. Numbers Two to Eight 
contained An Duilleag GhaidhliGq edd, by 
Alexander Nicholson* This contained a 
. regular*political article and a Gaelic lesion. ] 
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Cl-IOISIR-CHIUILt At. [In parts. ] 
Paisley, n. d. 
Part I. A' Choislr-chiuil. The St. Columba 
Collection of Gaelic Songs Arranged for Part- 
Singings, J, and R, Parlane, Paisley. 
J. Menzies and Co. 9 Edinburgh and Glasgow. 
Houlston and Sonst London, Price Sixpence - 
Staff or Sol-fa. When orderingg say staff 
or solfa. 
l6pp 25xl6. NLS. [Pub. 
1892. The first of six parts of 
thist the first significant collection 
of Gaelic choral musict edited by 
Archibald Fergusonp the then conductor 
of the St. Columba Church Gaelic Choir, 
Glasgow. Continues to be the basis 
for Gaelic part singing. ] 
Part Il. .. 
PP 17-32.25xl6. NLS. 
Part III. . PP 33-48. ý5xl6. NLS. 
Part IV. .. 
Pp 49-64.25x16 NLS, 
Part V. At Choisir-chiuil. The St. Columba 
Collection of Gaelic Songs Arranged for Part- 
Sinaines, J. and R, Parlanes Paisley. 
J. Menzies and Co,, Edinburgh and Glasgow. 
Houlston and Sonso London. Norman MacLeods 
3 Goo. IV. Bridge, Edinburgh. Price 
Sixpence - Staff or Sol-fa. When ordering, 
say staff or solfa. 
Pp 65-80.25xl6, NLS* 
Part VI. .. 
Pp. 8týg6 ' 2ýxI6. plan was 
NLS* 
0 or ginal for 4 partst 
this being completed by 1900. According 
to MacLaren, Part V was pub. in 1913f and 
VI shortly thereafter, Bound volumes were 
issued as detailed below. ] 
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CIIOISIR-CHIUIL, At. (cont. ) 
Paisleyt ii. d. 
At Choisir-chiuil. The St. Colvmiba 
Collection of Gaelic Songs, Arranged for 
Part-Singing* J. and R, Parlanct Paisley, 
J. Menzies and Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow* 
Houlston and Sons, London. 
4 ff 64pp. 25xl6. Mit, tThe 
first bound volume, issued pre-1900, ] 
Paisley, n. do 
A' Choisir-chiuil. The St, Columba 
Collection of Gaelic Songs, Arranged for Part- 
Singing. J. and R. Parlane, Paisloy, John 
Menzies and Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow. 
Madgwick Houlston . -md Co., Ltd,, London. 
Norman MacLeod, 25 Geo. IV* Dridge, Edinburgh. 
ff 80pp. 25xl6. ATJt Nit. tContaining 
Parts I-V. MacLaren informs 
Part V was Issued by Parlane in 1913,1 
Palsley, n. d. 
lbid, 
4 ff g6pp. 25xl6. [Parts 
I-VI. ] 
11 London, n. d. 
At Choisir-chiuile The St, Columba Collection. 
of Gaelic Songs, Arranged for Part-Singing. 
London* Bayley & Ferguson, 2 Great Marlborough 
St. 9 W:; Glasgow: 54 Queen Street. 
1 
4 ff loopp. 25xl6. mit, tParts 
3: -VI +4 other songst Still in 
print, ] 
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CHRISTIAN 
DOCTRINE 
v THE. See ROMAN 
CATHOLIC 
CHURCH. AITHGHEARRADH TEAGASG CHaJOSTA. 
CHRTJI, r OIR 
i At 
Edinburghp [Intro, 1919]. 
COCadh 
m'r na h-EOrpa. A* Chruit Oir. (Here 
crest of burning bush circumscribed 13Y the legendg- Eaglals na h-Albat An Eaglais 84aOP Aonaichte, An Eaglais Shaor. ] Printed by Oliver and Boyd, Edinburght for The Church 
Of Scotland, The united Free Cburch 
Of ScOtlands 
and The Free Church of Scotland, 
148pp. i4xio. NLS, [Introduction 
dated lqjLq, This. was the 
19th and last in the series of religious 
booklets issued by the Joint Committee 
Of the three Churches for soldiers 
in the First World liar 0 The above 
contains religious verse, 
] 
EC111111C'll 
OE' SCOTLAND]. A CUIR AIR LE-Tll CEISDEIR. 
N, p,,, n, d, 
urn'ý'lll 0-'O'us ordugh na seirbhis airson c 
c 
Rb hi `- 
8pp. a cuir air leth ceisdeir, 
17XI2, PC* 
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CHURCH OF SCOMLITD. LAOIDIIEADAIR GAIDHLIG. 
Glasgow, [1902], 
Laoidheadair Gaidhlig. Comh-chruinneachadh 
do Laoidhean Spioradail, a reir an Laoidheadair 
Beurla a chuireadh a mach le ughdarras Eaglais 
na h-Alba. Glasgow: Archibald Sinclairt 
Printer, Celtic Press, 47 Waterloo Street. 
170P 'L7x1I- T S-G. t1902 
Proof Copy. The first draft, 
a 
containing 46pp, was issued in 1899. ] 
LAOIDHEADAIR GAIDHLIG. 
Glasgow, [1904]. 
lbid, 
g6pp. 17xll. FCt Mit. 9 NLS. [The cover of the Nit. copy has the 
information, --1904 Proof Copy. ] 
AN LAOIDHEADAIR GAIDHLIG. 
Glasgowl 1905. 
An Laoidheadair Gaidhlie, [Here a crest, 
with the le end, --Celtic Pressl Glasgows 
Estd, 1848.1 Glasf; oif: Archibald Sinclairt 
Printer, 'Celtic Presst, 47 Waterloo SVveet, 
133P 3.7xll - Nit Dover 
informs. -Proof Copy 1905. ] 
1 
LAOIDHEAN GAIDHLIG. 
Glasgow, 10,07. 
Laoidhean Gaidhlig. [Here crest with legendq 
Nec Tamen Consumebatur. ] Air an cur a mach le 
ughdarras Eaglais na h'Alba. Glaschu: 
Gilleasbuig Ifac-na-Coardadh, 47 Sraid Waterloo. 
1907- 
x1is 130PP- 19X13- CoSk NLS. 
(Preface signed--Norman IfacLqodq Cl: Eccl: 
Scot- 131 hymms; no music. Translations 
from English and some original Gaelic 
, po Cm so 
I 
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CHURCH Or, SCOTLAND. AN LAOIDIIEADAIR. 
Edinburgh, 3.935- 
An Laoidheadair. [Here crest, JNec Tamen 
Consuriebaturý. ] Air a chur a mach le u'Chdarras 
Eaglais na h-Alba. Church of Scotland 
Committee on Publications: 121 George Street, 
Edinburgh; 232 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, 
1935. 
xiv, I f, 175pp. 19xl3. Mit,, NLS, [Roimh-Radh signed-Calum Mae Leoid, 
Eaglais lain Knox, Glaschu. Musical 
Editor's Preface signed-R. IIILeodj 
16 Hallhead Road, Edinburgh 9. 
120 hymns, including translations 
from English; music in both notations. 1 
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. LIFE AND WORK; GAELIC 
SUPPLEMENT. 
Edinburgh, [. I"wl'80]--. 
Aireamh 1. [Here crestt Nec Tanen Consumebatur] 
1900. 
[Latterly] Na Duilleagan Gaidhlig, 
(Continuing. ] 
4pp per rionthly issue up to 1929,8pp, per 
issue from January 1930.26/24xig/18. PC. [Gaelic supplement of'Life and Work, 
A Parish Magazinel(latterly subtitled 
'The Church of Scotland Magazine and 
Monthly RecordIt and The Record of the 
Church of Scotland), 'Life and Work-t was 
first published in 1879(Gaelia-from 1880); now 
, 8--Tins in-Ltiated in 1930, on the amalgamation 
of the CoS and United Free Church 
magazines which was consequent on union 
of the two churches in 1929, The most 
important editors of the supplement have 
been Donald Lamont (1907-50) and 
T. N. Murchison (1950-68). It has made 
an exceptional contribution to Gaelic prose- 
writing. ] 
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CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. See-ACHD EAGLAIS NA H-ALBA. 
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND (sponsors). See BIBLE. 
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND (co-sponsors). See COGADH 
NOR NA H-EORPA. [For cross-references to 
individual titles in this series. ] 
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND (co-sponsors). See COGADH 
NA SAORSA. [For cross-references to 
individual titles in this series. ] 
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AN 
CEATHRAMH LEABHAR. 
Edinburght 1901. 
An Ceathramh. Leabhar air son nan Sgoilean 
Gaellach a ta air an cumail su-. qs le Comunn 
Ard-Sheanaidh Baglais na h-Albao An dara clodh- 
bhualadho Duneidin: air a chlOdh-bhualadh le 
Uilleam, Blackwood agus a Mhic. 1901. 
144pp. 15xlO. Mite 
AN CEATHRAMH LEABHAR, 
Edinburgh, 1907- 
aGms a k1hic. 1907* 
44 15XIO. PC. PfLrst 
ed. 18269 of which these are reprints. ] 
CilURCH OF SCOTLANDl HOME DOARD. See TRACTS, 
CLACHAN9 AN, See [HIGHLAND VILLAGE ASSOCIATION], 
CLANN All PHRAOICH. BAN-ALTRUMACHD AIG AN TIGH. 
Glasaoif, 1939 
Ban-altrumachd aig an Tigh. Air a dheasachadh 
je Comhairle Clann an Fhraoich airson Comunn 
na h-Oigridh. Glaschu: An Coraimn Gaidhealachp 
131 Sraid West Regent. 1939. 
59pp. 22x15. GU: CL9 NLS. 
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CLANN UT PERAOICH. 
10'MCIIUIDH AIR SON 
CAIlN-NLT AGUS FACAIL 
COINNIMH. 
[Glasgoi, r], 1954- 
An Comunn Gaidheal. ach. Clann an Phraoich. 
Cainnt agus facail iomchuidh air son coinnimh. 
N: Lall Mac Ille Sheathanaich, F&S*A., Scot,, 
Cearm-suidhe at Chomuinn trhaidhealaich. 
D'o'mhnall MacPhail, J., Pe, Fear-gairime na 
Comhairle. Donihnull Grannd, M.. A, q B. A., Ed,, D. I* Me Moffat-Pender, M. A. 1954. 
8pp. 2lxl2. PC, 
(Clann, an rhraoich was an all-Gaelic 
circle within An Comunn Gaidhealach. ] 
CLANN AN FIIRAOICH. CEUD-FIIUASGLA. DH DO NA 
DAOINE LEOINTE. 
Glaseowt 1939- 
Ceud-Phuasgladh do na Daoine Leointe. Air 
a dhoasachadh le Comhairle Clann an Phraoich 
airson Comunn na h-Oigridh. Glaschu: An 
Comunn Gaidhealach, 131 Sraid West Regent, 
1939- 
62pp 22xl5. GU: CLq NLS9 PC. [Liberally 
ill. -; f±th photos and sketches. 
Foreword in English by Dr Atholl Robertsons 
Obang of whose English booklet this is a 
translation. ] 
CLANN AN FfIRAOICH. CLEASAN GAIDIMCALACH. 
Glasgow, 1936. 
Cleasan Gaidhealach airson Comunn na h-Oigridh. 
Le Comhairle Clann an Phraoich. An Comunn 
Galdhealach, 131 Sraid West Regent, Glaschu, 
1936. 
24pp 22xl8. PC. [Printed 
Alex. Learmonthq Stirling. ] 
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CLAINN AN YHRAOICH. See also COMUNIN JiA H-OIGRIDII. 
CLANN NA 11-ALBA. BROSNACHADH. 
London, n. d. 
Clann na h-Alba Pamphlets, No. 1. 
Drosnachadh, 
2pp. 22xl4. NLS. 
[1p. in Gaelic. A polomic, Printed 
by the Malvina Press, London, 11.9 for 
Clann na h-Albag a London-based society 
CLANIZANALD9 DOOK OF: THE MACDONALD-HISTORY. 
N*pop n, d, 
The Dook of Clanranald. The MacDonald 
History, 
Pp l-44.22xI4. PC. 
[A reprint of the text Published in 
Alexander Cameron's Reliquiae Celticaet 
Vol. 11,1894. Not an off-printz the 
text has not been changed, but the 
type has been rese-t and the pagination 
changed, I do not know the date or 
circumstances of this publicationp but the 
condition of the copies I have seen 
suggests they were issued about the turn 
of the century. The copies seen are the 
property of Glasgow University Celtic 
Departmentt and have (possibly Iforeignt) 
covers, which are inscribod: 'Lectures 
on. .. John Smith & Son, 
(Glasgow), 
Ltd., University Booksellers, 26-30 
Gibson Street, Hillhead, Glasgoi4] 
CLANRANALD, BOOK OF. See LLOYD, JOSEP11. 
ALASDAIR MAC COLLA. 
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I 
CLAR-EAGAIR OBAIR NA2L4 FEACHD. See COITUINN 
NA H-OIGRIDH. 
CLARK9 ARCHIBALD. Soo CLERK, ARCHIBALD. 
CLAIUC , Mrs. N. See MACPHERSONj MARY. 
CLEASAN GAIDIIEALACH AIRSON CO'MUNN NA H-OIGRIDH. 
See-CLANN AN FHRAOICH. 
CLERK9 ARCHIBALD (translator). AN SEANNp 
SEANN SGEUL. 
N. p., n. d. 
The Olds Old Story* An Seanno Seann Sgoul, 
ann an da earrainn. Air eadartheangaolladh 
ou Gaidhlia le Go Cleirbachl LL. D. 9 
ministeir Chill-mhaillidh. An treas 
clo-bhualadh. 
l6pp 16xio. PC, [PIrst 
ed, 18839 of which this is a 
reprint. MacLaren gives May 1915 as 
the publication date. Gaelic and English 
texts on facing pagess) 
CLERIC9 ARCHIBALD (editor). See MACLEOD9 
Dr, NORMAN, Minister of St. Columba's 
Church, Glaseow. CARAID NAN GAIDIIDAL. 
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T CLO-BIIUA. uAlDHEAN GAIRM. 
[Editor D+-, rick Thomson] See: 
MACAULAY 9 DONALD. 
MACDONALD, JOHN A. 
MACLEA. Nf ALLAN C, 
MACLEODy NURDO. 
SEOBHRACH AS Al CHLAICII. 
CRIOCIIAN URA. 
TD, INE CEAT114 POID. 
SEUMAS BEAG. 
SMIT119 IAIN, BIOBUILL IS SANTASAN-REICE, 
SMITHp IAIN. BURN IS ARAN. 
THOMSON9 DERICK , S. DIADAR SAMHRADH IS FOGHAR, [See also Appendix on P-953-1 . 
CLOIMII CHAORACII. See BORD TUATHANACHAIS 
ýS IASGAICH. 
COCKER, 11. D. SUIRGHE At ý=ILLEIR. 
Glasgow, n, d, 
Dealbh-chluichean an Gaidhlig. [Here 
crest of An Comunn Gaidhealach. ] Dealbh- 
chluich an aon sealladh, Gaelic translation 
of the one-act pley, The Millorts Wooings 
by W. D. Cocker. Air eadar-theangacliadh le 
lain Walker. An Comunn Gaidhealach, 65 
Sraid West Regent, Glaschus 
20ppt 2lxl4. 
Ca* 1950, Printed A, Sinclair, Glasgoir. ]- 
C ODDY9 THE. See CAMPBELL, JOILN L. (editor)* 
TALES OF BARRA TOLD BY THE CODDY. 
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COGADII MOR NA H-EORPA [A series of religious 
booklets issued 1916-19 by a joint committee 
of the Church of Scotland, the Free Church of 
Scotland and the United Free Church of Scotland 
for soldiers in World War 1. ]. see: 
AIRD, Dr. [GUSTAVUS]. DAORSA AGUS SAORSA. 
[BUNYA119 JOHN]. AN COGADII NAOMH* 
CAMERON LEES 1, J-UIES, BEATHA AGUS CAITHEAMH- BEATHA. 
CHRUIT OIR, At, 
FAIRE AGUS URNUIGH, 
KENNEDYt Dr, [JOHN]. SEAPIAON AGUS-ORAID. 
HODGEr ARCHIBALD A. AN REITE, 
McCHEYNEp R. M. GUTH 1.10 GIIRAIDII. 
MACKENZIEp LACHLAN. ROS 0 SHARON. 
MACLAURIN, [JOHN]. CRANN-CEUSAIDH CHRIOSD. 
MARSHALL 9 WALTER. NAOMACHADH. 
MARTIN, DONALD J. TEAGASG NA14 MIORBHUILEAN. 
MARTIN. HUGH. SGAIL CHALBHARI. 
MIL NAN DAN. 
OWEN, JOHN. OBAIR AN SPIORAID NAOINH, 
OWEN9 JOHN. OIRDHEIRCEAS CHRIOSD. 
SPURGEON9 C. H. DEAGH lvfHISNEACHD DO NA 
DIOBARRAICH. 
TEAGASG NAN AITHRICHEAN. 
[The serýes was edd, for the sponsors by 
Revs, Malcolm MacLennan and Donald MacLean*] 
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COGADH NA SAORSA [A series of religious booklets 
issued by the Church of Scotland and the 
Free Church of Scotland for soldiers in 
World War 11,3 -. 
[BTJNYANq JOHN]. 
EILEAN NO GHAOIL. 
AN COGADH NAOMII. 
FAIRE AGUS URNUIGH. 
MARTIN, DONALD J, TEAGASG NAM MIORBIWILEAN, 
NARTIN, p HUGH. SGAIL CHALBHARI* 
NIL NAN DAN,, 
SGUABAN 0 ACHAIDIIEAN NAN AITIIRICIIEA-f;. 
SOLUS LATHAIL. 
TEAGASG NAN AITHRICHEAN. 
[6 are reprints of the Ist War series* 
Various editors. ] 
COISIR At MHOID. See AN COMUNN GAIDILEALACH. 
COISIR NA CLOINNE. See AN CONUNN GAIDHEALACH, 
COMHRAIDHEAN_GAIDHLIG. 
Glasgoi-79 n, d, 
Comhraidhean Gaidhiia. Gaelic Dialogues. 
Book 1.1. Am Maighstir-Sgoile agus Calum 
Posta. 2. Fionnlagh Piobairev agus Para Morl 
an oidhche mutn dtfhag iad Glascho, 3. Eadar 
Cuairtear nan Gleann agus Eachann Tiristeach, 
4. Tormod Mae Uisdein is Seonaid, bantrach an t- 
Saoir. Glascho: Alasdair NacLabhruinn is a 
NIhi c/ 
619 
Nhicv 360-362 Sraid 
32pp 19xI3. b from Caraid 
last by Hector 
Earraghaidheall C. 2. 
AU9 GU: CLp NLS, 
nan Gaidheal's Magazines I the 
MacDougall. First add. 1925, ] 
COMUNN-BHIOBULL DUTIICIIAIL NA H-ALBA, 
N. p. , n, d, 
Comunn-Bhiobull Du%thchail na h-Alba. Ciod 0 
Comunn-Bhiobull Du%thchail na h-Alba agus de 
tha ea deanarnh. 
4 ff. 18xll. 
[119281 inked on title pago. ] 
PC, 
COMUNN-BHIOBULL DUTHCHAIL NA H-ALBA. See BIBLE, 
CODIUNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. AIRGIOD AN RIGH, 
Glasgow, 1942. 
Airgiod an Righe [Crest of An Comunn Gaidhealach]. 
Ar t1r Isar teanga"p, loan Cu dlu'th ri cliu' do 
shinnsir; g-uma fada boo ar Righ. An CoMUrM *4 
Gaidhealach, 131 Sraid lar Rcgentq Glaschup C. 2. 
1942, 
176p 14xil. Mit. 0 NLS. fAn GaidhealtrePrints: for soldiers, 
Printed Alex. Learmonth, Stirling#] 
COHUNN GAIDHEALACHj AN. AM MEASG NADI BODACH, 
Glasoov, 1938. 
Am measg nam Bodach. Co-chruinneachadh do 
sgeulachdan is beul-aithris a chaidh a chraobh- 
sCaoileadh air an fhritheud eadar Samhuinnj 19ý6, 
agus An Gearrant 1937. An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
131 Sraid lar Regent, Glaschu, C. 2.1938. 
148p e 19XI3. GU: CL9 NLS, fPreface 
by Hugh MacPhee for the B. B. C. ] 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN, 
RIAGHAILTEAN. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. 
agus/ 
BONN-STEIDH AGUS 
[Glasgow]q 19389 
[Crest. ] Bonn-steidh 
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agus Riaghailtean. Constitution. and Rules, 
Prith-lagha, nnan. Dye-laws, An t-Sultuiny 
1938- 
39pp 19XI3- mitIt PC* [Gaelic 
and English on facing pages. 
Printed Archibald Sinclairt Glasgow. ] 
COMUNIN GAIDIIEALACH9 AN. CLANN AN PHRAOICII. 
See under CLANN AN FIIRAOICII. 
CONUNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. COISIR Al MHOID [First 
lssuol* 
Paisleyl n. do 
Coisir a' Mh*o*id. The M'O'd Collection of 
Gaelic Part Songs. 1896-1910. Published 
for An Comunn Gaidhealach by J. and R. 
Parlanep Paisley. John Menzies and Co, p 
Ltd. j Edinburgh and Glasgow. T. D. 
MacDonald, t Secretary of An Comunn 
Gaidhealach, 108 Hope Street, Glasgow. 
A. MILaren and Son, 360 and 362 Argyle 
Street, Glasgow. 
4 ff 56pp. 25xl6. Mit, v NLS9 SS, tPreface 
signed-AN. N. Munrog Convenerv 
Mod and Music Committee! Probably 
issued in staff and solfa, though only 
the former seen. ] 
C014UNN GAIDHEALACHq AN. COISIR At MHOID 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Coisir a' MhOid 1. The M'O*d Collection of 
Gaelic Part Songs. 1896-1912 (First Book). 
An Comunn Ga±dhealach; Secy,: Neil Shaw. 
Printed and published for An Comunn 
Gaidhealach by Alex. MacLaren & Sons, Argyle 
Streets Glasgow. 
2 ff 62pp. 25xl6. AUj Mit., NLS9 SS. (This 
is the solfa version; that with 
staff had Shaw and MacLarenIs addresses on 
the title paGeg and 6 unnumbered pp. at front. ] 
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CWMN GAIDHEALACH, AN. COISIR Al IMOID 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Coisir a' Mh; id II. The Mod Collection 
of Gaelic part songs (Second Book). 
1913-1925, Clar-amais ... Printed and 
published for An Comunn Gaidhealach by Alex, 
Maclaren & Sons, Gaelic Printers and 
Dooksellers, 360-362 Argyle Streotq Glasgow, 
C. 2. 
2 ff 66pp. 25xl6.. AU, SS. tIssued 
in both notations. ] 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACHq AN. COISIR At MHOID 3. 
Glasgow, 1935. 
Coisir a' 1,, Ih*oid 3. The Nod Collection 
of Gaelic part songs. Third Dook. 
1925-31. Clar-amais. .. Printed and 
published for An Comunn Gaidhealach by 
Alex. MacLaren &- Sons, Printers and 
Booksellers, 268 Argyle Street, Glasgowq 
C, 2,31-935- 
63ppt 25xi6. mit. 
In staff and solfa. ) 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACIll AN. COISIR At IIIIOID 
Glasgowl 1940. 
Coisir at MhZoid 4. The Mod Collection 
of Gaelic part songs, Fourth Book. 1932- 
1937. Clar-armais. ,, Printed and published for An. Comunn Gaidhealach by Alex. MacLaren 
& Sonsp Printers and Booksellers, 268 Argyle 
Streetq Glasgow, C. 2.1940. 
71pp 1f Ads. 25xl6. mit, (In 
both notations, i. e. 2 separate vols. ] 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACTIf AIN. COISIR At MHOID 
Glasgow, 1953. 
Coisir at 1.1h; id 5. The Mod Collection 
of Gaelic part songs. Fifth Dook, 1938-1947- 
Clar-amais ... Printed and published. for 
An Comunn Gaidhealach by Alax. MacLaren 
&- Sons, Printers and Dooksellers, 268 Argyle 
Strecto Glasgow, C, 2,1953. 
2 ff 60pp, 2 ff Ads. 25xl6. PC. (A 
staff and a solfa version issuedt as 
with the previous numbers, ] 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACI-19 AN. COISIR ITA CLOINNE, 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Coisir na Cloinne, Forty Gaelic Songs with 
solfa. Special musical arrangements by 
well-known composers for Rural and Juvenile 
Gaelic Choirs. 1/-. Published for An 
Comunn Gaidhealach by Alex. MacLarcin &- Sons, 
Argyle Stroett Glasgow. 
24pp 21X17- PC. [Solf-a. ] 
COISIR NA CLOINNE. 
Glasgoi, r, 1949. 
a . 116. Published ; 
aidhealach by Alex, 
19 Wellington Streetp 
24pp 21X17- fPrinters 
imprint 
qZeprintod 19491. 
alterations have 
of the previous 
for An Comunn 
MacLaren &- Sonsq 
Glasgow. 
PC. 
at end of vol*-- 
The title paGe 
been stamped on top 
entries. ] 
COITUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN. COWINN NA H-OIGRIDH. 
See under CONnJNN NA H-OIGRIDH,, 
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COMUNN GAIDIIEALACH, JU7. CROGA AN OIR. 
[Glascow], n. d. 
Croga an Oir, Adapted from PrOca an Oir. 
(Ifith grateful acknoi., Tledgments to The 
McCaig Trust and to Broi-me & Nolant Limited). 
Printed in the Republic of Ireland. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. 
32pp. 19xl3. 
[111, in colour, An elementary school 
text-book. Ca. 1958. Prepared by 
Donald Grant; translated from Irish. ] 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACHI, MI. AN CUAIRTEAR, 
Glasgowl 1934. 
An Cuairtear. Here crest with leeend, Ar 
Canain Is ar Ceol. ] At phrisq tri saillinn. 
An Comunn Gaidhealachg 212 West George 
Streett Glasgow. 1934. 
24pp 19X13- PC. [Readings 
in verse and prose for schools 
and night-classes. Printed Arch, 
Sinclair, Glaseow. ] 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACHt AN. DAIN THAGHTE. 
Glasgow, 1906. 
Dain Thaghte, a chum feum an sgoilean na 
Gaidhealtachd. - Fo uGhdarras A' Chomuixm 
Ghaidhealaich. (111. ] Air a chur am mach 
le Aonghas Mao Aoidh# 43 Murray Places 
Struibhle. 1906.3d. 
47PP9 If Clar-innsidh. 19XI3. AU. 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN. AN DEO-GITIREINE. 
Glasgow, 1905-67. 
An Deo-Ghreino, The Monthly Magazine of 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, Volume 1. Oct. 9 
1905, to SePt-9 1906, inclusive. Enea5 
MacKay, 43 Murray Placog Stirling, 
0 An Doo-Greine. The Monthly Magazine of An 
Comunn Gaidhealach, Volume II, Oct., 1906, 
to SePt-9 19079 inclusive, Eneas NacKay, 
113 Murray Place Stirling, 
*Volume V, Oct. t 19099 to Sept. 9 1910, inclusive. An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
108 Hope Streeto Glasgow. 
*Volume XVIII. Oct., 1922, to Sept,, 19ý39 
inclusive. An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
3.14 West Campbell Street,, Glasgow. 
An Gaidheal. (Forrierly An Doo-Greine). The 
Monthly Magazine of An Comunn Gaidhealach. 
Volixme XIX. Oct, j, 1923, to Sept. 9 1924j 
inclusive. An Comunn Gaidhealacht 114 
I-lest Campbell Street, Glasgow. 
['Gailigl was the title of numbers 
XVIII 4 to XIX. l; Ja-n. 9 1923 to Oct-9 
1923-1 
, Volura' XXX* Oct-9 1934, to Sept. 9 19ý5, incluosive. An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
131 West Regent Street, Glasgow. 
*. Volirne XLII*r. October, 1943, 
[to 
Decemberg 1948ý. -An Comurm Gaidhealach, 
131 West Regent Street, Glasgow. 
, Volume XLIV 
(New Series). January, 19ý9' to December, 1949, inclusive. An 
ComýL Gaidhealach, 131 West Regent Street, 
Glasgow. 
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COMUNN GAI'DIIEALACH., AN, All DEO-GHREINE. (cont. ) 
* Volume XLV. January, 1950, to December, 1950, 
±nclusive, An Comunn Gaidhealacht 
65 Ifest Regent Streetv Glasgow, 
, Volume LXII. 
[January, 1967, to ýa; 
ch, 1967.1 An Comwin Gaidhealach, 
65 West Regent Streetq Glasgow. 
[Last Issue] The Official Magazine of 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. An Gaidheal, The 
Gael. March 1967. One Shilling. 
[Pagination] Ca. 200pp per yearly vol., 
1905-13; 192pp per vol,, 1913-39; ca. 
100pp per vol,, 1939-62; 148pp per vol., 
1963-66; IfOpp in last vol. (3 numbers), 
(Size] 26x2O (volume bindings). Mit. 
[General. Monthly, Official orgariof An 
Comunn Gaidhealach; half house-magazine, 
half literary journal (for further details 
of contents see Part I of thesis, Chapter 
11 Periodicals). Replaced in April 
1967 by Sruthq a fortnightly newspaper. 
Editors. MalcolmMacParlane (1905-o6); 
Rev. Malcolm MacLennan for Gaelic and 
Rev, D, MacGillivray f LEn lIsh (19o6- or ' I' 
08); Duncan Reld (1908 1912ý; Donald 
MacPhie (1912; 22); Neil Shaw (1922); 
Rev, Neil Ros (1923-36); Rev. Malcolm 
MacLeod (1936-46); Rev, T. M, Murchison 
(1846-58); James Thomson (1958-62); 
Donald Grant (1962-64); Roderick 
IlacKinnon (1964-67). 
Printers. Arch. Sinclair, Glasgow (1905--); 
Scottl Allan e-, Learmonthl Stirling (1921); 
Scott & Learmonth (1921--); Alex. Learmonth 
Stirling (1924--); Caledonian Press (1950--1- 
See also CONUNN NA H-OIGRIDH. AN GAIDIIEAL 
OG, 1 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACH9 kN. EARAIL. 
[Glasgoif]q nod. 
[Crest] Earail do Bhuill at Chomuinn. 
7pp. 18xl2, PC, 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACH9*AIT. FACAL DO NA-GAIDHEIL. 
[Glasgow], n. d, 
An Comurm Gaidhealach. Facal do na Gaidheil. 
A word to the Gaidlical from An Comunn 
Gaidhealach. 
2pp. 27x2l. NLS. 
[Gaelic and English. ] 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACHI AN. ADI FEACHD GAIDHEALACII. 
Glasgow, 1944. 
Am Feachd Gaidhealach. [Here crest vi - th 
legendg-Ar Canain Is ar 
% 
Ce'0'*1 ] Ar tir 
Isar teanga; loan gu dlUth ri cliu' do shinnsir; 
guma fada be'O ar Rlgh. An Coniunn Gaidhealach, 
131 Sraid lar Regentt Glaschuy C. 2.1941to 
320pp 18xll. EPL9 NLS. [Foreword 
by Calum MacLeod, President, 
For soldiers, Comprises the extracts 
of prose and verse--niostly reprints 
from'An Gaidheall-which ifere, previously 
published as Airgiod an Righ, Seirbhis 
at ChrU%int and Iduilleagan air leth' (see 
AYMMIN GAIDHEALACH. WAR LITERATUREJ for 
list of the last. ). Chosen by 1,1acLeod. ] 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN. FEILL Al CHOIMUINN 
GHAIDHEALAICII, BUTH NAN EADLAIN[sic] 
(Glasoow, ý. d, ] 
Feill a' Chomuinn Ghaidhealaich, Buth nan 
Eadlain, Leabhar Bhuth nan Eadlain (The 
Industry Stall Book), beins information 
relatin, g/ 
PAGE 
NUMBERING 
AS ORIGINAL 
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relating to Home Industr-Lest coklected from 
the districts represented at the Stall, An 
rud a tha fe-amail tha e priseil. (What is 
useful is valuable. ) 
iv, P 5-73t i f. 10.8xl4.9. Mit, fl 
song in Gaelic,, very little elso, 
Ill. -with photos. 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACHt AN, THE PEILL COOKERY DOOK. 
Glasgowp 1907. 
The Foill Cookery Book. [Crest. ] Glasgow: 
IftNaughton & Sinclair, 29 Cadogan Street* 
1907- 
248p 19xl2. PC, fRecipes 
in Gaelic on pages 225-228. ] 
COMUNN GAIDHEALAC119 AN. GAELIC ORTHOGRAPHY, 
Glasgowp 1954. 
[crest. ] Gaelic Orthography, Recormnended 
Formse An Comunn Gaidhealach, 65 West 
Regent Street# Glasgoup C. 2.19540" 
4 ff. 26xig. PC, 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. AN GAIDHEAL, See 
COMLITIN GAIDHEALACHt AN. AN DEO-GHREINE. 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN. GAILIG. See 
CWMN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. AN DEO-GHREINE. 
COMNIN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. MOD. (The following 
are booklets of set pieces issued for the 
competitions in the National Mod of An 
Comunn Gaidhealach. As thpy are, in most 
instances, regularily recurring publications, 
they are treated as serials. Publications 
for an individual competition are grouped 
together as one seriall the first issue being 
used as the standard--e. g. for alphabetisatione 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. MOD. CHORAL MUSIC 
FOR CHILDREN'S COMPETITIONS. 
Glasgow, 1923--. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Inverness Mod. 
1923, Choral Music for Children's Competitions. 
Printed and published for An Comunn Gaidhealach 
by Alex. MacLaren &- Sons, Gaelic Printers and 
Booksellers, 360-362 Argyle Street, Glasgow. 
Price fourpence each. 
Music for Children's Competitions. Mod of 
1924. Choral Songs. Printed and published 
for, ,0 [Issues with identical title page (except 
for date) appeared, 1926,1929,19309 
19319 19349 1935-1 
Music for Childrents Competitions, Mod of 
1936 Printed and published for. a. [Issues 
-with identical title page (ex, 
date) appoaredl 1936-40.1 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, Modq 1947* Earrann 
na h Oigridh. TIssues 
vrith similar title page appearedg 
1947-52. ] 
An ComuTm Gaidhealach. Jubilee Mod 1953.. 
Coisearan Oiaridh. 
[Issues with similar title page (ex. 
date) appearedt 1953-68 1 
4pp per issue up to 1940; 4-ýpp (1947-52); 
8PP (1953-63); av. l2pp (1964-68). 
32/22xl9/15 cms, PC* 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. MOD. EARRANN NA 
H-EALDIIAIN. 
[Glasgoiv3,1912-14. 
Darrann na h-, Ealdhain agus na Lamh-Oibre, ' 
Riaghailtean nan Comh-fharpuis agus al IL'-. argaidh 
Bhliadhnall, 1912. 
7pp., 
123xl8 
PC. 
912-1; 14 only seen. ] 
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COMUNN GAIDREALACH9 AN. 'MOD. BARRAINN NA H- 
OIGRIDH [non-musical]. 
[Glasgow], 1928--. 
[Crest3 An Comunn Gaidhealach. Mod Inbhir- 
nis,, 1928. Earrarui na h-0igridh. . 
[Contents]. 
[Issues with similar title page 
iexcept 
for date) appeared, 1928 1930P 19320 1934t 
1936-399 1946-48,1952-6A. ] 
7-8p 3.9xl3. PC, fýassages 
in verse and prose for oral 
performance, ] 
COINJUNN GAIDIIEALACIIO AN. MOD. ORAIN At MHOID. 
Glasgowt 1924-40. 
Orain a' Mhoid. 1924. Gaelic Songs for 
Solo Singing; Poem and Prose for Recitation, 
Leabhar I. Book One, Glaschoz Alazdair 
? 4acLabhruinn Is a Mic, 360-362 Sraid 
Earra-Ghaidheal. 
(There appearedq Vol. I-XVII, 1924- 
1940; most issued without. date except 
that of the copyright imprint, 
J 
l6pp per issue. 2lxl7. PC* 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACHI AN. MOD. ORAIN-AON-NEACH. 
Glaseow, 1948--. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, [Crest. ] Orain-aon- 
neach. Mod, 1948. Copyright reserved. 
An Comunn Gaidhealachl 131 Sraid ITest ReGent, 
Glaschul C. 2, 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. [Crest. ] Orain-aon- 
neach. Mod, 1949, Leabhar 2. Copyright. 9* (Issues with similar title page (except 
for date and number) appearedl 1949,1950-1 
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COIIUNN GAIDIIDALACII, AN. MOD. ORAIN-AON-NDACH. (cont. ) 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. [Crest. ] Orain-aon- 
neach. Mod, 1951. Leabhar 4. Copyright 
reserved. An Con-unn Gaidhealach, 65 Sraid 
Ifest Rogentq GlaschUg C. 2. 
[1952 similar. ] 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. [Crest. ] Orain-aon- 
neach. Leabhar VI. Mod an Iubilig 1953j anns 
an Obane Copyrighte ,, [Issues with similar title page (except 
for date and number) appearedg 1953-68 . 8-31PP; average 16pp per issue. 25xl9. PC, 
COINIUNIJ GAIDIIEALACH9 AN. MOD, ORAIN NA H- 
OIGRIDII. 
Orain na h-Oigridh. 
Glasgow, 1947--.. 
[Crest. ] Mod 1947. .- 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. [Crest. ] Orain 
aon neachg rosa is bardachd (Earrann na h- 
Oigridh). Mod 1949. (CopyriGht Reserved. ) 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, 131 Sraid Ifest ReGent, 
Glaschu, C. 2, 
An Comurm Gaidhealach [Crest. ] Orain na h- 
Oigridh, Le rosg is 
krdachd. 
Mod 1950. 
(copyright Reserved, ) An Comunn Gaidhealachp 
131 Sraid Ifest Regent, Glaschu C, 2, 
6.5 Sraid West Regentl Glaschu, C, 2, [Mod 1951 and following, ] 
An Comunn Galdhealach. [Crest. ] Orain na 
Cloinne. Mod an Iubili, 19539 anns an 
Oban, Copyright Reserved. An Comunn Gaidheal- 
achl 65 Sraid I-lest Regentq Glaschu, C. 2. 
[Issues with similar title par (except 
for date and location of Mod appearedv 
1953-68. ] 
6-16pp; average 9 per issue. 21X17- PC# 
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CO'MUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN. MOD. SENIOR CHORAL 
COMPETITION, PUIRT-A-BEUL. 
Glasgow, 1952. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Forty-Ninth 1. Mod. 
Rothesay 1952, Senior Choral Competition, 
Puirt-a-Beul ... 
[Contents]. Price 3/-. 
Published by An Comunn Gaidhealach. Printed 
in Gt. Britain by Mozart Allan, 84 Carlton 
Placeq Glasgow, C.. 5. Copyright 1952. Staff. 
7pp. 2.5xl6. PC. 
COT-fUNN GAIDHEALACHp -AN* MOD. SONGS FOR CHORAL COMPETITIONS. 
lasgow. 1938--.. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, Forty-Second Mod. 
Glasgowl 1938. Songs for Choral Competitions. 
Price I/- each. Printed and published for 
An Comunn Gaidhealach by Alex. Maclaren 
Sonsq Gaelic Printers and Dooksellersp 
268 Argyle Street, Glasgowp C. 2. Printed 
in Scotland. Staff. 
[Issues with similar title page (ex. 
date) appeared 1938t 1939,19479 1949 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, Forty-Seventh Mod. 
Dtmoon 1950. Songs for Choral Competitions. 
Price 2/- net. Published by An Comunn 
Gaidhealach. Printed in Gt. Britain. 
Copyright 1950. 
[Printed DooGanq Glasgow. ] 
Forty-EiGhth Mod. ; 
ongs for Choral Compe 
*0 
216 net. Published by 
Printed in Gt, Britain 
& Co. 0 Ltd. p 37 Miller 
CopyriGht 1951. 
Edinburgh 1951- 
titions. Price 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. 
by 11m. A, Doogan 
Street, Glasgoifp C. lo 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. INIOD. SONGS FOR CHORAL 
COMPETITIONS. (cont. ) 
0 Forty-Ninth IMod. Rothesay 1952. Songs ýor 
Choral Competitions. Price 2/6 not. 
Published by An Comunn Gaidhealach. Printed 
in Gt. Britain by Mozart Allan, 84 Carlton 
Placet Glasgowt C-5. Copyright 1952. 
[Issues in 1952,19539 1954,1956.1 
9 *Fifty-Fifth Mod. Glasgow 1958. Songs 
or Choral Competitions. Price 4/-. Published 
-reet, by An Comunn Gaidhealach, 65, Ifest Regent St 
Glasgoif*, C. 2. Printed in Gt. Britain by Mozart 
Allan, 84 Carlton Place, Glasgow, C-5- Staff 
and sol-fa. Copyright 1957. [Issues witli similar title page'(ex. 
date and location) appeared, 1957,1959- 
66. That for 1964 was published in 3 
separate parts, and for 1965 in 2 
parts. ] 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Songs for Choral 
Competitions ... 
[contents]. Printed and 
published for An Comunn Gaidhealach by 
Alexander MacLaren e: Sonsv Glasgowq C92, 
Printed in Gt, Britain, Copyright 1949- 
1966. 
12-30PP; average 20pp per issue. 24xl6. PC. 
I 
C, OMUNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. MOD,, SONGS FOR RURAL 
CHOIRS I CGIMPETITIONS. 
[Glasgovr], 1951-- - 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Forty-Eighth Mod. 
Edinburgh 1951, Songs for Rural Choirst 
Competitions, , *(Contents]. Price 316 net. 
Published by An Comunn Gaidhealach. Printed 
in Gt. Britain. Copyright 1951. Staff. 
[Similar issues in 19519 1952,1953,1957.1 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN. 
CHOIRS' COMPETITIONS. 
MOD. SONGS FOR RURAL 
(cont. ) 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Fifty-Ninth Mod. 
Oban 1962. Rural Choirs. Co-fharpais 58. 
Oran do Reisimeid Earra-Ghaidheal. Price 
3/6. Published by An Comunn Gaidhealachp 
65 West Regent Streetp Glasgoivp C. 2. Printed 
in Gt, Britain by Mozart Allan, 84 Carlton 
Placep Glasgow, C. C. Copyright 1962. 
Staff and sol-fa, 
129 11,4,49 8 pp respectively per issue. 
24x16. PC. 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN. MOD. SYLLABUS AND 
PRIZE-LIST, 
[Glasgow3 9 1910-57. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, Syllabus and Prize- 
List of The Nineteenth Mod, to be hold in the 
Music Hall, Edinburgh, on the 5thp 6thq and 
7th, October,, 1910, An Comunn Gaidhoalach. 
Clar-Innsidh agus Duaisean an Naoidheamh- 
Moid-Dheug, a' tha ri chumail ann an Talla- 
a'-Chiuill an Dun-eideann, air a' choiaeamhq 
an t-seathamhp agus an t-seachdamh la de 
Mhios October, 1910. 
(Gaelic and English. This is the first 
which contained much Gaelic. Similar 
issues, 1910-40,1946-56 (not all seen). ] 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Patron H. M. The Queen. 
Syllabust Prize List and Rules of The National' 
Mod. Price, 1/3. N. B. - Particulars of all 
prescribed pieces are published annually in a 
supplement, An Comunn Gaidhealach. Clar-ioinairt, 
duaisean agus riaghailtean A' Mhoid Naiseanta. 
At phris, 1/3. N. D. - Tha fiosrachadh mu gach 
earrann a thaghadh air a chlo-bhualadh 1gach 
bliadhna an leabhran fa leth. 
[Published 1957. Reprinted as required. ) 
1910-56: 27-36pp, average 32pp per issue; 
1957: 40pp. 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN. MOD. SYLLABUS AND 
PRIZE-LIST. (suppl 
. 
enient. ýGlasgow], 
1957--. - 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Ainmean gach earrania 
de Rosg is Bardachd agus na h-Orain a thaghadh 
air son an loth-cheudamh 'Mod Is a ceithir a 
tha ri chumail an Inbhirnis bhotn 30mh latha 
de'n t-Sultainn gus an 4mh latha detn Damharg 
1957. Gabhar ri ainmean gu ruig at cheud latha 
de'n Og-mhios. A' phris sia sgillinn. Faic 
clar-iomairt at 1ý, Ihoid air son fiosrachadh 
mu na co-fharpalseany na duaisean agus na 
riaghailtean. (A' phris, 1/3). 
The Highland Association. Names of prescribed 
Prose, Poetry and Songs selected for The 
Fifty-fourth Mod to be held in Inverness 
from 30th September until 4th October, 1957. 
Mod entries close on lst June, Price sixpence, 
For particulars of competitions, pr1zes and 
rules refer to Mod Syllabusp price 1/3, 
including postage. 
[Gaelic and English, Similar issues, 
1957-68. ] 
4-7PP (mostly 7PP) per issue, 25xl6. PC, 
COMUNN GAIDREALACH, AN. MOD. VARIA. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Song for Choral 
Competition, Tuireadh Iain Ruaidh. For 
conditions of competition see Syllabus from 
the Secretary of An Comunn Gaidhealachq 131 
West ReGent Street, Glasgow, C. 2. Price 9d 
7pp- 25x16. PC. 
[Copyright 1949.1 
An Con: unn Galdhealach. 
be hold at Perth, 1924. 
Choral Test Song. For 
see Syllabus 1924 Plod, 
An Comunn Galdhealach, 
Glasgow/ 
Twenty-Eighth Mod to 
Cumha ? -Ihic Criomainn. 
conditions of competition 
from the Secretary of 
114 West Campbell Streetq 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACHf AN. MOD. VARIA. ' (cont. ) 
Glasgow. Price 6d. Printed and published for 
An Comunn Gaidhealach by Alex. Maclaren &- Sonsy 
Gaelic Printers and Bookseller3p 360-362 
Argyle Street, Glasgow. 
7pp. 24xl6. PC. 
Cruachan Beann, 
[Music arranged by To So. Drummond, Add, in 
1930, Not seeno Referred to as 'Mod 
choral sone'. ] 
(Miscellaneous sheet music (mostly modern) 
issued for individual competitions of the Mod 
when existing*publications inadequate. ] 
Song for Choral Competition. Niluile nam 
Fuar-13heann IvIor. An t-oran agus fonn le Iain 
Mac Dhorihnuill (Liosach). For conditions of 
cj 
competition see Syllabus from the Secretary 
of An Comunn Gaidhealachv 131 West Regent 
Street, Glasgow, C. 2. Price 6d. Printed 
and published for An Comunn Gaidhealach by 
Alex* Maclaren & Sons9 Gaelic Printers and 
Booksellers, 268 Argyle Street, Glasgow, C. 2. 
Copyright 1947- 
4 ff. 27xl8,, PCO 
Test Song for Mod of 1915. Tog Orm mo Phiob. 
(Hand me my Pipes). Lament for Sir Roderick 
MILeod of Dunvegan, Air composed by his piper, 
Para Mor MICrimmon, A, D. 1626. A Gaelic 
melody arranged for mixed voices (unaccompanied). 
English text by Rev, M. N. Munrol MeA. Arranged 
by Julian H. W. Nesbitt. Price 2d nett, postage 
extra. Printed by J. and R. Parlanev Paisley. 
8 ff. '25X16. PC, 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACHj All. ORAIN CARAID. 
Glasgow, [c. 1938]. 
Orain-caraid. [Crest. ] Price 2/6. 
An Coplunn Gaidhealachp 131 Sraid lar Regentf 
Glaschut C. 2. Copyrightp 1938. Printed in 
Scotland* 
2 ffj 30pp. 25, xl6. PC, 
CO), [UNN GAIDIIEALACHp AN. REPORTS. 
[Inverne3s], 1967--.. 
Annual Report 1966-67. An Comunn 
Gaidhealach. 
49pp 24xl9. PC* [Printed 
Ecclesq Inverness, ] 
Annual Report 1967-68, An Comunn 
Gaidhealach. 
56pp 24xig. PC, [I 
photo. Both are equally in Gaelic 
and English. Previous Reports had 
little Gaelic. ] 
COT. PJNN GAIDHEALACH9 AN. SCOTTISH GAELIC AS 
A SPECIFIC SUBJECT. 
Glasgoviv 1907- 
Scottish Gaelic as a specific subject. Stage 
1. Compiled by a Committee of The Highland 
"'isg suas, a Ghaidhlies Is tog Association. I'Du 
do Chuth. 11-N. Mac Le'Q'id. Third edition. 
Published for The Highland Association by 
Archibald Sinclair, 47 Waterloo Street, 
Glasgow, Norman MacLeodq Edinburgh. Hugh 
11acDonaldq Esplanadel Obane 1907. [Copyrighte] 
128pt, - 19xl3. EPL, GU: CL9 Mit. 
Reprint of the lst ed, of 1893, whose 
Preface is retained. Printed Sinclair 
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COMUNN GAIDHEALACHI AN. SEIIZBIIIS A' ýHRUIN. 
Glasgowp 1943. 
Seirbhis at Chruin. (Crest. ] Ar tir Is ar 
teanga; lean gu dlUth ri cliU do shinnsir; 
guina fada beo ar RIgh. An Conunn GaidheaDach, 
131 Sraid lar Regent. Glaschu, C. 2.1943- 
176p 14xio. NLS9 PC. Deprints 
from An Gaidheal; for soldiers. 
0 
'Failtel signed-Calum MacLeoid,, Ceann 
Suidhe. 'Laoidh na Rioghachd' on inside 
back cover. Printed Learmonthq Stirling., 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACHO AN. SRUTH. 
Invernesst 1967-- 
Sruth, Scotlandts Bi-lingual Newspaper* 
Newspaper of current events in the Highlands, 
the Islands, and in Scotland, Published by 
An Comunn Gaidhealach-The Highland Association. 
Di-ardaoin 6 Giblean 1967. Thursday 6 April 
1967, No, 1.6d, 
[Continuing. ) 
8pp, per issue for the Ist 6 issuesp l2pp per 
issue thereafter. 39x28. 
(Issued by the Inverness Office of the 
Association; editorial offices at 
92 Academy Street, Inverness; odd. by a 
-groupp inoluding principally Frank 
G. Thompson (General Editor) and Iain 
MacLeod (Gaelic Editor). Printed by'The 
Highland Herald'i Inverness. Fortnightly. ] 
CO'MUNN GAIDHEALACII, AN. TIR NA DIEALA. 
(Glasgow]l n. d. 
T1r na Meala, Adaptee from Tfr na Meala. 
With grateful acknoifledgement to the McCaig 
Trust and to Browne and Nolan, Limited, 
Printed for An Comunn Gaidhealach in the Republic 
of Ireland. 
72p]ý lqxl-3. [111, 
in colour. An elem. school book; trans. 
from'Irish by Donald Grant. Ca. 1958. ] 
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COINUNN GAIDIIEALACH, AIN. TIR NAM BLATH. 
[Glasgoiv], n. d. 
T1r nam Blath. Adapted from Tir na mBlath, 
With grateful acknowledgements to the McCzaig 
Trust and to Browne and Nolanv Limited. 
An Coraunn Gaidhealach. Printed in the 
Republic of Ireland. 
72pp, 19X13- 
[Elementary school book; ill, in colour. 
Translated froin Irish by Donald Grant, 
Ca, 1958,1 
COIRJNN GAIDHEALACIII AN. TIR NAN OG. 
[Glasgow], n. d. 
T1r nan Og. Adapted from Tir na nOU., (11ith 
grateful aclmowledgerients to the McCaig 
Trust and to Drowne and Nolan, Limited. ) 
Printed in the Republic of Ireland. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
48pp. 19xl3, 
(ruem. school book; ill. in colour, 
Translated from Irish by Donald Grant, 
Ca- 1958.1 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN. TfR NAN SEUD. 
[Glasgow], n, d, 
T1r nan Seud, Adapted from TJ'r na Seodo 
With grateful acknowledgements to the McCaig 
Trust and to Browne & Nolan Ltd. [111. ] 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Printed in the 
Republic of Ireland. 
56ppe 19X13' 
(Elam* school book; ill. in colour. 
Trans. from Irish by Donald Grant. Ca. 
1958. The whole series (see also Croga 
an Oir) was printed LY Browne 6 Nolan, 
Dublin, with the original illustrations*] 
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COMUNN GAIDIIZALACH, AN. UIRSGEULAN GAIDIfEUACH. 
Stirlin. -. 9 1905. 
Uirsgeulan Gaidhealach leis an do choisneadh 
duaisea-n aig IlZoid A' Chomuinn Ghaidlicalaich. 
Air an cur a mach fo Ughdarras a' chomuinn 
cheudna. Struibhle: Aonghas Mac Aoidh, 
43 Murray Place. 1905- 
62pp. 20x14 (boards). mit., Ss. 
UIRSGEULAN GAIDHEALACH. 
Stirling, 3.912. 
Uirsgoulan Gaidhealach leis an do choisneadh 
duaisean aig MOid At Chomuinn Ghaidhealaich. 
An dara clo-bhualadh, fo laimh Chaluim Mhic 
Pharlain. Struibhle: Aonghas Mac Aoidh, 43 
Murray Place. 1912. 
64pp. 19xl3 (paper covers). AUO'GU: CL, NLS. 
COMUNN GAIDHEALACH, AN* [IVAR LITERATURE], 
[Glasgoif]v n. d. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. [Crest. ] Le deagh 
dhu'rachd dhaibh-san a tha a' dion ar duthcha 
cho curanta* Com-baiste a' Mharaiche. 
curanta. Spioradalachd nan Gaidheal. 
curantao Seasmhachd nan Gaidheal* 
curanta. An Impireachd agus na Gaidheil. 
@, curanta, Cogadh mor na Saorsa. 
ý:,. curanta. Litir oln Tigh. 
per leaflet, 26x2O. NLS, 
[Reprints from IAn Gaid1leall; issued to 
soldiers; re-issued in Am Feachd Gaidhealach. 
Mentioned in hn Gaidheal! in 1942. ] 
COMUNK GAIDHEALACH9 AN. SRADAG. See under SRADAG. 
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COMUNN GAIDNEALACH LEODHAIS. EILBMý FRAOICH. 
Stornoway, 1938. 
Eilean Fraoich. Lewis Gaelic Songs and 
Melodies. Comunn Gaidhealach LeOdhais. 
P--ice --- 3/6. 
(Printer's imprint. ] Stornoway: printed at 
the "Gazette" Office. 1938. 
8 ff lllpp. 22xl5. NLS, PC, (Preface 
signed by James Thomson and 
Duncan MacDonald, Music in solfa. 
In 4 parts: Published Songs, Unpublished 
Songso Orain Luaidhp Puirt-a-Beul, ] 
COMUNN GAIDHLIG GHLASCHU. See GAELIC SOCIETY OF 
GLASGOW. 
COMUNN GAIDHLIG INDHIRNIS. See GAELIC SOCIETY 
OF INVERNESS. 
COMUNN GAIDHLIG OIL-THIGH OBAR-DHDJADHAIN, CRANN, 
Aberdeen, [19671s 
Crann. Iris 1.2/-. Comunn Gaidhlio 
oil-thigh Obar-dheadhain. 
20 ff [leaves]. 33x2l. 
[Reproduced by a photographic process; 
print on one side of paper only; ill. 
with fine line drawings. A lively and 
irreverend students' magazine. ] 
COMUNN NA GAIDIILIG AN LUNNAINN. ANNUAL REPORT. 
London, 1907f etc, 
Comunn na Gaidhlig an Lunnainne The Gaelic 
Society of London (founded 1777). 130th 
Annual Report and List of members. December, 1907. 
36pp 18xl3. Mit" [Little 
Gaelic, 1933 Report also seen; contains very 
little Gaelic. Presumably reports pub. per year] 
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COMUNN NA H-OIGRIDH. CLAR-EAGAIR. 
L'Glasgo-w], n. d. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Comunn na h-Oigridh. 
Clar-eagair obair nam feachd. 
7pp. 19xl3. PC, 
(comunn na h-Oigridh was (and is) a 
Gaelic youth organisation initiated by 
Clann an Fliraoich (now defunct), the 
all-Gaelic section of An Comunn 
Gaidhealach. Leaders have been 
George Narjoribanks, Hector MacDou all 
end Kay Matheson (present Leader). 
j 
COMUNN NA H-OIGRIDII, AN GAIDHEAL OG. 
[Gla. ggox. i]v 1949-60. 
An Gaidheal Og. Miosachan Comunn na h-Oigridh, 
Leabhar 1. Am Paoilleach, 1949. Aireamh 1. 
. Leabhar XII Am Paoilleachp 1960. Aireamh j. *[Last 
issue seen, ] 
1949-54: 44-48pp per yearly volume; 24-26pp 
per volume thereafter* 26x2O, Mit, 
(Issued monthly as a supplement to 
'An Gaidheal%] 
COMUNN NA H-OIGRID11, OBAIR AGUS RIAGIIAILTEAN- 
EARALACHAIDH. 
[Glasgow]l 1935- 
Gearr-Iomradh air Obair agus Riaghailtean- 
earalachaidh Comunn na h-Oigridh, A brief 
preliminary note on the new Youth Movement in 
the Gaidhealtachd. 
[Colophon] S. E. Marjoribanks, Am Faoilleacht 
1935, G, E. Marjoribariltst January, 1935. 
llpp, 22xl4. PC. ýGaelic 
and English on facing pages*] 
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COMUNN ITA H-OIGIZIDH. RIAGHAILTEAN AGUS CLAR- 
OBRACH. 
[Glasgoiv], 1955- 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Com-unn na h-OiCridh. 
Riaghailtean agus Clar-obrach. A* Learmonth 
& Sont Printersv 9 King Streett Stirling. 
1955. 
1.4pp. 22xI4. PC" 
[III, with 3 photos. Gaelic and English 
on facing pages. ] 
COIVIUNN NA 11-OIGRIDH9 FEACHD PIIORTIIIGHI. AN 
CABAIRNEACH. 
Portree, 19449-459-50, -62, 
Comunn na h-Oigridh, Feachd Phortright. 
An Cabairneach. A' phris - Tasdan (co-dhiubh). 
"An Eachdraidh Thuathach"q Inbhir Nis. 
[Editorial Page] An Cabairneach, An t-09 
mhios, 1944. 
25pp 3 ff Ads. 25xl9. NLS9 PC, tEditor 
Finlay J. MacDonald. ] 
Comunn na h-OiGridh. Feachd Phortrighl. An 
Cabairneach. A' phrls, - Tasdan, "An Eachdraidh 
ThuathachIlp Inbhirnis. 
[Editorial Pace] An Cabairneach. An t-Og 
Mhiosp 1945.11, Bean-Deasachaidh - Ceit 
Nic Dhomhnuill, 
2_5ppq 
_3 
ff Ads. 25xl9. NLS9 PC. 
Comunn na h-Oigridli, Feachd Phortriahle 
An Cabairneach. A' phrls - Tasdan 
(co-dhiubht 
co-dhiubh). "An Eachdraidh Thuathachllp 
Inbhir Nis. 
(Editorial Page] An Cabairneach. An Ceiteang 
1950- Fir-Deasachaidh -- Murchadh A, klac-an- 
Tuairneir, Niall Noireasdan. Comhairle 
Dheasachaidh - Calum Caimbeull Alasdair M. 
MacDhomhnuill/ 
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COMUNIX NA H-OIGlD,. IDII, FEACHD PHORTRIGIII. AN 
CABAIRNEACCH, (cont. ) 
MaoDhomhnuill, Niall MacDh 
, 
omhnui. 11, Donihnull 
MactIlIlEathaing Roda NicDhorahnuill, Norag 
Mholreasdan. 
27PP9 5 ff Ads. 25xl9. NLS. 
Comunn na h-Oigridh. Feachd Phortrighl, 
An Cabairneach, At phris - leth-chrun (co- 
dhiubhg co-dhiubh). 
[Editorial PaGe] An Cabairneach, An Ceitean, 
1962. IV. Fir-Deasachaidh: lain MacDhUghaillv 
Domhnull Mac tIll Fhinnein, D'O'mhnull lain 
MacLeOid. 
23PP 5 ff Ads. 25xl9. PC, tAll 
illustrated; edd. under the guidance 
of John Steele, Gaelic Mastor in Portree 
Iliah School. Noted for their use of 
a pithy, highly colloquial Gaelic. ] 
COMUNN NA 1-1-OIGRIDH9 FEACHD THOBARNHOIREt. 
NA 11-UIDHEAN PRISEIL. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
"Na h-Uibhean Priseil" le Feachd Thobarmhoire 
de Choraunn na h-Oigridhe An dara duaist 1937. 
[Crest. ] An Comunn Gaidhealachq 131 Sraid lar 
Regent, Glaschu. At phris - da sgillinn. 
7pp- 22xl5. Mit, 
[Add. inlAn Gaidhealt# Feb, 1939.1 
COMUNN NAN ALBANNACH. DROSNACIIADH. 
London, n. d. 
Na h-Albannaich), Coinunn nan Albannach ýThe 
Scots National League)p Lunnainn. 
Headquarters: The Reform Hall, 4 FwAval 
Hall, London. Earrann I: Brosnachadh do 
na Gzc"xidheil. Part II: A manifesto to the 
Scots people. Kensington: Kenneth MacKenzie, 
The Boolclovers' Resort. Price twopence. 
16pp. 16xia. GU: CL, SS. 
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COMUNN NAN GAIDIIEAL. 
Deaa-ghnath Comunn 
Clo-bliuailte fo ug. ' 
1928, 
28pp. 19xl3. 
DEAS-GIIINATH, 
Sydney. C. B,, 1928, 
nan Gaidheal, Sidni, C. B. 
ýidarras an Ard Chomuinn. 
Xavier. 
COMUNN SOISGEULACH GAIDHEALACII GHLASCIIO. 
LAOIDHEAN SOISGETLACH. 
Glasgow# 1913, 
Laoidhean Soisgeulach air an tional le Iain 
Caimbeul agus air an cur a mach le Donnachadh 
MacCollat Ceann Suidhe Comunn Soisgeulach 
Gaidhealach Ghlascho, Glasgow: Arciiibald 
Sinclairg Celtic Press, 47 Waterloo Street; 
Alex. MacLaren el; Son, Gaelic Booksollers, 
360 Argyle St. 1913. 
xif If [blank]t PP 13-128. i. 4xl2, GUI Nit, 
[First. ed. 1899 (viiit PP 7-126). No music. ] 
LAOIDHEAN SOISGEULACII. 
Glasgoiirp 1922. 
1922 ; 
iop'l f [; Iank]g PP 13-128. jL4xil. mit. 
LAOIDIIEAN SOISGEULACH. 
Glasgowq 1957. 
** Ghlascho. Reprinted 1957. Glasgow: 
Alex, MacLaren & Sont Gaelic Booksellers, 
268 Argyle Street, 1922, 
xi, 1f [blank]q PP 13-128* 14xii. PC, 
CONFESSION OF FAITH. See LEABHAR AIDEACHAIDH 
AI CHREIDIM11. 
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CONNOR, R. D. GAELIC POEMS. 
Stirling, [Pref, 1928]. 
Gaolic Poems by IR. D, Connor, with some 
English translations. Published by friends. 
61pp [English in pp 45-61]. 19XI3. PC. [Preface by Connor; Editorta Note by D. A. MIP. 
Printed at The Observer Press, Stirling. ] 
COOK9 ARCHIBALD. SEAMIOINEAN GAELIG. 
Invernoss, 1916. 
Searmoinean Gaelig leis an Urr, Arch, Cook, 
a bha an Deimhidh. Inverness: printed by the 
Northern Counties Newspapor and Printing and 
Publishing Companyq Limited. 1916. Price 
Three Shillings. 
vil 52pp,, 20xl3- 'AU9 CoS, NLS. ? 
Preface signed by the editor, John R. MacKay. ] 
SEARMOIN GHAIDIILIG. 
Glasgow, 1946. 
Searmoin Ghaidhlig Leis an Urr Gilleasbuig 
MacCuaig, a bha an Deimhidh, Gaelic Sermons 
by the Rev. Archibald Cook, Glascho: Alasdair 
MacLabhruinn Is a Nhic, 268 Sraid Earraghaidheall C. 2. 
First published - 1916. Second edition - 1946. 
vii, 352pp. 19X13. Stornoway Public Library. 
COOKs ARCHIBALD. SEAMION. 
Inverness, 1916. 
Searmon leis An Urr. Arch, Cook, a bha an 
Deimhidh. Inbhirnis. 1916. 
1 fq 23PP, 18xl2. FC, 
COOK# ARCHIBALD. 
Sermons (Gaelic 
Archibald Cook, 
by Rev. Jolm R. 
John MINeilage, 
If 111. [photo 
on pp 235-3151. 
SEMIONS (GAELIC AND ENGLISH). 
Glasgolirt 1907. 
and English). By the late Rev. 
Daviot, Edited, with an introduction 
MacKay, M. A., Inverness. Glasgow: 
65 Great Western Road, 1907. 
of Cook], xxxii, 315pp [English 
19X13- mit. 9 PC. 
I 
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COOK, ARCHIBALD. AN TIODELAC DO-LABHAIRT. 
Inverness, 1915. 
An Tiodh1ac Do-labhairt. A Gaelic Sermon 
preached by the late Rev. Archibald Cook, 
Free Churchs Daviot. Inverness: printed 
by Robt. Carruthers & Sons, 1915, Price 
threepence. 
16pp 18xl2. PC, [First 
ed 1868, of which this is a 
reprint. 
1 
CRAIG) K. C. GILLE NAN COCHALL CHRAICEANN. 
Stirling, 1955- 
Gille nan Cochall Chraiceann, and other tales, 
K. Co Craig, II, A,, B. Litt. Eneas MacKay, 
Stirling. 
Sgialachdan Gailig a chruinnich lain Og Ile, 
air an taghadh le K. C. Craia, M. A., B. Litt. 
First published 1955- [colophon] 
511pp. 19xl3- NLSj SS* 
CRAIGf K. C. LEIGHEAS CAS 0 CEIN. 
Stirlings 1950* 
Leigheas Cas 0 Cein. Sgialachd air a gabhail 
am Paislig an 1870 le Lachlainn Nac Neillq 
griasaiche a Ile, aeus air a cur slos air son 
lain Oig Ile le Bachann Mac 1111 fEathainns 
maighstir sgoileadh Ileach (MLss. 'lain Oia 
Ile Vol. 17). Air a deasachadh le K, C. Craig. 
Published for K. C. Craig by Dneas MacK-ay, 
Stirling. 1950- 
4 ff 84pps 20xl3. EU, GU, (Printed 
Jamieson & Munro, Ltd,, Stirling*] 
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CRAIGt K. C. CRAIN LUAID11. 
Glasgovr. [intro. 1949]. 
Crain Luaidh Ma' 'iri Nighean Alasdair. jkir an 
cruinneachadh le K. C. Craig. Published for 
K. C. Craig by Alasdair Matheson 6, Co., Ltd. 9 
37 Hiller Streett Glasgowq Col. 
4 ffý 124pp, 19xl2. Eut GUq PC. 
Intro, sioned-J11, C, Craigj Snaoisbheall 
An Samhradh 19491.1 
CRAIG9 K. C. SGIALACHDAN EILE 0 UIDIIIST. 
[Dublin, 1949. ] 
Sgialachdan Bile 6 UibIlist, 
pp iý4-i5i. 22xl4. NLS. 
LEditorial Note--tDuncan MacDonaldq aged 
659 crofter qnd mason of Peighinn. nan 
Ao, gliairean, South Uist, is the narrator of 
these (and other) tales which I wrote 
down in his hospitable home several 
years ago: K. C, Craig'. Offprint from 
'Beal oideas/The Journal of the Folklore 
of Ireland Societyý Iml. XIX, 1949 (1950). ] 
CRAIGp K. C, SGIALACHDAN 0 UIBIIIST. 
[Dublin, 1947-1 
Sgialachdan 6 Uibhist, 
Pp 231-250- 22xl5. NLS. 
[Editorial Note--'The two tales in Scottish 
Gaelic here published were recorded by Mrs 
K. C. Craig In April 1946 from the recital 
of Duncan MacDonald, masont of Peighinn 
nan Aoghairean, South Uist, In the Hebrides. 
Offprint from q3ealoideas/The Journal of the 
Folklore of Ireland Societyý Iml. XVII9 
1947 (1949). ] 
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CRAIG9 K. C. SGIALACHDAN J)IITRNNCHAIDH. 
Glasgow, [1944]. 
Sgialachdan Dhunnchaidh, Seann sgialachdan 
air an gabhail 16 Dunnchaidh Mac Dhomhnaill 
ac Dhunnchaidli, Uibhist a Deast mar a chual 
e aig athair fhein iad, 1944, Air an sgriobhadh 
le K. C. Craig. Printed and published for 
K. C. Craig by Alasdair Matheson & Co, Ltd,, 
Glasgow. 
6 ff 72pp, 22xl4. EPLI EUI GU, [No 
intro. or notes. ] 
CRANN. See COMUNN GAIDHLIG OIL-TIEIGII 
OBAR-DIIEADHAIN. 
CREIDEAMH NA BAHAII. See NATIONAL SPIRITUAL 
ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHAIIS OF THE BRITISH ISLES, 
CREIGHTONp HELEN (co-editor). GAELIC SONGS IN 
NOVA SCOTIA* 
[ottawall 1964. 
National Nuseum of Canada Bulletin No, 198, 
Anthropological Series, No. 66. Gaelic Songs 
in Nova Scotia. By Helen Creighton and 
Calum MacLeod, Issued under the authority 
of The Honourable Maurice Lamontagne, P. C., 
M. P., Secretary of State, Department of 
the Secretary of State, Canada. 1964. 
Xiis 308PP, 6 ff [blank]. 25xl7. ' Mit. 
[Liberally illustrated with photos. Music 
In staff notation. ] 
CROGA AN OIR, See AN COMUNNI GAIDHEALACII, 
CROIS TARA. See DIONNASG GAIDHLIG NA H-ALDA. 
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CTJAIRTEAR 9 AN. See AN COTMUNIN GAIDHEALACH, 
CUMADII AGUS ORDUGH. 
N, p, , n, d,, 
Cumadh agus ordugh na soirbhis airson a b1ii a 
cuir air leth ceisdeir. 
8pp. 17xl2. PC, 
Recent. 
_,,, 
Entered also under [cirumi or 
SCOTLANDJ 
-- - -A 
CUIR AIR LETH CEISDEIR, 
CUT-111A BARRAICH. 
Cumlia Darraich, 1923, 
Glasgowl 1923- 
[Printer's imprint] A. MacLean & Sons, Printersq 
360 Argyle St, 
lp. 27x2l. PC, 
[9 verses, No music, ] 
DAIN THAGHTE GHAIDIILIG. 
Glasgoi-ro n. d. 
Dain Thaghte Ghaidhlig. Selected Gaelic 
Poetry for reading and recitation, Glasgow: 
Alex. MacLaren & Sons, Argyle Street, C, 2, 
Sixpence. 
32pp. 18xl2, BNI PC. 
DAIN THAGHTE, A CHUM FEUM AIN SGOILEAN NA 
GAIDHEALTACHD. See AN COMUNN GAIDIIEALACH. 
DANA OISEIN NHIC FHINN. 
Edinburgh, 1902. 
Dýna Oisein Mhic Phinn, air an cur amach 
airson/ 
65: L 
airson math coitcheannta riuinntir na Gaeltachd. 
The Poems of Ossian. Dun-Eidin: John Grant, 
31 George IV, Bridge, 1902, 
it xvit 3'4pp. 16xil. Aul 
(First ed, 1818, same pagination as this. ] 
DEALBH-CHLUICH-CIUIL CHLOINNE [Prize-ifinning 
plays at the 1925 Mod]. See: 
MacCOMUCK, JOHN. AN CEOL-SITHE, 
MACFARLANE, MALCOLM. AM MOSGLADH HOR. 
MACLEODf CHRISTINA. NA RAITHEAN. 
DEALBH-CHLTJICHEAN AN GAIDHLIG [Series of plays, 
mostly translations, sponsored by An Comunn 
Gaidlicalach ca. 19-50]. See: 
BRANDANE, JOHN. AN TIGH-OSDA, 
COCKER9 If* D. SUIRGHE At 111WILLEIR. 
FERGUSONV J. A. All BODACH-ROCAIS. 
FRANCIS, J. 0. AM POIDSEAR. 
GREGORYt Lady [AUGUSTA], AN T-AIRGIOD-CINN. 
ý MACPHAILI M. S. SPUIR NA H-IOLAIRE. 
MALLOCHO G. R. MI DATA-LUATH. 
MILTON, J. C. GAOTHAN RIIN REIC. 
MORRISONI DONALD (translator). SIOS CHUN NA 
MARA. 
STEWART, KENNETH. DOMMALL DEARG. 
SYNGEt JOHN. MUINNTIR Al CHUAIN. 
6.52 
DEAN OF LISMORE (anthologist). See FRASER, 
JOIM. POEMS FRON THE BOOK OF THE DEAN OF 
LISMORE. 
DEAN OF LISMOTIM (anthologist). See ROSS9 
NEIL. HEROIC POETRY FROM THE BOOK OF THE 
DEAN OF LISMORE. 
DEAN OF LISMORE (antliologist). -See WATSONj 
V. J. SCOTTISH VERSE FROl%, l THE BOOK OF THE 
DEAN OF LISMORE. 
DEAS-GHNATH COMUNN NAN GAIDHEA. L. See COMIN 
NAN GAIDHEAL, 
DEO-GIMEINEý AN. Soo AN COMUNN GAIDIMALACH, 
DEO-GIZEINE, AN. See AN CO?,, fUNN GAIDHEALACH. 
AN DEO-GIMBINE, 
DEWAR, DANIEL (co-editor). A DICTIONARY OF 
THE GAELIC LANGUAGE. 
Edinburgh, 1901. 
A Dictionary of the Gaelic Language, in two 
parts, 1. Gaelic and English, 11, English 
and Gaelic. First part comprising a 
comprehensive vocabulary of Gaelic words, 
with their different significations in 
English; and the second part comprising a 
vocabulary of English words , with their 
various meanings in Gaelic. By the Rev. Dr. 
Norman MacLeodq minister of Campsie, and the 
Rev, Dro Daniel Dewarp one of the ministers 
Glasgow* Edinburgh: John Granti 31 George 
IV. Bridge. 1901. 
viij I f, 1005ppq 2 ff Proper Names. 25XI7- 
of 
GTJ . 
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DEVARy DANIEL (co-editor), A DICTIONARY OF 
THE GAELIC LANGUAGE. (cont. ) 
Edinburgliq 1909. 
Dictionary of the Gaelic Language. I. -Gaelic 
and English. II. -English and Gaelic. First 
part comprising a comprehensive vocabulary 
of Gaelic words with their different significations 
in English, and the second part comprising 
a vocabulary of English words with their various 
meanings in Gaelic. Dy t"Xie Rev. Dr. Norm-an 
MacLeod and the Rev. iýr. Daniel Dewar. 
Edinburgh: John Grant. 1909. 
viiq 1 fq 1005ppq 2 ff Proper Names. 25xl6. AU, 
(First ed. 1831, of which those of 1901 and 
1909 are virtual reprints (pagination of 
1831 ed. 9 
4 fft 10059 1f 1\"ame*). ] 
DEWARp JOHN (follcore-collector). See CAMPBELL, 
JOHN F, BLAR TRAIGH GHRUINNEAIRD, 
DElfARq Rev. JOHN. A REMINISCENCE OF THE WjM 
IN SOUTH AFRICA. 
Edinburght n, d, 
A Reminiscence of the War in South Africa. 
Sermon preached in Kilmartin Parish Church 
after the funeral of Queen Victoria by Rev. 
John Dewar, D. D. 
24pp [Gaelic version, PP 13-24]. Iqxl3. Mit. 
DICK9 LACHLAN (co-editor). LEASAIN GHAIDIILIG. 
Invernessp n. d. 
[Cover] Leasain Ghaidhlig. Gaelic Lessons. 
Learn Gaelic. Fichead leasan Gaidhlig, 
Twenty Gaelic lessons. Edited by Lachlan 
F. Dich, M. A. [and] Murdo MacLeodt M, A., B. A. 
Published for An Comunn Gaidhealach by 
Toradh/ 
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Toradhq An Comunn Productions, Abertarff Houseq 
Inverness. Printed by John G. Eccles, 28 High 
Strectq Inverness. 
loopf. 24xig. 
1966.10 L. P. records were issued ifith 
the booklet: these are now out of print. 
Foreword by D. J. MacKay. Illustrated. ] 
DIECKHOPP, HENRY C. A PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY 
OF SCOTTISH GAELIC. 
Edinbure, ho 1932. 
A Pronouncing Dictionary of Scottish Gaelicq 
based on the Glengarry dialect according to 
oral information obtained from natives born 
before the middle of last century. By Henry 
Cyril Dieckhoff, O. S. B. [Crest] 11; & A. K. 
John, ston, Limited, Edinburgh and London. -1932. 
xxxiiii I f, 186pp. 23XI5. GUO Nit. 
[Examples in phonetic script. ] 
DINGWALL ACADEMY. See SCHOOL MAGAZINES, 
DIONNASG GAIDHLIG NA II-ALBA. CEOL ITAM DEANN. 
[Glas, goi, i], n, d, 
6d, Cool nam Deann, [Crest] Dionnasg Gaidhlig 
na h-Alba. The Ceilidh Song-Sheet. 42 of the 
best songs in Gaelic. 
4 ff. 36x27- PC. 
[These are the 44 small pages of the 
subsequent 1noklet (see below) printed on 
11 large shoots. ] 
CEOL NAM DEANN. 
Glaseow, n, d, 
Ceol nam Beann. (Crest with legend, Cha n-fliois 
au buaidh. ] The Ceilidh Song-book. 42 of the 10 
be3t/ 
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best sonss in Gaelic. Price, 6d. 
44 ff. 13xll. GU: CL. 
[The Gaelic League's address given as 
27 Elmbank Street, Glasgow, Printed by 
North-West Printing Co. t Glasgow. 
] 
DIONNASG GAIDIILIG NA H-ALBA. CEOL NAM BEANN, (cont, ) 
Glasgowq n. d. 
Ceol nam Beann. [Crest] The Coilidh Song- 
book. 60 of the best songs in Gaelic. 
Revised edition. Price, 1/-, 
62pp 1f Ads. 1-3xll. ýA 
vay popular song-book; fairly representative, 
but Romantic songs are in the majority. 
The latest ed. was printed by Learmonthl. 
Stirling. ] 
DIONNASG GAIDHLIG NA 11-ALDA. AN CEUM. 
Glasgow, 1946-49, 
An Ceum. The official organ of Dionnasg 
Gaidhlig na h-Alba) (The Gaelic League of 
Scotland), UimhIr 1, Leabhar 1. An 
Damhairg 1946. Pris gach mios 2 saillinn, 
. Leabhar 2. Uimhir 9, An t-Oe-mhios, 19ý9* 
Pris gach mios 3 saillinnean. [Last seen. ] 
8pp- 22/18x14. NLS [incomplete]. 
(Uimhir 7 is the last seen of Leabhar 1, but, 
as Leabhar 2 began in September 1947, it 
appears that 12 monthly nos. -were issued 
of le Nos* of Leabhar 2 appeared approx. - 
quarterly; Uimhir 9 is the last seen. 
Information difficult to acquire on this, ] 
DIONNASG GAIDHLIG NA H-ALBA. CROIS TARA. 
Glasoolf, 1938-39* 
Crois Tara. Tir agus Canain. Uimhir 1. 
An t-luchar/ 
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DIONNASG GAIDHLIG NA H-ALBA. CROIS TARA. (cont. ) 
An t-luchar, 1938o Gach mios 2 sgillinn. [Colophon] Air a chur a mach le Dionnasg 
Gaidhlig na 11-Alba aig 183 Sraid Dheo'rsaq 
Glaschu. Clo-bhuailte le MacShcumais agus 
Rothacht Struibhle. 
. Leabhar 2. Uimhir 3. An Sultuine, 19; 
9. Gach mios 2 sgillinn. [Last Issue, ] 
4pp er monthly issue. 38x2.5. Mit, tBoth 
this and'An Ceunitwere in Gaelic and 
English and of miscellaneous content. ] 
DIONNASG GAIDHLIG NA H-ALDA, GAELIC COMMUNITY 
SONG SHEET. 
[ GI as goif n. d. 
Cha n-fhois gu buaidh. Dionnasg Gaidhlig 
na h-Alba (The Gaelic League of Scotland). 
['Objects of The League:, , . 1] Price 3d, 
Gaelic Community Song Shoot [songs begin]. 
4 ff. 29x23- PC. 
DOIN OLLA SIIASGUITNACH. * 
Oban, 
. 1907. 
(Oran connsachaidh no riasanachaidh. Ratiocinating 
song with the English Doctor. ] 
2pp, [T S-G. ) 
[A reprint of part of 'Da Oran Oirdheirc, 
DoIn Olla Shasgunnach; agus Aon Oran 
do Mhinisdeir Liosmor, Mr, Domhnul 
ýbmeacaill of 1781. Not seen. ] 
DOMHNULL CAM MACD11UGHAILL., See SGOIL BHALTOIS. 
DORLACH SIL. See MACLEANt Rev# Prof, DONALD* 
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DRUMMONDs PETER. GAELIC SERIESý BY BISHOP RYLE. 
Stirling, n. d, 
Naig , heachd Hhaith DoIn Chiontach; Claite am bheil Do Pheacaidhean?; 
Am Bheil Thu In ad Chadal?; 
Comasach air Tearnadh; 
Dealbh no Cridhe?; 
An Duine losa Criosd; 
Am bheil Thu Saor?; 
An Daehaidh. 
lp each, 
(8 translated tracts published by Drummond's 
Tract Depot, Stirling, Add. in'An Deo- 
Greine'1906. ] 
DRUMMONDO PETER. MAR SO DEIR AN TIGHEARNA. 
Stirling, n. d. 
Mar so deir an Tighearna, Creid agus bithidh 
tu beo. Gaelic Series, No. 1. Peter Drummond, 
Stirling. 4d. per 100. 
Mar so deir an Tighearna. Beannaichidh mi thu. 
Gaelic Series, No, 12. .. 
lp each. l9xl2. NLS. 
[A series of 12.1 
DMD10ND, PETER. FLORAL SCRIPTURE LEAFLETS. 
Stirlingg n. d. 
50 Floral Scripture Leaflets in Gaelict for 
distribution in Sabbath Schools and general 
circulatton, Price Sixpence, Stirling: 
John MacFarlaneq Managerv Drummond's Tract 
Depot. 
Ip each. 9.2xl2.3. NLS, 
[Floral patterns and Scripture quotations 
on each. ] 
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DUILLEAGAN GAID11LIGt NA. (Gaelic Supplement of 
Life and Work. ] See CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, 
LIFE AND WORK, 
DUNCANy ANGUS (editor). See MACLEOD, MURDO, 
Murchadh a' Cheisdeir. LAOIDJIlEiUN AGUS ORAIN. 
DUNDEE HIGHLAND SOCIETY. THE CELTIC ANNUAL 
(begins as YEAR BOOK]* 
Dundeep 19[10]-1918. 
Dundee Highland Society (Branch of An Comunn 
Gaidhealach) Year Doo1c. Session 1910-1911. 
(III, ] Compiled and edited by Malcolm C. 
MacLeodp Hon. Treasurer of the Society. 
Dundeo: printed by Campbell & Meldrum Ltd. p 
Fairmuir Press. 
. 
39pp 9 ff Ads. 21: cl7. AU, tLittle 
Gaelic. Illustrated with photos 
& line drawings. ] 
Second Year of Issue, The Celtic Annualo 
Year Book of Dundee Highland Society (Branch 
of An Comunn Gaidhealach), [Illo] Edited 
by Malcolm Co MacLeod. Dundee: printed by 
John Long & Co. p Bank Street. Published by 
Dundee Highland Society, 1911, 
64pp [PP 47-64 Ads), 25xl8o AU9 NLSo 
(Ille More Gaelico] 
Third Year of Issue. The Celtic Annual. 
Year Book of Dundee Highland Society (Branch 
of An Comunn Gaidhealach). [Ill. ] Edited 
by Malcolm C. MacLeod. Dundee: printed by 
John Long & Co,, Ltd., Bank Street. Published 
by Dundee Highland Society, 1913. 
62pp 25xI6. AU. [Possibly 
contained more pages than 62, as 
all the vols. in AU are minus the pages of 
Ads. 111. Nearly half Gaelic. ] 
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DUNDEE HIGHLAND SOCIRTY, THE CELTIC ANNUAL. (cont, ) 
Fourth Year of Issue. The Celtic jý. nnual. 
Year Book of Dundee Highland Society (Branch 
of An Comunn Gaidhealach). [111. ] Edited by 
Malcolm C. MacLeod. Dundee: printed by 
Dundee Highland Society. Glasgow: Alex. 
MacLaren & Song Arlyle Street. 1914. 
96pp Epp 79-96 Ads 20A. "I BPL# 
[111. Approx. half Gaelic. ] 
Fifth Year of Issue. The Celtic Annual. 
Year Book of Dundee Highland Society (Dranch 
of An Comunn Gaidhealach), [111, ) Edited by 
Malcolm CO MacLeod. Dundee: printed by John 
Leng & Co., Ltd. 9 Bank Street. Published by 
Dundee Highland Society. GlasgowO& Alex. 
MacLaren e-- Sons Argyle Street, 1915, 
iit 138pp [pps3g-112 Gaelic Supplemontp 
pp 113-138 Ad . 25--16. AUp NLS* [ill. ] 
Sixth Year of Issue. The Celtic Annual. 
Year Book of Dundee Highland Society (Dranch 
of An Comunn Gaidhealach). (111. ] Edited 
by Malcolm C. MacLeod, Dundee; Malcolm 
C, MacLeod, 188 BlacImess Road. Glasgow: 
Alex, MacLaren e, Son, 360- 62 Argyle Street. 
19180 
? 
Last issue, j 
iv Ads., 60pp (pp, 49-60 Ads. ], 25xi6. NLS. 
[111. The Gaelic content of these periodicals 
was of a General literary nature. ] 
DWELLY9 EDWARD. COINNEANH GHAIDHLIG. 
Herne Bay, 1905, 
Coinneamh Gha*idhlig. A Gaelic Meeting. 
(Reprinted from Faclair G, ýidhlig le Dealbhan). 
Camus a' Chorra (Herne Bay): E. MacDonald 
& Co. p "The Craelic Press", 1905. 
16pp. io. 5-. -6.5. GU. -CL. 
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[DWELLYt EDITARDJ COINNEAMIf GHAIDTILIG. (cont. 
Glasgow, 1914. 
Coinneamh Ghaidhlig. A Gaelic Meeting. 
A number of phrases and expressions Crouped 
together for the first time. They will be 
useful as an aid in the conductine of all 
routine business at all Gaelic mectines. 
A' phrls -3 sgillinnean. Alasdair DlacLabliruinn 
agus a Mhac, 360 Sraid Earraghaidhealg Glascho, 
Second edition '19-14. 
16pp. 9.7x6,3. PC" 
[DIMMLYp EDWARD. ] FACLAIR GAIDHLIG. [In 33 parts] 
Lyminge/Iferne Dayq n. d. 
Earrann 1. Faclair Gaidliligg le dealbhan, 
anns am bheil na facail Ghaidhlig uile Is na 
leabhraichean a leanas: Faclair Arnistrongg 
Faclair a' Chomuinn Ghaidhealaich, Faclair 
NhicAilpcinq Faclair NhicBheathainnv Faclair 
MhicEachairn, Faclair MhicLeo'id & Deo*irg 
Ainmean GClidhlig Eoin (MacFhear ais)t Ainmean 
Gaidhlig Ghalair (MacGhilltlos' , Ainmean 
Gaidhli Lusan (Camshron), agus iomadh leabhar 
eile. 
flll. 
j Sraid-na-cloiche: air a chur a 
mach le F. Domhnullach Is a Chuideachdq aig 
a' Chl'odh-Chlai;, Ghaidhligt Ardmor. Lyminge: 
(Kent) Published by Ei. NacDonald & Co., at 
the Gaolic Press, Ardmor, 
[Earrann I was issued in 2 sizes--2Oxl3 and 
23xl5. Only the one number was issued 
in the former size. ] 
[Earrann 1-7 have identical title pages to 
the above (except for No. ) .I 
Earrann 8... agus iomadh leabhar eile. 
Herne Day (Camus at Chorra): published by 
E. MacDonald & Co., "The Gaelic Press". 
Temporary address. 
(Continued overleaf. ] 
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[Earrann 8-32 have identical title pages to 
Earrann 8 (except for No, ): 'Temporary 
Address' dropped after Earrarm 13-1 
Earrann 33. This is the concluding partof 
raclair Gaidblig, 
xvt -1037PP9 If 'The 'Unfortunate Compiler'* 23xl5. mit. 9 PC. [The Mit, series has the Herne Day address 
from Barrann 1: as the title imprint is 
on the covers of the parts, this means 
merely that the Mit. copies were bound 
by the publisher later than those in PC, 
Pages of Ads. are bound with several of 
the parts. The 33 parts were published 
between 1902 and 1911; volume title pages 
iýere issued along with some of the parts 
and'these were used by librarie's when 
binding the parts into volumes: see 
immediately below. Exren 1. MacDonald was 
the pseudonym of Edward Dwelly, ] 
[DIIELLYj EDWARD]. FACLAIR GAIDHLIG. (cont * 
Herne Bay, 1902-ýI-I]. 
Faclair GcUdhlig air son nan sgoiltean, le 
dealbhant a0us a h-uile facal anns na faclairean 
Gaidhlig eile, le iomadh coud nach fhaighear 
an gin dhiubh, ach a chaidh a thional bho 
luchd-bruidhinn agus sgoilearan na Gaidhlig 
anns Cach coarn. Camus-al-Chorra: air a chur 
a mach le B. Domhnullach Is a. chd. p aig 
at Chlodh-Chlar Ghaidhlig, 1902--, (Rinneadh 
am paipear so an Albainn, ) 
A Gaelic Dictionary specially designed for 
beginners and for use in schools. Profusely 
illustrated, and contains every Gaelic word in 
all the Dictionaries hitherto publishedl besides 
many hundreds collected from Gaelic-spealcers 
and scholars all over the worldq and now 
printed for the-first tine. Herne Day'. 
published by B. MacDonald & Co., at the Gaelic 
Press. 1902--. (This paper was made in 
Scotland. ) . 
(Continued overleaf, ] 
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time. Vol. 2. Herne Day: published by L*NacDonald 
et Co., at the Gaelic Press. 1902--. 
Engrlish title page only for Vols. 1 ea 2. ] 
time. Vol- 3- Herne Bay: published by ;. *Ma*cDoriald 
& Co., at the Gaelic Press. 1902--. 
It ff[Vol. title pages), xv, 1037PP, If 'The 
Unfortunate Compiler'. 22xl5. GUI GrU: CL. 
[The parts were bound by the libraries 
rather than the publisher: for example, 
Vols, 1 and 2 in GU end on pp. 409 and 
744 respectively, and Vols. I and 2 in 
GU: CL on Pp. 312 and 664, The volume 
title pages were supplied by the publisherg 
being bound with various of the 
individual parts. The last of the parts 
appeared in 1911. ] 
DIfELLYj EDWARD. [PACLAIR GAIDHLIG]. (cont. ) 
I Herne Bay, 1911, 
The Illustrated Gaelic Dictionary. Specially 
designed for beginners and for use in schools. 
Including every Gaelic word in all the other 
Gaelic dictionaries and printed books, as well 
as an immense number never in print before. 
By Edward Dwelly, F. S. G. ý Vol. 1. Revised 
Edition. Herne Bay: printed and published 
by the authorg singlahandeds at his publishing 
office in Mill Lane. 1911. Sole Agent - 
A. 11. Mayhew, 56, Charing Cross Rd. , London, W. C. 
Dwelly, F. S. G. Vol. 2. Revised Edition. ýe; 
ne* Bay: printed and published by the author 
singlehandedl at his publishing office in 
Mill Lane, 1911, 
*Dwelly, F. S. G. Vol. 3. Revised Edition. ýe; 
ne Bay*0 printed and published by the author$ 
singlehandedt at his publishing office in 
Mill Lane. 1911. 
6 ff[l f photo and If title page in each 
volume], xiv, 2 ff[blank]t 1037PP, If 'The 
Unfortunate Compiler', 8 ff Adso 
22xl5. GU: CL. 
[In this ed. and horeafter, the title 
'Faclair Gaidlilig' is found only on the 
cover. ] 
I 
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DWELLY, EDWARD. [FACLAIR GAIDHLIG]. (cont. ) 
. plactq 1918. 
The Illustrated Gaelic Dictionary. Specially 
designed for beginners and for use in schools. 
Including every Gaelic word in all the other 
Gaelic dictionaries and printed books, as 
well as an immense niwiber never in print 
before. By Edivard Dwelly*. Vol. 1. Revised 
Edition, Fleet, Hants: printed and published 
by the author singlehanded, 'at his Genealogical 
Office in King's Road. 1918. 
. Dwolly. Vol. 2. Revised Edition. Leoetp 
Hants: printed and published by the 
author singlehanded, at his Genealogical 
Office in Kingts Road. 1918. 
#Dwellya Vol. 3. 
coot, Hants: printed 
author singlehandedg at 
Office in King's Road, 
6 ff[I f photo and If 
volumelp xivo 1037PP- 
(Dated 1920 in the 
editions. ] 
Revised Edition. 
and published by the 
his Genealogical 
1918, 
title page in each 
22xl5, AU, 
colophon to the MacLaren 
(FACLAIR, GAIDHLIG]. 
Fleets 1930. 
The Illustrated Gaelic Dictionary. Containing 
every Gaelic word and meaning given in all its 
predecessors, and a great number never in print 
before, with 675 illustrations# to which is 
prefixed a Concise Gaelic Grammar, Compiled 
by Edward Dwelly, F. S. A. (Scot. ), F. S, G, p Hon, 
Life Member of the Gaelic Society of London, 
Bon. Life Member of An Comunn Gaidhealach. 
Great Britain: printed and published by the 
compiler at Kenilworth Roadt Fleett Hants, t and 
sold by-- Alex. MacLaren e. Sons, 360 & 362 
Argyle Streett Glasgo-w, C. 2. and Miss J. 
MacDonaldq MacDonald Music Store, Antigonish, 
Nova Scotia, Canada. MCMXXX. 
2 ff[TP and I Ill. ], xivo 1037pps 2 ff Ads. 
22xl5. Mbray and Nairn County Libmry. 
[The first I-volume edition .] 
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DWELLYO EDWARD. CFACLAIR GAIDHLIG]. 
Glascow, 1941. 
The Illustrated Gaelic-English Dictionary. 
Containing every Gaelic word and meaning 
given in all previously published Dictionariesv 
and a great number never in print before. 
To which is prefixed a Concise Gaelic Grammar, 
675 Illustrations. Compiled by Edward Dwellyp 
F, S, A, (Scot, ), F. S, G, l Hon. Life Member of 
the Gaelic Society of Londonp Hon, Life 
Member of An Comunn Gaidhealach. Glasgow: 
Alex. MacLaren & Sonsq 268 Argyle Street, C. 2. 
Fourth edition - 1941. 5 ffýincluding I photo], xiv, 1034pp; 2 ff Ills. (in 
text 4 22xl5- PC, ýLacks 
the 'List of Subscribers' of earlier 
editions. ] 
[FACLAIR GAIDIfLIG], 
Glasgow, 1949. 
(Title pago as above. ] 
Fifth edition - 1949. 5 ff including 1 photoll xivs 1034pp; 2 ff Ills. [in 
textj. 22xl5- PC, 
[r, ACLAIR GAIDHLIG], 
Glasgow, 1967. 
(Title page as above. ] 
Sixth edition - 1967- 
2 ffq xiv, 1034pp. 22xl5, PC" 
DWELLYj EDWARD. FACLAIR GAIDHLIG, [Note, 
Stereotyped in 1911. No revision since, but 
Dwelly, in his 1930 Prefaces refers to a MS 
Appendix of ca. 100pp: this is at present in 
the possession of Alex, MacLaren & Sons. Pp ix-xiv 
of Grammar in each ed. Difell .a Gaelic learner, 
spent "the best years of [hisý life" and most of 
his capital on the mammoth task of compilingy and, 
singlehandedly, printing., ublishinC and illustrating 
this excellent dictionaryj 
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EAGLAIS AONAICHTE CHANADA. See UNITED MHURCH 
OF CANADA. 
EAGLAIS CTIALUIM CHILLE. See ST COLUMBA PARISE 
CHURCH. 
EAGLAIS NA H-ALBA, See CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. 
EAGLAIS SHAOR AGUS AN EAGLAIS URf AN. See 
FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. 
BAGLAIS SHAOR NA H-ALBA. See FREE CHURCH OF 
SCOTLAND. 
EAGLAIS SHAOR AONAICHTE NA H-ALBA. See 'UNITED 
FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, 
EARAIL DO BHUILL A' CHOMUINN. See AN COMUNN 
GAID11EALACH. EARAIL. 
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY HIGHLAND SOCIETY. YEAR 
Boox 1964-65. 
Edinburghg [19641. 
Edinburgh University Highland Society Year 
Book 1964-65. Price 116. 
44pp 24xl6. PC. [Editorial 
signed-lRoderick MacLeodq 
September, 19641. Illustrated with 2. 
photos. Ca. l1pp of Gaelic: poemsp 
features and a story. Contained 
several contributions solicited from 
established writers outside the Society, 
Printed by Grosvenor Dupli-Type Servicest 
Edinburgh. Tartan cover. ] 
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EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE' OF SCOTLA. 'L%'Dq THALE. (sponsors). 
See THOMSON, DONALD, POENS FOR INTERPRETATION. 
BILEAN FRAOICH. See COMUNN GAIDIMALACH LEODHAIS, 
EILEAN MO GIIAOIL. 
Edinburgh, 1945 - 
Cogadh na Saorsa. Eilean mo-Ghaoil. [Here 
crest with legendg Eaelais na h-Alba, An Eaglais 
Shaor, ] Printed by Oliver and Boydt Edinburgh, 
for The Church of Scotlandý The Free Church of 
Scotland. 1945, 
88ppt 14xio. PC, 
Gaelic sermons and readings. Issued for 
soldiers. ] 
ERSKINE, RUARAIDHj OF MAR. AIR EACHDRAID11. 
Glasgoift n. d. 
The Ccilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan Ceilidho 
Aireamh 15. Peiteag Ruaidht Sgeul. Air 
Eachdraidh, le Ruaraidh Arascainn is Mhairr. 
[Crest] A' phris, tri sgillinnean. 3d. 
Alasdair Mac Labhruinn agus a Nhic, 360-2 
Sraid Earraghaidhealg Glascho. 
Pp 2? 7-267,22xi4. PC. 
Reprinted from'Guth'na Bliadhndt Leabhar 
XI. 2. An Samhradh 1914.1 
ERSKINE9 RUARAIDHI OF MAR (editor). See GUTH 
NA DLIADHNA. 
ERSKINE9 RUARAIDHt OF MAR (editor), See SCUPOLI, 
LORENTZO. AN CATH SPIOITZADAIL, 
ERSKINE, RUARAIDH9 OF MAR. - (See also Alba (news- 
paper), Am Bard, An Rusarnach and An Sgeulaiche; 
he was closely associated with all of these. A 
f3., -, ure of major importance in Gaelic literary 
history. ] 
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FACAL DO NA GAIDHEIL. 
FAIRE AGUS URNUIGII. 
See AN C 01,11JITIN GAIDIIEALACH. 
Edinburgh, [Intro. 19161. 
Cogadh mor na h-Eorpa* Faire agus Urnuigh. [Here crest of burning bush circumscribed by 
the legend, -- Eaglais na fi-Alba, An Eaglais 
Shaor Aonaichtep An Eaglais Shaor. ) Printed 
by Oliver and Boydq Edinburghp for The Church 
of Scotlandq The United Free Church of Scotland, 
and The Free Church of Scotland. 
xiip 123PP. 111XIO. NLS. 
[Foreword dated 1916. Issued for soldiers 
in World War I. ] 
Edinburght 1941. 
Cogadh na Saorsa. Faire agus Urnuigh. [I-lore crest with legend- Eaglais na h-Albat 
An Eaglais Shaor. ] Printed by Oliver and Boydp 
Edinburgh, for The Church of Scotlando The Free 
Church of Scotland. 1941. 
viii 123PP. 14. -clo. PC, (A 
reprint. ] 
FARQUHARSONO ARCHIBALD. LAOIDHEAN SHIOIN. 
Glasgow, 1924. 
Laoidhean Shioin. Le Gilleasbuig Farcharson. 
Glasgow: prInted by Archibald Sinclair, 47 
Waterloo Street. 1924. 
119p 92 ff An Clar-Innsidh. 3-7x3-3-- PC, FFirst 
ed. 1870.1 
FEACHD GAIDHýDALACHI AM. See AN COMUNN GAIDILEALACH, 
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FEAR NA CEILIDH. 
[Sydney, C. B. 1,1928-30. 
Fear na Ceilidh. Miosachan Gailig. [ý1.00 
Isa bhliadluia. ] Naigheachd, Sgeulachdt Eachdraidh, 
Bardachd. "Sgoul ri aithris air am o aois". 
Vol. 1, ? 4arch, 1928. No. 1. 
. Vol. II. June, 1930. No. 9. 
[L-ast seen] 10; 
pp in Vol. 1; 72pp in Vol. II. 24xl6. 
AU, NLS (incomplete). 
[All Gaelic. Issues of Vol. I were monthly 
up to No. 10 (December, 1929). quarterly 
thereafter, Vol. Il'began in August, 
1929; numbers were issued monthly until 
January, 1930 (No. 6); Nos, 7,8, and 9 
of Vol. II appeared in April, May and June 
respectively of 1930. The editor was 
Jonathan G. MacKinnono formerly editor 
oftý4ac Talla!, Published in Sydneyp Cape 
Drotong Canada. ] 
FEAR-TATHAICH MIOSAILq AM. 
Edinburali, (1900-ca-311- 
[Monthly religious tracýts were issued by 
the Scottish "Monthly Visitor" Tract Society, of 
Edinbureh, for over a hundred years from the 
early 19th century; between 1904 and 1931 
these were translated into Gaelic regularly 
by Rev, Malcolm MacLennan, of Edinburgh,, and 
were published by the Society. They ceased to 
appear in 1931, uhich was also the year of 
MacLennan's death. ] 
4pp each. 2lxl3- 
r FEILL A' CHOIMUINN GIRAIDEEALAICH, BUTH NATT EADLAINLsicl- 
See AN CONIRMIN GAIDHEALACH, 
67-1 
FEILL COOKERY BOOK, THE, See AN COMUNN GAIDH2, ALACH. 
FEILLIRE, AM [Dwelly's version]. 
Lyminge/Herne Day, 1901- 
1908. 
Pris 3-1 scillinn. Am Peillire, aCus Leabliar 
Poca Gaidhealach. 1901. [ Il 1. Sraid na Cloichey 
Ceannd, Sasunn: air a chlodh-bbualadh aig 
a? Chlodh-chlar Ghaidlilig, aGus air a reic le 
E. Donihnull. achg Ardmor, Lyminee. 
84pp. 9.9x8.2[hard covers]. Dut PC. 
At phris - coangailt' am paipear 31 sgillinn, 
cearigailt' an aodach 7-1 saillinn: saor leis 
at phost. Arn Feillire, agiis Leabhar-Poca 
Gaidhealach. 1902. C* lar-innsidh ... Lyminge: 
air a chur a mach le E. Domhnullach Is a Chuideachdp 
aig a' Chlodh-chlar Ghaidhlig, Ardmqr. 
80pp. llx8.2[hard covers]. EU, PC. 
1903. [Issued, but not seen. ] 
At phris. . . 
[as above] Am Feilliret agus 
Leabliar-Poca Gaidhealach, 1904. [Ill .] Lyminge: 
air a chur a mach le E. Domhnullach Is a 
Chuideachdg aig a' Chlodh-chlar Ghchidhlig, [Rinneadh am paipear seo an Albainn, ] 
If Ads., 87PPp 2 ff Ads. llx8.2[hard covers]. EU9 PC. 
At phris - ceangailt' am paipearp 31 sGillinn, 
saor leis at phost. Am Feillire, aCus Leabhar- 
Poca Gaidhealach, 1905. [111, ] Camus at Chorra 
(fierne Day): air a chur a mach le E. Domhnullach 
Is a Chuideachdo aiC at Chlodh-chlar Ghaidhlif;. (Rinneadh am paipear so an Albainn, 
87PPY If Ads, llx8.2[hard covers]. Eut PC. 
At phrls - ceangailtt an aodachy 71 sgillinn, 
saor leis a' phost. Am Feillire, agus Leabliar- 
Poca Gaidhealachp 1906. [111 1 O(as above 
] 
If Ads., 88pp, If Ads. 11; 8: 2[hard coversi. EU, PC. 
An Ochdamli bliadhna. . . 1907[otheririse as above]. 
I f, 88ppq 2 ff. llx8.2. [hard covers]. EU, PC. 
An Naoidhearill bli-adhna. . 1.908[otherifise as above]. 
I ft g6pp, 1f Ads. llx8: 2Fhard covers]. EU9 PC. 
(B, Domlinullach=Bdward Di'ielly. ] 
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PEILLIRE, All [MacLaren's version] 0 
Glast-, Ow, 1938-40. 
M Foillire agus Leabhar-Poca Gaidhlig. 1938. 
Glascho: Alasdair Mac Labhruinn Is a 1,1hic, 268 
Sraid Earra-Ghaidheal, C. 2. 
g6pp. 10.3x6.9. PC, 
Ibid. 1939. An Dara ]Bliadhiia. 
4 ffp 96pp. 10.3x6.9. PC" 
Ibid, 1940, An Treas Bliadlina. 
96ppt 10,3x6: 9. PC, 
last seen j 
FEILLIREj AM [Mac-Talla version]. 
Sydney#C. D. p 1900* 
Gaelic Almanac, 1900. Price 6c. leis at phost 
OU aite sam bith. Am Feillire agus Leabhar 
Poca Gaidhealach, 1900. Le "Creag an Phithich". 
Sydney, Cape Dreton: Mac-Talla PrintinC and 
Publishing Co., Ltd., 1900. 
. 
32pp, 16xl2, AU9 BM9 Mit, 
FERGUSONq FINLAY. ORAIN GIIAIDIILIG. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Orain Ghaidlilig le Pionngladli Mac Pheargais 
(Eilean a' Cheo). Oran do Oi,, -, ricl. h at Cheilidh; 
Oran na Gruaige (Bobbed Hair); Moladh na 
Gruaige (In Praise of the Un-Dobbed), GlasCow: 
Alex. MacLaren & Son. 
7pp. Mit. 
(Add. 1929; NacLrnren, gives date of publication 
as March 1926, The Mit, copy--the only 
one seen--is now lost. ] 
FERGUSON, J. A. AN BODACH-ROCAIS. 
gow, 1951. Glas. 
Dealbh-chluichean an Gaidhlig. Am Bodach- 
rocais. Dealbh-chluich an aon sealladh. 
Gaelic t: ýanslation of the one-act play, The 
Scarecrowl by J. A. Perg-oson. Air eadar- 
theangachadh/ 
Zý- 
-rj / -) 
theangachadh le Lachlann 1ý 'JacFl-lionghuin. An 
Comunn Gaidhealach, 131 West Regrent Street, 
Glasgow. 1951. 
lspp[ 19xl3. 
Printed Learmonth, Stirling. ] 
FERGUSON9 J. A. CAIINIBEULACH NA CILLE 'MOIRE. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Cairabeulach na Cille MOire. Dealbh-chluich an 
aon sealladh. Gaelic translation of the one-act 
play, "Campbell of Kilmhor'19 by J. A. Ferguson. 
A_4r eadar-theangachadh le Domhnall NacDhomhn,, -xillj 
Eirisgeidh. An Comunn Gaidhealacliv 131 West 
Regent Streetq Glasgow, 
l6pp 22xl4. [Printed 
by The Caledonian Press, Glasgow. ] 
FERGUSONj RODERICK. MARDHIIANN, 
Glasgowq 1957- 
Marbhrann dotn Urramach Donhnull Donihnullachp 
Sieldag na Comraich. [Le Ruairidh Fearghuson. 
Pp 213-215.19x. 13. 
[Appendix to IIIJemoir and Remains of the Rev,, 
Donald MacDonald' by Rev. D. Macriarlane, 1957., ] 
FHIANUIS [GHAIDHEALACII]t AN. 
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. 
FTLIDH NAM BEANN. 
See MUTED FREE 
Glasgowv n. d. 
Filidh nam Beann: the Mountain Songster. The 
choicest collection of original and selected 
Gaelic songs now known. "An t-cranaiche 
sunndach, ce6'lmhorv/DhIfh'O'gras br'On Is a 
dhuispeasfonn". Glasgoiq Robert M'Greggor & Co., 
-wholesale and export stationers and publishers, 
India Buildings, 45 Bridge Street. 
iv, 92pp-, l7Xll- PC, 
[Probably late 19th century. Also'a slichtly 
earlier ed. by 'N'Greggor--same format but 
different address (22 Glassford Street). ] 
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FILIDII NAM BEANN. (cont. ) 
Glasgow. n. d. 
Filidh nam Deann; the Mountain Songster, 
The choicest collection of original and collected 
Gaelic songs now Imoi-m. "An t-oranaiche 
sunndach, ceOlmhorv/DhIfhogras bron ts a 
dhu'isgeas fonn". Glasgow: Watt & Stawartv 
76 Queen Street. (Entered in Stationers' 
Hall. ) 
ivp 92pp. -17xll- GU: CL. [Around the turn of the century; possibly 
pro-1900, ] 
(cont. ) 
Glasgo-tirl n. d. 
Filidh nam Beann. The Mountain Songster. 
The choicest collection of original and 
selected Gaelic songs now laiown. [Crest 
Glasgow: Archibald Sinclairp Gaelic Printer 
and Publisher, Celtic Pressq 47 Waterloo 
Street. 
ivo 92pp. 17xll. AU9 PC. 
[Published first round the turn of the 
century; possibly reprinted since4 still 
in print. Contains a (; ood selection 
of Gaelic folk songs. No music. ] 
PIONN (pseudonym). See WHYTE, HENRY. 
FIONN ANN AN TIGH At BIILAIR-BHUIDIIE [Dwelly 
version]. 
Herne Bay, n. d. 
Uirsgeulan na Feinne. Cuid a h-Aon. 
Fionn ann an Tigh a' Bhlair-Dhuidhe gun 
chomas suidh no eirighy agus Sealg Bheinn- 
eidir. Herne Bay9 England: published by 
E. MacDonald & Co., "The Gaelic Press"t Mill 
Lane. Printed on paper made in Scotland. 
43pp 4 ff Ills. (in text]. 19xl3. AU. ýEng. 
on rt. facine page. Add. in 1908.1 
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PIONN ANN AN TIGII At BHLATR BHUIEDHE [MacLaren 
version]. See MACLARENp JAMES. 
FIRST COMMUNION CATECHIS. "M,. See RO. MAN CATHOLIC 
CHURCH. LEADHAR CHEIST NA GLOINNE DIGE. 
FLETCHERp ALEXANDER. LUINNEAGAN REOBAIS. 
Glasgow, 1929. 
LuIrmeagan Re0bais. Duannagan[s: 
Orain Di"Ithcha le Alasdair 'Mac an 
(nach maireann)q Cill-114heanaidh, 
Gilleasbaig I-lac-na-Ceardadh, 27a 
1929. 
27pp 19X13- [Roimh-Radh 
by Neil Shaw. ] 
ic] Gaoil is 
Phleisteir 
Ile, Glascho: 
Sraid Cadogang 
mite 
FLEW9 J. F* and T. M. SOME HEBRIDEAN FOLK DANCES. 
London, 1952. 
Some Hebridean Folk Dances, By J. F, and 
T. M. Plett. 
Pp 112-127.2lxl7. GU. 
[In'Journal of the English Poll-, Dance and 
Song Society', Volume VII, 1952. Contains 
some words of Gaelic dance-songs. ] 
FOLKLORE INSTITUTE OF SCOTLAND. See CAMPBELL, 
JOHN L. GAELIC FOLKSONGS FROM THE ISLE OF 
BARRA, 
FORBES9 ALEXANDER R. GAELIC NAMES OP BD-ASTSV ETC. 
Edinburgh, 1905. 
Gaelic Nantes of beasts (mammalia)v birds, 
fishes, insects, reptilesg etc, In two parts. 
I. -Gaelie-English. II. - EnClish-Gaelic, 
Part 1. contains Gaelic names or terms for each 
of the above, 'with English meanings. Part II. 
contains/ 
6-j 6 
contains all the English names for which. the 
Gaelic is given in Part 1, with Gaelicq other 
English namest etymology, Celtic lore, proset 
poetx, yy and proverbs referring to each, thereto 
attached. All now brought torether for the 
first time by Alexander Robert Forbes, Edinburgh 
(formerly of Sleat, Skye). Edinburgh: Oliver 
and Boydo Tiveeddale Court; Norman MacLeod, 
George IV. Bridge. 1905. 
xx, If 111. [photo], 424pp. 24xi6. ATJq GTJj 
Mit, q NLS, 
FORBES, JOHN (translator), See BAXTERr 
RICHARD. POIS SHIORRUIDH NAN NAOMH. 
FORDES9 MABEL C. (co-editor). SOP AS GACH SEID. 
Glasaow. [19071. 
"Sop as gach s'eid",, ("A straw from every 
sheaf". ) A collection of favourite quotations 
in Gaelics English and other languages, from 
prose and poetry. "A man's selection from 
books confesses his selection from life". Cover 
design by Finlay MacKinnon. Publisher: Archibald 
Sinclairp "Celtic Press", 47 Waterloo Streetp 
Glasgow. 
82ppý 26xig. NLS. 
Editorial note by Winifred Parker and 
Mabel C. Forbes. A fund.! -raiser for the 
Peill of 1907.1 
FRANCIS, J. 0. BREAC A LININE. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Breac, a Linne. Dealbh-chluich an aon sealladhe 
Gaelic translation of the one-act comedy# 
"Birds of a Feather", by J. 0. Francis. Air 
eadar-theangachadh le Ailean Mac Gill-Eathain, 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, West Regent Street, 
Glascow. 
l9pp 22xI4. [Ca. 
1950.1 
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FRANCISp J. 0. AM POIDSEAR. 
Glasgowp 1951. 
Dealbh-chluichean an Gaidhlig. Am Poidscar* 
Dealbli-chluich abhachdach an aon sealladho 
Gaelic translation of the one-act comedyl 
The Poacher, by J. 0. Prancis. Air eadar- 
theangachadh le Domhnall Mac Gille Hhoire. 
An Comunn Gaid'healach, 131 I-lest Regent Street, 
Glasgow, 1951. 
29pp 19XI3. - [Printed 
Learmonth, Stirling. ] 
FRASE119 ALEXANDER, of Dunvegang Canada. ORAN. 
N, p, g n. de 
Orang le Alasdair Frisealg Dunbhoagany 
Gleann-garradhv Canada, 
4pp. 8vo. 
[Lunn; T S-G, ] 
FRASER9 ALEXANDER, Ontario Archivist. CANAIN. 
Toron to, 1901. 
Canain aGus Cliu ar Sinnsearan, Torontog 
1901. 
[Clare; Dunn. ] 
FRASER9 ALEXANDER, Ontario Archivist, THE GAELIC 
FOLK SONGS OF CANADA. 
Ottawa, 1903. 
From the Transactions of the Royal Society of 
Canada* Second Series -- 1903-1904. Volume 
IX, Section 11. English historyl literature, 
archaeolog-yq etc. The Gaelic Polk Songs of 
Canada, By Alexander Fraser# Toronto, For 
sale by J. Hope & Sons, Ottawa; The Copp- 
Clark Co., Toronto; Bernard Quaritch, London, 
England. 1903- 
Pp 49-6o. 25X17- NLS. 
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FRASER, ALEXANDER, Ontario Archivist. AN GAIDI-IBAL 
ANN AN CANADA. 
N, p,,, n. d. 
An Gaidheal ann an Canada. [Clare; Lunn. ] 
FRASER9 ALEXANDER9 Ontario Archivist* GATHERING 
OF THE CLAN MACDONALD SOCIETY OF CANADA. 
Toronto, 1901. 
[Note] The following words were spoken at 
the first Gathering of the Clan MacDonald 
Society of Canada, on Dominion Day (Ist JUly) 
1901f at Alexandria, County of Glengarry, 
Canada, and are republished from the press 
reports of a few friends who believQ it to be 
the bounden duty of every Highlander to work 
unceasingly for the preservation of the 
language of the Gael, Alexander Fraser, 
Torontop 15th July, 1901. 
16pp 20xl2. Harv. [Information 
from Sister Margaret Macdonell, ] 
FRASERp ALEXANDER, Ontario Archivist. ' GEARR-SGEOIL 
AIR SIR SEORAS UILLEAM ROS. 
I Toronto, 1915- 
Gear-sgeoil air Sir Seoras Uilleam Ros, agus 
air mar a thuinich na Gaidheil ann*an Canada 
Uachdrach. Leis an Ollamh Alasdair Friscale 
Toronto, 1915. 
58pp. 20x3.4. NLS, 
FRASERt ALEXANDER, Ontario Archivist. LINN 
NAN AIGH. 
N, p. 9 n, de 
Linn nan Aigh. Oissian is T%lacMhaighstir 
Alasdair, 
[Clare; Dunn. ] 
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FRASER9 ALEXANDE119 Ontario Archivist. ORAIN 
DUTHCHA NAN DILEAN* 
N, p,, n, d, 
Orain Duthcha nan Eilean. 
[Mare; D-unn. ] 
FRASER, ALEXANDERt Ontario Archivist. SIR 
So MacCHOINNICH. 
N. p., n. d, 
Sir S. klacChoinnich, am Fear-Tagraidh 
Puileaclidach. 
(Clare; Dunn. ] 
FRASER, JOHN. POEMS FROM THE BOOK OF THE DEAN 
OF LISMORE. 
I Cambridge, 1937. 
Poems from the Book of the Dean of Lismorep 
with a catalogue of the book and indexes by 
E. C. Quiggin, Late Fellow of Gra; iville and 
Caius College, Cambridoe. Edited by J, Fraserg 
Jesus Professor of Celtic in the University 
of Oxford, Cambridge: at the University 
Press. 1937. 
xiip lllpp, If Index of Authors. 25X17- 
EU9 GU: CL, Mit, 
FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND9 THE. AN EAGLAIS 
SHAOR AGUS AN EAGLAIS UR. 
Edinburgh, 1929. 
[Crest, Nec Tamen Consumebatur. ] An Eaglais 
Shaor agus an Eaglais Ur. 
[End page] Air a chur amach le Comunn CI'Odh- 
bhuallldh EaClais Shaor na h-Alba, Free Church 
Offices, 15 North Bank Streetp Edinbureh, 31st 
August 1929. 
4pp. 27XZ1. NLS* 
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FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLANDt THE. AN PHIANUIS. 
Glasgoifq [18931-1900. 
Air. 101. ) Ianuaraidh, 1900 A# phris, sgillinn. 
Eaglais Shaor na h-Alba , 
[111j Deasaiche, 
An t-Urr, Iain Deorsa MacNeill, Chaladair, Clar- 
innsidh Gailig. . Gilleasbuig Mac-na-Ceardadhg 
Clo-bhuailtear Gallig,, j Glaschu. 
[To Air, 104. ] 
24pp per quarterly issuelca. l7pp Gaelic]. 26xl9. EU. 
[English section has ovm title imprint. Original 
title (from . 1875) was 'Iomradh air Craobhsaaoileadh rm t-Soiseeil leis an Eaglais Shaoirl: renamed in Jan. 1893. For 
post-1900 continuation, see under UNITED 
FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND9 THE, Replaced as 
Gaelic organ of the Free Church by a 
Gaelic sup lement in The Monthly Record: 
see bolow. 
ý 
FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, THE. FUINN NAN SALM 
GHAIDHI, IG. 
Edinburght 1932. 
[Crest. ] Eaglais Shaor na h-Alba. Fuinn nan 
Salm Ghaidhlig. . (Gaelic Psalmody, ) Clo'dh- 
bhuailte le h-UZghdarras Ard Sheanadh Eaglais 
Shaoir na h-Alba. (Published by authority of 
the General Assembly ofý the Free Church of 
Scotland, ) Edinburah: H. & J. Pillans & 
Ifilsong 20 Bernard Terrace. 1932. 
viip 48pp. 20xl, 5. AU9 Nit. [Music in solfa. MacLaren refers to a lat3r 
ed, of 36pp, containing only the LonC Tunes 
collected by Whitehead, but I have found 
no trace of this. ] 
FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLANDf THE. LITIR AODTIAIREAL. 
Glascow, 1901. 
Litir Aodhaireal air a cur a mach le Ughdarras 
Ard-Sheanadh Eaglais Shaor na H-Alba. GlasCowp 1901. 
[Not seen. Information from T S-G. ] 
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FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND 9 THE. THE MONTHLY RECORD. 
Glasgow/Edinbureht 1900--. 
[Masthead] The Monthly Record of the Free 
Church of Scotland. 0 . 
[Crest] No. I* Vol, 19 
December, 1900. Price one ponny. 
[Cover: Ist cover seen. ] Decombert 1903. 
The Monthly Record of the Free Church of Scotland. 
[Crest. ] Printed and published by John 
MINeilage, 65 Grerýxt Western Roadt Glasgowe 
The Monthly Record of the Free Church of 
Scotland. [Crest. ] Contents. . Published by 
Authorityl under supervision of the Publications 
Committee, at the Offices of the Church, The 
Moundt Edinburah. One penny. 1907- January. 
Fivepence, January 1949. The Monthly Record 
of the Free Church of Scotland. Contents. .* 
(Continuing*] 
Ca, 200pp per yearly vol (1900-26)9 ca. 300pp 
1927-42)9 ca, 200pp (19ý3-46), ca. 250pp ý1947-68); 
ca. 20pp, of Gaelic in each yearly 
volume (extremes: ca. 6pp 1905t 48pp in 1915). 
Ca. 28x2l, mite 
[Replaced 'The Free 
, 
Church of Scotland 
Monthly' which ran till the end of 1900 (the 
year of the union-of a majority of the Free 
Church congregations with the United 
Presbyterian Church to form the United Free 
Church of Scotland); the Gaelic pages replaced 
An Phi6nuis (see abpve), which continued 
as a publication of the United Pree Church. 
The Gaelic section has, for short periods, 
carried a separate titleg such as Gaelic 
Supplement, Na Duilleagan Gaidhligp and An 
Earrainn Ghaidhlig; between 1914 and 19171 
the Gaelic pages were numbered separately; 
volume title pages for The Record were 
issued 1910-29, Contains much Gaelic 
translation from English of Calvinistic 
flicology. Various editors. ) 
FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND9 THE (co-sponsors). See 
COGADH MOR NA H-EORPA. [ror crossreferences to 
individual titles in this series. ] 
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FREE C. HURCH Or, SCOTLAND, THE (co-sponsors). 
See COGAD11 NA SAORSA. [For crossreferences 
to individual titles in this series. ] 
FREE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF SCOTLANDt THE. 
MAGAZINE AND MONTHLY RECORD. 
GlasGowp [18951-- 
The Free Presbyterian Magazine and Monthly 
Record. (Issued by a Committee of the Free 
Presbyterian Synod. ) Editor. .. 
[Varies. ] 
"Thou hast given a banner to them that fear 
Thee, that it may be displayed because of tlie 
truth". -Ps. LX. 11. Vol. IV. -- 1899-1900. 
Glasgow: N. Adshead & Son, Printers, 11 
92 Union Street. 
Vol XXVII. Mayq 1922 - April, 1923-- jnv*er*ness: 
printed by Rbt, Carruthers & Sons, 
"Courier" Office. 
. Vol. XXXVI. Mayp . 
1931 - April 1932, La*scow: 
rinted by N. Adshead & Soon, 34 Cadogan 
Street, 
rAdshead's 
address changes 2 times. ] 
. Vol. LXVII. May, 1962 - Aprilq 1963- Lumbarton: 
printed by Bennet ec Thomson, Church 
Street, 
[continuing. ] 
Ca. 250PP per yearly vol. (1941-50)q ca- 50OPP 
(1900-17; 1923-39). ca. 400pp otherwise; ca. 12- 
24pp of Gaelic in each volume. 
2lxl4. 
(Began in 1895 (the Church was constituted 
in 1893). Gaelic content mainly translations 
of Puritan theology--many being reprints 
from such earlier publications, ) 
FUINN NAN SALM GHAIDHLIG. See FREE CHURCH OF 
SCOTLAND, THE. 
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GAELIC COMIM-UNITY SONG SHEET. 
GAIDHLIG NA 11-ALBA. 
GAELIC KEYp THE. 
See DIONNASG 
Glace Day, N. S., n. d. 
Second Edition. The Gaelic Key. Price 50 
cents. Monotyped and printed by Brodie 
Printing Company, Limitedq Glace Day, N. S. 
l6pp 8.8xl2. Xavier. [First 
ed. not seen. ] 
GAELIC LEAGUE OF SCOTLANDy THE. See DIONNASG 
GAIDHLIG NA. H-ALBA. 
GAELIC ORTHOGRAPHY, RECONMENDED FORMS. See 
AN COMUNN GAIDHEALACH. 
GAELIC SOCIETY OF GLASGOW, THE. - LEADHAR AN 
ARD-FHEIS, 
Glasgow, 1937- 
Comunn Gaidhlig Ghlaschýu (Gaelic Society of 
Glasgow)f Headquarters - The Highlanders' 
Institute, Leabhar an Ard Pheis. Jubilee 
Brochure* 1887-1937. [Verse in English. ] 
Glasgow: Archd, Sinclair, Celtic Press, 27A 
Cadoean Street. 1937. 
24ppý 23xl5. PC, 
Ill, with photos, ] 
GAELIC SOCIETY OF GLASGO119 THE. TRANSACTIONS, 
VOLUME III. 
Glasgow, 19089 
The Old Highlands. Being papers read before 
the Gaelic Society of Glasgow, 1895-1906. 
With an introduction by Neil Munro. Glasgow: C> Archibald Sinclair. MCINIVIII. 
Xii, 351PP- 22xl5. AU, GUj Mit. 
[Vol. III of the Society's Transactions. 
2 Gaelic articles. ] 
I 
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GAELIC SOCIETY OF GLASGOV, THE. TRANSACTIONS, 
VOLU1,42 IV. 
Glasgow, 1934. 
The Active Gael. Being papers read before the 
Gaelic Society of Glasgow. With introduction 
by Peter MacDougall, 'M. A., F. E. I. S. Glasgow: 
Archibald Sinclair. MCMXXXIV. 
xvit 253PP; 2 ff Photos [in intro. ]. 22xl5. AU. LVolume IV. ] 
GAELIC SOCIETY OF GLASGOlff THE. TRANSACTIONS9 
VOLUME V. 
Glasgovip [pref, 19581* 
Volume V of The Transactions 
Society of Glasgow. 
222pr. 22xl5. 
I article and text'. of I 
Preface dated Septemberg 
Learmonth, Stirling. ] 
of The Gaelic 
GU t Mi t. 
poem in Gaelic. 
1958. Printed 
GAELIC SOCIETY OF INVERNESSp THE. REPORT. 
- 
Inverness, [1946]. 
Comunn Gcxidhlig Inbhir-nis. Gaelic Society of 
Inverness (Instituted 1671). Report of the 
Proceedings at the Dinner on 12th April, i946, 
and at the cairn, Culloden, in celebration of 
the bi-centenary of the Battle of Culloden 
on 16th Aprilq 1946. Chief: Vice-Admiral 
Sir R. R. MacGreggor, K. C. D., D. S. O. 
Honorary Secretary: Professor 11. J. Watsono 
LL. D., D. Litt. Celt., Edinburgh University. 
Secretary and Treasurer: Alex. N, Nicolson, 
28 Queensgate, Inverness* Chronicle, Inverness, 
If Ill., 44ppp 3 ff Business of the Gaelic 
Society. 2oxl4, ' PC* 
Vý 
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GAELIC SOCIETY OF INVERNESS, THE, TRANSACTIONS. 
Inverness, [1872. ]--Q 
Transactions of The Gaelic Society of Inverness. 
Vol. I. - year 1871-72. Clazin nan Gaidheil ri 
Guaillean a' Cheile. Inverness% printed for 
the Society by William MacKay, 14 High Street, 
1872. 
o7olume XXII. 1897-98. Clarm nan 
aidhe aI an Guaillean a' Cheile. Inverness: 
The Gaelic Society of Inverness. 1900. 
Ibid. Issues with similar title page appeared 
in 1902, -04t -07, -10, -15, -18- 
Comunn Gaidhlig Inbhir-nis. Transa6tions of the 
Gaelic Society of Inverness. Volume XXIX. 
1914-1919. Clann nan Gaidheal ri Guaillean 
at Cheile. Printed for the Society by the 
Northern Counties Newspaper and Printing and 
Publishing Company, Limited, Inverness. 1922. 
Ibid. Issues with similar title Page appeared 
in 1924, -27, -29t -32, 
Volume XXXIV. 1927-1928. With indexes ; 
o*coontents of Volumes 1. to XXXIV of the 
Transactions of the Society. From 1871 to 
1928. Clann nan Gaidheal ri Guaillean a 
Cheile. Printed for the Society by the 
Northern Counties Newspaper and Printing and 
Publishing Companyt Limited, Inverness. 1935.. 
Volume XXXV, 1929-1930. With index. La*nn" 
nan Gaidheal ri Guaillean a Cheile. 
Printed for the Society by the Northern Counties 
Newspaper and Printing and Publishing Compnayj 
Limited# Inverness. 1939. 
Ibid, Issue with similar title page appeared in 
ig4i, -46. 
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GAELIC SOCIETY OF INVERNESSp THE. TRANSACTIONS. (cont. ) 
Comunn Gaidhlig Inbhir-nis. Transactions of 
the Gaelic Society of Inverness. Volume XXXVIII. 
1937-1941. With index. Clann nan Gaidheal ri 
Guaillean a Cheile, Printed for the Society 
by The Highland Printers, Limited, DiriebuGht 
Roado Inverness. 1962. 
*. Volume XXXIX/XL. 1942-1950, Clann nan Gaidheal ri Guaillean a Cheile. Printed for 
the Society by A. Learmonth & Son, 9 King 
Street, Stirling. 1963. 
, Volume XLI, 1951-1952, Coronation ýea'r 
Issue. With index. Clann nan Gaidheal 
ri Guaillean a Cheile. Printed for the Society 
by the Northern Counties Newspaper and Printine 
and Publishing Company, Limited, Inverness, 
1953- 
[Vol. XXXVIII was ready for the press in 
1952, but in that year the then Chief of 
the Society, Sir Denys Lowson, offered 
to finance the publication of a volumc(XLI) on 
the stipulation that it contained the talks 
given in his own year of office (1952). The 
Transactions for the intervening years (1936- 
1951) were published--in sequence--as money 
became available. ] 
, Volume XLII, 1953-1959* Clann nan Gaidheal ; 
i*Guaillean a Cheile. Printed for the Society 
by A, Learmonth & Sonp 9 King Street, Stirling. 
1965. 
Ibid. Issues with similar title page appeared 
in 19660 _67. (Few Gaelic articles but much textual material 
in Gaelic; mainly of an antiquarian bent; 
but some articles on modern topics also; the 
introductions to the early volumes, in 
particular, give much useful information 
on the Gaelic cultural scene and attitudes. ] 
[Pagination &- Size] Ca. 340-540pp [Av. 400ppl. 22x! 4. 
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GAELIC SOCIETY OF LONDONp THE. See COMUNN NA 
GAIDHLIG AN LUNNAINN. 
GAELIC SUPPLEMENT of LIFE AND WORK. See CHURCH 
OF SCOTLAND. LIFE, AND 110TUK: GAELIC SUPPLEMENT, 
GAIDHEALf AN. See AN COMUNN GAIDIIDALACII. AN 
DEO-GIMBINE. 
GAIDIIEAL OG, AXI. See CODIUNN NA H-OIGRIDH. 
GAILIG. See AN COMUNN GAIDHEALACII. AEI DEO- 
GHPIEINE. 
0 
GAIRM. 
Glas, gowq 1952--. - 
[Individual masthead] Gairm. 112 Bath Street, 
Glaschu, C. 2, Tcl. Douglas 6137. Aireamh 1. 
Am Foghar, 1952. - [The first 4 nos. were paged individuall 'yo thereafter paged as vols. of 4 (yearly). 
j 
[Title page] Gairm. Aireamh 13. Am Foahar, 
1955.227 Bath Street9 Glaschu, C. 2. Tel. West 
6129. [Tel, changes. ] 
Gairm 10. Aireamh 40. An Samhradh, 1962. 
227 Bath Street, Glaschu, C. 2. Tel. lies, 
2389. [Special tenth-anniversary title page. ] 
Gairm. Aireamh 41. An, Foghar, 1962.227 Sraid 
Dhathq Glaschu, C. 2, Fon - Wes. 2389, [Fon change, -.; I 
Gairm. Aireamh 45. An Geamhradho 1963.227 
Sraid Bhath, Glaschup C 2, (In parallel 
colurim, the following-i Fir-deasachaidh: 
Ruaraidh MacThommis agus Fionnlagh 1. 
?, 1acDho**m1mai1l/ 
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GAIRM ýCont. ) 
MaoDhomb-naill. Luchd-urrais: Fionnlagh I. 
MacDhomlinaill agus Ruaraidh IMacThOMa: Ls 
Runaire: Doriffinall lain MacIlleathain. Sanasan- 
reic (Advertisements): R. Fergusonq 227 Bath 
Street, Glaseoift C. 2. 
Gairm. Aireamh 47. An Samhradh 1964. 
227 Sraid Bhath, Glaschu, C. 2. 
ýP 
' arallel column. ] Fear-deasachaidh: Ruaraidh MacThomais. 
Luchd-urrais: Fionnlagh I. MaeDhomhnaill agus 
Ruaraidh MacThomais. Ru%naire: DoZaffinall lain 
MacIlleathain. Sanasan-reic (Advertisements): 
R. Ferguson, 227 Bath Street, Glasgowý C. 2. C1 [Various phone nos. in later issues. ] 
Gairm. Aireamh 57. An Geamhradh, 1966. 
227 Sraid Bliath, Glaschu, C. 2. Fon: 
POL 7573 (Fear-deasachaidh)v 221 1971 (Oifis). 
[Parallel column. ] Fear -d c as achaidli: Ruaraidli 
MacThomais. Co-fhear-deasachaidh: Domhnall 
lain DlacLeOid. Runaire: D'Omhnall lain 
MacIlleathain. Sanasan-reic (Advertisements): 
R. Ferguson, 227 Bath Street, Glasgow, C. 2. 
Gairm. (Steidhichte 1951-) Aireamh 65. 
An Geamhradhj 1968.227 Sraid Bhathq Glaschup 
C, 2, Fon: 423 7573 (Fear-deasachaidh), 
221 1971 (Oifis). (Parallel column. ] Fear- 
deasachaidh: Ruaraidh MacThomais. Corfhear- 
deasachaidh: Do'mhnall lain MacLeZoid. R, ýnaire: 
DOmbnall lain INIacIlleathain. Sanasan-reic ( Advertisements): R. FerGusonq 227. Bath 
Street, Glasgow, C. 2. 
[continuing. ] 
94,94,92,94pp respectively in the first 
four numbers issued (paged separately); 
thereafter 384pp per yearly volume (exceptions: 
368pp in Leabhar 8,440pp in Leabhar 11). 
21xi4 [individual issues: vols. slightly larger. ] [A very important all-Gaelic literary magazine, 
publishing creative and informativeg traditional 
and experimental writings. Edd. from beginning 
by MacDonald and Thomscn. ] 
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GAIRM, Sce CLO-BHUALAIDTHEAN GAIRM. [ For 
crossreferences to individual titles. in the 
series.. ] 
GAIRM. See MACDONALD, JOHN A. CRIOCIIAN URA. 
GATIUN GREINE. 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
Gathan Greine air son cridhe dhaoineq air an 
tarruing bho fhacal Dhe fein, Le Ughdarras 
lain H. Bell, 119 Sraid SheOraist Duneidcann, 
d'am buin e, 
l6pp. 14xl2, Mit 
[Add. in 1929 and later. Printed Turnbull 
&- Spears, Edinburgh. ] 
GEARR-101-MADH AIII OBAIR AGUS RIAGHAILTEAN- 
BARALACHAIDH COZ-IUNN NA H-OIGRIDH. See 
COMUNN NA H-OIGRIDH. OBAIR AGUS RIAGIIAILTEAN- 
BARALACHAIDII. 
GEDDESj ARTHUR. THE SONGS OF CRAIG AND BENj 
VOLUME ii. 
Glasgowt 1961. 
The Songgs of Craig and Bent Lays, Laments, 
Love Songs and Lilts of the Nountaineers and 
Cragsmen of the Highlands and Islands, with 
their melodies and stories gathered and mainly, 
translated by Arthur Geddes. Volume II. Songs 
of Farevrellt Love and Laughter. Introduction. 
William IMaclellang 240 Hope Street, Glasgow. 
1961. 
xxxvi, 2 ffq 90pp, 22xl5- Nit. 9 NLS. [Sorae Gaelic originals; mostly English 
translations. Music. in both notations. 
No Gaelic in Volume I. ] 
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GENERAL ASSEIMBLY READING BOOK. See CHURCH OF 
SCOTLAND9 GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AN CEAT11RANH 
LEABHAR. 
GILBERT9 BERNARD, AN SEANN TARBIf. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
An Seann Tarbh, Dealbh-chluich an aon sealladh. 
Gaelic translation of the one-act Playp "The 
Old Bull" by Bernard Gilbert. Air eadar- 
theangachadh le Seumas MacThomuis. An Comunn 
Gaidhealach, 131 I-lest Regent Street, Glasgow. 
20pp[ 22xl4. 
Ca. 1950* Printed the Caledonian Presso 
Glasgow. ] 
GILLIES, H. CAMERON. THRELEMENTS OF GAELIC 
GR, 01MAR. 
London, 1902. 
The Elements of Gaelic Grammar. Based on 
the work of the Rev. Alexander Stewartp D. D. 
By H. Cameron Gillies, M. D. Second Edition. 
With Appendix. London: published by David 
Nutt; 57-59 Long Acre. 19020* 
2 ff Ads, t xivj 186pp, 4 ff Ads. 19xl3- 
AU 1, GU. [Pirst ed. 1896. First ed. of Stewart's 
Grammar was 1801: the last ed. was 1901. 
Printed T. & A. Constable, Edinburgh. ] 
GILLIES, JAMES (translator). See FLAVEL, 
JOHN. MINEACHADH AIR SUIPEIR AN TIGHEAPVA. 
GIVEN9 JENNIE. CLARSACH A' GHLINNE. 
Glasgow, [1925] 
Clarsach a' Ghlinne. Coig o4rain air fhichead lelm 
fuinn/ 
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fuinn agus teud-cheol simp3idb le Se6naid 
Given. The Harp of the Glen. Tiventy-five 
Gaelic songs arrmged with simple accompaniments 
by Jennie Given, A. R. C. M. Price 3/-- Cloth 51-, 
Paterson's Publications Ltd.; Glasgow: 152 
Buchan= St,; London: 95 Wimpole Streetp WO. 
36ppt 27xl8. mit. 
Dated 1925 by colophon in 1936 ed, 
Roimh-Radh signed, - 1C. NOPt Gaelic 
Editorl(i. e. Malcolm MacFarlane). In 
both notations, with harp accompmiments. ] 
GIVEN9 JENNIE. CLARSACH Al GHLINNE, (cont, ) 
Glasgoifq 1927. 
(A reprint; not seen. ] 
CLARSACH At GIILINNE, 
Glaseow, 1936. 
Clarsach at Ghlinne. Coie 6rain air fhichead 
letm fuinn agus teud-cheol simplidh le Seo'naid 
Given. The Harp of the Glcn. 1"wenty-five 
Gaelic songs arranged with simple accompaniments 
by Jennie Given, A. R. C, M, Price 316. Alex, 
MacLaren & Song Gaelic Printers and Publishers, 
268 Argyle Stibeetg Glasgow, C, 2* 
First published 1925. Reprinted 1927 and 1936. 
36pp. 27XI8. PC, 
GLASGOW GAELIC SOCIETY, 
GLASGOW. 
See GAELIC SOCIETY OP 
GLASGOW HIGHLAND MISSION, 
GAIDHEALACH GHLASCHO. 
See COMUNN SOISGEULACII 
GLASGOW UNIVERSITY GAELIC PUBLICATIONS. Soo 
LEABHRAICHEAN URA GAIDHLIG OILTHIGH GHLASCHO. 
[For crossrefer , ences 
to individual titles in 
the series. ] 
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GLASGOW MNIVERSITY OSSIANLIC SOC11=. OSSIAN 
Glasgow, 1933, n: d., n. d. t 
l957, -6o, -6i, -65, -67, -68. 
Ossian. Published by Glasgow University 
Ossianic Society, English Section: Alex. Jo 
Maclean, INI. A. 9 Editor; Marion M. Maclean, Sub- 
Editor. Gaelic Section: John MacDougall (Muileach), 
Editor; Margaret 1-1. Macmillan, Sub-Editor. 
Finance Managers: John 1.1, Urquhart and Murdo 
MacLeod. Printed by Kirkwood LIP. Co., 127 
Stockwell Street, Glasgow. 
[En, glish Section Masthead] Ossian. Vol. 11 
No. 1. April, 1933 
[Gaelic Section Mas; head] Oisean. Barr. 19 
Air, 1. An Giblean, 1933. 
44pp. 27x2l. Mit. 
Ossian. Published by Glasgow University 
Ossianic, Society. English Section: Mairi K. 
klacKinnong Isobel Budge, Janette Blairv Peter 
If* Macleod, Gaelic Section: Ewen MacDonald, 
Lachlan Robertson. Finance 11anager: Alex. G. 
Matheson. "Stornoway Gazette"t Stornoway, 
28ppt 29x22. NLS,, 
Ca. 1950.1 
Ossian. Published by Glasgow University 
Ossianic Society. Fifth-centenary edition, 
Kagazine committee: Betty Todd, Peggy MacFarlaneq 
Lachlan Robertson, M. A. 9 William MacDougall9D, Scj 
Tom-11acDowall. Printed at the "Northern 
Chronicle" Office Inverness. 
32pp 4 ff ills. 
tphotos], 
tCa, 
1951: reviewed int. 4. n Gaidheal'Feb. 1952. ] 
I'Leansa dlUth ri cliU do shinnsre", Ossian, 
Celtic Chair Inauguration and Ossianic Club 
Jubilee Celebration Edition. (Ill. 3 Marchv 
1957. Published by Glasgow University Ossianic 
Society. 
47PPP If Ads. 25xlg. NLS& 
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GLASGOW UNIVERSITY OSSIANIC SOCIETY. OSSIAN. (cont. ) 
Aireamh 3. Ossian, The Glasgow Gaelic Review. 
Am Foghar, 1960. Fear-Deasachaidh: Domlinall T. 
MacDhomhnaill. Pearce Lodge, An Oilthigh, 
Glaschu, 11.2. Telefon West 8541. 
36pp 2lxl4. Mi 1; a [Wrongly 
numbered, Printed Learinonth, Stirling. ] 
Aireamh It. Ossian. The G1, -asgow University 
Ossianic Society's Gaelic Review. Am Poghar, 
1961. Fir-Deasachaj-dh: Domhnall T. NacDhomhnaillp 
D. Niall MacCorinaig. Pearce Lodgel An Oilthigh, 
Glaschu 11.2. Telefon West 8541. 
32pp 22xl4. [Learmonth. ] 
Ossian 1965. Glasgow University Ossianic 
Society, Editor - Roderick M. MacKinnon. 
Advertisements - Duncan Macquarrie. 
8 South Park Terraceg Glasgowq 11.2 .... 
28pp, 22xl4. 
Ossian 1967. Editor: Ronald 1. Black. 
"Leansa d1UNth ri cliUN do shinnsrell (Fionn to 
Oscar, in an Ossianic tale). Published annually 
in December by Glasgow 'University Ossianic 
Society, 8 Southpark Terrace, Glasgoi-tv W. 2. 
52pp, 22xl4. 
Ossiang 1968. Editor: Ronald 1, Black. Cover 
draim by Donald M. Murray. "Leansa dlUth ri 
cliUN do shinnsrell (Fionn to Oscar, in an 
Ossianic tale). Published annually in December 
by Glasgow University Ossianic Society, 8 
Southpark Terrace, Glasgow 11.2. 
. 
52pp, 22xl4. 
[Lote. All contain more English than Gaelic.. 
All illustrated-with, photos and line 
drawings. All are quite heavily reliant on 
established vrriters I whether villa e bards 
or nationally-knoim personalities. 
1 
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GRANTP DONALD (translator). 
BANRIGII AN T-SNEACI-IDA. 
GRANT, DONALD (translator). 
LUDAG BHEAG. 
See ANDERSEN, HANS. 
See ANDERSON, IUNS. 
GRANT9 DONALD (coý-coinpiler). * See CLANN AN PHRAOICH. 
CAINNT AGUS FACAIL IONCHUIDH AIR SON COINNIT, 111. 
GRANT9 DONALD (translator). See GRET4 [JACOB 
& WILHEN], ROSB1-L4-N IS ROSDHONN. 
GRANT9 K. 11. AIG TIGH NA BEINNE. 
Oban, 1911. 
Aig Tigh na Beinne, Le K. W, G. Oban: 
Hugh MacDonalds Booksellerv Esplanade. Glasgow: 
Alex, McLaren & Son, 360 and 362 ArCyle St, 
1911, 
283PP- 3.9, -, -14. AU, EU, GU, Mit. 0 NLS. [Printed by frae Oban Times', Stories and 
reminiscences. ] 
GRANT9 K. 11. DUSGADH NA FEINNE. 
Paisley, '1908, 
Dusgadh na Feinne. Dealbh-chluich air son na 
cloinne. Le 1ý. 11. G, J* and R, Parlanet Paisley. 
John Menzies and Co, q Edinburgh and Glasgow. 
Madgwich, Houlston and Co,, Ltd., London, 1908. 
16pp[ 22xl4. PC. 
A musical playlet* A proposal to publish 
a revised ed. was advertised by Alex, 
MacLaren & Son in 1927, but nothing came 
of it; Ma-cLaren informs that this new 
ed. was in manuscript in 1945: the note, 
signed by James IlacLareng records the intention 
to publish it, but this does not appear to 
have happened. ] 
I 
GRANT9 K. 11. AN PEEADAG. * PCeltic Who's Whot 1921): 
"trans. from"The 'Jhistle7.3.91.3. Not seen,, 
ý 
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GRANT, K. 11. AN SGOIL BHV-AG AGUS At NHAIGIIDFAN- 
MIIARA. 
D, 19,01. 
An Sgoil Bheag agus a' Mhaighdoan-mhara, 
Cluich airson clann-sCoile, Le Ke 11. Ge 
[Not seen. Referred to in colophon 
to 1927 edition. The play was first 
published in tAn Sgoulaichel, An t- 
Earrach, 1910 (PP 79-89). The above 
is possibly an offprint from 'An 
Sgeulaichol; the publisher was probably 
J. Parlane, Paisle I OrArchlbald 
Sinclair, Glasgoiv. 
ý 
AN SGOIL BHEAG AGUS At MHAIGHDEAN- 
MHARA, 
Glasgow, 1927. 
An Sgoil Bhoag agus a' Mhaighdean-mhara. 
Cluich airson na claiin-sgoile. Le Catriona 
Nic Ghille-bhain Ghrannd (K, W,, G, ). 
Glascho: Alasdair Maclabliruinn Is a Mhicq 
360-362 Sraid Earraghaidheall C. 2.6d not* 
First printed in "An Sgeulaichell - 1910* 
Second edition - 1910, Third edition - 
1927* 
1. lOpp 2 ff Ads. 19X13. EPLI Mit, j NLS, tKatherine 
Whyte Grant was a sister of 
Henry Iniyte (Fionn). She was one of 
the first writers of Plays in Gaelic* 
butq apart from that, her work is not 
of much significance. In 1893 she 
published a GA-elic translation of 
Schillerls'llilliam Tell'. ] 
GRANT9 K, If. (translator). See LAOIDH NA 
RIOGHACHD* 
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GRANT, PETER. DAIN SPIORADAIL. 
Edinburgh, 1904. 
Dain Spioradail le Padruig Granndq an Strathspey, 
"I ann an Sgireachd Aberneich. "Seinnidh iad ceo 
slighibh Ichobhah", Ps 138: 5- I'Le salmaibhp le 
oran, a's le laoidh", Eph. 5.19- 'I'S le beachd 
air a mhorachd, a's seinn air a throcair", Ps 89: 1. 
"Ni e na smuaintean feolmhor a chlaoidlill, Ps llg: 
' 
-113. 
Twentieth Edition. Edinbur6-h: Jolm Grant, 
31 George IV. Bridge, 1904. ' 
viii I f, pp 10-160. l4xii. Mit. [Grant's 
poems were first published in 
1818. The 1926 ed. refers to the above 
as the 19th ed, and dates it 1903, as 
does T S-G (on which the information in 
the 1926 ed, is probably based); I have 
rechecked the above entry and find it to 
be accurate. ] 
DAIN SPIORADAIL. 
Edinburgliq 1912, 
Dain Spioradail le Padruig Grannd an Strathspeyv 
Sgireachd Aberneich. [Bible quotations as 
above*] Twentieth Edition. Edinburgh: John 
Grant 31 George IV. Bridge 1912, 
f 111. 11 [portrait of Grantj, viii, I ft pp 10-160. 
l7xl-1 - AU 9 GU: CL. 
DAIN SPIOIZADAIL. 
Glasgow, 1926. 
(Title paGe 1. ] Dain Spioradail le Padruia 
Grannd, an Strath Spe, Sgireachd Aberneich. 
Po lairnh Eachainn Nhic Dhu'ghaill. [Bible 
quotations as above. ] Glascho: Alasdair 
Mac Labhruirin 's a MIlico 360-362 Sraid 
Earraghaidheal. 
(Title page 2] Spiritual Songs by Rev, Peter 
Grantq Strathspey. Edited by Hector MacDougall. 
Dioeraphical/ 
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Biographical sketch of the Author by Annie 
Grant Robinson and J. A. -Grant Robinson. 
Glasgow: Aloxander Maclaran &- Sons, 
-360-362 Argyle Street, C. 2. 
New large type edition, revised and corrected, 
1926. 
1f Ill. [portrait of Grant]p 167PPP If Ads. 
20xl GU: CL, Mit. ?ý 
23rd ad. was advertisadq but no trace 
has been found of it or a 22nd; it is 
probably an inaccurate reference to the 
1926 ad. Grant's hymns are very ebullient 
and singable: they continue to be popular, ] 
GRAVES, ALFRED P. THE CELTIC SONG BOOK, 
(London], 1928. 
The Celtic Song Book, Being representative 
folk songs of the six Celtic nationse Chosen 
by Alfred Precoval Graves# Litt, D. t P. R. S. L., 
author of "The Irish Song Book'19 "The Irish 
Fairy Dookllp "Irish Doric", etc, 1928. 
Ernest Berm Limited, 
4 ff, xix, 1 fp pp 21-332[Gaelic on pp 123- 
1351.22xl8. GUj Nit., NLS. 
[Contains Scottish Gaelic originals with 
translations; the týranslations by, Francis 
Tolmie and Kenneth MacLeod, from whose 
collections the songs were drawn. Staff, ) 
GREGORY9 Lady [AUGUSTA]. AN T-AIRGIOD-CINN. 
Glasgoifs 1950, 
Dealbh-chluichean an Gaidhlig, An t-Airgiod- 
Cinn. Dealbh-chluich an aon sealladh. Gaelic 
translation of the one-act play, The Risine of 
the Noon, by Lady Gregory. ý Air eadar-theangachadh 
le Lachlann MaCF11ionghuin. An Cowunn Gaidhealachl 
131 West ReCent Street, Glasgow. 1950. 
13pp. -19XI3- 
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GRIASAICTLE, BHEARNARAIDH. See TURNER9 NEIL. 
GRIASAICHE BHEARITARAIM: A BHARDACHD. 
GRIMM, [JACOB e- WILHELM]. ROSBIJAN IS ROSDHONN. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Leabhraichean at Chomuinn. Rosbhan is Rosdhonn. 
Air innse le Grimm. Air a chur an G? 'Lidhlig le 
Domhnall Grannd. [111. ] Dealbhan le Frangoise' 
J. Bertiers Clo-bhuailte le Bias am Paris mar 
a dhliarr An Conunn Gaidhealach, 
24 ff. 19XI. 5. 
[1967. An attractively produced elementary 
school-book; ill. in colour. ] 
GUTH NA BLIADHNA. 
[P. varies], 1904-25, 
A' phris tasdan. Guth na Bliadh-na. The Voice 
of the Year. Leabhar 1. An Geamhradli. Aireamh 
1. Clar-amais. .. James Thin, 54 and 5 South 
Bridgeý. Edinburgh. 
A' phris tasdan. Price one shilling. 
Guth na Dliadhna. The Voice of the Year. 
Leabhar 1. An t-Earrach, 1904. Aireamh 2. 
Clar-amais. .. The Aberdeen University Press, 
Limited. [Ads, ] Published quarterly. [Details 
of subscription rates. ] 
(The English title Is dropped and 'Published 
quarterly' replaced by 'Air a chur a mach 
uair san raidhet from Leabhar IV on*] 
Guth na Bliadhna. Leabhar V. An t- L; 
rach, 1908, Aireamh 2, Cl-c'ir-amais ... Milneq Tannahill & 'Methven, The Mills, Horse 
Cross, Perth. [List of Principal Agents, which 
varies in detail thereafter. ] Air a chur a 
mach uair san raidhe. 
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GUTH NA BLIADFLNIA. (cont. ) 
Aon Tasdan. One Shilling. Guth na Dliadima. 
Leabhar XII. An t-Earracht 1915. Aireamli 1. 
Clar-amais. .. Glaschu: Alasdair Mac Labhruinn 
is a 11hicy 360 Sraid Earraghaidheal. 
0. Guth na Bliad-luia. RýLidheachan a tha 
coisrighte do shaorsa na h-Albann, aG-u3 do na 
h-uile ceist a tha an crochadh rin at. chuspair 
sin. Leabhar XIII. An t-Earrach 1916. Airoamh 
1, Clar-amais, Glaschu: Alasdair Mac 
Labhruinn is a Ilhic, 360 Sraid Earrughaidheal. 
Leabhar XVI& Aireamh 3. Arn Foghar, 1919, 
Tasdan agus s'e sgillinn, Guth na Bliadhna, 
Raitheachan a tha coisrigte do shaorsa na h- 
Albann, agms do na h-uile ceist cile a tha an 
crochadh ris at chuspair sin. Giorra-blirighe. .. 
Seoladh an fhir-dlicasachaidh: 12-14 Sraid 
at Mhuilinn, Baile Pheirt, Albainn. Cain- 
leughaidli: aon bhliadhna, 61- no A-50cents, 
saor leis a' phost. Poilisichearan: Alasdair 
MacLabhrairm is Mhic , 360 Sraid Earraghaidhaal 
Glascho. Albainn Nodha: luchd-riaracliaidlig The 
MacDonald Music Store, Antigonish. 
Tasdan agus se sgillinn., Guth na Bliadhna. 
Uimhir 67. An t-Earrach 1921. Glaschu: 
Alasdair Mac Leabhrainn[siol agus a Nhic, 
360 Sraid Earraghaidheal. CC"Xin-loughaidh 
Bhliadhnail, 6/- no 1 dollar 50 cents, saor 
le: Ls, a' phost. 
This style. of title page until 
Uimhir 70, An Geamhradh 1921, after which 
there was a lapse in the publication of 
Guth na Bliadhna until 1923 (see Irunediately 
belovr) .] 
Leabhar XIX. 
Tasdan is se 
An Geainhradh 
Alasdair Mac 
Sraid Earrag. 
Uimhir 1, Clo'-bhualadh u"ra 
sgillin, Guth na Bliadhnao 
. 1923. 
[Contents. ] Glaschu: 
Leabhrainn agus a Mhic, 360 
ftaidheal. 
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GUTH NA BLIADIDIA. (cont. ) 
Leabhar XX. 
Tasdan is se 
An t-Earrach 
Alasdair Mac 
Earra, gliaidhe; 
Uimhir 2. 
sgillin. 
1925. Ec 
Labhruinn 
nl. 
Clo-bhualad ur. 
Guth na Dliadhna. 
ontents. ] Glaschu: 
is a 11,1hico 360 Sraid 
[Last Issue. ] 
[Pagination] Ca. 400pp, 1904-11; ca. 50OPPt 
1912-15; ca. 400pp, 1916-21; 112pp in XJX and 
54pp in the 2 nos. of x. ',.. LFigures for yearly vols-j 
I 
[Size] 22xl4,1904-21; 3lx25,1923-25. 
[Location] I-fit. has a full run. 
[Quarterly. Edd. -Ruaraidh Erskine of Mar. Appi-ox. -ý- Gaelic/English at beeirmingl the 2 
proportion of Gaelic increased, the paper 
becoming all-Gaelic in 1919, A very 
important periodical: for political 
articles (Gaelic and English), seminal 
literary criticism (by Malcolm MacFarlane 
and, esp., Mar), plays (by Donald Sinclair 
and Mar), poems (Sinclair), and short 
stories (John MacCormick, Angus Henderson, 
Marv etc. ). Mar's own creative writings 
are more ambitious than successful, but 
he was an effective literary catalyst (cf. 9in the, latter respecti Derick Thomson in the 
50's and 60's, and see the discussion of both in Chapter 1 of Part I of the thesis. ). ] 
GUTHRIE9 ITILLIAM. BUANNACIID MHOR At CIIRIOSDUIDH. 
Glasgow, 1924. 
Buannachd Mhor a' Chriosduidh le Uilleam 
Guthrie (1620-1665). Glascho: Alasdair 
Mac Labhruinn 'S a Mhic, 36o-362 Sraid 
Earraghaidheal, C. 2.1924. 
8pp. 11.9X8.8. PCs PC. 
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GUTHRIEp WILLIAM. COIR MHOR A' CIIRIOSDAIDII. 
Edinburgh, 1912. 
The Christiants Great Interestv in two parts, 
by 11illiam Guthrie, minister of the Gospel. 
111-nierefore the rather, brethren, give diligence 
to make your election sure. 11-2 Pet. 1.10. 
Edinburgh: Jol-m Grant, 31 George IV. Bridge, 
1912, 
CZ6ir Mhor a' Chriosdaidh, ann an da. earrainng 
le Uilleam Guthrie, ministear an t-Soisgeil. 
"Uin, e sin, a bhraithrean, deanaibh tuilleadh 
dichill chuin bhur taghadh a dhoanamh cinnteach. 11- 
2 Pead. 1.10, Edinburgh: John Granto 31 
George IV. Bridge. 1912, 
viii 258pp. 17xll. [First 
ed. 1783. The above is probably a 
reprint of the 1OU45 ed. ] 
HALL9 NEWMAN, THIG GU IOSA. 
Stirling, nd, 
Thig gu Iosa. Le Nunan HaI411%4 D. D. Eadar- 
theangaichte leis an Urr, I. D. iNicacNeilll 
Chaladair. Drummondts Tract Depott Stirling. 
Price. One Penny. 
6-3pp If Ads, 14xio. PCI [Ca. 
1900. Pirst ed. 1872--trans. by 
Angus MacIntyre. ] 
HARDY, THOMAS. AN TRIUIR CHOIGREACH. 
Edinburgh, 3.944, 
An Triuir Choigreach. Le Tomas Hardy. Air a 
thionndadh gu Gaidhlig na h-Alba le Eoin G. 
MacFhionghuin (a bha roinihe Ina fhear-doasachaidli 
Mac Talla). Po laimh Iain Latharna Caimboul. 
Chaidh an leabhar so a chlo-bhualadh ann an 
Albainn le T. agus A. Constable agus an Cuideachd, 
ann an Dun Eideann, p 
.,, 
u feum an fhir-deasachaidh, 
anns a' blciT-i--ý-Thnn 1944. Tha I. e-, tbha. r so air a 
chur amacht-sa Ghaidhlig le cead Churtis Brown 
agus an Cuideachd. 
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The Three Stran,, ýers, Dy Thomas Ifiardy. Scottish Gaelic translation by J. G. N-acKirition (formerly 
editor and publisher of the Gaelic v; ree'lklyj -Nac Talla). Prepiixed for publication in Scotland by 
John Lorne Campbell. Printed by T. & A. Constoble 
Ltd., Edinburgh, 1944. Gaelic translation published 
by Permission of "MIessrs. Curtis Broim Ltd., London. 
First printed 1944. 
31pp. 22xl4. Ilit., PC. 
HARP OF CALEDONIA$ THE. 
Glzasgow, n, d, 
The Harp of Caledonia, A collection of popular 
Gaelic songs. Clarsach na 1-i-Albas. nov Orana 
Taghta Gaidhealach. "Bo mhor am be-Lid gulm 
basaicheadh/At chanain is feEtrr buaidli, /tS is treis' 
%. - -Liilet c%ait In achd, /IS na h thoirt greis air nblic 
tOid a luaidh; /'S i Is feiarr gU aobhar-, gaire/'S i 
Is binno, bliýithe fu--, 
-)Jm. 
1' Glascow: Archibald 
Sinclairg Celtic 'Press, 47 Waterloo Street. 
63P 
11f 'An Clar'. 3-3x8- mit., PC. YFirst 
ed. pro-1876; '-! -, LcL, -vren1 describes the 
Sinclair ed. as post-1908, No rý'Iusic, ] 
IIATELY I T. L. 
] [SEANNL 'FllliINN NAN SALM]. 
(Eclinburah, 1910. 
The Sutherlandshire version of the six Long Gaelic 
Psalm Tunes as taken do-trn in 1909 by Or. F. 11. 
Inliteheadq A. R. C. O., A. R. C. N., Inverness, from the 
singing of Rev. Donald " Perintoslig a native Munro 
of Clyne, Sutherlandshire. 
PP 15-24.20x16. NLS. 
[A later addendum to 'Seann Phuinn na Salm. 
as suno in the conp: pe7ations of the Free Church 
of Scotland ... Taken down by T. L. Hately. .. Issued by Authority of the Committee of 
Psalmody. 1862.1 Dound with 'The Scottish 
Psalmody. . Published by authority of ... The Free Church of Scotland. Edinburgh ... 1910.11 
SEANIN PHUINNI NýLN SALM. 
Glasgow, 1931. 
Seann Phuinn na Salm mar a tha iad air an seinn 
anns/ 
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anns at Gha(-Itach(-l mii thi-vath; or, the old Gaelic 
psaln tunes as sijný- in tja(, con-reý-, ations of the 
Free Church of Scotland in t'lle -North 
Hi-lilands. 
Taken doi-m by T. L. Hately, precentor to the 
General Assembly of the Pree CII-airch of Scotland. 
GlasL-ow: Alex MvcLaren & Sons, 360-. 362 Argyle St., 
Reprinted 193-1- ` 
2 fft 21pp, If Ads* 2lxl7. mit. 
[First ed. 1845 (2 ff, 12pp). ] 
HAY I GEORGE CAJý TIPBELL. PUARANT SLE 1131-1. 
Glasgow, [Fore. 19471- 
, 
le Deorsa Puaran Sleibh, Rainn Ghaidhliý- 
Caimbetil Hay. Uilleam Mac Gill' Phaolain, 
240 Sraid an Dochaisj Glaschut Alba. 
66p e 25xl5. ATJI GTJI Mit, Yllith 
En-lish tmnslations in prose. 
See discussion of I-lay in Part 19. Ch, -, -tpter 
IIAY# GEORGE CAMPBELL. 0 NA CEITTIIR AIRDEA-N. 
Eclinburgh, 1952. 
0 Na Ceithir Airdean. Le Doorsa Caimbeul Ray. 
Oliver P-nd Doyd: Tweedale Court, Edinburgh; 
98 Great Russell Street, London, W. C. 
First published 1952. 
viiis 71pp. 23xl5. AUp I-fit. 
[English treanslations in prose. Much 
translation into Gaelic from other languaCos. 
Printed The Central Pres, s, Aberdeen. ] 
IIENDERSOITj ANGUS. ACTID 
The Ceilidh Bool-cs. 
Aireamh 43. Achd an 
Mac Eanruie. [3: 11. 
Alasdair/ 
AN PHEARAINN. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh. 
Phearainn. Le Aonghas 
A' phrisg tri sgillinnean, 
C. 2. 
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Alasdair Il-lac Labliruinn atgus a Nhie, 360-2 
Sraid Earraghaidlicall Glascho, 
Pp 113-150.21, xlll-. PC. 
[Reprinted fromtGuth na Dliadl-m. ', Ip Leabhar 
IX. 2, An t-Barrach, 1912. ] 
HENDERSON, &NGUS. AICHEAMHAIL EAGALACII. 
Glasgow, n. d, 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh. 
Aireamh 19, Aicheambail Eagalacho nog blar 
a dhteirich do mhurtairoan na Ceapaich. Le 
Aonghas Mac Banruig. [111 .] A' phris, tri 
sgillinnea-n- 3d, Alasdair Mao Labhruinn agus 
a Mhic, 360-2 Sraid Earraghaldhealp Glascho. 
Pp 401-432,21-, cl4. PC" 
[Reprinted from 'An Sgeulaicheig Leabliar 
1,5, A' Clieud Nhios, 1910, j 
HENDERSON, ANGUS. CEARD IS CAINNT. 
GlasCoiv, n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabliraichean nan Coilidh, 
Aire. -ui, h 33, Siubhal air Falbh Imp4reachdo 
Coard is Cainntv le Aonghas Mac Danruig. [I. 11. ] 
At phrist tri sgillinnean. 3d. Alasd-,: tir Ilac 
Labhruinn agus a Mhic, 360-2 Sraid Earraghaidheal. 9 Glascho. 
Pp 251-300.22xl4. PC. 
(Reprinted from lkn Sgeulaichetv Leabliar X-39 
An Sanihradho . 1913 .I 
HENDERSON9 ANGUS. CEIST NAN TAIGHEAN. 
Glasgovig n,, d, 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh. 
Aireamh 41. Ceist nan Taighean, Le Aonghas 
Mae Eanruig. [111. ] At phrls, tri sgillinnean. 
3d. Alasdair Nac Labhruinn agus a Hhicp 360-2 
Sraid EarraChaidhealg Glascho"t 
Pp 269-286 Lalso a version, pp 269-310]. 22xl4. 
[Prom 'Guth na Bliadhna!, XI .3, Ara FoChar t 1914, 
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HENDERSON, ANTGUS. COGADH NO SITH. 
Glasgowt n. d. 
The Ceilidh Dooks. Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh, 
Aireamh 46 Cogadh no Sith. Le Aonghas 
Mac Eanruiý. [III, ] At phris, tri sgillinnean. 
3d. Alasdair Mac Labhruinn agus a Mhic, 360-2 
Sraid Earraghaidheal, Glascho. 
Pp 389-4o4.22xl4. PC, 
[Reprinted fvo-, -, i'Guth na Bliadhnd, Leabhar IX. 4v 
Am Fogharv 1912, ] 
HEINDERSON9 ANGUS. AM FEARANN AGUS CISEAN* 
Glasgowt 1911. 
Ain fearann agus cisean. Le A. 1-1. E. (Air ath-chlOdh bho "Ghuth na Bliadhnall. ) 
The Taxation of Land Values. (Reprinted 
from "Guth na Bliadhnd. ) Price One Penny. 
Published for the United Committee for the 
Taxation of Land Valuesy Dread Sanctuary 
Chambers, 20, Tothill Streety Westminster, 
by "Land Values" Publication Departmentv 
67 I'lest Nile Strootg Glasgowt and 376-7 
Strandq London, W. C, 1911, 
22pp 22xilt. PC, tAppeared 
in tuth na Bliadhnd Leabhar 
VIII. 1, An Geamhradh, 1911, 
) 
HENDERSON, ANGUS. MAR A PHUAIR IUC -DHE ATHA INA 
RIGH. 
Glasgowp n. d. 
The Coilidh Books. Leabhraicheran nan Ceilidh. 
Aireamh 17. Mar a fhuair Mac-"Bhoatha Ina Righ. 
Le Aonghas Mac EanruijE;. [111. ] A' phris, tri 
sgillinnean- 3d. Alasdair Mac Labhruinn agus 
a Mhic, 360-2 Sraid Earraehaidhealv Glascho. 
Pp 223-246.2lxl4. PC, 
[Reprinted fromAn Sgoulaichdo Leabhar 
I1.3f Am Foghar 1910. ] 
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IIENDERSONp ANGUS. MAR GUIN EIREADIT NEACH 0 NA 
MAIRMI, 
Glasgoivp n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh. 
Airean. h 25. Mar guln eireadli neach o na mairbh. 
Le Aonghas Mac Danruig. [111. ] A' phrisv tri 
sgillinnean. 3d. Alesdair Mac Labhruinn agus 
a Mhic, 360-2 Sraid Darraghaidhealg Glascho. 
Pp 59-101.22, xl4. PC, 
[Reprinted fromtkn Sgeulaiche! p Leabhar 1.19 Sept. 1909.1 
HENDERSON, ANIGUS. SGOILTEAN AGUS OILEAN. 
Glasgow, ndo 
The Ceilidh Books, Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh. 
Aireamh 42. Sgoiltean aCus Oilean. Le Aonghas 
Mac Dlanruig. Cor, Coir agus Coirich. Le 
Aong, has Mac Dhonnachaidh. [111, ] A' phris, tri 
sgillinnean. 3d. Alasdair Nac Labhruinn aeus 
a Mhict 360-2 Sraid Earraghaidhealp Glascho. 
Pp 250-276.22xi. 4. PC, 
[Reprinted from'Guth na Bliadhndl Leabhar 
IX-3. An Samhradh 1912. ] 
HENDERSON9 ANGUS. SPEALGADH NAN GLASAN. 
I 
Glasgow, n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books, Leabhraichean nan Ceilidli, 
Aireamh 44. Ceist nan Ceistean. Spealgadh nan 
Glas. an, le Aonghas Mac Eanruijg. [III, ] A' phriss 
tri soillirmean. 3d. Alas4air Mac Labhruirm ' 
agus a Nhic, 360-2 Sraid Earraghaidheall Glascho. 
Pp 393-1124.22x3.4. PC. 
[Reprinted from'Guth na Bliadhnd, Leabhar 
X. 4, Am Foghar 1913.1 
IIENDERSONq ANGUS (editor), See ALBA [newspaper]. 
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HENDERSONs ANGUS (co-author). See AN SOLARAICHE. 
-HENDERSONq ANGUS. 
[Note, Native of Ardnamurchan. 
A journalist. to trade. An ardent polemicist 
in Gaelic and English, his intense political 
commitment mars his attempts at creative 
writing. A close associate of Ruaraidh Erskine 
of Mar in his various projects. ] 
HENDERSON9 GEORGE. THE GAELIC DIALECTS. 
[Ilallega. S. t 1903.9 -051. 
The Gaelic Dialects. 
[End colophon] George Hendersont Manse of 
Edderachillist Scourie, Sutherlando 
123Pf [i. e. pp 1-1231- 23xi6o mit. 1 PC. 
Reprint from'-, eitschrift fur celtische 
Philologie%, Bind IV & Vq 1903 e- 1905-1 
HENDERSON9 GEORGE (editor). See MACLEOD, 
Dr, NOTMAN9 Minister of St. Columba's Church, 
Glasgow. THE HIGHLANDERS' PRIEND: SECOND 
SERIES. 
HIGHLAND ASSOCIATION, THE. See AN COMUNN 
GAIDHEALACH. 
HIGHLAND VILLAGE ASSOCIATION9 THE, LEABHAR A' 
CHLACHAIN. 
Glasgowp 1911. 
Leabhar a' Chlachain. Home Life of the 
Highlanders, 1400-1746. Printed for the 
Highland Village Association, Limitedp Scottish 
Exhibition of National History, Art and Industryt 
Kelvingrove, Glasgow, by Robert Maclehose & Co., 
Limitedt at the University Press, Glascow. 1911. 
viii 148pp. 22xl4. - EU: CL. tIn 
Gaelicq 'An Clachan a bh1aruAl by Kenneth 
MacLeodj PP 135-145.1 
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HIGHLAND VILLAGE ASSOCIATION, THE. 
AN CLACHAN. 
SOUVENIR 
[Glasgowt 1911ol 
Souvenir an Clachan (the Highland Village). [111. ] 
[End coloPhon] Printed by 11m. Ritchie & Sons, 
Ltd, v Edinburgh, for A, MacLaren & Son, The 
Clachan. 
12 ff [leaves]. ll-lxl7- PC, 
[12 loosely bound photos with captions 
in Gaelic and English. ] 
HIGHLAND WITNESS9 THE. See UNITED FREE CHURCH 
OF SCOTLAND. AN PHIANUIS GHAIDHEALACH. 
HODGEO ARCHIBALD. AN REITE. 
Edinburgh, [Intro. 19161. 
Cogadh mOr na h-Eorpa. An Reite. Hodge. 
[Here crest of burning busht circumscribed 
by the legendt-- Eaglais na h-Alba An Eaglais 
Shaor Aonaichte, An Eaglais Shaor. 
j 
Printed 
by Oliver and Boyd, Edi*nburgh, for The Church 
of Scotland, The United Free Church of Scotland, 
and The Free Church of Scotland. 
Xiiq 99pp. 14xio. NLS, 
(Translation of 'The Atonement' by Rev. 
Archibald Alexander Hodge. Intro. dated 
1916. Issued for soldiers. ] 
HOGAN, EDMUND (co. -editor), LTJIBIILEABIfRAN. 
. Dublin, 1900. 
Luil3leatran: Irish and Scottish Gaelic Names 
of herbsq plants, treest etc. By F. Edmund 
Hogan, S. J., F. R. U. 1.9 D. Litt,; John Hogan, B. A.; 
John C. Mac erleang S. J. Dochum Gloire De 
agus Onora na hEireann. Dublin: M. H. Gill 
and Song 01 Connel Street. David Nuttt 57-599 
Longacre/ 
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Longacreq London. Oliver and Boydv Edinburgh. 
1900. . 
(All, rights reserved. ] 
xiiv 137PPq 2 ff Ads. 19xl3. AUv GU: CL, CoS, 
HOGANO JOHN (co-editor). LUIBHL. DABI-IRAN, See 
HOGAINq EDIMUND (co-editor). 
HOLMER, NILS M. THE GAELIC OF ARRAN. 
Duýblixiv 1957. 
The Gaelic of Arran. By Nils Me Holmer, 
Dublin: The Dublin Institute for Advanced 
Studiesp 64-5 Merrion square. 1957. 
viii 211pp. 23x-15- GU, tPrInted 
Alec Tom ague a Chuid. 9 Baile 
Atha Cliath (Dublin). ] 
HOLMER, NILS M. THE GAELIC OF KINTYRED. 
Dublin, 1962. 
The Gaelic of Kintyre. -By Nils M, Holmer. 
Dublin: The Dublin Institute for Advanced 
Studies, 64-5 Merrion Square, 1962. 
6 ff 160pp. 23xl5- GU. (Printed 
Tom, Dublin. ] 
HOLMERp NILS M. STUDIES ON ARGYLLSHIRE GAELIC, 
Uppsalap 1938. 
Skrifter ut-ivna av K. Humanistiska Vetenskaps- tj Samfundet i Uppsala. 31: 1. Studies on 
Argyllshire Gaelic, by Nils 14M. Ifolmer, (Crest. ] 
Uppsalai Almqvist & Wiksells Boktryckeri-A. -B. 
Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz. 
Uppsala 1938- 
231PPP 8 ff Ads. 24xl6. GU. 
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11ORAN9 ELLAMAY (editor). See ROMAN CATHOLIC 
CHURCH. LEABHAR CHEIST NA CLOINNE BIGE. 
HYMNARY: 
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. LAOIDHEAI)AIR GAIDHLIG. 
MACBEAN, LACHLAN. THE SONGS AND ITYININS OP 
. 
THE GAEL. 
ST. COLUMB! ý PARISIL CHURCH. LEADITAR LAOIDNEAN. 
IAIN (pseudonym). See WHYTE, JOHN. 
-TAIN 
BEAG FHIONNLAIGH. ANNS AN TIGHEARNA IOSA 
CRIOSD THA AR N-EARBSA. 
Glasgow, n. d, 
Anns, an TiGhearna, losa Criosd tha ar zi-riarbsae 
10! Thalaimh criothnaich fo's le Ceilt, /Roimh 
Ghnuis leh6bhah vihoirg/O! criothnaich f%Os le 
goilt roimh Ghnu%is, /Dh-3' lacoib mar is CO%ir'. 
lain Beag FLAonn1aigh, Bragair, Leodhas, 
Glascho: - Alasdair MacLabhruinn agus a Mhic, 
268 Sraid Earraghaidheal C. 2. 
35pp 3-9x13- PC, [Reviewed 
in 'An Gaidheall 1950. Hymns. I 
IAIN OG ILE (pseudonyin). 
INVERNESS GAELIC SOCIETY. 
OF INVERNESS. 
See CAIMPBELL, JOHN rl * 
. See GAELIC SOCIETY 
INVERNESS ROYAL ACADEMY. See SCHOOL MAGAZINES. 
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IRISLEABHAR CEILTEEACH. 
Torontol 1952-54. 
Irisleabliar Ceilteach. Fir Deasachaidh/ 
Eagartho-iri--- lain illacAoidh, 343 Bolsize 
Drive, Toronto 12; Padraig 0 Broin, 52 Dorvyn 
Rvadp Toronto 6; lain INIacGhilleNhaoil. 
Alba Breiz Cymru J. "ire Ellan Vannin Kernoiir. 
I. I. Deire Pomhair - An Dc, 
"imhar 1952, 
[lain MacGhillellhaoil dropped from list 
of editors after 1.3; loan Ap Siencyn 
added)II. 3. Minor changes in title page 
for virtually every issue. ] 
Drezounek Cymraeg Kernewek Gaelige 
Gaidhlig Gailck. Irisleabhar Ceilteach 
(Y Goelcert). lain M, MacAoidh; Padraia 
0 Broin; loan Prys Ap Siencyn: 343-Belsize 
Drive, Toronto 12, Canada. Guthan: IrU. 9-0535. 
RaitheachAn - luach bliadhnail (traille bhliana) 
, 
ý2.00. ! mi. II, uimli. 4. Fog_b=%, -_irq 1954, 
[Last seen. ] 
112p in Vol. I; 96pp in Vol. Il. 22xl4, NLS, rQuarterly. 
A Pan-Celtic magazine of 
miscellaneous content. ) 
IUL A' C. HRIOSTAIDH. See RONAN CATHOLIC CIrURCII* 
JOHNS EVAN. OR CHOIGREACHo 
I 
Glaseowl nods 
Or Choigreach, Dealbh-chluich an aon sealladh. 
Gaelic translation of the one-act playt "Strangers' 
Gold", by Evan John. Air eadar-theangachadh le 
Lr, ichlann Mac Fhionghuin. Glasgov': Browng Son 
& Perguson, Ltd. t Publishers, 52 to 58 Darnley 
Street. 
23PP .1 9x -13 tCa. 1950: 1 
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INAC H. JOHNSON, Dr. SA. 'IUZI,. See DOIN OLLA-SJIASGUN 
JOHNSTON9 ANNIE (translator). See BARTLETT, 
SAMUEL. BRAID AIR Aý B11RAID. 
JOHNSTON9 ANNIE ('collaborator'). See CA1, JPBELL9 
JOHN L. GAELIC FOLKSONGS FROM TEE ISLE OF 
BARRA. 
JOHNSTON, DUNCAN. CRONAN NAN TONN. 
Glasgow, 1938. 
Cronan nan Tonn. Le Donnachadh Mac lain. 
(The Croon of the Sea. ) Dy Duncan Johnston. 
With Foreword by Dr. Archd. N. Currie, M. A., 
M. B. t Ch. B. 9 D. Sc., Medical Inspector of 
Factories for Scotland. Glasgow: Arclid. 
Sinclairt Celtic Press, 27a Cadogan Street. 
. 1938. 64pp 26x2O. Mit, [Music 
in staff; piano accompaniment. 
English translations. ] 
JOHNSTON9 DUNCAN (co-author). CEITHIR COT. IHRAIDIIEAN. 
See BANNERMAN, JOFM (co-author). 
KELP INDUSTRY, THE. 
KENNEDY, Dr. [JOHN]. 
See ODAIR At CHELP. 
SEARMON AGUS ORAID. 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
CoGadh mor na h-EO**rpa. Searmon aeus Oraid. 
An Dr Ceanaideach. [Here crest of burning 
bush, circumscribed by the legend-- Eaglais 
na h-Albap An Eaglais Shaor Aonaichte, An 
Eaglais Shaor. ] Printed by Oliver and Boydr 
Edinburgh, for The Church of Scotland, The United 
Free Church of Scotland, and The Free Church 
of Scotland, 
56p-. 14xio. TILS, YFor 
soldiers in World War 1. ] 
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KENNEDY-FRASER, MA-RJORY (co-editor). POUR 
HEBRIDEAN LOVE LILTS. 
London, n. d. 
Low Voice. Mediura Voice. High Voice. 
Four Hebridean Love Lilts, Collected and 
arranged by Marjory Kennedy-Fraser and Kenneth 
Macleod, Price 3/6 not. Boosey & Co.: 
295 1"tegent Street, London, If.; 9, East 17th 
Streetq New York; arid, 229, Yonge Street, 
Toronto. These songs may be sung in public 
without fee or licence. The public performance 
of any parodied version, however, is strictly 
prohibited. Copyright by Boosey & Co. 
4 ff 19pp, 1f Appreciation. 3lx25. mit. [Ifith 
English verse translations. Staff; 
piano. Mit. copy acquired 1922. ] 
KENNEDY-FRASER, MARJORY (co-editor). FROM THE 
HEBRIDESi 
Glasgow, [Intro. 19251* 
From the Hebrides. Further Gleanings of Tale 
and Song, By 1.1, Kennedy-Fraser and Kenneth 
Macleod. Paterson's Publications Ltd.: 
52 Duchanan Street, Glasgow; 95 Wimpole Street, 
London. 
1f 111. [photo of M. K-F. ], xxiiiq 131PP9 2 ff, 
32x26. AUj Mit. 
[Introduction signed, -'114arjorie Kennedy- 
Fraser, Edinburgh, ist'Octobert 19251- 
With English verse trans.; staff; piano, ] 
KENNEDY-FRASER9 MARJORY. MORE SONGS OF THE 
HEBRIDES. 
London, n. d. 
More Songs of the Hebrides. Collected, 
aditedp translated and arranCed for voice and 
pianoforte by Marjory Kennedy-rraser. Price 
7/6 net. Boosey &- Co., Ltd., 295, Regent 
ýtreet/ 
7o4 
Streett Londont W. I., and Steinway 171all, 
111-113,11est 57th Streetq New York. Copyright 
by Boosey & Co., Ltd, Printed in England, 
If Ill., viii, 55ppq 1f Appreciation, 
.. )2x26. 
mit. 
(Enc, lish verse trans. with Gaelic; staff; 
piano. ] 
KENNEDY-FRASERs, MARJORY (co-oditor). SEA TANGLE. 
Londons Cc-19131. 
Sea Tangle, Some more Songs of the Hebrides, 
Collected, edited, translated, and arranged 
for voice 
Praser 
Doosey 
9 East 
1913 by 
44pp [As 
and pianoforte by Marjorie Kennedy- 
-arid Kenneth Macleod. Price 51- net, 
6! Co.: 295 Regent Street, London, W.; 
Seventh Street, New York, Copyright 
Marjory Kennedy-Fraser. 
32x25. AU, 
above. j 
KENNEDY-FRASER, MARJORY (co-editor). SEVEN 
SONGS OF THE HEBRIDES. 
[London], n, d, 
Seven Songs of the Hebrides by M. Kennedy- 
Fraser cl Kenneth MacLeod sung by Kenneth 
NcKellar (on-Decca LK. 4399). Dirlinn of 
White Shoulders; An Eriskay Love Lilt; Heart 
of Fire Love; SIceps the Noon in the Deep 
Blue Sky; Land of Heart's Desire; Peat Fire 
Flame; Dens of Jura. [111. ] Doosey &- Hawkes, 
22pp. 31x24. NLS, 
[Both notations. ] 
KENNEDY-FRASER, MARJORY 
THE HEBRIDES, [FIRST 
(co-editor). SONGS OF 
VOLU'Nll-'i ]. 
London, [c. 1909]. 
Songs of the Hebrides and Other Celtic SonCs 
from the Highlands of Scotland. Some collected 
and/ 
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and all arranged for voice and pianoforte by 
Marjory Kennedy-Fraser. Gaelic Editor - Kenneth 
Macleod. Price One Guinea. Boosey & Co. z 
295, Regent Street, London, If.; and 9, East 
Seventeenth Street, New York. Copyrigjit 1909 
by Marjory Kennedy-Fraser. 
4 ff xxix, 5 ff, 163pp. 32x26. AU, GU9 Mit, [Gaelic 
and 137nglish; staff; piano. ) 
KENNEDY-FRASER I MARJORY 
(co-editor), SONGS OF 
THE HEBRIDES9 [FIRST VOLUINIEJ. (cont ) 
London, [c. 
1922]. 
First Volume, Songs of the Hebrides* Collected 
and arranged for voice and pianoforte, with 
Gaelic and English words, by Marjory Kennedy- 
Fraser and Kenneth Macleod, Boosey-&- Co.: 
295 Regent Streetp London, IT.; 9 East 17th 
Streetv New York. Copyright 1909, by Marjory 
Kennedy-Fraser. New Edition, Copyright 1922 
by Doosey & Co. 
If Ill. [photo], xxxviii, 2 ff, 168pp. 
32x26. Mit, 
[As above. ] 
KENNEDY-PW.. SERt MARJORY (co-oditor). SONGS 
OF THE HEBRIDES 9 SECOND VOLUME. 
London, [C.. 19171. 
Second Volume, Songs of the Hebrides. Collected 
and 'arranged for voice and pianofortel with 
Gaelic and English words, by Marjory Kennedy- 
Fraser and Kenneth Macleod. Doosey & Co.: 
295, Regent Street, London, W.; and 9v East 
17th Strootp New York. copyright 1917 by 
Boosey & Co. 
If Title, 4 ff ills. (photos]l xxxv 242pp, 
If Appreciations. 33x26, GIJI Mit, 
[As above. ] 
1' 
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KENNEDY-FRASER9 MARJORY (co-editor), SONGS OF 
THE HEBRIDES, [THIRD VOLUT-JE], 
London, [c, 1921]. 
Third Volume, Songs of the Hebrides. Collected 
and arranged for voice and pianoforte, with 
Gaelic and English words, by 11%liarjory Kennedy- 
Fraser and Kenneth Macleod. Boosey & Co.: 
295, Regent Street, London, IT.; 9, East 17th 
Street, New York; and, 384v Yonge Street, 
Toronto, Copyright 1921 by Doosey & Co. 
1f 111. [photo], 1f Title, xxivp 185pp, 
1f 'Fare Tine Ifell'. 32x26. Mit, 
(As above, i. e. Gaelic originals and English 
verse translation, music in staff notation, 
piano accompaniment. Most of the songs 
from the three volu. mcs were also sold 
individually. ] 
KENNEDY-FRASER, MARIJORY (co-editor). SONGS OF 
THE HEBRIDES FOR SCHOOLS. 
[London], n, d, 
M. Kennedy-Fraser, Kenneth Macleod. Songs of 
the Hebrides for Schools. Vocal Score. Boosey 
& Hawkes. 
21pp[ 27xl8. PC, 
Gaelic and English; staff; piano. ] - 
k 
KENNEDY-FRASER9 MARJORY. TEN SELECTED SONGS OF 
THE HEBRIDES. 
London, n. d. 
Ten selected Songs of the 11obrides (from 
Vols. 1,11 and 111) for unison singing in 
schools, Arranged by M. Kennedy-Fraser, 
Edition with words &- voice parts (in Old 
Notation & Tonic Sol-fa). Boosey ea I-1rv%vkesq 
Ltd, p 295, Regent Street, London, V. 1. 
Printed in England, 
23pp 1f Ads. -19xl3- PC. tGaelic 
and English. ] 
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KENNEDY-FIRASEllf NARJOIZY (co-editor) TIJELVE 
SELECTED SONGS OF THE 1"IEBIRI 
DIS 
t 
[from 
VOLUME 
ONE]. 
London, [Fore. 1914]. 
Twelve Selected Songs of the Hebrides, Collected, 
edited, translatecl and arranCed for voice and 
pianoforte by Marjory Xennedy-Fraser and Kenneth 
Macleod. Price 5/- not. W-50). Boosey ? -. Co.: 
295V Regent Street, London, W.; New York, 9. 
East Seventeenth Street; and, Torontog 229, 
Yonge Street. These songs may be smig in public 
without fee or licenco. Copyright by Marjory 
Kemiedy-Fraser. 
If Ill. [photol, 6 ff, 50PP9 3 ff Ads. 
3lx26. Mit, 
[Poreiford siGned, --Marjory Kennedy-Frasor, 
Edinburgh, 19141. The sones are from Vol. I. ] 
KENNEDY-FRASER, MARJORY (co-editor TWELVE 
SELECTED SONGS OF THE HEBRIDES from VOLUME 
TWO ]. 
London, n. d. 
From Volume 11, Twelve selected Songs of the 
Hebrides. Collected, editedt translated and 
arranged for voice and pianoforte by Narjory 
Kennedy-Fraser and Kenneth Macleod. Price 
7/6-not. Boosey & Co,, Limited. Solo Selling 
Agents: Doosey & Hawkesp Ltd. t 295 Regent Street, Londong W. I.; * New York, Los Angeless Sydneyq 
Cape Town, Toronto, Paris. All Rights Reserved. 
Printed in England. 
60pp. 31: c26. PC. 
KENNEDY-FRASER$ IIARJOIýY (co-editor) TWELVE 
SELECTED SONGS OF THE HEBRIDES, [from VOLUME 
THREE]. 
London, n. d. 
From, Volume III,. . 
jas above. ] 
60pp. 34x26. PC, 
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KENNEDY-FRASER, 1,11.4.1WORY, and 'MACLEOD, KENNETH. [Note. 
Amon, 3 the best knoim collectors of Gaelic folksongso 
Their work introduced Gaelic music to a ivide 
public, but is now almoot universally discredited 
on account of the romanticising liberties 
taken with the words and music. ] 
LA BHRUINN9 AILGHINN. MACHRAICHEKN MORA CHANADA. 
ottawa, 1907. 
Machraichean Mora Chanada; Dorus Posgailte 
doýn Ghaidheal. Aithris air mar a dhlaiticheadh 
Canada le sluagli na h-Alba; na cothroman a thal 
an diugh, a' feitheamh air daoine na Gaidhealtachd 
a thig gu Canada-an-iar: air an cur fa chomhair 
an leulhadair le Ailghinn La Bliruinn. [, Here a 
vex Air a chur an. mach le ughdarras Ard- 
Uachdaranachd Chanada, ann an Ottawa. 1907- 
56pp, I f. 18X13- PC, 
LAING9 HUGH. GU TIR MO LUAIDH. 
Stornowayq (Pref. 19641. 
Gu Tir mo Luaidh (Dain Eilthireachl Sgeulachdan 
agus Eachdraidh) Le Uis-dean Laing. 
[End cýlophon] Air a chJ. O-bhualadh agus air a 
chur a mach le: - Paipear-Naiglieachd Steo%rnabh, --tigh, 
10 Sraid Phrangain, SteO%rnabhaUhq Eilean LeOdhuis, 
71-pp 23xl5. ('Facal 
bho, charaid' signedt-'Ruaraidh Mac- 
Thomais, Oilthigh Ghlaschup 29: 12: 61it 
Mainly qaelic translations of poetry from 
other languages: these read fluently but 
there is a tendency to couthiness. ] 
LAITHEAN CEISDE ANN AN LEODHAS. 
Stornoifayg n. d. 
Laithean Ceisde ann an Leodhas muln a' bhliadhna 
1880. Published by Donald M. Campbell and 
printed by Stornoway Gazette Ltd., 10 Francis 
Street, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis. 
48pp 22xl4. PC, [Photo, 
Recent. Homilies. ]- 
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LAMONT, DONALD. PROSE lf; ', 'ITI-'NGS. 
- Edinburgh, 1960. 
Prose Writings of Donald Lamont (1874-1958). 
Edited by Thomas M. 1,1urchison, Published by 
Oliver and Boyd for the Scottish Gaelic Texts 
Society, Edinburgh, 1960. 
Scottish Graelic Texts. Volume Six, 
xxxii, 212pp. 23X15- 
. 
[Printed Robert Cunningham & Son, Alva, ] 
LAMONTO DONALD (editor). See CIIUIZCII OF SCOTLAND. 
LIFE AND WORK: GABLTC SUPPLEMENT. 
[LAING9 ANDREW] (author). See WHYTE 9 HENRY. 
NAIME'ACEDAN PIRINNEACH. [Note. ] 
[LAOIDH NA RIOGHACHD. ] 
N*ps , n, d, 
L. M. Doxology. .. "Gulm bu fada beO an righ". lp. 33. %9. PC, 
[A card, ] 
LAOIDII NA RIOGIIACHD. 
N. p, , n. d. 
Laoidh na Rio'gliachd. The 
Bad. le K. W. G. 
lp. 20xl2. 
[By K. Whyte Grant. ] 
LAOIDII NA RIOGIIACHD. 
National Anthem. *. 
PC. 
Edinburgh, 1911* 
Lqoidh na Rloghachd. The National 
music. Translated into Gaelic by 
MacKintoshg M. A. p St Kentiaern's, 
accepted by his late Majesty Xing 
Second edition. Edinburgh: John 
George/ 
Anthemg with 
The Rev. D. 
Lanark. As 
Edward VII. 
rl , rant, 31 
0 
I-Lu 
George IV. Bridge. 1911. Price 2d. 
3.0.22x14. PC. M. 
[First ed. not seen. Both notations, ] 
T LAOIDHEADAIR [GAIMILIG]. See CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. 
LEADHAR At CHLACHAIN. See HIGHLAND VILLAGE ASSOCIATION. 
LEADIUR AIDEACHAID11 AI CHREIDDIII. 
Edinburgh, 1960. 
Leabhar Aideachaidh a' Chraidinht le da 
Leabhar a' Cheasnachaidh, maille ri Suim agus 
FeUm an Eolais Shlainteil: eadar-theangaichte oln 
. -Bheurla chum Gaelic Albannaich, air tus le Seanadh 
Earra-Ghaoil Is a' bhliadhna NDCCXXV; a As le 
Gileabart HacDhomhnuill, Is a$ bhliadhn' NDCCC1V; 
agus a nis ath-leasaichte chum na canain Chnathaichte 
Is a' bhliadhn' MDCCCXXXVII1. Edinburgh: reprinted 
by The Free Church of Scotland Publi. cations 
Committee, 1960. 
viiiq 261pp. 17xll- Stornoway Public Library. 
LEABIIAR AITHGIIEARR NAN CEIST. See ýUCDONALDI 
Rev* Dr. JOHN, of Ferintosh. 
LBABHAR CHBIST NA CLOINNE BIGE. See ROMAN 
CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
LEADHAR LAOIDHDAN BAGLAIS EAGLAIS CIIALUIM CHILLE. 
See ST COLMIBA CHURCH. LEABHAII LAOIDHEAN. 
LEABHAR ITA H-ARD-FHEISE. See CEILIDH NAN GAIDIIEAL. 
LEABHAR ITRNAIGH. See under ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
AITHGHBARRADH TEAGASG CHRIOSTAs 
LEABHRAICHEAN Al CHOIMUINN (Elementary school books 
translated from French by Donald Grant]. See: 
ANDERSEN# HANS. BANRIGH AN T=SNEACHDA. 
ANDERSEN, HANS. LUDAG BHEAG, 
GRIMMf [JAKOB & WILHELM]. ROSBHAN IS ROSDHONN. 
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LEABM'qAICIIEA'I'4' LEUGHAIDH. See MACKINNON, LACHLAII'ý'. 
LEABIIRAICHEAN NAN CEILIDH [Reprint5 from Guth 
na Bliadlina and An Saeulaiche, published by 
Alex. MacLaren S on, Glasgow, ca. 1930-1. see: 
BHEAN N IGHE I A. 
BLAR NA SAORSA. 
CAINTBELL0 JOHN F, CLANN AN RIGH PO GHEASAI131-1. 
CAMPBELL, JOHN P. PEAR At BERATAIN UAINE. 
CAIMPBELL2 JOHN F. MOGAN DEARG MAC IACHAIR* 
CEIST NAN CEISTEAN . 
[Under HENDERSON, ANGUS. 
SPEALGADH NAN GLASAN. ] 
ERSKINE9 RUARAID111 OF INIAR, AIR EACHDRAID11. 
IJENDERSONj ANGUS. ACHD AN PHEARAINN. 
HENDERSON, ANGUS. AICHEAMIIAIL EAGALACH. 
HENDERSON, ANGUS. CEARD IS CAINNT. 
HENDERSON, ANGUS. CEIST NAN TAIGHBAN. 
HENDERSON9 ANGUS. COGADH NO SITH. 
HENDERSON9 ANGUS. MAR A FHUAIR MAC-BHEATHA 
I NA RIGII. 
Hrl, NDERSON, ANGUS. MA-R. GUtN EIREADH NEACH 0 
NA MAIRBH, 
HENDERSONt ANGUS. SGOILTEAN AGUS OILEANI. 
HENDERSON, ANGUS. SPEALGAD11 NAN GLASAN. 
NacCOMIICK, JOHN. EILEAN DIDEIL. 
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LEABHRAI'-'FfEAN MAN CEILIDTI (cont. ): 
MacCORMICK, JOHN. THALL tS A DIIOS. 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR. At BIIRAISD LATHURNACH. 
MACPARLANE9 MALCOLM. MAIRI NIGHEAN ALASDAIR 
RUAIDH. 
MACFARLANEj MALCOLM. AN SGEUL GOIRID. [Undor 
NacCORMICK. THALL IS A BHOS. ] 
Pr--IT:,, 'AG IZUA: EDH. [Under ERSKINEj RUJIRAIDH, OF 
MAR. AIR EACHDRAIDH. ] 
ROBERTSONp ANGUS. CORt COIR AGUS COIRICH. [Under 
HENDERSON, ANGUS. SGOILTEAN AGUS OILEAN. ] 
SINCLAIR, DONALD. At MHOR-ROINN AGUS AIM 
FEARANN. 
SIUBHAL AIR FALBH IMPIREACHD. (Under HENDERSON, 
ANGUS. CEARD IS CAINNT. ] 
WHYTE, HENRY. MAR A DHIEIRICH CUID DE NA 
SEAN-FILACAIL. 
[Note. About 46 of these reprints issued. 
Beer-use of the ephemeral nature of these 
publicationsq few i-, rere purchased by 
libraries: most of those seen were in 
private collections. In the strictest 
sense, these reprints fall outwith the 
remit of this bibliography, but an 
exception has been made because of 
their interest. ] 
LEABHRAICHEAN SGOILE GAIDHLIG. See WATSONt 
I WILLIAM J. (general editor). [Re-published 
as LEABHRAICIIEAN LEUGHAIDII; see MACKINNONt 
LACHLAN. ] 
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LEABHRAICHEAN URA GAIDHLIG OILTHIGH GHLASCIIU 
(General Editor: Derick S. Thornson]. see 
MACASKILL9 ALASDAIR 1. ROSG NAN EILEM. 
LEABERAICHEAN URA GAIDHLIG OILTHIGH OBAIR- 
DIIEADHAIN [General Editor: Derick S. Thomson]. 
See: 
MACLEODj MURD09 Gaelic Organiser for Schools. 
LAITHEAN GEALA. 
SMIT11p IAIN. AN DUBH IS AN GORM, 
LEASAIN GHAID11LIG. See DICK, LACHLAN (co-oditor). 
LEES# JMIES CAMERON, See CAMERON LEES, JAj'IES* 
LEVERHULME, LORD. ADHARTAS AN LATHA tN DIUGII. 
Port Sunliaht, [1919]. 
[Ist Title Page] Twentieth Century Developement 
in Lewis and Harris. An address by Lord 
Leverhulme to the Philosophical Institution, 
EdInburghl November 4th, 1919. 
[2nd Title Pace] Adhartas an latha In diugh 
an Leodhas Is na Hearradho Oraid a chaidh a 
thoirt seachad leis at Mhorair Leverhulme an 
Talla n. = Peallsanacht Duneideann, an 4mh la 
doln t-Samhuinn, 1919. 
[Cover] Port Sunlight: printed by Lever 
Brothers Limited, 
22pp[L'ziglish]y 22pp[Gaelicl. 20xI4, PC, 
LHUYDI EDWAR. D. See CAMPDELLl JOHN L. (co-editor). 
EDWARD LHUYD IN THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS, 
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LIFE AND WORK: GAELIC SUPPLEMENT. See CHURCH OF 
SCOTLAND. 
I POETRY. LINDSAY, MAURICE. MODERN sCOTTISH 
London, 1946. 
Modern Scottish Poetry. A-n Anthology of the 
Scottish Renaissanceg 1920-1945, Edited by 
Maurice Lindsay. Faber and Faber Limited, 24 
Russel Square, London. 
First published in MCMIXLVI by Faber e- Paber Limited. 
145PP. 20xl3- Mit, 
[Gaelic poems by George Ilayt Sorley MacLean, 
Donald Sinclair and Derick Thomson. An 
important recognition by the Lowland 
Scottish literary establishment of the 
revival in Gaelic poetry. ] 
MODERN SCOTTISH POETRY. 
London, 1966. 
Modern Scottish Poetry* An Anthology of the 
Scottish Renaissance. Edited by Maurice 
Lindsay. Faber and Faber Ltd. j 24 Russel 
Squaret London. 
Pirst published in DICL. IXLVI. Second edition, 
revised and entirely reset, published in 
MCMLXV1, 
200pt. 21xI4. Nit, 
The same poets as in the Ist ed. (i. e. 
the same Gaelic poets). 9 Gaelic poems 
in a total of over 150.1 
LINDSAY9 MAURICE (co-editor). SCOTTISH 
'POETRY9 NUTMBER ONE and SCOTTISH POETRYt 
NUMBER TIMEE, See BRUCE, GEORGE (co-editor). 
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LIINGUIS'. "IC SURVEY OF THE GAELIC DIALý', -'CTS OF 
SCOTLAND. See: 
D, ORGSTROZ-11 CARL HJ. THE DIALECTS OF SKYE 
AND ROSS-SHIRE. 
BORGSTROM, CARL 11J. THE DIALECTS OF THE OUTER 
- 
HEBRIDES. 
OFTEDALp MAGNE. THE GAELIC OF LEURBOST. 
LIONEL J. S. SCHOOL. See SCHOOL MAGAZINES. 
LLOYD, JOSEPH. ALASDAIR MAC COLLA. 
Dublin, 1914. 
Alasdair Mac Colla. Sain-eolus ar a 
ghniomharthaibh gaisge. Seosanih Laoide do 
chuir le cheile. Deantusai o Eoin Mhac 
Neill agus o Niall Mac Mhuireadhaigh sa 
leabliar so [Quotation from Niall I', Iac 
1-11huireadhaigh. ] Clodhanna, Too.: ar n-a 
chur amach do Chonnradh n-a Gaedhilge i mDaile 
Atha Cliath. 1914 
viii, 76pp. 18xlý. PC 
LFrom the Clanranald ms; the ms. original 
is in classical (lbardic') Irishq and 
the present editor has eNcised the most 
distinctively Scottish grammatical 
features: its inclusion here is probably 
an error on the safe side. ] 
LOCHABER HIGH SCHOOL [Fort William). See 
SCHOOL MAGAZINES. 
LOCHRAN AIN ANDIA. See ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
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LON DUBH 9 AN; PART 1. 
Paisleyp n. d. 
Part 1. An Londubh (The Blackbird). A- 
collection of Iventy Gaelic Songs, with 
musics in two-part harmony. Intended for 
use in the schools of the Highlands; but 
all the songs are suitable for adults. 
J. and R. Parlc-me, Paisley-, John IMenzies 
and Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow; Houlston and 
Sons, London, 2d. net, 
l6pp 19xl3- PC, [Gaelic 
editor, Malcolm MacFarlane; 
musical arrangements by R, Do Jameson and 
Neil Orr. Music in solfa. It appears 
that Part'II was not issued in this 
format. The first ad. seen was in 1905; 
T S-G suggests ca. 1908. ] 
Paisley$ n. do 
Part 1. An Lon Dubh. The Dlackbird. [3: 11. ] 
The Blacl<bird. A collection of twonty-eiaht 
Gaelic songs, with music,, in two-part 
harmony. Intended for use in the schools 
of the Highlands; but all the sonSs are 
suitable for adults. J. and R. Parlanev 
Paisley; John Menzies and Co., Edinburgh and 
Glasgow; Madavricks Houlston and Cop Ltd., 
London. 2d. net, 
24pp I 9, -, l 3- AU, [II. in same format: add-as '. just out" 1908. ] 
Dxmdee, n. do 
Part 1. An Lon Dubh. The Dlackbirde [111.1 
The Blackbird. A collection of tiventy-eight 
Gaelic songsp with musict in tiro-part harmony. 
Intended for use in the schools of the 
Highlands; but all the songs are suitable for 
adults. Malcolm C. Macleod, 183 Blackness Roadp 
Dundee. 
24p, j PC* p. 19xl3- 
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LON DUBHI AN: PART II. 
Paisleyt n. d. 
Part II, An Lon Dubh. The Blackbird. [Ill. ] 
The Blackbird. 
'A 
collection of twenty-six 
Gaelic songs, with music, in two-part harmony. 
Intended for use in the so hool6 of the 
Highlands; but all the songs are suitable for 
adults. J. and R. Parlano, Paisley; John. 
Menzies and Co. j Edinburgh and. Glasgow; Madgwick, Houlston and Co., Ltd., London, 2d. not. 
24ppq - 19xl3. - AU. 
Dundee, n. do 
Part II. An Lon Dubh. The Blackbird. [111. ] 
The Blackbird. A collection of twenty-six 
Gaelic songs, with music, in two-part harmony. 
Intended for use in schools; but all the songs 
are suitable for adults. Malcolm C. Macleod, 
183 Blaelmess Road, Dundee. 
24pp 19xl3. PC, [The 
Dundee ed5. were issued a few years 
after the first, Both parts are still 
in print. See under MACFARLANE, MALCOLM 
for other song books edd. by him. ] 
LONDON GAELIC SOCIETY. See COINIUNN NA GAIMILIG 
AN LUNNAINN, 
LUCAS HEYWOOD. 
Edinburgh, n. do 
Lucas Heywood, Edinburgh: Andrew Stevenson, 
"Luke Heywood". One penny.. 61- per 100. 
31pp. 10-7x8. FC, 
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LUINNEAGAN TAG' HTE. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
An luachq da sgillinn (Price, 2d). 
Luinneagaxi Taghte (Choice Lyrics in Gaelic). 
[End colophon] Printed and published by 
Archd. Sinclair, Celtic Press, 27a Cadogan 
Street, Glasgow, C. 2. 
4pp. 26xig. PC. 
[29 popular songs, some very fine. No musicJ 
MACADAIM, ALEXANDER (co-author). DIOGIILUTM 0 
THBAGASG NAN AITHRICHEAN. 
Glasgowv n. d. 
Dioghluim o Theagasg nan Aithrichean. Earailean 
aig bord communachaidhq & c., lois na h-Urramaich 
Alasdair MacAdam, Raoghal Ban, agus. Lachlan 
MacCoinnich. Air ur chlo-bhualadh, Glasgow: 
John MINeilage, 65 Great Western Road. 1900. 
22ppj mit. 
First ed. 1868. Mit. copy now lost. ] 
MACADAM, DONALD M. GAELIC SERMON. 
N. p., n. d. 
"Gaelic Sermon". [In 'Centenary of the first 
landing of a Catholic Bishop on the shores of 
the Bras d'Or Lakes, Cape Breton, 1815-1915.1 
[Clare, Dunn. Not seen. ] 
MACADAM9 DONALD M. TEAGASG CHRIOST, 
Antigonishq n*d* 
Teagasg Chriost air son Cloinne Biae, 
AntigoniSh 
LC-lare: Dunn. Not seen. 1 
MACALPINE, NEIL. A PRONOUNCING GAELIC DICTIONARY. 
Edinburgh, 190). 
A Pronouncing Gaelic Dictionary, to which is 
prefixed a concise but most coriprehensive 
Gaelic 11"Trammar. By Neil MtAlpine. "Without a 
considerable Imowledge of Gaelic no person can 
make/ 
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make any proficiency i, rhate-ver in philology. "- 
Dr Murray, late Professor of Oriental Languagesp 
Edinburgh. Twelfth edition. Edinburgh: John 
Grant. 1903- 
iii-lix, 549.20X13- PC. 
[Contains the English-Gaelic sectiong 
which was edited by John MrtcKenzie, as 
well as the Gaelic-English partp edited 
by MacAlpine; the latter first appeared 
in 1832, the foriner in 1845-1 
MACALPINE, NEIL. A PRONOUNCING GAELIC DICTIONARY. 
(cont. ) Edinburghp 1906, 
[Identical reprint. ] 
iii-lix, 549pp. 20xl3- 
[No more reprints seen; revised'edo in 
1929: see immediately below, ] 
MACALPINE, NEIL. A PRONOUNCING GAELIC-ENGLISH 
DICTIONARY. 
Glasgow, 1929. 
A Pronouncing Gaelic-English Dictionary, 
By Neil MacAlpine, Glasgow: Alexander 
Maclaren & Sons 360-2 Argyle Street, C*2* 
Maclaren's Nev Edition 1929, 
iii-xvi, 281pp, 3 ff Ads, 20x13. 
ý DICTIONARY. 
A PRONOUNCING GAELIC-ENGLISII 
(Reprints as below. ] 
The above was reprinted in the followinC 
years: 1934,1936, IgLtl, 1948,19559 19579 1962. [The English-Gaelic part was bound with 
the 1962 ed.; for the various separate 
reprints of the EnClish-Gaelic part, see 
under MACKENZIE, JOHN. ] 
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McALPINE 9 NEIL. A PRONOUNCING GAELIC GRAI'TMAR. 
Edinburgh, 1901, 
A Pronouncing Gaelic Grammar. By Neil 
McAlpine. Edinburgh: 31 George IV. Bridge. 
1901. 
1f Title Page, pp xv-lix. 19xl3- AU. 
[The introduction to MacAlpine's Dictionaryq 
offprinted, ] 
MACARTHUR, DESSY J. CLANN RIGH LOCHLAINN. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Clann Righ Lochlainn, Dealbh-chluich le 
Beitidh Nic Artair. Air eadartheangachadh 
oln Dheurla le D6mbnall 11acDhO'mzhnuill. 
Choisinn an dealbh-chluicht Clann Righ Lochlainnq 
an aon duais a bha Comunn Radio Albann 
a' tairgsinn re na bliadhna 1926-1927 air 
son comhfharpaisean dhealbh-chluichean. 
Chaidh an dealbh-chluich so a chraobh- 
sgaoileadh air son a' cheud uair, tri'd an 
Radio, le Luclid-cluiche Duthchail Albann, 
air a' cheud la ar fhichead deln Ghiblein 
anns a' bliliadhna 1922-7. ' [111, ] Glascho: 
Alasdair j',, Iac Labhruinn Is a Nhic, 268 Sra-id 
Earraghaidheal, C. 2. 
l6pp l9xl2. EPL9 ILMit, fAdd. 
as "New Gaelic play" in'An Gaidheall,, 
1934; MacLaren's address changed from 
360-2 to 268 Argyle Street post-1930.1 
IMACASKILL) ALASDAIR 1. ROSG NAN BILEAN. 
Glasgow, 1966. 
Rosg nan Eilean. Deasaichte le Alasdair 
I. MacAsgaill. Roirm nan Canan Ceilteachq Cý Oilthigh Ghlaschu. 1966. iii. 
Leabhraichean Zira Gaidhlig Oilthigh Ghlaschu. 
Po stiu*ireadh Ruairidh MhicThomais. Aireamh 3- 
Sreath na Sgoile - Leabhar 2. 
viii 250pp. 22xl5. [A 
wide-ranging and lively prose anthology. ] 
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DIACASKILL9 IAIN ARCHIE. AN RIBHEID CHIIJIL. 
Stirling, 1961. 
An Ribheid Chiuil. Being the Poems of 
lain Archie MacAskill, 1898-1933, Bard of 
Bernerayp Harris. Edited with Introduction 
and Notes by Alick Morrison, 1I. A. (Hons. ), 
Principal Teacher of History in Knightswood 
and Riverside Secondary Schools, Glasgow; 
Author of "The Clan Morrison"; Editor, "Orain 
Chaluim"s Stirling: printed for the Editor 
by A. Learraonth ea Son, 9 King Street. 1961. 
4 ff ills. [photos), 124pp. 22xl4. 
IvIACASKILL-, M. -A. 
(editor). See MO LEABHAR 1: 
LEABIIAR-LEUGHAIDH/LEABIIAR-OIBREACI-I; and 
MO LEABHAR II: LEABI-IAR-LEUGHAIDI-1. 
MACASKILL, MALCOLM. ORAIN CHALUIM. 
N. p., nd. 
Orain Chaluim. Being the poems of Malcolm 
MacAskill, bard of Berryeray, Harris. Edited 
by Alick Morrison, M. A. (Hons. ), Principal 
Teacher of History in Knightswood Son., Sec, 
School and Riverside Sen, Sec, School, Glasgow, 
Author of "The Clan Morrison". 
81ppt 22xl4. 
First add. 1965.1 
MACAULAY, DONALD. SEOBHRACH AS At CHLAICH. 
I Glaseow, 1967- 
Seobhrach as a' Chlaich. Ceithir fichead 
dan 7 eile a sgriobh Domhnall MacArnhlaigh. 
Gairm. Glaschu, 1967- 
Clo-bhualaidhean Gairm - Leabhar 
107PP. 23xl5- 
LEnglish translations of a large number 
of the poems. See discussion of i, lacAulay's 
poetry in Part 1: Chapter 4.1 
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MACBAIN) ALEXANDER. AN ETYLý, IOLOGICAL DICTIOýTARY 
OF ThE GAELIC LANGU,,, ýGE. 
Stirling, 1911. 
An Etymological Dictionary of the Gaelic 
Language. By Alexander MacDainv Ll. De 
Stirli-no: Eneas MacRay-. 1.011, 
1f Ill. [photo of Macl3ain], xxxvit 412pp, 
8 ff. 22xl6. GU9 Mit. 
[Pirst ed. 1896; rev. by Malcolm 
MacFarlanev who provides an Editorial 
Note. Printed by the Northern Counties 
Newspaper and Printing and Publishýhg 
Company, Limited, Inverness. ] 
MAMMI) ALEXANDER. HIGHER GRADE READINGS. 
Inverness, 1905- 
Higher Grade Readinps with Outlines of Grammar g 
and all the King's Scholarship Examination 
papers in Gaelic (1888 to 1904). For IUng's 
Scholar3hi and Leaving Certificate Examinations. p C> Edited by Alexander MocDain, LL. D. 9 author of 
"An Etymological Dictionary of the Gaelic 
Language". Inverness: The "Northern Chronicle" 
Office. 1905, 
xxxi, 106pp, 1f Index, If Ads. 19X13. AU, 
GU9 Mit., NLS. 
GAELIC READDR. 
Invernessq 1919. 
Gaelic Reader with Outlines of Grammar for 
use in. HiCher Classes of schools in the 
Highlands. Alex-prider Mac! Jain, LL. D. , author 
of "An Etyriological Dictionary of the Gaelic 
Language", etc. New Edition. Inverness: 'The 
Northern Chronicle" Office. 1919* 
xxxv 98pp, 2 ff Ads. 18X13- 111it, ýPrinted 
Northern Counties, etc, Inverness*] 
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YkACBAINj Al, DXANDER. GAELIC READER. (cont. ) 
Inverness, 1920, 
Gaelic Reader with Outlines of Grammar for 
use in Higher Classes of schools in the 
Highlands. By Alexander YAacBain, LL. D., 
autbor of "An Etymological Dictionary of the 
Gaelic Language", etc. Third edition. 
Invernesst The "Northern Chronicle" Office. 
1920. 
xxxv 99ppq If Ads. 18xl3. AU. ýContains 
the Preface to the 1905 and 
1919 eds. Printed by Northern Counties, 
etcp Inverness. ] 
MACBAIN, ALEXANDER. (co-author). HOW TO. LEARN GAELIC. 
Inverness, 1902. 
Hov to Learn Gaelic. Orthographical instructions, 
grammar and reading, lessons. By Alexander 
MacBain, LL. D., and John Vhyte. Third Edition. 
Inverness: The "Northern Chronicle" Office. 1902. 
8 ffs 76pp. 19xl3. AUv Hit. 
(First ed. was 'How to Read Gaelic' by John 
Whyte, 1897. The above ed. has Praface 
dated 1902. Printed the Northern Counties, 
atcy Inverness. ] 
HOW TO LEARN GAELIC. 
Inverness, 1906. 
How to Learn Gaelic. Orthographical instructions, 
grammar and reading lessons. By Alexander 
MacDain, LL. D., and John Whyte. Fourth Edition. 
Inverness: The "Northern Chronicle" Office. 
1906. 
8 ff 76ppq 20pp Vocabulary. 19'. Kl3,, GU: CL9 ýTho 
Vocabulary was by John Whyte and was 
also published separately from How to 
Learn Gaelic in 1906: see WHYTE9 JOIR;. 
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DIACBAIN, ALEXANDER. OUTLINES OF GAELIC 
ETYMOLOGY. 
Stirling, 1909. 
Outlines of Gaelic Etymology. By the late 
Alexander MacBain, M. A. , LL. D. Eneas MacKay: 
Stirling. 
. 
1909. 
1f Tll,, ['photo of MacBainll It ff, xxxvii, 
a-c [I- Supplement, If Corrigenda. 23xl5- 
Originally bound with the lst ed. of 
MacBain's Etymological Dictionary. ] 
MACBEAN, JEAN. DUAN MOLAIDH. 
Oban, n. d. 
Duan I-Iolaidh air Alasdair MacArtairs a 
Bharbhric, Taobh Lochodha. Le Sine Nic 
Bheathain, banntrach Dhomhnuill Chairnboils 
am Barrantuim. Printed by the Oban Timesq 
Limitedv Oban. 
7pp. 17x1l. PC, 
1,4ACBEAN, LACHLAN. ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN 
GAELIC. 
Stirling, 1901, 
Elementary Lessons in Gaelic. 
Grammar and Construction, with 
and Key. By L. MacBean. Fift'. 
Stirling: Eneas MacKay, Murray 
4 ff 62pp. 19xl3- [First 
ed. 1876. ] 
Reading, 
a Vocabulary 
h Edition, 
Place. 1901. 
GU: CLj Mit. 
ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN 
GAELIC. 
Stirling, 1908. 
* MacBean. Sixth Edition. Stirling: Leas 
MacKayt Murray Place. 1908. 
68pp. 19X13- EPL, NLS. 
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MACDEANI LACHLAN. GUIDE TO GAELIC CONVERSATION. 
Stirling, 1901, 
Guide to Gaelic Conversation and Pronunciation. 
With dialogues, phrases, letter formsp and 
vocabularies. By L. Macbean, author of 
"Elementary Lessons in Gaelic", "Songs and Eymns 
of the G---xel" , esc. Stirling: Eneas Macikay, 43 Murray PI-ace. 1901. 
116P 18xl2. AU. Drinted 
John Noble, Inverness. First 
I 
ed. 1834. ] 
GUIDE TO GAELIC CONVERSATION. 
Stirling, 1905. 
Guide to Gaelic Conversation and Pronunciation. 
With vocabulariesg dialogues, phrases and 
letter forms. Dy L. 'Macbeang anthor of 
"Elementary Lessons in Gaelic", I'Songs and 
Hymns of the Gaels" , etc, Seccind 'edition. Stirlipg: Eneas MacK4-y, T-Iurray Place. 1905* 
116p 19X13. CoS, EPLj Mit. fActually 
the 4th ed. ] 
ITACBEANg LACHLAN. PSALMODY. 
Stirlingp 1910. 
Gaelic Psalmody, in staff and sol-fat uith 
English translations, By Lachlan Macbean, 
Stirling: Eneas Mackay, 43 Murray Place. 
1910. 
Ff 69-86.28x22. Mit" 
[Bound with the 1900 ed. of Macbean's 
Songs and Hymns, of which the Psalmody 
is Part III. First pub. late 19th century. ] 
MACBEANj LACHLAN. THE SONGS AND IMINS OF THE 
GAEL. 
Stirlingg 1900. 
The Songs and Hymns of the Gael. With 
translations and music and an introduction. 
Dy/ 
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By L. Macbean. Stirling: Eneas Mackay, 
43 Murray Place. 1900. 
xvi, 68 ff. 29x23- AUp Mit. 
[The Songs and Hymns were first publishod I 
as separate parts in the 1880's, being first 
issued as one bound volume in 1888. ] 
MACDEAN, LACHLAN, SONGS OF THE GAEL. 
Stirling, n. d. 
Songs of the Gael. Macbean. Eneas Mackayv 
Publisherp Stirlinge 
32 ff, 247zi-5. NLS, 
(Acquired by NLS and add, in 1921. The 19th 
century eds. were by MacLachlan e, Stewart, 
Edinburgh. ] 
MacCAIG, NOMIAN, HONOURID SHADE. 
Edinburgh, [c. 1959]. 
Honourtd Shade. An Anthology of New Scottish 
Poetry to mark the bi-centenary of the birth of 
Robert Burns. Selected and edited by Norman 
NacCaig, IT, &- R, Chambers Ltd, Edinburgh and 
London. 
1959 (c) The Arts Council of Great'Dritain. 
3-36p 21: cl4. YPrinted 
T. & A. Constable, Edinburgh. 8 
Gaelic poems, with trans.: by Donald 
MacAulay. Sorley MacLean# Derick Thomson. ] 
MCCALUP149 ARCHIBALD (editor). See McCALLUIM, 
JOHN, IAIN WESLEY, 
MacCALLUM, DONALD. DAN CRUNAIDH. 
N. p., n. d. 
Dan Crunaidh do RiGh Imhear. Leis An Urr. 
Domhnull MacCalum. 
Ip [+lp English trans. ]. PC, 
(Ca. 1902. ] 
MacCALLUM, DONALD. SEALG NA PAIRCE, [N6t seen, 
Referred to in 'The Celtic Who's I-Thol(1921; 
edited L., -MacBean): dated 1907,1 
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11 JILLATNT MacCALLU'i, DONALD. D01. P., 
Glasgovrv 1925, 
Domlinull-an, Dan Ceithir Earrannan. Leis 
an Urr. Domhnull 14ac Chalumv ministear aosda 
Sgire na Loch an Loodhas. Le dealbh an 
Ughdair. Glascho: Alasdair Mac-Labhruinn 
Is a Nhic, 360 Sraid Barra-Ghaidlieal. 1925. 
xivo 59PPq If Ads.; 2 ff Ills-Ldrawings of the 
author between ii/ii, viii/ix]. 19xl3- GU: CLp Mit. 
[Intro. by J. N. MacLeod. An lepict poem. 
English -verse translation of the first 'Canto' 
published 1927.1 
Me CALLUM , JOHN. IAIN ITESLEY. 
Glasgow, 1911. 
Cunntas Aithghearr air Iain Wesley agus 
sgriobhaidhean eile, leis an Urr. Iain Nac 
Calum nach maireann. Glaschu: GilleasbuiC 
Mae-na-Ceardadht 47 Sraid Waterloo. 1911. 
Memorial Papers of the Rev. John McCallum$ 
Ardeonaig, Edited by the Rev. Archibald 
NcCallumq North Knapdale, Glasgow: Archibald 
Sinclair, 47 Waterloo Street. 1911. 
1f 111. photo of Ardeonaig], xii, 115PP. 
17xll. AU, GU-. CLj Nit, 
MacCALMAIN. See MURCHISON, 
MqCIID-YNEj R. M. BEATHA AGUS SBARMOINEAN. 
Glasooifq 1939- 
Beatha au-us Searmoinean an Urramaich R. M. 
McCheynej maille ri litrichoan agus laoidhean, 
Ead. le Ailean Mac na Ceardaidhv Coannmhoro 
Glascho: Alasdair Mac Labhruinn aeus a Mhicp 
268 Sraid Earragliaidhealg C. 2.1939. 
viii 364pp. 20X13- mit., PC, tForeword by Donald Matheson. Pirst 
ed, 1865, of which this is a reprint. ] 
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McCHEYNE, [R- N-]- GUT. 'FL Ti L ýO WTIAID11. 
Edinburohq n. d. 
Co,, -adh mOr na h-Eo'rpa. Guth no Ghr? Lidli, 
(agus searmoinean eile). MlcCheyrio. [I'lere 
crest of burning bush circumscribed by the legend, -- 
Eaglais na h-Alba An Eag1ras Shaor Aonaichte, 
An Eaglais Shaer. 
) 
Printed by Oliver and Boyd, 
EdinburGh, for The Church of Scotlandq The 
United Free Church of Scotland, and The Free 
Church of Scotland. 
ftppý 14XIO. NLS. 
Translated by Rev. A. Sinclair. For 
soldiers in World liar I. ] 
llacCODROIM, JOHN. SONGS. 
Edinburgh, 1938. 
The Songs of 
, 
John MacCodrot-19 Bard to Sir 
James MacDonald of Sleat. Edited by William 
Matheson. Published by Oliver ea Boyd for 
the Scottish Gaelic Texts Society. Edinburgh. 
1938. 
Scottish Gaelic Texts. Volume Two. 
lik, 382ppo 1f Ads. 23xl5. AU, GUI Mit. 
[Translation on rt. facing page. ] 
ORAIN IAIN MIIIC FIIEARCHAIR* 
Edinburgh, 1939. 
Orain lain Mhic Fhearchair, a bha Ina bhard 
aig Sir Seumas Mac Dhomhnaill. Air an 
deasachadh le Uilleam MacMhathain. Oliver 
& Boyd. Dun-eideann. 1939- 
xxiiij 108pp. 22xl5. GU: CL 
[A paper-covered ed., without English 
translationsv issued for the use of 
schools; Gaelic introductiono Still 
in print: the 1938 ed. is not. ] 
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MacCOLL9 DUNCA14 (editor). See COI'MNN 
SOISO-1-BULACH GAIDHI',, ALACII GHLASCHO. LAOIDII&Vi 
SOISGEULACII. 
MacCOLLI EVAN. CLARSACH NAM DEANN. 
Glasgovrt 1937. 
Clarsach nam Beann. Le Eoghan Mae Colla. 
An ceathramh clo-bhualadh, -meudaichte agus 
ath-leasaichte. Published by The Dvan 
Ma-cColl Memorial Committee, Glasgow: Archibald 
Sinclairg 27a Cadogan Street. 1937- 
viiq 1f 111. [photo of author], 171pp- 
22xl5. Dlit. t NLS. [First ed. 1836.1 
McCONOCIIIE, t J. NORMAN. I'GHAIDIILIG At GAIRM". 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Gaelic Calling. "Ghaidhlig a' Gairm'. 
Contents ... 16 popular Gaelic Songs. 
English and Gaelic words. English words and 
musical arrangements by J. N. McConochie. 
Staff and sol-fas 2/--net, Mozart Allanp 
84 Carlton Placeq Glasgow, ý, --5. 
34pp 2 ff Ads. 28x22. Mit. ýAcquired 
in Hit. 1952-,, add., reviewed 1946. ] 
McCONOCHIEq J. NORMAhlo ORAIN IS PUIRT-A-BEUL. 
Glasgowp [c-19301- 
Something New! Sing a song to your dance. 
Orain is Puirt-a-Boul, At Cho-Sheirm Io 
1. Tormod Mac Dhonnchaidhj Ceolraidh Ghaidhlig 
Glaschu. Gaelic Songs and Dance Tunes, 
Arranged for Choral Singing by J. Norman 
McConochie, M. A., Conductor of the Glasgow 
Gaelic Musical Association. [List of Contents. ] 
'This booklet is dedicated to the me. -ibers of 
the G. G. M. A., for whori the arrangements were 
originally/ 
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originally composed. Two of the numbers 
were prepared for the Choir's appearances 
at Annual Gatherings of the Lewis and 
Harris Association, and all have been given 
at the Choir's public 
booklet is issued in 
that it may provide a 
to the reportoires of 
J. N. McC. Staff not 
Also published in sol 
Copyright 1930. Prin 
by Alex. MacLaren &S 
Street, Glasgow, C. 2. 
3.3pp 25xl6. [McConochie 
also 
with Gaelic word 
appearances. The 
the sincere hope 
, cceptable additions 
other Gaelic choirs: - 
ation - Price 116 net. 
fa notation, I/- net, 
. ted and publi5hed 
ons, 360-361; Argyle 
mit. 9 PC. published sheet music 
. 86 
1 
MacCORMICK, JOHN. AN T-AGII ODHAR. 
Glas, goief 1931. 
Dealbh-Chluich Ghaidhlig. An t-Agh Odhar. 
Le lain Mae Cormaicv F. S. A. The Dun Heifer. 
A Humorous Gaelic Skotcli, Glascho: Alasdair 
Mae Labhruinn Is a 14hicv 360-2 Sraid 
Earraghaidhealp C. 2.1931.1/-. 
26pp. 19X13- EPLI Mit. 
MacCORMICK, JOHN. All CEOL-SITIIE, 
Glasgow, n. d. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, Doalbh-chluich- 
ciuil Cloinne. An Ceol-Sithe. (A' Cheud 
duaist Mod 1925. ) Le lain Mae Cormaig. 
A' phrist se sgillinn. An Comunn Gaidhealach. 9 
114 Sraid West Campbell Gl-ascho. 
lltppg 1f Cool nan Orantsolfa]. 
22xllt. Mit, 
[Reviewed in'An Gaidheallp April 1926. ) 
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MacCORMICK , JOEN. D0111INULL MOR AGUS CAILEAN 
TAILLEAR. See MaCCOIRMICKI JOHN. PEIGI 
DHEAG. 
1-facCO-R-MICK, JOHN. DUN-ALUINN. 
Paisley, 1912. 
D-Linaline, or The Banished Heir. By John 
Mac Cormick. Edited by M. Nac Farlane. [111. 
Paisley: Alexander Gardnerv Publisher by 
Appointment to the late Queen Victoria. 
Dun-aluinn, no An t-Oighre Ina Dhlobarach. 
Le Iain Mac Cormaic. Po laimh Cbaluim ', dhic 
Pht, "irlain. [Ill, ] Paislic: Alasdair Gardner, 
ClOdh-bhuailtear doln Bhan-r: *Lch Victoria nach 
maircann. 
[Colophon] London: Simpkin, Marshallq 
Hamilton, Kent &. Co., LINID. Alexander Gardner, 
Printert Paisley. 1912. 
267P f8 ff Ads. 19X13- AU9 GU: CLt IMit. fThe 
first Gaelic novel published. ] 
DUN-ALUINN. 
Glaseowg n. d. 
Dun-Al. ul. nnv no An t-Oiglire Ina Dhiobarach. 
Le Iain Mac Cormaigj F. 8. A. Po lairnli Chaluim 
Nhic Pharlain. Glascho: Alasdair Mac Labbruirin 
Is a Nhict 36o-364 Sraid Earraghaidliealg C. 2. 
Dunalinev or The Banished Heir. By John 
Mac Cormick, F. S. A. Edited by Malcolm 
MacFarlane. Glasgow: Alexr-tnder Maclaren 
& Sonsp 360-362 Argyle Street. 
267PP- 20xl3- PC, 
L2nd ed. Probably early 1920's. ] 
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MacCORMIC], '., Jol,, N. EILEAN DIDBIL. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan 
Ceilidh. Aireamh 10. Eilean Dideil. Le 
lain Mac Cormaic. [III, ] A' phris, tri 
sgill-innean. 3d. Alasdair Mac Labhru-hn 
agus a Mliev 360-2 Sraid Earraghaidhealg 
Glascho. 
Pp 203-222.22xI4-- PC. 
(Reprinted from 'Xn Sgeulcaichdt Leabliar 
11-3, Am Foghar 1910.1 
MacCORMICK, JOIM, AN FEAR A CHAILL A GHAIDHLIG, 
Glasgoivp 1925. 
AM Fear a Chaill a Ghaidhlig, (Dealbh- 
Chluich. ) Le Iain MacCorm-, jig, Glascho. 
Calum is Bantrach Tharmaid. (Comhradh. ) Le 
lain Mac-an-Abat Cillemhoire, At phrist 
se sgillinn. An Comunn Gaidhealach, 114 
Sraid Wes-it Campbellt Glascho 1925. 
27PP [the Comhradh is on pp 
LO-271,19xl3, Mit, 
IfaccolulICK, Joluf, GAOL AIR A DHEARDHADH. 
GlasGow, n, d. 
Gaol air a Dhearbhadh. Dealbh-chluich le 
Iain Mac Cormaig, F. S. A. The Test of Love. 
A Humorous Gaelic Play* Fo laimh Eachainn 
Mic Dhughaill. Glascho: Alasdair IMacLabhruirin 
aigus a Mhic, 360-362 Sraid Earraghaidheal, C. 2. 
20pp 19x13- GU: CL9 Mitý$ NLS. f1st 
Prize at the 1913 Mod. Add. 929. ] 
MacCORT-TICK, JOHN. GUtN DITHUG I SPEIS DOIN 
ARMUNN. 
Stirlingt 1908. 
Gutn d1thug i Sp4is do'n Armunn, Sgeul le 
C-P e lain Mcac Cormaig, Fo laimh Chalurn Mhic 
Pharlain/ 
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Pharlain. Aonchas 11-1-ac Aoidh, 11-3 Murray Placet 
Struiblile. 1908. 
117P t1f Ads. 20xl2. AU, GU: CL. rOne 
long storyo based on traditional 
material .I 
MacCORI-IICK, JOHN. GUIN DITHUG I SPEIS DOtN 
ARMUNN. (cont. ) * 
Glasgowp 1929. 
GuIn d1thug i Speis doln Armunn, 
[Not Seen, Described in NacLaren as 
"Second Thousand: Alex, Maclareng 1929", ] 
MacCOlrLU, IICK, JoliN. MAOLAGAN MOR. * 
N. p., n. d; 
Maolagan rjor. [Not Seen. Add. in the second ad. of 
Dun-Alu-inn as "Other work by MacCormick 
Scann Sgeul ... Edited by Malcolm 
MacFarlanc. 11 Possibly did not appear. ] 
MacCOMUCK, JOINI, OITEAGkN OIN IAR. 
Paisloy, 1908. 
Breezes from the Ifesto By John Mae Cormick. 
Edited by ". 1, Mac Farlane. [111. ] Paisley: 
Alexander Gardner, Publisher by Appointment to 
the late Queen Victoria. 1908. 
Oiteagan oln Iaro Le lain Mac Cormaig 
Po laimh Chaluim Mhic Pharlain. [Ill.! 
Paisl1g: Alasdair Gardner, Clodh-blhuailtear 
dotn Dhan-rlgh Victoria nach maireann. 1908. 
149pp, 9 ff Ads. 20xl3- AU9 GU: CLj I-lit. 
[miscellany. ] 
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MacCORMICK, JOILIN. PEIGI BFtJ-AG. 
Glaýgoiv, 1925. 
Peigi Dheag. (Dealbli-Chluich, ) Le lain 
MacCormaig, Glascho. Donahnull Mor agus Cailean 
Taillear. (Conihradh. ) Le lain MacCormaigp 
Glascho. A' phris, so sgillinn. An Comunn 
Gaidhealach, 114 Sraid West Campbell, Glascho. 
1925. 
31pp 19x13- AU9 EPLI Mit, [Mod 
Prize-winning pieces. ] 
MacCOPNICK, JOHN. "RATH-INNIT. 
Glasoov, 1924. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. [Crest, ] 1111cith-Innis", 
Dealbh-chluich Gaidhealach, Le Iain MacCorinaig, 
Glascho, Choisinn at Chluich so an dara 
duais (Z50) aig I. Iod Ghlascho, 1921. A' phris, 
aon tasdan. An Comunn Gaidhealach, 114 Sraid 
Ifest Canipbellq Glascho. 1924. 
45pp 22xl4. AU. [A 
full-length play of some merit, The 
prize-money was doTiatod by Duncan MacLeod 
of Sheabost .I 
-#I RATH-INNIS. 
[Crest. ] Da Dhealbh-Chluich Gaidhealach. 
"Mairead", Ic Gilleasbaig MacCullaich. 
"Rath-Innis'19 le lain MacCormaiao At phris - 
da thasdan. An Commuin Gaidhealaclig 114 Sraid 
Ifest Campbellp GlasCow. 1924. 
2 ff 101ppo 22xl. 5, PC. ýMacCulloch 
was the Ist Prize-winner. ] 
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MacCORMICK, JOHN. AN REITEACHADH RATHAIL. * 
An Reiteachadh Rathail. 
Pp 51-85.19xl3. (Not seen. One of a number of plays 
add. in An Deo-Greine Leabhar X: 3-6 
(Dec. 19111-March 19151 by Alex. MacLaren 
& Sons. First published in MacCormickts 
10iteagan oln Iar'(1908), from which 
the above bibliographical data was 
derived: almost certainly an offprint, 
if published at all. MacLaren refers 
to an edition of 1914 but this entry 
is demonstrably inaccurate in another 
detail (describing first publication as 
in An Sgeulaicheq 1910), See detailed 
nott3 under SINCLAIR, DONALD. SUIRIDIIE 
RAOGHAIL MHAOIL. ] 
AN REITEACHADH RATHAIL. 
Glasgowp 1929. 
Dea-lbli-Chluich Ghaidhlio. An Reitheachail[sic] 
Rathail. Mock Trial by Sheriff and Jury. A 
Humorous Gaelic Skathh by John Mac Cormick, F. S. A. 
Glascho: Alasdair Mac Labhruinn Is a Mhic, 
360-362 Sraid Earraghaidhoal, C. 2.1929. 
PP 51-85- -19X13- PC, [From MacCormick's'OitL-agan On lar" 1908. ] 
MacCORMICK, JOHN. SEANCHAIDH NA H-AIRIGII. 
11 
i 
St, irlino, 1911. 
Seanchaidh na h-Airigh. Le lain Mae Cormaic, 
Fo laimh Chaluim 14hic Pharlain, [Verse by 
Neil MacLeod. ] Struibhle: Aonghas Mae Aoidh, 
43 Murray Place. 1911. 
61pps 3 ff Ads* 20xl4. AU9 GU: CLq Mit. 9 SS. 
MacCOIMICK, JOHN. SEANCHAIDH NA TRAGHAD. 
Stirling, 1911. 
Seanchaidh na Traghad. Le Iain Mac Cormaice Po 
laimh Chaluim Mhic Pharlain. [verse. ] Struibhle: 
Aonghas Mac Aoidh, 43 bli-irray Place. 1911. 
App. 19. x13. AU> GU: CL9 Mit. 9 SS, 
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1-facCORTMICK , JOBN. THALL IS A BHOS. 
, 
Glasgowg n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan 
Ceilidh. AireEýmh 2, An Sgeul Goiridl le 
Caltun Mac Pharlain. Thall Is a Bhos, le lain 
Mac Cormaic. [111. ] At phris, so sgillinnean. 
6d. Alasdair Mac Labhruinn agus a I-1hic, 
360-2 Sraid Earraghaidhealt Glascho. 
Pp 1-64.22xl4. PC, 
[Reprinted from'An Sgoulaichc? g Leabliar 
III. 1, An t-Earrachp 1911. ] 
MacCORMICK, JOI-IN. [Note. A prolific and 
significant writer of prose and drarna; his 
work is discussed in detail in Part I of the 
thesis. ] 
MacCOITAN, p RODERICK. THE MEN OF SKYE, 
Glasgow, 1902. 
The Men of Skye, By Roderick MacCowan. 
"Ah! what are saints the better for our 
praise"-Quarles; . "Whose praises having slept 
in silence long"-Spenser. Glasgow: John 
Macneilage', 65 Great Western Road. Edinburgh: 
Norman MacLeod, 25 George IV. Bridge, Portree: 
John Maclaine. 1902. 
xixq 230PP. 20xl3. Mit, 
[Contains Appendix of Gaelic Poemsp pp 213- 
230.1 
MacCUISH, DONALD J. CEIT MHOR AGUS MAIGIISTIR 
LACHLUNN. 
Dundee, 1917. 
Ceit Mhor agus Maighstir Lachlunn (Loch-carain); 
maille ri Trl Naidheachdan Uidllisteach. ie D. I. 
Mac Cuis/ 
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Mac Cuis. Dvndee: I-Talcolm C. MacLeod, 
Bookseller and Publisher, 183 Blackness Road. 
1917. 
32pp [Ads on pp 28-32]. 17X11. NLS. 
MacCUISH, DONALD J. CEIT MHOR AGUS MAIGIISTTR 
LACHLUNN. (cont, )* 
Glasgow, 19112. 
[Not seen. MacLaren informs that an ed. (32pp) 
was published by Alex. MacLaren &- Son in 
1942. Almost certainly a reprint of the abovee] 
MacCUISH, DONALD J. EACHDRUIDH AIR AONGHAS 
MacCUIS. 
Inverness) 1911. 
Eachdruidh air Aonglias MacCuist 'An Ceisteirl, 
agus air na Ilh-urrain-aiclill ann an Uidhist-a- 
Tuath. (Memoir of Angus McCuish, lCatechisttq 
and the North bist Worthies. ) By Donnld John 
McCuish, a nati-ý-e of Sollas, North Uist, now 
at Redcastle. "Theirareadh an uine dhomh ann 
an labhairt mu Ghideon, Bharac agus Shampsong 
agus Iepthah. 11-Heb. XI-32. Inverness: Robt. 
Carruthers & Sons. 1911. 
It ffq 88pp. 20xl3. AU9 lllit. 
IfacCULLOCII, ARCHIBALD. MAIRBI AD. 
GlasgoiT9 nod, 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, [Crest. ] "Mairead". 
Dealbh Chluich, An ceithir earrannan. 
Le Gilleasbaig MacCullaicho At phrisl aon 
tasdan. An Comunn Gaidhealach, 114 Sraid 
Ifest Campbell, Glascho. 
. 56pp 22, -, 14. EPL. [Ifinner 
of the C100 First Prizet donated 
by Duncan MacLeod of Skeabost, awarded at 
the 1921 Node Add* 1923-1 
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MacCULLOCII, ARCHIBALD. MAIREAD. 
Glasgow, 1924. 
LCrest. ] Da. Dhealbh-Chluich Gaidhealach, 
"Mairead" , le Gilleasbaig iklacCullaich. 
"Rath-Innis", le lain 'MacCormaig. A' phris - 
da thasdan. An Comunn Gaidhealach, 1111 Sraid 
West Campbell, Glasgow. 1924. 
2 ff 101pp. 22xl5. PC. ýAlso 
entered under 11-lacCO111NICK, JOHN. RATH- 
INNIS. ] 
DIACDIARMIDp ALEXANDER. URNUIGH AN TIGHEARNA. 
Oban, 1921, 
Urnuigh an Tighearna: Mineachadh Simplidli 
leis An Urramach Alasdair MacDhiarmaid, 
Is a' Mhorairne. [Ill. ] An t-Oban: air 
a chlodli-bhualadh le Doghan Domhnuilach, 
1921. 
The Lord's Prayer: A Plain Exposition by 
The Reverend Alexander MacDiarmid, Morvern. 
[Ill. ] Oban: Hugh MacDonald, Dookseller and 
Printer. 1921, 
108pp. 19X13- EPL9 NLS9 PC. 
IýIACDIARMIDI JAMES. MAC TIGHBARN AIRD-EONAIG. 
Inverness, 1901. 
Mac Tighearn Aird-Eonaig agus Taibhse Phionna- 
Ghlinn. Le Seumas NacDhiarrnaidt Cill-Phinn. 
Inverness: printed at The Highland News 
Printing Works. 1901. 
12pp. 19X13- PC* SS. 
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MACDONALD, ALEXANDER, Alasdair Mac Mhaighstir 
Alasdair, POEI'ls. 
Invernoss'q 1924. 
The Poems of Alexander 'MacDonald (Mac M%haighstir 
Alasdair). Edited with translationsq glossary 
and notes by Rev. A. MacDonalds 'Hinister of 
Killearnan, joint author of "The Clan Donald'19 
etc, etc, and Rev. A. MacDonald, D. D., 
Minister of Kiltarlity, joint author of 
"The Clan Donald'19 etcq etc. ' Inverness: 
printed by the Northern Counties Newspaper 
and Printing and Publishing Company, Limited. 
1924. 
xliv, 408pp; 1f [large. folio facsimile-. in 
intro . 
]. 27xl8. AU EUI GUl Mit. 
[English verse translation. 
) 
MACDONALD, ALEXANDMDR, Alasdair Mac Mhaighstir 
Alasdair. BIRLINN CHLANN RAGITINAILL. See 
MACLEOD, ANGUS. SAR ORAIN. 
MACDONALD, ALEXANDERp of Inverness. STORY AND 
SONG FROM LOCH NESS-SIDE. 
Invernessg 1914s 
Story and Song from Loch Ness-sides Being 
principally sketches of olden-time life in 
the valley of the Great Glen of Scotland, 
with particular reference to Glenmoriston 
and vicinity. By Alexander MacDonaldv 
Inverness. "Mar Chath soluis da m1anan 
Nin/Sgeui air na laithean a dhlfhalbh"- 
Ossian. Inverness: printed by the Northern 
Counties Newspaper and Printing and Publishing 
Company, Limited. 1914. 
vo 1 ft 330; 2 ff Ills. [photos]. 20x14. M. S. 
[Some Gaelic. ] 
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McDONALD, Fr ALL. -IN. BARDACHD MhGR AILEIN. 
Edinburgh, 1965. 
BArdachd Mhgr Ailein. Air a dheasachadh le 
Iain L. Caimbeul ("Fear Chanaidh"). The 
Gaelic Poems of Fr Allan McDonald of Eriskay 
(1859-1905). Prepared for publication, 
with some translations, by Johzi Lorne Campbell, 
D. Litt. 9 LL. D. Air an clý-bhualadh le T. ec A. 
Constable DA-Bideann. 1965. 
1f Ill. 
jphoto 
of Pr Allan], 136pp. 23xl5. 
McDONALD, Pr ALIAN. CEATHRANIIAN A RINNEADH 
DO DHIEIRISGEIDH. 
N, p,, n. d. 
Ceathramhan, a rinneadh do dhI Eirisgeidb, 
lp. 32x22. NLS. 
[A photo-copy. The NLS copy is described-- 
on the basis of suggestions from J. L. 
Campbell to the Library-- as "a photograph 
of what appears to have been the first 
printing of the poem now called 'Eilean 
na h-Oiget, either as a broadsheet or as 
an offprint". Not a reprint from Am 
Bolg Solair (1908). ] 
McDONALDI Pr ALLAN. EILEAN NA II-OIGE. 
N. p. , n. d. 
Eilean na h-Oige. Leis an Athair Urramach 
Ailean Mac Dhomhnaill. .. 8 ff 23xl6. Xavier. tCanadian 
in origin. ] 
NcDONALD, Fr. ALLAN. GAELIC WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS 
FROSM SOUTH UIST AND ERISKAY. 
Dublin, 1958. 
Gaelic Words and Expressions from South-Uist 
and. F. riskay collected by Rev. Fr, All, " 
McDonald/ 
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McDonald of Eriskay 1859-1905)- Edited by 
J. L. Campbell, i,,!. A . 
ýOxon), 
'Hon' LL. D. (Antigonish). 
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 64-. 51 
Merrion S uare. 1958.. 
If ill , 
ýphoto 
of Fr. Allan], 4 fft 301PP. 
23x]. 5. AU GU 1.1 it. 
[Printed Colm o Lochlainn, Dublin, 
j I 
MACDONALD9 ALPHONSE. CAPE DRDTON SONGSTER. 
Sydney, N. S., n. d. 
'Cape Breton Songster: A Book of Favorite ýa English and Gaelic Songs. Sydney, 
ca. 1935-t 
PP 51-70[Gaelic songs]. 
[This book has not been seen. Information 
from Clare,. ] 
MACDONALD, Rev. A[NGUS] (co-editor). THE 
MACDONALD COLLECTION OF GAELIC POETRY. 
Inverness, 1911. 
The MacDonald Collection of Gaelic Poetry. 
By the Rev. A. MacDonaldo Minister of 
Killearnan, joint author of "The Clan Donald'19 
etc, etcl and Rev. A. MacDonald, Minister 
of Kiltarlity, joint author of "The Clan 
Donald", etc, etc. Inverness: The Northern 
Counties Newspaper and Printing and Publishing 
Company Ltd. 1911. 
xcii 408pp. 27xl8. AU9 GU9 Mit. ýPagination 
data in T S-G differs ,I 
MACDONALD, Rev. A[ITGUS] (co-oditor). See 
MACDONALDt ALEXkNDER9 Alasdair Mac Mhaighstir 
Alasdair, POEMS. 
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MACDONALD, ARCIIIBALD, of New Boston. LAOIDHEAN. 
Sydney, n. d. 
'Na Laoid. hean Ghilleasbuig tic Dhomhnuill 
OiC ann an Nei; Boston. Sydne ca. 1900V 
[Clare Dunn. Not La seen. 
MACDONALD, Rev. A[RCYIBALD] (co-editor). THE 
MACDONALn COLLECTION OF GAELIC POEýTRY. See 
MACDC'11A14 Rev. ALNGUS]. 
MACDONALD, Rev. ARCHIBALD (translator). See 
BOULTON9 HAROLD. AN UNRECORDED MIRACLE OF 
ST. COLUMDA. 
MACDONALD, Rev. A[RCHIBALD] (co-oditor). See 
MACDONALD9 ALEXANDER, Alasdair Mae Nhaighstir 
Alasdair. POEMS. 
NACDONALD, Rev. ARCHIBALD (translator). See 
MUNROO NEIL. THE LOST PIBROCH. 
PIACDONALDp DONALD, of Barvas. DAIN, ORAIN IS 
SGEULAIC'FIDAN. 
Glasgoifp 1920. 
The Darvas Bard. Songs, Poems, Stories, and 
Sketches. By Donald MacDonald, Songsmith of 
Barvas, Lewis. Now first published. Glasgow: 
Alexander NacLaren & Sonsq Gaelic Printers and 
Publishers, 360-362 Argyle Street. 1920. 
Bard Bharabhais. Dain, Orain is Sgeulachdan. 
Le Dorahnull MacDhomlinuillp Gobha ann an 
Barabhas. Glaschu: Alasdair I-lac Labhruinn is 
a Mhic 9 360-362 Sraid Barra haidheal. 1920, 1f 111. [photo of the Dardl, 6 ff, 87PPP 3 ff- 
19X13- AU9 Mit. 9 SS. [Printed Milnes Tannahill &- Methvent Perth. ] 
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MACDONALD, DONALD, of Evishay (translator). See 
DRANDANE, JOI-L\T. AN TIGH-OSDA. 
IIACDONALD9 DONALD, of Eriskay (translator). See 
FERGUSON, J. A. CAIMBEULACII NA CILLE MOIRE. 
MACDONALD, DONALD [of Eriskay? ] (translator). See 
MACARTHUR, BESSY J. CLANN RIGH LOCHLAININ* 
MACDONALD, DONALD, of Eriskay (translator), See 
MILTON9 J. C. GAOTHAII RIIN REIC. 
MACDONALD, DUNCAN, of Stornoway. GAELIC IDIOMS 
AND EXPRESSIONS. 
Glasgoi%rg 1932. 
Gaelic Idioms and Expressions. With free 
translations* Compiled by Duncan MacDonald, 
Headmaster, Sandwickhill Public Schoolt 
Stornoway, An Comunn Ga±dhealacht 212 West 
George Streetj Glasgow. 1932, 
8 ffv 124pp. 19xl3. - AU9 Mit., PC. [Printed Learmonth. Based on MacDonald'. 9 
earlier'Gnatliasan Cainnte Gaidhligý see 
immediately below. ] 
MACDONALD9 DUNCAN, of Stornoway. GNATHASAN 
CAINNTE GAIDHLIG. 
Stornowayo 1927- 
Gnathasan Cainnte Gaidhliu. Gaelic idioms and 
expressions. Compiled by Duncan MacDonald, 
(President, Lewis Branch of An Comun-n Gaidhealach, 
1926-27). Published for the Great Feill. 
Printed at the "Gazette" Office, Stornoway, 
1927. 
32pp 22xl4. COS, Mit. 9 PC. [This is in effect--though not formally- 
the first edition of the above. ] 
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MACDONALD9 DMICAN, of Stornoway (co-author). 
TRI COMIRAIDHEAN, 
Glasgoify 1930. 
[Crost of An comunzi Gaidhealach. ] Tri 
Conhraidhean. Na Fasain Urat le Morag 
IlieDhomhnaill, Tiriodh. Anna Dhan an Glascho, 
le Donnchadh MacDhomhnaillp Leodhas, Na 
Foirfich Nodha, le Donnchadh MacDhomhnaill., 
Loodhas. A' phrisp so sgillinn. An Comunn 
Gaidhealachg 212 Sraid West Georget Glascho. 
1930. 
31pp. 19xI3. EPLt I-lit, 
MACDONALD, DUNCAN, of Stornoway (co-author). 
CEITHIR COMIIRAIDHEAN. See BANNERDIAN9 JOHN R. 
IIACDOTIALDp DUNCAN, sgeulaiche (folk-source). 
See CRAIG9 K. C. SGIALACHDAN DHUNNCIIAIDII, 
MACDONALDI DUNCAN, sgeulaiche ' (foil, --source). 
See MATHESONq ANGUS (co-editor). FEAR NA II-EADAID. 
MACDONALDj EWEN (pseudonym). See DWELLY9 EDWARD. 
MACDONALD, FINLAY J. (co-editor). See GAIRM. 
MACDONALD, FINLAY J. (translator). See WRIGHT, 
GORDON. AN T-SUIRGHE PHADALACH. 
MACDONALD9 GILBERT (translator). See LEABHAR 
AIDEACHAIDH At CHREIDINH, 
MACDONALD9 IAIN LOM. See MACDONALD, JOIINI 
Seventeenth Century poet. 
I 
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IUCDONALD9 JAMES (translat6r) . See KENNEDY, 
Dr. [JOHN], SEARMON AGUS ORAID, 
MCDONALD, JOMIT, an Dall. LAOIDNEAN. 
Oban, 1902. 
Laoidhean agus Dain Spiorceidail. Le Iain 
D'omhnullach, an Dall. Obon: printed at the 
"Oban Times" Office. 1902. * 
31pp. 19xl3. PC I 
MACDONALD9 JOHN, Lecturer in Celtic in Aberdeen 
, 
University (editor). Soo MACLACHLAN, EWEN. 
GAELIC VERSE. 
MACDONALD, JOHN, Lecturer in Celtic in Aberdeen 
University (editor). See SCOTTISH GAELIC 
STUDIES. 
UACDONALD9 JOHN9 Schoolmaster. GUTHAN 0 NA 
BEANNTAN. 
Glasgow# 1927- 
Voices from the Hills, (Guthan o na Beanntaibh. ) 
A Memento of the Gaelic Rally, 1927, Edited by 
John MacDonaldj N. A. Crest. j Published by 
An Comunn Gaidhealach 
ýThe 
Highland Association). 
1927. 
xv, 304pp; 28 ff Ills [in text], 26x2O, 
AUj EU, GU. NLS, 
[Illustrated with drawings and photos. 
A miscellany of poetry and prose in 
Gaelic and -English: somewhat more 
English 
than Gaelic. Printed Archibald Sinclair, 
Glasgow. ] 
MACDONALD, JOIIN, Schoolmaster (editor). Soo 
WATSONq WILLIAM J. (General editor). 
LEABHRAICHEAIN SGOILE GAIDHLIG9 AN CEATHRAMH 
LEAPHAR LEUGRAIDH. 
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MACDONALD, JOHN, Seventeenth Century poet, ORAIN 
IAIN LUIM. 
Edinburgh, 1964. 
Orain Iain Luim. Songs of John MacDonald, 
Bard of Keppoch. Edited by Annie N. MacKenziep 
M. A., Ph. D., Lecturer in the Department of 
Celtic, University of Aberdeen. Published by 
Oliver & Boyd for the Scottish Gaelic Texts 
Society. Edinburgh. 1964. 
Scottish Gaelic Texts. Volume Eight. 
xlvii; If Table of Sources [35x42) in Intro.; 
439p 23xl5- rF*, 
nglish translation on rt, facing page; 
map on inside covers. Printed Robert 
Cunningham and Sons Ltd, Alva. An ed. by 
A. Maclean Sinclair was published in 1895. ) 
ORAIN IAIN LUIDI. 
I Edinburghg 1964. 
Orain Iain Luim. Songs of John MacDonald, 
Bard of Keppoch. Abridged edition. Edited 
by Annie M. MacKenzie, M. A., Ph. D., Lecturer 
in the Department of Caltic, University of 
Aberdeen, Published by Oliver &- Boyd for 
the Scottish Gaelic Texts Society. Edinburgh. 
1964. 
xliiit 130PP. 22xl4. PC, 
[Lacks the English translation; a special 
edition for schools. ] 
MACDONALD, Rev, Dr. JOIIN, of Ferintosh. LEABHAR 
AITHGHEARR NAN CEIST. 
Edinburgh, 1906 etc. 
Leabhar Aitghearr nan Ceist, Le Eoin Domhnuilach, 
Ministeir ann an SgIre na T'Oisidheachd. 
Edinburalt: John Grant, 1906. 
24pp. 15X10- NB8. 
Other ed. by Grant 1908; eds. by Alex. MacLaren 
& Son, Glasgow, in 19141-219-2Lý9-279-34, [-39? 1, -51- [First ed 1829. ] 
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MACDOINALD, Rev. Dr. JOHN, of Ferintosh. MARBH- 
RAINN. 
Edinburgh, 1912. 
Marbhrainn a rinneadh air Diadhairibh. Urramach 
nach maireann, agus Dana Spioradail eile. 
Le Dr. lain Domhnullach, 1ý, Iinisteir na h- 
Eaelais Saoire Is an Toisidhoachd. An Seathamh 
mile. Edinburgh: John Grant, 31 George IV. 
Dridge. 1912. 
iv, p 5-202.17xll- EPL. fFirst 
ed . 1848. 
] 
TXIARDHRAINN. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Marbhrainn a rinneadh air Diadhairibh Urramach 
nach maireann, agus Dana Spioradail eile, Le 
Dr. Iain Domhnullach, Ministeir na h-Eaglais 
Saoire Is an Toisidheachd. Glasgo-svf Alex. 
MacLaren &- Sons, 268 Argyle Street, C. 2. 
ivo P 5-202.18xll, YPost 
1930. Copy in Stornoway Public Library. ] 
IMACDONALD9 [Mrs. JOILN-]. ORAIN. 
N. p. n. d. 
Orain le Bean Iain Domhnullaich a Breanishq Uigt 
Leodhas, a tha In diugh an Sgire Shleite anns an 
Eilean Sgitheanach. [All Rights Reserved. ] 
36pp 18xl3. PC, [Some 
music in solfa. Century not certain. ] 
MACDONALD 0 JOHN A. CEUM AIR CHEUN. 
Inverness, [Pref. 19681. 
Ceum air Cheum. A New Approach to Gaelic. 
By John A. MacDonald, Air a chlo-bhualadh le 
Eccles, Inbhirnis. 
2 ff 28pp. 25xl9. [Preface dated-AuGust, 1968. A reprint of 
the lessons which appeared in An Gaidheal 
1964-65. Published by An Comunn Gaidheal- 
ach. Each of the 21 lessons gives a 
drawing of a scene, a verbal explanation of 
it, conversation ard* quest. ions about it (in 
Gaelic only)v and a Gaelic-English vocab. ] 
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MACDONALD, JOHN A. CRIOCHAN URA. 
Glasgow, 1958. 
Criochan Ura. Trusadh de rosg is de bhardachd 
oln raitheachan Gairm, air a chur ri cheile 
le Iain A. MacDhoinhnaill. GairH,: 227 Bath 
Street, Glaschug C. 2.1958. 
Gairm Publications - Vol. 1. 
150pp. 22xl4. AU9 GU. 
[Liberally illustrated with photos and 
drawings. Vocabulary. Printed Learmonth, 
Stirling. ] 
MACDONALD9 JOHN A. SGUEL[sic] NAM BARD. 
Glasgow, [19651, 
Sguel [i. e. Sgeul] nam Bard. Le lain A. 
MacDhomhnaill, 
PP 56-62,22x14. PC, 
[In"The Skye. One Hundred Years. 1865 - 1965-11 
MACDONALD9 JULIA. UNTPUBLISHED VERSE. 
London, 1968. 
Kenneth 1161acDonald. Unpublished Verse by 
Silis N1 Mhic Raghnaill Na Ceapaich. 
PP 76-87.23X15- 
[In 'Celtic Studies. Essays in memory 
of Angus Matheson, 1912-1962, Edited by 
James Carney and David Greene. London: 
Routledge ez Kegan Paul ... First published 
19681. Five poems. ] 
MACDONALD, KEITH NORMAN. IN DEFENSE OF OSSIAN. 
[Oban], 1906. 
In defense of Ossian, Being a summary of the 
evidence in favour of the authenticity, of the 
poems, By Keith Norman 'MacDonald, . 1, D, ýReprinted 
from the Oban Times, ) 1906. 
ýL f Ill., 4 ff, 73PP9 iv Appendix. 22xl8. 
t 
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DIACDONALD9 KEITH NOMMAN. 
MEDIAEVAL TIMES. 
MACDONALD BARDS FROM 
Edinbizrgh, 1900. 
MacDonald Bards from Mediaeval. Times. By 
Keith Norman MacDonald, M. D. (Reprinted from 
the "Oban Times". ) Edinburgh: Norman PacLoodl 
25 George IV, Bridge, 1900, 
6 ff, 126pp. 21x17- Mit, 5, 
ýUCDONALD BARDS FROM 
MEDIAEVAL TIMES. 
Glasgoivt 1929. 
MacDonald Bards from Mediaeval Times. 
By Keith Norman MacDonald, 1.1, D, Glasgow: 
Alex. MacLaren ea Sonst 360-362 Argyle Street, 
C. 2. 
Pirst published 1900. 
6 ffs 126pp. 2lxl8. 
Re-issued 192ge 
PCs 
MACDONALD 9 KEJ ITII NORMAN. PUIRT-A-BEUL, [oban], 1901., 
Puirt-a-beul -- Mfouth-tunes: or, Songs for 
dancing as practised from a remote antiquity 
by the Highlanders of Scotland. Collected 
and arranged by Keith Norman MacDonaldj M. D., 
and reprinted from the "Oban Tizies". 1901. 
I forviiit PP 3; 54,2lxl7- Mit. 9 SS. 
Tunes in s Ifa. ] 
PUIRT-A-BEUL. 
Glascowy 1931. 
Puirt-a-Deul -- Mouth-tunes: or, Songs for 
dancing, as practised from a remote antiquity 
by the Highlanders of Scotland. Collected and 
arranged by Keith Norm-an NacDonaldp M. D. 
Glasgow: Alex Maclaren & Sons, 360-362 Argyle 
Street, C. 2. 
Reprinted 1931, 
2 ffv vlii, pp 3-54,1 f. 2. lxl7- mit., PC. 
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MACDONALD, KENWIýrHt Lecturer in Celtic in Glasgow 
Vniyersity (editor). See MACDONALD JULIA. 
UNPUBLISHEM VERSE1. 
MACDONALD, KENNETH, of Contin (co-author). 
CEITHER COM11RAIDHEAN. BANINERINIAN9 JOHN R. 
blACDONALD9 MORAG 
CONMIZAIDHEAN. 
Stornoway. 
MACDONALD, NEIL. 
(co-author). TRI 
See MACDONALD, DUNCAN, of 
EACHANN AGUS AT; TARBIl. 
Glasgow, n. do 
Eachann agus an Tarbh, By Neil MacDonald 
36pp, 10 ff Vocabulary. 20xl3- Nit,: NLS. 
LPublished by DionnasU Gaidhlig na h-Alba 
(The Gaelic League of Scotland); Foreword 
by John Paterson, Publications Editor of 
the League. Gaelic and English on 
facing pages; intended for learners of 
Gaelic. Acquired Mit, 1954.1 
MACDONALD, R. T. FEASGAR TRANG IS AN OSD- 
THIGH. 
(Glasgow],, 1949. 
Feasgar Trang Is an Osd-Thigh. Dealbh-Chluich 
an aon sealladh le R. T. MacDhomhnaill, 
Printed for An Con. unn Gaidhealach by Eneas 
MacKayt Stirling. 1949. 
21pp. 19xl3- ETJ 9 
CTU: CL. 
I 
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MACDONALD9 RODERICK. GLEANN AN DBOIR. 
Glasgowt n, d, 
Gleann an DeZoir. Dain Spioradail le Ruairidh 
DOmhnullachq Peidigearraidh, Leodhas. Fo laimh 
Eachainn f1hic Wghaill. Songs and Poems by 
Roderick MacDonald, Fidigarry, Lochsp Stornoway, 
Glascho: Alasdair DlacLabhruinn Is a Mhicp 
360-362 Sraid Earra-Ghaidheall C. 2. (All 
Rights Reserved. ) 
31pp 1f Ads. 19, %13- NLS, PC. ýAdd. 
1929. ] 
MACDONALDp T. D. AN DEIDH At CHOGAIDTI. 
Glasigow, [Foro, 1921]o 
An Deidh at Chogaidh. Le T. D. DlacDhomhnuill. 
Uchdaire: IID'ain is Dealbhan -fhacail an am 
at Cliogaidh", &c,, e. c,, &c, Published by 
Archibald Sinclairp The Celtic Press, Waterloo 
Streetp Glasgow; Hugh MacDonaldq Bookseller, 
Oban; and printed by The Celtic Press as above. 
34pp 19x13. PC, ['Facal 
anns an Toiseach' dated 1921. 
Stridently topical-and discursive; not 
very successful. ] 
MACDONALDj T. D. CELTIC DIALECTS. 
Stirling, 1903- 
Celtic Dialects: Gaelic, Brythonicv Pictish, 
and some Stirlingshire place-names. Paper 
read before the Gaelic Society of Stirling, 
March 31stp 1903t by T. D. MacDonald. Stirling: 
Eneas 'Mackayl 43 Murray Place. 1903- 
46ppo 2 ff The Gaelic Society of Stirling* 
2Oxl2. EUt Mit. 
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MACDONALDj T. D. DAIN AGUS DEALBHAN-PHACAIL. 
GlasCow, n. d. 
Dain agus Dealbhan-fhacail an am a' Chogaidh. 
Le T. D. MacDhonihnuill, Ugdar: I'Dain Eadar- 
theangaichte", "Puirt mo Sheanmhair", "Celtic 
Dialects", "The Lords of Lochaberllp "War-Time 
Verses", "Appin and its Neighbourhood", ft. q 
&c. Glasgow: Archibald Sinclair, "Celtic 
Press"t 47 Waterloo Street. . 
viii pp 9-64.19xl3. Mit. v NLS, PC. [Add. 
as "now ready" in'An Deo-Greine?, 
Feb. 1919, Contains some very interesting 
and moderately experimental poetry: see 
discussion in Part 1, Chapter 4.1 
NACDONALD9 T. D. DAIN EADAR-THEANGAICHTE. 
Stirling, 1903. 
Dain Eadar-Theangaichte. Le T. D. MacDhomhnuill. 
Air an clo-bhualadh le Aonghas MacAoidh, 
Struidhla. 1903. 
vii, pp 8-95t If Ads. j 1f errata. 20xl4. AU, Mit., NLS, SS. 
[Printed Jamieson & Munro, Stirlina. ] 
MACDONALD9 T, D. GAELIC PROVMRBS. 
Stirling, [Intro. 19261. 
Gaelic Proverbs and Proverbial Sayings. With 
English translation. T. D. MacDonald, author 
of "The Lords of Lochaber"I "Celtic Dialects"t 
I'Dain Eadar-theangaichte", I'Dain an am a' 
Chogaidli", -"Dain an d4idh a' Chogaidh", etc. 
Eneas MacKay, Stirling. 
xxit 4 ff, pp 26-156,3 ff. 19xl3. GU, SS, 
[Introdubtion dated-February, 1926. 
Printed Jamieson & Munro, Stirling. ] 
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[MACDONALD9 T. D. ] PUIRT 1-10 SHEANAINIHAR. 
Stirling, 1907- 
Puirt mo Sheanamhar. Cronain agus puirt- 
altrum air son a' chloinn-bhig. 1100 sud na 
fuinn a chuala mi / An uair a bha mi Zog, / 
'Nam laighe an uchd mo mhathar, / Alm chadal 
suain, gun gho Struibhle: Aonghas Mac Aoidh. Z 11 
1907. 
1f 111.9 24pp. 19xl3. AU9 Mit. 
(Roimh-Radh by T. D. MacDonald, who edited 
the collection. 4 other pp. of Ills., all 
numbered. ] 
MACDOUGALL, ALEXkNDER. LAOID11 AIR FULANGAIS 
CHRIOSD. 
Oban , n. d. - 
Laoidh air fulangais Chriosd. Wo: 
Alexander MacDougall. Music from, 
Lyre". 
3pp- 22X15- 
[Printed "Oban Times", Oban. 
date of publication as 1902. 
solfa. ] 
rds by 
"The Celtic 
Mit. 
T S-G gives 
Music in 
MACDOUGALL, ALEXANDER (translator). See OITEN, 
JOHN. OIRDHEIRCEAS CHRIOSD. 
MACDOUGALLt ALLAN. LAOIDIIEAN MOLAIDH. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Laoidhean Molaidh. Leis 
Mac Dhughaillf An Caolas, 
Eachainn Mhic Dhughaill. 
Mac Labhruinn Is a 11hic, 
Earraghaidheall C. 2. 
64pp 4 ff Ads 19xl3. tCa. 
1928. 
] 
an Urramach Ailean 
Tirithe. Po laimh 
Glascho: Alasdair 
360-362 Sraid 
PC$ Ss. 
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I MACDOUGALL, DUGALD G. ý, T DRAISTE LATHURU. 
Glasgow, 1959. 
Braiste Lathurna. (The Brooch of Lorn. ) 
A memorial volume of Gaelic Poems and Songs 
by the late Dugald Gordon MacDougall, Bard 
of the Clan MacDougall. Compiled and edited 
with biographical sketch by Somerled MacMillan. 
Printers: K. & R. Davidson, Ltd., 205-207 West 
George Street, Glasgow. 1959. 
174pp; 2 ff Ills. [photos of MacDougall; in text]. 
22xl5. GU, I-lit. 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR. A' BHRAISD LATHURNACII. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh. 
Aireamh 4. A' Dhraisd Lathurnach. Le Eachann 
Mae Dhughaill. [Crest. ] At phris, se sgillinnean. 
6d, Alasdair Mac Labhruinn agus a Mhict 36o-2 
Sraid Earraghaidheal, Glascho. 
PP 177-206.22xl4. PC. 
[Reprinted from'Guth na Bliadhna! t Leabhar XI. 2, An Samhradh 1911f. ] 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR. CATH-CHUAIRT EIDEIRT BHRUIS 
AN BIRINN. 
Glasgoifv n. d. 
Cath-chuairt Eideirt Bhruis an Eirinn. Le 
Eachann Mac Dhu'ghaill, ughdar "An Gaol a bheir 
Buaidh", "Somhairle Tkfor ? IacGhille Dhride", &-c. 
Le Roimh-radhl bho pheann Ruaraidh Arascainn 
is Mhairr. A' phrls - aon tasdan. Alasdair 
Mac Labhrainn is a 11hic, 360 Sraid Earraghaidlieall 
Glascho. 
If Ill., iv, 6opp. 22xl4. NLS, PC9 SS. 
[Reviewed in'An Deo-Greind, April 1919; hdd. 
in'An Deo-Greind and'Guth na Bliadhno? 1919. ] 
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MACDOUGALL, HECTOR. DEALBH-CELUTCHEAN GAIDHLIG. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Dealbh-chluichean Gaidblig. Le Eachann 
Mac Dhughaill. Gaelic Plays. Coir Samhna air 
Leannan. Glascho: Alasdair MacLabhruinn is a 
Mhict 360-362 Sraid EarraChaidheal, C*2. 
31pp 19, XI3. NLS, PC. [Reviewed 
in'An Gaidhpall, January 1925; 
dated 1924 in MacLaren. The other play 
is 'Mar a dhI aisigeadh. dhi a' Ghaidhlig' 
pp 21-31.1 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR. AN GAOL A DHEIR BUAIDH. 
GlasCoiv, 1912. 
An Gaol a Bheir Duaidh. Dealbh-chluich le 
Eachann M. Mae Dhughaill. Gilleasbuic AMac-na- 
Ceardadht Clo-bhualadair, 47 Waterloo Streetp 
Glasclio. 1912, 
-19pp. 23xl5. GU: CL, PC. 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR. SMEORACH NAN CNOC IS NAN 
GLEANN. 
Glascow, 1939. 
Smeorach nan Cnoc Is nan Gleann. Comh- 
chruinneachadh bardachd a chaidh a dheanamh 
am Margairi an-Iar-dheas, Ceap Breatuinn. 
Roimh-radh leis an 011, P. 1. Mac Neacail, 
Fo laimh Eachainn Mhic Dhughaill. Glascho: 
Alasdair Maclabhruinn agus a Mhics 268 Sraid 
Earraehaidheall C. 2. 
The Songster of the Hill and the Glen. 
A collection of Gaelic poetry. Foreword by 
the Rev, Dr. P. J. Nicholson, AntiConish, Nova 
Scotia. Edited by Hector MacDougall. Glasgotr: 
Alexander 14aclaren & Sons, 268 Argyle Streetq C. 2. 
First published - 1939. 
xii, 148pp. 19XI3. Mit. t NLS. [Foreword by Donald MacFarlane. One photo-- 
of Calum Gillies. ] 
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MACDOUGALL, HECTOR. SOMHAIRLE MOR MAC GHILLE- 
BI-IRIDE. 
[Glas'gow, n. d-. ] 
Somhairle Mor Mae Ghille-Bliride. Eachann 
Mac Dhughaill. 
Pp 1? 1-218.22xl4. 
Referred to in 'Cath-chuairt Dideirt 
Bhruis an Eirinn' as one of MacDougall's 
publications: not seen, Presumably a 
reprint from'Guth na Bliadhna! in the 
Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh series (pub. 
Alex. NacLaren, Glasgow); it appeared 
in'Guth na Bliadhnal, Leabhar X. 2, An 
t-Earrach 1913: the above bibliographical 
data is derived from that source, ] 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR. TRI ORAIYEIREANNACH. * 
[No information. 
Tri Orain Eireannach air an our an Gaidhlig 
Albannaich: "Dan Moladh na Gaedhilge"q 
"Eibhlin a Ru"in". "Paistin Pionn". 1911. 
[Not seen. Information from a list of 
MacDougall's publiýations compiled by 
T. M. Murchison, which appeared in 
'Gaird, Aireamh 8,, An Samhradh 1954. it 
may be publication in a periodicftl that 
is referred to here, but this isSpecified 
in other instances in this list. 
MACDOUGALL, HECTOR (co-author). See 
POMHRAIDHEAN GAIDHLIG [Note]* 
MkCDOUGALLI HECTOR (editor). See GRANT9 PETER. 
DAIN SPIORADAIL. 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR (editor). See MacCORMICK, 
JOHN. GAOL AIR A DHEARDHADH. 
MACDOUGALL, HECTOR (editor). See MACDONALD9 
RODERICK. GLEANN AIN DEOIR. 
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MCDOUGALL, HECTOR (editor). See MACDOUGALL9 
ALLAN. LAOIDHEAN 1,10LAIDE. 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR (editor). See MACKAYp 
RODERICK. OITEAGAN A TIR NAN OG. 
MACDOUGALLj HECTOR (editor), See MACKENZIEj 
WILLIAM. CNOC CHUSBAIG. 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR (editor), See MACLENNANP 
JOHN. DUANAGAN AGUS SGEULACHDAN BEAGA. 
MACDOUGALL$ HECTOR (editor), See MACNIVENt 
CHARLES (co-author). BAIRD CHILL-CHOMAIN. 
MACDOUGALL, HECTOR (editor). See MATHESON, 
JESSIE. GLEANN NA H-IRIOSLACHD. 
MACDOUGALL, HECTOR (editor). See DIATHESONy 
JOHN, FIOSRACHADH 1XIN BHIOBULL. 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR (editor). See DIORRISONj 
ANGUS, of Barvas. AN GRADH-BHUAN. 
tliCDOUGALL, HECTOR (editor), See NICOLSONs 
NICOL. AN T-URRAMACH IAIN MAC RATH. 
MACDOUGALL, HECTOR (editor). See SINCLAIR, 
A. MACLEAN. CLARSACH NA COILLE. 
MACDOUGALL9 HECTOR (editor). See SMITH, 
Dr. JOHN. URNUIGHEAN AIR SON THEAGHLAICHEAN. 
I 
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MACDOUGALL, HECTOR (editor). See ITILLISON, 
JOHN. MOTHER'S CATECHISil, 
MACDOUGALL, HECTOR. [Note. MacDougall was 
an entertaining and versatile, if fairly 
traditional, Gaelic writer; he was an important 
contributor to all the Gaelic periodicals of 
his time. He carried out much editing work: the 
above is a list only of the publications 
in which the contribution he made is openly 
acknowledged. ] 
MACDOUGALL9 Rev. JAMES (folklore-collector). 
See CALDER, GEORGE (editor). POLK TALES AND 
FAIRY LORE. 
MAC EACHAINN. See MACEAdHEN. 
MACEACHARN. See MACECHERN; and, NACKECHNIB. 
MACEACHENq EWEN. FACLAIR. GAIDHLIG IS BEURLA. 
Inverness, 1902. 
Faclair Gaidhlig is Beurla le Eobhan Mae-Eachainn. 
MacEachen's Gaelic-English Dictionary. - Second 
edition. Revised and enlarged by Alexander 
MacDain, LL. D., and John 11hyte. Inverness: 
The Highland News Office. 1902.. 
viii 406pp# 2 ff Ads. 19XIO. AU, GU, Mit. [First 
ed. --vrith 402pp of text-was in 1842. 
FACLAIR GAIDHLIG IS BDURLA. 
Inverness, 1906. 
Faclair Gaidhlig is Deurla le Eobhan Mae-Eachainn. 
MacEachents Gaelic-English Dictionary. Third 
edition. Revised and enlarged by Alexander 
MacBaint LL. D., and John Whyte. Inverness: 
Taylor and Bain. 1906. 
xq 407PP. lqxlO. . 
AUIDM. 
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MACEAC HEN 9 EITEN. FACLAI-11 GAIDHLIG IS BEUIRLA. 
(cont. ) 
Inverness, 1922. 
Faclair Gaidhlig is Beurla le Eobhan Mac-Eachinn. 
MacEachen's Gaelic-English Dictionary. Fourth 
edition. Revised and enlarged. Inverness: 
The Northern Counties Newspaper and Printing 
and Publishing Company, Limited. 1922. 
xi, I f, 475PPY 1 f. 17xll- PC. [Prepared by R. Barron and Dr. D. J. 
MacLeod. ] 
PACLAIR GAIDHLIG IS BEURLA. 
Inverness, 1936. 
Faclair Gaidhlig is Beurla le Eoghainn Mae 
Eachainn. MacEachen's Gaelic-English Dictionary. 
Fifth edition. Revised and enlarged* The 
Northern Counties Newspaper and Printing and 
Publishing Company, Limited, 1936. 
xiv I ft 321pp, 3 ff Ads. l9xl4. NLS. 
[Prepared by Barron and MacLeod. ] 
FACLAIR GAIDHLIG IS BEURLA. 
Invernessp 1948. 
[Identical reprint. ] 
FACLAIR GAIDHLIG IS BAURLA[sic]. 
Inverness, 1960. 
&. enlarged. Highland Printers, Limited, Inverness. 1960. 
xi, I ft 321ppq If Ads. 19X13- EPL, 
. FACLAIR GAIDHLIG IS BATJRLA[sic]. Invernessp 1968. 
* Fifth edition. Revised and enlarged. 
S econd impression. ) Highland Printers 
Limited, Inverness. 1968. 
xi, 1 f, 321pp, If-Ads. l9xI3- PC. 
0 
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MACEACHEN, EIIEN (translator). See SCUPOLIp 
LORENTZO. AIN CATH SPIORADAIL. 
MAC EANRUIG, AONGHAS. See HENDERSON, ANGUS. 
MACECHERN, DUGALD. CLARSACH NA21 GAIDHEAL. 
Inverness, 1904. 
Clarsach nan Gaidheal (11arp of the Gacl)o 
With English translations, Dy Rev. Dugald 
MacEchern, M. A.., D. Dol Bard to the Gaelic 
Society of Inverness. Printed by permission 
of The Comunn Gaidhealach, being the Society's 
Mod Poem, awarded the Prize of the Highland 
Society of London. 
Inverness: Printed by T. M. Thomson, 
Chapel Street. 1904. 
26pp [pp 4-12 Gaelic original], 15xl2. PC. 
MACERLEAN, JOHN C. (co-editor), LUIBIILEADHRAN. 
See HOGAN, EDMUND. 
MACFADYENI JOHN. COMPANACHNA CLOINNE. 
Stirling, 1912. 
(pover] Companach na Cloinne, Leabhran 
Sooil anns am bheil sgeoil thaitneach. [3: 11. ] 
Aonghas Mac Aoidh, 43 Murray Place, Stirling. 
1912. 
[Title page] Companach na Cloinnes Le lain 
Mac Phaidein, Po laimh Chaluim Mhic Pharlain. 
84pp, If An Clar-anaisp If Ads* 19xl3. 
AI-J, GU: CL, Mit. 
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MACFADYENI JOHN. JLN T-EILEANACH. 
Glasgowp 1921. 
The Islander. Original Gaelic Songsp Poems 
and Readings. By John MacFadyen, Glasgow. 
Second edition. Glasgow: Alex. MacLaren 
Sons, 360 Argyle Street, 1921. 
An t-Eileanach. Daing Orain agus Sgeoil- 
aithris. Le lain Nac Phaideint Glascho. 
An dara clo-bhualadh. Glascho: Alasdair Mae 
Labhrainn agus a Mhic, 360 Sraid Earra- 
Ghaidheal, 1921. 
1f 111. [photo of author], xii, 314pp, 6 ff Ads. 
19XI3. AU9 GU: CL9 Mit, 
[First ed. 1890: 303PP of text. ] 
MACPADYENj JOHN. SGEULAICHE NAN CAOL. 
Glasgow, 1902. 
Sgeulaiche nan Caol. Original Gaelic Readings, 
Sketchesp Poems and Songs. By John 11acFadyen, 
Glasgow, author of "An t-Eileanach". [3: 11. ] 
Glasgow: Archibald Sinclair, "Celtic Press", 
117 Waterloo Street. 1902, 
1f Ill. [photo of author], xiv, 296pp. 
19XI AUq GUj Mit, j SS, ?; 
ome music--in solfa. ] 
MACFADYEN, JOIIN. [Note. Very much a light 
entertainer. His virritings are of considerable 
historical importance, illustrating as they do 
the effects on the traditional Gaelic village- 
bardic culture of the attempt to transplant it 
to the oreanised Gaelic community in the 
Galltachd; this is discussed in detail in 
Part I of the thesis. ] 
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MACFARLANEp ALEXANDER (revising editor). See 
MACLENNAN9 MALCOLM. HANDBOOK OF GAELIC 
PHRASES AND SENTENCES. 
MACFARLAVEt ANGUS. GAELIC NAMES OF PLANTS. 
Inverness, 1928. 
Gaelic Names. of Plants: Studies of their Uses 
and Lore. By The Rev. Angus MacFarlano, 
F. S. A. pScot. Reprinted from the Transactions 
of the Gaelic Societyp Vol. XXXII. Inverness: 
printed at the "Northern Chronicle" Office. 
1928, 
48pp. 22xl5. AU* 
MACFARLAND9 MALCOLM. BINNEAS NAN BARD. - 
Stirling, 1908. 
Binneas mam Bard. Leabhar anxis an, bheil daing 
orain is duanaGan nan Gaidheal Albannnach air am 
foillseachadh maille ri'm fuinn. Le Calum 
Mae Pharlain. Leabhar a h-Aon. Earrann a h-Aon. 
Struibhle: Aongbas Mae Aoidh, 43 Murray Place. 
1908* 
Dardic Melody, A book in which the poems, 
songs and ditties of the Scottish Gaels are 
exhibited along with their airs. By Malcolm 
Mae Farlane. Book 1. Part 1. Stirling: 
Eneas MacKayq 43 Nurnay Place. 1908. 
x, 112pp. 22xl4. AU, GU: CL9 Mit. 9 NLS. [Printed Archd, Sinclair, Glasgow. 9 parts 
were proposed; according to 'The Celtic 
Wholslihot(Kirkcaldy: 1921; edited Lachlan 
MacBean)q MacFarlane "edited first and 
second numbers of 'Binneas nam Bard'"; 
but a second part has not been traced and, 
as only Part I appears in the SS library 
(which contains MacFarlane's own private 
library), It seems reasonable to assume that 
only the first part was published. ] 
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MACPARLMNEt llILCOLM. AM BRIATHRACHANT BEAG. 
Stirling, 1912. 
The School Gaelic Dictionary. Prepared for 
the use of learners of the Gaelic language. 
By Malcolm Mac Farlane. Eneas Mackayt Booksellerv 
43 Murray Place, Stirling. 1912. 
Am Briathrachan Beag. Air a 
chum feum luchd-ionnsachaidli 
Calum Mac Pharlain. Aonghas 
reiceadair, 43 Murray Place, 
vip 2 ff Index etc., 189pp, 
proof correcting]. 20xl3- 
dheasachadh a 
na Gaidlilig le 
Mac Aoidh, Leabhar- 
Struibhle. 1912. 
ff[ex, ý. of 
AU9 GU9 Mit. t NLS. 
AM BRIATHRACHAN DEAG. 
Stirling, n. d. 
The School Gaelic Dictionary. Prepared for 
the use of students of the Gaelic language. 
Dy Malcolm MacFarlane. Eneas Mackayp Stirling, 
Am Briathrachan Beag. Air a dheasachadh a 
chum feum luchd-ionnsachaidli na Gaidlilig. Le 
Calum NacPharlain. Aonghas Mac Aoidhl Struibhle. 
vip 2 ff Index etc., 189pp, 2 ff[exs. of 
proof correcting]. 19X13- NLS. 
GAELIC-ENGLISH DICTIONARY. 
Stirline, n. d. 
Gaelic-English Dictionary. Prepared for the 
use of students of the Gaelic language. 
By Malcolm Mac Farlane. Eneas Mackayp Stirling. 
4 ff, 189pp, I f[ex. of pr9of correcting]. 
19XI3- EPL 
[This ed. is referred to as that of 1ý48 
in the EPL catalogue; no evidence for 
this dating is traceable in the copy 
itself. Otherwise the relationship 
of the above eds. is not clear. ] 
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IIACPARLANEs MALCOLN. AN BRU-DIIBARG. 
Stirling, 1909. 
[Front cover] Am Bru%-Dhearg. Fo laimh 
Chaluim Nhic Pharlain. Air a chur am mach 
le Aonghas 1,. Iac Aoidh, 43 1%. lurray Placeg 
Struibhle. 1909. 
[Back cover] The Robin. Edited by Malcolm 
Mae Fa5: -Iane. Music by C. H, MacKay. Stirling: 
Eneas MacKay, 43 Murray Place. 1909* 
24pp 18xl2, Mit. t NLSI PCf SS. [2-part 
harmony; solfa. T S-G refers 
only to an ed. of 1908, but MacLean 
does not seem to have seen Am Bru- 
Dhearg: he does not give its pagination 
or size, and his entry for it seems to 
a quotation from a publisher's advertisement. ] 
AM BRU-DHEARG. 
Stirling, 1913. 
[Front cover] Am BrU"-dhearg. 3d nett. [Ill. ] 
Po laimh Chaluim Mh±c Pharlain. Air a chur 
am mach le Aonghas Mac Aoidhg 43 Murray Place, 
Struibhle. 1913. 
[Back cover] The Robin. 3d nett. [Ill. ] 
Edited by Malcolm Mac Farlane. Music by 
C. H. MacKay. Stirling: Eneas MacKay, 
43 Murray Place. 1913. 
24pp. JL9xl3- PC. 
IIACPARLANEt MALCOLM. AN COMH-THREORAICIIE. 
Stirling, 1911, 
(cover] An Comh-threoraiche. Leabhran Scoil 
a chum feum na cloinne, (Ill. ] Aonghas 
Mac Aoidhp 43s Murray Place, Stirling. 1911. 
[Title page] An Comh-threoraiche. Le Calum 
Mac Pharlain. 
64pp 20x13 GU: CL, SS. [Illus. tra; ed, ] 
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MACFARLANE# MALCOLM. I, AT'-IH-SGRIOBHAINN MHIC RATH. 
Dundee, 1923. 
Lamh-S&-ri'obhainn Mhic Rath. "Dorlach Laoidhean 
do sgraobhadh le Donnchadh 'Nac Rath, 168811 anns an 
d;. leabliaran a tha aig an am so an leabhar-lann 
Oilthigh Ghlascho; actis iad an so air an litreachadh 
an da chuid a reir gnaths Dhonnchaidh agus 
gnýLths coitcheann an latha In diugh, le Calum 
Mae Pharlain. Dun-de: Calum S. Mae Lcoidv 
Dlackness Road 183. 
The Pernaig Manuscript. A Handful of Lays 
written by Duncan Mae Rae, 1ý88, in two booklets 
presently lying in the Library of the University 
of Glasgow; revealed here accordino to Duncan's own 
spelling and the standard spelling of the present 
day, by Malcolm Mac Parlane. Dundee: Nalcolin 
C. MacLeod, 183 Blackness Road. 1923- 
Cha deach os cionn ceud ceann Cu leth do 
Leabhar Lamh sgr1obhainn Mhic Rath a chur an 
clo mu choinnimh an fhroisidh so; agus is teisteas 
a t-ainm shlos gur a so mac-samhail. , . 
[No, ] 
diubh. [Sicnaturev- 'Calum S. MacLeýidl. ] 
1 f, xiv, I f, 345pp, I f; 12 ff Ills. [in text; 
6 of portraits, 3 Ms facsimiles, 2 etchings, I 
scenic]. 26x2l. AU9 GU, GU. -CLj Mit., SS. 
LADIII-SGRIOBI-IAINN MIIIC RATH. 
Dundeeg n, d, 
Lamh-Sgr1obhainn. Mhic Rath [etc]. 
xiv II ft 345PP, 1 f; 12 ff Ills. 
[as above; 
in text].. 26xl7. Wig, PC. 
An unlimited edition--apparently issued in 
1923 also. Differs from the above in 
lacking date and limited edition imprintsq 
and in being clearly a cheaper production (e. g. 
smaller; title in blackv not red). Both 
printed by Milneq Tannahill 6 Methven, Perth. ] 
MACFARLANEp MALCOLIM. MAIRI NIGHEAIN ALASDAIR RUAIDH. 
Glasaoifs n. d. 
The Ceildih Books, Leabhraichean na Ceilidh. 
Aireamh 36. Mairi Nighean Lasdair Ruaidh. 
Le/ 
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Le C-alum Mac Pharlain, At phris, tri 
sgillirinean. 3d. Alasdair I-lacLabliruinn agus 
a Mhic, 360-362 Sraid Earraghaidheall Glascho* 
PP 1? -36.22xl4. PC, 
Reprinted from 'Guth na Bliadhnall Leabhar 
XI. 1, An t-Earrach, 1914.1 
MACFARLANEj MALCOLM. AM MOSGLADH MOR. 
Am Mosgladh Mor. 
PP 136-138,156-159P 171-174.24x18. 
[Not seen. One of a number of plays add. 
in 'An Deo-Greinel, Leabhar X: 3-6(Dec. 1914- 
March 1915) by Alex. MacLaren & Sons. 
First published in 'The Celtic Monthly', 
voi. xxii, 1914, from which the above 
collation is derived: almost certainly an 
offprinto if published at all. .. 
See detailed 
note under SINCLAIR, DONALD, SUIRIDHE 
RAOGIIAIL MHAOIL. ] 
AM MOSGLADH MOR. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. (Crest, ] Dealbh- 
chluich-ciuil Cloinne, Am Mosealdh Mor. (An 
Dara duais, Mod 1925. ) Le Calum Mac Pharlain, 
A' phris, se sgillinn. An Comium Gaidhealach, 
IJL4 Sraid Ifest Campbellq Glascho. 
l6pp 22xl5. AU9 Mit. 9 PC. [Add, 
as "New ... Publication" in 'An Gaidheallp Leabhar XXI-7, April 1926. 
Music in solfa. ] 
MACPARLANES MALCOLM, THE PHONETICS OF THE GAELIC 
LANGUAGE. 
Dundeet n. d. 
The Phonetics of the Gaelic Languagev vrith an 
exposition of the current orthography and a 
system of phonography. By Malcolm 
Mac Farlane/ 
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Mae Farlane. IS i dhlionnsaich sinn 
trath ann an lClithean ar n-'O'iell, Dundee: 
Malcolr, "l C. NacLeod, 
95P 19xl3. PC. fPerinted 
Geo. E. Findlayl Dundee. Ills. 
First ed, 1889, of -which, this is a reprint. ] 
MACFARLANE, MALCOLM. AN SMEORACH. 
Stirling, n, d* 
[Front cover] An Smeo'rach. [Ill. ] Fo laimh 
Chaluim Nhic Pharlain, Air a chur am mach le 
Aonghas Mac Aoidh, Struibh1e. Price sixpence. 
[Back. cover] The 'Navis. Edited by Malcolm 
Mac Farlane. Music by C. 11. MacKay. 
Eneas MacKay, Stirling. 
24pp 18x-13. mit., PC. [2-part 
harmony; solfa. First add. in 
'An Deo-Greinef, Leabhar 111'; 21 Nov. 1907; 
the publication date, on other evidence, 
is more likely to have been 1908 than 1907-1 
AN SMEORACH. 
. Stirling, 1911. 
An Smeorach. Po laimh Chaluim Nhic Pharlain. 
Air a chur am mach le Aonghas Mac Aoidhp 
43 Murray Place, Struibhle. 1911, 
The Mavis. Edited by Malcolm Mac Farlane. 
Music by C. H. MacKay. Stirling: Eneas 
MacKay, 43 Murray Place. 1911, 
24pp. 20xl3. AUt SS. 
AN SMEORACH. 
Stirling, 1920.. 
[Title pages (i. e. 
date. ] 1920. 
24pp. 18xl3. 
covers) as abovel except 
PCO 
I 
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IIACPARLANE9 MALCOLM. SONGS OF THE HIGHLANDS. 
Inverness, n. do 
Songs of the Highlands. The Gaelic and English 
Words arranged by Malcolm Mac Farlaneo The 
Symphonies and Accompaniments by Fr, 11, 
Whitehead. Inverness: Logan & Company, 59 
Church Street; alsop Aberdeen, Elging Nairn, 
and Dingwall. 
viiO 201pp. 36x27. AU9 GUI Mit. 
[First add. in 1Am Darc?, 1902. Music 
In both notations, *Noticed T. G. S. I., 1902*1 
MACFARLANE, MALCOLM. AN TREORAICHE. 
Stirlingg 1903- 
An Treorai 
' 
che, Leabhran sgoil air son na 
cloinne. Air a chur a mach le Aonghas 
Mac Aoidhs Leabhar-reiceadair, 43 Murray 
Place, Struibhle. 1903.3d. 
(Colophon] Dha an leabliran so air a chur 
ri chelle le Calum Mac Pharlain; agus air 
a chur a mach le comhnadh o Cheilidh nan 
Gaidheal am Baile Ghlascho. 
40ppt 19xl3 PC, 
Illustra; ed. ] 
AN TREORAICHE. 
Stirling, 1906. 
An Treoraiche. Leabhran sgoil air son na 
cloinne. Air a chur a mach le Aonghas 
Mac-Aoidhp Leabhar-reiceadair, 43 Murray 
Place, Struibhle. l9o6.3d. 
An dara clo-bhualadh. 
4opp. 19X13- PC, 
AN TREORAICHE. 
Stirling, 1911. 
An Treoraiche. Leabhran sgoil a chum 
feum/ 
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feum na cloinne. Air a thoirt a mach le 
Aonghas Mac-Aoidhq Leabliar-reiceadair, 43 
Wrray Placet Struibhle. 1911,3d, 
An Treoraiche. Le Calum Mac Pharlain, 
An treas clo-bhualadh. 
40pp[ 3-9xl3. AU9 GU: CL, SS. 
All printed by Jamieson & Munrov Stirling. 
] 
MACFARLANEq MALCOLM (co-editor). AN UISEAG. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
The Lark. Second edition. An Uiseago 
Leabhran-ciu'il air son sgoilean, Air a chur 
a mach le Calum Mac Pharlain agus Eanrair 
Mac Gille-bhain. Gaelic songs for schoolsq 
in two-part harmony. Archibald Sinclairt 
47 Waterloo Street, Glasgow. Threepenceo 
l6pp 16xl3- FC. [First 
ed. 1894. Solfa. ] 
AN UISEAG. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
The Lark. Third edition. .. 
[Otherwise title 
page as above. ] 
l6pp. 16xl3. GU: CL. 
AN UISEAG, 
Glasgoivp n. d. 
The Lark. Fourth edition. An Viseag. 
Leabhran-ciuil air son sgoilean, Air a chur 
a mach le Calum Nac Pharlain agus Eanraig 
Mae Gille-bhain. Gaelic songs for schools, 
in two-part harmony. Archibald Sinclairl 
Celtic Press: 27a Cadogan Streetq Glasgow. 
Price - threepence, 
l6pp. 16XI3. Mit. 9 PC. 
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MACPARLANE9 MALCOLM. AN SGEUL GOIRID. See 
under MacCORMICK, JOHN. THALL IS A BHOS. 
MACFARLANE,, MALCOLM (editor). See AN CONUNN 
GAIDHEALACH. UIRSGEULAN GAIDHEALACII. 
MACPARLANE9 NULCOLM (Gaelic editor). See 
GIVEN9 JENNIE. CLARSACH At GHLINNE. 
MACFARLANEj TMALCOLM (Gaelic editor)* See 
AN LON DUBH. 
MACFARLANEj MALCOLM (revising editor).. See 
MACBAIN, ALEXANDER. AN ETYMOLOGICAL 
DICTIONARY OF THE GAELIC LANGUAGE. 
MACFARLANEj MALCOLM (editor). See MacCORMICK9 
JOHN. SEANCIIAIDH NA H-AIRIGH. 
MACFARLANE, MALCOLM (editor). See MacCORMICK, 
JOHN, SEANCHAIDII NA TRAGIIAD. 
MACFARLANEj WLCOLM (editor). See MACFADYEN, 
I 
JOHN. COMPANACH NA CLOINNE. 
MACFARLANEj MALCOLM (editor). See MACLEANg 
LACHLAN. UILLEAM UALLAS9 IAIN KNOX AGUS 
ROD RUADH. 
MACFARLANE, MALCOLM. (Note* Prolific editor, 
Romantic poet (IMo Dhachaidh'), and suýporter of 
younG writers such as John MacCormiCk. 
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[ ý--=PARLAND- -Dd%PJ-1011 9 JAi%IJ'S .] See URNUIGIIEAIX 
AIRSON NA CLOINNE. 
MACPARLANE-BARROW, JAMES. LAOIDE-DIIIANIN AITHREACHAIS 
(1919); and, URNUIGHEAN SONRUICHTE ANN AN AM 
COGAIDII (1915). [Described in 'Celtic Who's 
; caldy, 1921). Not seen. Enquiries 11ho I (Kirk 
include one to the Gaelic-speaking Bishop 
of Morayp Ross and Caithnessg a friend of 
the late Rev. blacFarlane-Barrow, 1--lacFarlane- 
Barrow was an Episcopal minister in Argyll 
from 1910 till 1928 when lie joined the Roman 
Catholic Church [information from 'Crockford's 
Clerical Directory' and the Dishop of Moray, etc. 
MACGARAIDIII SEUMAS. THE BRACKEN ABLAZE. 
Londong n, d. 
The Bracken Ablaze. Being Pugitive Verses in 
Gaelic and English by Seumas MacGaraidh. With 
Introduction by Compton MacKenzie, London: Arthur 
H. Stockwell, Limited, 29 Ludgate Hill, E, C91fo 
If Ill., 96pp. 18X13. NLS. 
[15 Gael*c ms. Printed John Drew, Ltd., 
Aldershot. 
MACGILLIVRAYt ANGUS, OUR GAELIC PROVERBS. 
Glasgoifv 1928, 
Our Gaelic Proverbs. A Mirror of the Past, Dy 
Angus NacGillivray, C. M., M. D., D, So., P, R. S, Et 
F. S. A. Scot. Reprinted from the "Caledonian 
Medical Journal"t January, 1928, Glaseow: printed 
by Alex. MacDougall, 70 Mitchell Street. 1928. 
20pp. 22xl4. EPL9 PC, 
MACGILLIVRAY9 JOIM (editor). See [MACLEAN, JOHN]. 
ORAN DO MHAC-MHIC-ALASDAIR GHLINNE-GARADII. 
MACGREGORS ALEXANDER. 
Songs of Alexander 
Chas. M. Robertson, 
l6pp. 22xl4. 
SONGS. 
N, p, , n, d, 
DlacGregor. By Rev. 
EU, 
. 
[No title page. ] 
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MACGREGORO Lt. Col. JOILN. LUINNEAGAN LUAINEACH-* 
P? I 
Luinneagan Luaineach. 
[This book was published in 1897; but 
it is included in a list of "Just published" 
books by Alex. MacLaren in Henry Whyte's 
Naidheachdan Firinneach (1929 ed. ). There 
is no other evidence for a 20th century 
ed., however, and I feel that the above 
reference is a typographical error. ] 
MACINNES, D[UNCAN]. COMHRAIDHEAN. 
Glasgow, 1938. 
Co%mhraidhean an G; Lidhlig ts am Deurlao 
Conversations in Gaelic and English; By 
Rev. D. MacInnesq author of "Folk and Hero 
Tales of Argyllshire". With introduction 
by Professor Blackie. "A' chanain che'o'lmhorg 
ShOghmhor Is gl*O *irmhor blas". New edition* 
Glasgow: Alex. MacLaren & Sons, 268 Argyle 
Streetp C. 2. 
First edition 1880. Reprinted 1938. 
xv 1 ft pp 12-64. l9xl2, EPLt PC. 
MACINNES9 JOHN (transcriber). See CAMPBELL9 
JOHN. ORAIN GHAIDHLIG, 
MACINNESO MALCOLM. ISEABAIL NA H-AIRIGH. 
Glasgowl [c. 19331, 
A Highland Musical Play. Sgeul-oran le Fuinn. 
Iseabail na h-Airigh. Ishebel of the Shealing. 
Introducing 33 original songs and melodies. 
The words in Gaelic and English, The music in 
staff and solfa notations. Written and comPosed 
by Malcolm MacInnesq M. A., LL. B. Glasgow: Alex* 
MacLaren & Sons, Publishers of Gaelic and Scottish 
Literaturep 268 Argyle Street, C. 2, Copyright 1933- 
4 ffs 38PP. 27xl8. PC, 
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MACINNESs MALCOLM. SONGS OF THE ISLE OF SKYE. 
Glasgovio Cc-19311- 
Songs of the Isle of Skye. By Malcolm 
MacInnes, M. A,, LL. B., Advocate. Gaelic and 
English. With Accompaniments by Malcolm 
Davidson. Copyright 1931- Price 51- net. 
Glasgow; Alex. Maclaren & Sons, 360-362 
Argyle Streetq C. 2. 
4 ff 18ppt 2 ff Ads 32x26. PC, [Both 
notations. 
1 
MACINNES, 11ALCOLM. TRADITIONAL AIRS OF SKYE 
AND THE WEST. 
Londong [Pref. 1942]. 
"Swallow-flights of song that dip / 'their 
wings in tears and skim away". Traditional 
Airs of Skye and the West. With Gaelic and 
English Words. By Malcolm Mac1nnesp M. A., 
LL. B., Author of Lilts from the Western Isles, 
Songs of the Isle of Skye, Ishebel of the 
Shealing, Roryts Courting. Copyright. 4/-. 
Bayley & Ferguson; London: 2 Great Marlborough 
Streetp W.; Glasgow: 
. 
54 Queen Streetj C. l. 
4 ff 26pp. 27X19- AU. [Preface 
dated-18th Februar 9 1942, 
Both notations; piano acc. 
1 
MACINNES9 MALCOLM (revising editor). see 
NICOLSON, ALEXANDER, Advocate, GAELIC 
PROVERBS. 
MACINNES, PAUL (translator), See MACLEAN, 
ALLAN C, TEINE CEANN FOID. 
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MACINTYREs ALEXANDER. BALAICH AN T-SRATHA. 
Glasgow, 1946. 
Balaich an t-Sratha, No, Iain beag agus a 
chuideachd. Leis an Lighichel Alasdair 
Mac-an-t-Saoir, An Ard-Ruighe. (Dr Alexander 
MacIntyre, Airdrie. ). Price, - 116. 
Glaschu: Alasdair Mac Labhruinn agus a IvIhic, 
268 Sraid Earraghaidheal. 3.946. 
48pp 
-19xl3- 
GU: CL9 PC. [Foreword 
by Hector MacDougall. 3 
MCINTYREp ANTGUS. "CRUACHAN" VISTAS. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Angus Macintyre. "Cruachan" Vistas. 1871-1931- 
Chiefly a collection of sonnets, sones, etc. 
("Fraoch Geal". ) [-Ill. ] Glasgow: Angus MacIntyre. 
Edinburgh and Glasgow: 'John Menzies & Co., Ltd. 
72pp ca. 20pp of Gaelic], 20xl4. AU, Nit. [Some 
music: in staff. Illustrated, 
Poreword by Angus Henderson, ] 
MACINTYRE, DONALD. SPORAN DHOMINAILL. 
Edinburghl 1968. 
Sporan Dhomhnaill. Gaelic Poems and Songs 
by the late Donald NacIntyreq The Paisley 
Bard. Compiled and edited by Somerled 
MacMillan. Published by Oliver and Boyd for 
the Scottish Gaelic Texts Society. Edinburgh. 
1968. 
Scottish Gaelic Texts. Volume Ten. 
xxx, 418pp. 23xI5. 
[Printed by Robert Cunningham and Sons 
Ltdq Alva. An interesting traditional 
bard; see Part 19 Chapter 
Q. 4 for discussion, ] 
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MACINTYRE, DUNCAN BAN. BEININ DORAINN. 
. Stirling, 19119. 
Duncan Ban MacIntyre. Beinn Dorainn. 
With English version and notes by John 
MacKechnie, M. A-. Eneas MacKayt Stirling. 
Pirst published - 1949. 
68pp. 19xl3- Mit. 9 NLS. 
MACINTYREp DUNCAN BAN. 
Vat" 
ORAIN AGUS DANA. 
Edinburght 1901. 
Orain agus Dana Gaidhealach, le Donnachadh 
Ban llac-a-n-t-Saoir. Songs and Poemsp in Gaelic, 
by Duncan Ban MacIntyre. Tvelft4 edition. 
With an English translation of "Coire Cheathaich" 
and "Ben Dorain". Edinburgh: John Grant, 
31 George IV. Bridge, 1901. 
xit I ffo PP 13-233.16xii. AU, [First ed. 1768; the above is a reprint 
of that of 1871- Printed Oliver & Boyd, 
Edinburgh, ] 
ORAIN AGUS DfillA. 
Edinburaht 1908, 
Orain agus Dana Gaidhealachq le Donnachadh 
Ban Mac-an-t-Saoir. Songs and Poems, in Gaelicl 
by Duncan Ban MacIntyre. Thirteenth edition. 
With an English translation of "Coire Cheathaich" 
and "Don Dorain". Edinburgh; John Grants 1908, 
xiv I ft PP 13-233.18xll. EPL9 Mit. 
ORAIN GHAIDHEALACH. 
Edinburgh, 1912. 
Orain G4aidhealach le Donnchadh Macantsaoir. 
Air an eadartheangachadh agus air an cur a mach 
le DeZorsa Caldair, Dun-eideann: Iain Granndj 
31 George IV. Bridge, 1912. 
The Gaelic Songs of Duncan NacIntyre. Edited 
with/ 
7,76 
with translation 
EdJ. nbureh: John 
1912. 
xl, 535pp; 5 ff 
ATJ. EU. GU. Mit. 
wid notes by George Calder. 
Granto 31 George IV. Bridge. 
Ills. [l folio]. 21xl5- 
(Verse'translation. Printed Oliver & Boyd. ] 
MACINTYRE, DUNCAN DAN. (cont. ) SONGS. 
ghdinburgh, 1952. 
The Songs of Duncan Dan MacIntyre. Edited 
with a translationg introduction and notes 
by Angus MacLeod,, M. A. 9 D. Scol F. EeIeSe 
Published by Oliver & Boyd for the Scottish 
Gaelic Texts Society. Edinburgh. 1952. 
Scottish Gaelic Texts, Volume Four* 
x1vii, 581pp. 23x15, fPrinted The Kynoch Press, Birmingham. ] 
VIEO ETUDE9 CITATIONS9 
TRADUCTIONS. 
Inverness, n. d. 
Universite de Rennes* Donnchadh Ban 
Mae an t-Saoir (Duncan Ban Mae Intyro) 1724- 
1812. Poete gaelique ecossais. Vie, 
etude, citations, traductions. These 
presentee a la Faculte des Lettres pour le 
Doctorat par Donald James Macleodq M. A*9 
H. M. I. S., Inverness, Ecosseq Inspecteur de 
gaelique ot de langues modernes, Scottish 
Education Department. Printed by the Northern 
Counties Newspaper and PrintinC and Publishing 
Company, Limitedl Nargaret Street, Inverness. 
viii 243ppo 1f Biblio. 22xl5. AU, PC, [Text 
and Freno'lli translation on facing 
pages. An earlier ed. -than that of 1952: 
this deduced from remarks in the editor's 
intro. rather than from fornial imprint i 
hence the present ordering of the eds. j 
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MACINTYREI DIJITCAN. BAN. MOLADII BEINN DOBIIRAINN. 
See MACLEOD, ANGUS. SAR ORAIN. 
ýUCINTYREI JOHN. TRANSLATIONS INTO GAELIC VERSE 
AN') ORIGINAL GAELIC SONGS. 
Oban, 1916. 
Translations into Gaelic Verse of some 
Jacobite and Scottish Songs =d Original 
Gaelic Songs. By the Rev. John MacIntyre, 
LL. D., of Kilmonivaig. With appendix. Also, 
Article on the Clan Battle on the North 
Inch of Perth in 1396. Oban: printed at 
"The Oban Times" Printind Works. 1916. 
44pp, vii Appendix. I-9x13- EU, 
MACIVERp COLIN, OIRAIN GlUILIG. 
Sydneyo C. B., 1902, 
Orain Ghailig, le Cailean Mae-lomhairl a 
rugadh ann am baile Dharabhaisq Bilean 
Le"O'Chais, Siorrachd Rois9 Albaq agus a tha 
chomhnaidh an diugh am Milan, siorrachd 
Compton, Quebec. Sydneyf C. B.: Mao-Talla 
Publishing Companyl Ltd. 1902. ' 
35pp. 19xl3. Xavier. -q& 
0 
MACIVER9 D[ONALD]. BILINGUAL TEXT BOOK. 
Invernessp 1900. 
Bilingual Text Book. By D. MacIver, F. E. I. S. 9 
Bayble School. Inverness: printed at "The 
Highland News" Office. 1900. 
2 ff 80pp. 19X13- Mit, t"The 
writer's objects in compiling this 
Class-Book is to facilitate the teachine 
f hi s of English in the Upper Division oý 
own school"--Preface. T S-G gives 
'4 ffp+7-80'9 erroneously. ] 
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MkCIVERp 
-MARY A. CEOL AGUS DEOIR. Stornoway, n. d. 
Ceol agus Deoir. Le Mairi A. Niciomhair. 
4oppt 23xl4. PC. 
Printed Stornoway Gazette. Recent. ] 
MACIVER 9 IURY A. MARBIMANN. 
Stornoway, n. d. 
Marbhrann do Dhomhnull Naclomhair le a 
Phiuthair Mairi A. Niclonihair. Pris - 116. 
8pp- 22xi. 4. PC, 
(Printedistornoway Gazette'. 3.968.1 
IIACKAYI A. M. (editor). See CELTIC MONTHLY. 
MACKAY9 Do To CUL-TAIC AN T-SAIGHDEIR* 
Dundeep 1919& 
War Price 4-td. MacLeodts Gaelic Booklets No. 
Cul-taic ail 
2 
t-saif; hdeir. ('raisgeadan furtachd 
do'n Churaidh Chriosdaidhg anns am bheil 
earrannan sonruichte de na Sgriobtuirean 
Naomha* a tha freagarrach do Cach car, cor is 
cunnart a tha In leanmb. uinn drouchd an 
t-saighdeir, air an cur sios leth-taobh 
duilleigge mu choinnimh gach latha Isa rthios. 
Leis an 
CýO Urr. D. T. Mac Aoidho (Ploc Loch 
Aillse). [111. ] Calum Siosal Mac Le'o'idg 
Leabhar-reiceadair, Du'n-de. An ceud clo- 
bhualadh 1919. 
32 ff, 17xll- GU*. CL. 
MACKAYS D. T. LEADH=1 OIR XAN GEALLANA. 
Oban, 1927- 
Leabhran Oix nan Goall-cm-a. (Booklet of Gospel 
Promises. ) By D. T. Mackay, Plockton (Late 
Tiree). Oban: printed and published by Hugh 
MacDonald. 1927- 
44pp. 19X13, PC* 
0 
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NAMLYp'DONALD J. (editor). See 110 LDABIUR II: 
LEABHAR-OIBREACH. 
MACKAY-9 JOHN (editor), See CELTIC MONTHLY. 
MACKAY IJ 
DIV] G. GAELIC FOLICTALE. 
London, 1925. 
Gaelic Folktale. J. G. MacKa 
PP 1? 1-175 [PP 159-165 Gaelicý: 23xl5. GU, 
In'r-olk-lorel, Vol. XXXVIp London, 1925. 
From. the J. P. Campbell I-Iss. ] 
MACKAYýj JOHN G. GAELIC PIMASES AND SEN. TEITCES. 
Gi-asigow, 3.946. 
MacKay's Gaelic Phrases and Sentences. Easy 
Gaelic Syntax, The correct arrangement of 
Gaelic words in sentencesl popularily treated 
for beginners by J. G. MacKays (Prefatorial 
renarks. ] Glasgour: Alex. NacLaren & Sons, 
268 Argyle Street, C. 2. 
Copyright, First Edition'1899. Second Edition 
3.946. 
ivp 57PPP 3 ff Ads, 19XI-3, EPL, GU: CLj PC. 
McKAY, JOILN G. -GILLE Al BHUIDSEIP. 
I Londong (1912]* 
Ancient Legends of the Scottish Gael* * 
Gille a' Bhuidseir. The Ifinard's Gillie -and 
other tales, Edited and translated by John G. 
McKay. From the nagnificent Manuscript 
Collections of the late J. F. Campbell of 
Islay, compiler of the famous "Popular Tales 
of the West Highlands". Saint Catherine Presss 
Osivaldestre Houses 34 Norfolk St,, Strands W. C. 
141p ;6 ff Ill. [in text; colour]. 20xl4. AU, GU. YDate 
from imprint in 2nd ed. ] 
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MACIUY 9 JOIRi G. GILLE At BfIUIDSEIR. 
(Cont. ) 
Glasgow, 1946. 
Ancient Legends of the Scottish Gael. 
Gille a' Bhuidseir. The Wizard's Gillie and 
othor tales. Edited and translated by J, G, 
MacKay. From the magnificent Manuscript 
Collections of the late Je F. Campbell of 
Islayp compiler of the famous "Popular Tales 
of the Ifest Highlands". illustrated. Glasgotr: 
Alex, MacLaren & Sons, 268 Argyle Streets C. 2. 
First EdItion. 1912. Second Edition 1946. 
127PPP If Ads. 18xl2. 
McICAY9 JOILN G. NA SE DONNAICH DNEAGA. 
London, [1912] 
Na SO Bonnaich Dheagat and other Easy Gaelic 
Fairy Tales. From the unpublished MS, 
collections of the late J. F. Campbell of 
Islay, lain Og Ile. Arranged by J. G. McKay. 
Price 4d.; býr post 5d. Translation 2d.; by 
Post 3d. Special terms for large quantities. 
To be had from - Miss A. MacLennan, 82 St. 
John's 11illj Clapham Junctiong Londony S. W. 
12pp 25xl9. AU, PC. [Date 
from imprint in 2nd edition. ] 
NA SE BONNAICH BHEAGA, 
Glasgowl . 1946. 
Na S4 Bormaich Bheaga. The Six Little Dannocksp 
and other Easy Gaelic Fairy Tales. From the 
unpublished MS, collections of the late J. F. 
Campbell of Islayp Iain OC Ile. English 
translation by J. G. MacKay, For every story 
EnGlish translations have been prepared, upon 
which the utmost care has been bestowed, and 
these translations will be found facing the 
Gaelic originals, on opposite pages. Glasgow: 
Alex. MacLaren and Sons, 268 Argyle Street. 
First Edition 1912. Second Edition 1946. 
2 ff, 26pp, 4 ff Ads. 22xl7- PC, 
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McKAY, JOHN G. THE TALE OF THE CAULDRON. 
Dundee, 1927. 
Ancient Legends of the Scottish Gael. 
The Tale of the Cauldron. Gaelic and English. C> Arranged by J. G. McKay. Sixteen paintings by 
Gordon Browne, R. I. Dundee: published by 
Malcoln C. MacLeod, 183 Blackness Road. 1927- 
64pp 2lx26. NLS, PC. [Sumptuously 
produced. Printed Geo. Do 
Findlayq Dundee. ] 
McKAY, JOHN G. (transcriber). See IIACLBAN, 
Rev. Prof, DONALD. MORE IIEST HIGHLAND TALES9 
VOLUME ONE. 
McIUY9 JOHN G. (transcriber). See MATHESON9 
ANGUS. MORE WEST HIGHLAND TALES 9 VOLUINE TWO. 
MACKAYs JOIN. M. 
CEILTEACHo 
MACKAY9 J[OHN) R. 
SHAOR. 
(co-editor). See IRISLEABIUR 
AN EAGLAIS PIUMITERIANACH 
r 
N, p, 'I L19061. 
An Eaglais Pliresbiterianach Shaor agus an 
Eaglais Shaor a reir an lagha. 
8pp- 
[Not seen. information from T S-Gq . Beaton, ] 
DIACKAY9 JOHN R, (editor). See COOK, ARCHIBALD. 
SEAPMOINEAN GAELIG, 
MACKAY9 JOHN R. (editor). See COOK, ARCHIDALD, 
SER'M011S (GAELIC AND ENGLISH). 
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MACKAY, JOHN R. (editor). See MACKENZIE9 DONALD, 
LAOIDHEAN SPIORADAIL. 
MACKAY9 RODEERICK, OITEAGAN 0 TIR NAN OG. 
Glasgo-T9 1938. 
Oiteacan o T3'. r nan Og. Orain agus Dain le 
Ruairidh Mac Aoidhq Loch-nam-Madadh, Fo laimh 
Eachairm Mhic Dhughaill. Glascho: Alasdair 
IfacLabhruirm is a Mhic, 268 Sraid Earra- 
Ghaidheal, C, 2, 
Breezes from TIr nan Og. Songs and Poems by 
Roderick MacKay, Illerayl Lochmaddy* Edited 
by Hector MacDougall. Glasgow: Alexander MlacLaren 
&. Sons, 268 Argyle Street, C. 2. 
First published, 1938- 
viii 109ppt 2 ff Ads. 20xl3- Mit, t NLS, [Roimh 
Radh by Georee MacKenzie. ] 
MACKAY j THOMAS. SEOLAIDHEAN FEUMAIL MU CHOCAIRDACIID. 
Glasaoiv, 1905- 
Practical Hints on Cooking and Baking. 
By Thomas Mackay, Largs, Ex-Presidentg Clan 
Mackay Society. Translated into Gaelic by 
Henry IThyte ('Fiorml). Glasgow: Clan Mackay 
Society. 1905. 
Seolvaidhean Feumail mu Chocaireachd Is mu 
Phuineadh. Eadar-thean-aichte otn Bheurla le 
'Pionn'. Glaschu: Comunn Chloinn Aoidh. 1905. 
iiii'j, pp. 2-47- 17xll. But Mit. 
LGaelic and English on facing pages. Mit. 
copy now lost, ] 
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MACKAYs W. P. AN GRAS AGUS AN PHIRINN. 
Glasgow, n, d, 
Gaelic Edition of "Grace and Truth", Chap. I., 
"There is No Difference". 'An Gras agus an 
PhIrinn' Fo Dha Shealladh Dheug. Le W. P. 
Macaoidhq M. A,, Hull. 'Thainig an Gras agus 
an PhIrinn le Iosa Criosd. 1-Eoin, 1.17. 
At Choud Chaibideilq 'Cha-n eil eadar-dhealachadh 
ann'. Ar Di"teadh, Eadar-theangaichte oln 
Bheurla. Glasgow: "Tho Witness" Office, 180 
Buchanan Streetv Dooksellers and Publishers of 
Christian Literature. Price Id. Is. per Dozen, 
Post Froc. 
24pp. 18X13- AU, PC. 
MACKAYp WILLIAMINA. ORAN. 
N, p,, n. d. 
Oran o throm-inntinn a bh., *-'tird air suidheachadh 
na h-Eaglaisean. .. Ifilliamina. MacKay, 6pp. 26x2l. PC, 
[century uncertain. ] 
MACKAYp WILLIAMINA. TEANNTACHD NA II-EAGLAIS 
AONAICHTE. 
N. p., nd. 
- Teanndachd na h-Eaglais Aonaichte. Le 
Uilleamina Nacaoidh. 
7PP- 2lxl3. PC, 
[Century uncertain. Not in T* S-G. Draini 
to my attention by T, M, Murchison, ] 
j 
I 
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MACKECIMIE9 DONALD. AM FEAR-CIUIL. 
Glasgow, 1904. 
Am Fear-CJ. uil. Original Gaelic humorous 
sketches, poems, songs, and translations. 
Dy Donald MacKechnie, Edinb-Lirgh. "Mar bhraon 
air blath do intanam fhein, / Tha ce0l is 
sgeul is beagan abhachd. ' -Glasgoif: Archibald 
Sinclairg "Celtic Press", 47 Waterloo Street. 
1904. 
Am Fear-Ciuil, Dain agus Orain, &c. Le 
Domhnull MacEacharnt Duneideann. "0, ce0I 
ar du%thchap is spiorad iu%il e, /A tha tgar 
stiu%radh air cU%rsa morachd, / An cumail 
urail nam buadhan fiu%ghail, /A choisinn 
cliU dhuinn an cUis na coracI4 Glascho: 
Gilleasbuig Nac-na-Ceardadh, 47 Sraid 
Waterloo, 1904. 
1f Ill. [photo of author]q xvip 225PP. 20X13. 
GU: CL9 Mite, SS, 
AM FEAR-CIUIL. 
EdinburCht 1910. 
Ain Fear-Ciuil. Daing oraing oraideang is 
sgeulachdan. Le Domhnull MacEacharnj an 
Duneideann. An dara clo-bhualadhp le moran 
ris. [Verse, as above. ] Duneideann: lain 
Grannds Drochaid Dheorsa IV. 1910. 
Am Fear-Ciuil. Poems, songs, and translations, 
with prose sketches, grave and gay. By 
Donald MacKechnie, Ed±nburgh. Second edition, 
much enlarged. [Verse, as above*] Edinburgh: 
John Grantý George IV, Bridge. 1910. 
xvir 336pp. 2o. N14. AU9 GUf Mit. [Prefatorial note by Donald MacKinnon. 
Photo of author included in the pagination. ] 
AM PEAR-CIUIL. 
Stirlingt [Fore. 19401. 
Am Fear-Ciuil. Daint oraing oraidean is 
sgeulaclidcai/ 
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sgeulachdaii. Le Domlinull lHacEacharn (nach 
maireann)v Duneideann, (Verse, as above. ] 
Clo-bhuailte fo ugbdarras At Chomuinn 
Ghaidheale. ich le Aonghas MacAoidh, 44, Craics 
SruiChlea. 
Am Fear-Ciuil. Poems, songs, and translations, 
with prose sketches, gravcý and gay. Dy the 
late Donald MacKechnie, Edinburgh. [Verse, as 
above, j Published for An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
131 West Regent Street, GlasUoieq by Rneas 
Mackay, 44 Craigs, Stirling. 
. 
316p tIf Ads. 20x14. Mit. fRoimh-radh 
dated 19110. No Ill. Printed 
Jamieson &- Iftuiro, Stirling. ] 
MACKECHNIEp ELIZADETH E. (editor). See 
STEITART 9 JOHN POY. POEMS. 
11ACKECHNIEj JOHN. GAELIC WITHOUT GROANS. 
Stirling, 1934. 
Gaelic without Groans! In a serios of 
twenty-nine lessons, By John MacKechnie, M. A. 
Eneas MacKay, Stirlina. ' 
First published 1934. 
155p v3 ff Ads. 19xl3. AU9 Mit. fIllustrated. ] 
GAELIC WITHOUT GROANS. 
(Reprints as below. ] 
Reprints identical to the above in 1935, 
1948. 
(A revised ed. was issued in 1,962% see below. ] 
GAELIC WITHOUT GROANS. 
Edinburghl 1962, 
Gaelic without Groans. John MacKechnie, M. A. 
Oliver/ 
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Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh and London. 
Pirst published (Eneas Mackay) -- 1934. 
Second revised edition - 1962. 
124pp. 19xl3. Mit. 
MACKECHNIBj JOHN. GAELIC WITHOUT GROANS. (cont. ) 
[Reprints as below] 
Reprints of the revised ed. have been 
issued in 1963,1965. 
MACKECHNIEt JOHN. THE OWL OP STRONE. 
Glasoolv, 1946. 
The Owl of Strone. Edited by John Macltechniel 
M. A., B. L. 9 B-D. Sgoil Dolais na h-Alba; 1946. 
. 
36pp. 22x14. GU9 Mit. 0 SS. [Printed The Caledonian Pressq Glasgow. 
Detailed notes on metre5 and on the text . 
MACKECHNIE, JOHN. THE OWL REMEMBERS. 
- Stirling, 1933- 
The Owl Remembers. Gaelic poems selected and 
edited with notes by John MaclCechnief M. A., 
B. D, q F. S. A. 
(Scot 
.) Introduction and English 
versions by Patrick McGlynn, NeA., DoLitt. 
L'neas MacKa- jr, Stirling. 
First published 1933. 
llopy. 20xl3- EPLI Mit., PC* 
Translation on facing pages. Ranges from 
the Book of the Dean of Lismore to 
Donald 'MaeXechnie and Malcolm MacFarlane; 
Ewen IfacLachan is particularily generously 
represented. ] 
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MACKECM41E, JOHN (editor). See MACINTYRD, 
DUNCAN BAN. BEINN DORAIhN. 
MACKELLAR, MARY. THE TOURIST'S ILkNDBOOK. 
Edinburght n, d. 
The Tourist's Handbook of Gaelic and English 
Phrasesp with pronunciation. By Mrs Mary 
MacKellar, Bard to the Gaelic Society of 
Inverness. Edinburgh: John Grantp 31 George 
IV. Bridge. 
24p io. 6x13-8. PC. YP*irst 
ed. in the 19th century, by 
MacLachlan 64 Stewart, Edinburgh. The 
above is probably the ed. add. intGuth 
na Blindhnal in 1919. ] 
THE TOURISTIS HANDBOOK. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
The Tourist's Handbook of Gaelic and English 
Phrases, with prontuiciation. By Nrs Mary 
MacKellar, Bard to the Gaelic Society of 
Inverness. Glasgow: Alqx. MacLaren & Sons, 
Argyle Street, C. 2. 
24ppt 4 ff Ads.. 10.4X13.6. GU: CLq Mit. 
Possibly'the Jubilee Edition of 1929. ] 
THE TOURISTIS WINDBOOK, 
(Reprints as below. ] 
Reprints of the NacLaren ed, above in 
1935 191109 1953. tNote. 
MacKellarls 'The Tourist's 
Handbook' provided the basis for Malcolm 
MacLennan's 'Handbook of Gaelic Phrases 
and Sentences' (1930). which was revised 
by Alexander MacFarlane in 1939 and reprinted 
in 1949 and 1962: See MACLENNANt MALCOLM 
, 4, NDBOOK OF GAELIC PBRASES AND SENTENCES: 
] 
7-38 
MACKENZIEl ANNIE M. (editor). See DIACDOTTALD, 
JOHN, Seventeenth Century poet. ORAIN 
IAIN LUIM. 
MACKENZIE, ARCHIDALD J. HISTORY OF CHRISTýMAS 
ISLAND PARISH. 
N. p., ri. d. 
History of Christmas Island Parish. Dy 
Archibald J. MacKenzie. With an Introduction 
by Rev. Patrick Nicholson, Ph, D,, Professor 
in St. F. X. College. 
3.67Pf [pp, 150-167: 18 Gaelic Songs]. 22xl4. PC. 
Ca. 1939- Information from John L. 
Campbell, Canna. ] 
MACKENZIE, DONALD. LAOIDIIEAN SPIORADAIL. 
Inverness, 1909. 
Laoidhean Spioradail. Le Domhnull MacCoinnich, 
fear coasnulchidh tbhlann an sgire Assuint, 
an Cataobh. Air an deasachadh airson 
a' chlodh bhualaidh so leis An Urr. I. R. 
MacAoidh, M. A., Inbhirnis. Inverness: 
"Northern Chronicle" Office. 1909. Price 
ninepence. 
47PP. 19XI3. EPL, FC, Mit. 
MACKENZIEq EILA, SEVEN GAELIC SONGS. 
London, 1962. 
Seven Gaelic SonGs. Collected by Mrs, Bila 
Mackenzie. 
Pp 122-128.20X17- GU. 
[In'The Journal of the English Polk 
Dance and Song Society', Volume IX, 
No. 3, December, 1962.3/4 verses of 
each song, with English translation; 
music in staff notation. ] 
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MACKENZIEp JOHN. EACIIDRAIDH At PIIRIONNSA. 
Paisley, 1906. 
Eachdraidh at Phrionnsat no Bliadhna 
Thearlaich: anns am bheil min-chunntas air 
Taisdeal a? Phrionnsa do dh' Albhai-. m; 
Togbhail nam Fineachan Gaelach Ina Aobhar; 
agus Gach Teugbhail tbha aca r1a Naimhdean; 
naille ri Iomruagadh at Phrionns' aeus a 
Luchd-Leanmhuinn an doigh Latha Chuil- 
Phodair, &-c. Le lain Mac-Choinnich, Ball 
Urramach do Chomurin Oisianachq Ghlascho; do 
Chomunn. na G*W71ig ann an Lunnainng &c.; Pear- 
% it Sgriobhaidh "Sar-Obair nam Bard Ga5lach . agus "Eachdraidh Beatha nam Bard"I, &c. Paislig'. 
Alasdair Gardnerv Clodh-bhuailtear, le a 
de*O'in rioghail foin, do'n Bhan-Rlgh Victo-ria 
nach maireann. 1906. 
199P * 20x14. GU: CL9 Mit. fPJ. 
rst ed. 1844. ] 
MACIZENZIE, JOHN. AN ENGLISH-GAELIC DICTIONARY, 
Glasgowl 1930. 
An Engl: Lsh-Gaelic Dictionary. By John 
klacKenziep author of 'The Beauties of 
Gaelic Poetryt. Being Part Second to 
MacAlpine's Pronouncing Gaelic-English 
DIctionary. Glasgow: Alex, MacLaren & Sonsp 
268 Argyle Street, C. 2. 
MacLaren's New Edition 1930- 
v-xv pp 285-549 19XI-3. [The above 
jwlthout 
a separate title page 
or pagination) was issued botind with the 
1903 and 1906 eds. of MacAlpine's Dictionary. 
The reprint of 1962 (see below) was bound 
with Part One, but had a separate title 
page. ] 
AN ENGLISH-GAELIC DICTIONARY. 
[Reprints as below. ] 
The above wap reprinted in 1936, -43, -50, -56, -62. 
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MACKENZIEj JOHN. SAR-OBAIR NAM BARD GAELACH. 
EdJ. nbur., -,, h, 1904. 
Sar-Obair nam Bard Gaelach: or, The Beauties 
of Gaelic Poetry and the Lives of the Highland 
Bards; with historical and critical notesq and 
a comprehensive glossary of provincial words. 
By John NacKenzies Esq. 9 Honorary Member of 
the Ossianic Society of Glasgow, the Gaelic 
Society of London, &c., &-c, With an historical 
introduction containing an account of the 
manners habitst etc. 9 of the ancient 
Caledoniansq by James Logan, Esq. 9 F. S. A. S. 9 
Corresponding Membexý S. Ant. Normandyq author 
of the Scottish Gaelp &c. j &c. New edition. 
Edinburgh: Norman MacLeodo 25 GoorGe IV. 
Bridge. 1904. 
If Ill., 1xvi, 408pp. 261'. '17. AU, EU9 Mit. 
[Printed Lorimer Chalmers, Edinburgh. 
First ed. 1841. the 2nd ed, of 1865 
had 408pp. ] 
SAR-OBAIR NAM BARD GAELACH. 
Edinburghp 1907. 
Sar-Obair nam Da rd Gaelach. The Deaut'ies of 
Gae3. ic Poetry and Lives of the Highland 
Bards. Edited by John NacKenzie. With an 
hittorical Introduction containing an account 
of the manners, habitsf etc., of the ancient 
Caledonianst by James Logang F. S. A. S, ' 
Edinburgh: John Grant, 31 George IV. B: ridee. 
1907- 
4 ff, lxxii, 447pp. 23xl6,, GU: CL9 PC, 
M[AC]K[ENZIE], %T[oMij 
(translator), See BUNYAN, 
JOILM, GRAS V4 PAILTEAS, 
F 
MACKENZIE9 JOILN (translator). See BUNYAN9 
JOIIN. AN SAOGHAL A TA RI TEEACHD. 
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MACKENZIE,, JOInT (translator). See BUINYkNq 
i0mi. TURAS Af CYIRIOSDAIDH. 
MACKENZIE9 JOHN (editor). See ROSS, WILLIAX. 
ORAIN GIIAELACH. 
MACKENZIEy JOHN, [Note, 19th century, A man of 
Great editorial industry and flair; particularily 
noted for his editions of Poetry--some 
bordering on the obscene--and for his 
translations from English of books of Ptvcitan 
theology. ] 
[MACKENZIE, LACHLAN. ] ADDITIONAL LECTURES9 
SERMONS , Js-ND IMITINGS. 
Invorness, 1930. 
"The Rev. Mr Lachlan" of Lochcarron. 
Additional Lectures, Sermons, and Writines 
of a fan-ous Highland minister of the old 
school. Practically all hitherto unpublished. 
Supplementary to volume already published. 
Compiled and published by James Campbellf 
Inverness. 
Inverness: Robt, Carruthers e. Sons. 1930. 
xvit 442, pp. 22xl. 5, Mit. [1 111: numbered page, Foreword by 
Rev. Ewen Macquoen, Inverness*] 
(MACKENZIE9 LACHLAN. ] LECTUIRESp SERMONSs AND 
WRITINGS. 
Inverneasp 1928. 
"The Rev. 1, Lr Lachlan" of Lochearron. 
Lectu. -esp Sermonsp and Writings of a famous 
Highland minister of the old school. 
Including some of his work which has never 
hitherto been published. Compiled and 
published by James Campbell, Invernbsse 
Robt. Carruthers 6 Sons, 1928. 
xv-I, 462pp, 3. f. 22xl5. mit. 
[Foreword D, Beatons Wick. Little Gaelic. ] 
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MACKENZIEs L[ACHLATN]. ROS 0 SILUMNT . 
Edinbureli, n. d. 
J. % 
Cogadh mor na h-Eorpa. Ros o Sharon. 
MacCoinnich. f1lere crest of burning bush, 
circumscribed by the legend. -Eaglais na 
h-Alba, An Eaglais Shaor Aonaichte, An 
Eaglais Shaor. ] Printed by Oliver and Doydp 
Edinburgh, for the Church of Scotlandý The 
United Free-Church of Scotland, and The Free 
Church of Scotland. 
61pp 14xie. TILS, [From 
the English. Issued for soldiers 
in World 11ar 1. First ed. 1897: 33PP-1 
ROS 0 SHARON. 
Glascowt n. d, 
"Ros o Sharon"* Searmoin leis An Urr. 
Lachlan MacCoinnich a bha ann an Lochearron, 
Alasdair Mac Labhruinn Is a Mhicy Reiceadairean 
Leabhraichean Gaidhligg 268 Sraid Earra- 
Ghaidhealp Glaschol C. 2. Price twoPence. 
16pp 16xii. mit. 9 PC. [MacLaren 
gives date as 1940.1 
MACKENZIE, LACHLAN (co-author). DIOGHLUIM 
0 TIfEAGASG NAN AITHRICHEAN. See MACADAM9 
ALEXANDER, 
MACKENZIEt LACHLAN. See MacCUISH', DONALD J. 
CEIT MIOR AGUS MAIGHSTIR LACHLUNIN. 
MACKENZIE, PEGGY (collector). See MACKENZIEt 
WILLIPI-1, CNOC CMSBAIG. 
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MACKEITZIE9 IIILLIAI-19 of Cnoc Chusbaia. CNOC 
CHUSDAIG. 
Glasgow, 1936. 
Cnoc Cliusbaig. Comh-Chruinneachadh de Orain 
agus Dain le Uilleam Mae Coinnicht Siadar an 
Rudha Leodhais. Comh-Chruinneachadh le 
Peigi Nic Coinnich, Roirah-radli le Doinhnull 
Mae Coimiich, A. M. Po laitub- Eachainn Mhic 
Dhughaill. Glascho: Alasdair Mae Labhruinn 
Isa Mhlc, 268 Sraid Earra-Ghaidhealg C. 2* 
Cnoc Chusbaig. A Collection of Songs and 
Poems by William MacKenzie# Shader Point, 
Leu, is. Collected by Peggy MacKenzie. Foreword 
by Donald MacKenzie, M. A. Edited by Hector 
Mae Dougall. Glasgow: Alex NacLaren 
Sons, 268 Argyle Street, C. 2. 
First published 1936. Copyright. 
61PP 3 ff Ads. 19XI3- Ilit. 9 PC. tTraditional 
lyric poetry of some 
interest and popularityq verging on 
morbidity, See discussion in poetry 
chapter above. ] 
MACKENZIE, ETILLTAINIt Secretary of Crofter3l 
Commission. GEDIS OF HIGHLAND SONG9 BOOK 
Edinburghp 1c. 19231, 
Gems of Highland Song. With the original 
Gaelic words, and a translation into English, 
By William MacKenzie. Arranged for solo 
voices, with accompaniment (and chorus ad. 
I: Lb, ) by J. A. Moonie. Dook -1,, 
Price is. 6d. 
Edinburgh: Drucey Clements & Co,, Music 
Publishersp 128av George Street. Copyrigh-b-. 
1923 by Bruce# Clements & Co. Full Score and 
Bound Parts may be obtained from the publishers. 
4 ff 13PPP 3 ff Ads. 28xlg. NLS. tAcc. 
to MacLaren this is the 6th ed; 
T S-G quotes only an Ad. for it. The 
publishing company is now defunct. ] 
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MACKENZIE, WILLIAM, Secretary of Crofters' 
Commission. GEMS OP HIGHLAND SONG, BOOK 2, 
(Glasgow, 1914.1 
Gems, of Highland Song. 
Book 2 not seen. Described by MacLaren 
as containing 8 songs and being 
published twicav the second issue being 
by Patersons , Glasgow in 1914. Neither 
book is listed in the B. N. catalogue. ] 
MACKINNON, ALEXANDER. DAIN AGUS ORAIN. 
Charlottetoinig 1902. 
Dain agus Orain. Le Alasdair Mac-Phionghain. 
Edited by the Rev. A* MacLean Sinclair. 
[111. ] Charlottetovm: printed by Haszard 
and Moore, 1902, 
48pp l6xii. EU: CLI Mit, [PP 
38-48 Notes, etc. ] 
MACKINNON, DONALDp Free Church Minister. DOMHNALL 
"MUNRO". 
N, p., , n, d, 
Domhnall Illfunrollg An Dallt Snitheasorty 
anns An Eilean Sgitheanach. Le Domhnall 
Mac Phionghaing Port-righ, A' phris sia 
sgillinn. 
12pp, 22xl4. PC. 
MACKINNON, DONALD, Free Church Minister. THE 
GAELIC BIBLE AND PSALTER, 
Dinewall, 1930- 
The Gaelic Bible and Psalter. Being the 
story of the translation of the Scriptures 
into Scottish Gaelict viih metrical versions 
of the Psalms and Paraphrases. By Rev. Donald 
MacKinnon/ 
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MacKinnon, F. S. A., Scot., Portree. Price 516. 
Dingwall.: printed and published by the Ross- 
shire Printing and Publishing Co. Ltd. 
1930. 
7 ff 119pp, 6 ff Indox. 19-NI3. GU: CL9 Mit. tThe 
discussion is in English but 
substantial Extracts are given from 
the Gaelic text. ] 
MACKINNON, DONALD9 Free Church Minister. 
AN T-IONAD-FASGAIDIf. 
Edinburghp 1951. 
An t-lonad-fasgaidh. Scarmoinean air 
Isaiah XXXII: 2. Le Domhnall Mac Phiongliain. 
Edinburgh: Lindsay -& Co., Ltd., 17 Blaclcfriars 
Street. 1951. 
2 ff, 78pp. 20xl3- PC, 
[MACKINNON9 DONALD, Free Church Minister] (compiler). 
See SGUABAN A ACHAIDHEAN NAN AITHRICHEAN. 
MACKINNON, DONALD9 of Leurbost. DURACHD 1.10 
CHRIDHE. 
Glaseowl [C-. 19381, 
Durachd mo Chridhe, Dain Spiorndail, 
Le Dowhnull Mac Phioogl-iuin, LiUrabost, 
Steýrnabhaglip Leodhas. Glascho: Alasdair 
MacL. Abhruinn I*s a Mhic, 268 Sraid Earra- 
Ghaidheall C. 2. 
3.5pp. . 19xl3. EPLt NLS. 
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MACKINNON, Prof. DONALD. GAELIC 1MADIUSCRIPTS. 
Edinburghg 1912. 
A descriptive catalogue of Gaelic manuscripts 
in the Advocates' Library Edinburgh, and 
elsewhere in Scotland. Dy Donald MacKinnonv 
M. A., Professor of Celtic Languagesq ctc, t etc., 
in The University of Edinburgh. Compiled 
at the instance of John, Fourth Marquess of 
Dute, through whose liberality it is 
published. Edinburgh: printed by T. and A. 
Constable,, printers to His Majesty, and 
published by William Dro-wmp 5-Castle Street. 
1912. 
xiit 348pp. 26XI7. GU: CL, Mit. 9 Etc. 
MACKINNON9 Prof, -DONALD. PROSE WRITINGS. 
Edinburgh, 1936, 
Proso Writings of Donald MacKinnon, 1839- 
1914, the first Professor of Celtic in the 
University of Edinburgh. Edited by Oliver 
and Boyd for the Scottish Gaelic Texts 
Society. 1956. 
Scottish Gaelic Texts 'Volume Five. 
xxviiP 1 ft 337PP- 23X16. AU, GUj Mit. 
[Essays of a seriously reflective nature% 
on proverbs and literature mainly. ] 
MACKINNONq Prof. DONALD. READING BOOK, PART 1. 
Edinburah, 1906. 
Reading Book for the use of students of 
the Gaelic class In the University of 
Edinburgh. Part I. IS I labhair Padruig 
an Innis-fail nan Righ / IS am faidh naomh 
sin Calum caomh an I. Edinburgh: James Thing 
Publisher to the University. 1906. 
viig 261pp. -19x-13. AU, CoS. (Pirst ed 18899 of which this ie a 
reprint. 
j 
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MACKINNON, Prof. DONALD. READING BOOK, PART 11. 
N. p., n. d. 
[In pencil] MacKinnon. Class Dook II. 
2o4p 0 19xl3. Cost PC. YNcither 
copy has a title page. Contents 
from 18th century and earlier. ] 
MACKINNON, Prof, DONALD. SEANrIlOCAIL9 
Edinburgh, 1956. 
Scanfhocail. Prose Writings of Donald 
MacKinnonq 1839-1914, the first Professor of 
Celtic in the University of Edinburgh. Edited 
by Lachlan MacKinnon , 'IM. A. 9 F. E. I. S. 
Published by Oliver and Boyd for the Scottish 
Gaelic Texts Society, Edinburgh. 1956. 
viip 135pp. 22xl4-. PC, 
(Extracted from 'Prose WritinCs' see 
above): for the use of schools. 
ý 
MACKINNON, Prof, DOYALD (consulting editor). 
See CDLTIC REVIEW. 
MACKINNON, JOYIN (translator). See BELL9 J. J. 
SNAITIINBAN SGARLAID, 
MACKINNON, J(ONATIUN] G. NA GAIDHEIL AN CEAP 
BREATUTIN. 
Toronto, 1903. 
N ý'Na Gaidheil an Ceap Dreatunn'. Caradh nan 
Gaidheal Isan t-Scann DZUhaich - An Douchainnean 
Isan Duthaich Uir - An Soirbheacbadh a loan an 
Saothair. (By J. G. MacKinnon,, Editor of 
14ac-Talla. ) 
PP 71-81.26xl8. PC, 
[In 'Cape Breton, Canada, at the beeinning 
of the Twentieth Centlury. A Trcatie5 of 
Natural Resources and Developement. Nation 
Building Series, By C, 17. Vernon, 
Toronto: Nation Publishing Co. 1903-1 
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[NACKINNONj JONATHAN G. ] (translator). AM'PIOBAIRE 
BREAC. 
Sydney, C. B., 1919. 
Am Piobaire Breac agus da sgeul eile. Eadar- 
thean, gaichte oln Bhewýla le E. G. M. F. 
Thainig na tri sgeulan beaga so a duthchannan 
cein: at cheud sgeul--le cead na cuideachd--as 
a' Ghearmailt; an dara sgeul a Ruisia; a8-us 
an treas sGeul as at Ghreig. Sydney, C. B.: 
printed by Don. MacKinnon. 1919, 
16pp. 2lxl3- Xavier. 
MACKINNONj JONATHAN G. (editor), See FEAI: Z NA 
CEILIDH, 
MACKINNONO JONATIUN G, (translator). See 
HARDY, THOMAS, AN TRIUIR CHOIGREACH. 
MACKINNON, JONATHAN G. '(editor), See MAC TALLA. 
MACKINNONp JONATHAIN G. (translator). See 
TOLSTOIt COUNT LEO. PAR AM BI GRADH. 
MACKINNTON9 JONATHAN G. (translator). See 
VAN DYKE, HENRY. SGEUL AN DRAOIDH. EILE. 
MACKINNONp LACHLAN,. BAIRD At CHOMINNe 
Glasgow, 1953. 
Baird at Chomuinn. Comh-chruinneachadh de'n 
bhardachd a choisinn an cru'n aia at llho4d 
Naiseanta oln bliliadlana 1923 gu 1951* Air a 
dheasachadh le Lachlem MacFhionghuinq P%A-y 
P. E. I. S. An Comunn Gaidhealacht 65t Sraid 
West Regentq Glaschu C. 2.1953. 
4 ff loopp. 19xl3- 
. 
[Printed 
A. Sinclair. Has brief biographies. ) 
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MACKINNON, LACHLAN. CASCHEUM NýV-l BARD 
Inverness; 1939. 
Cascheum nam, Dard. An Anthology of Gaelic 
Poetry, Selected and edited trith Vocalbulary 
and Notes on the poets by Lachlan MAcKinnong 
M. A. Inverness: printed by the Northern 
Counties Newspaper and Printing and Publishing 
Company, Limited. 1939- 
Vitt 170PP. 20xl3- klitf NLS, 
CASCMUM NAM BARD. [In 3 parts] 
Invorness, 1939. 
(. 3 separately paginated booklets; title 
pages as above except for 'Earrann I/ II / 
III' respectively before the publisher's 
imprint. Lacks the Notes and Vocabulary. ] 
vii, 37pp; Viiv 39PP; ViiP 511PP- 19X-1-3- 
CASCHEUN NAM BARD. [In 3 parts] 
Inverness, 1952. 
Cascheum nam Bard. An Antholoay of Gaelic 
Poetry. (Second Edition. ) Selected and 
edited by Lachlan MacKinnon, M. A. Earrann I, 
Inverness: Printed by the Northern Counties 
Newspaper and Printing and Publishing Companyp 
Limited. 1952. 
*. Earrann II. .. 
Earrarui III. .. ýf*, 41pp; 4 fr, 43pp; iv, 63pp. 19xl3. PC. 
CASCHEMI NAM BARD. 
Inverness, 1953. 
Cascheun, nam Bard. An Anthology of Gaelic 
Poetry* (Second Edition. ) Selected and 
edited with Vocabulary and Notes on the poets 
by Lachlan 141acXinnonq M. A. Inverness: 
printed by the Northern Counties Newspaper 
and Printing and Publishing Companyt Limited. 
1953. 
vii, 184pp. 19XI3. EUO 
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MACKINNONp LACHLAN. CASCHEU14 NAM DARD. (cont. ) 
[Earrann III only. ] 
Inverness, 1957. 
[As abovep with imprint: Reprinted 1957-1 
4 ffq 63PP. 18xl3. PC. 
CASCj-JEUj., l NAM BARD. [In 3 parts] 
Invernessq n, d, 
Cascheum nam Bard. An AntholoCy of Gaelic 
Poetry, (Second Edition. ) Selected and 
edited by Lachlan MacKinnon, M. A. Darrann 
Highland Printersq Inverness* 
*. Earrann IL, ., 
Earrann-III. .. ýf* lapp- 4 ffq 43PP; 4 ff, 63PP- 19X13- tRecent". All the tripartite eds. lack 
the Notes and Vocabulary. Used in schools. ] 
MACKINNON9 LACHLAN. LEABHRAICIIEAN LEUGIIAIDH, 
At CHEUD CHEUM. 
Glasgoi, 79 n. d. 
Leabhraichean Leughaidh. As Choud Cheum. 
Air, a dheasachadh le Lachlann MacFhiohghuing 
M. A. [111, ] Cl%odh-bhuailte fo ughdarras 
At Chomuinn Ghaidhealaich le Dlackie agus a 
Mhac, Ltd., Glaschu. 
80pp 18x12. PC. [Leabhraichean Leughaidh (6 parts: for 
the other 5 see immediately below) was 
a revised re-issue of the seriesl 
Leabhraichean Sgoile Gaidhlig, which 
was published in the 1920's under the 
General editorship of 11. J,, Watson. 
Reviewed in ! An GaidheaT, Leabliar XLIV. 1. 
January 1949. ] 
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MACKIMNONp LACHLAN. LEABMAICHEAN LEUGHAID119 
LEABHAR NA CLOINNE BIGE. 
Glasgoir, n. d. 
Leabhraichean Leughaidh, - Leabhar na Cloinne 
Bige. Air a dheasachadh le Lachlann 
r Maorthiong, huin, I-I. A- LI11,1 Cl'odh-bhuailte 
fo U'ghdarras At Chomuinn GhAddhealaich le 
Dlackie aCus a 11hacp Ltd. j Glaschu, 
g6pp. 18xl2. mit" 
MACKINNON9 LACHLAN, LEABILTIAICHEAN LEUGHAIDliq 
LEABHATTZ I. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Leabhraichean LeuChaidh. Leabhar I. Air a 
dheasachadh le Lachlann MacPhionghuint M. A. 
[111.1 C10"dh-bhuailte fo U"Ghdarras At 
Chomuirm Ghaidhealaich lo Blackie agus a Nhacj 
Ltd., Glaschu. 
112pp, l8xl3. Mit. 
MACKINNON9 LACHLAN, LFABIIRAICIIEA-N LEUGHAIDI-19 
LEABIIAR Il. 
Glaseow, n, d, 
Leabhraichean Leughaidh, Leabhar II. Air a 
dheasachadh le Lachlaxin MacPhionghuin, M. A. 
[111, ] CIO'dh-bhuailte fo u'ghdarras At Chomuinn 
Ghaidhealaich le Blackie agus a Mliacg Ltd, t 
Glaschu. 
16opp. 18xl3. GU; CL, Mit, 
MACKINNON9 LACHLAN, LEABHRAICHEAN LEUGHAIDH9 
LEADHAR III. 
Glasgow, n. d, 
Leabhralchean Leughaidh. Leabhar III. Air a 
dheasachadh le Lachlann MacFhiongliuing M. A. 
[Ill. ] ClOdh-bhuailte fo U%ghdarras A' Chomuinn 
Ghaldhealaich le Blackilo agus a Mhac, Ltd. j 
Glaschu. 
176pp. 18xl3. GU: CL, Mit, 
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MACKINNONp LACHLAN. LEADEIRAICHE-kN LEUGHAIDHf 
LEABHAR IV. 
Glasgow, n, d, 
Leabhraichean Leughaidh. Leabhar IV. Air a 
dheasachadh lo Lachlarm Macl-hionghuinj M. A. 
[111. ] ClOdh-bhuallte fo u%ghdarras A' Chomuinn 
Ghaidhealaich le Blackie agus a Mhac, Ltd., 
Glaschu. 
224p 18X13, GU: CLq Nit. YAll 
illustrated. Date probably 1948 (see 
0 
footnote to At Cheud Cheum). A useful, 
thouGh not very lively series. ] 
MACKINNONt LACHLAN. AN SEANACHAID11. 
, Glasgoivp 1936. 
An Seanachaidh. Leabliar Leu, -haidh Gaidhlig. 
Air a dheasachadh le Lachlarin Maer-hionghuinn, 
M. A. [111. ] Clo-bhuailte fo uGhdarras At 
Chomuinn Ghaidhealaich le Aonghas blac Aoidli, 
40 Craigs, Struibhlo. 
First published 1936. 
16.3pp. 19XI3. EU9 GU: CL, ITLS. 
AN SEANACIIAIDII. 
. Glascowt 1948. 
An Seanachaidh. Leabhar Leughaidh Gaidhlig. 
Air a dheasachadh le Lachlann IlacPhionghuin, 
M. A. (111. ] Clo-bhuailte fo ulghdarras At 
Chomuinn Gliaidhealaich le Aonghas Nac Aoidhq 
40 Cralgst Struibhle. 
First published 1936. Current reprint 1948. 
160p 19xl3- GU: CL, Doth 
eds. printed by Jamieson and Mwiro# 
0 
Stirling, From J. P. Campbell's Popular 
Tales of'the Ifest Highlands. Place of 
publication determined according to 
LC, rule: see Introduction to Bibliography* 
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MACKINNON, LACHLAN (translator). See FERGUSONj 
J. A. AM BODACH-ROCAIS. 
MACKINNON LACHLAN (translator). See GREGORY9 
Lady 
tAUGUSTA]. 
AN T-AIRGIOD-CINN. 
MACKINNONj LACHLA14 (translator). see joHN, 
EVAN. OR CHOIGREACH. 
MACKINNON, LACHLAN (editor), See MACKINNON, 
Prof, DONALD. PROSE WRITINGS. 
MACKINNONp LACHLAN (editor). See MACKINNON9 
Prof. DONALD. SEANFHOCAIL. 
MACKINNON, LACHLAN (co-oditor). See MACPHAIL, 
MALCOLM C. AM FILIDII LATHARNACH. 
MACKINNON, LACHLAN (translator). See NALLOCH, 
G. R. All DATA-LTJATH. 
. 
MACKINNON9 MARY A, AIRGIOD SIUSAIDH. 
Glaseow, n. d. 
Airgiod SiU"saidh. 'A Gaelic 
acts By Mary A. MacKinnon 
[Ill: ] Glasgow: printed by 
Sinclairv "Celtic Press". 2' 
32pp 22xl5. [Add. 
'An Gaidhealp Aug. 
Play, in four 
(Mrs. A. Campbell), 
Archibald 
7A Cadoean Street. 
PC, 
1930.1 
f 
I 
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MACKINNON I MARY A. BEITIDII. 
"Beitidh". A Gaelic 
three acts. By Mary 
in aid of the Tiree 
printed by Archibald 
Press", 47 Waterloo 
22ppt 22xl4. 
NacLaren eives 
Glaspgomt n. d. 
and English play, in 
A. ? IaoXinnon. Written 
, %femorial Fund. Glasgow: 
Sinclair, "Celtic 
Street, Glasgow. 
TILS. 
date as 1916.1 
DEITIDH. 
Glasgovt, n. d. 
Doitidh. Dealbh-chluich an Gaidhlig agus 
am Beurla. Le Mairi A. Chaimbe-til, A Gaelic 
and English playv in three acts. Glascho: 
Alasdair MacLabhruinn Is a Uhict 360-362 
Sraid Earraghaidheal, C. 2. 
24pp 19xl3. [Dated 
1925 in MacLaren,. 
infAn Gaidhealt 1927- 
entered under author's 
in cases where both are 
14it. 9 PC. Add, first 
All items are 
maiden name, 
u--ed; see Intro. ] 
MACKINNON I MARY A. POSADII SEONAID. 
- Glasgow, n. d, 
Posadh Se'o'naid. A Gaelic and English 
play, in five acts. By Mary A. MacKinnon 
(Mrs. A. Campbell) Written in aid of the 
Peill 1927 Yund. [Ill, ] Glasgow: printed 
by A-rchibald Sinclairl "Celtic Press", 47 
Waterloo Streeto Glasgow. 
32pp, 22xl4. PC. 
MACKINNON, MARY A, RI GUAILLIBH At CHEILE. 
Glasoowt n. d. 
"Ri Gua: Lllibh at Cheile". ("Shoulder to 
Shoulder". ) By Nary A. MacKinnon (Mrs. A. 
Campbell). Glasgow: printed by Archibald 
Sinclair, "Celtic Press'19 27A Cadoean Street, 
20ppt 22xl5- Mit. 9 PC. Add. 1930. Acquired Mit. 1930-1 
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kUCKINNON, MARY A. [Note. A writer of light 
and popular plays; closely associated with 
the Glasgow Tiree Assooiationt whop 
according to Mr. Hugh MacPhee, frequently 
performed her lays in the years following 
the First II 
NACKINTTONj RODERICK. AR SLANUIGHEAR. 
Glasgow, [c. 1932]. 
Ar Slanuighear. Dain Spioradail le Ruairidh 
Mae Fhionghain. Ton Spiritual 11yirms by 
Roderick MacKinnonq Bernerat Harris. Glascho: 
Alasdair Mac Labhruinn ts a Mhic, 268 Sraid 
Earraghaidhealp C. 2. Copyright, 1932. 
20pp. 19xl3- PC. 
MACKINTOSH9 D. (translator). See, LAOIDH 
NA RIOGIIACI-ID. 
MACLACHLANq EIVEN. GAELIC VERSE. 
Aberdeeny 1937- 
Aberdeen University Studies 114. Ewen 
MacLachlan's Gaelic Verse. Comprising a 
translation of Homer's Iliad Bock I-VIII and 
original compositions. Edited by John 
MacDonaldj M. A., Reader in Celtic in the 
University of Aberdeen. Printed for the 
University of Aberdeen by R. Carruthers 
Sonsl Inverness. MCMXXXVII. 
xv, 262pp. 26x2O. AUt GUj Mit, q NLS. 
MACLAGAN, ROBERT C, THE GAMES AND DIVERSIONS 
OF ARGYLLESHIRE. 
Londono 1901. 
The Games and Diversions of Argylleshire. 
Compiled by Robert Craij; MacLaGant M. D* 
"Albainn/ 
8o6 
"Albainn bheadarrach! " London: published for 
the Polk-Lore Society by David Nutt, 57-59 
Long Acre, 1901, 
Publications of The Folk-Lgre Society XLVII 
(1900). 
vi, If Scheme of Classificationo 3 ff Illso 
270P 23XI5- AUt Ifit, YTexts 
of verses etc. used in gamos. 
I 
Some music: in both notations. Printed 
Ballant eq Hanson & Co., Edinburgh and 
London. 
r 
MACLAGANj ROBERT C. THE GM-IES OF ARGYLESHIREl 
ADDITIONS. 
London, 1905-06. 
Additions to "The Games of Argyleshire"t 
R. C. klacLagan. 
PP 77-979 192-2219 340-99 439-60 [Vol. XVII; 
PP 93-106# 210-229,22xl5. GU. [In TPolk-Lore/The Transactions of the 
Folk-Lore Societyl Vols. XVI and JXVII, 
1905 n--nd 1906; Lonýlon: published for the 
Folk-Lore Society by David Nutt. v 55-57P Long Acre. ] 
MACLARENq [ALEXANDER]. INTERLINEAR GAELIC 
. READER. 
Glasgow, [c. 19351,, 
NacLaren's Interlinear Gaelic Reader. 
Gaelic with English translations, [Contents. ], 
Glasgotr: Alex. 11-facLaren & Sons . 268 Argyle 
Street, C. 2. Printed in Scotland on Scottish 
paper. Copyright 1935. 
: )2pp 187,13. EPL, Mit. I PC. [Translations 
of the Bible and of an 
Aesopts fable, poem by Neil MacLeodp etc. 
For learners of Gaelic. Prob. prepared 
by James MacLaren author of Gaelic 
Self-taught, etc. 
) 
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MACLAREN, JAIIIES. FIONN ANN AN TIGH At BHLAIR 
DHUIDIIE. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Uirsgoulan Ghaidhlig, riorm ann. an TiGh at 
Bhlair Bhuidlic om ch omas suidhe no eirigh. 
Pineal in the House of Blar Buidhe -,., rithout the tj 
ower of sitting doi. -n or getting up. 
Prefatorial remarks. ] Giasgow: Alexander 
MacLaren & Son, Gaelic Publishers and 
Booksellers, 360-362 Argyle Street. 
16 ff. 19xJL3 - PC, [Translation on rt. facing pages. 
Notes signed J. M. L. Add. 'An Deo- 
Graine', Leabhar XI. 2t Nov. 1915.1 
PIONN ANIT AN TIGII AI BIILAIR 
BHUIDHE. 
Glaseowt 1949. 
[Cover. ] MacLarents Gaelic Publications. 
Fingal in the House of the 
A weird Highland tale with 
English on opposite pages. 
the learner of Gaelic. Tr; 
edited by James MacLaren, 
&-Sonst 268 Argyle Street, 
Blar Buidhe. 
Gaelic and 
A boon to 
anslated and 
Alex. MacLaren 
C. 2. Ninepence. 
Uirsgeulan Ghaidhlig, Pionn ann an Tigh 
at Bhlair Dhuidhe gun chomas suidhe no 
eirigh. Fingal in the House of Blar Buidhe 
without the power of sitting doim or risin 
up, [Prefatorial remarks: as in first ed, 
j 
GlasGow: Alex, MacLaren & Sons, 268 Argyle 
Streets C. 2. 
3.6 ff. 3-7xll. PC. 
[See also FIONN ANN AN TIGH-A BHLAIR- 
BHUIDHE [Direlly version]. ] 
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MACLAREIN, LJAMES]. GAELIC SELF-TAUGHT. 
Glasgowt 1923. 
Suas leis a' Ghaidhlig. MacLarenfs Gaelic 
Self-taught. Third edition - completely 
revised# Glasgow: Alex. MacLaren & Sonsq 
Gaelic Publishersq Printers, and Booksellersp 
360-362 Argyle Street. 
(Printer's imprint. ] 1923. 
viii 184pp. 19xl3. PC, [Dased 
on JAMES 11. MACLEAN's INTRODUCTION 
TO GAELIC FOR BEGINNERS, q, v, That of 
1923 was the first ed. under l4acLaren's 
name. ] 
GAELIC SELF-TAUGHT. 
Glasgoivg 1935. 
Suas leis a' Ghaidhlig, MacLarents Gaelic 
Self-taught. An introduction to Gaelic for 
beginners. Fourth edition - revised, 
Glasgow: Alex, MacLaren & Sonsq Gaelic 
Publishersý Printers, and Dooksellers, 
268 Argyle Street, C, 2, 
[Imprint. ] 1935, 
2 ff Adsp viii, 184pp, 2 ff Ads. 1.9xl3- 
GAELIC SELF-TAUGHT. 
[Reprints as below. ] 
Reprinted 1941,19449 1948,19571 1960. 
[A Key. to the exercises was sometimes 
issued bound with the above, sometimes 
separately: see immediately bolow. 
Gaelic Self-taught is a popular learners' 
book still, though lacking in interest 
&nd, evenp accuracy. ] 
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MACLLRENp [JAIMESI. GAELIC SELF-TAUGHTt IKEY 
TO EXERCISES* 
Glasgow, 1923. 
Key to exercises cand ansivers to examination 
questions in MacLaren's Gaelic Self-taugh-, -, q 
Third edition. Also adapted as a-Gaelic 
exercise book. Glasgow: Alex. NacLaren & 
Sons, 360-362 Argyle Street, 
(Imprint, 1 1923. 
x, 40pp. 19xl3. [Uhan bound with Gaelic Self-taught 
lacked the introductory pages. ] 
GAELIC SELF-TAUGHT, KEY 
TO EXERCISES. 
[Reprints as below, ] 
Reprinted 1931,1935[revised], 1942,1948, 
1958, ig6o, 1963,1966. 
MACLAURIN-9 [JOHN]. CRANN-CEUSAIDH. CIWUOSD. 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
Cogadh mOr na h-Eo"rpa. - Crann-Ceusaidli Chriosd. 
Naclabhrainn. [Crest of burning bush, witli 
legendg-Eaglais na h-Alba, An Eaglais Shaor 
Aonaichtep An Eaglais Shaor. ] Printed by 
Oliver and Boydt Edinburgh, for The Church 
of Scotland, The United Free Church of 
Scotlandt and The Free Church of Scotland. 
. 80ppf 14xio. Mit. 9 NLS. 
For soldiers in the First liar. Trans. by 
Rev. Dugald MacPhail. ] 
MACLEAN9 A. N. AN APPROACH TO GAELIC. . Stirling, 1949. 
An Approach to Gaelic. Part One- By A. N. 
flacLeant M. A. Published for An 
; 
omunn 
Gaidhealach/ 
I 
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Gaidhealach by Eneas 
3.949. 
ivo 92pp. 19X13- 
[Printed Jamicso: 
MACLEANq ALISTAIR. THE 
ay, Stirling. ", lack, 
EPL, GU: CL. 
n& Munro, Stirling, III, ] 
GAELIC PHONO-GRA1%11vJ1AR, 
Invernesst 1932. 
The Gaelic Phono-grammar. A conversation 
grammar for the use of beginners. By The Rev. 
Alistair MacLean, D. D. To be used with a set 
of gramophone records spoken by Neil NacLeanq 
M,, A, g B. Sc, q and published for the Proprietors 
by-The Parlophone Company, Ltd. Price 316 net; 
or with the 5 illustrative recordsp 18/- 
Inverness: printed by the Northern Counties 
Newspaper and Printing and Publishing 
CompaMy, Limited. 1932. 
xvit 136pp. 20xl3- Mit, t NLS, [Intros. by Lady Elspeth Campbell and 
Compton MacKenzie. ] 
MACLUANq ALLAN (translator). See FRANCIS, 
J. 0. BREAC A LINNE. 
MACLEAN, ALLAN (translator). See SYNGE, JOHN. 
MUINNTIR At CHUAIN. 
MiCLEAN9 ALLAN-Ce TEINE CEANN POID. 
Glasgowq 1967. 
Teine Cearin Poid. Le Ailean Caimbeul 
Ilacgilleathain. Eadar-theangaichte le Pol 
MacAonghais. Gairm. Glaschu. 1967- 
Clo-bhualaidhean 
llopý. 22xl4. 
A children's 
Gairm - Leabhar 
novel, 
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MACLEANj ANN. COBHAIIZ AS NA SPEURAN. 
Glaseow, n, d, 
"Cobhair as na Speuran". Dealbh-Chluich le 
Anna Nic Gilleathain I Glaschu. At clieud 
duaisq Mod 1936. [1.11. ] An Comimn 
Gaidhealachg 131 Sraid lar Regentt Glaschu. 
At phris - se sGillinn. 
15pp 22xl5. EPLj Mit. [Rcvieived in 'An Gaidheafv Dec. 1937.1 
MACLEANq ARCHIBALD, LAOIDHEAN SPIORADAIL. 
Glasaoift n, d, 
Laoidhean Spioradail, le Gilleasbuig Mac 
Gilleathain. Glascho: Gilleasbuig Mac na 
Ceardadhj Clo-bhuailtear Gaidhlig. 
23pp 18xl2 Eul PC, [Dated [1; 01] in T S-G. ] 
MACLEANq C. (co-editor). See MO LEADHAR 1: 
LEABII. Ul-LEUGHAIDH, /LEA1311AR-OI13REACI-I; and 
MO LEABHAII II: LEADEAR-LEUGHAIM, 
MACLEAN, CALUINI I. THE CIL4RIM OF THE LASTING 
LIFE. 
Uppsala, 1959. 
A variant of the Charm of the Lasting 
Life from Uist. By Calum I. Macleano 
4pp. 25xl7'. PC. 
[Offprint from'Saga Och Sed, 
Information from John F. Campbell, Canna. ] 
MACLEAINq CALUM I. CONALL ULABAN. 
Dubling 1945. 
Seealta as Albainn ... Conall Ulabanp 
Mae Righ Cruachan. 
Pp 2? 7-246.22xl4. PC. 
Offprint fromBoaloideaslp' Iml. XV9 
Dublin, 1.945-1 
I 
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MACLEAN, CALTJ-31\1 I. (co-oditor). See SCHOOL 
OF SCOTTISH STUDIES. GAELIC AND SCOTS 
FOLK TALES AND POLK SONGS. 
MACLEAN, DONALD, Minister of Dunvegan. 
TYPOGRAPHIA SCOTO-GADELICA. 
Edinburgh, 1915. 
Typographia Scoto-Gadelica. Or, Books 
Printed in the Gaelic of Scotland from the 
year 1567 to the year 1914. With 
bibliographical and biographical notes. 
By The Rev. Donald Macleang Dunveganj 
Skye. Edinburgh: John Grant, 31 George IV. 
Bridge. * 1915. 
Only two hundred and fifty copies of this 
work have been printedg of which two 
hundred and forty copiesq signed and 
numbered, are for sale in En land and 
America. This copy is ... 
fSignature. ] 
xv 3 2pp, 27x2l. AU, GUt PC. ? 
Printed R. & R. Clarkq Edinburgh, 
See discussion in Introduction to 
the present Bibliography. ] 
MACLEANq DONALD9 of Isleworth. CUAIRTEAR 
NAN GAIDHEAL. 
Glasgow, [c. 19491* 
Cuairtear nan Gaidheal. Nine Gaelic songs 
and five songs in English. By Donald MacLeant 
Islevorth. Nelodico and pianoforte 
accompaniments by Andrew J. Orr. Staff and 
Sol-fa music. Glaseow: Alex, MacLaren & 
Sons, 268 Argyle Street, C. 2, Copyright 1949. 
Prices 316. 
31pp. 26xl6. Ilit. 9 PC. [Romantic. Foreword in Gaelic and 
English by Hector MacDougall. There arep 
in factq only eight Gaelic sones. 
] 
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MACLEAN, Rev, Prof. DONALD (editor). DORLACH 
SIL, 
Edinburgh, 1931. 
Dorlach Sill. Searmoinean le caochla 
mhinisteirean. Dun-h1deann: Comunn Clo%- 
bhualaidh na 11-Eaglaise Saoir, 1931 
128p . 20X13- mit. 9 PC. fRoimh-Radh 
signed. - Donald MacLean, 
Fear-deasachaidh. Printed Turnbull 
& Spears, Edinburgh. ] 
MACLEANq Rev. Prof. DONALD (co-editor), MORE 
WEST HIGHLAND TALES9 VOLUME OND. 
Edinburgh, 1940. 
More West Highland Tales. Transcribed and 
translated from the original Gaelic by John. 
G. Edited by: Professor 17, J. Fatson, 
N. A., LL, D., D, Litt. Celt., Hon. F. E. I. S.; 
The Reverend Professor Donald Macleanj D. D.; - 
Professor 11, J. Rose, M., Aj F, B, A, v F*S, A, S, 
Volume One. Published for The Scottish 
Anthropological and Folklore Society by 
Oliver and Boydq Edinburgh and London. 1940. 
xxxix, 540pp. 24xl6. AYJq EU: CLp GU. 
[From the T. F. Campbell of Islay Mss. 
Gaelic akid English on facing pages. 
Secretaries to the Publishing Committee: 
D.. C. Crichton and T, J. M, Mackay. ] 
For Volume Two, see under MATHESON, 
AhTGUS. ] 
MACLEANg Rev. Prof. DONALD (editor). See 
BUCHAI; AN9 DUGALD, SPIRITUAL SONGS, 
(MACLEAN,, Rev* Prof* DONALD] (co-editor). 
COGADH-., IIOR NA H-EORPA. [See under COGADI-I 
MOR NA H-EORPA for crossreferences to 
individual publications in this series. ] 
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MACLEAN , JAMICS 11. INTRODUCTION TO GAELIC FOR 
BEGINNERS. [in 8 parts]' 
Glasgoirg n. d. 
Introduction to Gaelic for Beginners by one 
who has acquired the language. Jas. White 
MacLean, formerly Teacher to the Celtic 
Union, The Edinburgh and Leith School Boards. 
Glasgow: Alex. MacLaren &'Son, Gaelic 
Booksellers, 228 and 60 Argyle Street, 
Part I [to Part VI113. 
Pp 1 128 [16pp each]. 19XI3. ýAccording 
to MacLaren, the parts were 
issued between 1911 and 1914. Acc. to 
th e sane source, Parts I-IV were 
revised by Jarnes MacLaren and republished: 
see below, 1. 
INTRODUCTION TO GAELIC FOR 
BEGINNERS. L4 parts only] 
[Glasgoiv], n. d. 
Introduction to'Gaelic for Beginners by 
one who, has acquired the lanCuagee 
Part I [to Part IV]* 19XI3- Mit, 
[Only 3 parts seen, but this is 
resumably the 2nd ed, of Parts I-IV ýrevised 
James 'NacL. arcn) referred to 
above. ] 
INTRODUCTION TO GAELIC FOR 
BEGINNERS. Ll vol. ] 
GlasgovTp n. d. 
Introduction to Gaelic for Beginners, 
By one who has acquired the language* Jaso 
White MacLean, formerly Teacher to the 
Celtic Uniono The Edinburgh and Leith 
School Boards, Glasgow: Alex, NacLaren 
Sonsv Gaelic Booksellers, *360 and 362 Argyleý 
Street, 
8 ff 128pp. 19xl4. GU: CLj NLS, t1lacLaren 
Gives July 1915 as datet 
but boýh- GU: CL and NLS ascribe it to 
1916.1 
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T. TOJT MACLEAN, JAMES W, INTRODUC TO GAELIC FOR 
BEGINNERS.. (cont. ) 
Glasgow, 1919o 
Gaelic Self-taught. An Introduction to 
Gaelic for Beginners, With easy imitated 
phonetic pronunciation. Dy James Iffilte 
MacLeanq formerly Teacher. to the Celtic 
Union, Edinburgh and Leith School Boards 
and the Vancouver Gaelic Society. Second 
and Revised Edition. Alexander MacLaren 
Sons, 360-362 Argyle Street, GLasgow. 1919* 
1f Adst 4 ff, 126pp, 2 ffIld. s. 18, %12 AU$ PC. 
[Provided the basis for 14acLarenls 
Gaelic Self-taught: see MACLAREN'p 
JAMES, ] 
MACLEANq JOHN, of Barra ('collaborator'). See 
CAMPBELL9 JOHN L. FOLICSONGS FROM THE ISLE 
OF BARRA. 
[MACLEAN9 JOHN, of Tiree]. ORAN DO MHAC-MHIC- 
ALASDAIIR GHLINNE-GAIRADH, 
11. p. , n,, d,, 
Oran do Mhac-Ilhic-Alasdair Ghliiine-Garadh. 
An ainni Bard Thighearna Cholla. The 
Glenearry version of the song. Written from 
memory-by-John MacGillivrayp Oldgroundt 
Invergarry, December, 1913, 
4 ff. 22xl2,, PC" 
[Draim to my attention by T. 1.1. Murchison. ] 
MACLEAN, JOHN, of Tiree (author)., See 
SINCLAIR9 A. MACLEAN. FILIDH NA COILLE. 
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MACLEAN f JOILLIT 
(JUID) 
. BOOK OF REIMEMBIWTCE. 
Glasgow, 1939. 
Book of Remembrance. John (Kaid) 
MacLean. Glasgow: Arclid. Sinclairl Celtic 
Press, 27a Cadogan Street. 1939. 
64pp 18xl2. PC, [Poems 
and songs, 2pp Gaelic only. ] 
MACLEANq LACHLAN. TUTILLEAM UALLAS 9 IAIN IQTOX 
AGUS ROB RUADH. 
Stirling, 1912. 
Eachdraidhean-beatha nan Albannach Iomraiteach 
ud: Uilleam Uallast Iain Knox agus Rob Ruadh. 
Le Lachlann Mac Gill-Eathain nach m4ireann. 
Fo laimh Chaluim Mhic Pharlain. Aonghas Mac 
Aoidh, Leabhar-reiceadair, 439 Murray Placet 
Struibhle. 1912, 
ll6pyI, 4 ff Ads* 19X13. AUj SS. 
Ils. (paged) at the beginning of 
each section. Maclean was a mid-19th 
century writer of essays: his Gaelic books 
include one on etiquette and another 
attempting to demonstrate that Gaelic 
is the common ancestor of the world's 
languages. The above appeared as . separate essays in the periodicals of the 
time. ] 
MACLEANp LACHLAN (transcriber).. See CRAIGj 
K. C. LEIGHEAS CAS 0 CEIN, 
NACLEANq MALCOLM. (co-editor). ALBA.. 
Glasgovo 1948. 
Al6a, A Scottish Miscellany in Gaol±c and 
Enalish. No. 1. Editors: Malcolm MacLean; 
J.. M. Murchison. T1 [111. ] Published by 
William MacLellan, 240 Hope Street, Glaseow, 
C. 2. / 
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C. 2. for An Comunn Gaidhealachv 131 We3t 
ReCent Streotq GlasGowq C, 2. 
[Cover] 1948. 
85PP- 23x15 [Liberall; 
MACLEANj MARY M. 
AIJ, EPLI GU: CL, Mit* 
illustrated. No more issued. ] 
SUNDEAMS AND STARLIGHT. 
N, p,, n, d, 
Sunbeams and Starlight. English and 
Gaelic Poems. By Mary M. MacLean, Dlackpoint, 
Grimsayq North Uist. (This little booklet 
is affectionately dedicated to the tender 
memories that bind me irrevocably to the 
toim of Oban. M. McL, ) 
l9pp [pp 16-19 Gael-Jej. 18xl3- EPL. 
MACLEAN, NEIL. ORAIN IS DAIN. 
N. p., n. d, 
Orain is Dain lo Niall MacGilleathain. 
Gaelic Songs and Poems by Neil Maclean. 
Arranged by Violet Mathiesong Dip, Mus, Ed., 
R. S, A, M, 
50PP 26xl8. Mit. 9 NLS. [Both notations; piano. Preface Maclean; 
Foreword T. M. Murchison. Reviewed 
in 'An Gaidheaff. Jan. 1950.1 
MAdLEAN, SOMHAIRLE. DAIN DO EUMIR, 
GlasCoif, 1943- 
Dain do Einihir agus Dain Eile. Le Somhairle 
Mae Ghill Eathain. Air an cur a mach le 
William MacLellan, 240 Hope St., Glaschu. 
M=XLIII. 
103P 27X19- AUI EU, GUI ', %Iit. t NLS. YPrepared for the press by Douglas Young, 
0 
who contributes a preface; translations 
by Robert Garioch, Dugald MacColl, John 
Nac'Kechnie and Young; ills, by William 
Crosbie. See Part 1: Chapter 4 above. ] 
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MACLEANj SOMHAIRLE. SEVENTEEN POEMS POR 
SIXPENCE. 
Edinburghq 3.940. 
Seventeen Poems for Sixpence. By Somhairle 
Mae Ghill-eathain and Robert Garioch. 
Edinburgh. The Chambers Press. 1940. 
28ppý 20xl4. NLS, 
8 Gaelic poems by MacLean; 6 Scots and 
2 English by Garioch; I Scots translation 
by Garioch of a poem by MacLean. Includes 
a section from MacLeants long unpublished 
poem, An Cullthionn. ] 
MACLELLANp ANGUS. RAONULL BAN MAC EOGRAIN OIG. 
Antigonish, n. d. 
Raonull Ban Mae Boghain Oig. Le Aonghas 
Mae Gillfhaolain. Casket PrintlAnticonish. 
26pp 2lxl4. PC, [Information 
from John L. Campbell. ] 
MACLELLAN# ROBERT* At CHAILLEACH. 
N, p, . n. d. 
At Chailleach. Dealbli-chluich an aon 
sealladh. Gaelic translation of the one-act 
playq The Cailleach, by Robert MacLellan. 
18ppt 19X13. PC, 
Copyright note. -"Application to perform 
this play must be made to A. & J. 
Donaldsono Ltd,., Publishers, 69 Ingram 
Streetv Glasgow". This does not me-an, 
of coursep that Donaldson published 
the Gaelic translation. ] 
MACLELLANj ROBERT, AN TACHARAN. 
N, p,, n, d, 
An Tacharan. Dealbh-chluich abhachdach an 
aon sealladh. Gaelic translation of the 
one-; act comedy, The Changeling, by Robert 
MacLellan/ 
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MacLellan. Air eadar-theangachadh le lain 
11. MacMhathain. 
19pp l9x-13- GU: CL9 PC. [Copyright 
note as in A' Chailleach above*] 
McLELLANt VINCENT A, FAILTE CHEAP-BREATUINN. 
Sydney, C, B,, 1933, 
Failte Cheap Breatuinn. McNeil Edition. 
Including, the original Failte Cheap-Breatuinj 
together with, a supplemeAtary of songpq storiest 
notes, and a biography of Mr, V. A. Me Lellan, by 
James Hughie McNeill Sydneyq Cape Breton. 
A Bhealltain, 1933. 
267P 9 23xl4. PC, flFirst 
ed. 1891, "Only 8 type-written copies 
made of the above ed, 11-Prof, C, 1, MacLeod, ] 
MACLENTNANj GORDON. GAIDHLIG UIDHIST A DEAS, 
Dublin, 1966. 
Gaidhlig Uidhist a Deas. (Teaesleabhar. ) 
Gordon Mae Gill-fhinnein a chuir le cheile. 
Institiuid Ard-leinn Bhailo Atha Cliath, 10 
Bothar Burlington, Baile Atha Cliath 4.1966. 
Xiii 139PP- [Printed 
Ifely Thom Limited, Dublin, ] 
MACLENNANt. JOHN. DUANAGAN AGUS SGEULACHDAN BEAGA. 
Glasgoirl 1937- 
Duanagan agus Sgo-alachdan Beaga. Le lain Dubh 
Mac Dhomhnuill 11c lain. [Verse. ] Po laimh 
Eachainn Mhic Dhttghaili. Glascho: Alasdair 
MacLabhruinn Is a Mhict 268 Sraid Earra-ghaidliealg C. 2. 
Poems and Storyettes, By Jolm MacLennant Brisbane* 
Edited by Hector MacDougall.. Glas, 9011: Alex. 
MacLaren 6 Sonsv 268 Arf; yle Streetq C. 2. 
First published 1937- 
ixo 117PP- 20xl. 3, EPL9 GU: CL9 Mit, q NLS. 
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[MACLENNAN, MALCOLM. ] CEO NA MOINEADH. 
Edinburgh$ 1907- 
Cob na MO'ineadh (Peat Reek) a Luidhearan Dhun- 
eidinn (from Edinburgh Chimneys). 'Clhnna nan 
Gaidheal 'an auaillibh a cheile". St. Collimba's 
United Pree Church. Edinburgh. Martinmas 1907. 
f Ill. - 24pp. 22xl4. EU, 
ý4pp'oi' Gaelic: story and poem. 2 items (including Gaelic poem) si nod by MacLennan. 
Pront. photo of MacLennan. 
j 
MACLENNANj MALCOLM. HANDBOOK OF GAELIC PHRASES 
AND SENTENCES. 
Edinburght 1930. 
Handbook of Gaelic Phrases and Sentences. With 
pronunciations and English equivalents. Based on 
"The Tourist's Handbook" by Mrs Mary MacKellar. 
Now edition revised and enlarged by Malcolm 
MacLennan, D. D. Edinburgh: John Grant, 31 
George IV. Bridge. 1930- 
63PP l7xll- FC. [Printed Oliver and Boydo Edinburgh. ] 
AND SENTENCES. 
HANDBOOK OF GAELIC PHRASES 
Edinburghg 1939- 
Handbook of Gaelic Phrases and Sentences, With 
pronunciations and English equivalents. Dased 
on "The Tourist's Handbook". By Malcom MacLennanq 
D. D. New edition revised and enlarged by 
Alexander NacFarlane, 'i%I. A,, Edinburgh: John 
Grant, 31 George IV. Bridge. 1939. 
64pp. 17xll. CoS. GU: CL9 Mit, 
HANDBOOK OF GAELIC PHRASES 
AND SENTENCES. 
Edinburghg 1949. 
(Reprint, by Grant. ] 
HANDBOOK OF GAELIC PHRASES 
AND SENTENCES. 
Edinburgh, 1962. 
[Reprint, by Grant. ] 
[See also MACKELLAR, MARY. THE TOURIST'S 
HANDBOOK. ] 
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MACLENNANq MALCOLM. 11AC LEODtS GAELIC READER. 
Edinburgh, 1909. 
MacLeod's Gaelic Reader, With Notes and 
Vocabulary. Edited by Malcolm McLcLennan, 
Edinburgh. Edinburgh: Norman MacLeod. 
1909. 
66pp 19xl3. [Traditional - GU: CL9 Mit. 9 NLS, 
egaulaclidan. ] 
THE GAELIC READER. 
Edinburgh, 1913. 
The Gaelic Reader, With Notes and 
Vocabulary, Edited by Malcolm MacLennan. 
14eif and revised edition. Edinburgh: Jolm 
Grant, 31 George IV, Bridge. 1913. 
80ppt 19xl3. AU9 PC. 
3 18th century poems have been added. ] 
MACLENNAN, MALCOLM. A PRONOUNCING AND ETY11OLOGICAL 
DICTIONARY. 
Edinburghp 1925, 
A Pronouncing and Etymological Dictionary 
of the Gaelic Language. Gaelic-English; 
English-Gaelic. By Malcolm MacLennan, D. D. 
Edinburgh: John Grant, 31 George IV, Bridoe, 
1925. 
xv, 1 fq, 613pp. 23xl5. AU9 EPL9 Mit. 
[Printed Oliver and Boyd. ] 
M4, CLENNAN9 MALCOLM (translator). See BUNYAN, 
JOHN. TURUS At CHRIOSDUIDH. 
[I-IACLENNAITp MALCOLM] ýco-editc--). COGADH- 
MOR NA H-EORPA- LSee tuider COGADH MOR 
TTA H-EORPA for crossreferences to 
Individual publications in this series. ] 
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MACLENNAN, MALCOLM (editor), See AM FEAR- 
TATHAICH MIOSAIL. 
NIACLENNAN, NALCOLM (editor), See ýIACLEOD, 
MURDO, of Scalpay. LAOIDHEAN AGUS DAIN 
SPIORADAIL. 
MACLENNANLp 'MALCOLM (editor). See MARTIN, 
DONALD J, TEAGASG NAN COSAMHLACHDAN, 
MACLEOD, ALLAN, of Stornoway. CLIU AGUS 
CUIMHNEACHAN. 
Glasgowf 1931. 
Cliu-., agus Cuinhneachan air cuid do na 
Criosdaidllean a chaidli dhachaidhe Le 
Ailean MacLooid, anns at Ghleann-Urg 
Ste*O'rnabhagh, Loodhas. Glascho: Alasdair 
MacLabhruinn agus a I-Mic, 360-362 Sraid 
Earraghaidliealg C. 2.1931- 
16pp. 19XI3. EPL9 Mit. t NLS. 
[MACLEOD9 ALLAN, of Bernera, Harris. ] See 
TURNER9 NEIL. GRIASAICHE BIIEARNARAIDH-. 
A BHARDACHD, 
MACLEOD, ANGUS. SAR ORAIN. 
Glasgowp 1933- 
Sar Orain. Three Gaelic Poems. Luinneag 
Mhic Le'O'id -- Mary MacLeod, Mairi Nighean 
Alasdair Ruaidh,, Birlinn Chlann Raghnaill 
Alexander MacDonald, Alasdair MacMhaiehstir 
Alasdair. Moladh Beinn Dobhrainn -- Duncan 
MacIntyret Donnchadli, Ban. Edited by 
A, MacLeodo M. A. 9 DsSC*j P, EIoS*g Rector, 
Oban HiGh School, An Comun-n Gaidhealacht 
212- West-George Streett Glasgow. 1933. 
xvq 232pp. l9xl4. AUj GU: CLj I-lit, 
[Printed Learmonth, Stirling. ] 
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MACLEOD9 ANGUS (editor), See NIIACINTYRE, 
DUNCAN BAN, SONGS, 
MACLEOD9 B. A. (co-oditor). See 110 LEADHAR I: 
LEADHAR-LEUGIIAIDII/LEABIL-kR-OIBREACH; and 
MO LEABHAR II: LEABliAR-LEUGHAIDH. 
MACLEOD9 C. A, (co-editor). See IMO LEABTIAR I: 
LE, ABHAR-LEUGI-IAIDH/LEABHAR-OIBREACH; and 
MO LEABI-Wrl 11: LEAD11AR-LEUGHAIDII, 
MACLEOD* CALUM I. N. AN T-EILTHIREACH. 
Glace Bay, N. S. 9 1952. 
An t-Bilthireach. Original Gaelic Poems and 
Melodies. By Major C. 1.11. MacLeod. 
Printed by Drodie Printing Service Ltd., 
Glace Day, Nova Scotia. 1952. 
43PP 22x-14. NLS. [Music 
in staff. English Foreword by 
Dr. D. J. MacLeod. Enclosed is a loose 
typed sheetq tGloasary'. ] 
MACLEOD9 CALUM I. N. SCOTTISH GAELIC FOR 
BEGINNERS. 
4 Halifax/Glas . Gow, n. d. 
(Script. ] Scottish Gaelic for Beginners. 
Gaidhlig na h-Albann air son Luchd-toiseachaidh. 
Series No. 1. 
[Record label. ] Scottinh Gaelic for Beg 
, 
inners. 
A Simplified Course Conducted by Major ; 
al*uimo Iain NacLeody Gaelic Advisor to the 
Province of Nova Scotia, and Mrs. C. 1. N. 
MacLeod. 
l2pp. 27x2l. PC, F Ll LP record of Gaelic dialogue, with 
a script comprising 12 typed sheets 
stapled together. Issued ca. 1955 by Rodeo 
Records, HalifaxcqN. S.; re-issued by Gaelfonnq 
Glasoo-orp Scotland ca 1956.1 
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MACLEOD, CALUM I. N. SIMPLIFIED GAELIC LESSONS 
FOR BEGINNERS. 
Glace BayjN. S. j 1950o 
Simplified Gaelic Lessons for Beginners. 
By Major Calum, I. No MacLeod. 
16pp 18X13- PC, [Printed 
by Brodie Printing Service, Ltd,, 
Glace DayqN. S. Prof, MacLeod gives the date 
as 1950 and informs that the stocks were 
bought and disposed of by the Nova Scotia 
School Book Bureau in that year. Out of print. ] 
M&CLEOD, CALUM 1, N, (co-oditor). GAELIC 
SONGS IN NOVA SCOTIA, Seo-CREIGHTON, HELEN. 
NACLEOD, CHRISTINA. CEOLRAIDH CRIDHE. 
Glasgow, [c. 19431. 
Ceolraidh Cridhe. Nusic from the Heart. 
Nine original Highland melodies with Gaelic 
and English words. By Christina MacLeod. 
Some of the airs, the arrangement and 
accompaniments by Kenneth, I. E. NacLeod. 
Dedicated to all those brave men and women 
from Lewis and the Hebrides who serve their 
country on the sea, on the land and in the 
air. Glasgow: Alex. MacLaren & Sons, 268 
Argyle Street, C. 2. Printed in Scotland. 
Price 4/- not. Copyright, 1943- 
Ii 2 ff 26pp. 26xiS. Mit. 9 PC. [Both 
notations. ] 
MACLEOD9 CHRISTINA, NA RAITHEAN, 
Glaseowt n, d, 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. [Crest*] Dealbh- 
chluich-ciull Cloinne# Na Raithean. An treas 
duais (ionann)p Mod, 1925. Le Crairistiona 
NicLeoid. A' phris se sgillinn. An Comunn 
Gaidhealach, 114 Sraid Ifest Campbel-19 Glascho. 
6pp, 2 ff Ceol nan Oran. 22xl5. AUj Mit. 
[Add, 'An Gaidheall, 1926.1 
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MACLEOD, CHRISTINA. AN SIREADH, 
Stirling, 1952. 
An Sireadh. Le Chiorstai NicLe*O*id. 
Guimhneachan air miathair agus mo mhathair. [8-line verse to the same. ] Air a chl'Odh- 
bhualadh le Aonghas MacAoidh, Struibhle., 
1952. Printed at the Observer Pressg 
40-Craigst Stirling. 
vt 74pp. 19xl3. Mit. t PC. [Roimh-R? idh by J, N, MacLeod. Contains 
somq interesting religious poetry: seo 
discussion in poetry chapter above, ] 
MACLEOD9 DONALD J, THE, STANDARDISATION OF 
GAELIC PRONUNCIATION. 
Inverness, 1932o 
Inverness Gaelic Society-, Address on The 
Standardisation of Gaelic Pronunciation, by 
D. J. MacLeod,, N. A.., D. Litt,, Officier 
d'Academie. Printed by the Northern Counties 
Newspaper and Printing and Publishing 
Company, Limitedt Margaret Street, Inverness. 
19329 
21pp. 22xl4. PC. 
MACLEODg DONALD J, (editor). See MACINTYREj 
DUNCAN BAN. VIE, ETUDE, CITATIONSl 
TRADUCTIONS, 
MACLEOD9 DONALD J. (co-author). See AN 
SOLARAICHE, 
MACLEODO INA (editor). See 11ACLEOD9 MURDOt 
Murchadh at Cheisteir. ýMCHADH At 
CHEISTEIR, 
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MACLEOD, JAMES. CAILINN SGIATHANACH. 
Glasgow, [Fore, 19231* 
Cailim-i Sgiathanach. Nog Paodalachd 
na h-Abaid. Le Seumas ?,, IacLeoid. Glascho: 
Alasdair MacLabhruinn ts a Uhic, 360-362 
Sraid Earra-Gliaidheal. 
A Maid of Skye. Or, The Foundling of the 
Abbeyo By James MacLeod, Glasgow: AleXander 
MacLaren & Sons, 360-362 ArCyle Street. 
4 ff 364pp. 19X13- AU9 GU: CLI Mit. [Novel; 
see discussion in Chapter 2 above . 
MACLEODv JOMT, Iain Tholsta. DAIN. 
N. p., n. d. 
Dain. Le Iain MacLe'o"id, (Iain Tholsta) nach 
maireann. 
11pp. 20xl3. PC* 
MACLEOD9 JOHN9 lain Thormaid BUG. BARDACIID 
GHAIDIILIG. 
N. p, -, n. d. 
Bardachd Ghaidhlic. Le lain Macleoid 
(16in Thormaid Bhig)p, Tom a' Ghlinne, 
Siabost. 
32pp 19xI2. PC. [Roimh-radh 
by N. McA. ] 
MACLEOD, JOIRT9 of Culkein-Store. DAIN AGUS 
ORAIN. 
Edinburgh, 1900. 
Poems and Songs. By John MacLeodp sometime 
professor of English Literatureg etc. 9 Garrick Chambersp London. Edinburgh: Norman 11acLeodj 
25 George IV. Bridge. 1900. 
Dain agus Orain. Le lain Nacleoidq Culkein- 
storr. Duneideann: Tormad MacLooidp 
Drochaid/ 
I 
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Drochaid Righ Deorsa 
32pp 17xll- [Printed 
Lorimer 
IV. 1900. 
NLS. 
Gillies, Edinburgh. ] 
MACLEOD, JOHNs of Culkein-Store, DAIN AGUS 
ORAIN. (cont. ) 
Invornessl 1907- 
Poems and Songs. Dy John MacLeodq sometime 
Professor of English Literaturep etcel 
London. Inverness: printed by the Northern 
Counties Newspaper and Printing and Publishing 
Companyt Limited. 1907- 
Dain agus Orain. Le Iain MacLeoidl Culkein- 
Store. Inbhirnis: An Eachdraidh Thuatliach. 
19079 
48pp. 19X13- Cos. 
DAIN AGUS ORAIN. 
Invernessq 1918. 
Poems and Songs. By John MacLoodv sometime 
Professor of English Literature, etc., Londong 
author of "The Spiritual Vision". Second 
edition. Inverness: printed by the Northern 
Counties Newspaper and Printing and PublishinG 
Companyq Limited. 1918. 
Dain agus Orain. Le lain MacLeZOidj Culkein- 
Store, author of "The Spiritual Vision". 
Second edition* Inbhirnis: An Eachdraidh 
Thuathach. 1918. 
68pp [PP 52-68 English verse]. 18xl3- 
AU9 Mit, q NLS, 
MACLEOD9 JOHN, of Glendaley Skye, CEOLRAIDH 
IAIN 1-111IC LEOID. * [Add. in 1930 by Alex. 
MacLaren's as, - "Ceolraidh Iain 11-1hic Leoid; 
of Glendalet Skye. Collected by Rev. 
Donald MacCalliun, To be published as soon 
possible. 11(digest. ) Apparently not 
published. j 
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MACLEODj Rev. JOHN9 Minister of Barvas. AIM IIEASG 
NAN LILI. 
Inverness, 1948. 
Am Measg nan Lili. Tormod Sona a blia 
tn Siadair Bharabhais. Leis an Urr. lain 
MacLeoid, an Eaglais Shaor, Barabhaso 
At phris 516. Inverness: The Highland 
News Office. 1948. 
If I11, [photo of Tormod Sona], 4 f, 0, xxiv, 
3.46pp. 19x13- GU,, 
MACLEOD9 JOHN N. BARDACHD LEODIIAIS. 
Glasgovrp 1916. 
Bardachd Leodhais. Fo laimh lain N. 
MacLeoid. [III, ] Glaschu: Alasdair 
Mac Labhruinn agus a Mhic, 360-362 Sraid 
Earraghaidheal, 1916. 
2 ff, xxj 275PP; 11 ff Illsjq photos; 2 
line drawings: all in text], 23xl5- 
AU9 GU9 Mit, 
[Some tunes: solfa. Printed Milnet 
Tannahill &--Methvenj Perth. Contains 
some very fine bardic poetry, ] 
BARDACHD LEODHAIS. 
Glaseow, [Fore. 1955]. 
Bardachd Leodhais. ro laimh lain N, MacLeoid. 
[III*] Glaschu: Alasdair Nac Labhruinn agus 
a Miic, 268 Sraid Earraghaidheal. 
xxq 275PP; 11 ff Ills- 22x15- GU: CLj PC. 
[Roimh-Radh sioned. -flain MacAoidhq 
Glaschup 27'de'n Og Mhios 1955! ] 
MACLEOD9 JOHN N. PIONGHAL A' PHRIONNSA. 
Dingwall, 1932. 
"Fionghal at Phrionnsall. Dealbh-chluich 
Gaidhlig le Iain N. MacLeoid, Seoras 
Griasaiche/ 
I 
ol 
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Griasaicheq Buth nan Leabhraichean, Inbhir- 
pheofharain, agus Alasdair Mac Lvbhruinn 
a Mhic, Glaschu. 1932. 
39PP- 
. 
20xl3. AUt EU. 
MACLEOD9 JOHN N. LITRICHEAIN ALASDAIR MIIOIR. 
. 
Stornow. ay-p 1932. 
Litrichean Alasdair Mhoir. ýLe lain N. 
MacLeoid. Oifis "Cuairtear Steornabhaigh'19 
18 Sraid Choinnich, Steornabhagh. 1932. 
xvs 392PP. 19x13- AU, GU: CL, 
[Reprints from MacLeodts weekly 
'diary' in the Stornoway Gazette; 1917--; 
see discussion in prose chapter above. ] 
MACLEOD9 JOHN N. POSADH MORAIG, 
Glasgow, 1916. 
P'o"sadh Moraig. (Dealbh-cliluich Ghaidlilig. ) 
Le lain N. NacLeoidj ughdar "Reiteach 
fac Labhruirm MOraic". Glaschu: Alasdair M 
agus a 11hic, 360 Sraid Earraghaidheal. 1916. 
16pp 23xl5. PC, [Sequel 
to'Reiteach Moraic'. ] 
MACLEOD9 JOHN Mji. e. N. ]. REITEACKMORAIG. 
Glasgow, 1911. 
Relteach Moraig. Le lain Me Macleoid, 
Cinntaile. Le dealbh an u*ghdair. Glaschu: 
Gilleasbuig Macnaceardadhq Clo-bhuailtear 
Gaidhlig, 1911, 
2 ff If 111.9 iiq 12pp* 23--, -15- Mit, [Deliberately 
mummifying dr, -matisation 
of a decadent custom. Appeared in 
An Sgeulaiche, 1910. ] 
REITEACH MORAIG. 
Glaseoif, 1922. 
Reiteach Moraig. Le lain M. MacLeoid. An 
treas/ 
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treas clo-bhualadh. Glaschu: Alasdair 
1-facLabhruinn agus a Mlic, 360 Sraid 
Earraghaidhealg Clo-bhuailtearan Gc*, *tidhlig, 
1922- 0 4 ff, 12pp. 23xl5. PC, 
MACLEOD9 JOHN N. (editor), See NICOLSON, 
CALUM, ' DAIN SPIOIZADAIL. 
MACLEOD9 KENNETH (co-editor). FOUR HEBRIDEAN 
LOVE LILTS. See KENITEDY-FRASER9 MARJORY. 
11ACLEOD9 KENNYfll (co-editor). FROM THP, ' 
HEBRIDES, See KENNEDY-FRASER, MARJORY. 
MACLEOD9 KENNETH (co-editor), SEA TANGLE, 
See KDNNEDY-FRASERq MARJORY. 
MACLEOD9 1', -'ENNETII 
(co-oditor), SEVEN SONGS OF 
THE HEBRIDES, See KETINEDY-FRASER9 MARJORY. 
MACLEOD9 KENNETH (co-oditor). SONGS OF THE 
HEBRIDES [3 Vols-1. See KENNEDY-FRASER9 
MARJORY. 
MACLEODy KENNETH (co-editor). SONGS OF THE 
I HEBRIDES FOR SCHOOLS. See KENNEDY-FRASER, MARJORY. 
MACLEODj KENNETH (co-editor), TWELVE SELECTED 
SONGS OF THE HEDRIDES [3 Vols, ], See 
KENNIEDY-FRASER, MARJORY, 
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MACLEOD9 M. (co-editor), See MO LEABHAR I: 
LEADII-kR-LEUGHAIDH/LEAETIAR-OIBREACH; and 
MO LEABHAR II: LBABIHALR-LEUGHAIDH. 
IIACLE. OD9 MALCOLM. AN IUCHAIR OIR. 
Stirling, 1950. 
The Golden Key. Gaelic Sermons by The 
Reverend Malcolm MacLeod, M. A. Edited with 
Gaelic Memoir and Biographical Sketch in 
English, by The Rev, T. M. Murchison, M. A. 
Stirlina Tract Enterprise. 1950- 
An luchair Oir. Searmoinean lois an 
Urramaoh Calum MacLeoid, M. A. Air an 
deasachadh le Iomradh air Beatha an 
Ughdair leis an Urramach T. M. MacCalmainv 
M. A. Comunn nan Trachdaicheang Sruighlea. 
If Ill,, [photo of MacLeod]t 147PP, 23xl5- 
GUj NLS. 
(Printed Jamieson & Munrol Stirling. ] 
[MACLEOD9 MALCOLM] (editor), See AN COMUNN 
GAIDIIEALACH, AM FEACHD GAIDIMIALACII, 
MACLEOD$ IxULCOLM (translator). See OLDIJAMO 
J. H. COMASAN NA II-UIUýUIGH. 
MACLEODp MALCOLM C. MODERN GAELIC BARDS. 
Stirline, 1908. 
Modern Gaelic Bards. Edited by Malcolm 
C, MacLeod* Stirling: Eneas Dfackayj 
43 Murray Place, 1908, 
xii, 4 ff, PP 17-24.3.; 10 ff. Ills. [photos: 
in text]. 23xl5. AU9 Mit. 
[Music in solfa. I 
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MACLEOD, INIALCOLD1 C. 
SECOND SERIES. 
MODEMN GAELIC BARDS: 
Dundee, 1913. 
Modern Gaelic Bards. Edited by Malcolm C. 
Macjýeod, Second Series. Part 1. Dundee: 
J ohn Leng & Co. 9 Ltd. t Bank Street. Glasgow: Alex. Maclaren &. Son, Argyle Street * 1913, iv, 1f 128pp, 10 ff Ads; 6 ff Ill., [photos: 
in text, ). 22xl-5. AU9 Mit. 9 SS, 
MODERN GAELIC BARDS: 
SECOND SERIES. 
Dundee, n. d. 
Modern Gaelic Bards. Edited by Malcolm C. 
flacLood. Second Series. Dundee: Malcolm C. 
MacLeod, 183 Blackness Road. 
This Edition is limited to 100 copiest of 
which this is No. ... 
[Signature of M. C. 
MacLeod. ] 
iv, 1 fo 128pp; 6 ff Ills. 29x23- 
GU: CL9 Mit. 9 SS, [Printed Leng. ] 
MACLEOD9 MALCOLM C. (editor). See DUNDEE 
HIGHLAND SOCIETY. THE CELTIC ANNUAL. 
MACLEOD, MARY. ORAIN AGUS LUINNEAGAN GAIDHLIG, 
London, 1934. 
Gaelic Songs of Mary ýJacLeod. Edited with 
Introductionj Translationg Notesp etc., by 
J. Carmichael Watson. Blackie & Son, 
Limitedo London and Glasgow. 1934. 
Orain agus Luinneagan Gaidhlie le Mairi 
nighean Alasdair Ruaidh. 
If Ill, [photo of St. Clement's Churchl 
Rodel], xxxivp 158PP. 19XI3. AU9 EUj GUg Mite [Translation on rt. facing pages. ] 
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MACLEODj MARY, ORAIN AGUS LUINNEAGAN GAIDHLIG. 
(cont, ) 
Edinburghl 1965- 
Orain agus Luinneagan Gaidhlig le Mairi 
Nighean Alasdair Ruaidh. 
Gaelic Songs of Mary-MacLoodi Edited by 
J. Carmichael Watsone Published by Oliver 
& Boyd for the Scottish Gaelic Texts Society. 
Edinburgh. 1965. 
Scottish Gaelic Texts. Volume Nine, 
Xxxivi 158PP. 23xl5. 
[A reprint. Printed Robert CunninghEung 
Alva. ] 
MACLEOD9 MARY- LITINNEAG NHIC LEOID, See 
MACLEOD, ANGUS. SAR ORAIN. 
MACLEOD9 MURD09 Gaelic Organiser for Schools. 
LAITHEAN GEALA. 
Aberdeeng 1962. 
Laithean Geala. Murchadh MacLeoidg M. A. 2 
B. A., Fear-stiUiridh na Gaidhlige an sgoiltean 
Siorrachd Inbhirnis. Na dealbhan le Aonghus 
Mae-a-phlq Ard-sgoil Inbhirnis. Oilthigh 
Obai-r-Dheadhain. 1962. 
Leabhraichcan u"ra Gaidhlig Oilthigh Obair- 
Dheadhain. Fo stiU'ireadh Ruairidh MicThomais. 
Sreath na Sgoile - Loabhar 1. Laithean Gealaq 
le, Murchadh MacLe'O'id., 
viii 144pp. 19X13- PC, tIllustrated, 
Printed by Blackie, Glasgow. ] 
LAITHEAN GEALA * 
Aberdeen, 1965. 
. Inbhirnis. An dara clO-bhualadh. Lithigh 
Obair'-Dheadhain. 1965. [Otherwise, 
as above, ] 
vi. ii, 144pp. 19X13. 
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MACLEODj MURDOO Gaelic Organiser for Schools. 
SEUMAS BEAG. 
Glasgow, 1968. 
Seumas Beag. Murchadh IlacLeoid, Fear- 
stii"iiridh na G,. "xidhlige an sgoiltean Siorrachd 
Inbhirnis. Na dealbhan le Gilleasbuig 
Friseal. Gairm. Glaschu., 1968. 
Clo-bhualaidhean Gairm- Leabhar 7. 
4 ff 52pp. 19xl3. [Illustrated. 
Printed Learmontliq 
Stirling. ] 
MACLEOD9 IWRDO, Gaelic Organiser for School3 (co- 
editor). LEASAIN GHAIDIILIG. See DICK$ 
LACHLAN. 
MACLEODf MURD09 Murchadh at Cheisdeir. LAOIDIIEAN 
AGUS ORAIN. 
Edinburghy 1962. 
. 
Bardachd Mhurchaidli at Cheisdeir. Laoidhean 
agus Orain. Songs and Hymnsq by Murdo 
MacLeod (The Lewis Bard). Printed at 
The Darien Press, Ltd., Bristo Placeg 
Edinburgh. 1962. 
3 ff Ills. [photos]q vio 73PP- 23xl5- 
AU9 EPL9 G'Uq Mit, 
[English Introduction signedg- A. D. 9 Jo M. D. Roimh-Radh signed A. D. 
A. D. = Angus Duncan; J. bl. D. = Jane 
Mary, wife of Angus and daughter of 
the bard. ] 
MACLEODj MURD09 Murchadh a. t Cheisteir, MURCHADII 
At CHEISTEIR, 
Stornoway, [Pref, 1961]. 
Murchadh a? Cheisteir. 
99pp; 5 ff Ills. [photos: between pp 10/11]. 
23xl5. PC, 
[Preface signedq-tMrs Ina MacLeodj Edinburghg 
19611. : Emprintv-'Stornoway Gazette: Lewis: 
19611. A rival version, not quite identicaly 
to the above. ] 
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MACLEOD9 MURDOO of Leurbost. LAOIDHEAN GAIDHLIG. 
Stornoway, n. d. 
Laoidhean Gaidhlig le Murchadh Macleoid, 
Liurbost. 
[Colophon. ] Published by Mrs. A. J. 
MacKenzie, 16 Newton Streetv Stornoway, and 
printed by-Stornoway Gazette, Ltd., 10 
Francis Streetq Stornowayo 
20pp 23xl5- PC, [Roimh 
Radh sianed. - D. MacIlliosa. Recent. 
] 
MACLEOD, MURDO, of Scalpay, -. LAOIDIIEAN AGUS 
DAIN. SPIORADAIL, 
Edinburgh, 1908. 
Laoidhean agus Dain Spioradail. Le 
Murachadh MacLeoid (nach maireann)v Scalpa'idh 
na h-Earradh. Air a dheasachadh leis an 
Urr, Calum Mac'Illinnein, B. D., an Duneideann. 
Edinburgh: Norman MacLeod. 1908. 
xi, 83pp. 19xl3- AU9 EPL, GU: CL9 Mit. 
[Printed Morrison e- Gibb, Edinburall, 
Roimh Radh sigmed, T A. S. Meg So Me] 
LAOIDIIEAN AGUS DAIN SPIORADAIL. 
Edinburghp 3.966. 
Laoidhean agus Dain Spioradail. Le 
Murachadh MaoLeold (nach maireann)p Scalpaidli 
na h-Earradh. Air a-dheasachadh leis an Urr. 
Calum Mac I Illinnein , B. D. , an' Duneideann. Sold and published by the Knox Press, 15 
North Bcuik Street-9 The Mound, Edinburgh-, 1. 
Reprinted by the Ross-Shire Printing and 
Publishing Coy., Dingwall, Ross-Shire, Augustq 
1966. 
xii: L 48pp. 21x. 14. PC, tThe 
Knox Press is The Free Church's 
publishing company. ] 
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MACLEOD9 MURDO, of Scalpay. MARBHRANN, 
N. p., n, d, 
Marbhrann do Iffirs lain-Macleoido Scalpaidh 
na h-earrabh (nIghean lain Caimbeul, Tolstadh 
to thuath), nach maireann. (Le Murchadh 
Macleoidp Scalpaidh. ) ... 4 ff. 18xII. rco 
MACLEOD9 NEIL, CLARSACH AN DOIRE. 
Edinburgh., 1902. 
Clarsach an Doire. Gaelic Poemst Songsp 
and Tales. By Neil MacLeod. Third edition - 
revised and enlarged, With portrait of the 
author. Edinburgh: Norman ý. IacLeodj 25 
George IV. Bridge. 1902. 
Clarsach an Doire, Dain, Oraing is 
Sgeulachdan. Le Niall klacLeoid. [6-line 
verse. ] An treas clo-bhualadh. Le dealbh 
an ughdair. Duneideann: Tormaid MacLeoid. 
1902. 
1f Ill., xii', 268pp. 20xl4. AU9 Mit, [Printed Oliver Doydt Edinburgh. 
First- ed, JL883 
CLARSACH AN DOIRE* 
Edinburgh, 1909, 
Clarsach an Doire. Gaelic Poems, Sonest and 
Tales. By Neil MacLeod. Fourth edition - 
revised and enlarged. With, portrait of the 
author. Edinburgh: Norman MacLeodp 25 George 
IV. Bridge. 1909* 
Clarsach an Doire, Daing Orain, is 
Sgoulachdan, Le Niall MacLeoid. [6-line 
verse. ] An ceathramh clo-bhualadh. Le 
doalbh an ughdair, Duneideann: Tormaid 
MacLeoid. 1909. 
I*k: lll. v xii, 267PP- 20x14. EU-. CL9 Mit. [See over. ] 
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MACLEODy NEIL. CLARSACH AN DOIRE. (cont. ) 
Glasgow, 1924. 
Clarsach an Doire. Gaelic Poems, Songsp 
and Tales, By Neil MacLeod. Fifth 
edition. With portrait of the author, 
Glasgow: Alexander MacLaren & Sons, 360- 
362 Argyle Streetj C, 2, 
Clarsach an Doire, Daing Oraing is Sgeulachdan. 
Le, Niall MacLeoid. [6-line verse. ] An 
coigeamh clo-bhualadh, Le dealbh an ughdair. 
Glascho: Alasdair Mac Labhruinn ts a Mhic, 
360-362 Sraid Earraghaidhealt C. 2. 
1f Ill., xiv, 274pp. 20X13- ' Mit-9 PC- 
[The poetry of an exiledibardt. ] 
MACLEOD9 NOMIAN Gaelic Master of Glasgow High 
School (editor). See REID, DUNCAN. 
ELEMENTARY COURSE OF GAELIC. 
IIACLEOD, Dr, NORMAN, Minister of St. Columba's 
Church, Glasgow. CARAID NAN GAIDHEAL, 
- Edinburgh, 1910. 
Caraid nan Gaidheal. The Friend of the 
Gael. A choice selection of Gaelic irritings 
by Norman MacLeod, D. D. Selected and 
edited by Rev, A, Clerk, LL, D,, Minister 
of Kilmallie, With a memoir of the author 
by his son, Norman MacLeod, D. D., B. -arony 
Parishq Glasgow. Edinburah,: John Grant, 
31 George IV. Bridge, 1910, 
If Ill, [photo of author], 'Xlviii, 792pp. 
23xl6. AU9 Mit-ep PC* 
[First ed, 1867-. ] 
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MACLEOD, Dr. NORýUN, Minister of St. Columbats 
Church, Glasgow. THE HIGHLANDERS' PRIEND: 
SECOND SERIES. 
Edinburghp. 1901* 
The-Gaelic Classicso No. 1. The Highlanders' 
Friend: second series. A further selection 
from the writings of the late Very Reverend 
Norman MacLeodo D. D., St. Columbats Churchl 
Glasgow. Edited by Dr. George Henderson, 
Minister of Eddrachillis, Examiner in Celtic, 
Edinburgh Universityl and Ron. Scholar of 
Jesus College, Oxford, Edinburgh: Norman 
Macleod, '25 George IV. Bridge. MCMI. 
Viiit 175PP- 20xl4e I'lit, 
Printed Lorimer and Chalmersq Edinburgh. ] 
MACLEOD, Dr. NORMAN, Minister of St. Columba's 
Church, Glasgow (formerly of Campsie). 
LEABHAR NAN CNOC, 
Inverness, 1905- 
Leabhar nan Cnoc. Comh-chrulnneachadh 
de nithibh sean agus nuadh; airson oilean 
agus leas nan Gaidheal. - Le Tormoid MacLeoid, 
D, D,,, Ministeir an t-Soisgoil ann an Campsie. 
"I'S i labhair Padruig In Innse-Fail nan 
righq / IS am faidh caomh sin Calum naomh 
'an Ill. New edition. Inverness: "Northern 
Chronicle" Office. Edinburgh: Norman MacLeodj 
25 Geo. IV. Bridge. 1898. 
[Addition to 1898 Prefat-ory Note. ] N. B. -- Ile 
have got the edition of 1898 reprinted without 
variation; because, while the former issue had 
become exhaustedy a steady demand for the book 
still existed. Applicants for copies can now 
be supplied. Inverness, May, 1905. 
xvi, 264pp. 19X13- NLS. 
(First ed. 1834.1 
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MACLEOD9 Dr. NORIMAN, Minister of St. Columbats 
Church, Glasgow. LEABIIAR NAIT CNOC. (cont. ) 
Inverness, 1919, 
Leabliar nan Cnoc. Comh-chruinneachadh de 
nithibh sean agus nuadh; airson oilean agus 
leas nan Gaidheal, Le Tormoid MacLeoid, 
D. D., Ministeir an t Soisgeil ann an Campsie. 
(Quotation as above. 
i 
New edition. Inverness: 
"Northern Chronicle" Office. Edinburgh: 
Norman MacLeodq 25 Geo. IV. Bridge. 1898. 
[Addition to Prefatory Note 
Ile have got-the edition of 
without variation; because 
issue had become exhausted, 
for the book still existed. 
xvip 264pp. l9xl3- 
of 1898. ] N. B, -- 
1898 reprinted 
whilo the former 
a steady demand 
Inverness, 1919. 
AU 9 PC, 
MACLEOD, Dr. NORIIIANq Minister of St. Columbats 
Churchq Glasgow. LONG NEOR NAN EILTHIREACII,. 
N. p. , n. d, 
Lone Mhor nan Eilthireach. By Norman 
MacLeod. (For the use of the Celtic Union 
Gaelic Classes. ) 
8pp. 21XI3- PC. 
[Looks fairly new. Seen in the private 
collection of Jack MacLaren of MacLaron 
& Sons, Glasgow. ] 
MACLEOD, Dr. NORINIAN's 1-linister of St. CoDimb-ats 
Church Glasgow [formerly of Campsie] (co-odiltor), A DTCTIONARY'OF THE GALLIC 
LANGUkGE. See DEWAR, DANIEL, 
MACLEOD9 Dr, NORMANt Minister of St. Columba's 
Churchl Glasgow (editor). See SMITH, 
Dr, JOHN, UPZNUIGHEAN AIR SON THEAGHLAICHEAN,, 
MACLEOD9 Dr. NORMA249 Minister of St. Columbats Church, 
Glas, gow. [Note. Pather of periodical and 
prose literature in Gaelic. See Chpt. 2 above. ] 
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MACLEOD9 Dr. NORMAN, of Inverness. "AR TIGH 
NAOTMH AGUS MAISEACH". 
Inverness, 1903- 
"'Ar Tigh Naomh agus Maiseach". Searmoin 
a rinneadh aig coisriGeadh Eaglais Uir ann 
an sgireachd Hionspuill an Eilean Thir-idhe 
air Sabaid a' Chomanachaidh an 29 la de 
mhios Dlhairtg 1903 leis an Urramach Tormoid 
Mae-leoid, D. D. Inverness: The Northern 
Counties Printing and Publishing Companyq 
Ltd* 1903. 
1f Ill, [photo of church], 24pp. 21. xl4. 
EU: CLj Mit. 
MACLEOD, NORMAN K. 
An Cogadh, 
[Not seen* 
AN COGADH. 
N. p., n. d.; 
Clare. Dunn. ] 
MACLEOD9 ROB[ERT]. MOLADH A BHRr,. ACAN. 
N, p,, n, d,. 
"Ifoladh a Bhreacantle (Air a sgriobh le 
Rob. Nacleoid. ). 
1 fs. l9xl2. NLS, 
MAQLEOD9 RODERICK. CEITHIR ORAIN GHAIDHLIG. 
Glasgoift n. d. 
Ceithir Orain Ghaidhlle eadar-theangaichte 
bholn Bheurlaj mar a sheinneadh iad le 
Ruairidli Mac-Leoid, Inbhir-nis. [111. ] 
C10-bliuailte le Alasdair Nac Labhruinn ts a 
Mhic, Glascho. 
6pp. 18xl3. PCs SS. 
[First add, 'An Gaidheall, Aug. 1924. 
The songs are: Lass of Killiecrankiel 
Stop your tickling, Jock; Kate Dalrymple; 
X. -Ke-Katie. 
] 
a 
MACLEOD9 RODERICK. [ORAIN GIIAIDHL3: G]. 
Glasgow, 
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[Poro. 19231- 
Leabhar-fliaclan nan Oran Gaidhlig a sheinneadh 
Is at Ghreis-labhrais le Ruairidh Mac-Leoid. 
Le dealbh an t-seinneadair. Gaelic Songs on 
the Gramaphone, sunC by Roderick MacLeod. 
Glascho: Alasdair Mac Labhruinn Is a 11hic. 
If Ill. j l9ppq 1f Ads. 19-13o Ifit. 0 SS. [Musle in solfa. Roimh-Radh signed, - 
Sluairidh Mac Leoid, 10 Sraid Dhruimin# 
Inbhir-nis, 2 defn Ghearrang 1923%] 
MACLEODIS GAELIC BOOKLETS. See: 
MacCUISH, DONALD J. CEIT MHOR AGUS MUGHSTIR 
LACHLANN. 
MACKAY9 D. T. CUL-TAIC AN T-SAIGHDEIR. 
STEWART, J. B. CHI SINN THALL THU. 
MAC-MIIARCUIS (co-author), See COMRAIDHEAN 
GAIDHLIG, 
MAC MHATHAIN. See, 1, L4. THESON. 
[l, aCMHlJIRICHq LACHLAN MOR? ] (author). See 
THOMSONj DERICK S, THE HARLAII BROSNACHADII. 
MACMHUIRICHj NEIL. See LLOYD9 JOSEPH, 
ALASDAIR MAC COLLA. 
W. CMILLAN9 ANGUS (translator). See BRANDANE9 
JOHN, RUAIRIDH, R011,111-AINNICHTE, 
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MACMILLAN, JOHN, of Toronto (co-editor). see 
IRISLEADHAR CEILTEACH. 
MACMILLAN 9 JOHN. AIRGIOD At ClIRUAIDH FAHORTAIN. 
"Airaiod at Chruaidh Phortain, New Gaelic 
Play- by John MacMillan. 1/- not"* 
[Not seen. Add. by Alex.. MacLaren of 
Glasgow in 1937- Possibly not 
published. ] 
MAMaLLANT9 Fr. JOHN. GAELIC POLK SONGS OF 
THE ISLES OF THE WEST9' VOLWIE 1. 
London, [C, 19301- 
Gaelic Folk Songs of the Isles of the West. 
Volume I. Six songs (traditional and 
original) by-Father John Macl-fillanj with 
legends and translations by Dr. Patrick 
McGlynn (Glasgoir University). Ifusic 
arranged by Frank 11, Lewis, Price 51- net, 
Boosey-& Co,, Limited. [London, New York 
Cityt Paris and Sydney addresses of Doosoy 
& Hawkes and associated companies. ] Copyrightt 
1930, by-Boo5ey & Co., Ltd. Printed in 
England, 
v, pp 2T35P 1f Adsýff. j3x26-. AU9 PC* 
Music in st 
MAdMILLAN, Fr. JOHN. ' GAELIC POLK SONGS OF THE 
ISLES OF THE WEST. 
Londong [c-19301* 
Gaelic Polk Songs of the Isles of the West. 
Volume Il. Six songs (traditional and 
original) by-rather John MacMillanq with 
legends and translations by-Dr. Patrick 
McGlynn (Glasgow University). Music arranged 
by-Frank, 11. Lewis. Price 51- net. Choral versions 
of these songs are published, Boosey 
& Co., Ltd. / 
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&. Co., Ltd. 9 295 Regent Streetq Londong 11.19 
w and 111-113 West 57th Streetq Ncvr York, 
Copyrialiti 1930, by Boosey & Co., Ltd, 
Printed in England, 
6 ff 29pp. 3lx25, AU9 Mit. tstaff. ] 
MACMILLAN, SOMDRLED. SMIJID MONA. 
London, n, de 
Peat-reek (Smuid Ilona). Fore-word by Sir 
Hugh S. Roberton. Words & music by Somerled 
MacMillan (Dard of the Clan MacMillan). 
London: Bayley & Ferguson, 2 Great Marlborough 
Street, W. Glasgow: 54 Qucen Street. 
4 ff 35ppt 1f Ads. 28x22. Mit, tEnglish 
translation interlinearly. 
Both notations; piano. Reviewed 
'An Gaidheal', Dec. 1949; acluired Mite 
Feb. 1950. Romantic poems, 
MACMILLANj SOMERLED (editor). See MACDOUGALL, 
DUGALD G. DRAISTE LATHURNA. 
MACMILLANj SOMERLED (editor), See MACINTYRE, 
DOINALD, SPORANI DHOMHNAILL. 
IIA(, ', NAB, JOIRI. CALMI IS DAITTRACH TIUMIAID. 
See under MaCCOMfICK, JOHN, AIM FEAR A 
CHAILL A GIIAIDIILIG. 
[MACNEIL9 JAMES. ] GAELIC LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS. 
SydneytN. S. t 1939. 
Gaelic Lessons for Beginners:, [8-line verse 
by-'Am Bard 1-facGhilleathaint 
72pp 2lxl3. PC, [Dr. Donald MacLean Sinclair of Antigonish 
supplies also the following information-. 
it is not clear if it is from the title 
page--'Published by Post Publishing Co., Ltd., 
Sydney, N. S,, July 29t 1939. Foreword Sinclair. ] 
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MACNEILL) JAMES H. (editor). See MACLELLAN, 
VINCENT A. FAILTE CHEAP DREATUINN. 
MACNEILL , JOHN D. NALLACHD NA MISG. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Mallachd na Misg. Leis an Urramach lain 
De*Orsa MacNeillt Sgireachd Chaldair. 
[Colophon. ] To be had from G. WalLace Ross, 
Secretary Free Church Temperance Societyq 
2 Ailsa Terraces Ifillhead, Glasgow. 
4pp. 2lxl4. NLS, 
[Uncertain if 20th century. Not in T S-G. ) 
MACNEILL9 JOHN D. (translator). See HALL, 
NEIMAN, THIG GU IOSA, 
MACNEILL9 LACHLA21 (narrator). See CRATGq K. C. 
. 
LEIGHEAS CAS 0 CEIN. 
MACNIVENq CHARLES (co-author). BAIRD CHILL- 
CHOMAIN. ' 
Glasgovq 1936. 
Baird Chill-Chomain, Orain agus Dain la 
Donnchadh agus Tearlach Mac Nimheinj Ile, 
Fo laimh-Eachainn Mýhic Dhughaill. Roimh-Radh 
le Niall Mac Gille Sheathanaichg Runair: An 
Comunn Galdhealach. Glascho: Alasdair Mac 
Labhruinn ts a Mh1c, 268 Sraid Earra-Ghaidheal, 
C. 2. 
The Kilchoman Bards. The Songs and Poems of 
Duncan and Charles NacNivenj Islay. Edited 
by Hector MacDougall. Foreword by Neil Shaw, 
F, S, A, (Scot. )t Secretary of An Comunn 
Gaidhealach. Glaseow: Alex. MacLaren & Sonsq 
268 A--gyle Street, C. 2. 
First published, 1936, 
159pp. 19xl3. - EUt GU: CLI Mit, t NLS, 
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MACPHAILt DONALD, Northern Organiser of k-i Comunn 
Gaidhea, lach (co-compiler). See CLANN AN 
FHRAOICH, CAINNT AGUS FACAIL IOMCHUIDII AIR 
SON COINNIIIH, 
IIACPHAILI DONALD, Northern Organiser of An Comunn 
Gaidhealach (co-editor). See MACPHAIL, 
MALCOLM C. AM FILIDII LATHARNACH. 
MACPHAIL DUGALD (translator). See MACLAURIN, 
[JOI-RI). CRANN-CEUSAIDH CIMIOSD. 
MACPHAILl JOHN S. DIARAIL DHURACHDACII, 
Edinburghs n. d. 
Earail Dhurachdach do mhathraichean oga anns 
na cearnaidhean de'n Ghaidhealtachd ts an 
robh e na mhinisteir. Le an caraide dileas 
lain S. MacPhail. Edinburgh: The Religious 
Tract & Book Society of Scotland, 99 George 
Street, 
1f Il"t 39pp. l6xI3. Mit, 
[Ca. 1900. Printed-Turnbull & Spears, 
Edinburgh. ] 
MACPHAIL9 JOI-RZ S. LITIR MU TIIEANNTACIID 
- NA II-EAGLAIS. 
Glasgoi-rg 1904. 
Litir mu theanndachd na h-Eaglais: do 
dhloigridh Bheinn-na-riaolag Chillemhoire, aCus 
Shleibhte, far an do shaothraich c mar 
nihinisteir re loth-choud bliadhna. Bholn 
Urramach lain S. MacPhail, Gilleasbuig 
Mac-na-Ceardadhy Clo-bhuailtear GaidhliCg 
Glaschu. 1904. 
20pp. 22X13- EU, PC. 
[Contains 1 111. ] 
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E-IACPIIAILt JOHN S. ] SEOLAIDHEAN MJ SHLAINTE. 
Edinburgh, [Fore-19071- 
Se'Olaidhean mu Shlainte air son feum 
mhathraichea-n arms at Ghaidiiealtachd. An 
roin, h-radh air a sgriobhadh leis An Urramach 
lain S. 14acPhail. Edinburgh: The Religious 
Tract & Book Society of Spotlands 99 George 
Street. 
l6pp 6 ff Ads. 15X13. PC. [Roimll-radh dated 1907* Printed 
Turnbull and Spears, Edinburgh. ] 
MACPHAILI M. S. SPUIR NA H. -IOLAIRE. 
Glasgovit 1950- 
Dealbh-chluichean an Gaidhlig. Spuir 
na h-Iolaire. Dealbh-chluich an aon 
sealladh. Gaelic translation of the 
one-act play, The Eagle's Clair, by-M. S. 
MacPhail. Air eadar-theangachadh le 
Domhnall MacThomais (An t-Oban). An 
Comunn Gaidhealacht 131 West Regent Street, 
Glasgow. 1950. 
l6pp. 19xl3- PC. 
(Printed Learmonth, Stirling. ] 
MACPHAIL9 MALCOLM C. AM FILIDII; LATHARNACH. 
Stirling, 1947. 
Am Filidh Latharnach. Le Calum Caimbeul 
Ilac Ph'a'ilp "Am Bard Latharnach". Air a 
chlo"dh-bhualadh le Aonghas MacAoidhq Struibhle. 
1947- 
xil 81pp. 29x13. GU: CL, Mit, ['Roimh-radh an luchd-deasachaidhl 
signedý- 'Domhnall 'Mac Phail (Mac at 
Bhaird . Lachlann MacPhionghuin!. 
First ed. 1878, the fRoimh-radh an 
Ughdairl of that date being reprinted& 
7 tunes: in solfa. ] 
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MACPHAIL, NEIL. CU. ', IHA, 
Glasgoiff n, do 
Cumha do'n Urramach Niall Camshron a blia 
na I-1hinistear na h-Eaglais Shaoir-Chleireil 
Ghlasachu air son sea bliadlina deug air , 
fhichead agus a chaochail air an qmh latha 
de'n Mhart 1932. Le Niall Mac Phail. 
Eadartheangaichte git Deuria le "Caraid, 
Lament for the late Rev, Neil Cameron, who 
was Free Presbyterian Ministeý- in Glasgow 
for Thirty-six yearsq who died on 9th March, 
1932. Gaelic by Neil MacPhaill Glasgow, 
English translation by a Friend. English 
Foreword by Rev, James IlacLeod, -Greenoclc, 
16pp [PP 7-11 Gaelic poem], 19xl3, PC, 
MACPHATER0 CHARLES (translator), See BURNSj 
ROBERT. DAIN IS LUINNEAGAN, 
MACPHEE. See MACPHIE. 
MACPHERSONg ALISTAIR. TREUBHANTAS NAIN GAIDHEAL 
ALBANNACH, 
N. p. , n, -d, 
Treubhantas natn Gaidb-cal Albannach. The 
Valour of the Scottish Gael. By Alistair 
MacPherson, F. I. B. P., National Reserve, 
Late XV The King's Hussars. Dedicated 
to Lady MacDonald of the Isles. 
x, 64pp. 14x3.1. PC. [Poems in'Gaelic: heroic and on 
Skye and Gaelic culture. Post 
1902. ] 
a, 
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MACPHERSON, ALISTAIR. 
SOMERLED ANGUS. 
WELCO'L, IE TO ALEXANDER 
Edinburgh, 1918. 
Welcome to Alexander Somerled Angus, 
the Son of the Heir of M-acDonald, Prince 
of the Western Isles, Chief of Clan Colla, 
Lord of the, Race of Conn. By Alistair 
MacPhersonq F. I. B. P. 9 National Reserveg Late XV. The Kingts Hussars. Edinburgh: 
printed by T. and A. Constable, Printers to 
his Majesty. 1918. 
vit 3 fft PP 10-30 [8pp Gaelic]. 
21xllt, AU9 FC. 
MACPHERSON, JA. NET. CITMHA. 
N. p., nd, 
Cumha, airson an Urramaich Mr. Alastair 
Mae-an-t-Saoir an deigh dha, Eilean Phrionns 
Eideard fhaGail. Le maighdinn o*iG dam 
blainm Seonaid Nic at Phearsain, a chaidh a 
dhusgadh gu-iomaguinn mu a cor siorruidh, 
fo oisdeachd. 
8pp. 22X13, FC. 
MACPHERSON9 JOHN (folk-source). See CAMPBELL, 
JOHN L. (editor), TALES OF BARRA TOLD BY 
THE CODDY, 
MACPHERSON9 JOHN 11. GAELIC AND ENGLISH. POEMS. 
Glasgowq n. d. 
Gaelic and English Poems. By John M. 
McPherson* Glasgow: Archibald-Sinclairg 
Celtic Pressq 27A Cadoean Street, 
32pp 1f Ads. 19X13- PC, tGaelic 
poetry pp 9-28. ] 
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[MACPHERSONg MARY. ] LAOIDHEAN BEAN TORRA DHAMH. 
Inverness, 1902. 
Laoidhean Bean Torra Dhamh. Gaelic Hymns of 
Mrs Clark, including three never before 
published. Edited by Rev Thomas Sintong 
Dores, "Northern Chronicle" Office: Inverness, 
1902. 
28pp. 19xl3. IFCI Mit. 
POZIMS AND LIFE. 
BEAN TORRA DIIANII: HER 
Arbroatho n, d, 
Mary MacPherson (Mrs Clark). Bean Torra 
Dhamh. The religious poetess of Badenoch. 
Her Poems and Life, ýdited by Rev* Alexander 
Macrae, author of "Kinlochbervie'll "The Fire 
of'God among the Heather", ate, Arbroath: 
The Herald Press# Drothock Bridge. 
72pp 5 ff Ads.; 2 ff Ills. [photos: in 
text 19xl3. AU9 EUj Mit, 9 YLS, 
ýReviewed'An 
Gaidheal'19359 acquired 
NLS 1935.1 
1 
POEMS AND LIFE. 
BEAN TORRA DHAIIll*** HER 
Glasgovrp n. d. 
Mary 1,1acPherson (Mrs Clark). Bean Torra 
Dhamh. The religious poetess of Badenoch. 
lfeirrPoems and Life. Edited by Rev. Alexander 
Macraeq author of "Kinlochberviellg "The Fire 
of God among the Heather", etc. Illustrated. 
Glasgow: Alex. Naclaren &- Sons, 268 Argyle 
Street, C. 2. 
64pp 19xl. 3. f2pp 
of photos: 
in English. ] 
PC 11 
scenes. The Life is 
MACPHERSONj T, S. (translator). See BRANDANE, 
JOHN, IS LEAM PHIN AN GLEANN. 
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MACPHIE9 DONALD. NA H-ORI)'UT-Glll,, AN A. NTNS AN 
EILEAN. 
Edinburgh, [Pref, 19171- 
Na h-Orduighean anns an Eilean. Donald 
MacPhie. 
Pp 62-71.23xl4. Mit, 
[3: n, - 'Eilean a' Cheo ... Comprising 
Articles on Skye by Sýkycmen. Edited 
with an-introduction by Fred. T. MacLeod, 
F. S. A. Scot.. . Printed and published by 
Gordon Wilson, 47 Thistie Streetq 
Edinburah. 1 Preface of book dated 1917. 
Pagination of book, - If Ill., xv, 132pp. 
] 
MACPHIE, DONALD (editorý. Seo WATSON9 WILLIAM 
J. (general editor). LEABl-UL41CHEAN SGOILE 
GAIDHLIG, 
MACQUEE, Nj E[IIEN], SEARVIOIN, 
Invernessp n, d, 
Searmoin leis an 'Urr. E. MacCuinn, Inbhirnis, 
air feasgar la Sabaid a' Chomunnachaidh, 
June 1§29, Isa, 33: 23,24. jGhlac an bacadh 
a' chobhartach agus chafn abair am fear- 
aiteachaidhl tha mi tinn,: C; heibh an sluagh 
a tha chomhnuidh an sin maitheanas tnan 
aingidheachd". Printed by Robt, Carruthers 
& Sons, "Courier" Office, Inverness. 
12pp, 21xI4, PC. 
MACQUEEN, EWEN (editor). See MACKENZIE, 
LACHLAN. ADDITIONAL LECTURES, SERMONS 
AND I-MITINGS. 
MACRAEj ALEXANDER (editor), See MACPHERSON, 
MARY-4, BEAN TORRA DHAMH: HER POEMS AND LIFE, 
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MACRAEj ALEXANDER (editor). See THANGAIDII[? ]q 
CATHERINE. LAOIDHEAN AGUS ORAIN, 
M&CRAB9 DONALD (compiler). See MACFARLANE9 
MALCOLM, LAIMI-SGRIOB11AINN MHIC RATH, 
MACRITCHIEj J. A, (co-oditor), , 
See MO LEADIIAR I: 
LEABHAR- LEUGHAIDH/LEABHAR- 01 BREACH; 110 LUADIUR 
11: LEABHAR-LEUGIIAIDH. 
McR[ITCHIE]p M[ALCOLM]. GAELIC HYMNS. 
I Stornoitay, 1924. 
Gaelic Hymns. Dy M, McR, j FX, q Strathys 
For the use of his congregation, chiefly his 
evening class for young people. Gazette 
Officet Stornoway. 1924. 
62pp 19X13- FC, [Introduction 
by R. MacLeod, F. C. Manseq 
Garrabost, Printed at the 'North Star' 
Officep Dingwall, First ed, 1863, 
with 24pp; the 2nd ed. of 1864 had 
64pp. ] 
MI ALCRURYp JOHN, MAIRNEALACHD. 
[Sydney, C. B.? ] 
Mairnealachd. 
[Dunn. Reprint from Mac-Talla? ] 
MAC-TALLA. 
Sydney, C. D. 9(1892]-1904. 
Mac*-Talla. "An ni nach cluinn mi an diugh 
chaln aithris mi maireach". Vol. I. Sidnij C*B. q 
Di-Sathairne, Mai 28t 1892, No* lo 
[Colophon] Mac-Talla. Bildh Mac-Talla air a 
chuir/ 
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chuir a mach uair Isan t-seachdainn air 
maduinn Di-Sathairne, At Phris 50 sent Isa 
bhliadhna; aon aireamh 2 shent ... J. G. McKinnonq Mac-Talla, Sydney, C. B. 
Mair-Talla. "An ni nach cluinn mi an diugh 
chdn aithris mi maireach". Vol. VIII. 
Sidni, C. B., Di-Ilaoinet Ianuaraidh 5,1900. 
No. 26 . 
[Colophon as above. ] 
Mac-Talla. "An ni nach cluinn mi an diugh 
chaln aitbris mi maireach". Vol. X. Sidni, 
Ceap Breatunnt Di-Ilaoine, Nobhember 1.1901. 
No. 17- 
[Colophon] Mac Talla Air a chur a mach 
uair tsan da sheachdain. 
[Fortnightly thereafter. ] 
Mac-Talla. "An ni nach cluinn mi an diugh 
chaln aithris mi maireach". Vol. XII. 
Sidniq Ceap Breatunnj Di-Haoinel lun 249 l9o4. 
No. 26. [Last number. ], 
[Pagination. ] 4pp per issue in Vol. 1,8pp 
per issue thereafter. Paged as volumes 
from Vol. V: Vols. IX and X are short of 
8pp each, because, in both, two numbers 
were run to ether; Vol, XII has 208pp (26 
of 8pp each5l not 200pp as the numbering 
indicates (Nos. 25 and 26 are both paged 
193-200). 
[Size. ] 33x23[1-lvlt 36x26[v-vl]g 40x28[VII-XII]. 
(Locations. ] AU and NLS have microfilm copies 
of the complete set. [Newspapert though news content was low (ca. 
11 -ypp per issue); published trad. stories, 
historyv poems, Edited by J. Go McKinnon. 
Weekly till 1901, fortnightly thereafter. ] 
MAC THOMAIS j IRUARAIDH, See THOINISON9 DERICK So 
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MAIR9 ITILLIAM. AN PHIRINN MU EAGLAIS NA 11-ALBA. 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
An Phirinn mu Eaglais na h-Alba, Leis 
an Urramach Uilleam Mair, D. D. Eadar- 
theangaichte oln Bheurla le Iain. Clo- 
bhuailte le Uilleam Blackwood agus a Mhic 
an Dun-Eideann agus an Lunainn. 
80pp 15xlO- F'Co mit. ýAcc. 
to T S-G, -translated by Rev. John 
Macrury, Snizort and published 1902, ] 
MAIRI NIGHEATT ALASDAIR (follc-source). Soo 
CRAIG9 K. C. ORAIN LUAIDII. 
MALLOCH9 G. R, AM BATA-LUATII. 
I Glasgoirl 1950. 
Doalbh-chluichean an Gaidb. lig. Am Data- 
Luath. Dealbh-chluich an aon sealladh. 
Gaelic translation of The Gronadier by 
G. R. Malloch. Air eadar-theangachadh le 
Lachlann MacFhionghuin. Printed for An 
Comunn Gaidhealach by-Eneas MacKayt Stirlin, -,,, 
1950 
20pp: 19xl3, PC, 
ILkRBIIRANN. 
N. p., n, d, 
Marbhrann do Mhrs Graham, bean Mhr Graham, 
ministeir na h-Eaglaise Saoire. 
4pp. 17xll. PC, 
(Died 1881. ] 
MARJORIBANKSf GEORGE. Al CHLANN FO GHEASAIBH. 
Inverness'q 1935- 
A' Chlann fo Gheasaibli, Dealbh-chluich 
beag airson Comunn Na h-Oieridh. Le Seoras 
Marjoribanks. Inverness: The "Northern Chronicle" 
Office, 1935, 
8pp. 19X13- PC, 
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[MARJORIBANKS], GEORGE, DEALBII "MO SHEANIAR. 
Glasgow, 1936. 
Dealbh mo Sheanar. Dealbh-chluich beag arm 
an da shealladh. Le Seoras Gallda, 1936. 
Alasdair IfacLabhruinn ts a Mriic, 268 Sraid 
Barra-Ghaidheall Glascho, C. 2. Copyright. 
11pp" 19xl3. EPL, Mit, j PC, 
[IIARJORIBANKS]l GEORGE. DIAIRI BIIAN GIILINN 
FREOIN, 
Glasgow, [Fore.. 19371. 
"Mairi Dhan Ghlinn FreoiIi". Le Seoras 
Gallda. [Ill. ] An Comunn Gaidhealachp 
131 Sraid Iar ReCent, Glaschu. A' phris - 
se sgillinn. 
16pp 22xl5s EPLI blit. g PC. [Roimh-Radli 
dated 1937.1 
MARJORIBANKS9 GEORGE. TEA A NASGAIDH? 
Inverness, 1935. 
Tea a Nasgaidh? Dealbh-chluich beae airson 
Comunn na h-Oigridh, Le Seoras Marjoribanks, 
Inverness: The "Northern Chronicle" Office. 
1935- 
8pp. 19X13- Pclý 
W. RSHALL9 ALEXANDER. SLAINTE ANN AN RATHAD DHS* 
Glaseow, n, d, 
Slainta ann an Rathad Dhe. Gaelic editioti 
of "God's Way-of Salvation". Three million 
copies issued. Eadar-theangaichte le lain 
Camarong P. rl,. I*S., Ullapul. Le Alastair 
Marshall. Glasgow: Pickering and InClisp 
229 Bothwell Street. London: Alfred Holnessq 
14 Paternoster Rout E. C.. One Penny. 
40ppe 15xll- FC. 
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MARSHALL9 WALTER, NA014HACHADII. 
Edinburgho [Inti-o. 19161. 
Cogadh mor na h-E'orpa. Naomhachadh. 
Marshall. [Here crest of burning bush, 
eirctLmseribed by the legend, - Eaglais na h- 
Albal An Eaglais Shaor Aonaichte, An Eaglais 
Shaor. ] Printed by Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, 
for The Church of Scotlandq The United Free 
Church of Scotland, and The Free-Church of 
Scotland, 
xi, 99pp. 14xio. - NLS, rTranslation of Rev. Walter Marshall's 
fThe Gospel Mystery of Sanctificationt 
of 1692. Intro. signed by Norman 
MacLean and dated 1916. One of the, 
series printed for soldiers in World 
War 1. ] 
MARTINS DONALD J. TEAGASG NAM NIORBHUILEAN. 
Edinburght ýntro . 19161. 
Cogadh mOr na h-Eorpa. Teagase nam 
Miorbhuilean, Leis an Urramach Domhnull 
lain Mairtinn. [Crest of burning bush with 
legendp- Eaglais na h-Albal An Baglais Shaor 
Aonaichtet An Eaglais Shaor. ] Printed by 
Oliver and Boydt Edinburgh, for Tho Church 
of Scotlandp The United Free Church of 
Scotland, and The Free Church of Scotland, 
xil 104pp, 14xio. NLS, 
[Intro. signed by Norman MacLeanj l916. 
World War I series. ] 
TEAGASG NAM IIIORBHUILEAN, 
. 
Edinburght 1942, 
Cogadh na Saorsa. Teagase nam Miorbhuilean. 
Lois an Urramach Domhnull lain Mairtinn. 
[Iýere crest of burning bush', circumscribed 
by the legend, - Eaglais na h-Albal An Eaglais 
Shaor. ] Printed by Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, 
for, The Church of Scotland, The Rree Church 
of Scotland. 1942. 
viiq 104pp. 14xio. PC" 
[World liar II series. ] 
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ýIARTINI DONALD J. TEAGASG NAN COSA. LTHLACIIDAN. 
Edinburah, 1914. 
Teagasg nan Cosamhlachdan. Leis An 
Urramach Dom. 1inull Iain MairtinnI. M. A. (nach 
maireann), a bha In a m1iinisteir anis an 
Eaglais Shaoir Aonaichte ann an Stiornabhagh 
agus anns an Oban. Air a dheasachadh leis 
An Urrwnach Calum Macillinnein, B. D. 9 Ministeir Eaglais Shaor Aonaichte Chalum- 
chilleg an Dun-Eideann, Edinburgh: John 
Grant, 31 George IV. Dridge. 1914. 
1f Ill. [photo of Martin], xxxq 197PP. Gu- ['Cunntas' by 'Calum MacNeacail Mac an 
Rothaicht M. A. 9 Tigh an Uillt'. 
Printed Oliver and Boyd. ] 
MARTINj HUGH. SGAIL CHALBIIARI. 
Edinburgh, (Intro. 1916]. 
CoGadh mor na h-Eorpa. Sgail Chalbhari. 
Mairtinn.. [Here crest of burning bush, 
circumscribed by the legend, -Eaglais na h- 
Alba, An Eaglais Shaor Aonaichtes An 
Eaglais Shaor. ] Printed by Oliver and Boyd, 
Edinburgh, for The Church of Scotland, The 
United Free Church of Scotlandl and The 
Free Church of Scotland. 
xi, 148pp. i4xio. NLS, 
[Trans. of Rev. Hugh 14artints 'The 
Shadow of Calvaryt, Intro, dated 1916, 
First War series. ] 
SGAIL Cl-IALBHARI Linburgh, 
1942, 
CoGadh na Saorsa, Sgail Chalbhari. 
Dlairtinn,,. [Here crest of burning busho 
with legend, - EaGlais na h-Alba, An Eaclais 
Shaor. ] Printed by Oliver and Boydj Edinburghp 
for The Church of Scotland. The Free Church 
of Scotland. 1942. 
vii, 148pp. i4xio. PC. [Second War series. ] 
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MASS. See ROPIAN CATHOLIC CIMRCH. AN AIFRIONN 
ANN AN GAIDHLIG. 
MATHESON9 ANGUS (editor). CARMINA GADELICAl 
VOLWIE V. 
Edinburght 1954. 
Carmina Gadelica. Hymns and incantations 
with illustrative notes on words# ritesg 
and customsp dying and obsolete: orally 
collected in the Highlands and Islands of 
Scotland by Alexander Carmichael. Volume V* 
Edited by Pmgus Mathesong McCallum-Pleming 
Lecturer in Celtic, University of Glasgow. 
[111, ] Oliver and Doyd; Edinburah: 
Tweeddale Court; London: 39A Welbeck Street, 
11.1.1954. 
1f Ill, [photo of J. Carmichael Watson, 
editor of Vols, III and IV]p xxiv, 402pp. 
24xi AUj BU9 GUI Nit,, NLS. Týrinted 
T, and A. Constablep Edinburgh. 
See also CARMICHAEL9 ALEXANDER, and 
WATSON9 JAMES C. ] 
HATHESON9 ANGUS (co-editor-),, FEAR NA H-EADAID. 
N. p., n. d. 
International Conference hold at Stornowayq 
October-, 1953 under the auspices of the 
University of Glasgow and the British Council. 
Fear na h-Eabaid: the man. with the habit. 
A folk tale related by Duncan MacDonaldt 
Peninerine, South Uist, (Donnchadh mac 
Dhoiahnaill Mhic Dhormchaidh), and recorded 
by-John Lorne Campbell, Esq., Ll. D, of Cannag 
at7Loch Boisdaleg 14th February, 1950- 
Tran5cribed and translated by Angus Matheson 
and DerIck Thomson. (The tale was recorded 
from the same source by K. C. Craig in 
1944p and published in his book, Sgialachdan 
Dhurmchaidh. To facilitate comparison the 
paragraphing of the version printed here 
follows that book as closely as possible. ) 
31pp- 22xl7- PC. 
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HATHESONt ANGUS (Gaelic editor), MORE WEST 
HIGHLAND TALESO VOLUME TWO. 
Edinburgh, 1960. 
More West HighlbLnd Tales. Transcribed and 
translated from the oriainal Gaelic MSS. by 
John G, McKay, translator of The, llizard's 
Gillie, Editors: Gaelic - Professor Angus 
Matheson, M. A.; Translation - J. MacInneso M. A.; 
Polk-lore - Professor 11'. J. Rose, M. A., LL. D., 
F. B. A.; Notes - Professor K.. Jacksonp 
Litt, D,, D, Litt, Celt,, F. B. A. Volume Twoo 
Published for The Scottish Anthropological 
and Folklore Society by Oliver and Doyd, 
Edinburgh and London. 1960. 
From the MS. Collections of the late John 
Francis Campbell of Islay, lain Og Ilat 
collector and translator of Popular Tales 
of the I-lest Highlands. 
xvi, 383pp. 24xl6. AU9 EU, GU, 
[.. -Secretaries to the Publishina 
Committee, David C. Crichton and Thomas 
J. M. Mackay. See also MACLEAN9 
Rev, Prof, DONALD (co-editor). MORE 
WEST HIGHLAND TALES9 VOLUME ONE, ] 
MATHESON, ANGUS. SOME PROVERBS AJTD PROVERBIAL 
EXPRESSIONS FROM LEITIS. 
Baltin, orel 1949. 
Some proverbs and proverbial expressions 
from, Lewlse Angus Mathesont Glaseol-I& 
Reprinted from The Journal of Celtic Studiesq 
Vol. 11 No. 1, Novembert 1949. Made in 
United States of America, 
Pp 105-115.23xl6. PC, 
[MATHESONg ISABELLA. ] DOtN URRMACH T-AIN FRISEAL. 
N, p,, n, d, 
Do'n Urramach Iain Friseal. (Isabella Mathesont 
1909. ) 
Not seen. 
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MATHESONp JESSIE. GLEANN-DAIL. 
Glasgow, 1931, 
Gleann-Dail. Dain spioradail. Le Seonaid 
Nic Mhathaing Eilean a' Choo. [111.1 
GlasGow: Alexander 1-facLaren & Sons, 36o-362 
Argyle Streetv C, 2,1931- 
16pp. 18xl3. I-lit., TILS; PC. 
IIATHES0119 JESSIE. GLEANIT NA H-IRIOSLACHD. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Gleantri na 11-Irioslachd. Dain spioradail. 
Le Sconaid Nic Mhathain, Eilean at Choo. 
Spiritual Hymns by Mrs. Jessie Matheson. 
Fo laimh Eachainn 11hic Dh-ýghaill. Glascho: 
Alasdair Mac Labhruinn Is a Mhic, 360 Sraid 
Earragliaidhealt C. 2.1/-. 
20pp 19xl3. NLSj PC. [Tunes 
in solfa. MacLaren dates it 
at 1927; add. 1929. ] 
MATHESON, JOHN. FIOSRACHADH MUIN BIIIOBULL. 
Glasgowq 1941. 
Piosrachadli muln Dhiobull. Le Doin I-lac 
Mhathain. Fo laimh Eachainn 11hic Dhughaill. 
Glascho: Alasdair MacLabhruinn agus a Ilhic, 
268-'Srald Earra-gghaidheal, C, 2, 
Fix-st Edition, 1880. Second Edition, 1941. 
32pp 19xl3. PC. [Account 
of Matheson by J. MacLaren. ] 
MATHESON,. JOHN* FUINN NAN SALM, * 
(Glasgov, ?] 
(Puinn nan-Salm. mar Itha iad air an seinn ann 
an Albaq maille ri priomh leasain air son 
luchd-foghluim. Le Eoin Mac-1-1hathain. ] 
[First ed. 1863(ca. ); but Intro. to the 
above and IfacLaren my 'NacLaren's new 
editiont'issued in 4-parts ca. 1940 vith the 
original 40 times 11+1+the long tunes". ] 
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MATHESON9 JOHN M. BHA IAINIM AMIS . AN PHEARANN, 
Glasgow, 1949. 
Bha tAin-1 anns an Fhearann. Dealbh-chluich 
an aon sealladht Le. lain 11. MacMhathain. 
Printed for An Comunn Gaidhealach by Eneas 
MacKay, Stirling. 19ý9. 
15pp. 19xl3., EPI, q LUo PC. 
MATHESON, JOHN M. (translator). See MACLELLAN, 
ROBERT,,. AN TACHARAN. 
MATHESON9 WILLIAM (editor). See MacCODROM, 
JOHN. SONGS, 
Ile. [Treated as MAC. ] 
MEGAlly B. R. S, (editor), See SCHOOL Or 
SCOTTISH STUDIES, SCOTTISMSTUDIES, 
MIL NAN DAN, 
Edinburgh, n, d, 
Cogadh mor na h-Eorpa. Mil nan Dan* 
[Iiere, crest of burnina bush, circumscribed 
by the leaendt- Eaglais na h-Albat An Eaglais 
Shaor Aonaichtet An EaGlais Shaor. ] Printed 
by-Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, for The 
Church of Scotland, The United Free Church 
of Scotland, and The Free Church of Scotland. 
112py. 14X10. NLS* 
Issued for soldiers in World War 1. 
Selection of Gaelic poetry, ] 
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NIL NAN DA. N,. (cont. ) 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
Cogadh na Saorsa, Mil nan Dan, 
burning bush circumscribed b I- 
na h-Alba, An Eaglais-Shaor. 
ý 
Oliver ar-d Boyd, Edinburgh, for 
of Scotland, The Free Church of 
112pr. 11IN110. 
World War II series. ] 
[Crest of 
Eaelais 
Printed by 
The Church 
Scotland. 
PC. 
MLTON, J. C. GAOTIL4. N RI IN REIC, 
Glasgowt 1951, 
Dealbh-chluichean an Gaidhlie. Gaothan 
ritn Roic. Dealbh-chluich an aon sealladh. 
Gaelic translation of the one-act playp 
Winds for Sale, by J. Coleman Milton. 
Air eadar-theangachadh le Donfluiall "Mac 
Dhomhnaill (Eirisgeidh). An Comunn Gaidhealachp 
131 West Regent Strectq Glasgow. 1951. 
21pp 8xl2, PC, [PrinIted 
Loarmonthp Stirling, ] 
MITCIIELLj GEORGE. LAOIDIIEAN. 
N, p,, n, d, 
Laoidhean le Sheoras Mitchell, [111. ] 
Callanish Loodhas. 
7pp. 2lxl3- PC. 
MO LEABHAR 1: LEABHAR-LEUGHAIDII, 
Inverness, n. d. 
Mo Leabhar 1. Leabhar-leughaidh. Chaidh 
an leabhar so a dheasachadh an Leodhas 
le C. A. Mhoirreach, C, Nicilleathaint 
I* Nicruisnidh, C. A* Nicleoid, B, A, 
Nicleoid, 11. Nicleoid, M. A, Nicasgaill, 
Rinn A. M. Nartainn na dealbhan. An Comunn 
Gaidhealacht Tigh Obairthairbhq Inbhirnis. Air 
a chlo-bhualadh le Eccles, Inbhirnis. 
20 ff. 23, -, 19 (Recent. Ills. in black/white/red. ] 
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110 LEADHAR 1: LD-ABHkR-OIBREACH. 
Inverness, n. d. 
Mo Lcabhar 1. Leabhar-oibreach. Chaidh an 
leabhar so a dheasachadh an Loodhas le 
C. A. Nicmliu. irich, C. Nicilleathain, 
1, Nicruisnldh, C. A, Nicleoid, B. A, 
Nicleoid, M. Nicleoid, M.. A. Nicasgaill. 
Rinn A. M. Nicmhartainn na dealbhan. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, Tigh Obairthairbh, 
Inbhirnis, Air a chlo-bliualadh le Ecclesq 
Inbhirnis, 
20 ff,, 21xlg, PC" 
110 LEADIIAR 11: LEABHAR-LEUGIIAIDH, 
Inverness, n. d. 
Mo Leabhar II. Leabhar-leuglvaidh, 
Dheasaicheadh an leabhar an, Leodhas le. 
C. A. Nicgille Ilhoire, C. NIcilleathain, 
I. Nicruisnidh, C. A. Nicleoid, B. A. 
Niclooid, M. Nicleoid, M. A. Nicasgaill. 
Rinn Coinneach Stiubhart na dealbhan. 
An Comunn Gaidhealach, TiCh Obarthairbhq 
Inbhirnls. Air a chlo-blitialadh le Ecclesq 
Inbhirnls. 
26 ff. - 25X19- PC* 
MO LEABHAR II: LEABIIAR-OIBREACH. 
Inverness, n,, d, 
No Leabhar II. Leabhar-oibreach. Chaid34 
na ceistean a thogail bholn leabhar a 
ý6haidh a--dbeasachadh an Leodhas le 
C, A, Nicgille-Mhoire, C. Nicilleathain, 
1. Nicriiisnidhp C. A. Nicleoidt B. As 
Nicleold, M. Nicleoid, M, A, NicasUaill, 
Rinn Coinneach Stiubhart na dealbhan, 
Dheasaich Domlinall I. MacAoidh ha leasain 
oibreach. An Comium Gaidhealachp TiGh 
Obarthairbhq Inbllirnis, Air a chlo-bhualadh 
le-Ecclesl Inbhirnis. 
26, ff. 25X196 PC. [A series of very lively elementary readers 
for schools: prepared by a panel of teachers. ] 
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MOD 9 AM. See AN C01-JUNN GAIDHEALACH. 
[For list 
of published competition pieces. ] 
MOFFATj ALFRED. THE MINSTRELSY 017' THE SCOTTISH. 
HIGHLANDS. 
Londong n, d. 
The Minstrelsy of the Scottish Highlands. 
A. Collection of Highland Melodies, with 
Gaelic and English Words. Selectedt 
edited, and arranged by Alfred Moffat. 
London: Bayley e. Ferguson, 2 Great 
Marlborough Streett W. Glasgow: 54 Queen 
Street. 
4 ff 135pp. 28x22. AU9 Mit. tBoth 
notations; piano. Add. in'An 
Deo-Greine'Sept, 1910, ] 
MOFFAT-PENDER9 IAIN M, IS ANN. 
Glasgowl 1930- 
Is Ann. A simple explanation of a 
conversational difficulty experienced by 
those learning the Gaelic Language. Dy 
1.11. Moffat-Pender. "A valuable 
Supplementary Chapter to all the Gaelic 
Gramniars. 11-Eachann MacDhughaill. Price 
Sixpence. Glasgow: Alex. MacLaren & Sons, 
Printers and Publishers, 3601362 Argyle 
Street, C. 2.1930. (Copyright. ) 
8pp. 19xl3- GU: CLj Mit. 
MOFFAT-PENDERI IAIN DI. 
AN LATHA AN DIUGH. 
LITRICHEAN GHAIDHEAL 
Stornowayl n. d, 
[Title] Litriohean Ghaidheal an Latha an Diugh. 
[Cover) Address delivered by lain MacAlasdair 
Moffat-Pender to Ceilidh nan Gaidhealq Glasgowq 
23rd October, 1926. Printed at the "Gazette" 
Officev Stornoway. 
l6pp. 22xl5, Me 
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NOPPAT-PENDER I IAIN INI. LORTNA, Glasgoivl 1954. 
Lorna. 1, M, Moffat-Penderg M. A, (11MO 
mhac foghlamall-An t-Ollamh Maolmhuire 
Da'olun) do scriobh. Do bhuaidh an chuid is 
mO de na h-agallmhaibh seo an chead duais ag 
an Mhod (An t-Oireachtas) i n-Albain, 
Deanta agus clObhuailte i n-Eirinn le Brun 
agus 0 Nuallaing Teor. v An C10 Rieliviewp 
Cluain Sceach. 1954. [In Irish script. ] 
Lorna. Le 1. M. Moffat-Pendert M, A* ("Duine 
inbheach am measg mo sgoilearlt-An t-Ollainh 
U. I. Mac Bhatair). Baile Ghlaschu: Bell 
and Bain Limited. 1954. 
7'fft 83pp; 4 ff Ills. [photos: in text]. 
27x2l. PC, 
[Plays. Scottish and Irish Gaelic on 
facing pages. Copies were distributed 
free to schoolchildren; so, bear 
the formula, -'Donated by 1. M. Moffat- 
Ponder to, . 
1] 
MOPPAT-PENDER9 IAIN It. MQ NIGHEAN DONN 
BHOIDHEACH. 
Edinburgh, 1924. 
Mo Nighean Donn Dhoidheachl aGus Sgeulachdan 
Eile. Le Iain MacAlasdair Moffat-Pender, 
U. M. Urchardainn agus a Mhacv Dun-Eideann. 
1924. 
1f Ill. [photo], 119pp, 1f 'Buidheachas'* 
20xl4. GTJ: CL, NLS. 
[The main story is 'An Rathad chum nan 
Eilean'. pp 49-119--an account of a 
walking tour in the Highlands. Map 
of the tour on p. 48. ] 
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NOPPAT-PENDER, IAIN M. SGEUL GAIDHEALACH, 
Glasgow, 1923, 
Sgeul Gaidliealach. 
8pp- 25xl9. PC. 
[Bound with a 4pp leaflet: pp 1-2 
comprise a Comunn Gaidhealach circular; 
P-3 bears the information, - 'Sgeul 
Gaidhealach le lain DI. Moffat-Pender. 
Do chaileagan agus do bhala-'Lch na 
Gaidhealtachd. Lough an saeul agus thoir 
ainm air'; the rest of P-3 and p. 4 give 
information o. n the competition. The 
circular is dated lst June, 1923; the 
2 leaflets are bound in Mit. with'An 
Gaidheallp Vol. XX, 1924-25. ] 
MOFFAT-PENDER, IAIN 11. 
ALEXANDER. ORAINg 
LITRICHEAN. 
MOFFAT-PENDERl IAIN M. 
CLANN AN FHRAOICII. 
IOMCHUIDH AIR SON C 
(editor). See CAMERON, 
SGRIODIUMHEAN AGUS 
(co-compiler). See 
CAINNT AGUS FACAIL 
OINNIMH, 
MONTHLY VISITOR9 THE. See AM FEAR-TATHAIM 
MIOSAIL. 
MORGANj EDITIN (co-oditor), SCOTTISH POETRY, 
NUMBER ONE. See BRUCE, GEORGE. 
MORGAIll EDWIN (co-oditor), SCOTTISH POETRY, 
NM4BER THREE. See BRUCE, GEORGE, 
MORRISON9 ALICK (editor). See MACASKILL, 
JOHN ARCHIE. AN RIBHDID CHIUIL. 
866 
NORRISONq ANGUS9 of Barvas. AN GRADH-BHUAN. 
Glasgow, 1946. 
. kn Gradh-Bhuan. Dain spioradail lo Aonehas IfacGhillo 11hoire, Spiritual Sonas by Angus 
Morrison. Edited by Hector MacDougall. Glascho: 
Alasdair MacLabhrainn is a Mhicl 268 Sraid 
Earraghaidhealq C. 2. 
15pp 19xl3. NLS. [Roimh-Radh 
by IR, M. t Printed Milne, 
Tannahill and Methven, Perth. ] 
MORRISON9 AITGTJSq of Edinburgh, DAIN AGUS ORAIN 
GHAIDIILIG, 
Edinburgh, [Pref. 1929]o 
Dain agus Orain Ghaidhlig. Le Aonghas Ifoireasdan, 
Maille ri mineachadh. Dun-Eideann: An "Darion 
Pross"t 5 Aite Bristo. 
Gaelic Poems and Songs. By Angus Ndrrison. 
With explanatory notes, Edinburgh: The 
Dation Pressq 5 Dristo Press. 
xvi, 416pp. 22xI5. AU9 EUt GUj Mit, j NLS, [Preface dAted 'Nollaig, 19291* Sententious, ] 
MORRISON, ANGUS, of Edinburgh. ORAIN NAM DEANN.. 
Glasgowt [Fore-19131, 
Orain nam Beann. (Songs of the Mountains. ) 
A Collection of Gaelic Songst containing many 
airs not hitherto published* Selected, edited# 
and in part composed by Angus Morrison. Nusic 
in both notations with pianoforte accompaniment. 
Part 1, Copyriaht, Price 5s net. Glasgow: 
Aird & Coahill Ltd, 24 Douglas Street. 
2 ff 53pp. 3lx25. Woodside P. L. 9 Glasgow. ' [Forevord dated 'Juneq 1913'- On some copiest. 
the following is pasted over the publisher's 
imprint: - tGlasgow: Alexander MacLaren & 
Sonst Gaelic Publishers, 268 Argyle Streetq 
C. 2. All Rights of Reproduction reserved by 
them'; this indicates the purchase by MacLaren 
of the existing stock of this edition some 
time after 1931 (the year MacLaren's moved 
from 360-2 Argyle Street). ] 
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MORRISON, ATTGUS, of Edinburgh. ORAIN NAM BEANN. (cont. ) 
Glasgow, [c*1946]e 
Orain nam Beann. [111. ] Songs of the Mountains, 
A Collection of Gaelic Songs, containing many'airs 
not hitherto published, Selectedt edited and in 
part composed by Angus Morrison. Music in both 
notations with pianoforte accompaniments by Charles 
R* Daptie. Copyright. Price 6s net. Alex. MacLaren 
& Sons, 268 Argyle Street9 Glasgoift C. 2* 
2 ff 53pp. 3lx25. Aut PC. t1las 
1913 Foreword, but copyright imprint (on first song) of 1946: clearly a reprint 
of ca. 1946. A 'New Series' of "Orain nam 
Deann" uras add. by MacLaren's in 1938, and 
is referred to in MaoLnren 
, 
(dated 1932); 
this has not been seen: see note under 
ORAIN WAII BE ANN. ] 
H[ORRISOIT)q A[NGUS]p of Edinburgh. ORAN 
At CHEASAR. 
Glasgow, 1916. 
Oran at Cheasar. Song on the Kaiser* 
Le A. 11. [111. ] Alex. MacLaren & Sons, 
Gaelic Publishers and Booksellerst 360- 
362 Argyle Streetq Glasgow, 1916. 
8pp- 
-17xll- PC, (MacLaren ascribes it to Angus Morrison. 
In aid ý; f the Red Cross Society. ] 
NORRISONj Co A, (co-editor), See DIO LEADHAR I: 
LD-ABIL4R-LEUGIIAIDH/LEABHAR-OIBREACH; "d MO 
LEADHAR 11: LEABIIAR-LEUGHAIDH, 
MORRISON9 DONALD (translator). SIOS CIFJIN NA 
MARA, 
Glasgout 1950, 
Dealbh-chluichean an G. ýLidhlie, Sios chun na 
Mara, Air eadar-theangachadh le D'O'mhnall 
MacGhille Mhoire, Printed for An Comunn 
WLidhealach by Eneas MacKayq Stirling, 1950, 
24pp. 19x3.3- PC, 
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MORRISON, DONALD (translator). See FRANCIS, 
J. 01 AM POIDSEAR. 
MORRISONq DUNCAN 11, CEOL MARA, 
London, [Fore*19351. 
Cool Mara. Songs of the Isle of Lewis. 
Collected and arranged by Duncan 14, Morrison. 
With a foreword and introduction by the 
Marchioness of Londonderry, D. D. E. Price 7/6 
net. J. &- 11. Chester, Ltd., London: 
11, Great Marlborough Street, 11.1. France: 
Rouartj Levolle et cie., Paris. Belgium: 
Los Editions Modernest Druxelles. Switzerland: 
Foetisch Freresq Lausanne. Italy: A. &- G. 
Carisch & Co., Milano. Germany: Hug &- Co., 
Leipzig. Holland: Braekmans & Van Poppell 
Amsterdam. Czecho-slovakiao. Hudebri. Matices, 
Prague. South America: Iriberrig Belloag 
& cia., Buenos Aires. 
2 ff viip 2 fft 38pp. 30. %24. Nit, q NLS, [Staff; 
piano. Some songs in Gaelic 
only, some in English only. ] 
MORRISON9 F. M. ORAIN UIDHISTDACH. 
Edinburgh, [c-19331, 
Orain Uidhisteach. From Miss P. It. Iforrisonts 
Collection. All songs in this book are 
copyright, 1933- Published by -- Alex, 
Ifaclaren & Sons, 268 Argyle Streetj Glasgowq 
C, 2, Arranged and printed by T. Morrison, 
6 Piershill Placep Edinburgh, 8. 
15pp. 28x22. PC. 
[Both notations; piano. Handwritten, 
reproduced photooraphically. ] 
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MORRISON9 JOFM. DAIN IAIN GHOBHA. 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
[Title page. ] Dain lain Ghobha. 
[Dust cover. ] The Poems of John Morrison. 
Edited by George Henderson. Knox Press, 
12 ffq lxxvq 315PP; [Vol.. 11] 2 ff, x1viq 
350P * 19X13- f1967. Reprint--bound in one volume-- 
of the 2-vol. ed. of 1893-96. Besides 
that edition's Prefacef Memoir and 
Introduction, the present ed. contains 
a 'Publisher's Preface', signed, - 
1G. N. 11. Collins (for the Knox Pressy 
Edinburgh)', The Knox Press is connected 
with the Free Church of Scotland, 
] 
MORRISON1 MURDO, of Cape Breton. ORAIN FUINN 
IS CLADAICH. 
Glasgow, 1931- 
Orain Fuinn is Cladaich. Gaelic Poems 
and Songs, By Murdoch Morrison (Murchadh 
Choinnich Dhain), Ferguson's Lake, 
Cape Breton, Printed for Alex. Finlaysont 
Grand Riverl C. B. Glasgow: Alexander 
MacLaren &- Sons, 360-362 Argyle Street, C, 2, 
1931- 
64pp, [32pp Ad. catalogue bound with 
the book). 19xl3- GU: CL, Mit. NLS. 
[Brought up in Canada. His poetry 
is village-bardic--mainly humorous; 
no nostalgia for thethomeland. ] 
MORRISONq MIJRDO, of Shader. FEAR SIUDIIAL 
NAN GLEANN. 
Glasgowg [Intro. 19231- 
Fear Siubhal nan Glearm. Orain agus Dain. 
Le Murchadh Mac-ille-Ilhoirev Siadar Dharabhais. 
(Leth-bhreach air a thoirmease. ) Glascho: 
Alasdair/ 
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Alasdair Mac Labhruinn ts a I-Illic, 360- 
362 Sraid Earraghaidheal. 
The Traveller of the Glens. Poems and Songs. 
By-Murdo Morrisong Shader, Barvas., (Copyright. ) 
Glasgow: Alexander NacLaren & Sons, 36o-362 
Argyle Street. 
If 111, [photo of Morrison], x, 86pp, 
[32pp Ad. catalogue bound with the poens]. 
MORRISON9 [)PETER]. "SAOR MHARSANTACHlY. 
Edinburght n. do 
"Saor Mharsantachd", no, Marsantaclid Dhaorq 
agus mar a bhuincas i rl. staid naln 
croitearan. ** 
[Colophon] Le Mac Ille Mhuire. 
3pp- 24xl8. NLS, 
(Printed and published David MacDonaldq 
Edinburgh. Not in T S-G. ] 
MORRISON, RODERICK (translator). SGEULACHDAN 
MHIC-AN-TEOSAIN, 
I. Stornoway, n. d. 
Sgeulachdan Mhic-an. -Teo'sain. Air an tarruing 
oln leabhart "The Adventures of Baron 
Munch-hausen". Air an reiteachadh agus air 
air an eadartheangachadh le, Rtlairidh 
Holreasdan, 
64pp 29xl5. [Published 
by the'Stornoway Gazettd, 
in which the stories were previously 
published. Ca. 1966. Cartoons. ] 
MORRISON, RODERICK (translator). See 
STEVENSON9 ROBERT L. DAIBHIDH BALFOUR. 
t 
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MORRISON9 RODERICK (translator). See 
STEVENSUIN, ROBERT L. EILEAN AN IONMHAIS. 
MORRISON, WILLIAM Mt. (translator). See 
SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM. JULIUS CAESER. 
MOSGLADH. 
SydneY/Antigonish, 
1922-1933.1 
Mosgladh. "The Awakening". Leabhar 1. 
An t-Earrachq 1922. Aireamh 1- LI11-1 
"Gloir Dhe agus math ar cinnidh". Scottish 
Catholic Society of Canada (organised 
July lstv 1919). 
[A new series beGan 1929.. ] 
Mosgladh. [111. ] December 1933- Published 
by the Scottish Catholic Society of Canada. 
"GlOir Dhe agus math ar cinnidh"* [Last seen. ] 
Ca. 50PP per quarterly issue. 26*xl8. 
Harv 9 Xavier. [Information 
from Sister Margaret 
MacDonell of Harvard and Nova Scotia 
and Prof. Calum I. N. MacLeod of St. 
Francis Xavier University, Antigonish. 
Prof. MacLeod informs that the paper 
was printed at Sydney, N. S. 9 and that it was also issued "in newspaper'form"(30x23) 
printed in Antigonish. Quarterly. ] 
MUNROj JAMES. GAELIC VOCABULARY AND PHRASE BOOK. 
Glas, gow, n, d,, 
Munro's Gaelic Vocabulary and Ph 
Containing copious vocabularies 
selection of colloquial phrases 
subjects arranged under distinct 
having an imitated pronunciation 
Glasgow: Alex. MacLaren ez Sonsp 
64pp 19XI3- [From 
Munro's Gaelic Primer, 
rase Dook. 
and a choice 
on various 
headgleach 
marked. 
Argyle Streett C, 2, 
PC. 
of which it 
was the larger part. ] 
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14UNRO j JMMES. A NEW GAELIC PRIMER. 
Edinburghl 1902o 
A New Gaelic Primer: containing elements of 
pronunciation; an abridged Grammar; formation 
of words; a list of Gaelic and Welsh 
vocables of like signification: also, a 
copious vocabulary, with a figured orthoepy; 
and a choice selection of ' colloquial phrases on various subjects, having the pronunciation 
marked throughout. By James. Munro, 11.11. E. I. 9 I. C., e-, O. S. G., &-c. Seventh edition. 
Improved and enlarged, Edinburgh: John 
Grant, 31 Georee IV. Bridge, 1902* 
86pp ii Index. 18xl2. EPL. [First 
ed. 1828; the above is a reprint 
of that, of 1854.1 
A NEW GAELIC PRIMER. 
Edinburgh, 1908. 
By Jrames Munro, I. C., and 
O. S. G., Etc. Seventh edition. Improved 
and enlarged. Edinburgh: John Grant, 
31 George-IV, Bridge. 1908. 
86pp ii Index. 18xl2. AUO GU: CL, Mit. [Reprint. ] 
MUNROp NEIL. THE LOST PIDROCH. 
Inverness, [Pref, 19131. 
The Lost Pibroch andOther Shieling Stories. 
By Neil Munro, LI. D. Translated into Gaelic 
by Rev. Archd. MacDonald, Kiltarlity. 
Division 1. Price ninepence. Inverness: 
The "Northern Chronicle" Office. John Grant, 
31 George IV, Brideel Edinburgh, James Thin, 
54 South Dridge, Do, A, MILaren & Soliss 360 
Argyle Street# Glasgow. E. MracKay, 54 Murray 
Placet Stirling. 
56pp 18xl2. EU9 GU: CLj Mit, [Prefatory Note dated September, 1913- 
See overleaf. ] 
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MUNRO, NEIL. AM PORT MOR A BHA AIR CHALL. (cont. ) 
Inverness, n. d. 
Am Port Nor a bha air Chall agus Sgeulachdan 
eile na h-Airidh, Leis -an Olla Ni-all 
Mac an Rothaich. Eadarthangaichte[sic] bho 
an Bheurla Sastuinaich Cu Gaidhlig Albannaich 
leis an Urramach G. Mac Dhomlinuillv D. D. 
Pris I1/- InbUrnis-, Comunn Foillseachaidh 
na 1j. -. Airde-Tuath. It ff 101pp, 25x1g. NLS. [Ascribed 
to 1934 by NLS. Munro was an 
important influence on Gaelic writers 
of fiction in the first few decades of 
this century. ] 
MURCHISON, THOMAS M. (co-editor). ALBA, See 
MACLEANj MALCOLM, 
MURCHISON9 THOMAS DI. (editor), See LAMONT9 
DONALD9 PROSE WRITINGS. 
MURCHISONy T110111JAS H. (editor),, See MACLEOD, 
MALCOLM, All IUCHAIR OIR. 
MMRAY # NOMIAN. NEW T. =HOD GAELIC. 
Vancouver, (c. 1941]. 
New Method Gaelic. A phonetic system of 
Gaelic reading. [Crest with inscription, 
'An Comunn Gaidhealach; and captiong- 
'Vancouver, B. C. 1] By Norman Murrayq II. A. 
Published by An Comunn Gaidhealachq 
Vancouver$ Canada, 
Copyright 1941 by An Comunn Gaidhealachq 
Vancouvert Canda, 
3 ff, l7pp. 23--. 16. GU: CL, 
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NA/NA H-/NADI/NIAN. [Gaelic definite article: 
ignored in alphabe-bisation. ] 
NATIONAL ANTHEMs THE. See LAOIDH NA RIOGIUCHD. 
NATIONAL BIBLE SOCIETY$, THE, See BIBLE. 
NATIONAL BIBLE SOCIETY OF SCOTL. A. NDq THE. See 
CO'MUTT11-BlUOBULL DUTHCHAIL NA H-ALBA. - 
[booklat] 
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE DAHAIIS OF 
THE DRITISH ISLES, CREIDEAMH, NA BAHAII. - 
London, 1961. 
[Title page] Creideamh na Bahalf. 
[Colophon) Printed in Great Britain 1961. This 
is a publication of The National Spiritual 
Assombly of the Dahalls of the British Isles. 
Bahall Publishing Trust, 27 Rutland Gateg 
London, S-IT-7- 
28ppt 13x9. PC. 
An explanatory booklet. Printed lieffer, Cambridee. ] 
NEW TESTAMENT, THE. See BIBLE. 
NEWSPAPERS, For title list of newspapers which 
featured a regular Gaelic column for a periodp 
see under PERIODICALS. 
NORTHERN INSURANCE COMPANY9 THE. See AN TUATH 
CHOMUNN URRAS, 
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NICOLSON INSTITUTE, THE, Stornoway. See 
SCHOOL MAGAZINES. 
NICOLSON, ALEXANDER9 Advocate, GAELIC PROVERBS, 
Glasgow, 1951, 
Gaelic Proverbs. Collected and translated into 
English with equivalents from other 
European languages by Alexander Nicolsong 
I. I. A., LL. D. 9 Advocate. Reprinted isrith 
Index, etc. by Malcolm Mac Inncsq M. A., LL. B. 9 Edinburah and the Cape of Good Hopet Advocate. (111. ] Published for Malcolm Maclnnesq Esq. 
by-the Caledonian Press, 793 Argyle Street, 
Glasgow. 1951. 
10 ff, xxxvi, 470PP. 23X15- AU, PC. 
[Section B (pp i-xxxvi, pp 1-420) comprises 
a reprint of Nicolson's tGaelic Proverbs' 
(1st ed. 1881), including the title 
paGe--less publisher's imprint--of that 
edition. Section A (10 ff) contains 
all the prefatorial material--including 
the title page reproduced above--to the 
new edition by NacInnes. Section C 
(pp 423-470) comprises MacInnes' Index. 
Nicolson's book was based on Donald 
MacIntosh's 'A Collection of Gaelic 
Proverbs' (lst ed.. 1785). As the 
proverbs are arranged alphaboticallyl 
the Index makes the work much more 
usable. ] 
NICOLS0119 ALEXANDERl Lecturer in Gaelic. 
AM BREACADH, 
Glasgow, 1939, 
Am Dreacadh. A Basic Gaelic Reader. 
Compiled by Alexander Nicolson, M. A., 
Lecturer in Gaelic in Jordanhill Training 
College, Glaseow. Glasgow: Archd. Sinclairg 
Celtic Press, 27a Cadogan Street. 1939. 
44pp 2 ff Ads. 19X13. I-lit, [See 
overleaf. ] 
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NICOLSONq ALEXANDER9 Lecturer in Gaelic. 
AM DREACADII. (cont, ) 
Glasgow, n, d, 
Am Breacadli. A'Basic Gaelic Reader. 
Compiled by Alexander Nicolsont M. A. 9 Lecturer in Gaelic in Jordanhill Trainine 
College, Glasgow. Glasgow: Alex. MacLaren 
& Sons, 268 Argyle Street2 C. 2. 
36pp, 12 ff[3 of grammar, 1 Ads., 8 glossary]. 
lqxl ?; 
till in print. ] 
PC, 
NICOLSON, ALEXA14DER, Lecturer in Gaelic. 
GAELIC RIDDLES AND ENIGMAS, 
GlasCow, 1938. 
Gaelic Riddles and Enigmas. (Toimhseachain 
agus, Dubh-Fhacail, ) Dy Alexander Nicolson, 
Lecturer in Gaelic at Jordanhill Colleeev 
Glasgow. Glaseow: Archd. Sinclair, Celtic 
Pressq 27a Cadoaan Street. 1938. 
103P * 19X13- mit., SS. YEnglish 
translation on rt. facing page. ] 
NICOLSON9 ALEXANDER, Lecturer in Gaelic. 
MODERN GAELIC: A BASIC GRA11%1MAR. 
Glasf; owp (Pref, 19361. 
Nodern Gaelic, A Basic Grammar. By 
Alexander Nicolson, M. A., Lecturer in Gaelic 
at Jordanhill Collegeg Glasgow. Glasgow: 
Archibald §inclai'r, Celtic Press, 27A 
Cadoean Street, 
viii, 155PP. 19X13- AU, CoS, Nit,, NLS: 
GRAIRIAR. 
MODERN GAELIC: A BASIC 
Glasgow, 1945. 
Modern Gaelic. A Dasic Grammar. By Alexander 
Nicolson, M. A., Lecturer in Gaelic dt The 
University/ 
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University and Jordanhill Collegep Glasgow. 
Three shillings and sixpence net. Glasgow: 
Alex. Maclaren & Sonst 268 Argyle Street, C. 2. 
First published 1936. Re-issued 1945. 
vIii 155pp. 19xl3- PC, [Printed 
Sinclair, Glasgow. ] 
NICOLSONj ALEXANDER9 Locturer, in Gaelic. 
OIDEAS NA CLOINNE. 
Glaseow, n. d. 
Oideas na Cloinne. Le Alasdair Mao Neacail. 
Printed by Archibald Sincl-air, Celtic Presst 
2/12 Ifackeith Stroett Glasoov, S. E. 
103P 9 22x14. PC, TReviewed 
'An Gaidhealt, 1948,1 
NICOLSON9 ALEXANDER9 Lecturer in Gaelic. 
AN DUILLEAG GIIAIDHLIG. See CHAPBOOK. 
NICOLSON, CALUM. See NICOLSON, MALCOLM. 
NICOLSON9 DONALD. LAMH-SGRIOBHAINNEAN MIIIC- 
NEACAIL. 
Nps, n, d, 
Lamh-Sgriobhainnean Ilhic-Neacail. 
An t-Urramach Domhnull Mac Neacallt A. M. (1735- 
1802),, 
PP 340-409.22xl4. 
NICOLSONg 14ALCOLN. DAIN SPIORADAIL. 
Glaseowt 1917. 
Dain Spioradail. Le Calum MacNeacailp 
maighstir-seoile ann am Barabhase Fo laimh Iain 
N. MacLeoidg deasaiche "Bardachd Leodhais", 
Glaschu: Alasdair Mae Labhruinn aeus a Mhicq 
360 Sraid Earraghaidheal. 1917- 
1f Ill, [photo of Nicolson], 15xl4. EPL$ NLS* 
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NICOLSON, NICOL. AN T-URRA14ACH IAIN MAC-ILITH. 
Inverness, 1910, 
An t-Urramach lain Mac-Rath ("Mac-Rath 
Mor") a bha ann an Loodhas. Beagan iomraidh 
m1a bheatha agus criomagan d'a theagasg. 
Le Neacal Mac-neacailt ministear Strath- 
Ghairbh. Maille ri dealbh Mhr. 14hic-Rath. 
Am treas clo-bhualadh. Inverness: George 
Youngt New Market, 1910, 
1f 111.9 110pp. 22x3.4. 
[First and second e&% in 1894,1895. 
AN T-URRAMACII IAIN INIAC RATH, 
Glasgoiff 1939- 
An t-Urramach lain Mae Rath ("Nac Rath 
Mor") a bha ann an Leodhas. Doagan iomradh 
m1a, bhoatha, agus criomagan dfa, theagasg. Le 
Neacal Mae Neacaill ministear Shrath-Ghairbh. 
Maille ri dealbh IJhgr Mhic Rath. Po laimh 
Eachainn Nhic Dhughaill. Glascho: Alasdair 
MacLabhruinn is a Mhic, 268 Sraid Earra-Ghaidhealp 
C, 2, 
Ah coathrarnii clo-bhualadh 1939, 
59ppi 5 ff Ads. 19xl3.. PC. 
0 BROIN, PADRAIG (co-editor). See IRISLEADHAR 
CEILTEACII. 
0 BROINs PADRAIG (editor). See TEANGADOIR. 
0 LOCHLAINNI COLM. DEOCH-SLAINTE NAN GILLE-AN. 
Dubling [c. 19481. 
Deoch-slainte nan Gillean, Nornan Zoran 
a Barraidh. Air na dheasachadh le Colm 
0 Lochlairml am Daile Atha Cliatht ann 
an Eirinn: Fo Chomhardha nan Trl Coinnlean. 
Copyright Colm'O Lochlainn 1948. 
xiv 83PP- 19X13- GU: CL, [Some music., in staff. ] 
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01 RAHILLY , THOMAS -F. IRISH DIALECTS. . Dublin, 1932. 
Irish Dialects past and presentq with 
chapters on Scottish and Manx. By 
Thomas P. 01 Rahilly, Broime and Nolan 
Limited: Dublin; Belfast; Cork; Waterford; 
London: 18, Red Lion Passage, Holborng 
11-C-1.1932. 
ix, 1f Contents, 278pp, If Symbols used, 
1f Errata(12.5xl2), 22xl4'. AU: CL, 
[Printed at the St Catherine Press, Ltd. 9 Bruges, Belgiwm, ] 
GBAIR Al CHELP. 
[Oban, 1914. ] 
The Kelp Industry. Reprint of two 
arteiles on the Industry from "The Oban 
Times", the first appearing on 25th Novemberg 
1914, with Gaelic translation therof. 
4pp[English]. 26x2O. 
Oba: ir a' Che 
diongmhalta? 
3pp[Gaelic]. 
[The two 
OFTEDAL9 MAGNE. 
lp. An gabli i cur air bonn 
26x2O, GUiCL,, 
are stapled together. ] 
THE GAELIC OF LEURBOST. 
Oslop 1956. 
A Linguistic Survey of the Gaelic dialects 
of Scotlande Vol, III. Magne Oftedal. 
The Gaelic of Leurbost, Isle of Lewis. 
Oslo. 1956. H. Aschohoug & Co. (W. Nygaard). 
372p 26xl8. fsýorsk 
Tidsskrift for Sprogvidenskap', 
Suppl. Bind-IV. ] 
OLD HIGHLANDS9 THE. See THE GAELIC SOCIE'rf OF 
GLASGOW. TRANSACTIONS, VOLUME III. 
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OLD TESTAMENT9 THE. Soe BIBLE. 
OLDHAM9 J. H, COMASAN NA H-URNUIGH, 
London, 1913. 
Comasan na h-Urnuigh. Le J. 11. Oldham. 
Translated from the, English by Malcolm 
MacLeodq M. A., Minister at Broadford, 
Skye. T. N. Foulis, London & Edinburgh, 
1913* 
The Possibilities of Prayer. By J. 11. 
Oldham. T. N. Foullsq London & Edinburgh. 
1913- 
1f 111.1 81pp. 19X13- cost Mit. 
[English and Gaelic on facing pages. 
Printed Turnbull &- Spearst Edinburgh. ] 
ORAIN-CARAID. See AN COMUNN GAIDHEALACH, 
ORAIN DA-GIIUTIIACH. 
Glasgovrq 1928. 
Orain Da-Ghuthach, Book One, Gaelic Duets, 
A new collection of Gaelic sones arraneed 
for two voices. 1/- net, Glascho: Alasdair 
MacLabhr-uinn ts a Mhic, 36o-362 Sraid Earra- 
Ghaidheall C, 2,1928, 
3.6pp 2lxl7. Mit*9 NLS9 PC, [Solfa. ] 
ORAIN NAM BEANNp NEW SERIES. * 
71. p. , n. d. 
10rain nam Beann. Part 1. New Series. 
songso Gaelic & English, Methven zo Simpson, 1932,1 
(The above quotation is from MacLaren. 
Described in MacLaren catalogue of 
1938 As 10rain nam Beann. New Series. 
Dook 11. Untraceable. See also MORRISON, 
ANGUS, of Edinburgh. ORAIN NAM BEANN. ] 
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ORAN At CHEASAR. See N[ORRISON]p A[NGUS], of 
Edinbureh. 
ORAN MKIC ILLEATHAIN. 
Nope f n. d. 
Oran ýIhic Illeathain an I'llotel", 
lp. 22xl8. PC. 
[No music. Prob. published by IfacLaren, 
Glasgow. ] 
ORDNANCE SURVEY OF SCOTLAND. GLOSSARY. 
N, p., n, d, 
Ordnance Survey of Scotland, Glossary of the 
most common Gaelic words (and corrupted forms 
of Gaelic)q used on the Ordnance. Survey Maps. 
8pp. 18X9. PC. 
OSSIAN [poet].. See DANA OISEIN MHIC FHINN, 
OSSIAN [periodical]. See GLASGOW UNIVERSITY 
OSSIANIC, SOCIETY. 
OWD-Nq JOHN. OBAIR AN SPIORAID NAOIMII 
Edinburghl 
[Intro. 1916]e 
ý Cogadh nor na h-Eo*rpa. Obair an Spioraid 
Naoimh. Omhain. [Here crest of burning 
bush with legendj- Eaglais na h-Alba I An 
Eaglais Shaor Aonaichte, An Eaelais Shaor, ] 
Printed by Oliver and Boydj Edinburgh, 
for The Church of Scotland, The United Free 
Church of Scotland, and The Free, Church of 
Scotland. 
xi, 84pp. 14xiO. NLS@ 
[A translation of Dr. John Owen's 
'A Discourse Concerning the Holy Spirit'. 
Introduction dated 1916, signed Norman 
MacLean. Issiied to World liar I soldiers. ] 
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OWEN9 JOHN. OIRDHEIRCEAS CHRIOSD. 
Edinburghp [Intro. 1916]o 
Cogadh mor na h-EZOrpa. Oirdheirceas Chriosd. 
Omhain. [Crest of burning bush, with legendo- 
Eaglais na h-Alba An Eaglais Shaor Aonaichteq 
An Eaglais Shaor, 
) 
Printed by Oliver and 
Boyd, Edinburg1j, for The Church of Scotlandp 
The United Free Church of Scotland, and The 
Free Church of Scotland. 
x, 80pp. 14xio. NLS. 
[Translation by Alexander MacDougall of 
Four Sermons by Dr John Owen on Psalm 
xlv: 1-3. Intro. dated 1916, siGned 
Norman MacLean. Issued to soldiers in 
World liar I. ] 
PARKER, IIINIFRED, NA DAOINE SIDHE. 
Glasaoi, iv 1907. 
Na Daoine Sidhe is Uirsgeulan eile. Air an 
cur an eaear le Una, inghean Fear na Pairce. 
Na dealbhan o laimh Chatrilona Chamaroin, R. S. 11., 
is Raoghnailt Ainslie Ghrannd Dubh 
Archibald Sinclair, Celtic Presss 
47 
Waterloo Street, Glasgovr * 1907- 
Pp 5-489 4 ff Ills [in text], 2lxl4. NLS, 
PARKER9 WINIFRED. NA DAOINE SIDILE. 
N. p. 9 1907. 
Na Daoine Sidhe is Uirsgeulan eile, 
Air an cur an cagar le Unap inghean Pear na 
Pairce. Na dealbhan o laimh ChatrIona, Cbamaroin# 
R. S. W., is Raoghnailt Ainslie Ghrannd Dubh. 1907- 
Gaelic Fairy Tales, Edited by Winifred N, P 
Parker. Illustrated by Katharine Camerong ReSO-le, 
and Rachel Ainslie Grant Duff. 1907 
Pp 5-48; pp 5-48; 4 ff Ills. [in text). 2lxl4. 
GU: CL, 
[Gaelic and English(transiation) on facing 
pages. 3 
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PARKER, IIINIFRED. NA DAOINE SIDHE. (cont. ) 
Glasgoivg 1908. 
Na daoine Sidlie is Uirsgeulan eile. Na 
dealbharl o laimh Chatr: %iona Chamaroing IZ. S. Ii. 9 
is Raoghnailt Ghraruid Dubh. Glaschu: 
Gilleasbuig Mac-na-Ceardadli, 47 Sraid 
Waterloo. 1908, 
Gaelic '. Pairy Tales. Illustrated by Katharine 
Cameron, ReS. W, f and Rachel Ainslie Grant 
Duff. Glasgow: Archibald-Sinclairg Celtic 
Press, 47 Waterloo Street, 1908, 
Pp 5 48; Pp 5-48; 4 ff ills. [in tex-t], 2lxl4. ISecond 
Edition Preface. Issued in aid 
of the funds of the Feill of 1907-1 
PARKERl WINIFRED (co-oditor). "SOP AS GACH 
SEIDII* See FORBES, MABEL C, 
PASTORAL LETTER, A. 
Oban, [1942]. 
[Crest of the Bishop of Argyll and the Isles. ] 
A Pastoral Letter to the Clergy and Laity of 
the Diocese of Argyll and the Islas. To be 
read at the Last I-lass on The First Sunday in 
Lentp 1942. Oban Times Ltd., Oban. 
lopp. 21x14, PC. 
PATERSON9 JOHN 11. GAELIC MADE EASY9 PART 1. 
Glasgow, [1952]. 
"Gaelic Made Easy". A Guide. to Gaelic for 
Beginners. Part 1. Comprising 10 lossons in 
Gaelic. Written and compiled by John M, 
Paterson. [Crest, lion rampant, with legend, - 
Dionnas& Gaidhlig na h-Alba, Cha n-fhois Cu 
buaidh. j Dionnasg Gaidhlig na Ii-Alba (The Gaelic 
League of Scotland), 27 Elmbank St, q Glasgow, 
2 fft 40ppp I f. 19X13. 
Dated 1952 in 2nd ed. ] 
GAELIC MADE EASYs PART 1. 
[Reprints as below. ] 
Reprinted 1952y 1954(revis"ed)g 1958. 
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PATERSON9 JOHN M. GAELIC MADE EASY, PART 2. 
Glasgow, [19531. 
"Gaelic Made Easy". A Guide to Gaelic for 
Beginners. Part 2, Comprising 10 lessons 
in Gaelic, including vocabular Written and 
compiled by John M, Paterso Crest. ] 
Dionnasg Gaidhlig na h-Alba (The Gaelic 
League of Scotland), 27 Elmbank St., Glasgow. 
2 ff, 40pp, x Vocab., 2 ff. I 19, U3. 
GAELIC MADE EASY9 PART 2, 
[Reprints -as below. ] 
Reprinted 1956,1959(revised). 
PATERSONg JOHN N. GAELIC MADE EASY, PART 3 
Glasgowt [1958ý, 
"Gaelic Made Easy", A Guide to Gaelic for 
Beginners, Part 3, Comprising 10 lessons in 
Gaelicq including -vocabulary. Written and 
compiled by John 11. Paterson. [Crest, ] D-4onnasC 
Gaidlilio na h-Alba (The Gaelic Leacue of 
Scotland)t 27 Elmbank St., Glasgow. 
4 ff, 51PPt v Vocab. 19XI39 
GAELIC IMADR, EASY9 PART 3- 
. Glasgoift 
1963- 
Scotland , 34 Berkoley Stroetp Glasgow, C-3- [Reprint, 
ý 
PA'FERSONq JOHN M. GAELIC MADE EASY, PART It. 
Glasgow, 1960. 
"Gaelic Made Easy", A Guide to Gaelic for 
Beginners. Part 4. Comprising 13 lessons 
in Gaelic, including vocabularTI, Written and 
compiled by John M, Paterson. Crest. ] Dionnase 
Gaidhl; L-g na h-Alba (The Gaelic League of 
Scotland), 27 Elmbank St. 9 Glaseow. 4 fft 69pp, ix Vocab., I f. IqX13, 
Scotland 
[Reprint. 
1 
GAELIC MADE EASY* 
Glasgoup 
34 Berkeley Street, 
1967. 
Glasgow, C-3- 
I 
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PATERSON, JOILN 11, THE GAELS HAVE A WORD FOR IT. 
Glasgow, [Fore. 19641* 
The Gaels Have a Iford for it. A modern 
Gaelic vocabulary of 2000 words, Compiled 
by John 11, Paterson. Price 316. Post free 3/10. 
[Crost of lion rampant, with legend, - 'Dionnaso 
Gaidhlig na h-Alba. Cha n-fhois gu buaidh. I] 
Dionnasg Gaidhlig na h-Alba (The Gaelic League 
ot Scotland)t 34 Berkeley Street, Glastrowt C, 3- 
6 ff 31PP9 If Ads. 19xl-l*. tEngllsh Roimh-Radh dated Februaryq 1964. 
Prin 
, 
ted Learmonthq Stirling, Neologisms 
of Paterson's own creation. ] 
PEITEAG RUAIDII. See under ERSKINE, RUARAIDHq 
OF MR. AIR EACHDRAID11. 
PERIODICALS. The following is a title list of 
serials which published (or still publish) 
Gaelic material with some regularity but 
not in sufficient quantity to fulfil the 
terms of the definition of 'Gaelic 
Publicationst used in this work: - 
An Aimsir Cheiltoach(C); Akros; Alba Nuadh; 
Aurora(ýC) The Barra'Dulletin; Bealoideas; 
The Bee(Cý; The Canadian-Amorican Gael(C); 
Cape Breton Mirror(C)w, The Cash. et(C); Catalyst; 
Catholic Directory; Ceann Tara(C); Celtica; 
Clan Society MaGazines; The Eastern Chronicle(C)-, 
Eigne; The Eilean Fraoich Annual; Eriu; 
Etudes Celtiques; Fraser's Scottish Annual(C); 
The Glasgow Highlander; The Glengarrian(C); 
The Highland Nei-is; The Highland Times; The 
Inverness Courier; The Journal of Celtic 
Studies; Lines Review; Lion Rampant; Lochlann; 
Maple Leaf(C); Ifercat Cross; New Saltire; 
North Star; The Northern Chronicle(important]; 
The Northern Evangelist-, The Northern 
Weekly; The Oban Times; Outlook; The People's 
Journal; The Pictish Review; Poetry 
Scotlandf 
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PERIODICALS (cont. ). 
Scotland; Port Hood Greetings; Revue 
Coltique; Saga och Sed; St Peter's Magazine 
Schools' Annuals1see under SCHOOL MAGAZITTESý; 
Scottish Art and Letters; Scottish Australian; 
-tish Catholic Scottish Canadian(C); Scot 
Herald; Scottish Chapbook; Scottish Highland 
Weekly; Scottish International; Scottish 
Review; The-Sea Leaguer; The Stornoway 
Gazette[important]; The Sydney Post(C) 
Sydney Post-Record(C); Sydney Record(Cý; 
Thistlo; Tir; The Voice of Scotland; 
The Weekly Scotsman; I-lick Literary Magazine; 
Yorkshire Celtic Studles; Zeitschrift fUr 
celtische Philoloeie. 
[C = Canadian. Occasional articles in 
serials which do not reGularily feature 
Gaelic are given under the name of the 
author, if the article is of come 
significance. ] 
PORTREE HIGH SCHOOL. See COMUNN'NA H-OIGRIDHO 
FEACHD PHORTRIGH', AN CABAIRNEACII. 
PORTREE HIGH SCHOOL* See SCHOOL MAGAZINES. 
PRAYER BOOK, See ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
AITHGHEARRADH TEAGASG CHRIOSTA. [bound together] 
PSýLms. 
PSALMODY. 
BIDLE. 
See BIBLE. 
See: 
PSALMODY. 
FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. FUINN NAN SALM 
GHAIDHLIG. 
HATELY9 T, L. SEANN FHUINN NAN SALM. 
MACBEAN9 LACHLAN. FUINN NAN SALMe 
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PUIRT MO SHEANAMHAR. See [MACDONALD, T. D, ] 
QUIGGIN, E. C. (compiler). See FRASER, JOHN. 
POEMS FROM THE DOOK OF THE DEAN OF LISMORE. 
REID9 DUNCAN. A COURSE OF GAELIC GR. VLNIAR* 
Glasgoup 1902. 
A Course of Gaelic Grammar, By Duncan 
Reidt F. S. L. A. t teacher of Gaelic in the 
High School of Glasgow. [111, ] (New and 
enlarged edition. ) Glasgow: Archibald 
Sinclair, Printer, 47 Waterloo Street. 
Edinburgh and Glaseow: John Menzies nnd Co.. 
1902. (Entered at Stationers' Hall. ) 
viii 164pp. l9xl2. AU, EPL, GU: CL9 Mit, [First 
ed. 1895. ] 
A COURSE OF GAELIC GRAMAR* 
Glasgow, 1908. 
A Course of Gaelic Grammar. By Duncan Reid, 
F, S, L. A. [111. ] (Third edition. ) Seventh 
thousand. Glasgow: Archibald Sinclairt 
Printer, 47 Waterloo Street. Edinburgh 
and Glasgow: John Menzius & Co. 1908. 
(Entered at Stationerst Hall. ) 
viii, 164pp. IqX13. AU, GU: CL9 NLS, 
A COURSE OF GAELIC GRA151AR. 
Glaseow, 1923. 
A Course of Gaelic Grammar, By Duncan Roid, 
F, S. L. A, Fourth edition. Glaseow: Archibald 
Sinclairg Printer, 47 Waterloo Street,. 1923, 
(Entered at Stationers' Hall. ) 
viii, 164pp. 18X13- cost Mit, 
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REID, DU11CAN. ELEMENTARY COURSE OF GAELIC. 
Glasgow, 1908. 
Elementary Course of Gaelic, By Duncan Reidt 
author of "A Course of Gaelic Grammar'19 etc. 
issued by In Comunn Gaidhealach for use in 
Schools and Gaelic Classes, Glasgow: printed 
and published for An Comunn Gaidhealach, 68 
Gordon Streets by Archd. Sinclair, Celtic 
Pressp 47 Waterloo Street. 1908. 
It ffy 1.17PPt 2 ff, l9xl4. Mit. 
ELEMENTARY CO'LMSE OF GAELIC. 
Glasgow, 1913, 
Blemontary Course of Gaelic, By Duncan 
Reid, Re-arranged and enlarged by Norman 
MacLeod (Gaelic Masterl The Glasgow'lligh 
School). Published by An Comunn Gaidhealach 
for use in Schools and Gaelic Classes. 
Glasgow: Archibald Sinclairg "Celtic Press". 
47 Waterloo Street. 1913. 
viij 208ppe l8xl2. AUj NLS, 
ELEMENTARY COURSE OF GAELIC. 
Glasgou, 1921. 
Elementary Course of Gaelic. By Duncan 
Reid, Rearranged and enlareed by Norman 
MacLeodv M. A. (Gaelic Master, The Glasgow 
High School). Second edition. Published 
by An Comunn Gaidhealach for use in Schools 
and Gaelic Classes. Stirling: Jamieson 
Munrog Ltd., Printers, 40 Craigs. 1921. 
viii, 208ppo 20x13. NLS9 PC, 
ELEMENTARY COURSE OF GAELIC. 
Glasaowg 1928. 
. School). Third edition. Published by InoComunn Gaidhealach for use in Schools and 
Gaelic Classes. Stirling: JaMie5on & Munro, 
Ltd,, Printersl 40 Craies. 1928. 
viiiq 208pp, 20xl3- PCO 
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REID9 DUNCAN, -ELEMENTARY COURSE OF GAELIC. (cont. ) 
. Glasgow, 1935. 
Elementary Course of Gaelic, By Duncan Reid, 
Rearranged and enlarged by Norman MacLeod, N. A. 
(Gaelic Masterv The Glasgow High School)* 
Published by An Comunn Gaidhoalach for use in 
schools and Gaelic classes. 
viii 208pp. 20xl3. AU9 PC, tPrinted 
Jamieson and Munro. ] 
ELEMENTARY COU'EZSE OF GAELIC. 
Glasgow, 1935. 
[Title page identical to tho above; 
j. 
I 
viii, 208pp. 19X13. EU: NLS. 
ELEMENTARY COURSE OF GAELIC, 
Glasgowq 1952, 
, School). Present Reprint 1952. ; 
uLished by An Comunn Gaidhealach for use 
in schools and Gaelic classes, Stirling: 
Jamieson & Munro, Ltd. 9 Printers, 
40 Craics. 
viiit 208pp. l9xl3,, PC, 
ELEMENTARY COURSE OF GAELIC, 
Glasgow, 1968. 
. School). Present Reprint - 1968* 9* [Title 
page otherwise identical to the above. ] 
viii 208pp. 19xl3- [In 
a Preface, Mr. Donald Thomson is 
thanked "for his work in correcting and 
preParing this book for reprinting". 
Still a standard schools' grammar; it has 
been changed in very'little since 1913,1 
RIEAGHAILTEAN AGUS CLAR-ODRACII. See CONUNN 
NA H-OIGRIDII, 
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ROBERTSON, ANGUS. CNOC AN PHRADHAIRC, 
Glascowt 1940. 
Cnoc an Phradhairc. By Angus Robertson. 
Foreword by Alexander Nicolson, M. A., Lecturer 
in Gaelic in Jordanhill College, Glasgov, author 
of "History of Skye'19 "Gaelic Grammar"t etc. 
'The Celts have boon for long the schoolmasters 
of the Germanic peoples. '--Henri Hubert. 
Glasgow: Alexander MacLaren & Sonsq 268 
Argyle Street, C. 2.1940. 
xviii, 94pp. 19xl3. EPL, GU, Mit. 
[The central core of the book is a 
47-page poem on the 'ethos of his race' 
(Nicolson). The language is aureate and 
sometimes obscurev the philosophy not 
very original. ] 
ROBERTSOTIp ANGUS. AN T-OGIIA MOR, 
Glasgow, (rore, 19131, 
An t-Ogha Mor. No. Am Fear-Sgeoil air 
Uilinn. Le Aonghas Mae. Dhonnachaidh. 
Fosgrachadh le Uisdean Mae an Rothaich. 
Glascho: MaeDhonnachaidhq U6ir & Co., 47 
Strhid Waterloo, 
8 ffq 226pp, 4 ff Ads; 4 ff Ills. [in text]. 
20xl AU, GU: CL, Mit. 9 NLS. ?; 
Ceann-Cuimhnel dated 'Earraohg 19131, 
6ioned by Robertson. Printed John 
Cossarg Govan. Novel: see discussion 
in prose chapter above. ] 
AN T-OGIHA MOR. 
Glasgow, 1919, 
An t-Ogha Mor, No, Am Fear-Sgeoil air 
Uilinn. Le Aonghas Mac Dhonnachaidh. 
Posgrachadh le Uisdean Mac an Rothaich. 
Glascho: Alasdair Mae Labhruinn Is a Mhicq 
360-362 Sraid Earraghaidheal 1919. 
.8 ffq 226pp; 
4 ff Ills. [in týxt]. 20xl3. PC* 
ROBERTSON9 ANGUS. ORAIN 14A CEILIDH. 
London, n. d. 
Orain na Ceilidh. Songs of the Ceilidh. By Angus 
Robertson. Arranged by Duncan Morrison. Foreword 
by D. J. MacLeod, D. Litt. Copyright. 5/- net. 
Paterson's Publications; London: 36-40 wiamore 
Street, 11.1.; Edinburgh: 27 Georgp Street; Glasgow: 
152 Buchanan Street; Aberdeen: 183 Union Street; 
Now York: Carl Fischer, Inc, 62 Cooper Square; 
Canada: Anglo-Canadian Music Co. t 144 Victoria 
Street, Toronto; New Zealand: C. Begg & Co., Ltd., 
Manners Streetq Wellington. 
4 ff 34ppt 3 ff Ads. 3lx25. Nit, tAcquired Mit, 1945. English translations, ] 
ROBERTSON9 ANGUS, COR9 COIR AGUS COIRICH. See 
under HENDERSON, ANGUS, SGOILTEAN AGUS OILEAN, 
ROBERTSON9 CHAS, M. THE GAELIC OF THE WEST OF ROSS- 
SHIRE, 
Invernesal n, d, 
The Gaelic of the West of Ross-Shire. By Rev. 
Chas. M. Robertson, Dadcallt Lochbroom. 
(Reprinted from the Trails-actions of the Gaelic 
Society of Invernesst Vol. XXIV9 1899-1901. ) 
49pp. 22xl4. Eul 
ROBERTSON9 CHAS. M. SKYE GAELIC. 
N. p. j n. d. 
Skye Gaelic. By Rev. Chas. M, Robertson. 
36pp 22xl3, FC. [Reprinted from 'Transactions of the Gaelic 
Society of Inverness', Vol, XXIIIp 1902*] 
ROBERTSONp CHAS* 119 (editor). See MACGREGORI 
ALEXANDER* SONGS, 
ROBINSONg F. N. THE GAELIC BALLAD OF THE MANTLE, 
Chicago# [19031* 
Reprinted from Modern Philolon. -, Vol. 1,. No. 19 
June, 1903. A Variant of the Gaelic Ballad of the 
Mantle. By P. N. Robinson, Printed at the University 
of Chicaeo Press, 
13pp. 25xl8. Mit, 
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ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, AN AIFRIONN ANN AN GAIDHLIG. 
N, p, , n, d, 
An Aifrionn ann an 
16pp ll. gx8.6. [Very 
recent. ] 
Gaidhlig. 
PC. 
ROIWT CATHOLIC CHURCH. 
CHRIOSTA. 
AITHGIIEARRADH TEAGASG 
[Oban], 1902, 
Aithghearradh Teagasg Chriosta. Le aonta 
nan Easibbig Ro-Urramacht Easbuig Abair 
Eadhain agus Easbtig EarraGhaidheal Is nan 
Eilean. An siatharah clo-bhualadh. MCMII. 
46pp 13X8- EU: CLt PC. [The 
first Gaelic translation of the 
Christian Doctrine was published in 
1781 (486pp); the first abridCad 
version was in 1815. The above was 
printed by Hugh MacDonaldq Oban. ] 
CliRIOSD,. 
ATH-GIIEARRADH AN TEAGSAG[sicl 
New Glasgow. N. S., 1920. 
Ath-ghearradh an Teagsag Chriosd. Air a 
cheartachadh Is air ath leasachadh lo 
ordugh Easbuig Caithliceach nal Sgireachd. 
[111. ] New Glasgoif, N. S.: Now Glasgow 
Printery. 1920. 
24pp. 14xio. GU: CL,, 
CHRIOSTA* 
AITHGHEARRADH TEAGASG 
Glasgow, 1940. 
All Rif; hts Reserved. Entered at Stationers' 
Hall. Aithahearradh Teaeasg Chriosta is 
Leabhar Urnaigh. Air an tionndadh bho 
Bheurla Gu GaidhliG le aonta Easbuig 
Earraghaldheal Is nan Eileanan. Clo- 
bhuailte le P. Doneean & Co., 145 Trongate, 
Glasgow, C, 1.1940. 
loopp. 14xii. NLS, 
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RO' WT CATHOLIC CHURCH. IUL Al CHRIOSTAIDH. 
Antigonish, 1901. 
lul a' Chriostaidh; no Comh-chruinneachadh 
de iirnaiahean air son a h-uile ama agus 
staide de bheatha a' Chrlostaidli. An 
seachdamh clZabhualadh, ath-leasaichte. 
Antigonish: The Casket Printing and Publishing 
Company. 1901. 
383P 9 15xl2. Xavier. YFirst 
ed. pre-1844. T S-G gives the 
pagination of the 1901 edo as t6 ff + 
372 pp', wrongly. ] 
IUL Al CHRIOSDAIDH. 
Stirlingt 1963. 
lul a' Chriosdaidh. Nog Comh-chruinneachadh 
do urnuiehean air son a h-uile ama aGus 
staide de bhoatha at Chriosdaidh. An 
ochdan-h clobhualadhq ath-leasaiohte. 
Stirling: A. Learmonth w Son, Printers, 
9 King Street, 1963- 
viii, 463PP. 14xii. PC. 
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. LEABIJAR CHEIST NA CLOINNE 
BIGE. 
. Dubling 1950. 
Leabhar Cheist na Cloinne Bige. With 
simplifted text and explanations for the 
pupil and a manual with detailed study 
guides for the * 
teacher. Prepared by 
Ellamwjr Horang PhD., Editor of The Journal 
of Religious Instruction, and the co-author 
of the KInGdom, of God Series. Containing 
the complete text of the official first 
communion catechism. The Scottish 
Hierarchy has approved Leabhar Cheist na Cloinne 
Bige for the Infant Department and Primary 
Three of Catholic Schools. + Donald A, Campbell, 
Archbishop of Glasgow, October 10t 1950. 
Distributed/ 
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Distributed by The Catholic Truth Society, 
18 Renfrew Streetj Glasgow, C. 2, Air vm 
tionndadh bho Dheurla Cu Gaidhlig le 
aonta + Stephen McGill, Easbuig Earraghaidhoal 
In nan Eiloinean. Published by Iona Pressl 
Dublin -and Glasgow. Entire contents copyrighted 
1950 throughout the United Kingdom by Iona 
Press by arrangement with William 11. Saddlert 
Inc., Now York# and under licence from the 
Confraternity of Christian Doctrinep 
Ifashinaton. Printed in Dublin by Dakota 
Limited, 
viii 39PP9 1 f. lgx14. PC, [Attractively illustrated in colour, ] 
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. LOCHRAIT AN ANMA. 
Edixiburglij, [19061. 
LOchran an Atima. Leabhar-Urnaigh Caitliceach, 
Sands agus a' Chuideachý't 21 Sraid Anobhairt 
Du'neideann. 
viii 162pp. 13X9. Mit, j NLS9 PC. [Imprimatur 
and Nihil obstat are 
datedg- Odic 31 Jul. 19061. Printed 
Oliver and Boyd. T S-G gives pagination 
as '3 ff + 163 pp't wrongly, ] 
ROSARNAC119 AN9 LEABHAR 1. . GlasGowq 1917- 
An R'Osarnache (111. ] Alasdair Mae Lablirainn 
agus a Mhicq Glaschu. Clo-bhuailte anns 
a' bhliadhna 1917. 
[cover] Leabhar 1. 
8 fft. 227PP; 13 ff Ills. [in text]. 27x2l* 
AU9 GU: CL9 Mit., NLS. 
[Printed Milne, Tannahill & Mothven, 
Perth. ] 
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ROSARNACH9 AN9 LEADHAR II. 
Glasgow, 1918. 
An R'O'sarnach. [111.1 Alasdair Mac Labhrainn 
agus a Nhict Glaschu. Clo-bhuailte anns 
at bhliadlma 1918. 
[Cover] Leabhar Ii. 
8 ffq 216pp; 7 ff Ills. [in text]. 27x2l. 
AU9 GU: CLq Mit. 9 NLS. [Printed Milne, Tannahill & Mothven. ] 
ROSARNACHp AN9 LEADHAR III. 
Glasgow, 1921, 
An Ro'sarnach. Leabhar 111. [111. ] 
Alasdair Mac Labhrainn agus a 11hic, Glacchu, 
1921* 
8 fft 162pp; 3 ff Ills, [in text), 27x2O, 
AUj GU: CLt Mit, j NLS, (Printed Milne, Tdnnahill & Methven. ] 
ROSARNAClIv ANt LEADHAR IV. 
Glasgow,, 1930. 
An R'O'sarnach, An Ceathramh Leabhar. [Ill. '] 
Alasdair Mac Labhrainn agus a I-1hic, G". aschu. 
1930- 
8 ff 159pp; 9 ff Ills. [in toxt]. 27x2l [Ads* 
leaflet appended. Printed by 
George Finlaysont Dundee. ) 
ROSARNAClip AN9 LEABIIAR V. * 
(Add, in Orain a' Mhoid, 1931 asq- 'Rosarnach 
V. Volume of contemporary verse and prose. 
7/6o . . to appearo' However, was almost 
certainly not published. ) 
ROSARNACH, AN. (Note* Anthology chiefly of 
prose: of considbrable interest; editied by. 
Ruaraidh Erskine of Mart ' his periodicals., 
including this onegivere of much importance. 
See discussion in Part 1, Chpt, 1, ] 
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ROSE9 11. J- (co-editor). IýORE WEST HIGHLAND 
TALES9 VOLUME ONE. See MACLEAN, Rev. Prof. 
DONALD, 
ROSEBERRY9 LORD, GAIRM AIR NA H-ALBANNAIC11. 
Stirling, (1914]. 
2d. Cocadhl "Gus an teiric troise". 
Gairm air na h-Albannaich cath. Lo 
Tighearna Roseberry, [111, ] Aonghas 
MacAoidht Struibhle. 
16pp 22xl4. PC, tTranslation 
of 2 speechs, both made 
in 1914. Pp 14-16 comprine 2 sones by 
Evan MacColl. ] 
ROSSt JAMES 
SCOTTISH 
TALES AND 
ROSS 9 NEIL. 
(co-editor). see 
STUDIES, GAELIC 
FOLK SONGS, 
AMIAGEDDON. 
SCHOOL OF 
AND SCOTS FOLK 
Edinburahq 1950, 
Armageddon. A Fragment, By Neil Ross, 
rj 
CýJrE. q D. D. 9 D. Litt. 9 Minister of Laggan. E nburgh. 1950- 
4 ff 147PP- 22xl4. tPrinted 
by James Wilson, Edinburgh. 
Distributed by The Albyn Presst Edinburgh; 
in association with Irving Ravin, 
Now Yorkt U. S. Foreword by D. J. 
MacLeodp D*Litt. English verse 
translation on rt. facing page. 
An 'epic' of the 2nd World War: 
versified history. ] 
ROSS9 NEIL, HEROIC POETRY FROM THE BOOK OF 
THE DEAN OF LISNORE. 
Edinburgh, 1939, 
Heroic Poetry from The Dook of the Dean of 
Lismore/ 
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Lismore. Edited by Neil Ros8, C, D, E, l D. D. t D. Litt., Ministor of Laggan. Pub)lished 
by Oliver & Boyd for the Scottish Gaelic 
Texts Society. Edinburah. 1939. 
Scottish Gaelic Texts. Volume Three. 
xxxi 306pp, 2 ff Ads, 23xl6. AU9 GUO Mit. (Vith English translation*] 
ROSS9 NEIL 
ROSS9 THOMAS 
(co-author), Seo AN SOLARAICIIE. 
ROSSp WILLIAM. 
(tran5lator). See BIBLD, PSALMS, 
ORAIN GRAELACH. 
Edinburah, 1902. 
Orain Gha"e*lach. Le Uilleam Ros. Air an 
co-chruinneachadh ri cheile le lain Mac- 
Choinnich ann an Inbhiriue. Gaelic Songs. 
By William Ross. Collected by John 
MacKenzie, Inverurie. Fifth adition. 
Edinburgh: John Grantp 31 Georgo IV. Bridge. 
1902. 
xv: Lq 107PP- 15XIO, . mit, (First ede ca, 1830*, the above has the 
Preface to the 2nd ed. of 1834. 
PP 95-107 comprise 'Ath-leasachadhl of 
poems by John MacKay, 'Am Plobaire 
Dall1q Ross' grandfather. ] 
ORAIN GHAIDNEALACII. 
Edinburah, 1937. 
Orain Ghaidhealach. Le Uilleam Ross. 
Air an cruinneachadh rl cheile le lain 
Mac-Choinnichg Inbhir-luGh. 
Gaelic Songs, By William Ross. Collected 
by John MacKenzieq Inver-Ewe, New edition 
reviseds with metrical translation, memoir# 
glossaryp and notes# by George Calderg 
B. D, / 
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B, D, t D. Litt, t D, D, l sometime lecturer in 
Celtic in the University of Glasgow, Oliver 
and Boyd; Edinburgh: Tweoddalo Court; London: 
33 Paternoster Row, B. C. 1937. 
xxxii, 252pp. 2lxl5. AU, GUj Mit, q etc, 
RYLE9 BISHOP. See DRUMMOND, PETER, GAELIC 
SERIES9 BY BISHOP RYLE. 
SAILM DHAIBHIDH. See BIBLE, PSALMS*' 
SAILM DHAIBHIDH. See BIBLE, PSALMODY, 
ST COLUMBA COLLECTION OF GAELIC SONGS# THE. 
See A' CHOISIR CHIUIL. 
ST COLUMBA PARISH CHURCH. LEABHAR LAOIDHEAN. 
Glasgow, 1906. 
Leabhar Laoidhean Eaglais Chaluira Chille an 
Glaschu, Eadar-theangaichte oln Bheurla, (Crest of burning bush, with legend.. Nec 
Tamen Consumobatur, ] Glasgow: printed for 
St Columba Parish Church by Archibald 
Sinclairt Celtic Press. 1906. 
xvi; no pagination in text: 100 hymns. 
3-7--. 13- FC9 Mit. 9 PC. 
SAOR MIIARSANTACHD, 
SCHOOL MAGAZINES. 
See MORRISON, [PETER], 
BELLAHOUSTON ACADEMY. 
Only 1 numberseen: No. 43, Jtme 1951; 4 ff, 32ppq 6 ff Ads [lp Gaelic]. Ills. 
DINGWALL ACADEMY. 
hagAzine begun 1922; no. Gaelic till ca. 1930, 
Only ca. jp. per issue theroafter. if at all. [ýnformation from W. Ross, English Dept. ] 
I 
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SCHOOL MAGAZINES. (cont. ) 
INVERNESS ROYAL ACADEMY. 
The first issue to contain Gaelic was 
Vol, V, No. 2, April 1930 (lp Gaelic). 
Gaelic was printed in the Academy 
magazine sporadically thereafter. 
[Information from Lachlan Dickq Gaelic 
Dept., Inverness Royal Academy. ] 
KINGUSSID SCHOOL. 
The Headmaster, W. B. Anderson, informs 
me that the school magazine has not 
contained much Gaelic at any timet although 
the influx of pupils from the Islands to 
the school was considerable in the years 
prior to the 2nd War (an averagg of 
5 admissions per yoart according to 
D. R. Morrison's history of the school, 
a copy of which Mr Anderson kindly 
presented to me). 
LIONEL J. So SCHOOL, TAINTEAN* 
First appearance 1959: issued yearly 
since. Varies in length from 17-40pp. 
Approx, half Gaelic, Ills. Printed by 
the Stornoivray Gazette. [Back copies 
received on loan from D. MacKenzie, 
Headmaster, Lionel J, S, School, ] 
LOCHABER HIGH SCHOOL, Fort Ifilliam. [FOCUS]. 
First seen with Gaelic is 1960 (1p 
Gaelic). Ca. 2pp Gaelic per issue 
thereafter. Ills, Magazine knoim as 
'Focus' from 1961. (Information from 
I-an MacLeodq Gaelic Dept. $ Lochaber High School, ] 
NICOLSON INSTITUTE9 THE, Stornouay. 
The first number was in 1901. There 
were no further numbers until 1914; 
publication thereafter was as follows: - 
1914-179 1928-479 1950,1953-54,1960-68. 
Before 1947, each issue had an averaea 
Of 30PP9 of which 3-4 were in Gaelic; 
from 1960t the average leneth has 
increased/ 
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SCHOOL MAGAZINES. (cont. ) 
NICOLSON INSTITUTEf TiiEq Stornoway,, (cont. ) 
increasdd to 60-70PPt of which 4-6 are 
in Gaelic; the 1968 Annual had 85ppq 
including ca. 7 of Gaelic, Ills, 
Printed in 1901 by Pillans and 11ilsong 
Edinburgh; 1914-16 by-11m. Culross & 
Son# Ltd. 9 Coupar AnfDus; 1917-63 by the Stornoway Gazetto. Detailed information 
from Mary MacLeod, The Gaolic Dopt, q The Nicolson Institute. ] 
OBAN HIGH SCHOOL, 
No Information received. The magazine 
has appeared intermittently in this 
century and has contained someq though 
not much Gaelic. 
PORTRED HIGH SCHOOL, 
First published shortly before 1937; 
regulartly between 1937 and 1941; 
numbers in 1950 and 1951 and on one 
other yearbefore 1965; issues have 
appeared for sessions 1965-660 1966-67# 
1967-689 1968-69. Approx. 4-6pp per 
issue is Gaelic. All up to 1951 printed 
by The Northern Chroniclej Inverness; 
thereafter by the Stornova, 
. yv 
Gazette, 
(Information from John Steele, Gaelic 
Dept. r Portree High School. ) During the past year, pupils in tl-ds school have been publishing a fortnightly newspaperl 
'Skylind. See also COMUNN NA H-OIGRID119 
FEACHD PHORTRIGH', AN CA13AIRNEACII, 
SIR EDW, ýRD SCOTT J. S. SCHOOL, Tarbert. BROCHAN. 
First published 1961, and yearly thereafter. 
Steady increase in pagination from 16pp, in 
1961 to 40pp in 1968: only about one-quarter 
Gaelic, on average. ' 
[Note. In the above magazinesp all official 
school newsl editorial matter and special 
socio-economic features tend to be in English. 
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SCHOOL OP SCOTTISH STUDIES. GAELIC AND SCOTS 
FOLK TALES AND FOLK SOTIGS. 
Edinburgh, 1960., 
Gaelic and Scots Polk Tales. Gaelic and 
Scots Polk Songs. Scottish Instrumental 
Music. School of Scottish Studies. University 
of Edinburgh. 1960. 
52pp 2 OxI 7 PC, [Editors: 
Francis Collinson (Mfusic); 
Haraish Henderson (Scots Polk Tales and 
Songs-ý; Calum I. 11acLean (Gaelic 
Tales); James Ross (Gaelic Polk Songs). 
Issued with long-playing records*] 
SCHOOL OF SCOTTISH STUDIES, SCOTTISH STUDIES. 
Edinburgh, 1957--- 
Scottlsli Studiese, Editor: J, Wroxford 
Watson. Advisory Board: He He Jacksont 
K, L. Littleg A. McIntosh, So Piagott, 
So To Me Ne-tnnan,, We L. Renirick. Volume 1. 
Published for the School of Scottish 
Studies, University of Edinburgh, by Oliver 
and Boyd Ltd. t Edinburgh. 1957- 
Scottish Studies. The Journal of the School 
of Scottish Studiest University of Edinbureh. 
Director: Be Re So Megaw, Editor: J. 
Wrexford Vatson. Assistant Editors: We F. 11. 
Nicolalsent So P. Sanderson. Volume 2. 
1958, Oliver and Boyd Ltd., Edinburgh. 
Ifatgon. Associate Editor: 11. F. He Lc*o1alson, Volume 5.1961. Oliver and 
Boyd Ltd. 9 Edinburgh. 
, *Editor: Be Re So MeGaw. Volwne 8, 1964. 
Oliver and Boyd, Ltd. 9 Edinburah. 
Megawo Assistant Editor:. D. J. Hamilton. ýoleiuoe 
10.1966. Oliver and Boyd Ltd., Edinburgh. 
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SCHOOL OF SCOTTISH STUDIES. SCOTTISH STUDIES, 
(cont. ) 
Scottish Studies. The Journal of the School 
of Scottish Studies, University of Edinburgh. 
11.1967- Olivor & Boyd Ltd,, for the 
School of Scottish Studiest University of 
Edinburgh. 
, 12,1968. School oýr Scottish Studiesp Liversity 
of Edinburgh, 
218-268pp + ff Ills. in each yearly volume. 
23xlr up to 1966; 25xlg thereafter. fCa. 
l2pp per yearly vol, of Gaelic: ' 
mainly folk tales and stories. The 
volumes are issued in two parts. 
The editor continues to be Negaw. 
Printed by Oliver and Boyd until 
1966; thereafter by The University 
Pressq Aberdeqn. The main contributioris 
are bymembers of the staff of the Sc)iool%] 
SCOTTg 11, J. EDMONDSTON (odit0or). See CELTIC 
FORMI. 
SCOTTISH CATHOLIC SOCIETY OF' CANADA9 THE. Soo 
MOSGLADH* 
SCOTTISH CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION EXA14INATION 
BOARD. GAELIC HIGHER GRADE. 
Edinburah, 1967- 
[Crest. ] Scottish Certificate of Education 
Examination Board, Gaelic: HiGher Grade 
Native Speakers; HiCher Grade - Learners. 
Syllabuses and Specimen Question Papers. 
EdinburCh, 1967-' 
20pp 25xl5. PC* [See 
also, SENIOR LEAVING CERTIFICATE9 
GAELIC. 
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SCOTTISH COMITCIL FOR RESEARCH IN EDUCATION. 
AITHRIS IS OIDEAS. 
London, 104. 
Aithris is Oideas. (Traditional Gaelic 
Rhymes and Games. ) University of London 
Press Ltd,, Warwick Square, London rx4.1964. 
Publications of the Scottish Council for 
Research in Education XLIX, Aithris is 
Oýdeas. (Traditional Gaelic Rhymes and 
Games. ) 
110pyp 2 ff Ads. 23xl5. GU, 
Compiled by the Committee, on Bilingualism 
of the S*C. R. B.; convenor, John A. 
Smith. Preface sioned by Smith. 
Printed Rbt, Cunninoham & Sons, Alva*] 
SCOTTISH GAELIC AS A SPECIFIC SUDJECT. See 
AN COMMI GAIDHEALACH. 
SCOTTISH GAELIC STUDIES. 
[P, varies], 1926--, 
Scottish Gaelic Studies. Issucd from the 
Celtic Department of the University of 
Aberdeen. Edited by John MacDonaldq M. A. 
[Crest, with lecendq- Timor Domini Initium 
Sapientiae. ] Vol. 1. Humphrey Milford, 
Oxford University Press: Londonj Edinburght 
Glasgow. 1926. 
Vol. Il 
' 
in 1927; Vol. III in 19 1; Vol, IV 
in 1935* (Title page as abo- 
I 
Vol, V, B. H. Blackwell Ltd. Oxford. 19402*o 
Vol. VI in 1949; Vol. VII in 1953; Vol. VIII 
in 1958o [Title page as for Vol. V. ] 
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SCOTTISH GAELIC STUDIES. (cont. ) 
Scottish Gaelic Studies. Issued from the 
Celtic Department of the University of 
Aberdeen, Edited by Derick S, Thomson. 
[Crest. ] Vol. IX. Univeralty of Aberdeen. 
ig6l. 
Vol. X in 1965; Vol. XI in 1966. [Title page 
as above,, ] 
211-273PP- 22xl41vol* binding]. 
[Each volume is issued in two partB* 
The interval between the appearance of 
the parts ic irregular-ran, ýing from 7 
months for 1 (1926) to over 4 years 
for V (1938 and 1942)v the commonest 
interval being 1-2 years. The volume 
title pago sometimes bears the date of 
the 2nd part e. g. VI), sometimes 
of the first 
ýo. 
e. XI, dated 1966, of 
uhich Part II appeared only in 1968). 
Scholarly; contains considerable ammount 
of Gaelic--both of actual texts and 
also quotations in discu-; i3ions. 
Printed initially by The University 
Presst Aberdeen; printed at the 
'Courier' Office, Inverness (Rbt. 
Carruthers) since Vol. 111t Part 1, 
1929. ] 
SCOTTISH GAELIC TEXTS. (Publications of The 
Scottish Gaelic Texts Societyq an organisation 
set up in 1934 to produce critical editions 
of important literary works in Gaelic]. see: 
CALVIN$ JOHN. ADTIMCHIOL AN CHREIDIM11. 
LAMONTs DONALD. PROSE WRITINGS, 
MacCODRO119 JOHN. SONGS. 
MACDONALD, JOHN9 Seventeenth Century Gaelic 
poet, ORAIN IAIN LUIM. 
(Continued overleaf. ] 
go'; 
SCOTTISH, GAELIC TEXTS. (cont, ) See: 
MACINTYRE, DONALD. SPORAN DHOMHNAILL., 
MACINTYREj DUNCAN BAN. SONGS, 
MACKINNON, Prof, DONALD, PROSE WRITINGS. 
MACLEOD9 MARY. ORAIN AGUS LUINNEAGAN GAID11LIG. 
ROSS9 NEIL. HEROIC POETRY FROM THE BOOK OF 
THE DEAN OF LISMORE. 
SCOTTISH STUDIES. See SCHOOL OF SCOTTISH STUDIES. 
SCUPOLI, LORENTZO, AN CATH SPIORADAIL. 
Perth, 1908. 
An Cath Spioradail, Le Lorentzo Scupoli. 
Eadar-theangaichte leis an Athair E66han 
Mac Eachainn nach maireann, Clo-bhualadh 
ur fo laimh Ruairidh Arascainn is Mhairr. 
(Crest, with legendt-Cle-chlar Caitliceach 
na h-Alba. ] Peairt, Albainn. 1908. 
xiit 187PP. 15xlO. Mit. p GU: CL. [First ed. 1835- 
* 
Printed Milnep Tannahill 
& Methven, Perth. ] 
SEALG BHEINN-EIDIR. See FIONN ANIT AN TIGII 
A' DHLAIR-BIIUIDIIE [Dwelly Version]. 
SEANN TIOMNADH, AN T-. See BIBLE. OLD TESTAMENT. 
SEIRDHIS Al CHRUIN. See AN COMIUNN GAIDIIEALACII. 
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SENIOR LEAVING CERTIFICATE. GAELIC. 
Stirlina, [Fore. 1946]. 
Senior Leaving Certificate. Examination 
Papers. Gaelic.. Higher and Lower Grades, 
A, Learmonth & Son, Printers, 9 King Street, 
Stirling. 
47PP 25x15. PC. [Foreword 
silned, IA. J. Dedford, Edinburgh, 
Sept. 19461. 
SEOLAIDHEAN MU SHLAINTE AIRSON FEUM MHATHRAICHBAN 
ANNS Al GHAIDHEALTACHD, See [MACPHAILI 
JOHN SO], SEOLAIDHEAN MU SHLAINTE. 
SEONAID* See WESTERN ISLES LTNIONIST, ASSOCIATION, 
SEORAS GALLDA (pseudonym). See MARJORIDANKS, 
GEORGE. 
SGEULACHDAN ARABIANACH, DIVISION I. 
Inverness, 1906. 
Sgeulachdan Arabianach. Tales from the 
Arabian Nights. Translated into Gaelic 
from the English expurgated edition. Division 
I. Second edition. Price one shilling. 
Inverness: "Northern Chronicle" Office. 
Edinburgh: Norman MacLeod, The Mound. 1906. 
4 ff 120pp. lgxl. 3. AU* GU: CL. tFirst 
ed. 1897.1 
SGEULACHDAN ARABIANACH9 DIVISION Ill. 
Inverness, 1900, 
Sgeulachdan Arabianach, Tales from the 
Arabian Nights. Translated into Gaelic from 
the English expurgated edition. Division III. 
Price/ 
go6 
Price one shilling, Inverness: "Northern 
Chronicle" Office. Edinburgh: Norman JjacLeod, 
25 George IV. Bridge. 1900. 
4 ff 126pp. 19X13- AU, GU: CL. [Division 
II appeared in 1899. Reprinted 
from the "Northern Chronicle" newspaper, 
Translated by Rev, John Macrury. ] 
SGEULAICHEq AN. 
Dumfries/Glasgowp 1909- 
191le 
A' phris sO sgillinno Price sixpence net* 
An Seoulaicho. Leabhar I. An naodhamh miost 
1909. Aireamh 1. [Ads. ] September, 1909. 
(Colophon] An Sgoulaiche. Clo-bhuailto le 
Milnet Tannahillt is 14ethven, Crois an Bich, 
Peairtt agus air a chur am machl as loath na 
feadhnach d'am buin eq le Alasdair Niall 
Mac Noacaill 5 Victoria Terrace, Dun-fris. 
[As above, monthlyt to tLoabhar I. A' 
Cheud Mhios, 1910. Aireamh 51; thereafterg 
quarterlyp as follows. ] 
A' phris sO sgillinn, Price sixpence net. 
An Sgoulaicho. Leabhar II* An t-Earrachl 
1910. Aireamh 1. [Ads. ] Publishers - 
Alexander MacLaren and Sons 360 Argyle 
Streets Glasgow. Springs 1910. 
(Colophon] Clo-bhuailte le Milnet Tannahill 
is Methven, Crois an Bich, Peairt. [Quarterly for. 5 further issues: last issue 
as below. ] 
(Last issue] .. Leabhar III. An Samhradh, 
1911. Aireamh 2. .. 
(Pagination 496pp in Leabhar 1(5 numbers); 
402pp in IIý4 Numbers); 202pp in 111(2). 
Sizo] 23xl7- [Locations] 
AU9 GU: CL9 Mit. 
[A very important periodical specialising 
in essays and stories: sponsored by R. 
Erskine o: r Mar. See Chpts. 1 &,, 2 above, ] 
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SGOIL BIIALTOIS. DOZIHNTJLL CAM MACDHUGHAILL. 
Stornoway, [Fore. 19651- 
Domhnull Cam Macdhuighaill, Le Sgoil Dhaltois. 
l9pp 24xl9. PC, [Foreword datedg-2nd July 1965. Printed 
-by theStornoway Gazettd. ] 
SGUABAN A ACHAIDIIEAN NAN AITHRICIIEAN. 
Edinburgh, 1946. 
Cogadh na Saorsa. Sguaban a Achaidhean nan 
Aithrichean, [Ifere crest of burning bush# 
with legend. - EaGlaic na h-Albal An Eaglais 
Shaor. ] Dhia beannaich ar Righ, Church of 
Scotland, Free Church of Scotland, 1946. 
120pl. l4xlO* PC. 
Compiled by Donald MacKinnon of Kennoway. 
Printed Learmonthq Stirling. One of the 
series of religious booklets issued to 
soldiers in World liar 11: it sooris that 
this one was not published quite in time. ] 
SHAKESPEAREs WILLIAM. JULIUS CAESARo 
Edinburahq 191le 
Julius Caesar. Dan-cluicho Shaespoair. 
Eadar-theangaichte lo U. M. MaeGillenihoire. 
Sgoul mu am a dhlfhalbh, Dun-oideann: lain 
Granndj 31 Gooree IV. BridGe. 1911. 
8 ff 120pp. 19X13- AUj Mit. 0 NLS. tPrinted 
Oliver and Boydq Edinburgho] 
SHAW9 MARGARET FAY, FOLK-SONGS AND FOLK-LORE OF 
SOUTH UIST. 
Londong 1955, 
Polk-songs and Folk-lore of South Uist. 
By Margaret Pay Shaw. [Ill. ] Routledge 
Kbean Paul Limitedq London. 
First published 1955. 
xivq 290p 2 ff Map; 32 ff Ills* 26x2O, AUj GU Mit, (Music in staff. Printed 11, Clowest London. 
1 
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SHAlis ýIARGARET FAY. GAELIC FOLKSONGS FROM SOUTH 
UIST. 
Budapest, 1956. 
Separatim e libro, memoriali cui titulus 
"Studia Memoriae Belae Bartok Sacra"* 
Marearet Fay Shaw, Gaelic Folksongs from 
South Uist. [Crostt with legend, -Akademiaikado 
Budapest. ] 1956. 
Pp 427-443.24xl7. AU. 
(offprint from I'Studia [etc]", a 
festschrift edited by B. Rajeczky and 
L, Vargyas, published by the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciencest Budapout. Music 
in staff. ] 
GAELIC FOLKSONGS FROMSOUTH 
UIST. 
Budapestq 1957, 
Separatim e libro memoriali cui titulus 
"Studia Memoriae Belae BartOk Sacrall. 
Margaret Pay Shaw. Gaelic Folksongs from 
South Uist, [Ill*) 1957- 
Pp 417-433.24X17- PC, 
(From the 2nd, sliGhtly smaller(535PP 
compared to 544) edition of "Studia [etc], ". 
GAELIC POLKSONGS FROM SOUTH 
UIST. 
London, 1959. 
Margaret Fay Shaw. Gaelic Folk Songs from 
South Uist. 
Pp 41g-434.25xl8. AU9 GU`j Mit. 
[In 'Studia Memoriae Belae Bartok sacra. 
Editio tertia. Boosey and Hawkes, Limited: 
London, New York, Sydneyt Torontot Cape 
Toung Parist Bonn, 19591, In English:. the 
earlier eds. were in English, Frenchq 
German or Russian. ] 
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[SHAII]g MARGARET [PAY]. HEBRIDEAN SONGS. 
London. 1940. 
Six Hebridean Songs, 
Shaw Campbell, 
Collected by Margaret 
and 
More Hebridean Songs. From tho Collection 
of Margaret Shaw Campbell. 
Pp 149-156, igo-196.2JLxl7- GU., 
[In 'Journal of the English Polk Danco 
and Song Socioty. Volume IV. London: 
Cecil Sharp House ... Decomber, 1940.11 
SHAlff NEIL (co-compiler), CAINNT AGUS FACAIL 
IOMCHUIDli AIR SON COINNIMH, See CLANN AN 
PHRAOICH, 
SHA119 NEIL (Gaelic editor). See BOULTONt HAROLD, 
SONGS OF THE NORTIls VOL. 111. 
SHAW9 NEIL (co-author), See AN SOLARAICHE, 
SHORTER CATECHISM9 THE. See MACDONALD9 Rev. Dr. 
JOHN, of Perintosh. LEABHAR AITHGHEARR NAN 
CEIST, 
SILIS NI MHIC RAGHNAILL NA CEAPAICH, SeaýkIACDONALDI 
JULIA. 
SINCLAIR9 A. MACLEAN. NA BAIRD LEATHANACH: 
VOL, 11. 
Charlottetoump 1900, 
Na Baird Leathanach: The MacLean Bards. 
By the Rev. A. Maclean Sinclair, Vol, II, 
Charlottetown: Haszard & Moore. 1900. 
2 ff 176pp, 1f Corrigenda. 16xil. AU9 GUj Mit. [Vol* 
I in 1898, ] 
I 
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SINCLAIR, A. MACLEAN. CLARSACH NA COILLE. 
Glasgoirg 1928. 
Tho Naclean Songster. Clarsach na Coille. 
A collection of Gaelic poetry by Rev. A. 
Maclean Sinclair, LL. D., Hopewell, Nova 
Scotia, Revised and edited by Hector 
MacDougall. (8-line verse on Gaelic by 
'Am Bard MacGilleathain'. ] Glasgow: Alex 
MacLaren & Sonsq 
-140-362 
Argyle Street, C: 2, 
Pirst edition - 1881. Second odition (revised) - 
1928. 
1f Ill, [photo of Sinclair), xxiv, 292pp, 
4 ff Ads. 19X13. EPL9 GU: CL9 NLS, 
[Pp 1-165 comprise poems by Jolm 14acLeang 
'Am Bard MacGilleathain'. Notos by 
MacDougall on pp 263-292. ] 
SINCLAIR9 A, MACLEAN, COMH-CHRTJINNEACIIADH 
GHLINIII-A-BIIAIRD. 
Charlottetoim, 1901, 
Comh-chruirmeachadh Ghlinn'-a-Dhaird: The 
Glenbard Collection of Gaelic Poetry Dr the 
Rev, A. Maclean Sinclair, (Abrideed: ) Ill. ] 
Charlottetoimg P. D. Island: Haszard & Moore. 
1901. 
4 fý-[ pp 1-24l 161-2i6t 265-386,15XI06 PC* 
First edo 1890, ] 
SINCLAIR9 A. MACLEAN. FILIDH NA COILLE. 
Charlottetown, 1901, 
Filidh na Coille: Dain agiis Orain leis a 
bhard Mac-Gilleain agus le feadhainn eile. 
Air a dheanamh deas leis an Urr. A. Mac-Gilleain 
Sinclair. [8-line verse on Gaelic by John 
MacLean: as in Clarsach na Coille above. ] 
Charlottetown, P. E. Island; The Examiner 
Publishine Company. 1901.1 
197pp. 16xii. AUV rur. mit. 
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SINCLAIR9 A. MACLEAN, FILIDH NA COILLE. (cont. ) 
Sydney, C. B. 9.1902. 
Filidh na Coille. 
[Not seen. Information from Clare. ] 
SINCLAIR9 A. MACLEAN. THE GAELIC BARDS9 1825 
TO 1875. 
Sydney., C. B. 9 1904, 
The Gaelic Bards, from 1825 to 1875. By the 
Rev. A. Maclean Sinclair, SydneyqC. D.: 
Mac-Talla Publishing Co. Ltd. 1904. 
iv, 143PP. 16xio. PC" 
[The fourth volume in the series, Not 
in T S-G. ] 
SINCLAIR9 A. MACLEAN. * MACTALLA NAN TUR. 
Sydney. C. B., 1901. 
Mactalla nan Tura By the Rev. A. Maclean 
Sinclair, SydneytC., B.: Nac-Talla PublishinG 
Co., Ltd. 1901. 
vig 126pp. 16xii. EU9 SS. [Poems. ] 
(SINCLAIR, A* MACLEAN] (editor), See DARDACHD NA 
FEINNE, 
SIýCLAIRq A. MACLEAN (editor). See MACKINNON9 
ALEXANDER. DAIN AGUS ORAIN. 
SINCLAIR9 A. MACLEAN. [Note. One of the most 
important collectors of Gaelic poetry and 
sonf; of all time, ] 
SINCLAIR9 ALEXANDER (translator). See McCHEYNE, 
R, 11, BEATHA AGUS SEA1010INEAN. 
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SINCLAIR, ALEXANDER (translator). See McCHEYNE, 
R. M. GUTH MO GHRAIDH. 
SINCLAIR, DONALD. CROIS TARA. 
Glaseow, n, d, 
1/-. Crois Tara. Dealbh-chluich le D. M. N. C, 
[Ill. ] Aon tasdan. Glaseow: Alexander 
MacLaren & Sormt 360-362 Argyle Street. 
Pp 311-362,2lxl4. PC, 
[Ca. 1930; add. 1929. In the same format 
as 'Leabhraichean nan Ceilidhl, An 
important offprint from 'Guth na Bliadhnall 
Leabhar X: 39 1914. Deals with the 145-1 
SINCLAIRl DONALD. DOMHNULL NAN TRIOBLAID. * 
(ca. 1911ol 
Donihnull nan Trioblaid. 
Pp 151-195.23-xl4. 
LNot seen. One of a number of plays 
add, in 'An Doo-Groinelp X: 3_6(Dec, lql4- 
March 1915) by Alex. MacLaren & Sons. First 
, Published 'Guth na Bliadhnall Leabhar IX: 29 1912, from which the above collation 
-is derived: almost'certainly an offprintf if published at all. See detailed note 
under SINCLAIR, DONALD. SUIRIDNE 
RAOGHAIL 'INHAOIL. ) 
DOINITUMLL NAN TRIOBLAID. 
Glasgowl (ca. 1929]9 
Domhnull nan Trioblaid, 
(Not seen. Add. by MacLaren's in 1929; add. 
in MacLaren CataloGue of 19329 with recent 
review from the tNorthern Chroniclol. ] 
DOIMHNULL NAN TRIOBLAID. 
Glasaowj 1936. 
Domhnull nan Trioblaid, Dealbb-chluich le 
Domhnull kfac-na-Ceardadh. [111, ] Glascho: Alasdair 
Mac Labhruinn Is a Mhic, 268 Sraid Earraghaidheall C. 2. 
Reprinted 1936. 
2 ff, 45pp, If Ads. l9xl3. GU: CLp Mit. 9 PC* 
9ý1 3 
SINCLAIR9 DONALD. rEARANN A SHINNSEAR. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
I/- net. Fearann a Shinnsear. Dealbh- 
chluich le D. M. N. C. [Ill, ] Glascho: 
Alasdair Mae Labhruinn Is a Mhicp 360-364 
Sraid Earraghaidhealg C. 2. 
PP 301-34o. 23xl5, PC, 
[Ca. 1930. In the same format as 
Leabhraichean nan Ceilidh. Offprint 
(important) from'Guth na Bliadhnal, 
Leabhar X: 39 1913. ] 
SINCLAIRt DONALD. LONG NAN OG. 
Edinbureh, 1927. 
Long nan Og., Dealbh-chluich air son 
chloinne le Domhnull Mac-na-Ceardadh. 
(111. ] Comunn Litreachais na h-Alba. 
Duneideann. 1927- 
1f 111.9 29pp. 22xl7. EPL9 PC, 
SINCLAIR9 DONALD. A' MHOR-ROINN AGUS AM FEARANN, 
Glasgow, n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books, Leabhraichean nan 
Ceilidh. Aireamh 18. A' Mhor-roinn aeus 
am Fearann. Le Domhnull Mac-na-Ceardadh. 
[111. ] A' phris, tri sgillinnean. 3d. 
Alasdair Mac Labhruinn agus a Mhicq 
360-2 Sraid Earraghaidhealg Glascho. 
Pp 421-438,2lxl4. PC, 
[Reprinted from Vxuth na Bliadhna! g Leabhar 
XI. 4, An Geamhradh 1914.1 
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STIICLAIRf DONALD. SUIRIDHE RAOGHAIL MHAOIL. * 
Suiridhe Raoghail Mhaoil. 
Pp 4 7-462,20xl3. ? 
Not seen, First appeared in'Guth na 
Bliadhndq Lcabhar IX. 4,1912, from which 
the collation details above were derived; 
almost certainly an offprint, if published 
at all. 
(General Note. ) In'An Doo-Greinelp 
Leabhar X: 3-6--Docember 1914 to March 
1915--Alex. MacLaren & Sons issued the 
following notice: - "Gaelic Plays. Why 
not got up a Gaelic Play to pass the long 
winter or in aid of Red Cross or Dolgian 
Relief Funds? We can supply the following: - 
"Crois-Tarall [No, of characters and price 
follows1p Fearann a Shinnsirg Domhnull 
nan Trioblaidq Suiridhe Raoghail Mhaoill 
Raiteadll Moraigg An Gaol a bheir buaidhq 
Am Mosgladh Mor, Dusgadh na Feinnep 
An Sgoil Bheagq An Reiteachadh Ra-thail. " 
Of these ten plays, 4 have been soon: 
Reiteach Moraig(Sinclair: 1911)jAn Gaol a 
bheir buaidh(Sinclair: 1912)9 Dusgadh na 
Feinne(Parlane: 1908), An Sgoil Dheag 
(1910). All of these are paged from p. 19 i. e. 
are not offprints. 2 of the 4--Reiteach 
Moraig(MacLaren: 1922) and An Sgoil Dheag 
(11acLaren: 1927)--ircre republished laterv 
and# significantlyq reference is made in 
these to the earlier ads. of 1911 and 19109 
rasp, No pro-1914 ads. of the remaining 6 
plays have been seen, except that they all 
appeared in periodicals before the MacLaren 
Ad. of 1914-15 was printed. All of these 
6 were published by NacLaren later: - 
Crois Tara(ca. 1930: offprint), Fearann a 
Shinnsear ca. 1930: offprint)q Domhnull nan 
Trioblaidýca. 1929 and 1936), Suiridhe 
Raoghail Mhaoil(1929# offprint), Am Mosgladh 
Mor(ca. 1926: as pari of a series of Mod 
prize plays), An Reiteachadh Rathail(1929: 
offprint). In none of those is a pro-1914 
edition/ 
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SINCLAIR, DONALD. SUIRIDHE RAOGIIAIL MHAOIL. (cont,, ) 
Suiridho Raoghail Mhaoil. 
[Continuation of footnote, 
*. edition of the same play referred to: 
this eivos rise to the suspicion that no 
earlier eds. were in fact produced, presumably 
because of the liar (The English CataloGue of 
Books, Vol, IX9 Jan, lgll-Dec, 1915 and BM 
record none of these plays but this is not 
conclusive evidence). It may also be numbers 
of the periodicals containing these plays 
which are referred to in the Ad.; the price(ca-7d) 
of the plays is ambiguous evidence in this 
. context: copies of 
An Sgeulaiche cost 6d and 
of Guth na Bliadhna 1/- but it is siGnificant 
that the only play very different from the 
rest is An Reiteachadh Rathailt at 2/gg which 
also vasthe only one published in a book 
(Oiteagan oln lar was add. in 1911 at 2/6 + 
6d postage). In any casot offprints qualify 
only marginally for inclusion in this work. ] 
SUIRIDHE RAOGHATL HHAOIL. 
Glasgowq 1929. 
Dealbh-Chluich Ghaidhlig. Suiridhe Raoghail Mhaoil. 
Le Domhnull Ifac-na-Coardadh. Bald Ronald's 
Courtship. A Humorous Gaelic Sketch by Donald 
Sinclair. Glascho: Alasdair Mac Labhruinn Is a 
Mhic, 360-362 Sraid Earraghaidheal, C. 2., 1929* l/. 
2 ffq pp 437-462.20xl3. NLSq PC* 
SINICLAIR9 DONALD. [Note. See Part 1 above. ] 
SINTON9 THOMAS. THE POETRY OF BADENOCH. 
Invernessp 1906. 
The Poetry of Badenoch, Collected and edited# 
with translationss introductions and notesq by 
The Rev. Thomas Sinton, Minister of Dores. (Verse 
by James Munro. ] Invorness: The Northern Counties 
Publishing Company, Ltd. 1906. 
xx. xviip 1f Errataq 576pp. 26xl6. ATjq Mit, q NLSe 
g16 
SINTON9 THOMAS (editor), See MACPHERS0,119 MARY, 
LAOIDHEAN DEAN TORRA DIIA14H, 
SIR EDWARD SCOTT J. S. SCHOOL, Tarbort. See 
SCHOOL MAGAZINES, 
SIUBHAL AIR FALBH IMPIREACHD. Sao under 
HENDERSONj ANGUS. CEARD AGUS CAINNT* 
SMITH9 GREGOR IAN, FOLKTALES OF THE HIGHLANDS. 
London, 1953, 
Folktales of the Highlands. Gregor Ian 
Smith. Drawings by the author. Thomas 
Nelson & Sons Ltd., London and Edinburgh. 
First published 1953- 
viii[ 136pp. 17xll. Mitqq NLSe 
Some rhymes in Gaelic, Another issue in 
the same year, in 'The Teaching of Enelish 
Seriest(No, 255). having pp 137-165 of 
Notes and Questions, Also translated into 
Russiant 1959.1 
SMITH9 IAIN* BIOBUILL IS SANASAN-REICE. 
Glaseow, 1965. 
Biobuill is Sanasan-roico, lain Mae a' 
Ghobhainn. Gairm. Glaschu. 1965- 
Clo-bhualaidhean Gairm - Leabhar 
80ppt 22xl5, 
Poems. Printed A, Learmontht Stirline, l 
SMITH9 IAIN. BURN IS ARAN. 
Glasgowt 1960. 
Clo-bhualaidhean Gairm - Leabliar 2. '4 BUrn is Aran. Le lain Mac a' Ghobhainn. 
Gairm** 227 Bath Street, Glaschug C. 2.1960. 
71pp 23X15- AU, GUI, NLS, - [Short 
stories and soma poems, Printed 
The Stornoway Gazettet, Stornoway, ] If 
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SMITH9 IAIN. A' CRUIRT. 
Glasgow, [Fore. 1966]. 
Dealbh-chluich an Gaidhlie. At Chuirt. 
Le lain Mac at Ghobhainn. (Cre3t. ] Air a 
dheasachadh le Dombnall MacThomais, An 
Comunn Gaidhealach. 
24pp. 19xl3. 
[Roimh-Radh dated, - 'An Ceitean, 1966t, Learmonth, 
l 
SMITH, IAIN. AN COILEACH. 
GlacCowo [Fore. 1966]. 
Doalbh-cliluich an Gaidhlig. An Coileacllo 
Le lain Mac a' Ghobliainn, [Crest. ] Air a 
dheasachadh le Dombnall NacThomais. An 
Comunn Gaidhealach. 
21ppt 19X13* 
Roimh-. Radh datedg- 'An Celtoan, 1966'. Learmonth. ] 
SMITIll IAIN, AN DUBH IS AN GOPM. 
Aberdoen, 1963. 
An Dubh is an Gorm. la-in Mac at Gliobhainn. 
Oilthigh Obair-Dheadhain. 1963. 
Leabliraichean ura Gaidhlig Oilthieh Obair- 
Dheadhain. Fo stiu'ireadh Ruairidh NhicTh6maiso 
Aireamh 2, An Dubh io an Gorm. Le lain 
Mac aI Ghobhainn. 
4 ff leaves], 106pp. 19X13. [Short 
stories. Printed Learmonth. 
SMITH9 IAIN. [Note, A prolific writer--in 
Gaelic and English--of great intelligence and 
versatility. See diSCU55ion in Part 1 of the 
thosisq all chapters. ] 
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SMITH9 JOHN. DAIN SPIORADAIL. 
Stornowayv nod, 
Dain Spioradail. Le lain Smithl Missionairidh 
nach maireann. 
36ppf 21xllt. PC. 
Printed'Stornoway Gazettctg Stornoway. ] 
SMITH, Dr. JOHN* URNUIGHEAN AIR SON THEAGHLAICHEAN. 
Glasgow, 1942. 
Urnuighean air son Theaghlaichean. Gaelic 
Prayers for Family Worship. By John Smith, 
D, D,, minister of the Gospelt Campbeltowi. 
Selected by the late Worman MacLeod, D. D*q 
minister of St. Columba Church, Glasgow. 
Edited by Hector MacDougall, Glasg6v: Alexander 
Maclaren & Sons, 268 Argyle Street, C. 2.19112. 
64pp. 19X13- PC, 
[First ed. 1808 (156pp). ) 
SMITH, Dr. JOHN. (translator). See DIBLE. 
PSALMS, 
SOCIETY" See COMUNN, 
SOLARAICHE j All. Glasj; ow, 1918, 
An Solaraiche. Gaelic Essays. 1. 
Aonghas Mac Eanruig,, Niall Rose Niall 
Mac Gille Sheathanaich. Domhnall 1. Mac 
Looid. An Comunn Gaidhealachg 108 Hope 
Street, Glaseow, 1918. 
Wff 113PP- 19X13, AU9 GU: CL, etc. t3 
essays from'An R04sarnaclip 1 from 
'An De*O-Greind. ] 
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SOLUS IUILf AN. 
Sydney. C. B. p. 1925-27. 
An Solus luil. "Is arm ad sholus dealrach 
Zill'. Leabh. 1. glang chi sinne solun iU 
Sidni. C. B. An Lunasdalt 1925, Air. I* 
[Finished 1kn Damhairt 1927'9 after 12 numbers*] 
96pp 23X17- PC. [Edited J. G, MacKinnon, Some articles 
in English. Detailed information from 
John L, Campbellq Canna*] 
SOLUS LATIIAIL: [AN CEUD EARRANN], 
Edinburghp 1943- 
Cogadh na Saorsa* Solus Lathaile 
[Crestq 
Ifith lejendq- IEaglais na h-Albal An Eaglais 
Shaer', Printed by Paul & Matthowl Dundeeg 
for The Church of Scotland, The Free Church 
of Scotland. 1943- 
96ppt i4xioe PC, 
Daily Bible readings: Jan.. 1 to March 31* 
'Cogadh na Saorsalwas a series of roligious 
booklets for soldiers in World War 11. 
] 
SOLUS LATHAIL: AN DARý EARRANN. 
Edinburght 1943. 
ý Cogadh na Saorsa. Solus 
Lathail. An Dara 
Earrann. [Crest as above. ] By kind permission 
of Messrs Samuel Bagstor & Sons, Ltd, 
Printed by Paul & Mattliewt Dundee# for The 
Church of Scotlandq The Froo Church of Scotland. 
1943. 
g6pp 14xio. PC, [An Giblean 1- An OC-11hios 30.1 
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SOLUS LATHAIL: AN TREAS EARRANN, 
Edinburgh. 9 1943- 
. An Treas Earrann. .. 
(Otherwise as im; 
ediately above. ] 
g6pp. 14xiLo. PC, 
[An t-luchar I- An t-Sultainn 30.1 
SOLUS LATHAIL: AN CEATHRAMII EARIUNN. 
Edinburgh, 1943- 
, An Ceathramh Earrann. 
(Otherwise as ; b; ve. ] 
96ppt . 14xio. PC, An Damhar 1- An Dubhlachd 31. ) 
SOLUS LATHAILt Al CHUIBIMIONN FHEASGAIR: AN CEUD 
EARRANNe 
Edinburghp 1943- 
Cogadh na Saorsa, Solus Lathailo At Chuibhriorm 
Fheasgair. An coud earrann. [Crest, with 
legondl- Eaglais na h-Albaq An Eaglais Shaor, ] 
Dhia beannaich ar Righ. Church of Scotland; 
Free Church of Scotland* 1943, 
By kind permission of Messrs Samuel Bagater 
& Sons Ltd. Printed by A, Learnionth & Son, 
9 King Streetj Stirling* C> 95pp 14xio. PC, [Daily Bible readings, as above. For 
soldiers in World War II, ] 
SOLUS LATHAILs A' CIIUIDHRIONN FHE.,, ISGAIR: AN D. XRA 
EARRANN. 
Edinburah, 1944. 
,, , An dara earrann, , . 1944. 
[Otherifise as 
immediately above. ] 
96pp. i4xio. PC, 
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SOLUS LATIIAILp Al CHUIBHRIONN FHEASGAIR: AN TREAS 
EARRAMie 
Edinburgh, 1944. 
An treas carrann. ýbi*ovo**] 
looppo 14xio. 
*. 
[Otherwise as 
PC, 
SOLUS LATHAIL9 Al CHUIDIIRIONN FIIEASGAIR-0 AN 
CE-ATIIR, U, IH EARRANNe 
Edinburght 1944. 
. An ccathramh earrann, ýbove. ] 
loopy; 14xlo* 
or soldiers in World liar 
Information and access to 
Prof. G. N. M. Collins of 
Collcee and Dr, T, N, Nur, 
[Otherwiso as 
PC, 
ii, 
. copies from 
the Free Church 
Dhisone] 
SOMERVELL9 ARTHUR (co-editor)o OUR NATIONAL 
SONGS9 VOLIZIE 11 & VOLUME III. Soo BOULTON, 
HAROLD* 
SPURGEON9 C. IL, DEAGII MHISNEACIID DO NA DIO13ARRAICII* 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
Cof; adh mOr na h-E'04rpa. Deagh Mhisneachd do 
na Dlobarraich. C. H. Spurgeon. [Crestg with 
I legendt- Eaglais na h-Albap An Eaglais Shaor 
Aonaichtep An Eaglais Shaor. ] Printed by 
Oliver and Boydq Edinburght for The Church of 
Scotlandq The United Free Church of Scotlandq 
and The Freo Church of Scotland. 
42pp 14xio, NLS. [Translated. 
For soldiers in World liar Ie] 
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SRADAG. 
Glasgout 1960-62. 
Sradag. Aireamh 1. An t-sultuin, 1960. 
At phrlst 1/-* 
Sradag, Aireamh 8, An t-Og-mhiost 1962. 
A' phrls, 6d, [Last number, ] 
4pp er quarterly issue. 42x3lis PC, YPrinted 
by Learmonth, Stirlinet for 
An Comunn Gaidhealach. Edited by 
Roderick MacKinnon, Perth. A children's 
comic, with colourful cartoons and 
traditional stories and lore: the tone 
is rather spoilt by the inclusion of 
Gaelic lessons[l) uhich take up 2 
columns in each issue. Did not attain 
much popularity with children. ] 
SRUTH* See AN C014UNN GAIDIIEALACH. 
ST. [Treated as SAINT. ) 
STEVENSON9 ROBERT L, DAIliHIDH BALFOUR, 
Stornoiray, nd, 
Daibhidh Balfour. Air a tharruing oln 
scoulachdg "Kidnapped" le R, L, Stevensons 
Air a reiteachadh agus air eadar-theangacliadh 
le Ruairidh Moireasdan. 
48ppt 14x22* PC. 
Printed by the Stornoway Gazette, in 
which it was previously scrialisod. 
Comic strip format. 'Ca. 1966. ] 
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STEVENSON9 ROBERT L. EILEAN AN IONMHAIS. 
Stornoway, n, do 
Bilean an lonrahais. Air a tharruing 61n 
sgeulaclid "Treasure Island" le Raibeart 
L. Stevenson. Air a reiteachadh is air 
eadar-theangachadh le Ruairidh Moireasdan, 
64pp 20x2l PC, [Printed in the'Stornoway GazettrIg in which 
it had been serialised previously. In 
strip cartoon format. 1968. ] 
STEWART9 ALEXANDER. ELEMENTS OF GAELIC GRAMMAR. 
Edinburgh, 1901. 
Elements of Gaelic Grammar in four parts. 
I, Of Pronunciation and Orthography, Il. Of 
the Parts of Speech* III. Of Syntax. IV. Of 
Dorivation and Composition. By Ale., ander 
Steifartp Minister of the Gospel at Dingwall, 
Honorary Member of the Highland Society of 
Scotland. Royal Celtic Society Edition. 
Fifth edition revised. With preface by 
the Rev. Dr. M'Lauchlan. Edinburgh: John 
Grantt 31 George IV. 1901. 
xviq 184pp. 17xl2* EPL9 Mit. [Printed Oliver and Boyd* First ed, 
1801; Thomas II'Lauchlants Preface 
dated 1876.1 
S'PEWARTI J. B. CHI SINN THALL THU* 
Dundee, 1918, 
Chi Sinn Thall Thu, Le J. B. Stiu*bhard. 
Dundee: Malcolm C. MacLeod, Bookseller and 
Publisher, 183 Blackness 'Road# 1918* 
(Cover. ] NacLeodI5 Gaelic Bookletsl No* 2# 
i8nn. 6 ff Ads. 18X11. PC41 --"tPrinted Jolm Lenj; j Dundee. 
] 
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STEWART, JOIIN* LAOIDHEAN AGUS ORAIN* 
. Stornowayq n. d. 
Laoidhean agus Orain. Lo Ian Stiubhart* 
46 ff. 22xl5. PC. 
[Printed by the'Stornoway Gazettel 
Preface signed by K. MacLeodg Back. 
Recent. ] 
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STBIURT9 JOIHN ROY. POEMS 11 
Glasgowt 1947. 
Scottish Gaelic Poetry Series. 
of John Roy Stewart, Edited by 
E, Mackechnieo Saoil Eblais na 
1947- 
39ppt 1f Sources, 22xl5. 
Printed The Caledonian Pro 
The Poems 
Blizabetli 
h-Alba, 
Ilit. t Ss. 
osq Glasgow. ] 
STEWART9 KENNETH, D014HNALL DEARG, 
Glasgow, 19500 
Dealbh-chluichean an Gaidhlia. Domhnall 
Dearg, Dealbh-chluich an aon scalladh. 
Gaelic translation of The Five Year Plan by 
Kenneth Steirarte Printed for An Comunn 
Gaidhealach by Eneas MacKayq Stirling. 1950. 
15pp. 19xl3- PC, 
STORNOI-TAY* See THE NICOLSON INSTITUTE, [Crossreforence. ] 
STORY9 ELMAe Ml BOLG SOLAIR, 
Glasgoup (Fore. 19071. 
Am Bolt; Solair. The Podlar's Pack. With 
contents collected from many sources and 
published in aid of the funds of r4ill a' 
Chomuinn Ghaidhealaich. Published by Archibald 
Sinclair, Celtic Presst 47 Waterloo Streetj 
Glasgow. 
100py; 12 ff Ills. (in text]. 21X17. AUI Mit. j NLS. 
Editor's Note signed by Elma Story and 
dated October, 1907, Talesp poomaq songs*] 
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SUIL RIS AN DOCHAS BHEANNAICIITE, 
Edinburgh, 1915. 
SUil ris an Dochas Dheannaichto. (Eadar- 
theangaichte. ) Edinburgh: John Grant, 31 
George IV. Bridge, 1915, 
61pp. i4xio. Mit. I NLS. [Printed Oliver and Boyd. ] 
SUIM AGUS FEUM AN EOLAIS SIILAINTEIL. See under 
LEADIIAR AIDEACHAIDH A' CIMEIDIMH, 
SYNGE9 JOHN* MUINNTIR At CIWAIN., 
Glasgowt 1950. 
Dealbh-chluichean an GZLidhlig. Muinntir 
a' Chuain. Dealbh-chluich an aon sealladh. 
Gaelic translation of the one-aot play, 
Riders to the Seap by J. Synge, Air eadar- 
thecangachadh le Ailean Macill1eathain. 
An Comunn Gaidhealachg 131 West Regent 
Street, Glasgow. 1950- 
14pp* 19XI3. NLS9 PC, 
[Printed Learmonthq Stirlina. ] 
SYNOD OF ARGYLL (sponsors), Soo BIBLE. PSALMS, 
TATNTEAN. See SCHOOL MAGAZINES. LIONEL J. S, 
ýý SCHOOL, , 
TARDERT. See SIR EDWARD SCOTT J. S. SCHOOL. [For 
crossreference. ] 
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TEACHDAIRE 14AN GAIDHEAL. 
Sydney. N. S. t 1925-34. 
Teachdaire nan Gaidheal. "Lean au dlU"th ri 
cliit do shinnsreadh, Is na d1bir a bhi mar 
iadsan". Leabh. I. Sidni, N. S. (1925] 
[The first number seen is 'Leabh. 1. Sidni, 
N. S. 15mh deln Ghiblin, 1925. Air. 5.1 
Clare and Praf. Calum I. N. MacLeod 
of Antigonish Give 1925 as the first year 
of publication. ] 
Z th ri Toachdaire nan Gaidheal. "Loan gu dlu 
cliU' do shinnsreadht Is na d1bir a b1ii mar 
iadsan". Leabh. VI, Sidni, N. S, v Canada. An 
Gearran$. ' (Fýbruary-)q 1934. Air, 12. (Last 
number seen. j 
6-16 p per issue[average 10], 3Ox23. NLS[incompleto] YEdited 
by James MacNeill. Ca. lp per 
issue of English from Leabh. III on. 
The holding of the magazine in NLS is 
incomplete: I am not clear how much of 
this is due to the fact that the 
publication of the paper itself was 
irregular. The following numbers have 
been seen: - Leabha-- 1,5(An Giblin, 1925) 
1.11-12ýAn t-Samhuinn & An Nollaigg 1925ý; 
11.1-12 Ain Paoilleach, 1926 to An Nollaigt 
1927--i, e, 24 months); III. l(Am Paoilleachl 
1028)t iv. 1.4.5.7.8(Earrach. 1928 to 
Lunasdailq-lýiýý'p r V, 3(Am Pa; illoachg 1933); 
Vl. ll(Am Paoilleacht 1934); VI. 12(An Gearran, 1934ý1 
TEAGASG NAN AITHRICHEAN. 
Edinburght n, d, 
Cogadh mOr ; aa h-EOrpa. TeaGasg nan Aithrichean. Z 
[Crost of burning bush, circumscribed by the 
legendq- Eaglais na h-Albaq An Eag; ais Shaor 
Aonaichtet An Eaglais Shaors] Printed by 
Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, for The Church 
of Scotlandq The United Free Church of Scotlandp 
and The Free Church of Scotland* 
xvi, 160pp. 14xio. NLS, [For soldiers in World War 1. ] 
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TEAGASG NAN AITHRICHEAN. (cont. ) 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
CoCadh na Saorsa. Teagasg nan Aithrichean. 
[Crest of burning bushq with legendg- Eaglais 
na h-Albal An Eaglais Shaer, ] Printed by 
Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, for The Church of 
Scotlandy The Free Church of Scotland. 
viii. 160pp. 14xlO. PC. [Issued 
to soldiers in World liar II. ] 
TEANGADOIR. 
Torontog 1953-60. 
Focal-i dtaobh litriochta -- Teangadoir -- 
6 am gu h-am. Padraig 0 Droin, Eagarth61rg 
52 Dervyn Roads Toronto 6, Canada; 61.7461. 
Taille bhliana 50ý (3/9). Imleabhar 1. 
Lunas 1953* Uimhir 1. 
. Canada. Imleabhar IV9 uim. 11-12, La Ochtaibhe N. Br4anainng Abb. 9 Bealtaino 
23P 1960. Uimhir iomlAn 35-36, [Last seen. ] 
96pp in 1[6 numbers)ý 120pp, in 11[6 nos. ]; 
280pp in 111[12 nos. ; 256pp in IV(12 nos, ], 
18xll. PC, 
[Bi-monthly. Pan-Coltic. The title 
page changes in unimportant details 
from time to time. ] 
TEARUINTEACHD9 CINNTE AGUS AOIBIUIEAS. 
Stirling, n, d, 
Tearuinteachdg Cinnte agus Aoibhneas. 
(From the English by Permission of the Authore) 
Mats creidmheach thug carson nach leil thu 
cinntoach mu thearnadh? Ma tha thu tearuinteg 
carson nach 'oil thu aoibhneach? Drurm-nond's 
Tract Depot, Stirling. Price, one penny. 
46pp 12xg. FC, NLS9 PC, tTho 
FC copy has 142ppq 2 ff Ads., 2 ff 
Cover'. In the, other copiesg the teXt 
ends on p42 and pp 43-46(i. e including 
back cover) comprise Bible extracts. ] 
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THANGAIDH[? ]q CATHERINE. LAOIDIIEAN AGUS ORAIN. 
- Edinburgh, 1917- 
Laoidhean agus Orain. Le Catriona Thangaidh. 
Air an sgriobhadh as a beul flicin leis an Urr. 
Alasdair MacRath, M. A. 9 Cill Chalum-an-Eala 
an Comin-Tire. Edinburgh: 11. F. Hondersong 19 
Goorge, IV. Bridge. 1917- 
38pp 16xilo rc, [Printed Morrison 4- Gibbp EdinburCh, ] 
THE. [Enalish definite article: ignored in 
alphabotisation. ] 
THOMSON9 DERICK So AN DEALDH DRISTE, 
Edinburgh, 1951. 
An Dealbh Briste, Gaelic Poemst with somo 
transla-410ions in English. Ruaraidh MacTh6maise 
[111, ] Serif Books, Edinburgh. 
First published 19.51* 
8 ff 64pp. 23xl5. AUj EU9 G7Jq Mit., NLS [Printed by The. Stanley Pressq Edinburgh: ] 
THOMSON9 DERICK So EADAR SAM11RADII IS FOGIIAR, 
Glasgoifq 1967. 
Eadar Samhradh is Foghar. Criuasachd de 
dhaintean le Ruaraidh MacThomais, Gairme 
Glaschu. 1967- [111-1 
Clo-bhualaidhean Gairm -- Leabhar 4. 
90pp. 2.3xl5. 
[The title paGe illustration is the title in 
an elaborated o6am script; this and two 
fullrpage Ills. supplied by Henry Stuart. 
Printed Alexander Learmontht Stirlina, ] 
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THOMSON, DERICK S. THE GAELIC SOURCES OF 
MACPHERSON'S "OSSIAN". 
Edinburglit (Prof, 19511. 
The Gaelic Sources of MacPherson's "Ossian"s 
Derick S. Thomson. Published for the University 
of Aberdeen, Oliver and Doyd; Edinburgh: 
Tweedale Court; London: 98 Great Russel Street. 
Aberdeen University Studies - Numbor 130- 
vii, 106pp. 23X15- AU9 GUt Mit,, j NLS, [Preface dated, - ' June, 19511, Pp 91-100 
comprise Appendix (no. iil) of Gaelic 
ballads. Printed The University Pressq 
Aberddene] 
THONSON9 DERICK S. THE HARLAW BROSNACIIADII,, 
London, 1968. 
Derick So Thomson, The Harlau Brosnachadh: 
An early fifteenth-century literary curio. 
Pp 147-i6q. 23xl5- 
[In 'Coltic Studies. Essays in memory of 
Angus Matheson, 1912-1962. Edited by 
James Carney and David Greene. London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul. (First published 
1968). 1 A fantastic 1poem'q composed 
almost entirely of epithets. ] 
THOMSON, DERICK S. (co-editor), EDWARD LIUJYD 
IN THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS. See CAMPBELL, 
JOHN L, 
THOMSONq DERICK S. (co-editor), FEAR NA II-RABAID, 
Soo MATHESON9 ANGUS. 
THOMSONj DERICK S. (general editor). See 
CLO-BHUALAIDHEAN GAIMI. [For crossreferences 
to individual titles in this series. ] 
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THOMSON9 DERICK S. (co-editor & editor). 
GAIMI. 
See 
THONSON9 DERICK S. (general editor). See 
LEA1311RAICHEAN URA GAIDHLIG OILTHIGH GHLASCHU, 
[For crossreference. ] 
TIIOMSONt DERICK S. (General odi 
, 
tor). see 
LEA13HRAICHEAN URA GAIDIILIG OILTIIIGII OBAIR- 
DHEADHAIN, (For crossreferences to individual 
titles in this series. ] 
TIIOMS0119 DERICK So (editor), See SCOTTISH 
GAELIC STUDIES* 
THONSONj, DERICK S. [Note, Distinguished poet 
and short story i, 7ritor; editor of the only 
two, Gaelic literary and scholarly magazines 
of significance since the War; responsible 
for virtually all publications of 
sophisticated Gaelic literature in the 
past decade; seminal critic and encourager 
of-young writers, Gonerallyl accurately 
describable as the "father" of '. he 
recent (post-1950) Gaelic literary revival* 
THOMSOTNLp DONALD, GAELIC POEMS FOR INTERPRETATION. 
[Glasgow], 1959. 
Gaelic Poems for Interpretation* (Crest of 
An Comunn Gaidhealacho with legend. - 'An 
Comunn Gaidhealach. Ar canain Is ar ceo"l. 13 
Selected by the Central Gaelic Committee E. I. Se 
1959, Donald Thomson, MeAel FeEsIeSe 
99pp. 18xl2. PC. 
[in a Preface, An Comunn Gaidhealach 
(the publishers) thankp among others# 
the Central Gaelic Committeog E91*Se "for 
their. work in preparing this booklet" and 
Donald- Morrison, Oban, "for his help in 
correcting proofs", See over, ] 
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THOMSON9 DONALD. GAELIC POEMS FOR INTERPRETATION. 
[Gla. ýgow], 1965. 
* . 1959. Reprinted 1965. Donald Thomson, ; I. A., F. E. I. Se [Ot#erwise as above. ] 
99pp 18xl2, PC, [A fairly original anthology of mostly 
traditional poetry, 1-rith exercises in 
interpretation (in English), ) 
THOMSON, DONALD (tr, -mslator). See NACPHAIL, 
M. S. SPUIR NA H-IOLAIRE* 
THOMSON9 DONALD (editor), See SMITIIj IAIN. 
A$ CHUIRT. 
TIIOMSONq DONALD (oditor), 
AN COILEACH. 
Sec SMITH9 IAITT, 
THOIISONq JAMES. AN DILEABs 
GlasC; owp ii. d. 
An DoLleabe Gaelic Verse for Advanced 
Divisions and Intermediate Classes, 
Edited by James Thomsont M. A. 9 Bayb1o, 
Lewis. An Comunn Gaidhealach: 212 West 
Georee Streetl Glasgowq C, 2* 
4 ff 48pp. 19xl3. AIJ9 PC. tCa. 1932. Noted especially for the 
publication in it of the war poems of 
lain Munro and Norman Murray. Learmonth. ] 
AN DILEAB, 
Glasgowt 1934, 
An Dlleab. Gaelic Vorse for Advancod Divisions 
and Intermediate Classes. Edited by James 
Thomsong M. A. 9 Bayblet Lewis. Second edition. 
1934. An Comunn Gaidhealacht 212 Ifest George 
Streetv Glasgowl C, 2, 
4 ff 48pp. 19X13. GU: CLj Mit, [Printed James Camerong Glasgow. ] 
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THOMSONO JAMES. FASGNADH. 
Stirling, 1953. 
Fasgnadh. Gaelic Poems, with some translations 
in English. Seumas MacThomais. A. Learmonth 
& Sonp 9 King Streetp Stirling, 1953- 
118pt. 22xl5. AUg GU9 Mitel NLS, 
Basically traditional reliCious and 
philosophical poetry, but with a 
moderate experimental tendency. See 
discussion in poetry chapter above, ] 
THOMSON.. JAMES (translator). See GILDERT9 
BERNARD. AN SEANN TARBH. 
THOMSON, R. L. (editor), See CALVINq*JOHN, 
ADTIOMCIIIOL AN CHREIDIMH* 
TILLEADH SHEUDIAIS. 
n. 
Tilleadh Sheumais ague secul a thuruis. 
24pp, 15xl2. PC, [Apparently 
of Canadian provenance. 
Information from John Ls Campbell, ] 
TIOIMNADH NUADHq AN, Sao BIBLE. NEW TESTAMENT. 
TIR NA MEALA, See AN COMUNN GAIDHEALACII, 
TIR NMI BLAT11, See AN COýIUNN GAIDHEALACH, 
TIR NAN OG, See AN COMUNN GAIDHEALACII. 
TIR NAN SEUD,, See AN COMUNN GAIDIIEALACII, 
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TOLMIEq FRANCIS, [GAELIC FOLK SONGS]. 
London, 1911. 
, 
Journal of the Folk-Song Society. No. 16. 
Being the Third Part of Vol. IV. All versions 
of sonGs and words published in this Journal 
are the copyright of the contributor supplying 
themp and are printed in this Journal on 
behalf of that contributor, whose permission 
must be obtained for any reproduction thereofo 
London: 199 Derners Street, Wo Printed 
privately for the members of the Society 
by Robert Maclahose . 6; Co. Ltd,, q at the University Presst Glasgow. Decembert 1911* 
xiv, pp 143-2789-ix, 2lxl7. AU, FCp PC. 
[GAELIC POLK SONGS]. 
London, 19111, 
Journal of the Folk-Song Society. Volume IV. 
1919-1913. All versions. * Printod for the Society by Barnicolt and Pearcop at the Wessex 
Press, Taunton. 1914. 
I fvxlt 352pp[Gaelic pp as above]. 22xl8. 
'Notes and Raminiscencesp by Francis 
Tolmiel on pp 143-149; 'Notes on the 
Modal System of Gaelic Tunesq by Annie 
G. Gilchrist' and 'Noteýon the Gaelic 
Scale Systemt by Lucy 10a Broadwood' on 
PP 150-156; the songs themselves are 
on pp 157-276(virtually the whole of 
No. 16). The songs are dividod into 
6 Groups: - Songs of Rest and Recreation; 
Songs of Labour; Ancient Heroic Lays; 
Sones to Chiefs and Others; Lamentsq 
Love lyrics-9 etc, Thcra is also an Appendixg 
comprisinjý Index of titles in Gaelic and 
English. Some translations. Music in staff. ] 
TOLMIEp FRANCIS (folklore collector), See 
BASSINg ROSE E. VIE TOLMIE MANUSCRIPTS. 
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TOLMIEj FRANCIS. (folklore collector), See 
BROADWOOD9 LUCY E, GAELIC FOLK SONGS, 
TOLST0I9 LEO* FAR All DI GRADH, BIDH DIA. 
[SidnoypC»B. ]9 1924. 
Par am bi Gradh, bidh Dia. Le Count Leo - 
Tolstoi, Air a thionndadh gu Gailig le 
E, G. If* F, Air a chur a mach fo churam 
Comunn Gailig Chill-Rimhinnq Sidnip Ceap 
Dreatunn. Clo-bhuailte le Domhnull 
MacPhionghuin. 1924. 
32pp. 2lxl8. Xavier. 
[Translated by Jonathan G. MacKinnon. ] 
TRACTS. 
Edinburgh, n. d. 
[Title +] Issued by The Church of Scotland 
Home Mission Committee. Air a chur a mach le 
'Home Board' Eaclais na h-Alba. 
4pp each, 19X13. PC* [Issued twice a year during the ast s'everal 
years (all without date imprintý. In 
recent years edited by T. M. Murchison. ] 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE GAELIC SOCIETY OF GLASGOW. 
See GAELIC SOCIETY OF GLASGOW, 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE GAELIC SOCIETY OF INVERNESS, 
See GAELIC SOCIETY OF INVERNESS, 
TUATH CHOMUNN URRASp AN. CUNNTAS GOIRID, 
London, nd. 
Cunntas Goirid. An Tuath Chomunn Urras. 
(crest. ] Priomh Buthan: Lunainno 19 Moorgato 
St.; Ab4ireanng lt Union Terrace. 
26pp 1 f, 13X8. MJ: CL, [Explanatory booklet on the Northern 
Assurance Company. T S-G dates as 1902. ] 
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TURNER NEIL. GRIASAICHE BHEARNARAIDH: A 
BHARDACHD. 
Glaseowp n. d. 
Grlasaiche Dhearnaraidh, A BhýLrdachd, le 
iomradh air, Le Niall Nac-an-Tuairnoir. 
Published by the Caledonian Press for Nail 
Turnerg Drinishader.. -Harris, Inverness-shire. 
24pp 22xl4. PC, [Reviewed in 'Life and Tfork' October 1953; 
in'An Gaidheall March 1951to The hymns 
of Allan MacLeod Bernera. Foreword by 
T. M. Murchison, 
) 
UIRSGEULAN GAIDHDALACH, Soo AN COIPJNN GAIDHEALACII. 
YJ3: RSGL'ULAN NA FEINNE. Soo PIONN ANN AN TIGH A' 
BIILAIR-BHUIDHE -[Dwelly version]. 
UNA INGHEAN FEAR NA PAIRCE. 
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADAq THE. 
CHREIDINH. 
See PAMER9 WINIFRED. 
AIDEACHADII Al 
N. p. t nd. 
Aideachadh a' Chreidimh. Eaglais Aonaichte 
Chanada. Statement of Doctrine, United 
Church of Canada. 
l9pp 18xl3- PC, [Translated Jonathan G. MacKinnon. ] 
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UNITED FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLANDf THE. AN PHIANUIS. 
Glasgowq 1901-1903. 
Ianuairidh, 1901, An Phianuis. Eaglais Shaor 
Aonaichte na h-Alba, [1.11. ] Deasaicho, An t-Urr. 
lain Doorsa 1-facNeJ119 Chaladair, Gilleasbuig 
Mae Na Coardadhq Clo-bhuailtear Gaeligg Glaschu. 
Octoberg 1903, An Phianuis Eaglais Shaor 
Aonaichte na h-Alba. [Ill, 
) 
Doasaichep An t-Urr. 
Iain Deorsa MacNeillp Chaladair, Gilloasbuig 
Mac Na Ceardadh, Clo-bhuailtear Gaeliat Glaschu. 
24pp per quarterly issue. 26xig. EU, 
[Ca. 15pp of Gaelic per quarterly issue; 
English section has separate title page. 
Originally the magazine of THE FREE CHURCH 
OF SCOTLAND, q. v. For Post-1903 continuation 
see immediately below. ] 
UNITED FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND9 THE* AN PHIANUIS 
GHAIDHEALACH. 
Glasgow/Edinburah, 19011-29, 
An Phianuis Ghaidhealach. Clar-innsidh. .. 6pp in Issuos 1 'and 2p 8pp per monthly issue 
thereafter. 26x2O. Mit"t PC, 
['In 'The Highland Witness of the United Free 
Church of Scotland ... Archibald Sinclair, Printer and Publishert "Celtic Press", 47 
Waterloo Street, Glasgow' from No. 1 in 
January, 1904 to Decemborg 1907, after 
which 'The HiChland Witness' was incorporated 
into 'The Missionary Record of the United 
Free Church of Scotland. . Edinburgh'. 'An Fhianuis Ghaidhealachl appeared as a 
special 8-paGe supplement in 'The Missionary 
Record' fron, Jan. 1908 (No. 85)--it had 
been an integral part of 'The Highland 
Witness'. 'The Missionary Record' was 
rDnamed 'The Record of the Home and rorcien 
Mission Work of the United Free Church of 
Scotland' in 1914 (New Series: Vol. XIV) and 
continued till 1929, when the U. P. Church 
and the Church of Scotland united: 'An Phinnuis 
Ghaidhealachl and the Gaelic supplement of QaS. Is 
ILife and Work' were combined to form an 8-page 
Oupplement to 'Life and VorkI. Rev. Malcolm 
MacLennan edited 'An Phianuis Ghaidhealachl 
1908-29t See discussion in Part 1, Chpt. 1. ] 
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UNITED FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, THE (co-sponsors). 
See COGADH MOR NA H-EORPA. [For crossreferences. 
to individual titles in this series. ] 
URNUIGHEAN AIRSON NA CLOINNE, 
Nep* 9 
Urnuighean airson na Cloinne. Prayers for 
the Children, 
23PP 14xil. PC. [English 
and Gaelic*- Episcopalian* 
Attributed in 'The Celtic WholsWhof(1921; 
edd. L. MacBean) to Rev. James MacFarlane- 
Barrowq LochCilphead. ] 
URQUHART9 CATHERINE P. and DAVID (co-translators). 
See DOTTOMLEY9 GORDON. DEIPDIRE. 
VALTOS SCHOOL. See SGOIL DHALTOIS. 
VAN DYKE, HENRY. SGEUL AN DRAOIDH BILE. 
Dunformlizie, 1938. 
Sgeul an Draoidh Eile. Le EanruiC Van Dyl,. o,, 
Air a thionndadh eu Giiidhlig Albannaich le E. G. 
Mac Fhionghuin (a blia roimhe so Ina fhear- 
deasachaidh "Mac Talla"). Air a chur amach ann 
an Albaizin le lain Latharna Caimbeul, Chaidh 
an leabbar so a chIO-bhualadh ann an Albainn lo 
I. B. MacAoidh agus a Chuideadhdt ann an Nun 
Pharlaing Piobhaq Cu feum an fhir-deasachaidhq 
anns a' bhliadhria 1938. Chaidh an leabhar so a 
thionndadh Cu Gaidhlie Albannaich Is a chur amach 
ann an Albainn le cead Cuideachd Harper aCus a 
Bhraithreanq ann an New Yorkq a chuir amach an 
toiseach e. 
The Story of the Other Ifise Man. Dy Henry Van 
Dyke. Scottish Gaelic translation by J, G, 
MacKinnon (formerly editor and publisher of the 
Gaelic weekly "Mac Talla"). Prepared for 
publication in Scotland by John Lorne Campbell. 
Printed by J. B. Mackie and Co. g Ltd. 9 Dunfermlineq Fife, in 1938, Gaelic translation published by 
permission of Messrs Harper & Brotliers, New York. 
Original version in Dngkýsh. Copyright, 1895t by 
Harper & Brothers. Copyriaht, 1923, by Henry Van Dyke.. 
1f Ill., -xviiq 45pp. 19xl3. PC. 
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VAN DYKE9 HENRYo SGEUL AN DRAOIDII EILE. (cont. ) 
Dunformlineg 1939o 
[Title pages as above. ] 
[Imprint. ] A' Cheud ChlO-Dhualadh - An 
Damhairg 1938 (400 lethbhric). An Darna 
Clo'-Bhualadh - An Sultaine, 1939 (400 
lethbliric) 
If Ill., 
; 
vii, 45pp. 19xl-3. GU: CL, 
WALKER, JOHN (translator). See COCKER, 11, D, 
SUIRGIIE A' MHUILLEIR, 
ITATSONs J. WREXPORD (editor), Soo SCHOOL 
OF' SCOTTISH STUDIES, SCOTTISH STUDIES, 
TTATSONq JAMES C. CARMINA GADELICA. 
Leeds, 
Carmina Gadelica, Hymnst Charmsq and Lore 
of the Western Highlands and Isles (hitherto 
unpublished)from the collections of the late 
Alexander Carmichael, LL, D, Edited by 
J. Carmichael Watson. 
Pp 33-56.23xl5. AU, Mit. 
[In 'Yorshire Celtic Studies. The 
Yorkshire Society for Celtic Studies, 
Transactions 1937-38 ... Printed for tho Society by Chorley & Pickerseill Ltd, 
Leedsg and to be had from the Secretaryq 
University of Leeds, ' With translations. 
The editor of the magazine was Bruce 
Dickens. ] 
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[WATSON9 JAMES Cj (latest editor). CARMINA 
GADELICAt VOLUME 111. 
Edinburgh, 1940. 
Carmina Gadelica. Hymns and incantations, 
with illustrative notes on words* rites, 
and customs, dying and obsolete: orally 
collected in the Highlands and Islands of 
Scotland by Alexander Carmichael. Volume 
III, [Ill*] Oliver & Boyd; Edinb-irgh: 
Tweeddale Court; London: 98 Great Russel 
Street I I-I. C. 1940. 
If 111ý[E* Co Carmichael], xxivv 395PP9 1 f, 
24xi EUt GU9 ffit, v TILS. ? Lited 
by Jarnes CArrm'ichaol Watson, who 
contributes a Preface. Translations on 
facing pages. ] 
[TTX-rSONq JAMES C, ] (latest editor), CARMINA 
- GADELICAq VOLUME IV, 
Edinburgh, 1941, 
Carmina Gadolicas Hymns and incantationsv 
with illustrative notes on vordsq ritesq 
and customs, dying and obsolete: orally 
collected in the Hiahlnnds and Islands of 
Scotland by Alexander Carmichael. Volume IV* 
[111. ] Oliver and Boyd; EdinburGh: 'hfooddale 
Court; London: 98 Great Russel Street, W*C, 
3.941. 
xlv, 2 fft 367PP- 24xl7- AU, EU, GUO Mit. 9 NLS. (As above. See also undcr CAMUCHAELf 
ALEXANDER and MATHESON, A. NGUS, A fifth 
volume, begun by tho late Angus 'Matheson, 
it; being prepared for the press at. 
present by William Matheson. ] 
WATSONV JJ%MES C. (editor), Soo MACLEOD, MARY., 
ORAIN AGUS LUINNEAGAN GAIDHLIG, 
94o 
WATSON9 WILLIAM J. BARDACHD GHAIDHLIG, 
I Glasgow, 1918. 
Bardachd Ghaidhlig, Specimens of Gaelic 
Poetryp 1550-1900. William J. Watsonq M. A. 9 
LL, D,,, Professor of Celtic Languagest otc. p in 
the University of Edinburgh. An Comumi 
Gaidhealachp 108 Hope St. p Glasgow. Inverness: 
The Northern Counties Printing and Publishing 
Companyq Limited. 1918. 
Ixt 350PP-. 19X13, EUO 
BARDACHD GHAIDIILIG. 
Glasgowq 1932. 
Bardachd Ghaidhlig. (Second edition. ) 
Specimens of Gaelic Poetryl 1550-1900. 
William J. Watsong M, A, j D. Litt. Coltq LL, D, s 
-ProZessor of 
Celtic, LanguaGosq otc., in tho 
Vniversity of Edinburgh, An Comunn Gaidhealach, 
212 West George Street, Glasgow. Stirling: 
A. Learmonth & Son, 9 King Street. 1932. 
1xiii, 401pp, 1 f. 19xl3- GUj Ilit. 
BARDACHD GHAIDHLIG. 
Glasgow, 1959, 
Bardachd Ghaidhlie. (Third edition. ) 
Specimens of Gaelic Poetryp 1550-1900, 
William J. Watson, M. A. 9 D. Litt. Colt., 
LL. D. t Professor of Celtic Languagesq ate., 
in the 'University of Edinburgh. An Comunn 
Gaidhealacht 212 West George Street, Glasgow. 
Stirling: A. Learmonth & Son, 9 Kina Street. 
1959. 
1xiv 411ppt 1 f. 19XI3. GU, tPreface 
signed. - 'Angus MacLeod, 
Convenor of the Publications Committee 
of An Comunn Gaidhealach. ' A well 
edited anthology; still the standard 
poetry text-book in Higher classes in 
schools; the selection of poems from 
the 18th century leaves much to be 
desired. ] 
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VATSONq WILLIAM Je (general editor). LEADHRAICIIEAN 
SGOILE GAIDIILIGp AN CEUD CHEUM, 
Glasgow, n, d. 
Leabhraichean Sgoile Gaidhlig fo stiUradh 
Uilleam Iain Mae-Bhatair, M. A. t LL. D. An 
Ceud Cheum gu Ghidhlig* Air a dheasachadh 
lo DoZmhnall Mac a-Phi, F, E, 1, S, [Crest of 
An Comurm Gaidhealach, with legend. - 'An 
Comunn Gaidhealach. Ar Chnain Is ar Cool. ' 
C10-bhuailte fo Ughdarras A' Chomuinn 
Ghaidhealaich le Blackie agus a Mhact Ltd,, 
Glaschu, 
64pp 18xl2. AU9 GU: CL, [Ca. 1920. Illustrated. ] 
WATSON9 WILLIM J. 
. 
(General editor), LEABIIRAICIIEAN 
SGOILE GAID11LIG9 LEABIIAR NA CLOINNE BIGE, 
. Glasgow, n, d, 
Leabhraichean Sgoile Gaidlilig fo stiu4radh 
7jillean, Iain I-lac-Dhatairv LL. D. Leabhar 
na Cloinne Bige. Air a dhoasachadh le Dbmlmall 
Mac a-Phip F*E. 19S* [111, ] C16-bhuailto 
fo Ughdarras A' Chomuinh Ghaidhealaich lo 
Blackie agus a Mhact Ltd. # Glaschu. 
8opp. 18xl2. AU9 GU: CL. 
WATSONj ITILLIAM J, (general editor). LEABHRAICIIEAIN 
SGOILE GAIDHLIGj AN CEUD LEABIIAR LEUGIIAIDH, 
Glasgowq n.. d. 
'4 Leabhraichean Sgoilo Gaidhlia fo stiUradh 
Uilleam Iain Mac-Bhatair, LL. D, An Coud Leabhar 
Loughaidh. Air a dheasachadh le Do*mhnall 
Mac a-Phig F. E. I. S. [111. ) C10-bhuailte fo 
Ughdarras A' Chomuinn Ghaidhealaich le 
Blackie aGus a Mhaot Ltd, q Glaschu, 
112ppo 1SX13- - AUO GU: CL. 
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IIATSONj WILLIAM J, (general editor). LEABIUZAICITEUi 
SGOILE GAIDHLIGt All DARA LEABIUR LEUGIfAIDII,, 
Glaseow, 1921. 
Leabhraichean Sgoile Gaidhlig fo stiuradh 
Uilleam lain Mac-Bhatairg LL. D, An Dara 
Leabhar Lcuohaidh. Air a dheasachadh le 
D%omlmall Nac a-Phil F. B. I. S. [Ill. ] Clo%- 
bhuailte fo UGhdarras A' Chomuinn Ghaidhealaich 
le Blackie agus a Mhac# Ltd. 9 Glaschu. 1921. 
128pp,, 18xl_3, AU9 GUtCL. 
IIATSONj WILLIAM J. (general editor), LEABHRAICHEAN 
SGOILE GAIDHLIGt AN TREAS LEABIIAR LEUGIIAIDII, 
GlasCou, 1922, 
Leabhraichean*Sgoile G. hidhlia fo stiU'radh 
Uilleam, lain Mae-Dhatairg M. A., LL. D. 
An Treas Leabhar Leughaidh. Air a dheasachadh 
le 
. 
Do*mluiall Mac a-Phif F. E. I. S. [Ill. ] 
C10-bhuailto fo Ughdarras A' Chomuinn 
Ghaidhealaich le Blackio agus a Mhac, Ltd,, 
Glaschu* 1922. 
l6opp. 18xl3. AUj GU: CL. 
WATSON9 WILLIAM J. (general editor), LEADIIRAICHEAN 
SGOILE GAIDHLIGt AN CEATHRAMH LEABIIAR LE-UGIIAIDII, 
Glasgow, 1923, 
Leabhraichean Sgoile Gaidhlie fo stiUradh 
Uilleam lain Mac-Bhatairq M. A. 9 LL. D. 
An Ceathramh Leabhar Leughaidli. Air a 
dheasachadh le lain Mae Dh6mhnaill, M. A. 
[Ill*] Clb-bhuailte fo Ughdarras A' 
Chomuinn Ghaidhealaich le Blackie agus a 11hacq 
Ltd., Glaschu. 1923. 
239p l8x13- AU, GU: CL, fT*he 
firbt 2 parts were add. in'An Deo- 
Greine?, Nov. 1921. All illustrated. 
Prose and poetryt including the work 
of contemporary writers, For 2nd editiong 
see under MACKINNON, LACHLAN. LEABIERAICHEAN 
LEUGHAIDH. ] 
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ITATSON9 WILLIAM J. NARBINTADH DIIOIINCIIAIDII DUIBH. 
- Glasgow, n. d. 
MarbImadh Dhonnchaidh Duibh. Elery on 
Sir Duncan Campbell, of Glenorchy. Edited 
and translated by William J. Watson. 
(Reprinted from An Doo-Groine. ) Glasgow: 
Archd. Sinclairg 47 Waterloo Street, 
16pp 19xl3- AU. [Not 
an offprint, ] 
ITATSONj ITILLIA14 J. NOTES ON THE STUDY OF GAELIC. 
Invernass, 1908, 
Notes on the Study of Gaelic, By Ifillicun J, 
Watsonp M. A. Reprinted fron, the "Coltic 
Review". Northern Chronicle Officog Inverness. 
3.918.6d nett. 
32pp 19xl3. GU: CL. 
[Lessons, Not an offprint. ] 
WATSON9 WILLIAM J. ROSG GAIDULIG. 
Glasgow, 1915, 
RosC Gaidhlig. Specimens of Gaelic Prose, 
Edited by William J. Watson, M. A., LL, D., 
Professor of Celtic LangunCes, &--., in the 
University of Edinburgh* Published by An 
Comunn Gaidhealach for use in schools and 
Gaelic classes. Inverness: printed by the 
Northern Counties Newspaper and Printing and 
Publishing Company, Limited. 1915. 
xj I fp 288pp. 19xl3- EUq mt. 
ROSG GAIDHLIG. 
Glasgow, 1929, 
Rosg Gaidhlig. Specimens of Gaelic Proso. 
Edited by William J. Watson, M. A., LL. D., 
D, Litt, Celt, g Professor Celtic Languagesq &C. 9 in the University of Edinburgh. PublJ. shed by 
An Comunn/ 
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An Comunn Gaidhealach by-Alex. MacLaren & 
Sons, 
. 
360-362 Arggyle Streett C, 2, 
xg 295ppo 1f Errata. IqX13. Mit, q NLS, [A wide-ransinc selection, For many 
years a standard text-boolt; but now 
out of print and unlikely to be 
re-issued: in part superseded by 
A. I. MacAskill's RosG nan Eilean(1966). ] 
ITATSONj WILLIAM J. SCOTTISH VERSE FROM THE DOOK 
OF THE DEAN OF LISMORE. 
Edinburglit 1937- 
Sco*ttish Verse from the Book of the Dean of 
Lismore, Edited by William J, Watson, LLD,, 
Litt. D. Celt., Professor of Celtic in tho 
University of Edinburah. Published by Oliver 
& Boyd for the Scottish Gaelic Texts Society. 
Edinburah, 1937- 
Scottish Gaelic Texts. Volume One 
xlq 35pp. 23xl6. AU* GU: Mit., NLS. ? 
English translation on rt. facing pages. ] 
SCOTTISH VERSE FROM THE BOOK 
OF THE DEAN OF LISNORE, 
Edinburah, 1937- 
Scottish Verse from the Book of the Dean of 
Lismore. Edited by William J. Ilatson,, LL. D. 9 
Litt. D. Celt., Professor of Celtic in the 
University of Edinburah. Published by 
Oliver & Doyd for the Scottish Gaelic Texts 
Society. EdinburGh. 1937- 
155P 022. -cl 
4. EUI PC. fSpecial 
edition for schools. No 
translation or notes, ] 
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WATSON9 WILLIAM J. (co-editor), NORE WEST 
HIGHLAND TALES, VOLUME ONE, See MACLEAN, 
Rov. Prof. DONALD. 
WATSON, Mrs. WILLIAM J, See CARNICHAEL9 E[LLA] C. 
WESTERN ISLES UNIONIST ASSOCIATION# THE. SEONAID. 
[Stornoway], 1929-31, 
Keep this - it is valuable, Ist October, 
1929. Se6naid. 
[Colophon] Printed by Aberdeen Journalsq 
Ltd. 9 Broad Street, Aberdeent for The Western 
Isles Unionist Association. 
Keep this - it is valuable. lst Januaryt 
1930, Seonaid, 
[Colophon) Printed by Aberdeen Journalsj 
Ltd. 9 Broad Streetq Aberdeent for The Western 
Isles Unionist Association. 
Keep this - it is valuable. 31st Januaryp 
1931. Se6naid. 
[Colophon] Printed by Duncan Grant, 47 HiGh 
Streett Invernessp and published by John 
Macdonaldq 3 Point Streetp Stornoway. 
8pp each. 23-2lxl4. PC, 
[Each contains a polemical dialogue 
and newsettes. Used as election 
propaganda. lain M. Noffat-Pender 
was closely involved in their creation 
and distribution. ] 
WHITEHMID9 Fe W, THE LONG GAELIC PSALM TUNES, 
See [HATELYj T. L. ] [SEANN FHUIlTN NAN SALM], 
t 
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(VMTE9 HENRY. ] THE CELTIC GARLAND. 
Glasgow, 1920. 
Memorial Edition. The Celtic Garland of 
Gaelic Songs and Readings. Translations of 
Gaelic and EnGlish Songs. By "Pionn". 
Third edition, Greatly enlarged, Glasgow: 
Alexander MacLaren &- Sons, Gaelic Publishers 
and Booksellers, 360-362 Argyle Street. 1920. 
2 ff Ills. 9 xvig 353PP9 3 ff Ads. 20xl4. 
AU9 EPL9 GU9 Mit, 
[First ed, 1881. Photos of Fionn & Memorial. ] 
[WHYTE9 HENRY. ] THE CELTIC LYRE. 
Glasgowt n, d, 
The Celtic Lyre, A collection of Gaelic 
songsl with English translations. By Fionn. [111. ] 
Music in both notations, Glaseow: John 
Mackayq "Celtic Monthly Officellp Blythswood 
Drive. 
70 ff [2 ff Introductory). 21XI7- AU: CL, 
[68 songs. Parts I-III of the Celtic 
Lyre were published by MacLachlan & 
Stewartq Edinburgh, in 1883,1884 and 1886 
and were reprinted in 1891; Part IV was 
published in 1895 by Henry Whyto(Glasgow)t 
John Grant(Edinburgh) and Hugh MacDonald 
(Oban), The 4 parts were issued as one 
volume in 18959 this being reprinted by 
Grant in 1898. The date of the above od. 
is uncertain but it must be between 1895 
and 1906(the year of MacKay's death): I am 
treating it as the first ed. this century. ] 
THE CELTIC LYRE* 
[Reprints as belowo] 
Reprinted as follows (publisher imprint only 
changes): - 1906(John Grant. 9 Edinbur h); 1908 (Archibald Sinclairg Glasgow); 1910 Grant); 
1924 Alex., MacLaren, Glasgow) 1927 IfacLaren); 
1932 Sinclair); 1946(MacLarený. Mit. (1910); PC. 
That of 1946 is a Jubilee Edition, vith 
a Foreword by-Annetta C. Scott. ] 
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[WHYTE, HENRY, ] THE CELTIC-LYRD9 PART IV. 
Edinburah, 1902. 
The Celtic Lyre, A collection of Gaelic 
songsp with English translations. By Fionn, 
Part IV, Price sixpence. Music in both 
notations. Edinburgh: John Grant, Booksoller3,, 
31 and 34 George IV, Bridge, 1902, 
16 ff. 22xl7- NLS,, 
[Songs 53-68. The above and all the 
4-part volumes bear the imprint, 
IP-nd of Vol. I': no other vqlumes, 
however, were issued. ] 
WHYTEj HENRY, CEOL NAN GAIDHEAL. 
Glasgow, [Pref. 1905]* 
Ce6l. nan Gaidheal, (Songs of the Gael. ) 
Music in both notationspwith Gaelic words and 
singable English translations, Edited by 
Henry Whyte ("Fionn"). Preface and inscription 
by Angus Macintyre. Glasgow: David Bryce 
& Son, Bryce and Murray, Ltd. p 129 Buchanan 
Street. 
vit 120ppt 2 ff. 9.8x6-7- Mit, [Preface is dated 1905. All subsequent 
eds. carry this, Prdfacee] 
CEOL NAN GAIDHEAL. 
[Reprints as below]. 
There were 3 reprints of the above, all 
undated.. MacLaren informs that the 2nd Od. was 
in 1915l the 4th Tn 193- (both by NacLaren & 
Sons)q and the 3rd in 1920 by 11m, Collins of 
Glaseow. The 2 MacLaren Eds. have boen seen; 
the 2nd bears the address 1268 Argyle Streott, 
which Is post-1931(evidence of GPO Directory 
this ed, was add. in Crois Tara in 1938 amono 
'Leabhraichean Gaidhlic Ural. Still in print. 
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(IMYTE, HENRY. ] IS BRAITHREAN SINN UILE. 
N. p., n. d. 
Is Braithrean Sinn Uile ... Eadar, le Pionn. 
1P. 
C915XIO. 
NLS. 
-verse poem. ] 
[WHYTE9 HENRY. ] MAR A DHIEIRICII CUID DE NA 
SEAN-FHACAIL. 
Glaseow, n. d. 
The Ceilidh Books. Leabhraichean nan 
Ceilidh. Aireamh 16. liar a dhleirich cuid 
de na sean-fhacail. Le rionn. [111. ] 
A' phrls, tri sgillinnean. 3d. Alasdair 
Mac Labhruinn agus a Mhicp 360-2 Sraid 
Earraghaidheall Glascho. 
Pp 155-201,4 ff Ads. 2lxl4. PC, 
[Offprinted from'An Sgoulaichall Leabhar 111.21 
An Samhradh lgll, ] 
[WHYTE9 HENRY. ) NAIGHEACHDAN FIRINNEACH9 1, 
Paisleyq 1905, 
True Stories. 1. Translated into Gaelic by 
"Fionn". With illustrations, [111.1 Paisley: 
Alexander Gardner# Publisher by Appointment to 
the late Queen Victoria, 1905, 
Naigheachdan Firinneach, I* Eadar-theangaichte 
Ou GZLidhlio le "Pionn". Le dealbhan. [111. 
Paislig: Alasdair Gardnerg Clodh-bhuailtearg 
le a de6in r1oghail feing doln Dhan-RICh 
Victoria nach maireann. 1905. 
1f Illg[map]g 261pp; 4 ff Ills. [in text]. 
20xl3. AU, GU: CLq Mite 
I 
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[WHYTE9 HENLRY. ] NAIGHEACIIDAN FIRINNEACT19 I* (cont. ) 
- Paisley, 1906. 
** . 1906. 
igo6 [Otherifise as above ] 111. [Lp]y 261pp; 4 ff Ills. [in text]. 
20xl3. AUt PC. 
[WHYTE, HENRY. ] NAIGHEACHDAN FIRINNEACH, II. 
PaisleYt 1907. 
True Stories, II. Translated into Gaelic 
by "rionn". With illustrations. 111. ] 
Paisley: Alexander Gardnerf Publisher by 
Appointment to the late Queen Victoria. 1907- 
Naigheachdan Firinneach, II, Eadar-theangaichte 
, gu Gaidhlig le "Pionn", Lo dealbhan, [111. ] 
Paislig 
': 
Alasdair Gardnerv Clodh-bhuailtoart 
le a deoin rioghail fein, dotn Dhhn-RICh 
Victoria nach mairearm. 1907- 
263ppg 8 ff Ads; 4 ff Ills. [in text]. 
20xl3., AUl Mit. 
NAIGIIE. ACHDAN FIRINNEACII9 II. 
-Glas, Gow, 1929. 
Naigheachdan Firinneach. II. Eadar- 
theanigaichte igu Gaidhlig lo "Pionn". Le doalbhan. 
Glascho: Alasdair Mae Labhruizm ts a Nhic, 
360-362 Sraid Earraahaidhealt C. 2. 
FIrst published 1907. Re-issued 1929, 
PP 3-263; 4 rr Illsjin text]; 32pp Ads* 20xl3, GU, (Vol. I was translated from Andrew LanC; Vol 11 
from A. MacKenzie(3). Charles Lamb(l), and James 
Grant(l), Of some siCniricance in the history 
of the Gaelic short story and novel. ] 
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IfHYTEq HENRY (co-oditor), AN UISEAG. See 
MACFARLAINEp MALCOLM. 
WHYTE, HENRY (translator). See MACKAY, THOMAS. 
SEOLAIDIIEAN PEUMAIL MU CHOCAIREACHD, 
ITHYTEt HENRY. (Note. A very influential 
personality in the Glasgow Gaelic community 
of the late 19th and early 20th century; made 
an important contribution to the developoment 
of formal ceilidhsl prose readings, and of 
Rorrwiticlsn in poetry and song. ] 
WHYTEj JOHN. ELEMENTARY SOUNDS OF THE GAELIC 
LANGUAGEo 
Abordean, ii. d. 
Elementary Sounds of the Gaelic Language. 
Arranged by John Whyte, Inverness. .* 3pp. 22xl4. mit. 
[Printed by the Aberdeen University Press. ] 
IfHYTEq JOHN. PARA PIOBAIRU AGUS SGEULACHDAN EILE. 
Glasgowt 1925, 
Para Piobaire, agus Sgoulachdan Eile.. Lo 
Iain Ban 0. -, Peter the Piper and other 
Humorous Gaelic Readings. By John Whyte. 1/-. 
Glascho: Alasdair Mae Labliruinn tsa DIhic 
360-362 Sraid Earraghaidhealt C. 2.1925, 
39ppp 1f Clar-amais. 19xl3. GU: CLq Mit, q NLS. 
WHYTE9 JOHN, VOCABULARY FOR IHOW TO LEAWT GAELIC'. 
Inverness, 1906. 
Vocabulary for 'How to Learn Gaelic?, By 
John Whyte. Inverness: "Northern Chronicle, ' 
Office. 1906. 
20pp 19X13. EPLI PC, tSee 
MACBAINq ALEXANDER (co-author). 1101i 
TO LEARN GAELIC. ] 
I 
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VMTEI JOHN (co-author), 11011 TO LEARN GAELIC. 
See MACBAINq ALEXANDER. 
ITILLISON9 JOIM. LEABHAR CHEIST NA MATHAR. 
Glasgows n, de 
Mother's Catechism (in Gaelic and English). 
Leabhar Cheist na Mathar (ann an Gaidhlig aGus 
ann an Beurla). ]Roimh-Chuideachadh doln 
Dream a ta Og agus Aineolach, chum an deanamh 
comasach air Leabhar Cheist Eaglais na h-Albann 
a thuigsinn. Leis an Urramach Eoin Willison, 
Ministeir an t-Soisgeil a bha an D-undeagh. 
A preparatory help for the young and ignorant 
in order to their easier understanding 
The Assemblyts Shorter Catechismg together with 
Historical Questions out of the Bible and 
Forms of Prayer for Children and Young 
Communicants. Clo-bhualadh ZLrq fo laimh 
Eachainn Nhic DhUghail. Glascho: Alasdair 
Mae Labhruinn is a Nhic, 36o-362 Sraid 
Earraghaidhealg C. 2. Price threepence. 
48ppt 17xllo PC, 
MacLaren describes as of 1926.1 
LEABHAR CHEIST NA IIATHAR. 
- Glasgovig n. d. 
0. j1hic-Dhu"ghail. Alasdair Mac Labhruinn 
Is a Mhicq Reiceadairean Leabhraichean Gaidhligg 
268 Sraid Earra-Ghaidheall Glascho, C. 2. 
48pp 16xio. PC, [MacLaren informs that the ed. of 1926 
was reprinted in 1940. MacLaren &- Sons' 
address changed to 268 Argyle Street 
in 1932(evidence of GPO Directory). 
The first Gaelic ed. of the Catechism 
was in 1752. ] 
- 952 
WOOD9 H. K. IS EIGIN DOMH AN PHEILL SO A 
CHOIMHEAD, 
Stirline, n. d. 
Is Eigin domh, an r-hei-11 so a Choimhead. 
Na h-aobharan a ta aig a' chreideach air son 
frithealadh suipeir an Tighearna. Le 
H. K. Wood. Drummond's Tract Depot, Stirling. 
l6pp. 11.3x8.8. PC" 
I-TRIGHT9 GORDON, AN T-SUIRGHE FHADALACH, 
Glasgow, nd. 
An t-Suirghe Fhadalach, Dealbh-chluich 
abhachdach an aon sealladh, Gaelic translation 
of the one-act comedyq "Love Lingers On" by 
Gordon WriGht, Air eadar-theangachadh le 
Fionnlagh I. MacDhomlmaill, Glasoow: Brown, 
Son, & Ferguson, Ltd,, 52 to 58 Darnley Streat, 
l9pp 19x! 3. GU: CL PC. tRevieved 
in'An Gaidheallp Sept* 19; 0, ] 
YOUNG9 DOUGLAS. SCOTTISH VERSE, 1851-1951. 
London, 1952, 
Scottish Verse, 1851-1951. Selected for 
the general reader by Douglas Young. 
With Forewordg Notes and Glossary. Thomas 
Nelson and Sons Ltd: Londong Edinburghq Paris, 
Melbourne, Toronto and New York. 
First published 1952. 
xxxiv, 363pp. 19xl3. NLS. [2 Gaelic poems by George Campbell Ilayq 
7 by Sorley MacLean, and 1 by Derick 
Thomson. ] 
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MACKENZIEj WILLIAM9 of Skye. OLD SKYE TALES, 
Glaseow, 1934. 
Old Skye Tales. Further traditionsq 
reflections and memories of an octogentarian 
Highlander. William MacKenzieq Culnaenool 
author of "Skye: l'ochdar-Trotternish and 
District". Illustrated. Glasgow: Alex. 
MacLaren & Sons, Argyle Street, C. 2. 
First published in November, -1934. tit 1 ft 161pp, 3 ff Ads; 12 ff Ills. [in text). 
19XI NLS. ? ýn 
English, but cbntains extensive 
quotation of Gaelic poems, including 
complete poems. ] 
MACKENZIE, WILLIAN9 of Skye. SKYE: IOCHDAR- 
TROTTERNISH AND DISTRICT. 
Glasgowt 1930. 
Skye: Iochdar-Trotternish and District. 
Traditions, reflections and nemories. Dy 
William MacKenzie. Seventeen illustrations. 
Glasgow: Alex* MacLaren & Sons, 360-362 
Argyle Streetj C. 2. 
First published in August, 1930. 
xvitý176ppt 32pp Ads. Catalogue; 17 ff Ills. (in 
text . 19xl3. NLS. 
Content as above. ] 
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Addenda, continued, 
ROBERTSON9 ANGUS CAIIERON. CROWN AND EMPIRE. 
Edinburgh, 1911, 
Crown and Empire. Letter from Queen Alexandria 
and other Letters, [Ill. ] Angus Cameron 
Robertsont Mariner and Author, Price 2/66 
J. -W±lkie & Co., Limited, Printers, 92 Princes 
Streetp Dunedin. 1911. 
59pp one side of paper only used]. IqX13. Eu. [In 
English, but Gaelic poemp 'ChumhaLsic] 
RiGh Eideard VIII on pp 19-23. There is 
an English translation of the poem, ] 
APPENDIX 
[Books published since December, 1968. ] 
BIDEAUl GEORGES. BROIDREAGAN AGUS A CHUIDEACIID. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Leabhraichean As Chomuinn, DroidreaGan agus 
a Chuideachd. Le Georges Bideau. A' Ghaidlilie 
le Domhnall Grannd, [Ill. ] Dealbhan le 
Grinson. Clo-bhuailte le Bias am Paris mar a 
dhliarr An Comunn Gaidhoalach. 
24 ff. 19xl5. 
[Opring 1969. Liberally illustrated, in 
colour. An elementary school reader, 
translated from the French. Uniform with 
the earlier translations by Grant of tales 
by Grimm and Andersen. ] 
BIDEAU9 GEORGES. PEASAN9 CUILEAN NAN CLUARAT4. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Leabhraichean At Chomuinn. Peasang Cuilean 
nan Cluaran, Le Geor es Bideau. A' Ghaidhlijg 
le Domhnall Grannd. 
fIll. 
] Dealbhan le Luce 
LAgarde. Clo-bhuailte le Dias am Paris Mar 
a dhtiarr An Comunn Gaidhealach. 
24 ff. 19xl5. 
[Sprine 1969. Liberally illustrated, in 
colour. Uniform with-the above. ] 
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COMHLAN DE LUCHD-TEAGAISG AS NA HEARADH. ALASDAIR 
AGUS MAIRI. 
Glasgow, 1969. 
Alasdair agus Mairi. Le Comhlan de luchd- 
teagaisg as na Ilearadh fo iUil Mhurchaidh 
MhicLebid. Dealblian le Caileati Spencer. 
Gairm. Glaschu. 1969. 
Clo- bhualaidhean Gairm - Leabliar 9, 
2 ff 28pp. 21xI4. tThe 'Comhlan Deasachaidhl are Mina 
MacKayq Mary MacCuishq Dolina Ferguson, 
mid Rachel MacLean, Colophon informs, - 'Air fhoillseachadh an co-bhoinn ri 
Coimitidh nan Leabhralchean-saoilel. 
An elementary reading book, with 
lively illustrations, in colour. ] 
FEIRGUSONp CALUM. SATHj LEABIfAR 1. 
Glasgowl n. d. 
Leabliar 1. A transcript of -the seventy 
lessons of Sath, the Gaelic Teaching Course. 
Copyright. Printed in Scotland. Written and 
devised by Calum Fergusonq M. A. Printed by 
Tiumpan Developments, Ltd. 9 produced by Gaelfonn Recording Co. 9 and distributed by 
Caledonian Music Co. Ltd., 59 St- Vincent 
Crescents Glasgow. C. 3. Tel. 041.221.0841. 
I f. xiiq 200pp. 26xig. 
PERGUSON9 CALMI. SATH9 LEABHAR 2. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Leabhar 2. The lesson-by-lesson vocabulary 
of Shthq the Gaelic Teaching Course. Written 
and devised by Calum Ferguson, DI. A, Copyright. 
Printed in Scotland. Printed by Tiumpan 
Developmentsp Ltd., produced Vy Gaelfonn 
Recording Co. 2 and distributed by Caledonian 
Music Co. Ltd. 9 59 St, Vincent Crescent, 
Glasgowq C-3. Tel. 041.221.08ý1. 
viis 83PP- 26x! g. 
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FERGUSONj CALMI. SATHI LEADHAR 3. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Leabhar 3. A brief account of Gaelic 
grammar, followed by lesson-by-lesson notes 
on idionist sentence construction, etc., of 
Sath, the Gaelic Teaching Course, Written and 
devised by Calum Perguson, M. A. Copyright, 
Printed in Scotland. Printed by Tiumpan 
Developments, Ltd. y produced by Gaelfonn Recording Co. 9 and distributed by Caledonian Music Co. Ltd., 59 St. Vincent Crescent, 
Glasgow, C-3. Tel. o4l. 221.084i. 
xiiq 167PP- 26xig. 
FERGUSON, CALM. I. SATH9 LEADHAR 4. 
Glasgow, n. d, 
Glossary. The words to be found in the 
seventy lessons of Sathq the Gaelic Teaching 
Course. Written and devised by Calum 
Fergusong M. A. Copyright. Printed in 
Scotland. Print6d by Tiumpan Developments, 
Ltd., produced by Gaelfonn Recording Co., 
and distributed by Cal. eaonian Music Co. Ltd., 
59 St. Vincent Crescent, Glasgowq C. 3. 
Tel, 041,221.0841. 
(Cover] Leabhar It. 
iit 28pp. 26xig. 
[March 1969. The books are supplementary 
to four LP records. Lcabhar 1 is 
illustrated profusely and in detail, 
The -whole comprises a lively and 
sophisticated course in Gaelic. ] 
9.58 
GRIMM. NA TRI MATHAIN. 
Glasgow, n. d. 
Leabhraichean A' Chomuinn. Na Tri Mathain. 
Le Grimm. Am frangais le Claire Avdrix. 
[111, ] Dealbhan le Pierre Leroy, Clb-bhuailte 
le Bias am Paris mar a dhliarr An Comunn 
Gaidhealach. 
24 ff. 19X15' 
[Spring 1969. Illustrated, in colour. 
An elementary school readerg translated 
from French by Donald Grant. ] 
MACKENZIEs COLIN No OIRTHIR TIM. 
Glasgow, 1969s 
Oirthir Tim, Sgeula&idan le MUM To 
MacCoinnich. Gairm, Glaschu* 1969* 
Clo-blitialaidhean Gairm - Leabhar 8. 
176pT). 2lxl5. 
JMystery and Science Fiction stories. 
The style of narration is traditionalt 
despite the modorn subject matter: the 
explanations that follow the climax are 
reminiscent of Conan Doyle. A tendency 
to prolixity. ] 
[April, 1969. ] 
THE END 
